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The Holy Grail
The search to understand and accurately model human intelligence may represent the
critical knowing for our species. With this knowing, every human has the potential to
elevate their thinking to the level of genius. With this knowing, the majority of mental
illnesses can be better understood and controlled. With this knowing, we can create
thinking machines in short order, and set them to helping us solve our most pressing
problems. And, with this knowing, we can put away anger, fear and conflict, and begin
building a world filled with love, trust and co-Operation.

This book presents a new model of human intelligence that is a step towards that
critical knowing. It explains that every human brain has two distinct and powerful
minds. It further demonstrates how human intelligence results from the complex
relationship of those two minds. 

And while all humans have two minds, each of our dual minds are developed and
educated to different degrees. Further, the relationship between our two minds can
vary. Their relationship can be neutral. Sometimes our two minds function separately
as seemingly independent units. Their relationship can be adversary. Sometimes our
two minds function antagonistically at cross purposes to each other producing conflict,
mental anguish and attenuated intelligence. And, finally their relationship can be
synergic. Sometimes our two minds work together in perfect harmony and co-Operation
producing brilliance and genius. These differences in development, education and
relationship produce the wide variation in observable intelligence seen within the
human population. 

For reasons that will be well explained in this book, I call these two minds the space-
mind and the time-mind. As Albert Einstein explained, “Space and time are modes by
which we think and not conditions in which we live.” 

The space-mind originated in the animal world. It is responsible for survival in space. I
am not talking about outer space. This the local three dimensional space in which we
all live. The space-mind moves and controls our bodies. It can move your body left or
right—forward or backward—up or down. The space-mind crawls. The space-mind
walks. The space-mind jumps. The space-mind dances, and, if you are a monkey, the
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space-mind leaps through the trees. If you are a fish, the space-mind swims, and if you
are a bird, the space-mind flies. The space-mind controls motion and behavior in three
dimensional space.

Knowing requires thinking and memory. The space-mind thinks in images. It stores
those images in memory and codes them with the specific emotional feelings that were
experienced when the events generating those images occurred. Knowing begins in
the animal world with KnowWhere—knowing where to go in space to survive. If I am
hungry, where do I go to get food? If I am thirsty, where do I go to get water? If I am
cold, where do I go to get warm? The answers to these questions are found every day in
the animal world. We humans share the animal body, and so must answer these
questions for ourselves.

KnowWhere is knowing based on imagic memory—stored images coded with emotional
feelings. KnowWhere includes the ability to recognize wholes by their sameness. My
space-mind sees Mom as a whole—Dad as a whole—a snake as a whole. Space-mind
knows where to find the whole known as “mom” or avoid the whole known as “snake.”
But remember, the space-mind does not think in words, words are tools of the time-
mind.

Space where I survive is good space. Space where I die is bad space. The secret of
survival is securing good space and avoiding bad space. For us humans, KnowWhere
is used to solve many problems. The term I use for this first level of knowing is
INFORMATION spelled in all upper case.

Space Mind KnowWhere INFORMATION

The time-mind is found in limited form in the more advanced mammals, but develops
completely only in humans. Time-mind raises knowing to a new level. 

Time-mind can understand much more because it is aware of time. It is aware of
changes that occur over time. This generates the next level of knowing called
KnowWhen. KnowWhen is knowing when to act in time to control the events in my
local reality. 

Time-mind analyzes and distinguishes the various aspects of wholes by their
differences. It considers these different aspects of the whole to be parts. It has broken
the whole process of life into different moments. The past is different than the present,
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which is different than the future. The moments of our lives are a one way street. By
noticing the changes that occur over time, time-mind has the ability to figure things
out. It can notice what comes after what, and soon learns to understand and thus
anticipate what comes before what. It can notice what events precede other events and
in what sequences. With this temporal understanding comes the ability to predict and
control sequential process. Understanding temporal difference is the same as
understanding temporal sequence.

KnowWhen is based on an awareness and understanding of cause and effect—the
understanding of sequence. If I know what causes an effect, I can predict and control
my future. If I understand the sequence for making a fire, I can stay warm and cook
my food. 

As a modern human, to start my breakfast I first need to get a skillet from the cabinet,
and bacon from the refrigerator. Then I place my skillet on the stove. Then I turn on
the burner. Then I add my bacon before the skillet gets too hot. I need to adjust the
heat so it’s not too hot and not too cold. Because I know the con-sequence of under
cooked pork, and the con-sequence of burnt food, I control my cooking event by
knowing when to turn the heat up and when to turn it down. To successfully cook my
breakfast, I am using KnowWhen. The term I use for this second level of Knowing is
KNOWLEDGE spelled in all upper case.

Time Mind KnowWhen KNOWLEDGE

There are two higher levels of knowing that are only reliably available to those special
humans that we call genius. I say reliably because almost all humans have occasional
sparks of genius. This is more common in children than adults. Unfortunately, most of
us were/are “educated” to limit our thinking to conform to the rules, and reflect the
“teachers” expectations, and so most of us lose contact with our ability for genius. In
today’s world, only a few manage to maintain contact with their genius, and
consistently function at the higher levels of knowing 

The third level of knowing is KnowHow. KnowHow is knowing how KNOWLEDGE and
INFORMATION fit together. KnowHow is created when the space-mind turns its
attention away from the outside sense data and looks at the patterns of sequential
KNOWLEDGE created by the time-mind and recognizes new patterns of wholeness. It
can see how some of these supposedly different KNOWLEDGE concepts—sequence
chains are really the same. 
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Individuals achieving the third level of knowing recognize how things work together.
They may discover laws of nature, and advance human understanding. Albert
Einstein saw that E=mc2. In other words, that the KNOWLEDGE concept known as
energy was the same as the KNOWLEDGE concept known as matter multiplied by the
speed of light squared.

Those special individuals, like Einstein, who think at the third level can thus create,
invent, and innovate new wholes that have never existed before. They may create new
knowing or synthesize new music, art, or inventions. This third level KnowHow is a
very powerful form of knowing which I designate as WISDOM spelled in all upper
case.

Space-Time Mind KnowHow WISDOM

Those humans who master KnowHow and consistently think at the WISDOM level are
commonly called geniuses and include: Leonardo, Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Socrates,
Hippocrates, Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius, Nicomachus, Epictetus, Tactitus,
Ptolemy, Michaelangelo, Copernicus, Kepler, Gilbert, Galileo, Harvey, Bacon,
Descartes, Spinoza, Milton, Pascal, Hooke, Leibnitz, Newton, Huygens, Locke,
Berkeley, Hume, Rousseau, Smith, Kant, Paine, Lavoisier, Fouier, Faraday, Henry,
Gauss, Edison, Tesla, Darwin, James, Freud, Jung, Beetoven, Bach, Mozart, Van
Gogh, Monet, Picasso, Maxwell, Pavlov, Poincare, Planck, Lorentz, Einstein,
Minkowski, Born, Bohr, Hiesenberg, Schrodinger, Eddington, Oppenheimer, Bell,
Herrick, Child, Meyer, Korzybski, Selye, Young, Haskell, Fuller, Etc., Etc., Etc..

In synergic science,1 this level of thinking is called multiordinal genius. Those
stabilizing as multiordinal geniuses have reliable access to WISDOM. They know how
things work. 

Unfortunately, some of those achieving multiordinal genius may still behave
adversarily. They are not compelled by their KnowHow to act in good ways. They can
be evil geniuses. Thus they include some of the most notorious of villains that have
ever lived: Tomas de Torquemada, Vlad Tepes, Ivan the Terrible, Adolph Eichmann,
Pol Pot, Mao Tse-tung, Idi Amin, Joseph Stalin, Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan, Adolph
Hitler, Etc, Etc.. 

1 Author’s Note: Synergic science is the study of how systems work together to create a
whole that is greater than the sum of the parts.
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Often the evil of these individuals was so profound that their genius was overlooked.
Unfortunately, they were both bad and intelligent. This sometimes resulted in their
victims numbering in millions.

Fortunately, there is a level of knowing above WISDOM which does compel good.

The fourth level of knowing is KnowWhy. KnowWhy is knowing the con-sequence of
applying and/or misapplying WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE and INFORMATION.
KnowWhy is created when the time-mind turns its attention away from analyzing
INFORMATION to examine the patterns of WISDOM created by the space-mind. The
time-mind’s ability to analyze WISDOM allows it to understand and predict the effects
that will result from the use or misuse of WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE, and
INFORMATION. Therefore, KnowWhy results in the complete understanding of Space
and Time, and the most powerful form of knowing possible, and the level which I
designate as ONENESS spelled in all upper case.

Time-Space Mind KnowWhy ONENESS

Individuals reliably achieving the level of ONENESS are rare.  While these individuals
are enormously intelligent and clearly geniuses, they are most remarkable for their
goodness. They are sometimes called spiritual geniuses. Synergic science designates
those stabilizing at the fourth level of understanding as synergic geniuses.2 

When they have appeared throughout history, they have been called by many names
including: Enlightened One = Ascended Master = Avatar = Divine Mother = Guru =
Sage = Living Saint = Messiah = Savior. 

They include: Jesus of Nazareth, Siddhartha Gautama, Muhammad, Rama, Krishna,
Zoroaster, Lao Tzu, Confuscious, Urukagina, Moses, Leo Tolstoy, Abraham Lincoln,
Albert Schweitzer, Florence Nightingale, Bahá'u'lláh, Ghandi, Martin Luther King,
Mother Teresa, Dalai Lama, Etc., Etc..

The goodness of these individuals is often so profound that their genius may be
overlooked. But these rare souls were/are both good and intelligent. 

2 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: An Adventure in Human Development, Prentice-Hall, Inc,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1976 … Author’s Note: Dr. Coulter originated the term synergic mode
of thinking to describe this level of genius. Synergic genius is MORE than
multiordinal genius—more than brilliance. It is brilliance plus goodness.
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All historical geniuses have activated their genius potential intuitively by discovering
how it feels to think and understand at the higher levels of knowing. They have all
mastered KnowHow, and a few have mastered both KnowHow and KnowWhy. 

Intuitive Geniuses
Humans who have developed the ability to activate their genius potential by sense or
feel are called intuitive geniuses.

The intuitive geniuses of history did not know they were activating a higher level of
knowing. They did not know that they had a Dual-Mind. They believed, as did those
without genius, that genius was inborn and in no sense controllable by them. They
just knew if they felt a certain way their thinking was much more brilliant. “I will
create when the muse moves me.” or “I will understand more deeply when God reveals
his truth to me.”

When such intuitive geniuses create works important to the civilization they become
known as historical geniuses. The term applied in this way is a judgement of history.

However it is important to realize that geniuses are above all else human. While they
may have learned to activate their genius potential more readily then the average
human, they don’t always think like a genius. The human brain has seven modes of
thinking and only two of these modes are at genius level. As we humans live our lives,
we move through the various modes of thinking throughout the day. It doesn’t take a
genius to brush his teeth or carry out the trash.

Every individual’s intelligence will vary as the different modes of thinking are
engaged. Even Einstein was sometimes less than brilliant, and Mother Teresa was
sometimes less than good. We are talking about real humans here. Those called genius
do manage to spend more of their thinking time at the higher levels of knowing. Some
may even stabilize at the genius levels, but this stabilization does not prevent the
occasional lapse of brilliance or goodness.

Then of course, there is the factor of learning which comes from our education and life
experiences. Modes of thinking and levels of knowing result from the hardware—the
structure of the human brain. But our actual knowing—INFORMATION,
KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM and ONENESS—is software. It accumulates during a
lifetime of learning and understanding as we use the various modes of thinking, and
store our experiences and learning in memory. Furthermore, our experiences and
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education are often compartmentalized thus resulting in compartmentalized knowing.
I might be a musical genius, but completely naive when comes to fixing my car, or
having a loving relationship with my children.

Unrealized Potential
However for the vast majority of humans, the potential for genius is not ever known, let
alone experienced or realized. They don’t stabilize at the higher levels of knowing, and
aren’t proclaimed by history to be geniuses.

Most of us never experience the thrill of discovery, the ecstasy of knowing: “I was the
first person to think of this idea. I was the first to solve this problem. I was the first to
understand—the first to learn one of Nature’s secrets.” In fact our lot is just the
opposite. Most of us find our intelligence attenuated, our potential ignored, our goals
unaccomplished, our desires unachieved, our hopes unrealized, our expectations
disappointed, and our destinies unfulfilled.

This represents not only a profound loss for each of us personally, but also a great loss
for all of humanity, the other living systems, and even the Earth itself. In this, the
gravest hour of our human crisis, can any of us really hope to survive if the greatest
powers and resources of our species remain unknown and undeveloped?

Learning to understand and optimize your own individual human intelligence begins
with a small investment of time and some study. Your first task will be to become
aware of your thinking, and to develop the habit of watching your two minds as they
work—learning to think about thinking. This process will be fun and interesting.

I believe that it is possible for most humans to understand, and then master their
intelligence fully. Those who choose to do so, can with practice develop genius level
thinking, and mastery of the four levels of knowing.

INFORMATION is understanding local space and knowing where to go to enable or
avoid an action. 

KNOWLEDGE is understanding time—temporal sequence—local cause and effect, and
from that understanding knowing when to act in time to encourage or discourage an
action from occurring in that known sequence. 
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WISDOM is understanding how things work together—what events and actions are
necessary to produce a particular result—how INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE
relate to each other. 

And finally, ONENESS is understanding the con-sequences of those actions and their
resultants, and knowing why they should or should not be allowed to happen.

Let me provide one example of these four levels of knowing, and how they might apply
to one of the really big problems currently threatening our civilization. You may recall
that one of humanity’s most celebrated geniuses Albert Einstein warned over fifty
years ago, “The splitting of the atom has changed everything save our modes of
thinking, and thus we drift toward unparalleled catastrophe.” By this he meant that
his discovery of E=mc2, enabled humans to invent and build nuclear weapons. Let us
examine the threat of nuclear warfare from the perspective of the our four levels of
knowing:

INFORMATION is the level of understanding necessary to know where to go to escape
from the blast of a nuclear weapon. 

KNOWLEDGE is the level of understanding necessary to know when to act to either
detonate, or deactivate a nuclear weapon. 

WISDOM is the level of understanding necessary to discover how physical reality
allows the forces of nature to interact and result in a nuclear explosion—E=mc2. And,
it also is the level of understanding necessary to invent and manufacture a nuclear
weapon—The Manhattan Project.

And finally, ONENESS is the level of understanding necessary to know why we should
never have created nuclear weapons in the first place.

Level of Knowing Consciousness
   ONENESS ✺    Divine

   WISDOM    Genius
   KNOWLEDGE    Ego
   INFORMATION    Id
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I began this section with the statement that to understand and accurately model
human intelligence may represent the critical knowing for our species. 

That with this knowing, every human has the potential to elevate their thinking to the
level of genius. 

That with this knowing, the majority of mental illnesses can be better understood and
controlled. 

That with this knowing, we can create thinking machines in short order, and set them
to helping us solve our most pressing problems. 

And finally, that with this knowing, we can put away anger, fear and conflict, and
begin building a world filled with love, trust and co-Operation.

Understanding Human Intelligence
My journey towards understanding human intelligence began quite by accident. For
much of my life, I have practised medicine. As the Director of an large urban
Emergency Department in the early 1970s, I led a team that treated over 236, 000
patients. It was there that I first learned about stress. An Emergency Department is a
very stressful place to work, and a very stressful place to visit as a patient. I
personally treated and cared for thousands of highly stressed patients and their
families. 

By the end of 1978, it was clear to me that the number one factor in surviving disease
and injury was stress, and that those physicians understanding stress would be the
most effective in helping their patients. Knowing the power of the stressor causing the
injury or illness, and the effectiveness of the patient’s ability to adapt to their
stressors would allow them to predict and augment the course of their patient’s
recovery. 

I realized that modern medicine was too often treating patients too late in the course of
disease. I knew there had to be a better way. We needed to focus on prevention rather
than cure. 

I began a search to understand stress and its effect on me and on my patients. Over the
next eight years, I would read hundreds of books, attend meetings, lectures, and
workshops. I apprenticed myself with experts in Psychology, Cognitive Therapy,
Hypnosis, Relaxation Training, and Biofeedback. I continued to practice medicine, but
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now my focus was on Adaptive Medicine (helping patients to successfully adapt to the
stressors in their lives).

I was now working one on one with a handful of patients each week instead of the
hundreds I had cared for in the Emergency Department. My treatments lasted hours
instead of minutes. My focus settled on studying human behavior, human
relationships, and surprisingly human intelligence. 

To most effectively help my patients adapt to the stressors in their lives, I had to
understand how they thought. I began reading everything I could find on human
thinking seeking models of human intelligence. 

I studied the works of the great thinkers, and intelligence scientists—Diocles of
Carystus, Arthur Ladbroke Wigan, John Hughlings Jackson, Alfred Korzybski,
Buckminster Fuller, N. Edward Haskell, Arthur Young, Arthur Coulter, Roger Sperry,
Joseph Bogen, Michael Gazzaniga, Maxie Maultsby, Tony Buzan, Edward DeBono,
Robert Orstein, Peter Russell, and Raymond Abrezol.

I began integrating and combining the best of their ideas into a framework to help me
better understand my patients as we worked together to neutralize the stressors in
their lives. As I did so I began to see a consistent pattern for human thinking in all of
them. 

As recently as October 2004, a leading intelligence scientist wrote: “Understanding
human intelligence is difficult in part because it is so vast in method and scope.
Hundreds of cognitive phenomena have precise formal models. However, since most
human thinking involves many of these phenomena and since particular models
involve inference and knowledge representation methods that are difficult to
integrate, human cognition outside of the laboratory remains largely unexplained.”3

With the publication of this book, I have finalized my scientific formulations which
explain human intelligence. I make this claim with some trepidation, but I make it
nevertheless. The truth of my claim is in your hands, or in this modern age on your
computer screen. You are an intelligent human, decide for yourself.

My original model was formulated in January of 1983 as the Dual Mind Hypothesis of
Human Intelligence. It was based on my one-on-one interactions with hundreds of

3Nick Cassimatis, A Substrate for Integrated Theories of Cognition, Department of Cognitive
Science, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 2004
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thinking humans. It explained that human intelligence, behavior, and creativity were
the result of the complex relationship of two distinct ‘minds’—the space-mind and the
time-mind. In the twenty-three years since then, the model has been tested, refined
and extensively modified. Today, my model of human thinking is called the Synergetic
Theory of Space-Time Intelligence. 

Those choosing to understand and master this model of human intelligence can expect
to gain control over their own thinking. Further, those who gain control over their
own thinking will discover they have simultaneously gained control over their own
emotions and behavior. One immediate advantage will be the ability to greatly
increase their effective intelligence and creativity. 

Many of the diseases and illnesses that currently plague modern humans appear to
result from internal conflict within the dual-mind. Those with a mastery of their dual-
mind can develop the ability to cure many of the illnesses that plague them. This
includes nearly all of the psychosomatic, psychogenic, and stress diseases. So you can
expect not only to think better, but to feel better. 

As the understanding of human intelligence becomes more widespread, communities
will finally gain the ability to control adversary and criminal behavior within them.
Thus the understanding of human intelligence has staggering implications in the
fields of medicine, psychiatry, psychology, education, criminology, and sociology.

Those currently working in the field of human intelligence research will discover that
the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence represents an extraordinary
advancement in human knowing. There is extensive correlation and integration of the
Dual-Mind Hypotheses,4 N. Arthur Coulter’s Human Synergetics,5 as well as
Alfred Korzybski’s major discoveries—the Theory of Time-binding6 and the Theory
of Sanity7 (General Semantics). In addition it integrates important but less well
known work including R. Buckminster Fuller’s Synergetics,8 Arthur Young’s
Theory of Process,9 and William J. J. Gordon’s Synectics.10

4 Wigan, Jackson, Sperry, Bogen, Gazzaniga, Buzan, DeBono, Orstein, Schiffer, et. al, The
Dual-Mind Hypotheses, This term encompasses the scientific works of many human intelligence
scientists., 1844-1981

5 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: An Adventure in Human Development, Prentice-Hall, Inc,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1976

6 Alfred Korzybski,The Manhood of Humanity, E.P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1921,
http://www.esgs.org/uk/art/manhood.htm

7 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, The Colonial Press Inc., Clinton, Mass., 1933-48
8 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, Volumes I &

II, New York, Macmillan Publishing Co, 1975, 1979
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In the years since my first formulation, I have continued studying and thinking about
all that I have learned. I have occasionally taught my model to others. As I worked
with small groups of individuals, my understanding grew, and became more refined.
My goal has been always to make it clearer—easier to understand and easier to use.
And while I have often been a teacher, I have always been a student. I have learned
from my patients, my students, family and friends. My teachers have been legion. I
stand on the shoulders of many giants. This work is therefore a collaboration—an
integration of ideas and understandings from a group of humans who lived from the
4th century to the present. Therefore, it is with humility, and gratitude that I present
and share all that I have learned about human intelligence.

9 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence, 1976
10 William J. J. Gordon, Synectics: The Development of Creative Capacity, Harper & Row

Publishers, Inc., New York, 1961
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Understanding Pattern
Knowing is the understanding of pattern. In classical physics, the term used for
pattern is order.11

All ‘objects’ in ‘space-time’ have substance and form. The substance is ‘matter-energy’,
and form is the ‘order’. Order is relationship, the pattern, organization and form of
that ‘matter-energy’. 

Jules Henri Poincaré explained in 1908:

...one builds science with facts, as (one builds) a house with stones. But a
collection of facts is no more a science than a heap of stones is a house.12

It is the order, pattern, organization, form and relationship of the facts that make a
science; and the order, pattern, organization, form and relationship of the stones that
make a house.

An understanding of this concept of order—pattern, organization, form and
relationship; and its complement concept disorder—patternlessness, disorganization,
formlessness; and relationshiplessness that is essential to a fuller understanding
Nature.

Time-binding
Alfred Korzybski defined humans as Time-binders in 1921. Korzybski explained
that the power of Time-binding is to understand—to observe and remember change
over time. Our human ability to understand comes from the awareness of time—an
awareness that allows us to experience time as sequential or linear. Tomorrow follows
today as today followed yesterday. Time always moves from the past to the present,
from the present to the future. Change is bound in time. And time-binders understand
change in space because they are aware of time. Time-binding is a way of thinking—
analytical thinking. 

11 Timothy Wilken, ORDER, UnCommon Science, UnCommon Sense Library II, 2001,
http://www.synEarth.net/Order/UCS2-Science-Order.html

12 Jules Henri Poincaré, Science and Hypothesis, 1908
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The Time-binder can make decisions based on understanding changes in his
environment over time. Time-binding analysis is sequential analysis—linear
analysis—focused on the parts rather than the whole. Analytical thinking recognizes
cause and effect. When humans understand cause and effect, they make scientific
discovery. The best of human thinkers are the masters of cause and effect.They are the
makers of knowing. When knowing is incorporated into matter-energy, it becomes a
tool. The best of human thinkers are inventors. They make technology. Time-binders
are the creators of knowing and technology. Time-binders are above all else toolmakers
and tool users. 

Time-binding is also that unique human ability to pass that ‘knowing’ from one
generation to the next generation. Both animal and human offspring begin their lives
in nearly total ignorance. The differences that exist between them are small, but what
advantage in knowing that does exist belongs clearly to the animal. While the animal
seems to begin life with a greater store of inherited knowing, it possesses little ability
to learn from its parents. The animal is condemned to rediscover over and over, every
generation must discover anew the knowings of its parents. The wise old owl may
know a great deal, but he has no way to pass what he knows to his offspring and they
have no way to receive it. 

We humans are very different in that respect. We can and do pass our knowing from
one generation to the next. As Alfred Korzybski explained:

Human beings possess a most remarkable capacity which is entirely peculiar
to them—I mean the capacity to summarise, digest and appropriate the labors
and experiences of the past; I mean the capacity to use the fruits of past labors
and experiences as intellectual or spiritual capital for developments in the
present; I mean the capacity to employ as instruments of increasing power the
accumulated achievements of the all-precious lives of the past generations
spent in trial and error, trial and success; I mean the capacity of human
beings to conduct their lives in the ever increasing light of inherited
WISDOM; I mean the capacity in virtue of which man is at once the inheritor
of the bygone ages and the trustee of posterity. And because humanity is just
this magnificent natural agency by which the past lives in the present and
the present for the future, I define humanity, in the universal tongue of
mathematics and mechanics, to be the Time-binding class of life.13

13 Alfred Korzybski,The Manhood of Humanity, E.P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1921,
http://www.esgs.org/uk/art/manhood.htm
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Scientific Theory
How do you know when a scientific theory is right? 

The key to understanding science requires the student to understand that all theories
begin life as hypotheses. What is a hypothesis? A hypothesis is simply a model of
reality. The way to evaluate a model is to ask yourself. Does this model help me? Does it
explain things to me about the part of reality that it describes? Does it help me to be
more effective in my life. If a model of reality is accurate, then my knowledge of this
model should give me a greater understanding and control over that part of reality
that the hypothesis describes.

When an hypothesis is found to be exceedingly accurate in predicting reality, and
when no exceptions can be found to its description of a natural phenomenon or process,
then and only then does it gain the status of scientific theory. A scientific theory
sometimes called a generalization means a principle that has been found to hold true in
every special case. 

Scientific theories are corroborated hypotheses—they are the most accurate models of
reality we have. When a scientist uses the word theory, he is talking about something
much more than an opinion—much more than an assumption—much more than a
belief. Scientific theories are near truths. 

Near truths
We humans have used scientific theories to safely take us to the moon and to cure
cancers. You can safely bet your life on scientific theory and you do—every time you
walk onto an elevator or board an airplane. And while scientists have the highest
respect for scientific theory, they know they are not absolutes. They understand that
scientific theories are models of reality and not the reality itself. 

In the past these models of reality were often confused with reality itself. Those
scientific theories that survived continued human experience were thought to be
absolute truths. They were thought to be certainties. They were given the most
prestigious of names—laws of Nature.

In 2006, scientists know better. Today we know that human knowledge always grows
with more experience. Scientific theory believed to be true today will be improved or
shown to be incomplete later. Newton’s scientific theories, published in 1687, formed
the scientific basis for the Industrial Revolution. Thought to be absolute “laws of
Nature”, they were shown to be incomplete by Einstein’s scientific theories published
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in 1915. Einstein was not necessarily smarter than Newton. He was simply later. 

As Newton is quoted as saying, “If I have seen farther than others, it is because I was
standing on the shoulders of giants.” Einstein was 230 years later than Newton.
Einstein was standing on Newton’s shoulders as he created a more accurate model of
reality. Humans will always seek to know more. Humans will always seek more
accurate models of reality. Humans will always seek the “laws” of Nature. But, today in
2006, human science is more humble. It accepts the fact that today’s knowledge is
incomplete. It accepts the fact that human science will always know more later.
Today’s knowing will always be transcended by tomorrow’s breakthroughs. 

In the chapters that follow, I rely on the work of many scientists. Time-binding by
definition implies that all scientific works must to a large extent be collaborations.
Therefore I have abandoned the practice of paraphrasing the writings of others, in
favor of presenting their work whenever possible in their own words. This improves
comprehension, and deepens appreciation for the original authors. 

This is accomplished through the liberal use of direct quotations from the original
writings. This means I have adopted the role of both author and editor—flipping back
and forth as appropriate. All the quotations from other scientists will be carefully
demarcated and footnoted. Some of these direct quotations are lengthy, and in a
number of cases encompass entire chapters taken from earlier works. The copyrights
for these quotations remain with the original authors and their publishers.

Whenever and wherever, I have a comment on the words of a quoted scientist, or find
my self in disagreement with a quotation, I have made *annotations which are
demarcated by copper colored font preceded by an asterisk, or contained within
(parentheses). This distinction is made to insure that the integrity of the quoted
passages remains intact and uncorrupted.

You will notice that sometimes I repeat myself. I am using redundancy to emphasize
important points. Redundant material is demarcated by a green colored font.
Although some passages are redundant, they are almost always presented in a new
context which results in new and additional meaning. Those readers who examine the
redundant material in light of this new context will gain the greatest understanding.
My reason for designating the redundant material with a special font color is to
avoid the confusion of deja vu. It also allows those familiar with the redundant
material to skip ahead to next new passage.
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A Successful Paradigm Shift
The book is presented in three sections—The Science, The Model and The
Metamorphosis. One of the most difficult tasks in the presentation of a new scientific
discovery is how to explain the concept effectively. Often the new model is both simple
and complex. Simple in that the concept explains more with less, but complex in that it
requires “forgetting” the old assumptions of the previous model or models. Any
successfully understanding requires the proper context. That means the student must
understanding a number of antecedent ideas, and concepts prior to fully grasping the
new view of reality.

The Science section presents all the antecedent ideas and discoveries that form the
basis for this newest modeling of human intelligence. The Model section presents the
model itself—The Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence. The Metamorphosis
section presents Dual Mind Psychodynamics—a clear pathway program with which
the reader can activate their own personal genius.

Some readers will feel a desire to race ahead to see the model itself, or explore the
metamorphosis. We all know those mystery novel readers whose first task it is to read
the last few pages and discover “who did it”, but the presentation of new science is more
complex than any mystery story. The science reader leaping ahead may only find
confusion and misunderstanding. 

My goal is to avoid that misunderstanding. So I encourage you to start at the
beginning. Take a little time to think about each of the antecedent ideas and concepts
as they are presented in The Science section. This process will take less time than you
imagine, and the rewards will be large. Then when you do reach The Model section,
you will be in context. You will find it easier to understand, and just as importantly,
easier to accept. And, then when you have finished reading The Model section, you will
be ready to activate your personal genius with the help of The Metamorphosis section. 

You may recall the story of the mathematician Euclid who was once employed as a
tutor for the boy King Ptolemy. One day the young king complained about the difficulty
of the theorems which Euclid expected him to learn. Euclid gently reproached him:
“Sire,” he said, “there is no royal road to geometry.” This book is about understanding
how humans think and the very structure of knowing. It is a little more complex than
geometry. But, I promise that if you take time to understand the ideas presented here,
you will gain the ability to increase your effective intelligence, and open the door to
your personal genius. 
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KNOWING 2006

Knowing is the understanding of pattern. Knowing is the most powerful of human
activities. This ability to know results both from our unique human awareness of time
and GOD’s great gift of a world that is knowable.

Nature is comprehensible. Nature is orderly. Nature follows the rules. Nature makes
sense. Humans use their time-binding power to discover the ‘laws’ of Nature. And
these ‘laws’ of Nature do not stand in isolation. They fit together like pieces in a jigsaw
puzzle.14

Fuller’s Principle of Cosmic Integrity 15

Nature is honest. She plays by the rules. R. Buckminster Fuller called this the
Principle of Cosmic Integrity16 which he described as the first ‘law’ of Nature.
Writing in 1975, Fuller explained:

The more we know the more mysterious it becomes that we can and do know
both more and less. The unique characteristic of life is awareness—which
develops gradually into human comprehension only to become aware of how
inherently little we know. But that little we know or may come to know
additionally is ever subject to further exploration, discovery, and
comprehension.

That there is an unknown is proven by the succession of revelations of
additional generalized principles all of which are discovered as implicit in
Nature. It is also retrospectively manifest that this amplifying knowledge,
discovered by intuition and mind was discovered from the previously
unknown.

There is in Universe a vast order. It never forsakes. I throw a coin in the air,
and it returns and hits the floor every time. Nature is never at a loss about

14 Author’s Note: Just a reminder that I have adopted Korzybski’s convention of using
single quotes to denote multiordinal terms and alert the reader that the enclosed
term may have different meanings.

15 Author’s Note: The underline is used here to denote a scientific theory or
generalization. Scientists often adopt the convention: the “Principle of ____________”.

16 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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what to do about anything. Nature never vacillates in her decisions. The
rolling oceans cover three-quarters of Earth. Along the beaches, the surf is
continually pounding on the shore. No two successive local surf poundings
have ever been the same nor will they ever be the same. They typify the
infinitude of individualism of every special-case event in the Universe.

Weightless, abstract human mind reviews and from time to time discovers
mathematically reliable and abstractly statable interrelationships existing
between and amongst any of the special-case events. When a long-term record
of testing proves the relationship to persist without exception, it is stated as a
scientifically generalized principle.

The cosmic intellectual integrity manifest by Universe—the orderly
interaccommodation of all the generalized principles constitutes a design.
Design as a concept of ordered relationships is apprehendable and
comprehendable exclusively by intellect. As the human mind progressively
draws aside the curtain of unknownness the great design laws of eternally
regenerative Universe are disclosed to human intellect.

Science has been cogently defined by others as the attempt to set in order the
facts of experience. When science discovers order subjectively, it is pure
science. When the order discovered by science is objectively employed, it is
called applied science. The facts of experience are always special cases. The
order sought for and sometimes found by science is always eternally
generalized; that is, it holds true in every special case. No generalized
principles have ever been discovered that contradict other generalized
principles. All the generalized principles are interaccommodative. The
scientific generalizations are always mathematically statable as equations
with one term on one side of the equation and a plurality of at least two terms
on the other side of the equation.

NATURE (N) —def—> The totality of both all that is known—Universe (U), and
all that is unknown (O). Stated mathematically, N = (U + O).

Nature is the integral of all the integrities always manifest in the
progressively discovered generalized eternal principles. 

Nature then is all that we think we do know, plus all that we don’t know,
whether or not we know that we don’t know. 
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Whatever nature permits is natural. If nature does not permit it, it cannot and
does not occur. 

Universe is all the known. Universe is the aggregate of all of humanity’s all
time, consciously apprehended and communicated experiences, including both
the explicable and the as-yet unexplained. Human awareness first
apprehends, then sometimes goes on to comprehend.17

Fuller defines ‘Universe’ as the smaller term contained within ‘Nature’. ‘Universe’ is
what humanity knows of ‘Nature’. ‘Universe’ is then the sum of all discovered ‘laws’ of
Nature from the beginning of human thinking to the present. The sum of all
discovered scientific theories—the sum of all models of reality. ‘Universe’ is then as
complete a model of ‘Nature’ as total humanity2006 can create. 

We should then use Korzybski’s convention of dating to identify which model of
‘Nature’ we are talking about. Universe1763 is not Universe2006.

And the human need to know and understand Nature, results in a mind always
seeking—always searching. The human mind must continue to explore, to discover, to
differentiate, and to comprehend. As Harry J. Rathbun1976 explained:

The process of science is to discover and formulate the functioning
relationships in any specific area under investigation. The key word is
discover. Science deals with reality. And by reality we mean “the way things
are.” Instead of “functioning relationships”, we more commonly speak of “cause
and effect”, but either way we are talking about the same thing.

Science rests on the basic faith that we live in an orderly Universe. It holds
that there are dependable relationships in the structure of reality. It holds
further that these can be discovered by patient, honest, detached
investigation. Such investigation involves the formulation and testing of
hypotheses. Hypothesis is a proposed model of reality based on the scientist’s
observation of the relationships under study. The hypothesis is then tested to
find out whether it matches the real world. If it does, we say that a scientific
law—a law of nature—has been discovered. Science is the process of reducing
mystery to knowledge.

17 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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Discovery of truth, of reality, of what needs to be done to serve the goal,
involves dialogue—asking questions, probing, investigating, testing. That is
the essence of the scientific method which has brought us so far in discovering
important relationships that exist in the physical world. But scientists find
that the more we learn, the more there is yet to be discovered. 

Further mystery seems always to lurk behind our discoveries. Inevitably, if we
push far enough, we come up against ultimate mystery beyond our present
human power to understand.18

Nature is comprehensible. Nature is orderly. Nature follows a set of rules. Nature
makes sense. When we humans use reason to discover these rules, we can improve our
lives by living by the rules—by living in harmony with the ‘laws’ of Nature. As long as
humanity survives human knowing will grow without end. Thus ‘Universe’ our model
of ‘Nature’ will grow evermore accurate—evermore complete—evermore near to the
‘Truth’.

“Seek and ye shall find. Ask and ye shall receive. Knock and it shall be opened
unto you.”

Jesus of Nazareth

“The most incomprehensible thing about the Universe is that it is
comprehensible.” 

Albert Einstein

Another synergy scientist Arthur Young writes on the search for truth in 1974:

Both religion and science have a common origin in the search for truth, but
have approached this goal differently. Religion depends on revelation or
inspired teachers, science on experiments and theories. The investigations I
have made into these subjects indicate that these two quite different
endeavors tell the same story, reach the same conclusions. The agreement to
which I refer is to be found between the ancient myths and the most recent
finding of quantum physics.

In earlier times there were those who went into the desert to discover within
their own depths, or to the mountain top to commune with GOD, and returned

18 Harry J. Rathbun, Creative Initiative: Guide To Fulfillment, Creative Initiative Foundation, Palo
Alto, California, 1976
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with a teaching for their followers. But that is all past. Twentieth century
humanity has come of age. It is not to be led, but must draw out of itself the
wisdom it needs. That is why I say we must look at what we already have in
the earliest and undistorted traditions. It needs no new doctrine because the
printed word makes available today the accumulated wisdom of all ages and of
all teachings, which with the help of science, we can now sort out and
interpret. By science, I do not mean cultural anthropology but the ontology
provided by quantum physics.

In short, we have no need for more “isms” and schisms, movement to left or
right. These divisions are the cause of our splitting up and can hardly lead to
its cure. We need a new, integrating direction, but we cannot discover an
integrating and unitary theory common to science and religion without
postulating the unity of all things.

In sum, then, our thesis is: We inhabit a Universe, and this implies one
universal set of principles or of truth. To discover these principles or truth, we
must enlist both religious and scientific inquiry, and, recognizing the variety
of expressions of both, be prepared to seek out the unity in its true implication
and significance.

While science as it is presently represented is fragmented into a number of
disciplines, and these disciplines seem not necessarily to indicate a common
truth, we must look for their connection. Likewise, religions, which for
thousands of years have been manufacturing schisms often merely to justify
self-determination, need that overall survey that can see them as the various
expressions of one truth.

For just as the world with its oceans, continents, and nations presents many
facets, yet is one body of matter, so does our culture with its religions, and
sciences present many facets, yet is one body of life. Our task then is to seek
out this unity.19

Universe as Unity
Knowing2006 reveals that ‘Universe’ is a unity—that ‘Universe’ is a whole. Unity is
always plural and at minimum two. That within this unity are other unities and
within those unities still others.

19 Arthur Young, Quoted by: Frank Barr, M.D., The Theory of Evolutionary Process as a Unifying
Paradigm, The Institute for the Study of Consciousness, Berkeley, 1974
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We humans have a propensity to be ‘part’ oriented. Our human intellect divides
everything into parts in its search for meaning.This is the basis of our analytical
power—our power to understand. And yet, we live in a Universe of ‘wholes’.

Understanding ‘Universe’ as a unity—understanding ‘Universe’ as a whole—is
essential to our understanding of ourselves and our place in ‘Universe’. Without this
understanding, we are at odds with ourselves. Without this understanding, we are
divided from each other. And it is this division that is the source of most of our
problems. 

TAO: Principle of YinYang
This ancient image called the TAO or more often in the west the YinYang symbol is in
fact a scientific diagram of “unity” —a scientific formula for “wholeness.” In many
respects the TAO image is a schematic drawing or diagram.20 A schematic drawing
has a special meaning in science. It is a simplified representation of the reality that we
are seeking to understand. It is a metaphor for the concept or idea being presented. As
such we must remember Alfred Korzybski’s warning that: “The map is not the
territory.” The TAO is a schematic drawing of unity. 

“Consisting of two fluid teardrops nestled head to heel, each half extends deep
into the hemispheric territory of the other. In the head of each half is a small
circle composed of the essence of its opposite; each side contains within it the
seed of its reciprocal.”21 

20 Author’s Note: A diagram is a simplified and structured visual representation of
concepts, ideas, constructions, relations, statistical data, anatomy etc used in all
aspects of human activities to visualize and clarify the topic.

21 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The Conflict Between Word and
Image, Viking Penguin, New York, 1998
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Unity is always plural and minimum two. Our two curved tear drop shapes represent
the minimum twoness always found in unity. The TAO image or Taijitu, with black
representing yin and white representing yang, is a symbol that reflects the
inescapably intertwined duality of all things in nature, a common theme in TAOism.
No quality is independent of its opposite, nor so pure that it does not contain its
opposite in a diminished form: these concepts are depicted by the vague division
between black and white, the flowing boundary between the two, and the smaller
circles within the large regions.

For humans there is probably no more important pair than man and woman. Every
child’s life is most influenced by the relationship with Mother and Father. Mother and
Father form the whole called “parents.” Much of our late teen years and early
adulthood is focused in finding the perfect match—our soulmate, so we can make a
committed union. Take a moment to meditate on the following whole—the following

unity.

“The Chinese yin/yang symbol portrays the equality and complementarity of
the two sexes.”22

The Chinese designated the woman as Yin and the man as Yang. They recognized that
there is always a little of woman in every man and a little of man in every woman. The
Way of the TAO teaches that everything is the product of two forces, energies or
principles: Yin and Yang. It is the interaction of these two forces, energies, or
principles that produces the arising of the five elements—wood, fire, earth, metal, and
water—and enables change to take place within the world. 

22 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, ibid
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In Chinese tradition, Yin originally meant “shady, secret, dark, mysterious, cold.” It
thus could mean the shaded, north side of a mountain or the shaded, south bank of a
river. Yang in turn meant “clear, bright, the sun, heat,” the opposite of yin and so the
lit, south side of a mountain or the lit, north bank of a river. From these basic
complimentary pairs, a complete system of compliments was elaborated. 

Yin represents everything about the world that is dark, hidden, passive, receptive,
yielding, cool, soft, and feminine. Yang represents everything about the world that is
illuminated, evident, active, aggressive, controlling, hot, hard, and masculine.
Everything in the world can be identified with either yin or yang. 

While the symbols are usually drawn in black and white, they are equally valid in any
pair of complimentary colors, and in any orientation.

References to the principles of YinYang has been found in written records as old as
3500 years. The implications of the theory are displayed in the great book of
divination, the I Ching, the “Book of Changes.” The following discussion of these
principles is found in the Wikipedia entry23 on Yin and yang: Everything can be
described as either yin or yang.

1. Yin and yang are opposites. Everything has its opposite—although this
is never absolute, only comparative. No one thing is completely yin or
completely yang. Each contains the seed of its opposite. For example, winter
can turn into summer; “what goes up must come down.”

2. Yin and yang are INTERdependent. One cannot exist without the other.
For example, day cannot exist without night.

23 Wikipedia, Yin and Yang, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yin_and_yang 
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3. Yin and yang can be further subdivided into yin and yang. Any yin
or yang aspect can be further subdivided into yin and yang. For example,
temperature can be seen as either hot or cold. However, hot can be further
divided into warm or burning; cold into cool or icy. Within each spectrum,
there is a smaller spectrum; every beginning is a moment in time, and has a
beginning and end, just as every hour has a beginning and end.

4. Yin and yang consume and support each other. Yin and yang are
usually held in balance—as one increases, the other decreases. However,
imbalances can occur. There are four possible imbalances: Excess yin, excess
yang, yin deficiency, and yang deficiency. They can again be seen as a pair: by
excess of yin there is yang deficiency and vice versa. The imbalance is also a
relative factor: the excess of yang “forces” yin to be more “concentrated.”

5. Yin and yang can transform into one another. At a particular stage,
yin can transform into yang and vice versa. For example, night changes into
day; warmth cools; life changes to death. However this transformation is
relative too. Night AND day coexist on Earth at the SAME time when shown
from space.

6. Part of yin is in yang and part of yang is in yin. The dots in each
serve: a) as a reminder that there are always traces of one in the other. For
example, there is always light within the dark (e.g., the stars at night), these
qualities are never completely one or the other. b) as a reminder that absolute
extreme side transforms instantly into the opposite. For example, the hardest
stone is easiest to break.
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More that Opposites
If we remove the part of the TAO representing Yang we can better examine it.
Remember we are examining our schematic drawing now. I want you to pay attention
to the shape of the Yang.

Our separated Yang shape can now be placed before a mirror to see its opposite shape.
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At first it appears that the Yin and Yang of the TAO are opposites. But if we try to
recreate the TAO of unity using these truly opposite shapes for Yin and Yang, we will
not be successful. If we confine our shapes to the page and do not allow one of them to
flip over, we discover that these truly opposite shapes cannot form a whole. 

No matter how we try, these truly opposite shapes just don’t fit together.

Next let’s separate the true Yin and Yang shapes from each other. 
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As we have seen, they are not truly opposite shapes. Why did the Chinese ancients
draw them this way?

  

Compared to the opposites on the previous page we see a somewhat different
relationship. Again, both Yin and Yang are confined to the page. Notice how these true
YinYang shapes are more symmetrically related.
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Now let’s swivel the Yin in our last pair into a parallel position in relation to the Yang..

In this parallel position, we can see that the true Yin and Yang shapes appear to be
more similar than different. What happens if we slide them together?

They appear to be spooning towards the ultimate embrace. 

They are equal. They are really the same.
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We know the Chinese ancients were using the TAO symbol to represent real
phenomena in the natural world. Were they saying that Man and Woman are equal.
That they are really the same?

Before moving on let’s try the same experiment with our truly opposite shapes, we see
that spooning doesn’t work.

And, try as long as we like we will never get congruence with our truly opposite shapes.

True opposites are not equal. They are never the same.
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Now let’s return to our parallel Yin and Yang shapes, and allow the Yin shape to
continue to rotate.

We discover that they have returned to their original orientation. If we now slide them
together, we will have reconstituted the TAO symbol. 

The Yin and Yang shapes fit together perfectly to complete the ‘whole’. The TAO symbol
is a schematic drawing used to represent two principles—forces—energies that
complement one another and are both found in every aspect of life. They are two sides
of the same thing—equal and complimentary. The Chinese language acknowledges
this inseparable reciprocity by having one word—“yinyang”—rather than the western
dualistic phrase “yin and yang.” They are both equal and complimentary. 
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Bohr’s Principle of Complementarity
A modern scientist who saw the truth that these two aspects of reality were more than
opposites was the physicist Neils Bohr. He was one of the most influential scientists of
the 20th Century and a major force in the field of quantum physics. He won the 1922
Nobel Prize for his study of the structure and radiation of atoms. 

Neils Bohr

Physics Professor David M. Harrison writing in a 2002 essay24 explained:

Neils Bohr is best known for three discoveries: his development of the Model of
the Atom in 1913, his Principle of Complementarity, and his Copenhagen
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. …

John Wheeler, with his usual insight and striking prose, neatly summarizes
the status of the Principle of Complementarity: 

“Bohr’s principle of complementarity is the most revolutionary
scientific concept of this century and the heart of his fifty-year
search for the full significance of the quantum idea.”25 

24 David M. Harrison, Complementarity and the Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics,
Department of Physics, University of Toronto, The Internet, 2002

25 John Wheeler, Physics Today 16, (Jan 1963), pg. 30
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Here is a favorite statement of Bohr’s Principle of Complementarity by Leopold
Infeld and Albert Einstein written in 1938, and applied to the so-called wave-
particle duality for light:

“But what is light really? Is it a wave or a shower of photons? There
seems no likelihood for forming a consistent description of the
phenomena of light by a choice of only one of the two languages. It
seems as though we must use sometimes the one theory and
sometimes the other, while at times we may use either. We are faced
with a new kind of difficulty. We have two contradictory pictures of
reality; separately neither of them fully explains the phenomena of
light, but together they do.”26

Let’s consider the methodology used by Bohr, as well as many other creative
geniuses both in and out of the sciences: That is PARADOX!

“Among all paradigms for probing a puzzle, physics proffers none
with more promise than a paradox ... No one took the paradox [of
quantum theory] more seriously than Bohr. No one worked around
the central mystery with more energy wherever work was possible.
No one brought to bear a more judicious combination of daring and
conservativeness, nor a deeper feel for the harmony of physics.”27

“The Copenhagen interpretation of quantum theory starts from a
paradox.”28

26 Leopold Infeld and Albert Einstein, The Evolution of Physics, 1938, pg. 262-263
27 Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler, Gravitation, pg. 1197.
28 Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, pg. 44.
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Similarly, in the Eastern traditions understanding is often achieved through
deep consideration of paradox. A well-known example is the koans used in the
Zen tradition. A famous koan is “What is the sound of one hand clapping?”
There are more-or-less unique correct answers to the koans, which can be
found by deep internal questioning.

If the Complementarity Principle is subtle, complex, and difficult to understand,
then its extension into Bohr’s interpretation of Quantum Mechanics will
share these characteristics with some added subtlety. We begin by
considering an apparatus making a measurement on some external system:

The apparatus consists of a light source and a detector, which is the telescope
and observer. The apparatus is making measurements on our external system.
The light source emits photons, the particulate aspect of light. The photons are
“reflected” by the system, and enter the detector. The reflection of the photons
off the system itself disturbs that which we are attempting to measure. 
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If we attempt to reduce the disturbance on the system due to our
measurements on it, we eventually reach a point where we have reached an
irreducible minimum: this is when the interaction involves the exchange of a
single quantum of energy, emitted by the light source, reflected off the system,
and detected by the telescope and observer

The situation is actually even more complex than this. In fact, the photon from
the light bulb is absorbed by the system, which then emits another photon
which ends up in the detector. If the “observer” were some sort of detector
capable of detecting a single photon that would be the end of the story. But for
the human observer shown, that single photon would have to enter her eye, be
absorbed by the retina, which in turn causes an electrical impulse to go up the
optic nerve to the brain where in principle the brain would process it; for real
humans the minimum light level that is perceptible corresponds to a few
photons, not a single one. So for a human to participate in this minimal
observation, we would require a detector capable of registering a single photon
and sending a larger signal, such as a flashing light, which a human can
perceive.

The fact that the interaction cannot be reduced beyond a minimum amount,
the interchange of a single photon, is the heart of the Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle. However, Bohr realised that it means even more than this. At this
level we can not divide the quantum of energy into a contribution from the
apparatus and a contribution from the system: the process is inseparable.
Thus it is holistic.

This in turn means that at this level it is not meaningful to talk about the
system at all separate from the apparatus observing it. As Bohr repeatedly
said, “The quantum world does not exist.” Wheeler made a similar conclusion
when he suggested that we should drop the word observer from our
vocabulary, replacing it with the word participator. In fact, the separation
between the observer and the observed is always more-or-less arbitrary,
although we customarily ignore that fact. 

An example by Bohr may clarify: We customarily think of the outside world as
separate from ourselves, and the boundary between the two is the surface of
our skin. However, think of a blind person who gets around with the
assistance of a cane. In time that person will probably treat the cane as part of
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his or her body, and will think of the outside world as beginning just at the tip
of the cane. 

Now imagine the blind man’s sense of touch extending out of the tip of the cane
and into the roadway itself. Imagine it extending further, down the block, into
the countryside, to the whole world. There is no point where the blind man
ends and the world begins. Similarly, we can not say which is the system and
which is us observing it. This is the heart of the Copenhagen Interpretation of
Quantum Mechanics.

In 1947 Bohr was awarded the Order of the Elephant from the Danish
government. For a proud Dane like Bohr, this was a very big deal, and Bohr is
the only person to be awarded it who was not royalty and/or a famous general.
As part of the award, the winner’s family coat of arms is carved into a sort of
wall of fame. Bohr’s family, though, did not have a coat of arms, so Bohr got to
design one himself. 

You will notice that he chose the ancient Chinese Yin Yang symbol for the
centerpiece. He did not do this lightly. The inscription reads CONTRARI
SUNT COMPLEMENTA or Opposites Are Complements.29

29 David M. Harrison, Complementarity and the Copenhagen Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics,
ibid, http://www.upscale.utoronto.ca/GeneralInterest/Harrison/Complementarity/CompCopen.html
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Korzybski’s Principle of Non-Elementalism
If Universe is a unity—if Universe is a whole—if all the ‘things’ in universe are also
unities—if all the ‘things’ in Universe are also wholes—then these ‘things’ cannot be
broken down into basic ‘elements’. Alfred Korzybski called this the Principle of Non-
Elementalism.30 Writing in 1933, Korzybski explained:

The history of human thought may be roughly divided into three periods, each
period has gradually evolved from its predecessor. The beginning of one period
overlaps the other. As a base for my classification I shall take the relationship
between the observer and the observed. …

The first period may be called the Greek, or Metaphysical, or Pre-Scientific
Period. In this period the observer was everything, the observed did not
matter. 

The second period may be called the Classical or Semi-Scientific—still reigning
in most fields—where the observer was almost nothing and the only thing
that mattered was the observed. This tendency gave rise to that which we may
call gross empiricism and gross materialism. 

The third period may be called the Mathematical, or Scientific Period. … In this
period mankind will understand (some understand it already) that all that
man can know is a joint phenomenon of the observer and the observed. …

Someone may ask, How about “intuitions,” “emotions,” etc.? The answer is
simple and positive. It is a fallacy of the old schools to divide man into parcels,
elements; all human faculties consist of an inter-connected whole. …

If we decide to face empirical ‘reality’ boldly, we must accept the Einstein-
Minkowski four-dimensional language, for ‘space’ and ‘time’ cannot be
separated empirically, and so we must have a language of similar structure
and consider the facts of the world as series of interrelated ordered events, to
which, we must ascribe ‘structure’. Einstein’s theory, in contrast to Newton’s
theory, gives us such a language, similar in structure to the empirical facts as
revealed by science 1933 and common experience.

30 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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It is quite natural that with the advance of experimental science some
generalizations should appear that contain serious structural, epistemological
and methodological implications and difficulties. One such generalization that
becomes of unusual importance states: that any organism must be treated as-
a-whole; in other words, that the organism is not an algebraic sum, a linear
function of its elements, but always more than that. It is seemingly little
realized, at present, that this simple and innocent-looking statement involves
a full structural revision of our language, because that language, of great pre-
scientific antiquity, is elementalistic, and so singularly inadequate to express
non-elementalistic notions. The problems of structure, ‘more’ and ‘non-
additivity’ are very important and impossible to analyse in the old way.

We cannot split the reactions of humans verbally and elementalistically into
separate ‘body’, ‘mind’, ‘emotions’. ‘intellect’, ‘intuitions’, etc., but must
examine ourselves from an organism-as-a-whole-in-an-environment (external
and internal) point of view. This parallels the Einstein-Minkowski space-time
integration in physics, and both are necessitated by the modern evolution of
sciences.

If we accept this new generalization, then we see that ‘emotion’ and ‘intellect’
cannot be divided, that this division structurally violates the Generalization
of Organism-as-a-Whole-in-an-Environment. And something similar can
be said about the distinction of ‘body’ versus ‘soul’, and other verbal splittings
which have hampered any sane advance in the understanding of ourselves,
and have filled for thousands of years the libraries and tribunes of the world
with hollow reverberations.31

Korzybski’s Generalization of Organism-as-a-Whole-in-an-Environment or the
Principle of Non-elementalism1933 can now be seen to be an earlier statement of what
we now call the Principle of Synergy.

Fuller’s Principle of Synergy
Synergy can be defined as the working together of two or more things to produce an
effect greater than the sum of their individual effects. Examples include a group of
muscles working together in an olympic athlete or several medications combined to

31 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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treat multiple symptoms in a sick patient. R. Buckminster Fuller writing in 1975
explained:

Synergy means behavior of whole systems unpredicted by the behavior of their
parts taken separately. Synergy means behavior of integral, aggregate, whole
systems unpredicted by behaviors of any of their components or subassemblies
of their components taken separately from the whole. Synergy is the only word
that means this. The fact that we humans are unfamiliar with the word
means that we do not think there are behaviors of “wholes” unpredicted by the
behavior of “parts.”

Synergy can best be illustrated I think, by chrome-nickel-steel—chromium,
nickel, and iron. The most important characteristic of strength of a material is
its ability to stay in one piece when it is pulled—this is called tensile strength,
it is measured as pounds per square inch, PSI. The commercially available
strength of iron at the very highest level is approximately sixty thousand PSI;
of chromium about seventy thousand PSI; and of nickel about eighty thousand
PSI. The weakest of the three is iron.

We all know the saying, “a chain is only as strong as its weakest link.” Well,
experiment on chrome-nickel-steel, pull it apart, and you will find that it is
much stronger than its weakest link of sixty thousand PSI. In fact it is much
stronger than the eighty thousand PSI of its stronger link. Thus the saying
that a chain is as strong as its weakest link doesn't hold. So, let me say
something that really sounds funny: Maybe a chain is as strong as the sum of
the strength of all its links. Let’s add up the strengths of the components of
chrome-nickel-steel and see. Sixty thousand PSI for iron and seventy
thousand PSI for chromium and then and eighty thousand PSI for the nickel,
that gives you two hundred and ten thousand PSI. If we add in the minor
constituency of carbon and manganese we will add another forty thousand
PSI giving us a total of two hundred and fifty thousand PSI.

Now the fact is that under testing, chrome-nickel-steel shows three hundred
and fifty thousand PSI—or one hundred thousand PSI more than the
combined strength of all the links.

This is typical of Synergy, and it is the Synergy of the various metal alloys that
have enabled industry to do all kinds of things that man never knew would be
able to be done based on the characteristic of the parts.32
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Fuller’s Principle of Synergic Attraction
Today2006, we now know that what we call gravity or mass attraction is itself a
synergic phenomena. This relationship of synergy to gravity has been discovered only
recently. 

As you will see, Issac Newton’s choice of “inverseness” in his statement of the Principle
of Gravitation1687 made “synergy” invisible to science for nearly 300 years until R.
Buckminster Fuller restated the Principle of Gravitation as the Principle of Synergic
Attraction1975. Fuller explained:

The most extraordinary example of synergy is what is called mass attraction.
Examine the solar system. One great massive sphere and another sphere
hung by tension members are attracted to one and other.We find there is
nothing in one sphere, in its own right, that predicts that it's going to be
attracted to the other sphere. You have to have the two. The behavior of these
two together is unpredicted by either one by itself. There is nothing that a
single massive sphere will or can ever do by itself that says it will both exert
and yield attractively with a neighboring massive sphere and that it yields
progressively: every time the distance between the two is halved, the
attraction will be fourfolded. This unpredicted, only mutual behavior is
synergy. Synergy is the only word in any language having this meaning.

Issac Newton’s Principle of Gravitation was in fact a discovery of synergic
attraction. He overlooked this when he described the mathematical gain in
mass attraction as an inverse relation. This “inverseness” led him to speak in
terms of progressive diminution of the attraction: as the distance away was
multiplied by two, the attraction diminished by four; ergo, he could speak of it
as “squared.” If he had been sensitive to synergy he would have stated that the
attraction of one mass for the other increased as the second power of the rate
of increase of their proximity to one another: halve the distance and the
interaction is fourfolded. 

Our senses are easily deceived because mass attraction is not explained and
cannot be predicted by any characteristic of any one massive body considered
alone. Arthur Eddington, one of our greatest astrophysicists, explained, “We
often think that when we have completed our study of one we know all about
two, because two is one and one. We forget that we have still to make a study of
and.” 33

32 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
33 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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It is synergy then that binds the Earth to the the Moon. Synergy is the associated
behavior of ‘wholes’, not predicted by examination of the ‘parts’. 

All that is known comes in wholes and is a unity of at least two parts. Universe is a
whole—a unity—an integrity. Universe is not a part—not a diversity—not a
component—not a thing. Nor is it composed of parts, diversities, components, nor
things. Universe is composed of other wholes—other unities—other integrities, which
in turn are composed of other wholes, other unities, other integrities. 

As we examine Universe carefully, we will discover that what we have called Light,
Particles, Atoms, Molecules, Plants, Animals, and Humans are themselves all
wholes—they are all unities—they are all integrities. That they like all unities are
plural and at minimum two. That while they appear to contain other so called
‘components’ or ‘parts’, or ‘things’, these ‘components’, ‘parts’, or ‘things’ are in fact
really other wholes—other unities—other integrities. Fuller1975 continued:

There are progressive degrees of synergy, called synergy-of-synergies, which
are complexes of behavior aggregates wholistically unpredicted by the
separate behaviors of any of their subcomplex components. It is manifest that
Universe is the maximum synergy-of-synergies, being utterly unpredicted by
any of its parts. 34

Fuller’s Principle of the Whole System
Unity is what allows Nature to be comprehensible. Unity makes sense—whole systems
make sense. Fuller1975 explained: 

There is a corollary of the Principle of Synergy known as the Principle of the
Whole System, which states that the known behaviors of the whole plus the
known behaviors of some of the ‘parts’ may make possible discovery of the
presence of other ‘parts’ and their behaviors, kinetics, structures, and relative
dimensionalities. As example, the known sum of the angles of a triangle plus
the known characteristics of three of its six parts (two sides and an included
angle or two angles and an included side) make possible to determine the
others. 35

It is Nature’s commitment to unity—wholes rather than parts—that allows humans to
know. Universe is comprehensible because it is a unity—because it is a whole. This is
what makes understanding possible. This is what makes Universe meaningful. This is
what makes our world ‘knowable’.

34 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
35 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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A Limit to Knowing
But, no matter how long the human species may survive, our model of ‘Nature’ will
never be complete. While ‘GOD’ has granted us the gift of knowing, we humans cannot
know ALL.

Korzybski’s Principle of Non-Allness
Alfred Korzybski1933 called this limit to human knowing the Principle of Non-
ALLness36. Korzybski felt that knowledge of this ‘law’ of Nature was so fundamental
and important to all humans, that he developed a lesson especially for children.
Korzybski explained:

“Children, today we want to learn ALL about the apple.” 

He places an apple in view of the children, “Do you children know about the
apple?”

“I do!”, “I do!”, “Yes, I know about apples!”

“Good” Korzybski moves to the blackboard. , “Come, tell me about the apple?”

“The Apple is a fruit.”, “The apple is red.”, “The apple grows on a tree.”

Korzybski would list the characteristics described by the children on the
blackboard. The children continue, “An apple a day keeps the Doctor away.” 

Korzybski continues listing the childrens answers until they run out of ideas
then he would ask, “Is that ALL we can say about the apple?”

When the children answered in the affirmative, Korzybski would remove his

36 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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pocket-knife and cut the apple in half, passing the parts among the children. 

“Now, children can we say more about the apple?”

“The apple smells good.” “The juices are sweet.” “The apple has seeds.” “Its pulp
is white.” “Mother makes apple pie.”

Finally when the children had again run out of answers, Korzybski would ask,
“Now, is that ALL we can say about the apple?” When the children agreed that
it was all that could be said, he would again go into his pocket only this time
he removed a ten power magnifying lens and passed it to the children. The
children would examine the apple, and again respond:

“The apple pulp has a pattern and a structure.” “The skin of the apple has
pores.” “The leaves have fuzz on them.” “The seeds have coats.”37

Thus Korzybski would teach the children the lesson of Non-ALLness. 

Now we could continue to examine the apple—with a light microscope, x-ray
crystallography, and eventually the electron microscope. We would continue to
discover more to say about the apple. However, we can never know ALL there is to
know about anything in Nature. We humans have the power to know about Nature,
but not to know ALL. 

Knowing is without limit, but knowing is not total. Universe is our human model of
Nature. Our ‘knowing’ can grow evermore complete. It can grow closer and closer to
the ‘Truth’, but it cannot equal the ‘Truth’. It must always be incomplete. We are not
‘GOD’. We cannot see and know ALL. 

Harry Rathbun1976 wrote on the permanence of the unknown and mystery: 

The truly scientific spirit is one of openness to truth. It demands the
willingness to pursue truth relentlessly, and to follow wherever it leads at
whatever cost. The cost includes letting go our prejudices and preconceptions,
and especially the precious opinions and hypotheses that we believe to be fresh
and wonder insights into reality. The scientific venture demands the attitude
of detachment. We have seen that this is attainable only by commitment to a
value so high as to demand one’s total loyalty. In the case of science this value

37 Charlotte Schuchardt Read, From private conversations with Ms. Read in 1980. Ms. Read
worked with Alfred Korzybski at the Institute of General Semantics from 1939 until his death in 1950.
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is abstract truth. a necessary accompaniment of that attitude is its corollary,
humility. This is the willing acceptance of the fact that we are totally subject
to something greater than ourselves. It also requires acceptance of the fact
that there are mysteries which presently are, and may always be, beyond our
human powers of understanding. 38

The Uncertainty of Science
Richard Feynman1963 speaking at the University of Washington:39

I come now to an important point. The old laws may be wrong. How can an
observation be incorrect? If it has been carefully checked, how can it be
wrong? Why are physicists always having to change the laws? The answer is,
first, that the laws are not the observations and, second, that experiments are
always inaccurate. The laws are guessed laws, extrapolations, not something
that the observations insist upon. They are just good guesses that have gone
through the sieve so far. And it turns out later that the sieve now has smaller
holes than the sieves that were used before, and this time the law is caught. So
the laws are guessed; they are extrapolations into the unknown. You do not
know what is going to happen, so you take a guess. 

For example, it was believed—it was discovered that motion does not affect the
weight of a thing—that if you spin a top and weigh it, and then weigh it when
it has stopped, it weighs the same. That is the result of an observation. But
you cannot weigh something to the infinitesimal number of decimal places,
parts in a billion. But we now understand that a spinning top weighs more
than a top which is not spinning by a few parts in less than a billion. If the top
spins fast enough so that the speed of the edges approaches 186,000 miles a
second, the weight increase is appreciable—but not until then. The first
experiments were performed with tops that spun at speeds much lower than
186,000 miles a second. It seemed then that the mass of the top spinning and
not spinning was exactly the same, and someone made a guess that the mass
never changes. 

How foolish! What a fool! It is only a guessed law, an extrapolation. Why did he
do something so unscientific? There was nothing unscientific about it; it was
only uncertain. It would have been unscientific not to guess. It has to be done

38 Harry J. Rathbun, Creative Initiative: Guide To Fulfillment, Creative Initiative Foundation, Palo
Alto, California, 1976

39 Richard P. Feynman, THE MEANING OF IT ALL—Thoughts of a Citizen-Scientist, HELIX
BOOKS—Addison-Wesley, 1998
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because the extrapolations are the only things that have any real value. It is
only the principle of what you think will happen in a case you have not tried
that is worth knowing about. Knowledge is of no real value if all you can tell
me is what happened yesterday. It is necessary to tell what will happen
tomorrow if you do something—not necessary, but fun. Only you must be
willing to stick your neck out. 

Every scientific law, every scientific principle, every statement of the results of
an observation is some kind of a summary which leaves out details, because
nothing can be stated precisely. The man simply forgot—he should have stated
the law “The mass doesn’t change much when the speed isn’t too high.” The
game is to make a specific rule and then see if it will go through the sieve. So
the specific guess was that the mass never changes at all. Exciting possibility!
It does no harm that it turned out not to be the case. It was only uncertain,
and there is no harm in being uncertain. It is better to say something and not
be sure than not to say anything at all. 

It is necessary and true that all of the things we say in science, all of the
conclusions, are uncertain, because they are only conclusions. They are
guesses as to what is going to happen, and you cannot know what will happen,
because you have not made the most complete experiments. 

It is curious that the effect on the mass of a spinning top is so small you may
say, “Oh, it doesn’t make any difference.” But to get a law that is right, or at
least one that keeps going through the successive sieves, that goes on for
many more observations, requires a tremendous intelligence and imagination
and a complete revamping of our philosophy, our understanding of space and
time. I am referring to the relativity theory. It turns out that the tiny effects
that turn up always require the most revolutionary modifications of ideas. 

Scientists, therefore, are used to dealing with doubt and uncertainty. All
scientific knowledge is uncertain. This experience with doubt and uncertainty
is important. I believe that it is of very great value, and one that extends
beyond the sciences. I believe that to solve any problem that has never been
solved before, you have to leave the door to the unknown ajar. You have to
permit the possibility that you do not have it exactly right. Otherwise, if you
have made up your mind already, you might not solve it. 

When the scientist tells you he does not know the answer, he is an ignorant
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man. When he tells you he has a hunch about how it is going to work, he is
uncertain about it. When he is pretty sure of how it is going to work, and he
tells you, “This is the way it’s going to work, I’ll bet,” he still is in some doubt.
And it is of paramount importance, in order to make progress, that we
recognize this ignorance and this doubt. Because we have the doubt, we then
propose looking in new directions for new ideas. The rate of the development of
science is not the rate at which you make observations alone but, much more
important, the rate at which you create new things to test. 

If we were not able or did not desire to look in any new direction, if we did not
have a doubt or recognize ignorance, we would not get any new ideas. There
would be nothing worth checking, because we would know what is true. So
what we call scientific knowledge today is a body of statements of varying
degrees of certainty. Some of them are most unsure; some of them are nearly
sure; but none is absolutely certain. Scientists are used to this. We know that
it is consistent to be able to live and not know. Some people say, “How can you
live without knowing?” I do not know what they mean. I always live without
knowing. That is easy. How you get to know is what I want to know. 

This freedom to doubt is an important matter in the sciences and, I believe, in
other fields. It was born of a struggle. It was a struggle to be permitted to
doubt, to be unsure. And I do not want us to forget the importance of the
struggle and, by default, to let the thing fall away. I feel a responsibility as a
scientist who knows the great value of a satisfactory philosophy of ignorance,
and the progress made possible by such a philosophy, progress which is the
fruit of freedom of thought. I feel a responsibility to proclaim the value of this
freedom and to teach that doubt is not to be feared, but that it is to be
welcomed as the possibility of a new potential for human beings. If you know
that you are not sure, you have a chance to improve the situation. I want to
demand this freedom for future generations.40

The Uncertainty of Human Knowing
Jacob Bronowski1976 speaking in his famous public television series the Ascent of
Man41: 

One aim of the physical sciences has been to give an exact picture of the
material world. One achievement of physics in the Twentieth Century has

40 Richard P. Feynman, THE MEANING OF IT ALL, 1998, ibid
41 Jacob Bronowski, The Ascent of Man, Little, Brown & Company, New York, 1976
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been to prove that that aim is unattainable. There is no absolute knowledge
and those who claim it, whether they are scientists or dogmatists, open the
door to tragedy. All information is imperfect. We have to treat it with humility.
This is the human condition; and that is what Quantum Physics says. I mean
that literally.

Let us examine an object with the best tool we have today, the electron
microscope, where the rays are so concentrated that we no longer know
whether to call them waves or particles. Electrons are fired at an object, and
they trace its outline like a knife-thrower at a fair. The smallest object that
has ever been seen is a single atom of thorium. It is spectacular. 

And yet the soft image confirms that, like the knives that graze the girl at the
fair, even the hardest electrons do not give a hard outline. The perfect image is
still as remote as the distant stars.

We are here face to face with the crucial paradox of knowledge. Year by year we
devise more precise instruments with which to observe nature with more
fineness and when we look at the observations, we are discomfited to see that
they are still fuzzy, and we feel that we are as uncertain as ever. 

We seem to be running after a goal which lurches away from us to infinity
every time we come within sight of it.
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The paradox of knowledge is not confined to the small, atomic scale; on the
contrary, it is as cogent on the scale of man, and even of the stars. Let me put
it in the context of an astronomical observatory. Karl Freidrich Gauss’
observatory at Göttingen was built about 1807. Throughout his life and ever
since (the best part of 200 years) astronomical instruments have been
improved. We look at the position of a star as it was determined then and now,
and it seems to us that we are closer and closer to finding it precisely. But
when we actually compare our individual observations today, we are
astonished and chagrined to find them as scattered within themselves as ever.
We had hoped that the human errors would disappear, and that we would
ourselves have God’s view. But it turns out that the errors cannot be taken
out of the observations. And that is true of stars, or atoms, or just looking at
somebody’s picture, or hearing the report of somebody’s speech.

Our understanding of the indefinite nature of Universe and the paradox of
knowledge came to fruition in the sleepy university town of Göttingen,
Germany. In 1920, the link between Göttingen and the outside world was the
railway. That was the way the visitors came from Berlin and abroad, eager to
exchange the new ideas that were racing ahead in physics. It was a byword in
Göttingen that science came to life on the train to Berlin. Because that is
where people argued and contradicted and had new ideas. And had them
challenged too.

In the years of the first world war, science was dominated at Göttingen as
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elsewhere by Relativity. But in 1921 there was appointed to the chair of
physics Max Born who began a series of seminars that brought everyone
interested in atomic physics here. It is rather surprising to reflect that Max
Born was almost forty when he was appointed. By enlarge, physicists have
done their best work before they are thirty (mathematicians even early,
biologists perhaps a little later). But Born had a remarkable personal, Socratic
gift. He drew young men to him, he got the best out of them, and the ideas that
he and they exchanged and challenged also produced his best work. Out of
that wealth of names, who am I to choose? Obviously Werner Heisenberg, who
did his finest work here with Born. Then, when Erwin Schrodinger published
a different form of basic atomic physics, here is where the arguments took
place. And from all over the world people came to Göttingen to join in.

It is rather strange to talk in these terms about a subject which, after all, is
done by midnight oil. Did physics in the 1920’s really consist of argument,
seminar, discussion, dispute? Yes it did. Yes it still does. The people who met
here, the people who meet in laboratories still, only end their work with a
mathematical formulation. They begin it by trying to solve conceptual riddles.
The riddles of the subatomic particles—of the electrons and the rest—are
mental riddles.

Think of the puzzles that the electron was setting just at that time. The quip
among professors was (because of the way university time-tables are laid out)
that on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, the electron would behave like a
particle; on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays it would behave like a wave.
How could you match those two aspects brought from the large scale world
and pushed into a single entity, into this “Lilliput” Gulliver’s Travels world of
the inside of the atom? That is what the speculation and argument was about.
And that requires, not calculation, but insight, imagination—if you like,
metaphysics. I remember a phrase that Max Born used when he came to
England many years after, and that still stands in his autobiography. He said:
“I am now convinced that theoretical physics is actually philosophy.”

Max Born meant that the new ideas in physics amount to a different view of
reality. The world is not a fixed, solid array of objects, out there, for it cannot
be fully separated from our perception of it. It shifts under our gaze, it
interacts with us, and the knowledge that it yields has to be interpreted by us.
There is no way of exchanging information that does not demand an active
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judgement. Is the electron a particle? It behaves like one in the Bohr atom. But
de Broglie in 1924 made a beautiful wave model in which the orbits are the
places where an exact, whole number of waves, close round the nucleus. Max
Born thought of a train of electrons as if each were riding on a crankshaft, so
that collectively they constitute a series of Gaussian Curves, a wave of
probability. A new conception was being made, on the train to Berlin and the
professorial walks in the woods of Göttingen: that whatever fundamental
units the world is put together from, they are more delicate, more fugitive,
more startling than we catch in the butterfly net of our senses.

All those woodland walks and conversations came to a brilliant climax in 1927.
Earlier that year Werner Heisenberg gave a new characterization of the
electron. Yes, it is a particle, he said, but a particle which yields only limited
information, that is, you can specify where it is at this instant, but then you
cannot impose on it a specific speed and direction at the setting-off. Or
conversely, if you insist that you are going to fire it at a certain speed and
certain direction, then you cannot specify exactly what its starting-point is—
or, of course, its end-point.

That sounds like a very crude characterization. It is not. Heisenberg gave it
depth by making it precise. The information that the electron carries is limited
in its totality. That is, for instance, its speed and its position fit together in
such a way that they are confined by the tolerance of the quantum.

This is the profound idea: one of the great scientific ideas, not only of the
Twentieth Century, but in the history of science.

Heisenberg called this the Principle of Uncertainty. In one sense, it is a robust
principle of the everyday. We know that we cannot ask the world to be exact. If
an object (a familiar face, for example) had to be exactly the same before we
recognized it, we would never recognize it from one day to the next. We
recognize the object to be the same because it is much the same; it is never
exactly like it was, it is tolerably alike. In the act of recognition, a judgement is
built in—an area of tolerance or uncertainty.

So Heisenberg’s principle says that no events, not even atomic events, can be
described with certainty, that is, with zero tolerance. What makes the
principle profound is that Heisenberg specifies the tolerance that can be
reached—the measuring rod is Max Planck’s quantum. In the world of the
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atom, the area of uncertainty is always mapped out by the quantum.

Yet the Principle of Uncertainty is a bad name. In science or outside it, things
are not uncertain; our knowledge is merely confined within a certain
tolerance. We should call it the Principle of Tolerance. And I propose that
name in two senses. First, in the engineering sense. Science has progressed
step-by-step, the most successful enterprise in the ascent of man, because it
has understood that the exchange of information between man and nature,
and man and a man, can only take place within a certain tolerance. But
second, I also use the word passionately about the real world. All knowledge,
all knowledge between human beings can only be exchanged within a play of
tolerance. And that is true whether the exchange is in science, or in literature,
or in religion, or in politics, or even in any form of thought that aspires to
dogma. It is a major tragedy of my lifetime and ours that, here in Göttingen,
scientists were refining to the most exquisite precision the Principle of
Tolerance, and turning their backs on the fact that all around them tolerance
was crashing to the ground beyond repair.

The Principle of Uncertainty, or in my phrase, the Principle of Tolerance fixed
once for all the realization that ALL knowledge is limited. 

*Heisenberg’s Principle of Uncertainty or Bronowski’s Principle of Tolerance is what
Korzybski called the Principle of Non-Allness. Interestingly, Eddington called it the
Principle of Indeterminacy by which he meant reality is not uncertain, rather the
observation is indeterminate. We see here that many truths are discovered many
times by different scientists. As Korzybski once said, “We are all looking at the same
reality in the end we must agree.” 42 Bronowski concludes:

It is an irony of history that at the very time when this was being worked out
there should arise, under Hitler in Germany and other tyrants elsewhere, a
counter-conception; a principle of monstrous certainty. When the future looks
back on the 1930s it will think of them as a crucial confrontation of culture as
I have been expounding it, the ascent of man, against the throwback to the
despots’ belief that they have absolute certainty.”43

Because we humans don’t know that we don’t know, we embrace the attitude of
certainty. Certainty is ignorance of ignorance, and there is no greater arrogance than

42 Author’s *(annotation)
43 Jacob Bronowski, The Ascent of Man, 1976, ibid
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that produced by a belief in certainty. If we humans become aware of our ignorance,
then we have knowledge of ignorance—with knowledge of ignorance, we can learn
from our mistakes and protect ourselves in the future.

The Principle of Non-ALLness does not mean that we can’t know reality. This is not
what Korzybski and Bronowski are telling us. They are saying that our knowledge is
incomplete, we can know a great deal about reality, but Nature is constructed in such
a way that she will not reveal ALL her secrets. We humans can never know ALL there
is to know about anything.

Korzybski’s Structural Differential
To help his fellow humans understand the importance of the Principle of Non-ALLness
as Korzybski called it, he invented a device he called the “Structural Differential.”44

The stated purpose of the device was that it allowed the viewer: 1) to establish a clear
difference in the abstraction processes of Man and animals, 2) to visualize orders of
abstraction, while allowing to point out silently, 3) to remind us that the event is not
the object, that the object is not the words which describe it, and that these words are
not inferences, and lastly 4) etc—there is always more to know. It thus presented in a
visual positive and objective manner, the negative formulations, thus making them
usable. Let’s make use of the Structural Differential to re-examine the apple. We can
represent our scientific ‘real’ apple as a parabola.

                   

‘reality’
‘event’

     
The black dots on our parabola represent all the characteristics of the ‘real’ scientific
apple. The parabola can represent any ‘real’ event or process in Nature. The parabola
would extend indefinitely into space. Korzybski closed the top of the parabola with a
broken line—as if the parabola was broken off— to remind us that this is an
indeterminate reality. 

44 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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But when you and I observe the apple, we do not see the indefinite reality, we see a
sharp, crisp, juicy apple, a definite apple, a finite illusion. Korzybski represented this
‘object’ as a finite circle. 

                     

‘object’

The black dots within the finite circle represent the characteristics that we can know.
The information that our human brain can perceive and discern from its senses. That
which the observer can determine. because, what we can know is always less than
what there is to know—the characteristics of our ‘object’ are less than the
characteristics of the ‘reality’. Korzybski demonstrated this by linking some of the
characteristics of the ‘real’ apple with some of the characteristics of the ‘object’ apple.
He also showed that some characteristics did not connect.

 

 
These were represented as hanging strings to remind us that our ‘object’ apple—the
apple we know through our senses does not and cannot contain ALL the information of
the ‘real’ apple.
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Since we humans make all our decisions based on the ‘objects’ in our world, we make all
decisions without ALL the information. This discovery leads to a major revelation if we
can but see the higher truth in it. We humans live in a world where all our decisions,
all our choices are made without ALL the information. We humans can know but we
cannot know all. We humans make mistakes, not because we are bad, not because we
are stupid, not because we are incompetent, not because we are lazy, nor even because
we are careless. We humans make mistakes because we are ignorant. 

Let me repeat that, we humans make mistakes because we are ignorant. We can never
know all there is to know about anything—this is a fundamental ‘law’ of Nature. This
in fact is the only cause of mistakes. 

Korzybski teaches us that every human belief is an assumption. We can never know for
sure. We can never know ALL.

As you sit in your chair reading this book, you assumed the chair would hold you. You
did not check under the chair to see if it had broken since its last use. When you ate
lunch at your favorite restaurant last week, you assumed the waitress had washed
her hands. You assumed the cook did not have hepatitis. If you had assumed
otherwise, you would not have walked into that restaurant. You would not have eaten
your lunch. We humans assume. Herein lies our uncertainty—that’s all we humans
can do. There is nothing wrong in our assuming, we are simply obeying a fundamental
‘law’ of Nature. 

Ignorance is the word that best describes the human condition. Korzybski’s Principle
of Non-ALLness means that we humans make all of our decisions with incomplete and
imperfect knowing. We make every choice without all the information. All humans live
and act in state of ignorance.

We humans have always believed that mistakes are BAD. We have always believed
that those who make mistakes are BAD. They are stupid or careless—lazy or
incompetent—just no damn good. If they were good, they wouldn’t make mistakes.
Everyone knows that. Decent people don’t make mistakes. This is nearly a universal
belief. 

Mistakes = Badness
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Identification
In the world of the space-mind cause and effect can not be distinguished from each
other. They are the SAME—they EQUAL each other—they are identical. If the effect of
a mistake is BAD, then the cause of a mistake is also BAD. All humans have a space-
mind. It is a powerful and often dominant part of our human intelligence. As children
the space-mind is primary. The time-mind doesn’t even begin to become operational in
children until they reach the age of four. 

When humans rely only on their spacial intelligence, they see cause as being identical
to effect. They are in essence time-blind, and so they confuse cause with effect. 

So our widespread belief that mistakes are ‘BAD’ is legitimate. Most of us learn about
mistakes as small children. If I stumble while running, I get hurt and that IS bad. If
an animal is running for its life and stumbles, it dies and that IS bad.

In the animal world, a mistake can cost not only the life of the individual animal, but
also the lives of others in the group—pack, pride, herd, or troop. Therefore the result of
a mistake was often BAD, and not just for the individual, but for others in the group as
well. 

The belief in the badness of mistakes was further reenforced and given devine sanction
by our human religions. God is GOOD. God is omniscience—ALL knowing. God makes
no mistakes. He is perfect. We humans are admonished to be as God-like as possible. If
making no mistakes is ‘good’, then obviously making mistakes is ‘bad’. 

Science has also added credence to the ‘badness’ of mistakes. The world view created by
the ‘objective science’ of Galileo, Kepler, Hooke, and Newton was a ‘perfect’ Universe.
Newton’s System of the Worlds described a precision clockwork perfection that
controlled all in Universe. If the Universe is perfect, then humans too must evolve
towards perfection.

As I will discuss in a later chapter, the rules of the animal world are adversary—
survival of the fittest—fight or flight. Since 99.9% of all human history has been
dominated by those same adversary rules, it is no wonder that we humans have
believed for countless centuries that the proper treatment for badness is punishment.
Our religions institutionalized the adversary processing of mistakes—Sin, Hellfire,
and Damnation.
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Dealing With Badness
Since mistakes are bad, when one occurs, we investigate to determine who is at fault.
Who made the mistake? Once that is determined, we blame those responsible.
Following blame, we are ready to punish. More pain and suffering has been inflicted
on humankind for making mistakes than for any other cause. This should not surprise
us. 

Punishment is the proper way to deal with ‘badness’. And, if we are anything, we are
fair. So when we are the one who made the mistake, we self-punish. Self-punishment is
called “guilt.” Humans are the only class of living systems that feels guilty. The only
class of living systems that teaches their pets to feel guilty. 

MISTAKES = Badness

INVESTIGATE

BLAME

PUNISH —> self punish

                         “Guilt”

Error of Identity
Alfred Korzybski explained that when humans see things as being identical that are
not identical, they are making an identification that is false to facts. Korzybski called
this the Error of Identity.45 

When we confuse cause with effect, we are making the error of identity. Today most
humans make this error. We assume without analysis that cause and effect are the
same—that they are equal—that they are identical. If the effect of a mistake is bad
then the cause of that mistake must also be bad. We don’t analyze the event for
sequence. We don’t use our time-mind’s power to understand.

And so,we act without hesitation, without doubt on our belief. We act in certainty. And,
certainty as explained earlier by Korzybski, Heisenberg, Eddington and Bronowski is
not possible, because knowing is uncertain. 

45 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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Certainty
We humans always act without all the information. We humans are always assuming.
If we are unaware that we are assuming, then we are ignorant of our ignorance.
Certainty means that we don’t know that we don’t know. We cannot seek knowing
when we believe our ignorance is knowing. Ignorance of ignorance is leveraged
ignorance—ignorance masquerading as knowledge. Ignorance of ignorance is
CERTAINTY.

When we are certain, we are surprised and disheartened by our mistakes. This attitude
toward human error is the most damaging of human ignorances. We humans make
mistakes because, we make all our decisions without ALL the information. This is a
major point that all humans must understand. The only cause of mistakes is
ignorance.

We humans must become aware of our ignorance. When we humans have knowledge of
our ignorance, we can learn from our mistakes and protect ourselves in the future.
When an individual knows he doesn’t know, he is wise. Wisdom is the opposite of
certainty. The knowledge of our ignorance is wisdom.

To Err is Human
If we humans live and act in a state of ignorance, then how we process mistakes, must
be changed. I have formulated a corollary to Korzybski’s Principle of Non-ALLness
called the Principle of Error Innocence. Also known as “I may be ignorant, but I ain’t
stupid.” The Principle of Error Innocence states that since: 

1) All actions occur in a state of ignorance. All human actions and all human choices
are made without all the information. 

2) We are always acting and choosing without ALL the information. 
3) What we don’t know, we must ignore, and what we ignore may hurt us and others.
4) Therefore all errors and and all mistakes are made in innocence.

I don’t mean that mistakes are good things or that getting hurt is a good thing. I mean
that since the cause of mistakes is ignorance and the proper response to ignorance is
education, then we can learn from our mistakes. 

We can acknowledge the mistakes of history and those that are occurring in our
present world and work to correct them. This is good news. It will make it infinitely
easier to build a better world. 
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When we understand the truth of “to err is human”, we can then begin to process our
mistakes in a synergic manner. The human who understands that mistakes are a
natural part of life does not investigate the mistakes like a detective, he analyzes the
mistake as a scientist. He does not blame when a mistake occurs, he seeks to learn
from the mistake and to learn he must accept responsibility and seek responsibility in
others for their mistakes. Once he knows who is responsible for the mistake he
educates. 

Education is the proper response to ignorance. Education and learning is the synergic
alternative to adversary punishment and guilt.

Education is the proper response to ignorance. However there is something in guilt
worth keeping. It is certainly not the badness, it is certainly not the blame, and of
course it is not the punishment. 

Guilt also contains regret and this is worth keeping. When a mistake happens there is
always regret. In the adversary world where there is blame and punishment of course
I might regret being blamed and punished. I also might regret being considered bad by
those who are blaming and punishing me. But there is almost always another
component of regret. When I make a mistake that hurts someone else, I regret that as
well. This is the regret worth keeping.

And, this is often why we humans tend to hang onto our guilt feelings when we make a
mistake. We regret injuring others. We can solve this dilemma by moving regret over
into the synergic processing of mistakes, where it is called restitution. Restitution
means to restore, to repair the damage caused by the ignorance of our behavior.
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The synergist does not feel guilty when he makes a mistake, but he is sorry if his
ignorance injured other. As a synergist, he will freely try to repair things. He will
freely offer restitution. 

Adversary Synergy

MISTAKES = Badness MISTAKES <— Ignorance

INVESTIGATE ANALYZE

BLAME RESPONSIBILITY

PUNISH  —> self-punish EDUCATE  —> self-educate

                           “Guilt”                              “Learn”

                                regret — —> RESTITUTION

We humans have a choice as to how to deal with mistakes. If we process our mistakes
adversarily we get pain and no learning. If we process our mistakes synergically, we
get learning and no pain.

I have developed this principle more completely elsewhere, 46 and will come back to it
in the section III, The Metamorphosis.

46 Timothy Wilken, UnCommon Science, UnCommon Sense Library, Volume II, 2001,
http://www.synEarth.net/UCS2f/UCS2-.html
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Scientific Mistakes
All humans make mistakes. When humans make errors, it is not because they are
stupid or incompetent. Humans always act without ALL the information. They make
mistakes because they are ignorant—they ignore what they don’t know.

The humans who created our classical science have made some mistakes. By
examining those mistakes, we can learn from them and move on. 

In the preceding chapter, I discussed identification and the error of identity as
originally discovered by Alfred Korzybski. Scientists have space-minds just like
everyone else, and so are susceptible to the error of identity. Here we will examine four
additional sources of scientific error—reductionism, exclusion, mixing levels of
organization and either/or thinking.

Reductionism
The strategy of physics called reductionism has been one of the most powerful tools in
the history of science. What is reductionism? How does it work? Lawrence Krauss1993

explains:

A physicist, an engineer, and a psychologist are called in as consultants to a
dairy farm whose production has been below par. Each is given time to inspect
the details of the operation before making a report.

The first to be called is the engineer, who states: “The size of the stalls for the
cattle should be decreased. Efficiency could be improved if the cows were more
closely packed, with a net allotment of 275 cubic feet per cow. Also, the
diameter of the milking tubes should be increased by 4 percent to allow for a
greater average flow rate during the milking periods.”

The next to report is the psychologist, who proposes: “The inside of the barn
should be painted green. This is a more mellow color than brown and should
help induce greater milk flow. Also, more trees should be planted in the fields
to add diversity to the scenery for the cattle during grazing, to reduce
boredom.”
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Finally, the physicist is called upon. He asks for a blackboard and then draws a
circle. He begins: “Assume the cow is a sphere. …”

This old joke, if not very funny, does illustrate how—at least metaphorically—
physicists picture the world. The set of tools physicists have to describe nature
is limited. Most of the modern theories you read about began life as simple
models by physicists who didn’t know how else to start to solve a problem.
These simple little models are usually based on even simpler little models, and
so on, because the class of things that we do know how to solve exactly can be
counted on the fingers of one, maybe two, hands. 

I like the cow joke because it provides an allegory for thinking simply about the
world, and it allows me to jump right in to an idea that doesn’t get written
about too much, but that is essential for the everyday workings of science:
Before doing anything else, abstract out all irrelevant details!47

Reductionism means to reduce the problem being studied down to its component
‘parts’. Then by understanding the behavior of the ‘parts’, you can assemble an
understanding of the behavior of the ‘whole’. Historically science has divided Nature
into ‘parts’ in order to study natural phenomena. Some of these ‘parts’—light,
particles, atoms, molecules, plants, animals, and humans—form the focus for the
classical sciences—optics, physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, and sociology.48 

But, Universe is process rather than structure as will be explained more fully in the
next chapter. What classical science has called ‘parts’ of the structure are in fact
‘wholes’ or stages of process. We humans will need to revise all our sciences to bring
them up to date with Universe2006—our most current model of Nature.

In Universe2006, some of these stages of process are simpler—light, particles, atoms,

47 Lawrence M. Krauss, Fear of Physics, Basic Books, New York, 1993
48 ‘parts’, ‘wholes’—multiordinal terms
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small molecules, and some of these stages of process are more complex—large
molecules, plants, animals, and humans. Those scientists who focused on the simpler
stages of process have most benefited from the reductionist strategy. Those scientists
studying the evermore complex stages of process have found reductionism less useful. 

As the focus of science has shifted from the simpler to the more complex processes,
reductionist strategy begins to exclude relevant details. M. Mitchell Waldrop1997

explains:

Complexity theory attempts to provide a general scientific understanding of
“complex” systems, both in nature and in the human world. Examples of
complex systems include ant colonies, immune systems, brains, economies,
and human cultures. Even though these examples may seem very different on
the surface, they do share a number of properties that make them alike at a
deeper level.

First of all, complex systems typically contain very many interacting parts.
Thus, a brain consists of billions of interacting neurons, and an economy
consists of millions of people and thousands of firms. Many other complicated
objects, such as computers, also have multiple parts, but in a complex system
there is nothing like a computer’s central processing unit. Moreover, the
components often are not only leaderless but also “active,” in the sense that
they constantly adapt their behavior in response to what is going on around
them. Thus, animals in an ecosystem will change their foraging behavior
when their customary food grows scarce, and consumers in an economy will
change their purchasing plans in the face of a recession.

Even with no one in charge, complex systems can often spontaneously shape
themselves into highly organized patterns and structures. When weather
conditions are right, for example, randomly moving molecules of air and water
vapor above the Gulf of Mexico will organize themselves into a hurricane.
When technological conditions were right for the personal computer industry
to emerge, hundreds of new start-up firms organized themselves into a few
locations.

Finally, such spontaneously formed patterns are constantly changing.
Complex systems never seem to settle down to a state of equilibrium. Upheaval
and change are the norm.
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The above properties make complex systems very difficult to understand by the
conventional methods of science. Physics and chemistry, in particular, have
achieved enormous success over the centuries by a strategy known as
“reductionism”—dividing up the world into comparatively simple pieces to
study with mathematical precision. With complex systems this strategy
rarely works. The interactions are as important as the individual pieces, and
all of them have to be taken into account at once.49

Synergy is the associated behavior of ‘wholes’, not predicted by examination of the
‘parts’. 

So as Universe becomes more complex, reductionism fails to be as effective a strategy
for understanding. In the past scientists have referred to the sciences of Physics and
Chemistry as the hard sciences and those of Biology, Psychology and Sociology as the
soft sciences. By this they implied that the scientists in the soft sciences were not as
precise and rigorous as those in the hard sciences. The physicist with his hard science
is not necessarily more precise and rigorous than the psychologist with his soft
science, the physicist has been focusing on the so called simpler ‘parts’ of Universe,
while the psychologist has been focusing on the more complex ‘parts’ of process.

But something deeper is going on here. Science is making an even more fundamental
error. The labeling of stages of process as ‘parts’ of Universe represents an even larger
error. The stages of process are not just ‘parts’ they are also ‘wholes’. And the study of
‘wholes’ requires an inclusive approach. This approach is diametrically opposed to
reductionism.

Innovation and invention occurs when the scientist sees the ‘whole’ first. This fact is
almost unknown. Our reductionist science teaches us that the discoverer simply
assembles the ‘parts’ he finds in Universe into ‘wholes’—whether these parts be
postulates of a theory or pieces of a new invention. But this belief is wrong as Arthur
Young the inventor the Bell helicopter explains:

There are no helicopter “parts”, until after you first create the concept of the
“whole” helicopter, then you make the “parts” to make the “whole.” The “whole”
is invented FIRST. The “whole”comes before the “parts.” The something extra
in the “whole” contains the “purpose” and “function.” This cannot be
determined by examining the parts alone.

49 M. Mitchell Waldrop, Complexity, Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia, 1997
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Since purpose is in the “whole” and not in the “parts”, the “whole” must be
greater than the “parts.” How can we account for this? Because the “whole”
cannot function when divided. It follows that function is that aspect or “cause”
which is not in the “parts” and which reductionist science cannot deal with,
because science deals with mass, length, and time, which are all “parts.” This
leads to a basic cosmological postulate: The “parts” are derived from the
“whole”, and not the “whole” from the “parts.” 50

Buckminster Fuller commented on this as well,

It is manifest that Universe is the maximum synergy-of-synergies, being
utterly unpredicted by any of its parts. It is readily understandable why
humans, born utterly helpless, utterly ignorant, have been prone to cope in an
elementary way with successive experiences or “parts.” They are so
overwhelmed by the synergetic mystery of the whole as to have eschewed
educational strategies commencing with Universe and the identification of the
separate experiences within the cosmic totality. Universe apparently is
omnisynergetic. No single part of experience will ever be able to explain the
behavior of the whole. 51

Remember, the main strategy of classical science has been to use reductionism—the
breaking of phenomena into ‘parts’ for examination and experimentation.
Reductionism is the method that produced most of the discoveries of the physical
sciences including that of energy. Reductionism focuses on the part to the exclusion of
the whole. Because reductionism reduces the data being examined, it must by
definition be incomplete. Reductionism is blind to the ‘whole’. Reductionism cannot see
synergy. This is not to say that all reductionistic science is wrong or that the tool of
reductionism has no value. But we must use it cautiously. 

The goal of reductionism as a strategy of science has been to simplify, simplify,
simplify. Another powerful tool of simplification has been exclusion.

Exclusion
Historically, science has excluded that which cannot be observed from any
consideration in the creation of scientific theory. Exclusion like reductionism is a
filter. But while the reductionism filter reduces ‘wholes’ to ‘parts’, exclusion filters out
that which cannot be observed or measured. 

50 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence, 1976
51 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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Classical science defined objective as that which is observable and even more
exclusively that which is measurable. That which can not be observed and measured
is not objective. Science addressed only the objective. That which was not objective
was not science.

Classical science abandoned the non-observable as subjective. But how can we develop
a true and complete model of Nature, if we exclude purpose, goals, values, and
motivation? How can we develop a science of humanity if we exclude choice and
decision—if we exclude mind and spirit—if we exclude awareness and consciousness?
Classical science’s exclusion of the subjective as irrelevant ignores that part of reality
that is most important to humanity. Winifed Babcock1971 wrote:

Scientists are aware that, in concert with observation, discovery depends upon
and has come from the intuitive promptings and inexplicable flashes of
insight, quantum jumps in understanding, that mark the history of
mathematics and research in every field. The creative, innovative capacity in
man rests upon his intuition, not logic. But intellect and reasoning power
must be called upon to precise the ideas that intuition hands to consciousness.
They must be stated in workable and transmissible terms, and they must be
oriented within the body of human knowledge. The ability of a trained and
disciplined mind to receive the ideas and to precise them leads to the
expression of genius in Science that has sent it soaring at rocket speed. With
precious few exceptions, men of genius in Science have been deeply,
mystically, religious—some orthodox, some unorthodox. But Science as a body
abhors mysticism. It should. Because mysticism as such, mysticism that
repudiates intellectual probing and refuses to deal with reason, is not only as
sterile as intellectualism that refuses to consider consciousness seriously, but
is apt to be a shady business.

When men of intellect, men grounded in reasoning power and logic refuse to
deal with consciousness, a “black market” that deals in intuition appears.
Morsels of fact are elaborated into such farce insofar as truth is concerned
that Science is given still another reason to turn its back on the subject.

Mankind’s fascination continues because intuition and individual experience
insist that there is a power that may be projected outward and inward, a
power that cannot be explained in physical, sensory terms. And there is a
certainty in man that insists that death is not the end of the individual’s life.
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There are other scientifically trained people, however, who are openly devoting
their lives to research consciousness because they realize that this is the
great frontier to be explored, using the methodology of Science insofar as is
possible. They realize that until Science comes to grips with the many states of
human consciousness, scientists are not dealing with the most compelling
question that faces them.52

Science must develop new methods for dealing with complexity. We must develop new
approaches which can grasp and explain the enormous reality that is not objective—
that is not observable. That does not mean we can abandon all we have learned about
simpler Universe—light, particles, atoms, and small molecules. The methods and
strategies of classical science were satisfactory for determining the laws of Nature
that apply to simpler Universe. We must hold tightly to what we have discovered as
part of the answer. 

But we must seek the rest of the answer with new methods and new strategies of
science that can explain the whole—that can explain the non-observable parts of the
whole—that can explain complex Universe—large molecules, plants, animals, and
humans. As we do, we will discover there exists a consistency with our earlier
discoveries because Universe is a unity. Arthur Young1990 explained: 

Science could be described as a cooperative undertaking in which the
discoveries by individuals are recognized and developed by the many, either
through academia and the educational system or through industry and
technology. This institutionalization of science has become not only a way of
life in providing jobs and producing products, but has had a civilizing
influence that crosses national boundaries and unites countries. It provides a
mutual interest and a shared language between nations that governments
and religious dogmas would keep separate and independent.

However, this universality is accompanied by a different sort of division—the
fragmentation of science itself into separate disciplines. While this
fragmentation, unlike that of nations and religious sects, does not lead to war,
the peaceful coexistence of separate disciplines has the unfortunate result
that each discipline becomes a world unto itself, highly specialized and
protected by the equivalent of language barriers. When I tried to tell a
biologist of the contribution quantum physics could make to biology, he said

52 Winifed Babcock, The Single Reality, A Harold Institute Book—Dodd, Mead & Co.,New York,
1971
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he’d rather ride a black horse off a cliff at night than venture into quantum
physics.

Currently we find ourselves facing new and great problems: the exhaustion of
natural resources; the pollution of the environment, the atmosphere, and the
soil; overpopulation; and, even if atomic war can be avoided, the disposal of
radioactive waste. These problems are especially difficult because they are
long-term. Many result from major benefits. Thus public sanitation, by
decreasing infectious disease, has made overpopulation a problem, and the
automobile and other labor-saving but energy-dependent devices threaten
exhaustion of natural resources, as well as pollution of the atmosphere.

We might expect that the science and technology which have created these
problems could now be directed toward solving them. But it soon becomes
apparent that the central issue is life—not just its maintenance in the scheme
of things, but its significance. Life is not recognized by theoretical science. The
central doctrine of science is that life can be reduced to molecules, molecules to
atoms, and atoms to particles yet more fundamental. As a consequence, the
final authority in science is physics, and now nuclear physics. Nuclear
physics seeks to find the answer to everything in multi-million dollar
superconductive supercolliders that will take years to build. Even if a solution
is found to the problem of ultimate particles (which, incidentally, only became
a problem because of cyclotrons), the solution will have no bearing on life and
the ability of the planet to support life.

So, how are we to get science to put its heart to these problems that affect life?
From its current perspective, motivated by fundamental questions like the Big
Bang, the recession of galaxies, and the lifetime of the proton (already found to
be millions of times longer than the age of the Universe), science considers life
as a mere accident having no relation to first principles, Consciousness, if
recognized at all, is viewed as an epiphenomenon emerging at a certain stage
of organization.

Why does science ignore life? Largely because the formulations which have
provided the basis of science—the deterministic formulas of Newton’s theory of
gravitation and the more recent probabilistic formulations of quantum
physics—give no indication that there should be such a thing as life. In fact
these formulations are so successful that there is reason to think they will
ultimately show that what we call life needs no principles not already
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recognized by science. With such an assurance, science cannot be expected to
treat life as any different from the other marvels that it has gone to such effort
to discover and explain.

I propose that when taken together with the findings that have led to quantum
physics, the principles that make life possible are already implied in the
deterministic formulations of classical physics. The failure to recognize these
implications has made it possible for science to retain its obsolete dogma that
the world is exclusively objective and that everything can be reduced to
particles. It is as though we had been given a flying saucer but were unable to
read the directions and so could not operate it.

While the scientist may object to my reference to “errors” in science, and other
readers might prefer to think that life has a spiritual origin and is therefore
separate from science altogether, let me point out that it is to the credit of
science that it can make errors. Without error no learning is possible; the
recognition of error is the basis of progress. We should therefore not abandon
science. It is the major contribution of modern civilization. We should rather
take time to interpret that part of its message that tells us, first, where to find
the basis for free will, and second, how free will through evolution develops the
power to control matter.53

Another scientific mistake that continues to prevent our successful understanding of
Universe is the confusion that results when we mix levels of organization. 

Mixing Levels of Organization
Alfred Korzbyski1921 cautioned his fellow humans: 

For correct analysis and true definitions of the cardinal classes of life in our
world it is necessary to have some just ideas about dimensions or
dimensionality. I will explain briefly by an example. Measurable entities of
different kinds can not be compared directly. Each one must be measured in
terms of a unit of its own kind. A line can have only length and therefore is of
one dimension; a surface has length and width and is therefore said to have
two dimensions; a volume has length, width and thickness and is, therefore,
said to have three dimensions. If we take, for example, a volume—say a cube—
we see that the cube has surfaces and lines and points, but a volume is not a

53 Arthur Young, Mathematics, Physics & Reality, Robert Briggs Associates, Portland, Oregon, 1990
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surface nor a line nor a point. Just as these dimensional differences have an
enormous unrealized importance in practical life, as in the case of taking a
line of five units of length and building upon it a square, the measure of this
square (surface) will not be 5, it will be 25; and the 25 will not be 25 linear
units but 25 square or surface units. If upon this square we build a cube, this
cube will have neither 5 nor 25 for its measure; it will have 125, and this
number will not be so many units of length nor of surface but so many solid or
cubic units.

It is as plain as a pike staff that, if we confused dimensions when computing
lengths and areas and volumes, we would wreck all the architectural and
engineering structures of the world.

These definitions of the cardinal classes of life are, it will be noted, obtained
from direct observation; they are so simple and so important that I cannot
over-emphasize the necessity of grasping them and most especially the
definition of Man. For these simple definitions and especially that of Humanity
will profoundly transform the whole conception of human life in every field of
interest and activity; and, what is more important than all, the definition of
Man will give us a starting point for discovering the natural laws of human
nature—of the human class of life. The definitions of the classes of life
represent the different classes as distinct in respect to dimensionality; and
this is extremely important for no measure of rule of one class can be applied
to the other, without making grave mistakes. For example, to treat a human
being as an animal—as a mere space-binder—because humans have certain
animal propensities, is an error of the same type and grossness as to treat a
cube as a surface because it has surface properties. It is absolutely essential to
grasp that fact if we are ever to have a science of human nature.

A line has one dimension; a plane has two; a plane contains lines and so it has
line properties—one-dimensional properties—but it has other properties—two-
dimensional properties—and it is these that are peculiar to it, give it its own
character, and make it what it is—a plane and not a line. So animals have
some plant properties—they grow, for example—but animals have other
properties—autonomous mobility, for example,—properties of higher
dimensionality or type—and it is these that make animals animals and not
plants. Just so, human beings have certain animal properties—autonomous
mobility, for example, or physical appetites—but humans have other
properties or propensities—ethical sense, for example, logical sense,
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inventiveness, progressiveness—properties or propensities of higher
dimensionality, level, or type—and it is these propensities and powers that
make human beings human and not animal. When and only when this fact is
clearly seen and keenly realized, there will begin the science of man—the
science and art of human nature—for then and only then we shall begin to
escape from the agelong untold immeasurable evils that come from regarding
and treating human beings as animals, as mere binders of space, and we may
look forward to an ethics, a jurisprudence and economics, a governance—a
science and art of human life and society—based upon the laws of human
nature as the time-binding class of life.

A change in our conception of human life and its phenomena is involved in the
foregoing definitions of the classes of life; they will replace basic errors with
scientific truths of fundamental importance; they will form the basis for
scientific development of a permanent civilization in place of the so-called
civilizations of the past and present. To know the cause of error is to find the
cure.54

James Grier Miller,1978 a life long student of living systems, wrote:

The Universe contains a hierarchy of systems, each more advanced or “higher”
level made of systems of lower levels. Atoms are composed of particles;
molecules, of atoms; crystals and organelles, of molecules. About at the level of
crystallizing viruses, like the tobacco mosaic virus, the subset of living
systems begins. Viruses are necessarily parasitic on cells, so cells are the
lowest level of living systems. Cells are composed of atoms, molecules, and
multimolecular organelles; organs are composed of cells aggregated into
tissues; organisms, of organs; groups (e.g., herds, flocks, families, teams,
tribes), of organisms; organizations, of groups (and sometimes single
individual organisms); societies, of organizations, groups, and individuals; and
supranational systems, of societies and organizations. Higher levels of systems
may be of mixed composition, living and nonliving. They include ecological
systems, planets, solar systems, galaxies, and so forth. It is beyond my
competence and the scope of this book to deal with the characteristics—
whatever they may be—of systems below and above those levels which include
the various forms of life, although others have done so. This book, in
presenting general systems behavior theory, is limited to the subset of living
systems—cells, organs, organisms, groups, organizations, societies, and
supranational systems.

54 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, E.P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1921
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It would be convenient for theorists if the hierarchical levels of living systems
fitted neatly into each other like Chinese boxes. The facts are more
complicated. I have distinguished seven levels of living systems for analysis
here, but I do not argue that there are exactly these seven, no more and no
less. For example, one might conceivably separate tissue and organ into two
separate levels. Or one might, as Anderson and Carter have suggested,
separate the organization and the community into two separate levels—local
communities, urban and rural, are composed of multiple organizations, just as
societies are composed of multiple local communities, states, or provinces. Or
one might maintain that the organ is not a level, since there are no
totipotential organs.

What are the criteria for distinguishing any one level from the others? They
are derived from a long scientific tradition of empirical observation of the
entire gamut of living systems. This extensive experience of the community of
scientific observers has led to a consensus that there are certain fundamental
forms of organization of living matter-energy. Indeed the classical division of
subject matter among the various disciplines of the life or behavior sciences is
implicitly or explicitly based upon this consensus. Observers recognize that
there are in the world many similar complexly organized accumulations of
matter-energy, each identified by these characteristics: (a) Physical proximity
of its units. (b) Similar size in physical space of its units, significantly
different from the size of the units of the next lower or higher levels. (c)
Similarity of its constituent units. Such organized accumulations of matter-
energy have multiple constituent units, ordinarily a preponderance of their
components, which are systems of the next lower level, i.e, just as molecules
are made up of two or more atoms and atoms are composed of two or more
particles, so groups are made up of two or more organisms, and organs are
composed of two or more cells. This is the chief way to determine to what level
any system belongs.

It is important to follow one procedural rule in systems theory, in order to avoid
confusion. Every discussion should begin with an identification of the level of
reference, and the discourse should not change to another level without a
specific statement that this is occurring. Systems at the indicated level are
called systems. Those at the level above are suprasystems, and those at the
next higher level, suprasuprasystems. Below the level of reference are
subsystems, and below them are subsubsystems. For example, if one is
studying a cell, its organelles are the subsystems, and the tissue or organ is
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its suprasystem, unless it is a free living cell whose suprasystem includes
other living systems with which it interacts.55

William H. Calvin,1996 a neuroscientist writes about human consciousness and the
problems that can result from mixing levels of organization: 

Do the enigmas of quantum mechanics really have something to do with the
conscious aspects of our mental lives? Or is the invocation of QM in the
consciousness context just another mistaken instance of suggesting that one
area in which mysterious effects are thought to lurk—chaos, self-organizing
automata, fractals, economics, the weather—might be related to another,
equally mysterious one? Most such associations certainly conflate the
unrelated, and when the two areas are at opposite ends of the spectrum of
enigmatic phenomena, the argument is particularly suspicious.

Reducing things to basics—the physicists’ rallying cry—is an excellent
scientific strategy, as long as the basics are at an appropriate level of
organization. In their reductionist enthusiasm, the consciousness physicists
act as if they haven’t heard of one of the broad characteristics of science: levels
of explanation (frequently related to levels of mechanism). The cognitive
scientist Douglas Hofstadter gives a nice example of levels when he points out
that the cause of a traffic jam is not to be found within a single car or its
elements. Traffic jams are an example of self-organization, more easily
recognized when stop-and-go achieves an extreme form of quasi-stability—the
crystallization known as gridlock. An occasional traffic jam may be due to
component failure, but faulty spark plugs aren’t a very illuminating level of
analysis—not when compared to merging traffic, comfortable car spacing,
driver reaction times, traffic signal settings, and the failure of drivers to
accelerate for hills.

The more elementary levels of explanation are largely irrelevant to traffic
jams—unless they provide useful analogies. Indeed, packing principles,
surface-to-volume ratios, crystallization, chaos, and fractals are seen at
multiple levels of organization. That the same principle is seen at several
levels does not, however, mean that it constitutes a level-spanning
mechanism: an analogy does not a mechanism make.

55 James G. Miller, Living Systems, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978
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Quasi-stable levels make self-organization easier to spot, especially when
building blocks—such as crystals—emerge, Since we are searching for some
useful analogies to help explain our mental lives, it is worth examining how
levels of explanation have functioned elsewhere. The tumult of random
combinations occasionally produces a new form of organization. Some forms,
such as the hexagonal cells that appear in the cooking porridge if you forget to
stir it, are ephemeral. Other forms may have a “ratchet” that prevents
backsliding once some new order is achieved. While crystals are the best
known of these quasi-stable forms, molecular conformations are another, and
it is even possible that there are quasi-stable forms at intermediate levels—
such as microtubule quantum states where the consciousness physicists
would like the action to be.

Stratified stability refers to stacking up such quasi-stable levels. Life-forms
involve piling up quite a few of them; occasionally they collapse like a house of
cards and the higher forms of organization dissolve (which is one way of
thinking about death).

Between quantum mechanics and consciousness are perhaps a dozen of these
persistent levels of organization: examples include chemical bonds, molecules
and their self-organization, molecular biology, genetics, biochemistry,
membranes and their ion channels, synapses and their neurotransmitters,
the neuron itself, the neural circuit, columns and modules, larger-scale
cortical dynamics, and so on. In neuroscience, one is always aware of these
levels, because of the intense rivalry between neuroscientists working at
adjacent levels.

An occasional alteration in consciousness is due to widespread failures in
certain types of synapses. But a more appropriate level of inquiry into
consciousness is probably at a level of organization immediately subjacent to
that of perception and planning: likely (in my view), cerebral-cortex circuitry
and dynamic self-organization involving firing patterns within a constantly
shifting quiltwork of postage-stamp-sized cortical regions. Consciousness, in
any of its varied connotations, certainly isn’t located down in the basement of
chemistry or the subbasement of physics. This attempt to leap, in a single
bound, from the subbasement of quantum mechanics to the penthouse of
consciousness is what I call the Janitor’s Dream.
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Quantum mechanics is probably essential to consciousness in about the same
way as crystals were once essential to radios, or spark plugs are still essential
to traffic jams. Necessary, but not sufficient. Interesting in its own right, but a
subject related only distantly to our mental lives.56

This brings us to our fourth scientific mistake. 

‘Either/or’ Thinking
All human action is to a large extent determined by our existing belief systems. These
systems are determined by our existing model of reality. Until the discoveries of
relativity, and quantum mechanics our model of reality was that originated by
Aristotle. 

Writing in 1941 in Science and Sanity the primary text for what is called General
Semantics, Alfred Korzybski alerted humanity to important scientific mistakes that
are embedded in the Aristotelian system:

In mankind’s cultural evolution its current abstractions became codified here
and there into systems, for instance the aristotelian system, our main concern
here. Such systematizations are important, for, as the Talmud says,
“Teaching without a system makes learning difficult.” 

It may be helpful to indicate some historical facts of the development of our
orientations since Socrates (469-399 B.C.). Socrates was the son of a sculptor
and himself did some work with the chisel and his hands. He became an
important founder of a school of ‘philosophy’. In brief, this school had very
high standards for science, seeking the application of the science of the time to
life, so that it became what may be called a ,school of ‘wisdom’. 

One of his students, Plato (427-347 B.C.), who came from an aristocratic family,
became the founder of a different school, called the ‘Academy’, and the ‘father’
of what may be called ‘mathematical philosophy’. Unlike his teacher, he began,
in his ‘Doctrine of Ideas’, to verbally split humans into ‘body’ and ‘mind’, as if
they could be so split in living beings. He built a system of ‘immaterialism’ or
‘idealism’.

Aristotle (384—322 B.C.), the son of a physician, was the student of Plato, and

56 William H. Calvin, HOW BRAINS THINK—Evolving Intelligence, Then and Now,
BasicBooks/HarperCollins Publishers, New York, 199
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particularly interested in biology, other natural sciences, etc. He founded the
most influential of the three schools, which is called by his name. He was
undoubtedly one of the most gifted men mankind has ever known. As usual in
such cases, the study of one branch of knowledge leads to another, so Aristotle
was led to the study of ‘logic’, linguistic structure, etc., about which he
produced scholarly treatises or textbooks, ultimately formulating the most
complete system of his time. Because of the completeness of the system, backed
by powerful influences, it has moulded our orientations and evaluations up to
the present. The man on the street, our education, medicine and even sciences,
are still in the clutches of the system of Aristotle, a system inadequate for
1941 yet perhaps satisfactory 2,300 years ago, when conditions of life were
relatively so simple, when orientations were on the macroscopic level only, and
knowledge of scientific facts was practically nil.

In Aristotle’s system as applied, the split becomes complete and
institutionalized, with jails for the ‘animal’ and churches for the ‘soul’. Now
we begin to realize how pernicious and retarding for civilization that split is.
For instance, only since Einstein and Minkowski do we begin to understand
that ‘space’ and ‘time’ cannot be split empirically, otherwise we create for
ourselves delusional worlds. Only since their work has modern sub-
microscopic physics with all its accomplishments become possible.

Similarly, and tragically, this applies to medicine. Until recently we have had a
split medicine. One branch, general medicine, was interested in the ‘body’
(soma); the other was interested in the ‘soul’ (psyche). The net result was that
general medicine was a glorified form of veterinary science, while psychiatry
remained metaphysical. However, it has been found empirically that a great
many ‘physical’ ailments are of a semantogenic origin. Only a few years ago
general physicians began to understand that they cannot deal with humans
without knowing something about psychiatry, and psychosomatic medicine
began to be formulated. I cannot go into further detail here, except to mention
that this is another constructive step away from the aristotelian system,
which as applied trains us in artificial, verbal splits. 

One of the tremendous obstacles in the revision of the aristotelian system is
exactly the excellence of the work of Aristotle based on the very few scientific
facts known 2,300 years ago. The aim of his work circa 350 B.C. was to
formulate the essential nature of science (350 B.C.) and the forms and laws of
science. His immediate goal was entirely methodological (350 B.C.), and he
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aimed to formulate a general method for ‘all’ scientific work. He was even
expounding the theory of symmetrical relations, the relation of the general to
the particular, etc. In his days these orientations were by necessity two-
valued and ‘objective’; hence follows his whole system, then more or less
satisfactory on macroscopic levels.

In analysing the aristotelian codifications, I had to deal with the two-valued,
‘either/or’ type of orientations. I admit it baffled me for many years, that
practically all humans, the lowest primitives not excluded, who never heard of
Greek philosophers, have some sort of ‘either/or’ type of evaluations. Then I
made the obvious ‘discovery’ that our relations to the world outside and inside
our skins often happen to be, on the gross level, two-valued. For instance, we
deal with day or night, land or water, etc. On the living level we have life or
death, our heart beats or not, we breathe or suffocate, are hot or cold, etc.
Similar relations occur on higher levels. Thus, we have induction or
deduction, materialism or idealism, capitalism or communism, democrat or
republican, etc. And so on endlessly on all levels. 

In living, many issues are not so sharp, and therefore a system which posits the
general sharpness of ‘either/or’, and so objectifies ‘kind’, is unduly limited; it
must be revised and made more flexible in terms of ‘degree’. This requires a
physico-mathematical ‘way of thinking’, which a non-aristotelian system
supplies.

Modern scientific developments show that what we label ‘objects’ or ‘objective’
are mere nervous constructs inside of our skulls which our nervous systems
have abstracted electro-colloidally from the actual world of electronic
processes on the sub-microscopic level. And so we have to face a complete
methodological departure from two-valued, ‘objective’ orientations to general,
infinite-valued, process orientations, as necessitated by scientific discoveries
for at least the past sixty years. 

The aim of the work of Aristotle and the work of the non-aristotelians is similar,
except for the date of our human development and the advance of science. The
problem is whether we shall deal with science and scientific methods of 350
B.C. or of 1941 A.D. In general semantics, in building up a non-aristotelian
system, the aims of Aristotle are preserved yet scientific methods are brought
up to date. 57
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Learning from our Mistakes
What can we learn from the mistakes of Classical Science? The future of humanity
depends on a new approach to understanding ourselves—an inclusive approach in
examining our human problems and our human difficulties. Today2006 we know that
such an approach must be wholistic, integrative, and inclusive. 

We may assume that the human is a sphere, but our assumption is likely to exclude
relevant details that may make our conclusions useless. We may even assume that the
human is an animal, but Knowledge2006 reveals that this is also likely to exclude
relevant details, and make our conclusions erroneous. 

Todays research scientists when studying the effects of new medications and
biologicals on rats and monkeys, run a high risk of excluding relevant details that
make the application of their findings to human patients erroneous.

We can solve our human problems, if we use all that we know in 2006. 

Today we know that reductionism and exclusion are not valid methods for studying
humanity. Furthermore, understanding Universe, Life, and ourselves will require
that we heed the warnings of Korzybski, Miller and Calvin to avoid mixing levels of
organization. And lastly, we must learn to recognize when we are falling into the trap
of either/or thinking and look for the both-and alternatives.

Today, we know that there is a limit to knowing. We know that the cause of all mistakes
is ignorance. We know that the most intelligence behavior any human can exhibit is to
learn from their mistakes.

If our goal is to understand human intelligence and human knowing, then we must
begin by examining what we do know. Any understanding of ourselves cannot occur in
isolation. We humans cannot understand ourselves apart or separate from Universe.
We are embedded in the Universe and the Universe is embedded in us. The better we
understand Universe, the better we can understand ourselves. 

57 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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PROCESS: Actions & Events
In preparation for understanding human intelligence, we will examine some of the
various forms that Universe can take and define our terms.

Knowledge2006 reveals that the world of substance has been replaced by that of
process. The only thing in Nature that never changes is the requirement for change.
Change means movement—motion. With constant change we see constant motion.
Timothy Ferris1997 explains:

Galileo’s most significant contribution to the physics of cosmology came with
his insight into the concept of inertia. Aristotle had assumed, and the Western
world had come to believe, that the natural tendency of objects is to remain at
rest. This certainly seems to accord with experience—a book or a boulder stays
in one place unless one expends energy in moving it—and even today the word
inertia is commonly taken to mean sluggishness or stasis. Galileo saw that
this common sense assumption was wrong. He pushed wood blocks across a
tabletop, then polished the table and the blocks and pushed the blocks again,
and pondered the significance of the fact that when there was less friction
they traveled farther. He reasoned that if they could be polished perfectly, so
that there was no friction, they would keep moving forever. Inertia, he
concluded, is not just a tendency of bodies at rest to remain at rest, but also of
bodies in motion to remain in motion.

Galileo’s counterintuitive insight resolved the basic objections to the
Copernican assertion that the earth moves. (If the earth is spinning, why does
a man who jumps straight up land in his footprints, rather than hundreds of
yards to the west? And if the earth rotates, why aren’t howling easterly winds
constantly raking the surface of the planet?) Jumpers don’t fly westward nor
do easterly gales constantly blow, because the jumpers and the atmosphere
are already moving with the turning earth, and so tend to remain in motion.
Today we have seen enough of the Universe to know that motion, not rest, is
the ordinary state of matter, and that to be immobile is at most a local trait,
measured in terms of a local “inertial rest frame.” The farther out one looks,
the more one finds that everything, relative to most other things, is moving.
The Universe was born restless and has never since been still.58
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Light has a velocity of 186,000 miles per second (in a vacuum). It has but one speed (in
any given medium) and cannot be at rest. Particles are indeterminate. We can know
either their position or their speed, but not both. The electron is known to spin and
have variable speed as it circles about the proton in the nucleus of an atom. Atoms of
course are composed of particles so they are internally in constant motion. We further
discover that atoms or molecules that make up a liquid or gas are in constant thermal
motion, and their distribution of velocity is determined by the temperature of the
system. Plants have movement as they seek the light and grow towards the sun.
Animals move about their habitat in search of food, shelter, and a mate. And humans
have full mobility as well. To walking and running, we add driving our cars, and
riding in boats and planes. So, Nature is always in motion. Universe then results from
process and the fundamental basis of process is no thing. As Stanislav Grof 1983 and
Brian Swimme 1985 explain:

The developments in twentieth-century physics have transcended the
Newtonian-Cartesian model. Astonishing explorations of the micro-world have
created an image of reality which is far different from the seventeenth-
century model of Newton; and Descartes. The model of solid and indestructible
matter has disintegrated under the impact of experimental and theoretical
evidence. The fundamental building blocks of the Universe—the atoms—were
found to be essentially empty. 59

If you take a single atom and make it as large as Yankee stadium, it would
consist almost entirely of empty space. The center of the atom, the nucleus
would be smaller than a baseball sitting out in center field. The outer parts of
the atom would be tiny gnats buzzing about at an altitude higher than any
pop fly Babe Ruth ever hit. And between the baseball and the gnats?
Nothingness. All empty. You are more emptiness than anything else. Indeed, if
all the space were taken out of you, you would be a million times smaller than
the smallest grain of sand. 60

If we examine our bodies, we find they are appear quite solid. But, in fact our bodies are
made up of organs; which are made up of tissues; which are made up of cells; which are
made up of molecules; which are made up of atoms and atoms are mostly empty space.
Then what is it that gives substance to our bodies? 

58 Timothy Ferris, The Whole Shebang, Simon & Schuster, New York, 1997
59 Stanislav Grof, EAST & WEST: Ancient Wisdom and Modern Science, Journal of Transpersonal

Psychology, 1983
60 Brian Swimme, The Universe is a Green Dragon, Bear & Company, Inc., Sante Fe, 1985
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Alfred Korzybsi1933 explained:

To bring what is said here to a level of visualization and feeling, we may use the
analogue of a rotary fan made up of separate radial blades (a). When such a
fan rotates with a certain velocity, we see a solid disk (b), simply because our
nervous system does not discriminate between the rotating blades. The
separate rotating blades are visually seen by us as a single solid disk,
although there is no disk present. If the blades rotate fast enough, we could
not throw sand through them, as the sand would be too slow to get through
before being struck by one of the blades.

Something similar may be assumed as going on in what we usually call
‘materials’. Atoms represent very minute energetic configurations or dynamic
structures where extremely rapid processes are going on, not unlike the
‘rotating blades’ of our example; and what we register is the ‘disk’, be it a table
or a chair or ourselves.

For a similar reason, we may assume that we cannot put our finger through a
table, as our finger is too thick and too slow, and that, for some materials, it
takes X-rays to be agile enough to penetrate. 61

Universe is no thing. Universe is process—constant change—constant motion. When

61 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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we look at all we know of the Universe—all the observationally known to exist
phenomena—from the expanding space, spiraling galaxies, stars, orbiting planets, and
moons—down to the earth with its climatic cycle, geological phenomena, the migration
of great plates of the earth’s crust producing the motion of continents, the moving
waters along shores and banks, down to the flowing red blood in our bodies—it is clear
that Universe is dynamic—is motion—is no thing. 

R. Buckminster Fuller1975 explains:

Because physics has found no continuums, no experimental solids, no things,
no real matter, I decided half a century ago to identify mathematical behaviors
of energy phenomena only as events. If there are no-things, there are no nouns
of material substance that the old semantics permitted wherein a noun verbs
a noun or a subject verbs a predicate. I found it necessary to change this form
to a complex of events identified as me, which must be identified as a verb. The
complex verb—me observed another complex of events identified again
ignorantly as a ‘table’. I disciplined myself to communicate exclusively with
verbs. There are no wheres and whats; only angle and frequency events
described as whens.

Universe is also a verb. When people say of Universe, “I wonder what is outside
its outside?” they are trying to conjure a unitary conception and are asking for
a single picture of an infinitely transforming, nonsimultaneous scenario.
Therefore, their question is not only unanswerable but unrealistic, and
indicates that they have not listened seriously to Einstein and are only
disclosing their ignorance of its significance when they boastfully tell you that
the speed of light is 186,000 miles per second. You cannot get out of Universe.
Universe is not a system. Universe is not a shape. Universe is a scenario. You
are always in Universe. You can only get out of systems. 

*Think of a motion picture. Frame by frame a scenario unfolds. The whole unfolds
only when we follow the progression of movement from one frame into the next frame.
We will discuss systems later in this chapter. Fuller continues: 

Universe can only be thought of competently in terms of a great, unending, but
finite scenario whose as yet unfilled film strip is constantly self-regenerative.
All experiences are terminated, ergo finite. An aggregate of finites is finite.
Our Universe is finite but nonsimultaneously conceptual; a moving-picture
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scenario of nonsimultaneous and only partially overlapping events. One
picture—one frame—does not tell the story. the single frame picture of a
caterpillar does not foretell or imply the transformation of that creature, first,
into the chrysalis stage and, much later,into the butterfly phase of its life. Nor
does one picture of a butterfly tell the viewer that the butterfly can fly.62

Universe as Action
Science2006 has discovered action to be fundamental in non-living universe—light,
particles, atoms, and simple molecules as well as within living universe—life itself—
the living molecules, the plants, the animals, and we humans. 63 

•Action implies motion, movement, animation—process.

•Actions require energy to occur. No energy—no action.

•Actions have location in space. Actions always begin somewhere and end
somewhere else. No location, no space—no action.

•Actions have duration. Actions always have a beginning and an ending.
While some actions may occur in a very short time, they all require some time.
There are no instantaneous actions in universe. No time—no action.

Korzybski on Time Energy & Action
Alfred Korzybski1933 explained:

As in the older days we introduced units or elementary quanta of mass, and
later, an elementary quantum of electric charge, so in our newer knowledge
we have need for an elementary quantum of action. Action is defined as energy
multiplied by ‘time’, or A=Et.

Naturally such a product as energy multiplied by ‘time’ must play an
extremely important structural and semantic role in this world of space-time,
where nothing happens ‘instantaneously’, but all action requires ‘time’. If we
could discover some unit of action, we could change from the language of

62 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
63 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!: Life, UnCommon Sense Library I, 1999,

http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
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‘energy’ and ‘time’ to the language of ‘action’ and ‘times’. This language, by the
way, is much more satisfactory and structurally closer to experience than the
old languages. ‘Action’ as structurally defined (product of ‘energy’ by ‘time’) is
one of the two fundamental entities of pre-relativity physics which have
survived the Einstein revolution. 

It is really a universal term which we can apply without danger of speaking
nonsense. Energy in space-time must by necessity be reformulated as ‘action’.
the quantum theory posits structurally that the action of physical processes is
built up of a number of elementary quanta of action.64

Action by Contact
Korzybski1933 explained action further:

Let us recall some structural and semantic conclusions which the differential
calculus suggests. When we are dealing with the notion of a variable, we see
that the variable might be any element selected out of an ordered aggregate of
elements. We can select elements relatively widely separated from each other,
as, for instance, the numbers 1 and 2, or points, let us say, an inch apart. It is
obvious that if we choose, we can make the gaps smaller, and postulate an
infinity of intermediate steps. When we make our gaps smaller, the elements
are ordered more densely and closer together. In the limit, if we choose
indefinitely many elements between any two elements, our series become
compact, if we still have a possibility of gaps; or they eventually become what
we call continuous, when there are no more gaps.

Without legislating as to whether the entities we use in physics are
‘continuous’, ‘compact’, or ‘discontinuous’, we may grant that the maximum
elucidation of the above terms in mathematics is very useful. We can easily see
that in terms of action a continuous series gives us action by contact, since
consecutive elements are indefinitely near each other. As the differential and
integral calculus brings us in touch not only without x but also with its
indefinitely close neighbour x+dx. We see that the calculus introduces a most
important structural and semantic innovation; namely, that it is a language
for describing action by contact, in sharp contradistinction to the structural
assumption of action at a distance. 

64 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-1948, ibid
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Let us illustrate the above by a structural example. Consider a series of equal
small material spheres connected with each other by small spiral springs. as
in the following illustration.

 65

These little spheres all have inertia, because of which, and because of the little
springs, they resist displacement. If we displace the first of our spheres either
in the transverse or longitudinal direction, it acts upon the second sphere,
which in turn acts upon the third, etc.. We see that the disturbance of
equilibrium of the first little sphere is transmitted like a wave to the next
spere and so along the whole series. The most significant point in the analysis
of such a wave of excitation is that it is not transmitted with some ‘infinite
velocity’, or ‘infinitely quickly’ or in ‘no time’. The action of each sphere is
slightly delayed owing to its inertia, that is, it does not respond
‘instantaneously’ to an impulse. It must be noticed that the displacement is
not due to a velocity, but to an acceleration, which is a change of velocity and
requires a short interval of ‘time’. The change in velocity again requires an
interval of ‘time’ to overcome inertia and produce displacement. Similar
reasoning applies to a long train just being started by the engine. The cars
being coupled together by more or less elastic means, the engine may be
moving uniformly and some of the last cars still be stationary. The pull of the
engine is not transmitted instantaneously but with a finite velocity, due again
to the inertia of the cars.

We see then that the only structurally adequate means of describing changes
in continuous, deformable materials is to be found in differential equations
which express a method of dealing with action by contact.

We have already seen that this action by contact involves also the finite velocity
of propagation, a fact of crucial structural and semantic importance. In the

65 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity,1933-1948, ibid
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history of science we can distinguish three periods. The first was naturally
the period of action at a distance, the best exemplified by the work of two great
men, Euclid and Newton. In it we find of course, a superabundance of
‘infinities’. With the advent of the differential calculus, and the introduction of
differential equations in the study of nature, the notion of action at a distance
became more and more untenable. We had a period of pseudo-contiguous
action, which indeed involved differential equations; but the velocity of
propagation was not introduced explicitly, and so there remained an implicit
structural assumption of ‘infinite velocity’ of propagation. As an example of
such pseudo-contiguous action we can cite the older theories of potential,
which give differential equations for the change in the intensity of the field
from place to place, but which do not contain members that express a change
in ‘time’, and hence do not take into account the transmission of electricity
with finite velocity. *Here, Korzybski1933 references Max Born66 and then
continues. 

The modern theories, as for instance, the Maxwell theory of electromagnetism,
and the Einstein theory, are based on action by contact. these theories not only
use the differential method, but they also introduce explicitly the finite velocity
of propagation.67

Young on Action
Writing in 1984, Arthur Young explained:

The discovery by Max Planck in 1900 of the quantum of action revolutionized
physics and revised the very basis of scientific thought. This discovery
provides the possibility of an entirely new view of the Universe. The older
concept of a Universe made up of physical particles interacting according to
fixed laws is no longer tenable. It is implicit in present findings that action
rather than matter is basic, action being understood as something essentially
undefinable and nonobjective, analogous, I would add, to human decision. This
is good news, for it is no longer appropriate to think of the Universe as a
gradually subsiding agitation of billiard balls. The Universe, far from being a
desert of inert particles, is a theatre of increasingly complex organization, a
stage for development in which man has a definite place, and without any
upper limit to his evolution.68

66 Max Born, Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, London, New York, 1962
67 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-1948, ibid
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Writing six years later, Arthur Young1990 explained:

Because it led to quantum physics, the discovery that light is radiated in whole
units, or quanta of action, is probably the the most important discovery made
by science since its inception about for hundred years ago. Another reason for
its importance, in my opinion, is that it provided scientific sanction for the
idea that what is most basic is not material particles but activity. It is not hard
to think of a particle having energy due to its motion. It is hard to think of
activity with no particle. Of course you can think of the quantum of action as a
particle, but shorn of its energy there is nothing there. This is why if one
person sees a photon, or “particle” of light, it is annihilated and no one else can
see it. We never do see objects; we see the light reflected from them.

What does this do to the objectivity of the photon? Is something objective which
can only be seen once? It’s no wonder that Planck had to wait nineteen years
for physicists to accept his thinking. This is the period given, but I don’t think
there was any general acceptance until 1926, when Werner Heisenberg
showed that our uncertainty about the position and momentum of a particle is
equal to Planck’s constant.Even Planck found it hard to believe his own
theory, and Einstein, despite his getting the Nobel Prize from using Planck’s
theory to explain the photoelectric effect, would not accept quantum theory:
“God does not play dice with the Universe.”

As I have heard it, Newton thought the regularity of the planets’ motion was
evidence for God. Others say that Newton thought that it would sometimes be
necessary for God to readjust their motion. In any case LaPlace said he had
accounted for their motion and made God an unnecessary hypothesis.

How could Einstein use God’s regularity to exclude uncertainty if LaPlace
could use regularity to make God unnecessary? The point is that there could
be no novelty, no creativity, in a Universe with no uncertainty.This merit of
uncertainty, novelty, contrasts sharply with the interpretation of the
quantum of action as an inevitable defect of observation, but it does not
conflict with the interpretation of the quantum as spontaneous creativity or
freedom.

Science is the quest for certainty, but science can only find it in what is less
than ourselves. Uncertainty is what characterizes what is greater than

68 Arthur Young, The Foundations of Science: The Missing Parameter, 1984, ibid
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ourselves. Uncertainty and its interpretation are important for science.
Uncertainty is not only inevitable, it is the most basic ingredient—the photon,
or quantum of action. Science is slowly beginning to see this uncertainty in a
better light—as spontaneous creativity, as the source of life and the drive that
sustains evolution in its ten-billion-year quest to surpass itself.69

An earlier Arthur Young 1976 had explained:

Light is unique in that, unlike everything else that exists in actuality, it has no
mass (no rest mass). It has no charge and, as evidenced by the finding of
relativity that clocks stop at the speed of light, it has no time. While light in a
vacuum has a “velocity” of 186,000 miles per second, this velocity is not motion
in the ordinary sense since it can have no other value. Objects can be at rest
or move at a variety of speeds. Light, on the other hand , has but one speed (in
any given medium) and cannot be at rest. Even space is a meaningless concept
for light, since the passage of light through space is accomplished without any
loss of energy whatever.

Light involves us in a special kind of difficulty, the difficulty of knowing about
that which provides our knowledge of other things. We might imagine a
painter who wanted to paint the paintbrush, a problem I encounter when I
want to repair my glasses: I cannot see without them; and light, by which we
see, cannot be seen.

This sort of Zen paradox is not appreciated by the scientist, who likes to think
of light as “just another kind of particle.” This interpretation does not stand up
because that which is outside of space and time, and which has no rest mass,
by definition cannot be a particle. 

Light is not an objective thing that can be investigated as can an ordinary
object. Even a tiny snow crystal, before it melts, can be photographed or seen
by more than one person. But a photon, the ultimate unit of light, can be seen
only once; its detection is its annihilation. Light is not seen; it is seeing; Even
when a photon is partially annihilated, as in scattering of photons by
electrons, what remains is not part of the old photon, but a new photon of
lower frequency, going in a different direction.

An ordinary object can be thought of as a carrier of momentum, or energy,

69 Arthur Young, Mathematics, Physics & Reality, Robert Briggs Associates, Portland, Oregon, 1990
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which it can impart to another object. A hammer striking a nail exerts a force
which drives the nail; a bowling ball conveys energy which knocks over the
pins. In both cases, the hammer and the bowling ball remain after the work is
done. With light, however , its transport of energy from one point to another
leaves no residue. Light is pure action, unattached to any object, like the smile
without the cat.70

Young on the Principle of Least Action
Arthur Young1976 continued:

The difficult question is: what is action? This will become increasingly
important as we proceed. Curiously, the notion of light as action was one to
emerge quite early. It was observed in the 17th century that sunset occurred a
little later than it would if light followed a straight line: light as it enters the
atmosphere follows a curved path. This phenomenon is explained as due to the
fact that the speed of light is reduced by the atmosphere.

What is remarkable is that the path followed by the light through the layers of
atmosphere is precisely that which gets it to its destination in the shortest
possible time. In driving from a point in the city to a point in the country, we
can reduce the total time if we shorten the time spent in the heavy traffic of
the city, even at the expense of going a longer distance in the country. Fermat,
the famous 17th-century mathematician, was the first to solve this problem of
the path for the minimum time. Yet light, going from a denser to a rarer
medium, follows just this path. 

As Planck himself said of phenomenon: “Thus, the photons which constitute a
ray of light behave like intelligent human beings: Out of all possible curves
they always select the one which will take them most quickly to their goal.”71

This law, that light always follows the path taking the shortest time, is known
as the principle of least action. 

According to Planck again: “It made its discover Leibniz and soon after him also
his follower Maupertuis, so boundlessly enthusiastic, for these scientist
believed themselves to have found in it a tangible evidence for an ubiquitous
higher reason ruling all nature.”72 73

70 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence, 1976
71 Max Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, Philosophical Library, New York, 1949
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Haskell on Co-Actions
Edward Haskell’s concept of co-actions is of great importance in understanding
synergy. When participants—parts—components—are in relationship with each
other, they are considered scientifically as a unity. The individual actions of the
participants—parts—components of this unity are considered together as a co-Action.
And, this is regardless of whether the participants—parts—components intend to act
as a unity or not. In my earlier writings74, I applied Haskell’s concept of Co-Actions to
human relationships. This was only a small application taken from the much larger
body of work created by Haskell and his associates called the Unified Science75.

In the Unified Science, Universe is considered to be a system-hierarchy made up of
seven “kingdoms.” These “kingdoms” are designated as particles, atoms, molecules,
geoid systems (galaxies, stars, planets, moons, etc.), plants, animals, and humans.
Haskell applied the concept of Co-Actions to all seven kingdoms—particles, atoms,
molecules, geoid systems, plants, animals, and humans. 

The concept of co-Action can be applied not only to ‘individuals’ within these
“kingdoms”, but also to groups, and communities of individuals as well. Taking
humans as the example it can be applied to the microcosm of the individual—the body
is made up of organs, organs are made up of tissues, tissues are made up of cells, cells
are made up of organelles, organelles are made up of molecules, molecules are made up
of atoms, are made up of particles and particles are made up of gravitationally trapped
light. It can further be applied to the macrocosm—the individual is a member of a
family, the family is ‘part’ of a community, the community is ‘part’ of a city, the city is
‘part’ of a county, the county is ‘part’ of a state, the state is ‘part’ of a nation, and the
nation is ‘part’ of the entire human culture which inhabits planet earth. And then it
can also be applied to the earth which is a ‘part’ of the solar system, which is ‘part’ of a
galaxy, which is a ‘part’ of a star cluster, which is a ‘part’ of a supercluster, which is a
‘part’ of Universe. 

Haskell’s Co-Actions apply to all ‘wholes’ or unities within Universe. If we imagine a
two ‘part’ unity made up of ‘part’ “X” and ‘part’ “Y.” We can then represent the
resultant of their interactions within the unity as follows: 

72 Max Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, 1949, ibid
73 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
74 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!: Three Ways, UnCommon Sense Library I, 1999,

http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
75 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE: The Moral Force of Unified Science, Gordon and Breach, New

York, 1972, http://www.synearth.net/Haskell/FC/FC.htm
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If the two ‘parts’ have a neutral relationship, then “X” and “Y” are unchanged by their
interaction.

The sum of the ‘whole’ (X + Y) is equal to the sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y).

If the two ‘parts’ have an adversary relationship, then “X” and “Y” are made less by
their interaction.

The sum of the whole (X + Y) is less than the sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y).

Or, if the two ‘parts’ have a synergic relationship, then “X” and “Y” are made greater
by their interaction. 
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The sum of the whole (X + Y) is greater than the sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y).
These are the three general classes of co-Actions. Co-Actions can be assigned to these
three classes based on net effect. There is a class of neutral Co-Actions, a class of
adversary co-Actions, and a class of synergic co-Actions .

Edward Haskell explained that within these three classes there are nine possible
specific co-Actions. 

We can find nine specific types of co-Actions to describe the relationships between the
‘parts’ of any ‘whole’ or unity. 

The relationship within the unity might be good for “X”, good for “Y”; it might be good
for “X”, neutral for “Y”; it might be good for “Y”, bad for “X”; it might be neutral for “X”,
good for “Y”; etc.; etc.. 

Edward Haskell’s described these nine possibilities in his Co-Action Table, shown
below.

Within a unity, each ‘part’ may benefit, may remain unchanged, or may be injured. We
see the same table below using the language of games.
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Universe as Events
The “Newtonian” world view resulted in our believing we could study “objects in space.”
The classical model was predicated on the belief that all that was observed was all
that there was. This led to our ‘objective’ view of universe. 

This view was partially corrected by Albert Einstein with his formulation of “events in
‘space-time’ ” Einstein wrote:

The world of physical phenomena which was briefly called “world” by
Minkowski is naturally four-dimensional in the space-time sense. For it is
composed of individual events, each of which is described by four numbers,
namely, three space co-ordinates X, Y, Z and a time co-ordinate, the time-value
T. The “world” is in this sense also a continuum; for to every event there are as
many “neighbouring” events (realised or at least thinkable) as we care to
choose, the co-ordinates X1, Y1, Z1, T1 of which differ by an indefinitely small
amount from those of the event X, Y, Z, T originally considered. 77

Objects are timeless. The term event reminds us that Space and Time are one—Space-

76 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!: The Relationship Continuum, UnCommon Sense Library I,
1999, http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html

77 Albert Einstein, Relativity: The Special and General Theory. New York: Henry Holt, 1920
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Time. We will see in a moment that while Einstein moved us forward from Newton,
even his definition misses the mark. Buckminster Fuller helps us to understand:

All energy-event experimentation discloses omnioptimally economic,
behavioral patterning of physical events. Every physical event in
nonsimultaneous scenario Universe is characterized by three
multidimensionally interlinked vectors that interact precessionally, i.e., at
angles other than 180 degrees to one another, as in the multidimensional,
helically zig-zagging pattern of lightning. ... The open-ended tripartite spiral
can be considered as one energy event consisting of an action, reaction, and
resultant. 

An energy event is illustrated by the following diagram of a man jumping from
one boat to another. 

That is, he goes outwardly from the center of Earth, and that is a vector. That
is an energy action in itself. He jumps. 
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He is the action. The action was not just horizontal, it was also vertical. It was
mildly vertical in that he went outwardly. As he jumps, the boat goes into
reaction and shoots off the other way. A moment later, he lands, and the
second boat moves in a complex that is both horizontal and vertical. This is the
resultant. 

There is a reaction and a result, so there really is a four-foldedness going on. It
may appear as threefolded because the man does not jump very high. We
should consider it as a tetrahedron of very low altitude. In this way, we begin
to discover that force diagrams in engineering result from over-simplification. 

At the outset, the boats are more or less parallel to one another. As the man
jumps from the stern of the boat, it turns and whirls around, so that the
reaction is following the resultant. They are not going in opposite directions.
The reaction and resultant run into each other. Notice that it begins to look
like a triangle, but with a vertical component, so it ends up as our friend,
tetrahedron. 

Engineers have been proud of pointing out that the difference between
engineers and lay society is that engineers know that every action has its
reaction and that lay society thinks only of the actions. Before the speed of
light was measured, light seemed, to all humanity, to be instantaneous. Since
we now know experientially that neither light nor any other phenomenon is
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instantaneous, we may conclude that an action and the vectors that it creates
are neither simultaneously occurring nor instantaneous. Because vectors
have discrete length, whose dimension represents the energy mass multiplied
by its velocity, every action vector has two terminals—a ‘beginning’ and an
‘ending’ at the end of its noninstantaneous action. 

The beginnings and the endings are nonsimultaneously occurrent. Therefore,
the ‘ending’ terminal of an action’s vector occurs later than its ‘beginning.’
Therefore, every action must have a reaction vector at its ‘beginning’ terminal
and a resultant vector at its ‘ending’ terminal. 

The reaction vectors and the resultant vectors are never angled at 180 degrees
to the action vectors. They are always angled precessionally at other than 180
degrees. 78

Remember actions require energy, location (space), and duration (time). Fuller has
much to teach us here. An event has duration. It has a beginning and an ending. So
Einstein’s defining an event as occurring an some instantaneous moment T1 becomes
very misleading. If we did take an instantaneous snapshot of an event, we would leave
much out. It is like a single frame from a movie. It may give you some information, but
cannot capture the event itself. Events are dynamic. Events are all about change.
Einstein was still defining a static abstraction that is never found in the real world.

Events always include actions, reactions, and resultants. This is enormously important
in understanding Universe. 

78 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, Section 100.018,
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
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Actions are never found without reactions and resultants. 

This is the reason synergic scientists are always careful to use the term energy event to
describe what earlier scientists had called action. Fuller’s discovery of the action-
reaction-resultant triad has implications far beyond our first impressions. Fuller
continued:

Two different energy events cannot pass through the same point at the same
time. When one energy event is passing through a given point and another
impinges upon it, there is an interference. 

We find experimentally that two lines cannot go through the same point at the
same time. One can cross over or be superimposed upon another. Both
Euclidian and non-Euclidian geometries misassume that a plurality of lines
can go through the same point at the same time. But we find experimentally
that two or more lines cannot physically go through the same point at the
same time. 

When a physicist bombards a group of atoms in a cloud chamber with a
neutron, he gets an interference. When the neutron runs into a nuclear
component: (1) it separates the latter into smaller components; (2) they bounce
acutely apart (reflection); (3) they bounce obliquely (refraction); (4) they
combine, mass attractively. The unique angles in which they separate or
bounce off identify both known or unknown atomic-nucleus components.79
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Therefore actions can not and do not occur in isolation. If they impinge on the
environment, they will effect or impact on the environment—if they impinge on others,
they will effect or impact on others.

The implication here is that all actions are co-actions—all actions have consequences.
Universe is interconnected. The “act” of observation effects what is being observed. 

ALL Actions are Co-Actions
Then as Haskell taught us, actions can effect or impact on environment and/or on
others in a negative and harmful way. 

They can effect or impact on environment and/or on others in a neutral or negligible
way. 

Or they can effect or impact environment and/or on others in a positive and beneficial
way. Using the language of games:

•Other can lose. They are hurt by the action. They are less after the action
than before.

•Other can draw. They are ignored by the action. They will be the same after
the action as before.

•Other can win. They are helped by the action. They are more after the action
than before.

From the point of view of an individual effected or impacted by action, I can be: hurt, I
can be ignored, or I can be helped by the action. In synergic science, we say actions
that hurt are adversary. Actions that ignore are neutral. And, actions that help are
synergic.

✺ 

Now with a better understandings of process, actions and events, we are ready to
examine precession with the help of Buckminster Fuller.

79 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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Precession
by R. Buckminster Fuller 80

When we pull away from one another the opposite rigid-disc ends of a flexible, water-
filled rubber cylinder, the middle part of the overall cylinder contracts in a concentric
series of circular planes of diminishing radius perpendicular (at right angles) to the
line of our pulling.

When we push toward one another on the two opposite ends of the same flexible, water-
filled, rubber, rigid-disk-ended cylinder, the center of the cylinder swells maximally
outward in a circular plane perpendicular (at right angles) to the line of our pushing
together.

80 R. Buckminster Fuller, Critical Path, Saint Martins Press, 1981
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When we drop a stone in the water, a circular wave is generated that moves outwardly
in a plane perpendicular (at right angles) to the line of stone-dropping-the outwardly
expanding circular wave generates (at ninety degrees) a vertical wave that in turn
generates an additional horizontally and outwardly expanding wave, and so on.

All these right-angle effects are precessional effects. Precession is the effect of bodies
in motion on other bodies in motion. The Sun and Earth are both in motion. Despite
the 180-degree gravitational pull of the in-motion Sun upon the in-motion Earth,
precession makes Earth orbit around the Sun in a direction that is at ninety degrees-
i.e., at a right angle-to the direction of the Sun's gravitational pull upon Earth.

The successful regeneration of life growth on our planet Earth is ecologically
accomplished always and only as the precessional—right-angled—“side effect” of the
biological species’ chromosomically programmed individual-survival preoccupations—
the honeybees are chromosomically programmed to enter the flower blossoms in
search of honey. Seemingly inadvertently (but realistically-precessionally) this
occasions the bees’ bumbling tail's becoming dusted with pollen (at ninety degrees to
each bee’s linear axis and flight path), whereafter the bees’ further bumbling entries
into other flowers inadvertently dusts off, pollenizes, and cross-fertilizes those flowers
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at right angles (precessionally) to the bees’ operational axis-so, too, do all the mobile
creatures of Earth cross-fertilize all the different rooted botanicals in one or another
precessional (right-angled), inadvertent way.

Humans, as honey-money-seeking bees, do many of nature’s required tasks only
inadvertently. They initially produce swords with metal-forging developed capability,
which capability is later used to make steel into farm plows. Humans-in politically
organized, group-fear-mandated acquisition of weaponry-have inadvertently
developed so-much-more-performance with-so-much-less material, effort, and time
investment per each technological task accomplished as now inadvertently to have
established a level of technological capability which, if applied exclusively to peaceful
purposes, can provide a sustainable high standard of living for all humanity, which
accomplished fact makes war and all weaponry obsolete. Furthermore, all of this
potential has happened only because of the at-ninety-degrees-realized generalized
technology and science “side effects” or “fall-out” inadvertently discovered as special
case manifest of the scientifically generalized Principle of Precession.

Fuller’s discovery of the Principle of Precession had an enormous impact upon his
personal life and future work. To put us in context here is a brief excerpt from the
Wikipedia: Richard Buckminster Fuller was born on July 12 1895 in Milton,
Massachusetts, the son of Richard Buckminster and Caroline Wolcott (Andrews)
Fuller. The Fuller family in particular produced noted New England non-conformists.
Buckminster Fuller’s father died when the boy was 12. Spending his youth on a farm
on an island off the coast of Maine, he was a boy with a natural propensity for design
and for making things. He often made things from materials he brought home from the
woods, and he even sometimes made his own tools. Notably, he experimented with
designing a new apparatus for the human-powered propulsion of small boats. Years
later he decided that this sort of experience had provided him not only an interest in
design, but a habit of being fully familiar and knowledgeable about the materials that
his ambitious later projects would require for actualization. 

Indeed, Fuller earned a machinist’s certification, and he also knew how to fabricate
using the press brake, stretch press, and other tools and equipment relied upon in the
sheet-metal trade. Fuller was sent to Milton Academy, in Massachusetts. Afterwards,
he began studying at Harvard but was expelled from the university twice …”81 

*We next examine Fuller’s personal life from another source.82

81 Wikipedia: The Free Encylcopedia, Richard Buckminster "Bucky" Fuller, Internet, 2006,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckminster_Fuller
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The Showgirl and the Harvard Man
In 1912 I became the fifth generation of Fullers to be accepted at Harvard. When I was
at Milton Academy I dreamed of Harvard, but it turned out not to be the place where I
was going to get an education after all. …

I found that all my contemporaries from Milton Academy came into all the important
Harvard clubs. … But I didn’t have an older brother or a father who would arrange
things for me so that I would be admitted to one of the clubs on campus. … It hurt me
terribly to find my friends being sorry for me. Then, too, I had my first falling-in-love
and was jilted. So I felt hurt in several ways. And so I began showing off.

It just so happened that I was taking care of my sister’s Russian wolfhound while she
was away in Honolulu with her husband. I discovered that all I had to do was stop at a
theater stage door with my Russian wolfhound and every girl coming out of the
theater would stop to see and pat this beautiful dog. So I could arrange very quickly, if
they weren’t engaged, to take them out to supper. Now I was making all my classmates
jealous of my being able to get these girls while they weren’t able to get near them. …

One girl that I liked the most was Marilyn Miller. When her show moved from Boston

82 Robert Snyder, BUCKMINSTER FULLER: An Autobiographical Monologue/Scenario, St. Martin’s
Press, New York, 1980
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to New York, I said I’m going down to New York with the show, and cut all my mid
term exams. She really liked me too. I was her first stage door Johnny. After that she
became a great star, and many men fell in love with her. I finally took the whole
chorus out to dinner at Churchill’s and used up my whole second year’s allowance at
one shot. 

Well, Harvard couldn’t do anything else but fire me—officially for cutting classes, but
in fact for general irresponsibility.

That really hurt my mother and she called a family conference with all my uncles to
decide what was to be done with the black sheep of the family. They said, “Never mind
what you think. We know the real world, and you’d better shape up!” They shipped me
off to a cousin who had a cotton mill in Sherbrooke, Quebec, where I was an apprentice
millwright. I loved the people and the work. I learned to assemble and install every
kind of cotton-mill machine—mostly imported in those days. This involved me in a self-
tutored course of engineering exploration to rediscover what was behind the original
designer’s strategy in determining the design of the various parts. I was even able to
improve on some and redesign them.

Well, my mother really wanted me to go back to school and I reapplied at Harvard, was
readmitted, and just as quickly, redismissed. It wasn’t that I didn’t do well in my
studies—I received honors in biology, mathematics, and physics—but I was bored. I
didn’t like memorizing things and felt it was a waste of my capabilities.

Naval Man
World War I broke out and everybody went off to war. I joined the Navy, and I was
really upset with myself, because this was a war and people were getting killed—and
here I was having the time of my life. Most of my friends thought serving in the Army
and Navy was a chore, but I was absolutely in love with the Navy, because here I had
bigger and better ships.

At the beginning of my naval service I was in charge of the boats guarding the works
where the first naval aviation experimental development took place.

Many of our pilots would come in, make a bad landing, and trip and end up in the
water, belted in and upside down. If I could get to them in time, our boys would jump
overboard and try to cut them loose before they drowned. 
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My boat was quite large, and I invented and had installed a powerful winch to pull the
airplanes out of the water in a hurry while the boys pulled the pilot loose.

Chief Boatswain Fuller at the helm

I was then sent to the United States Naval Academy. There I became involved in the
great transport operations that moved millions of people and supplies across the
oceans of the world. This got me to thinking very big. I found the Navy was thinking in
terms of the total world , of global planning, and that was an extraordinary experience
for me.

Midshipman Fuller standing third from the right

After the second time I was fired from Harvard I went down to New York where I met
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this lovely girl, Anne Hewlett. I courted her through thick and thin for two years and
she came to visit me at the Naval Academy in Annapolis in 1917. We were married
July 12 at Rock Hall, Long Island—with all the trimmings.

My wife Anne came from a large family; she was the oldest of ten children. Her father,
James Monroe Hewlett, was a prominent architect and he introduced me to the world
of architecture. For the first time I met people who were building on the land. I lost my
own father when I was quite young, and for the first time there was a father again,
who said to me, “Don’t pay attention to what people say. What you think is the most
important thing. Pay attention to your own thoughts.”

Our first child Alexandra was born at the end of World War I. She caught the flu, then
spinal meningitis, and finally infantile paralysis. She had a wonderful mind, as all
children do, and wanted information, but she couldn’t walk around because of her
illness. Every little child wants to stand up and go over and verify what she sees, and
touch it and be sure what it really is; continually confirming the information it’s
getting from its other senses.

Anne and our first daughter Alexandra

Alexandra was terribly sensitive to what was said, so that we were often astonished by
her responses. Two of us would be in the room with her, and we would start to say
something having no connection with the kind of of thing anyone would talk to a child
about. For example, I would talk about some responsibility I had outside the house.
And just as I was about to speak, I would be absolutely astonished to find my own
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words coming out of her mouth. I can only say that there is something like telepathy
going on around us. …

Alexandra died in 1923 just before her fourth birthday. I couldn’t help feeling somehow
responsible, that if she had had a proper environment she would have lived. I began to
drink heavily. I also threw myself into my work.

In the early 20s, my father-in-law invented a building system of recycled blocks, and
that brought me directly into the building world. We set up the Stockade Building
Company and went into business together. I found it to be a very different game from
the one I had learned in the Navy.

When I was in the Navy, everything went great because all I had to do was run a good
ship, keep it on top of the water, and get done what had to be done. I didn’t have to
make money with it. Suddenly, with my father-in-law, I had gotten into the building
world, and I discovered that what they were doing was trying to make money with
building, rather than make good buildings.

What hit me very hard was that the building world was thousands of years behind the
art of designing ships of the sea and the air. On land , for instance, the thicker and
heavier walls were constructed, the more secure people felt—exactly the opposite of
doing more with less. At sea and in the sky you had to do more with less. …

I was really working very hard, long hours, opening 5 new factories and 240 or so
buildings. I though we were doing well. But my father-in-law sold his stock to raise
money he needed and the new people didn’t think the company was making a big
enough profit. So I was pushed out by the new management. I was a complete failure
at business and we were left stranded in Chicago.

With the death of Alexandra and the failure of the building company in 1927, the
Fuller fortunes reached their lowest mark. I was drinking heavily and now everything
seemed to be going wrong. I had no idea what I was going to do next. I was absolutely
broke. How were we going to eat?

But it was also in 1927 that I was inspired by the birth of new child, Allegra. I had good
cause with our first child to feel that children are endowed with a great deal more
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than many of us know, that every child may be born a genius but may simply be
degeniused at an early age because parents and environment lack the ability to
recognize these faculties.

A fresh start with our second daughter Allegra in 1928

I said, “I’m going to give the rest of my life to the new young life.” I pledge, both to the
daughter who died and to the daughter now born, that I was committing myself to

humanity.83

Choosing the Precessional Path 
Fuller continues in Critical Path84: At the 1927 outset of project “Guinea Pig B”85 I
assumed that humanity was designed to perform an important function in Universe, a
function it would discover only after an initially innocent by-trial-and-error-

83 Robert Snyder, BUCKMINSTER FULLER, ibid
84 R. Buckminster Fuller, Critical Path, ibid
85 Author’s Note: “Guinea Pig Bucky” — In 1927, at age thirty-two, I sought to use

myself as my scientific “guinea pig” in a lifelong experiment designed to discover
what—if anything—a healthy young male human of average size, experience, and
capability with an economically dependent wife and newborn child, starting without
capital or any kind of wealth, cash savings, account monies, credit, or university
degree, could effectively do that could not be done by great nations or great private
enterprise to lastingly improve the physical protection and support of all human
lives, at the same time removing undesirable restraints and improving individual
initiatives of any and all humans aboard our planet Earth.
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discovered phase of capability development. During the initial phase humans, always
born naked, helpless, and ignorant but with hunger, thirst, and curiosity to drive
them, have been chromosomically programmed to operate successfully only by means
of the general biological inadvertencies of bumbling “honeyseeking.” Therefore, what
humans called the side effects of their conscious drives in fact produced the main
ecological effects of generalized technological regeneration. I therefore assumed that
what humanity rated as “side effects” are nature’s main effects. I adopted the
precessional “side effects” as my prime objective.

So preoccupied with its honey-money bumbling has society been that the ninety-degree
side effects of the century-old science of ecology remained long unnoticed by the
populace. Ecology is the world-around complex intercomplementation of all the
biological species’ regenerative intercyclings with nature’s geological and
meteorological transformation recyclings. Society discovered ecology only when its
economically sidewise discards of unprofitable substances became so prodigious as to
pollutingly frustrate nature’s regenerative mainstream intersupport. Society's
surprise “discovery” of ecology in the 1960s constituted its as-yet-realistically-
unresponded to discovery of nature’s main effects-ergo, of precession. It is a safe guess
that not more than one human in 10 million is conceptually familiar with and
sensorially comprehending of the Principle of Precession.

In 1927 1 reasoned that if humans’ experiences gave them insights into what nature’s
main objectives might be, and if humans committed themselves, their lifetimes, and
even their dependents and all their assets toward direct, efficient, and expeditious
realization of any of nature’s comprehensive evolutionary objectives, nature might
realistically support such a main precessional commitment and all the ramifications
of the individual’s developmental needs, provided that no one else was trying to do
what the precessionally committed saw needed to be done. Precession cannot be
accomplished competitively. Precession cannot respond to angularly redundant forces.
It can, however, respond to several angularly nonredundant forces at a given time.

Since nature was clearly intent on making humans successful in support of the
integrity of eternally regenerative Universe, it seemed clear that if I undertook ever
more humanly favorable physical-environment-producing artifact developments that
in fact did improve the chances of all humanity's successful development, it was quite
possible that nature would support my efforts, provided I were choosing the
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successively most efficient technical means of so doing. Nature was clearly supporting
all her intercomplementary ecological regenerative tasks-ergo, I must so commit
myself and must depend upon nature providing the physical means of realization of
my invented environment-advantaging artifacts. I noted that nature did not require
hydrogen to “earn a living” before allowing hydrogen to behave in the unique manner
in which it does. Nature does not require that any of its intercomplementing members
“earn a living.”

Because I could see that this precessional principle of self-employment was a
reasonably realistic possibility (though to the best of my knowledge never before
consciously adopted and tested by others), I resolved to adopt such a course formally,
realizing that there would be no human who could authorize my doing so nor any
authority able to validate my decision so to do. I saw that there would be no humans to
evaluate my work as it proceeded-nor to tell me what to do next.

I went on to reason that since economic machinery and logistics consist of bodies in
motion, since precession governs the interbehaviors of all bodies in motion, and since
human bodies are usually in motion, precession must govern all socioeconomic
behaviors. Quite clearly humans do orbit at ninety degrees to the direction of their
interattractions-orbiting elliptically around one another’s most attractively dominant
neighbors, as do also galaxies within supergalaxies and all the stars, moons, comets,
asteroids, stardust particles, unattached molecules, atoms, and the electrons within
the atoms. All orbit their respectively most interattractively dominant nuclei of the
moment. I recognized that overall interproximities vary and that Newton’s law of
system interattractiveness varies inversely at a second-power rate of the
mathematical distances intervening as well as in respect to the product of the masses
of any two considered bodies. All of the foregoing evolutionary intertransformings I
observed would occasion frequently changing interdominances.

I assumed that nature would “evaluate” my work as I went along. If I was doing what
nature wanted done, and if I was doing it in promising ways, permitted by nature’s
principles, I would find my work being economically sustained-and vice versa, in
which latter negative case I must quickly cease doing what I had been doing and seek
logically alternative courses until I found the new course that nature signified her
approval of by providing for its physical support.
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Wherefore, I concluded that I would be informed by nature if I proceeded in the
following manner:

(A) committed myself, my wife, and our infant daughter directly to the design,
production, and demonstration of artifact accommodation of the most evident but
as-yet-unattended-to human-environment-advantaging physical evolutionary
tasks, and

(B) paid no attention to “earning a living” in humanity’s established economic
system, yet

(C) found my family’s and my own life’s needs being unsolicitedly provided for 
by seemingly pure happenstance and always only “in the nick of time,” and

(D) being provided for “only coincidentally,” yet found

(E) that this only “coincidentally,” unbudgetable, yet realistic support 
persisted, and did so

(F) only so long as I continued spontaneously to commit myself unreservedly 
to the task of developing relevant artifacts, and if I

(G) never tried to persuade humanity to alter its customs and viewpoints and 
never asked anyone to listen to me and spoke informatively to others only 
when they asked me so to do, and if I

(H) never undertook competitively to produce artifacts others were developing,
and attended only to that which no others attended
then I could tentatively conclude that my two assumptions were valid: 
(1) that nature might economically sustain human activity that served
directly in the “mainstream” realization of essential cosmic regeneration,
which had hitherto been accomplished only through seeming “right-
angled” side effects of the chromosomically focused biological creatures;
and (2) that the generalized physical law of precessional behaviors does
govern socioeconomic behaviors as do also the generalized laws of
acceleration and ephemeralization.
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The 1927 precessional assumptions became ever-more-convincingly substantiated by
experiences-only the “impossible” continued to happen. I became ever more convinced
that I must go on developing artifacts that would make possible humanity’s successful
accomplishment of survival activities so much more logically and efficiently as to
render the older, less efficient ways to be spontaneously abandoned by humanity. I
resolved never to attack or oppose undesirable socioeconomic phenomena, but instead
committed myself to evolving and cultivating tools that would accomplish humanity’s
necessitous tasks in so much easier, more pleasant, and more efficient ways that,
without thinking about it, the undesirable ways would be abandoned by society. (I
liked the popular 1944 song, “Accentuate the Positive, Eliminate the Negative.”)

All the foregoing was, then, the precessional course I deliberately adopted in 1927. 1
had only the remaining days of my life to invest. It involved swift sorting out of the
complex of design, production, testing, and demonstration tasks to be performed. What
was the order of inherent priorities and successively overlapping interdependencies?

Socioeconomic precession by environment-controlling artifacts was a strategic course
that obviously could be steered only by maximum reliance on our intuitive
sensibilities, frequent position determination and course correcting, plus constant
attendance upon the thoughts evolvingly generated by our commitment and its
moment-to-moment, experience-produced new insights into the relative significance of
the whole family of evolving events. It involved swift recognition and correction of all
errors of judgment. It required being always “comprehensively considerate.”

We will discover later in this book that precession also plays a critical role in human
thinking. Now with a better understanding of precession, we are ready to examine
structure again with the help of Buckminster Fuller.
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Structure
by R. Buckminster Fuller86

My eyes are very misshapen, so I am very farsighted. As a child I didn't know there
was anything wrong with me. I assumed everybody else saw as I did. I couldn't see any
details; I just saw colors. My mother couldn't understand why I was continually
falling in love with a different shade of green or purple. 

In my early childhood I learned to rely on my sense of smell because I couldn't see
details, such as people's eyes, and so I began to know people and their personalities by
how they smelled. 

I knew the smell of everyone in the house. That's how I could tell whether I was going
to like someone or not. The people that didn't smell right to me never did work out. 

At four and a half they took me to an eye doctor who gave me corrective lenses. Imagine
my surprise when I got my glasses for the first time and could see human eyes, cat's
eyes, and the eyes of snakes! 

86 Robert Snyder, BUCKMINSTER FULLER, ibid
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Everybody seemed to be communicating through their eyes. I hadn't had that kind of
communication before, the communication of feelings of love and warmth that people
around me felt. 

If I had to find one word that would describe the phenomenon of life-the experience of
life-it would be the word awareness. The very consequence of awareness is to impose
the phenomenon time upon an eternal universe. 

When there is no otherness, there is no awareness. So it was otherness I was first
aware of, and the otherness was the motherliness of hands on me, the source of
warmth, and food coming in. 

One of the most interesting things in my life is that while opticians kept giving me
increased magnification as I got older, I still have the same correction, so all I have to
do is take off my glasses to see what I saw when was four and a half. When I take them
off I can't see any human eyes. I see shadowy areas on the face and the color of the face
and the color of the hair, but no really sharp lines.

One of my first days at kindergarten the teacher brought us some toothpicks and semi-
dried peas and told us to make structures. The other children, who had good eyes, were
familiar with houses and barns; with my bad sight, I was used to seeing only bulks—I
had no feeling at all about structural lines. Because I couldn't see, I naturally had
recourse to my other senses which were very sensitive. When the teacher told me to
make structures, I tried to make something that would work. 

Pushing and pulling, I found that a triangle held its shape when nothing else did. The
other children made rectangular structures that seemed to stand up because the peas
held them in shape. Meanwhile, after pushing and pulling, the triangle I made felt
good. 
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The teacher called all the other teachers in the primary school as well as the
kindergarten, to look at this triangular structure. I remember being surprised that
they were surprised. I began to feel then that all nature's structuring and patterning
must be based on triangles. 

Euler, the mathematician, made a very extraordinary contribution to humanity when
he conceived and announced that all pattern of universe can be broken down into
three clearly rememberable and differentiable aspects. He said look at any painting,
any drawing, research your memory, you'll find everything breaks down into lines,
areas, and crossings. 

Mathematically you can describe all pattern phenomena, all conceptuality, all of
thinking, by just what we call angles and frequencies. 

Those lines of Euler's take some time to be generated. How long they take to be
generated is measured by cycles. You look at your watch, you look at so many seconds:
there are so many cycles, so many heartbeats. So you go in this direction on this line
for so many heartbeats, so many seconds. Then you change your direction. Changing
direction, you have to say, "What is the angle of change?" 
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Now in order to start talking angle at all, you have to have some line of reference. The
line of reference, say, is between your head and your feet. So there's that line, that
axis. 

So we find all phenomena in universe can be described mathematically by angle and
frequency change. Now that we know that time is measured by cycles and lines are so
many cycles long, we begin to think about patterns in a very mutable kind of way. 

For example, here is a necklace, and it is a necklace because I can drape it over my neck
and shoulders. It drapes because the angles are varying; the lines are staying the
same and aren't changing; what is changing are the angles. 

I'm going to take out one of the beads. The necklace is still nice and flexible and still
drapable. I put my head through and it bends all over the place. 

I'm going to take out one more.
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And it's still flexible with a V in front and a V in back. 

You and I tend to call what we now have left, a square. I can still put my head through
it. When I was in school the teacher said the basis of geometry is the square. But the
only reason it held its shape was because the blackboard was holding its shape. It had
no integrity whatsoever. 

A little child doesn't like that at all. So he says I'm going to take one more out. 

Suddenly, a very extraordinary thing happens-it's no longer flexible. It won't change
its shape! Boy! I can put it over my head here, but it doesn't flex or drape. This is what
we call a tri-angle—three angles. And the triangle is the only stable structure. The
angle won't change, and it was all in the angles. 

So the triangle turns out to be structure. It consists of six completely independent
parts: three of these flexible angles, and three of these push-pull compressions. One
pair of these sides work like levers; the further they come out here, the more work they
can do. We come to the very ends of these levers, and we put another push-pull
member in here, and it stabilizes the opposite angle. 
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So a triangle is a pattern where each side stabilizes the opposite angle with minimum
effort. What we then call a structure in our universe is a complex of energy events
interacting to produce a stable pattern. 

The triangle is the only inter-self-stabilizing set of events. Triangle is structure,
structure is triangle. So when I want to build something, and really make it work, I've
got to use all triangles. 

Most people think of a building as cubical, and it hasn't any structural stability
whatsoever. The angles are all unstable. The only reason they stand is that we put
nails in the corners. So I've got to find a way whereby everything gains in stability. I'd
like to make what they call a basic structure; and I'd like to make it into a system
where I have an insideness and an outsideness. I can't get something that has an
insideness and an outsideness unless I have one more point. And that gives me the
tetrahedron: tetra is four in Greek, so that gives us a 1-2-3-4-sided figure. 
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We'd like to find its relationship to the other basic structural systems. 

When you take an action, for instance you step forward-you push the earth backward.
Or a car starts up on a gravel path, it kicks the stones backward. Every action has
reaction. Now not only does every action have a reaction, it also has a resultant. 

Because we now know about the speed of light, we know there is a time lag between
action and reaction and resultant. You jump off a boat and it takes a little time for you
to hit the other boat and you've pushed the boat You jumped off, pushed the boat you
land on-so there's action, reaction, resultant. This is true of every experience, every
event, in the universe. 

Thus, every event in the universe has three parts: action, reaction, and resultant. These
are energy events and we call them vectors. The vector depends on how much energy
is being expended, what its mass is, in what direction it's going, and at what velocity.
All our experiences involve energy; all the physical universe involves it. These
energies are operating at various directions. A vector is an energy action in a specific
direction, like a thrown spear.
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There's some quantity of the energy as mass, and that energy action is going in some
direction, so it has a velocity relative to all our other experiences. We then take the
mass and multiply it by the velocity, and that gives us the length of the line of a
vector. And it's going in a specific direction in relation to our other experiences. A
vector has a specific angle, and direction, and specific length. 

There are two fundamental kinds of energy events—proton and neutron. The proton
has its energy side-effects; the proton has its electron and its anti-neutrino; and the
neutron has its neutrino and its positron. And each one of those is called in physics
one-half quantum, one-half of Planck’s constant, one-half spin—any of those three. 
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Now, I'm going to put one half quantum together with another half quantum, and we
find we must always put it together in an absolutely consistent way, joining the
positive ends with the open angles—male goes to female.

We put it together, and suddenly we come to our old friend, the tetrahedron, which has
four triangles and six edges, or vectors, and one unit of quantum. 

There are two other structural systems in the universe besides the tetrahedron. The
octahedron with twelve edges, or vectors, and two units of quantum;
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... and the icosahedron with thirty edges, or vectors, and five units of quantum. 

So we now see a very important conceptuality beginning to characterize physics and
all structural understanding. Remembering that a basic unit of quantum has six
edges-or six vectors-a basic energy event has six vectors. if I use the volume of the
tetrahedron as unity, this is the one that gives me the most volume with the least
structure. It gives me the sharpest, the greatest strength, because these three legs,
like any tripod, are much more vigorous in their support. If you begin to flatten out
like that, like your own legs spreading out, it gets weaker and weaker. 

The octahedron has four volumes, and here I get two units of quantum. The
icosahedron has almost-pretty close to-twenty full volumes, I'm getting twenty units
of volume for five units of quantum invested. So we get the most volume with the least
quantum in the icosahedron. So that becomes the very basic structure in nature. I use
it for geodesic domes, and nature uses it for all the protein shells of all the viruses. 

The icosahedron is still very strong because it is triangular or basic structure. So this
is the one that gives you the most volume, and I can fortify any one of those by putting
a little local tetrahedron in there, to give it the greatest strength. That’s the reason I
make my geodesic structures that way. 

Remembering then our six units of vector edge, I'm going to take one unit of quantum
out of the icosahedron which has the thirty edges of five units of quantum, and just
leave four. So what I have to do is go around taking out one bar like that, then I'm
going to have to take out another bar over here, and I come around and take out
another bar over here. 
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And I go into the other hemisphere- I've taken out three so far so now I take one out
here, and take this one out here. That’s five. I need one more to be removed.

So we now have what we call the vector equilibrium with eight triangles and six
squares. Now I’m going to articulate it. I’m going to take this top triangle and lower it
to the triangle on the table; and the triangle on the table mustn't twist and the
triangle up here mustn’t; just simply lower one towards the other. 
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As I start to do that, it suddenly becomes the icosahedron. And I keep lowering, and the
point stays out towards you, and lower, lower, and suddenly it becomes the
octahedron. 

So we see a complete transformation from the icosahedron to the octahedron. We see all
the vectors have been doubled up, all the edges have been doubled up. Now supposing
this were a force; if I pull on it here, this forces it to contract. 

Supposing this were revolving in space, a whole group of stars, another great star
group here, through mass attraction, simply retards this thing and forces it to
contract. Suppose now, I see it coming around towards me like this, in this direction.
That would make this top suddenly twist, torque, and plunge through in this manner
to become a tetrahedron. 
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A. Vector equilibrium phase: the beginning of the transformation. 
B. Icosahedron phase: When the short diagonal dimension of the quadrilateral face is equal to 

the vector equilibrium edge length, 20 equilateral triangular faces are formed. 
C. Further contraction toward the octahedron phase. 

D. Octahedron phase: Note the doubling of the edges"87

87 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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So now we’ve gone from the volume of twentyness to the oneness, through a complete
set of transformations: vector equilibrium through icosahedron, through octahedron
down to the tetrahedron, the three basic structural systems in the universe. 

Now we’ll unwind again, up we come back again to our friend, the vector equilibrium.
And we find that this pumps pumping, pumping, pumping, I call it the jitterbug, but
the center is not twisting. This point always stays towards you. So the whole system is
contracting symmetrically. All twelve points approach a common center at a
symmetrical rate. 

Supposing, then, that you have pressure on the roof of a building. You’re used to the
idea of the building flattening. But when you put pressure on the top of the building
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here, it means that the whole building contracts symmetrically. 

The vector equilibrium contains the whole phenomenology of the universe. 

If we put one of these twelve vertices in the center, we have four hexagons. You can see
a hexagon plane here at the center, another hexagon plane here, another hexagon
plane here, and a fourth one here. Each one of those had six radii, the six radii, or the
twelve radii to these twelve points, are equal in value to the cords, because the
hexagon’s six edges and six radii are of equal value, so that the tendency to explode
and the tendency to contract are exactly balanced. That’s called vector equilibrium. 
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It represents the closest packing of spheres around one sphere. A center sphere here,
and twelve spheres around it, represent the basis of all atomic packings, and all the
oscillations and wave phenomena that are articulated in our electromagnetic world. 

Omnidirectional concentric closest packings of equal spheres about a nuclear sphere
form series of vector equilibria of progressively higher frequencies.

The frequency can be considered as the number of layers (concentric shells or radius) or
the number of edge modules on the vector equilibrium. A one-frequency sphere packing
system has 12 spheres on the outer layer (A) and a one-frequency vector equilibrium has
12 vertexes. If another layer of spheres are packed around the one-frequency system,
exactly 42 additional spheres are required to make this a two-frequency system (B). If
still another layer of spheres is added to the two-frequency system, exactly 92 additional
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spheres are required to make the three-frequency system (C). The number of spheres or
vertexes on any symmetrically concentric shell outer layer is given by the equation 10 F2
+ 2, where F = Frequency. A four-frequency system will have 162 spheres on its outer
layer. A five-frequency system will have 252 spheres on its outer layer, etc.

 

 88

The above sculpture of a two-frequency vector equilibrium was created in 1980 by
Buckminster Fuller. It consists of chrome plated steel rods, molded thermoplastic
connectors, smoked grey acrylic spheres around a nuclear red acrylic sphere

88 R. Buckminster Fuller, Closest Packing of Spheres, Sculpture in Steel and Acrylic, 1980,
http://www.solwaygallery.com/Pages/closepack.html
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The vector equilibrium is never witnessed by man; it is as pure as God. It is truth that
is approached; it is exactitude that is approached. The nearest thing to the total
patterning of all the patterns of complexity in the universe that we can find to the
universe itself, is man.89

90

89 Robert Snyder, BUCKMINSTER FULLER, ibid
90 Isamu Noguchi, Portrait of R. Buckminster Fuller, 1929, chrome plated bronze. 
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Nature’s Co-ordinate System
When new knowledge changes our perspective. We need to re-examine all old opinions
from the new perspective. The Newtonian world view with its “objects in space” saw
an objective world—out there—separate and distinct from the observer—separate and
distinct from us. But with the replacement of “objects” with the concept of “energy
events” with their actions, reactions and resultants, the Cartesian co-ordinate system
is beginning to look a little long in the tooth.

Now it seems natural to think about “space”, as having three dimensions. This is
classically defined as length, width and height. Or as Albert Einstein explained:

 Space is a three-dimensional continuum. By this we mean that it is possible to
describe the position of a point (at rest) by means of three numbers (co-
ordinates) X, Y, Z, and that there is an indefinite number of points in the
neighbourhood of this one, the position of which can be described by co-
ordinates such as X1, Y1, Z1, which may be as near as we choose to the
respective values of the co-ordinates X, Y, Z of the first point. In virtue of the
latter property we speak of a “continuum,” and owing to the fact that there are
three co-ordinates we speak of it as being “three-dimensional. 91

91 Albert Einstein, Relativity: The Special and General Theory. Henry Holt, New York, 1920
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Unfortunately, while this may look nice on our graph paper, it doesn’t help much in the
real world. Who draws the X, Y, Z grid anyway, and where does one start measuring
from. The following thought experiment may help us understand.

Let us imagine all the airplanes flying above the earth at this very moment. Some are
climbing. Some are descending. Some are turning. Some are slowing. Some are
accelerating. Hopefully, all are at different locations, and probably flying in different
directions. Now with this thought in mind, listen as Fuller explains why the X, Y, Z
coordinate system doesn’t really work. :

Airplanes are complexes of internal and external energy-event transactions
and omni-interacting, resultant "motions" in Universe transcendental to
Earth motions, where the observer is extraterrestrially positioned. Since the
Earth is moving as a dependent motion-complex in respect to the Sun's and
other planets' motions, and since the Sun is engaged in a plurality of internal
and external motions in respect to the galactic system, and since the galactic
system is a complex of motions in respect to other galaxies and supergalaxies,
and so on, and since the whole set of motion events are nonsimultaneous and
of uniquely variant durations, and since the intereffects of the events vary
vastly in respect to eons of time, it is obvious that any thinkably meaningful
conceptual coordination of event interrelationships in the meager lifetime
limits of humans is inherently limited to a relatively local set within Universe
and within a time sense, and the relationships may be measured only in
respect to the angle and frequency magnitude characteristics of any one
subsystem of the totality.92 

Amy Edmondson helps us understand why Fuller chooses angle and frequency over X,
Y, Z. The angle is the direction to an event from me and can be measured by two
angles—(up or down) and (right or left). The distance from me to the event can be
measured as frequency.93

The “distance from here to there” involves time and can be specified in terms of
number: number of footsteps across the room, or number of heartbeats during
that interval, number of water molecules in a tube, number of inches, number
of photons, number of somethings. The choice of increment depends on what is

92 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, Section 512,
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
93 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller,

1987, http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/40.html
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being measured, but frequency (and hence size) is inescapably a function of
time and number. …

Fuller viewed the Cartesian co-ordinate system with its three perpendicular
axes, conventionally labeled X, Y, and Z, as a remnant of “flat-earth thinking.”
Early man, finding himself on a huge flat expanse, assumed that up-and-down
and back-and-forth were the fundamental directions of his universe. Ninety
degrees was the obvious natural angle with which to segment and measure
space. Humankind has had more and more evidence of nature’s radial and
spherical bias throughout history—from the discovery of the shape of planets
to the behavior of radiation and cellular growth. But neither Copernicus’s
spherical earth nor the vast array of biological and physical phenomena, all
suggesting that angles other than ninety degrees would provide more
“natural” or convenient standards, succeeded in reorienting the perpendicular
bias of mathematics. 

The “three dimensions” of mathematics—length, width, and height—became
part of an unshakable convention. That space cannot accommodate a fourth
perpendicular direction is just one of its many intrinsic constraints, and yet
this limitation is too often seen as the only characteristic of space. While
mathematicians postulate hypothetical “hypercubes” in their attempt to
describe a spatial fourth dimension, and physicists refer only to “time” as the
fourth dimension, Bucky preferred to call attention to the “four-dimensional”
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tetrahedron. Time is certainly a dimension, but the physicists’ progression “x,
y, z, and t” seemed not to emphasize sufficiently that time—permeating all
space and all experience—is qualitatively unlike the other “three dimensions.”

 As we develop an awareness that space has shape, right angles gradually seem
less “natural.” The XYZ coordinate system often serves to obscure rather than
illuminate spatial characteristics. It is a valuable tool, which we can recognize
as one alternative superimposed by human minds, not as a framework organic
to the shape of space itself. The word “dimension” is used without
contradiction to describe the maximally symmetrical arrangement of three
lines in space; likewise it can be applied to time, but it's not the end of the
story. 

One of the above dictionary definitions refers to the number of coordinates
required to specify the location of a point in space. Assuming the existence of a
previously specified origin, the number of coordinates happens to be three.
Does this result reinforce the exclusive use of the XYZ axes? No, for the three
coordinates required do not have to be Cartesian; another option is spherical
coordinates, in which the location of any point is fixed by specifying two angles
and a radial distance. Cartesian coordinates, on the other hand, describe a
location as the intersection of three lines originating at given distances along
three perpendicular axes. 

The spherical approach is more suited to Fuller’s radial (“converging and
diverging”) Universe; its emphasis on angular coordinates encourages
thinking in terms of “angle and frequency modulation.” 94

94 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation, ibid
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The Spherical Coordinate System
The location of a point in three-dimensional space can be represented in various ways,
but three numbers are always required. Spherical coordinates have three coordinates
a length typically named R (radius), and two angles ΦΦΦΦ (phi), θθθθ (theta) where the radius
R range from 0 to ∞, the azimuth ΦΦΦΦ (phi) range from 0 to 2π, and the colatitude θθθθ
(theta) range from 0 to π. 

They describe a point in space as follows: from the origin (0,0,0), go r units along the z-
axis, rotate Φ (phi) down from the z-axis in the x-z plane (azimuth or longitude), and
rotate θ (theta) counterclockwise about the z-axis (colatitude). 

The name of the system comes from the fact that the simple equation r = 1 describes
the unit sphere. Spherical coordinates emphasize distance from the origin. One
application is ergodynamic design, where r is the arm length of a stationary person
and the angles describe the direction of the arm as it reaches out.95

95 Spherical Coordinates, WIKIPEDIA: The Free Encylopedia,The Internet, 2006
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The following figure96 provides a comparison of the Cartesian and Spherical
Coordinate Systems.

Nature’s Co-ordinate System 
Amy Edmondson continues her explanation as to the value of the spherical co-ordinate
system over the cartesian co-ordinate system, and Fuller’s preference for angle and
frequency over Descarte’s X, Y, Z.97 Edmondson’s numerical references are to specific
sections in Fuller’s Synergetics.98

96 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation, ibid
97 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation, ibid
98 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid,
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A coordinate system describes the shape and location of a body in space by
specifying the position of a sufficient number of that body's components. But a
position can only be specified by its relationship to some other known location,
or coordinate-system origin. In essence, mathematics functions by locating
points relative to an agreed-upon frame of reference, such that the
mathematician can say there is a point here and a point there and they are
related by this kind of trajectory, and so on, until there is enough information
to describe the entire system. Fuller points out that this information can be
broken down into two aspects: shape and size. 

 What does ‘shape’ consist of? “Shape is exclusively angular.” (240.55): a simple
but powerful observation. It's easy to envision identical shapes of completely
different scale: for example, an equilateral triangle is a precisely defined
concept, yet it contains no indication of size. It may be two miles or two
centimeters in edge length, but its angles must be 60 degrees. Shape is
influenced only by angle, and “an angle is an angle independent of the length
of its sides” (516.02). The word ‘triangle’ by itself (without further
modification) does not describe a specific shape but rather a concept—three
interrelated events without specific length or angle. 

 What does size consist of? Measurement, or dimension. In synergetics, these
parameters are always expressed in terms of “frequency.” The word is aptly
applied, serving as a reminder of the role of time. Fuller dwells on the point:
every real system (“special case”) involves time and duration. (1) Real Systems
are events, and it takes time for an event to occur. He bases his objection to
purely static concepts in mathematics on the fact that they are incompatible
with twentieth-century scientific thought: “Since the measure of light’s
relative swiftness, which is far from instantaneous, the classical concepts of
instant Universe and the mathematicians’ instant lines have become both
inadequate and invalid for inclusion in synergetics.” (201.02) 

Since Einstein, Bucky reminds us, we can no longer think in terms of an
“instant Universe,” that is, a single-frame picture. Because even light has
been found to have measurable speed, every aspect of physical Universe from
the smallest tetrahedron to life itself involves the passage of time. Quite
simply, “it takes time to get from here to there.” 
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Frequency and Size 

He insists upon nothing more adamantly than this distinction—between real
(“experimentally demonstrable”) phenomena and imaginary concepts. “Size”
relates to real, time-dependent systems, whereas “shape,” influenced only by
angle and therefore independent of time, is a factor in both real and conceptual
systems. [“Angles are... independent of size. Size is always special-case
experience” (515.14).] 

But how does “frequency” apply to size and length? Frequency connotes
number: the number of times a repeating phenomenon occurs within a
specified interval—ordinarily an interval of time, but Fuller extends the
concept to include space. Length is measured in synergetics in terms of
frequency to underline the fact that the “distance from here to there” involves
time and can be specified in terms of number: number of footsteps across the
room, or number of heartbeats during that interval, number of water
molecules in a tube, number of inches, number of photons, number of
somethings. The choice of increment depends on what is being measured, but
frequency (and hence size) is inescapably a function of time and number. 

Units of Measurement 

Fuller explains frequency as subdivisions of the whole, suggesting another
advantage of the term: it provides a built-in reminder that there is no absolute
or single correct unit of measurement; rather,distance is measured relative to
arbitrarily devised units. It is not a minor challenge to perceive distance this
way; our conventional units—like inches or miles-are such an integral part of
awareness that they seem a priori elements of size. The teacher in Fuller will
not let us accept such useful conventions blindly, and so he employs tools such
as “frequency” to keep us on our toes—aware of the nature of distance. 

Time and Repetition: Frequency versus Continuum 

Just as length cannot exist without time, there also could be no awareness
without time. Time, inseparable from all other phenomena, cannot be isolated.
“Time is experience” (529.01). 

The concept of time is inextricably tied to awareness; appropriately it is
measured in terms of the frequency of detectable repeating events. Periods of
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daylight reliably alternating with darkness gave us a unit we call a “day.”
Heartbeats might have defined the "second," planting the awareness of that
tiny increment in long-ago human beings. The predictable repetition of days
growing longer and shorter with their accompanying weather changes
defined a “year.” To conceive of time requires repetition. 

 However, the limits of perception prevent recognition of the periodicity in very
high-frequency patterns such as light waves or repeating molecules in a
toothpick. If repetition is too frequent, we perceive a continuum rather than
segmented events. Fuller's use of frequency to specify size draws attention to
the nonexistence of continuums. Here, as always, his goal is to develop a
mathematical language which accurately represents reality. 

Shape and size are thus replaced by angle and frequency. 

 Fuller’s principle of design covariables summarizes by stating that two factors
are responsible for all variation. “Angle and frequency modulation exclusively
define all experiences, which events altogether constitute Universe” (208.00).
In short, “structure and pattern in general” are described completely by only
two parameters: angle and frequency—another way of saying that the
differences between systems are entirely accounted for by changes in angle
and length. Again the goal of such simplification is the demystification of
mathematics. 

Remember that Fuller’s overall goal was to isolate “nature’s coordinate
system”—by which he meant the simplest and most efficient reference system
to describe the events of nature. 99

99 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation, ibid
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Systems
The next important concept for us to define and understand is “system.” 

The Meriam Webster Dictionary defines system as: a regularly interacting or
interdependent group of items forming a unified whole such as (1) : a group of
interacting bodies under the influence of related forces <a gravitational system> (2) :
an assemblage of substances that is in or tends to equilibrium <a thermodynamic
system> b (1) : a group of body organs that together perform one or more vital
functions <the digestive system> (2) : the body considered as a functional unit c : a
group of related natural objects or forces <a river system> d : a group of devices or
artificial objects or an organization forming a network especially for distributing
something or serving a common purpose <a telephone system> <a heating system> <a
highway system> <a data processing system> e : a major division of rocks usually
larger than a series and including all formed during a period or era f : a form of social,
economic, or political organization or practice <the capitalist system>.

James Grier Miller, MD wrote:

The term system has a number of meanings. There are systems of numbers and
of equations, systems of value and of thought, systems of law, solar systems,
organic systems, management systems, command and control systems,
electronic systems, even the Union Pacific Railroad system. The meanings of
“system” are often confused. The most general, however, is: A system is a set of
interacting units with relationships among them. ...

A concrete or real system is a nonrandom accumulation of matter-energy, in a
region in physical space-time, which is organized into interacting interrelated
subsystems or components. …

Most concrete systems have boundaries which are at least partially permeable,
permitting sizable magnitudes of at least certain sorts of matter-energy or
information transmissions to cross them. Such a system is an open system. 100

100 James G. Miller, Living Systems, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978
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This term system was defined by R. Buckminster Fuller as follows:

A system is the first subdivision of Universe. It divides all the Universe into six
parts: first, all the universal events occurring geometrically outside the
system; second, all the universal events occurring geometrically inside the
system; third, all the universal events occurring nonsimultaneously,
remotely, and unrelatedly prior to the system events; fourth, the Universe
events occurring nonsimultaneously, remotely, and unrelatedly subsequent to
the system events; fifth, all the geometrically arrayed set of events
constituting the system itself; and sixth, all the Universe events occurring
synchronously and or coincidentally to and with the systematic set of events
uniquely considered. …

In addition to possessing inherent insideness and outsideness, a system is
inherently concave and convex, complex, and finite. A system may be either
symmetrical or asymmetrical. A system may consist of a plurality of
subsystems. Oneness, twoness, and threeness cannot constitute a system, as
they inherently lack insideness and outsideness. Twoness constitutes
wavilinear relatedness. Threeness constitutes planar relatedness, which is
inherently triangular. Three triangular planes alone cannot differentiate,
distinguish, or constitute a system. At minimum, it takes four triangular
planes having inherent fourness of vertexes to constitute differential
withinness and withoutness. Fourness of geometrically contiguous and
synchronous event foci and their coincidentally defined four triangular
planes, along with their six common edges provided by the six wavilinear
vectors connecting the four event foci, altogether inherently differentiate,
distinguish, initially institute, and constitute prime or minimum withinness
and withoutness. 101

As usual Buckminster Fuller packs a lot of information into a few sentences. However
the concept of “system” is so important to our understanding it is well worth taking
some time to examine it more carefully. Fortunately, we have an excellent translator
to help us in the next chapter by Amy C. Edmondson. Edmondson’s numerical
references are to specific sections in Fuller’s Synergetics.102

101 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, Section 400,
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
102 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid,
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Systems—A Fuller Explanation
by Amy C. Edmondson 103

Fuller’s mathematical explorations seem to fly out in many directions at once, but they
share a common starting point in the concept of systems. Derived from the Greek for
“putting together,” the word system means any group of interrelated elements
involved in a collective entity. If that sounds vague, it’s meant to. The theme is widely
encompassing. 

Long ago, secluded in his room experimenting with toothpicks or ping-pong balls or
whatever available material seemed likely to reveal nature’s secrets, Fuller began to
see a persistent message of interdependence. He was later to discover the precisely
descriptive word “synergy,” but even without that lexical advantage a sense of
interacting parts increasingly dominated his vision. More like the poets and artists of
his generation than the scientists, he was drawn to relationships rather than objects. 

By stating that Fuller looked at systems, we learn very little, especially in view of the
word’s current popularity. We have transportation systems and systems analysts,
stereo systems and even skin-care systems, all conspiring to diminish the precision
and usefulness of the word. But let us enter into the spirit of Bucky’s half-century
search and abandon our twentieth-century sophistication in order to rediscover the
obvious en route to the surprising and complex. Much can be gained, for alongside our
era’s growing consciousness of systems and interdependence is also its ever-
increasing specialization. Individuals are encouraged to narrow their focus,
precluding a comprehensive vision and inhibiting curiosity. How-things-work
questions are reserved for children; as adults we are afraid to step outside our
expertise. Furthermore, we are quite likely to have decided that we have no use for
mathematics at all by the time we reach high school. Both factors—specialization and
avoidance of mathematics—cause some aspects of Fuller's synergetics to seem dense
while others seem oddly simple. However, the novelty of his approach serves to give us
new insights, so bear with Bucky as he “discovers the world by himself”; his
enthusiasm may be contagious. 104

103 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation, ibid
104 Author’s Note: See Loeb’s preface to Fuller’s Synergetics: “In rejecting the
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Fuller was unafraid to appear naïve. He announced his observations with equal fervor
for the simplest (“only the triangle holds its shape”) and the very complex (the surface
angles of the planar rhombic triacontahedron correspond exactly to the central angles
of the icosahedron's fifteen great circles), but on every level he was conscious of
systems. 

A system, says Bucky, is a “conceivable entity” dividing Universe into two parts: the
inside and the outside of the system. That’s it (except, of course, for the part of
Universe doing the dividing; he demands precision). A system is anything that has
“insideness and outsideness.” Is this notion too simple to deserve our further
attention? In fact, as is typical of Fuller’s experimental procedure, this is where the
fun starts. We begin with a statement almost absurdly general, and ask what must
necessarily follow. At this point in Fuller’s lectures the mathematics sneaks in, but in
his books the subject is apt to make a less subtle entrance! (Half-page sentences
sprinkled with polysyllabic words of his own invention have discouraged many a
reader.) The math does not have to be intimidating; it’s simply a more precise analysis
of our definition of system. 

So far a system must have an inside and an outside. That sounds easy; he means
something we can point to. But is that trivial after all? Let’s look at the mathematical
words: what are the basic elements necessary for insideness and outsideness, i.e., the
minimum requirements for existence? 

Assuming we can imagine an element that doesn’t itself have any substance (the
Greeks’ dimensionless “point”), let’s begin with two of them. There now exists a region
between the two points—albeit quite an unmanageable region as it lacks any other
boundaries. The same is true for three points, creating a triangular “betweenness,” no
matter how the three are arranged (so long as they are not in a straight line). In
mathematics, any three noncollinear points define a plane; they also define a unique
circle. 

Suddenly with the introduction of a fourth point, we have an entirely new situation.
We can put that fourth point anywhere we choose, except in the same plane as the
first three, and we invariably divide space into two sections: that which is inside the
four-point system and that which is outside. Unwittingly, we have created the

predigested, Buckminster Fuller has had to discover the world by himself.” (p. xv),
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
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minimum system. (Similarly, mathematics requires exactly four noncoplanar points
to define a sphere.) Any material can demonstrate this procedure—small
marshmallows and toothpicks will do the trick, or pipecleaner segments inserted into
plastic straws. The mathematical statement is unaltered by our choice: a minimum of
four corners is required for existence. 

What else must be true? Let’s look at the connections between the four corners.
Between two points there is only one link; add a third for a total of three links,
inevitably forming a triangle (see if you can make something else!). Now, bring in a
fourth point and count the number of interconnections. By joining a to b, b to C, C to d,
d to a, a to C, and finally b to d (Fig. 3-1), we exhaust all the possibilities with six
connections, or edges in geometrical terminology. Edges join vertices, and together
they generate windows called faces. 

Fig. 3-1. Six connections between four events, defining a tetrahedral system. 

This minimum system was given the name tetrahedron (four sides) by the Greeks,
after the four triangular faces created by the set of four vertices and their six edges
(Fig. 3-1). Fuller deplored the Greek nomenclature, which refers exclusively to the
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number of faces—the very elements that don’t exist. (“There are no solids, no
continuous surfaces... only energy event complexes [and] relationships.”105 ) However,
he did not fully develop a satisfactory alternative, so we shall have to work with the
time-honored convention. What we lose in accurate description of physical reality, we
gain in clarity and consistency. 

The tetrahedron shows up frequently in this exploration. This and other recurring
patterns seem coincidental or magical at first, but soon come to be anticipated—
endless demonstrations of the order inherent in space. The process is typical of
synergetics: we stumble into the tetrahedron by asking the most elementary
question—what is the simplest way to enclose space?—and later, everywhere we look,
there it is again, an inescapable consequence of a spectrum of geometric procedures. 

The straightforward logic of our first encounter with the tetrahedron drives us to
wonder if it displays any other unique properties. It turns out to be a reliable sort of
minimum module or “quantum,” as Fuller points out in myriad ways. Not the least
impressive involves counting the edges of all regular, semiregular, and triangulated
geodesic polyhedra (from the simple cube to the more complex rhombic dodecahedron
to the vast array of geodesics.) The resulting numbers are all multiples of the
tetrahedron’s six. We can therefore take apart any polyhedral system in these
categories and reassemble its edges into some number of complete tetrahedra. Even
though we are not yet familiar with these other polyhedra, the observation stands as a
representative example of the surprising whole-number relationships which make our
investigation increasingly alluring. 

Conceptual and Real Systems 
Notice that these geometrical systems are purely conceptual: so far they exist only in
our mind, as sets of relationships. They can be lent substance by any number of
materials, as for example the toothpicks and marshmallows mentioned above.
However, the essence of a system is independent of the choice of materials: six sticks
will create a tetrahedron whether we use wood or metal. Similarly, four Ping Pong
balls or four people constitute a tetrahedral system. The tetrahedron, being a
conceptual entity, is “sizeless and timeless.” Thus Fuller writes in Synergetics, Size is
always a special-case experience.” (515.14) Size belongs to a different category of

105 Buckminster Fuller, Intuition (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press/ Doubleday, 1973), p.39. 
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parameters than vertices, edges and faces—those which only relate to actual
constructs, such as color, temperature, and duration. 

Does he take this concern with terminology too far? His justification is twofold,
encompassing first a deep conviction that words influence the shape of our thinking,
and secondly faith in the power of accurate models in problem-solving. For humanity
to solve its complex problems, he was convinced that vocabulary and other models had
to be absolutely precise. So Fuller’s concern that we recognize conceptual systems as
sizeless sets of relationships capable of being physically embodied is an essential part
of his geometry of thinking. In either form, the emphasis is on the relationships. 

We begin to see a basis for the phenomenon of vastly different properties exhibited by
systems with identical constituents. One notable example is the soft grey graphite of
pencils in contrast to sparkling impenetrable diamonds, both consisting exclusively of
carbon atoms. Geometry alone accounts for their differences. We shall see how later,
but as always our attention will be on shape and valency (numbers of connections)
rather than substance. 

Let’s get back to our starting point. Any subdivision of Universe constitutes a system.
We have found the simplest example and learned the mathematical terms; our next
step is to look at more complex systems. It does not stretch our definition to discuss
some very elaborate forms, such as a school, or even a crocodile (both have the
requisite boundary). For that matter, our entire planet is a system—unimaginably
intricate but still finite. This line of thought, together with our geometry lesson,
suggests an approach to problem-solving: a “whole Systems” view that demands
consideration of the influence of every move on its entire system. Such an approach,
which prohibits short-term or piecemeal solutions to long-term problems, may sound
simplistic or vague at first; however, the method is based on the assumption of
rigorous analytical procedures. 

In Synergetics, Fuller introduces the concept with a deliberately simple example,
which provides an analogy for more complex situations. A fictitious child draws on the
ground with a stick, announcing that he has made a triangle. Then Bucky himself
intervenes to point out to the child that he has created four triangles—not just one—
because “operational mathematics” requires that a triangle must be inscribed on
something in order to exist. Whether on a piece of paper or on the surface of the earth,
that something is always a system, with an inside and an outside. Unwittingly, the
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child has divided the earth's surface into two areas. Both regions are bounded by three
arcs, and therefore both qualify as spherical triangles, 106 despite the fact that one is
small and tangible and the other covers most of the earth's surface. We are not used to
thinking in these terms, philosophizes Fuller, but we must begin to really think about
what we’re doing. 

Hold on, says the child, that’s only two triangles! Why did you say there were four?
Well, Bucky continues, concave and convex107 are not the same; when you delineated
two concave triangles on the outside surface, you also created two convex spherical
triangles—one very small and the other very large—on the inside. But I didn’t mean to
make four triangles, protests the bewildered child. That doesn’t matter, his teacher
replies; you are still responsible for them. 

His story can be considered a parable; its purpose is as much to encourage a sort of
holistic morality as to make a mathematical statement. The message: tunnel vision is
obsolete. As human beings, we cannot afford to ignore the effect of our actions on the
rest of a system while working on an isolated part. Rather we must become responsible
for whole systems. We didn’t mean to make four triangles—or indeed, to make “the big
mess of pollution” (814.01). 

As playful as this example seems, it calls our attention to what Fuller perceives as a
dangerous “bias on one side of the line” inherent in traditional mathematics. He points
out that our grade-school geometry lessons involve concepts defined as bounded by
certain lines—a triangle is an area bounded by three lines, for example—thus
excusing us from paying attention to its environment. Once a figure is delineated, we
no longer have to consider the rest of the system. This narrow approach, Fuller
argues, instills in us at an impressionable age a deep bias toward our side of the line;
we see and feel an unshakable correctness about our side’s way of “carrying on.” On
the other hand, “Operational geometry invalidates all bias” (811.04). It forces us to
remain aware of all sides. In Fuller's opinion, being taught in the first place that all
four triangles are “equally valid” would significantly influence our later thinking and
planning. 

106 See A Fuller Explanation: Glossary, "spherical triangle",
http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/145.html 

107 See A Fuller Explanation: Glossary, "concave", "convex",
http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/145.html 
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One consequence of this approach is Fuller’s realization that “unity is inherently
plural” (400.08). “Oneness” is impossible,108 he explains, for any identifiable system
divides Universe into two parts, and requires a minimum of six relationships to do so.
Furthermore, as illustrated in the above parable, all “operations” produce a plurality
of experiences, and awareness itself—without which there can be no life—implies the
existence of “otherness.” Ergo, “Unity is plural and at minimum two.” 109

Limits of Resolution 
Another important aspect of Fuller’s systems concept is tune-in-ability, which deals
with limits of resolution as part of the whole-systems approach, and is best explained
by analogy. Fuller’s ready example, as implied by the term, would be to remind us of
the radio waves of all different amplitude and frequency, filling the room wherever you
happen to be reading this page. These waves are as much a part of physical reality as
the chair you are sitting in, but the specific energy pattern is such that you cannot
tune in to the programs without help from a radio. Information and energy are
scattered chaotically throughout your room, mostly undetected, except for the small
fraction (chairs, visible light, and so on) that can be directly perceived by human
senses. You can turn on the radio and thereby tune in to one program (one system),
temporarily ignoring the rest. 

Boundaries change all the time as new elements are incorporated into a system, or as
the focus zooms in to investigate a component in greater detail. New levels of
complexity reveal distinct new systems. For example, we might look at the system
called your living room, and then want to consider its function in the bigger system,
your house, or conversely, zoom in to investigate the red overstuffed chair, and the
details of its carpentry and upholstery; or further still, one nail might be of interest as
a system. We can also go back out—to your town, your state, etc. The concept of tune-
in-ability allows us to treat a set of events or items as a system despite the
involvement of many concurrent factors on other levels. 

What kinds of things constitute systems? Tetrahedron, crocodile, room, chair, you,
thought, ... . Wait. 

What about thoughts? We recall Fuller’s lifelong effort never to use mankind's precious
tool of language carelessly: “discipline myself to define every word I use; else I must

108 Editor’s Note: Oneness is never separate. Oneness is plural. Oneness in a union.
109 Buckminster Fuller, Everything I Know, 1975, 42-hour videotape,

http://www.bfi.org/everything_i_know.htm 
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give it up.” In a 1975 videotaped lecture, he explains that he would not allow himself
the use of any word for which he did not have “a clear experientially referenced
definition.” 110 Such an effort requires enormous discipline to avoid automatic
associations and thereby enable an objective analysis of each word. It extends to the
most basic words and actions—even “thinking.” Fuller formulates his definition
analytically, asking, “What is it I am conscious of doing, when I say I am thinking?”
We may not be able to say what it is, but we should be able to specify the procedure. 

Thinking, he explains, starts with “spontaneous preoccupation”; the process is never
deliberate initially. We then choose to “accommodate the trend,” through conscious
dismissal of “irrelevancies” which are temporarily held off to the side, as they do not
seem to belong in the current thought. Fuller places “irrelevancies” in two categories:
experiences too large or too infrequent to influence the tuned-in thought, and those too
small and too frequent to play a part. The process he describes is similar to tuning a
radio, with its progressive dismissal of irrelevant (other frequency) events, ultimately
leaving only the few experiences which are “lucidly relevant,” and thus
interconnected by their relationships. 

Thinking isolates events; “understanding” then interconnects them. “understanding is
structure,” Fuller declares, for it means establishing the relationships between
events. 

A “thought” is then a “relevant set,” or a “considerable set”: experiences related to each
other in some way. All the rest of experience is outside the set-not tuned in. A thought
therefore defines an insideness and an outsideness; it is a “conceptual subdivision of
Universe.” “I’ll call it a system,” declares Bucky; “I now have a geometric description of
a thought.” 

This is the conclusion that initially led Fuller to wonder how many “events” were
necessary to create insideness and outsideness. Realizing that a thought required at
least enough “somethings” to define an isolated system, it seemed vitally important to
know the minimum number—the terminal condition. He thereby arrived at the
tetrahedron. “This gave me great power of definition,” he recalls, both in terms of
understanding more about “thinking” and by isolating the theoretical minimum case,
with its four events and six relationships. 

110 Buckminster Fuller, Everything I Know, 1975, 42-hour videotape,
http://www.bfi.org/everything_i_know.htm 
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One example of the development of a thought—by no means a minimal thought—could
be found in what to cook for dinner. Walking to the grocery store, you notice that the
leaves of the maple trees are turning autumn-red, but you consciously push that
observation off to the side to be considered later, as it does not relate to the pressing
issue of dinner. You begin to pull in the various relevant items: the food that you
already have at home that could become a part of this meal, what you had for dinner
last night, special items that might be featured by the grocery store, favorite foods,
how they look, ideas about nutrition, certain foods that go well together, and so on. Out
of this jumble of related events, a structure starts to take form. After a while, dinner is
planned, and your mind is free to attend to some of the other thoughts waiting quietly
in the side chambers. 

This kind of digression is typical of Fuller’s discourse, both written and oral. Such
juxtapositions of geometry and philosophy are quite deliberate, for synergetics strives
to identify structural similarities among phenomena—both physical and
metaphysical. Fuller encourages us to seek these patterns, which we often miss
because of the narrow focus of our attention. 

To conclude: Geometry is the science of systems—which are themselves defined by
relationships. (Geometry is therefore the study of relationships; this makes it sound
relevant to quite a lot!) A system is necessarily polyhedral; as a finite aggregate of
interrelated events, it has all the qualifications. Relationships can be polyhedrally
diagramed in an effort to understand the behavior of a given whole system. Along
these same lines, Fuller has described synergetics as the “exploratory strategy of
starting with the whole and the known behavior of some of its parts and the
progressive discovery of the integral unknowns along with the progressive
comprehension of the hierarchy of generalized principles” (152.00). This mouthful can
readily be identified as Fuller’s elaboration of Eddington’s definition of science as “the
systematic attempt to set in order the facts of experience.” 111 

Thinking in terms of systems is a crucial part of Fuller's mathematics. The isolation of
systems enables the description of local processes and relationships without reference
to an absolute origin—an indispensable tool in a scenario universe. And finally, we
pay particular attention to how Fuller’s geometry emerges—its principles developing

111 Buckminster Fuller, Everything I Know, 1975, 42-hour videotape,
http://www.bfi.org/everything_i_know.htm 
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from the basis of the process of thinking. Hence the title of Fuller’s opus: Synergetics:
The Geometry of Thinking. 

Systems & Synergy 
Implicit in the above discussion of systems is a property described accurately by only
one word. “Synergy” has come into fairly widespread use recently, perhaps due to
Bucky’s many years of championing its cause, or perhaps just because we finally
needed it badly enough. Formerly unknown except to biologists and chemists, this
word describes the extraordinarily important property that “the whole is more than
the sum of its parts.” In Fuller’s words, “Synergy means the behavior of whole systems
unpredicted by the behavior of their parts taken separately.” 

Consider the phenomenon of gravity. The most thorough examination of any object
(from pebbles to planets) by itself will not predict the surprising behavior of the
attractive force between two objects, in direct proportion to the product of their masses
and changing inversely with the square of the distance between them. Another
dramatic example is the combination of an explosive metal and a poisonous gas to
produce a harmless white powder that we sprinkle on our food—sodium chloride, or
table salt. 

Bucky’s favorite illustration was the behavior of alloys: “synergy alone explains metals
increasing their strength” (109.01). He enthusiastically describes the properties of
chrome-nickel steel, whose extraordinary strength at high temperatures enabled the
development of the jet engine. Its primary constituents—iron, chromium, and nickel—
have tensile strengths of 60,000, 70,000, and 80,000 pounds per square inch
respectively, and combine to create an alloy with 350,000 PSI tensile strength. Not
only does the chain far exceed the strength of its weakest link, but counter-intuitively
even outperforms the sum of its components’ tensile capabilities. Thus the chain
analogy falls through, calling for a new methodology which will incorporate
interaugmentation. 

A flood of examples of “synergy” is so readily available that one might wonder how we
got along without the word. Bucky wondered and concluded that humanity must be
out of touch with its environment. Synergy is certainly how nature works; though we
pay little direct attention to the phenomenon, we are still familiar with it. Few are
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surprised by complex systems arising out of the interaction of simpler parts. 

Fuller took it a step further. He saw the age-old forms of geometry as models of synergy,
comprehensible only in terms of relationships. His eye drawn to their vector edges, he
simply did not perceive the “solid” polyhedra of Plato. Self-exiled from the formal
mathematical community which would have told him otherwise, Fuller saw the static
constructs of geometry as ready and waiting to elucidate the dynamic events of
physical Universe. 

Determined to model the new “invisible” energetic reality, Fuller began to refer to his
accumulated findings as “energetic geometry.” As the search for “nature’s coordinate
system” progressed and the recurring theme of synergy became more and more
prevalent, the term evolved to “synergetic-energetic geometry” and finally to
“synergetics.” Fuller’s vocabulary tended to develop organically in response to his
changing needs for emphasis. He felt a great responsibility to get it just right. In the
thirties, enchanted by certain properties of the cuboctahedron, Fuller replaced the
Greek name with his own trademark word, “Dymaxion,” less from egotism than from
frustration in being unable to invent exactly the right name—one with enough
impact. 112 Later, he found the perfect term to express its unique property, and
eagerly renamed this indispensable shape “vector equilibrium.” The name remained
unaltered; when Fuller found his truth, he never wavered. 

The term “synergetics,” then, was a response to the single most important
characteristic of energetic reality. As I discussed in Chapter 1,113 Fuller’s overriding
goal was to collect the “generalized principles.” The law of synergy, although too all-
encompassing to seem a valid starting point for such an inventory, dictates a basic
strategy of starting with a whole system and then investigating its parts. The most
painstaking study of its separate components will never reveal the behavior of a
system. All other generalized principles therefore must be subsets of this fundamental
truth: the whole is not equal to the sum of its isolated parts. 

112 Hugh Kenner, Bucky: A Guided Tour of Buckminster Fuller (New York: William Morrow, 1973),
p.113. See Glossary for definition of "Dymaxion.", http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/145.html

113 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller,
1987, Chapter1, http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/60.html
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✺

Thus ends Amy Edmondson’s discussion of systems. In a later chapter, I will discuss
systems again in relationship to life. All individual life forms are “systems.” Each
individual plant, animal, and human are systems. You and I are systems. 

All systems are structures, but not all structures are systems. Triangles are structure,
but they are not systems. The first physical structure that can be considered a system
is the tetrahedron. Triangles have three vertexes which can be considered “points.” As
Amy Edmondson explained earlier in this chapter:

The same is true for three points, creating a triangular “betweenness,” no
matter how the three are arranged (so long as they are not in a straight line).
In mathematics, any three noncollinear points define a plane; they also define
a unique circle. 

Suddenly with the introduction of a fourth point, we have an entirely new
situation. We can put that fourth point anywhere we choose, except in the
same plane as the first three, and we invariably divide space into two sections:
that which is inside the four-point system and that which is outside.
Unwittingly, we have created the minimum system.”

Any structure with four or more vertexes (four or more non collinear points) is a
system. 
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In the following diagram, this would include the: A) tetrahedron,B) cube, C)
octahedron, D) vector equilibrium (cuboctahedron), E) rhombic dodecahedron, F)
icosahedron, and G) pentagonal dodecahedron.

Next we will discuss a very special type of system discovered by Buckminster Fuller
which has come to be called the tensegrity.
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TENSEGRITY

 114

Buckminster Fuller studied Universe's organizing strategies for over fifty years. Of all
the synergic patterns in Universe, the most powerful one he found was the tensegrity.
Tensegrity is a contraction of the terms tension & integrity. A tensegrity is a balanced
system of push and pull.

Push & Pull
Tensegrity is the pattern that results when push and pull have a win-win relationship
with each other. The pull is continuous and the push is discontinuous. The continuous
pull is balanced by the discontinuous push producing an integrity of tension—
compression.

Push and pull seem so common and ordinary in our experience of life that we humans
think little of these forces. Most of us assume they are simple opposites. In and out.
Back and forth. Force directed in one direction or its opposite.

------------------------->
<-------------------------

114 Illustration by Christopher Rywalt
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Fuller explained that these fundamental phenomena were not opposites, but
complements that could always be found together. He further explained that push is
divergent while pull is convergent.

Imagine pushing a yellow ping pong ball on a smooth table with the point of a sharp
pencil. The ball would always roll away from the direction of the push, first rolling one
way then the other. Push is divergent. Now imagine the difference, if you attach a
string to the ping pong ball with tape, and pull it toward you. No matter how other
forces might influence the ball to roll away from you, the string would always bring it
to you more and more directly. Pull is convergent.

Another example from common experience occurs when we are pulling a trailer with
our car. When I am driving uphill, I am pulling against gravity. The trailer converges
nicely behind my car. If the trailer begins to sway, I can dampen it by increasing
pull—simply increasing my acceleration. 

                                                    

Now if I am driving downhill, the trailer may begin to push. This produces a strong
side to side force—divergence. My trailer will begin to sway from side to side. Push is
divergent. When the trailer begins to push us, experts advise us to accelerate our car
in order to re-establish pull. Pull is convergent. The trailer will straighten out and we
can congratulate ourselves for being good drivers. These then are the two always co-
existing fundamentals of Universe—Push and Pull—Compression and Tension—
Repulsion and Attraction.
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Tensegrity Discovered
In 1948 Kenneth Snelson, a young artist and student of Buckminster Fuller created a
unique sculpture. This sculpture was to be an important antecedant to one of Fuller’s
most powerful discoveries. Sadly Snelson came to believe that Fuller had claimed
credit for his innovation. This “intellectual property” dispute is of historical interest,
but the importance of tensegrity is much too large to be diminished by acrimony.
Writing115 in 1990, an embittered Snelson explains:

A second-year art student at the University of Oregon in 1948, I took a summer
off to attend a session in North Carolina at Black Mountain College because I
had been excited by what I had read about the Bauhaus. The attraction at
Black Mountain was the Bauhaus master himself, the painter Josef Albers
who had taught at the German school and immigrated to the U.S. in 1933 to
join the faculty of that tiny liberal arts college (fifty students that summer) in
the Blue Mountains of North Carolina, fifteen miles from Asheville. 

Buckminster Fuller, unknown to most of us in those early days, turned up two
weeks into the session, a substitute for a professor of architecture who
canceled a week before the summer began. Josef Albers asked me to assist the
new faculty member in assembling his assortment of geometric models for his
evening lecture to the college. … Albers picked me to help because I had shown
special ability in his three-dimensional design class. 

During his lecture that evening Professor Fuller mesmerized us all with his
ranging futurist ideas. As the summer quickly went by with most of the small
school monitoring Fuller’s classes I began to think I should try something
three-dimensional rather than painting. Albers counseled me that I
demonstrated talent for sculpture. But, more importantly, I had already
become the first in a trail of students from colleges and universities who, over
the years, were to become electrified “Fullerites.” …

At the end of the summer session, I returned home to Pendleton, Oregon. In my
Fullerian trance the descent into the real world was greatly confusing. I spent
the autumn at home, making my parents miserable by moping and spending
hours in the basement, building things; small mobile sculptures mostly, using
thread, wire, clay, metal from tin cans, cardboard, etc. I had learned much
about geometry from Fuller as well as art and design from the Bauhaus. …

115 Kenneth Snelson, Letter to R. Motro, International Journal of Space Structures, November 1990
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In the autumn of 1948, as I said, I made numbers of small studies. Were they
structures or sculptures? They incorporated the attitudes of both Fuller and
Albers. The three small works which are of interest here were concerned both
with balance of successive modular elements hinged one-to-another and
stacked vertically as seen in the photo below.

 116

Later, I suspended one-to-the-next by means of thread-slings as shown in the
photograph at the top of the next page. They were, of course, but amplifications
of the familiar balancing toys seen often in novelty shops. My small
discoveries in these two pieces were logical enough, though one could imagine
that they might just as well lead to something other than to the first
tensegrity structure; perhaps to variations on Calder mobiles. 

116 Kenneth Snelson, Modular Mobile, 1948
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It was the effort to make the pieces move which resulted in their spinal-column,
modular, property. If I pushed on them lightly or blew on them, they swayed
gently in a snake-like fashion. In the right photo above one can see module-to-
module sling tension members replacing the wire hinges connecting the
modules shown in the left photo above. I thought of these threads as adding a
note of mystery, causing the connections to be more or less invisible, at least
as invisible as marionette strings; an Indian rope trick. 

One step leading to the next, I saw that I could make the structure even more
mysterious by tying off the movement altogether, replacing the clay weights
with additional tension lines to stabilize the modules one to another, which I
did, making “X”, kite-like modules out of plywood. 

117 Kenneth Snelson, Modular Mobile with Tension Slings, 1948
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Thus, while forfeiting mobility, I managed to gain something even more exotic,
solid elements fixed in space, one-to-another, held together only by tension
members. I was quite amazed at what I had done.118 

 119

Fuller’s lessons at Black Mountain had taught Snelson to be sensitive to compression
and tension, and in his X-piece sculpture he had combined both in a unique and
amazing way. The wooden X is a compression strut held in place by a tension cable. 

118 Kenneth Snelson, Letter to R. Motro, ibid
119 Kenneth Snelson, X-Piece Sculpture, 1948
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In the following sculpture also by Snelson, we can more easily see that the compression
struts are discontinuous—separated from each other while the tension cable is
continuous—one single cable under equal tension holding the piece together. Later,
Buckminster Fuller would call this combination of continuous tension balanced by
discontiuous compression the Principle of Tension Integrity which Fuller would
eventually shorten to a single word—tensegrity. 

 120

We should all be amazed by Snelson’s X-sculpture. This twenty-one year old art
student had created a work of art that revealed Nature’s most powerful stucture.
Snelson continues:

Still confused about my purposes and direction in school, I enrolled for
engineering that winter (‘48-‘49) at Oregon State College. The classes

120 Kenneth Snelson, Rador, 1975
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depressed me even further. I hated it and did very poorly. I corresponded with
Bucky and I told about my dilemma and also sent photos of the sequence of
small sculptures. He must have understood from the letter how confused and
depressed I was at school for he suggested I return for another Black
Mountain Summer Session. 

When we got together again in June 1949 I brought with me the plywood X-
Piece. When I showed him the sculpture, it was clear from his reaction that he
hadn’t understood it from the photos I had sent. He was quite struck with it,
holding it in his hands, turning it over, studying it for a very long moment. He
then asked if I might allow him to keep it. …

Next day he said he had given a lot of thought to my “X-column” structure and
had determined that the configuration was wrong. Rather than the X-module
for compression members, they should be shaped like the central angles of a
tetrahedron, that is like spokes radiating from the gravitational center, to the
vertices of a tetrahedron.”121

122

121 Kenneth Snelson, Letter to R. Motro, ibid
122 Tensegrity Mast (struts shaped like central angles of a tetrahedron), Photo by Christopher Rywalt
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Fuller’s Principle of Tensegrity
Indeed, it made a powerful impression. Snelson gifted the sculpture to Fuller and he
must have spent hours looking and thinking about it. As he did he came to realize that
the sculpture represented a perfect union of push and pull—a system of discontinuous
compression balanced by continuous tension. As mentioned, Fuller first coined the
term tension integrity to describe this system, then later shorten the term to
tensegrity. Fuller later wrote:

The tensegrity mast functioned as a system being held in place by the tension
within the single cable that was woven about the hundreds of metal
compression struts to create a metal tower. All forces within the system are
instantly and continuously distributed over the single cable to be loaded
equally on all the struts. This makes a tensegrity enormously strong with no
theoretical limit to structural height. The structure was wondrous to behold
as from just a few feet back one couldn’t see the cable and the metal struts
seemed stacked on nothing rising into the sky without visible support.

            

  123

The tensegrity mast demonstrates the use of tension and compression within
the same structure. Aluminum tubes, for example, are the compressive forces
and are separated by thin metal wires which are all in tension. The

123 Tensegrity Mast, Photographs by Christopher Rywalt
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continuous pull of the wires is resisted by the discontinuous tubes—
discontinuous compression/continuous tension—illustrating tensional
integrity, or tensegrity. … Structures built according to tensegrity theory
become stronger as their size increases and could, theoretically, cover
limitless areas—even the entire earth.124

Fuller came to realize that tensegrities were a class of structures, of which Snelson’s
sculptures were examples. He went on to study this class of structures for the rest of
his life. 

124 Robert Snyder, BUCKMINSTER FULLER—An Autobiographical Monologue/Scenario, 1980, ibid
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Synergic Scientist Donald Ingber, an associate professor of pathology at Harvard
Medical School explains: 

Structural members that can bear only tension are distinct from those that
bear compression. Even before one of these structures is subjected to an
external force, all the structural members are already in tension or
compression—that is, they are prestressed. Within the structure, the
compression-bearing rigid struts stretch, or tense, the flexible, tension-
bearing members, while those tension-bearing members compress the rigid
struts. These counteracting forces, which equilibrate throughout the
structure, are what enable it to stabilize itself.125

A common example of a tensegrity is a child’s balloon. When we examine an inflated
balloon as a system, we find that the rubber skin of the balloon continuously pulls
while the individual molecules of air are discontinuously pushing against the inside of
the balloon keeping it inflated. 

Molecules of air 
discontinuously pushing 
against the continuously 
pulling rubber skin of the 
balloon.

Tensegrity — a balance of 
continuous pull and 
discontinuous push.

All external forces striking the external surface are immediately and continuously
distributed over the entire system. This makes the balloon very strong. We all know
how hard it is to break a good balloon with a blunt blow. 

Tensegrities distribute the load over the entire system. Because of this the larger a
tensegrity is the more load it can handle. 

We can easily confirm this with an experiment using different sized balloons. If we

125 Donald E. Ingber, The Architecture of Life, Scientific American Magazine, January 1998
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inflate them all to equal pressure, we will discover that larger balloons can withstand
greater forces.

The automobile tire is one of the strongest most durable inventions in the history of
humankind. And few of us are aware that it is a tensegrity. It is the power of
tensegrity in each tire that protects us from failure and blowout despite high speeds
and long miles. 

Tensegrities are vulnerable to disruption of the continuous tension member. While we
might find it difficult to break a heavy balloon with even the hardest of blunt blows,
we can break it easily with a needle stab. As Kenneth Snelson explained:

As best I can define tensegrity, based on what my sculptures, is a closed
structural system composed of a set of three or more elongate compression
struts within a network of tension tendons, the combined parts mutually
supportive in such a way that the struts do not touch one another, but press
outwardly against nodal points in the tension network to form a firm,
triangulated, prestressed, tension and compression unit.

Cutting a tension tendon in a simple tensegrity structure with few parts
causes a major deformation or collapse.”126

A tensegrity then is any balanced system composed of two elements—a continuous pull
balanced by discontinuous push—continuous compression balanced by discontinuous
tension. When these two forces are in balance, a stabilized system results that is
maximally strong. The larger the system the stronger the system.

Artifact versus Scientific Theory
It is important to distinguish between an artifact like a child’s ballon which is a
tensegrity, and the scientific theory of tensegrity. 

Failure to distinguish between these two uses of the same word resulted in hurt
feelings and misunderstanding for the sculptor Kenneth Snelson. After his initial
positive encounters with Fuller, he came to believe that Fuller was trying to steal his
invention and take credit from him as the discoverer of the tensegrity. 

Snelson created/invented the first cable and strut tensegrity. His sculpture was a
unique artifact. Fuller developed the scientific theory of tensegrity with an operational

126 Kenneth Snelson, Answers to Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.kennethsnelson.net/
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definition, scientific formulation, hypotheses, and corollaries, or using Fuller’s term—
a scientific generalization.

Tensegrities existed as artifacts prior to Snelson’s creation of the X-Piece. Balloons
were created using animal bladders before the industrial age. However, they weren’t
recognized as tensegrities. Snelson’s achievement was in creating an artifact that
made the principles of tensegrity visible. In a balloon made of animal or rubber
bladder, discontinuous compression is provided by invisible air molecules. Continuous
tension is visible as the animal or rubber bladder. The X-Piece with it’s wooden struts
and cables made both the continuous tension and discontinuous compression elements
visible. This is what Fuller saw when he looked at Snelson’s invention.

The difference between artifact and scientific theory was not clear to Snelson and so he
came to resent and disparage Fuller’s work. Snelson wrote:

The rest of the story is one of numerous photographs and statements in print,
grand claims in magazine articles and public presentations. In Time
magazine he (Fuller) declared that, with “his” tensegrity, he could now span
the Grand Canyon. He also described it as a structure which grows stronger
the taller you build it—whatever that may have meant. (Italics added)

The absorption process began early, even though Bucky penned the following
in a letter to me dated December 22, 1949: 

“In all my public lectures I tell of your original demonstration of
discontinuous—pressure—(com-pressure) and continuous
tension structural advantage;—in which right makes light in a
prototype structure, the ready reproduction of which, properly
incorporated in fundamental structures, may advance the
spontaneous good will and understanding of mankind by many
centuries. The event was one of those ‘It happened’ events, but
demonstrates how the important events happen where the
atmosphere is most favorable. If you had demonstrated this
structure to an art audience it would not have rung the bell that
it rang in me, who had been seeking this structure in Energetic
Geometry. That you were excited by the latter, E.G., into
spontaneous articulation of the solution, also demonstrates the
importance of good faith of colleagues of this frontier. The name of
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Ken Snelson [his underline] will come to be known as a true
pioneer of the realized good life and good will.”

Bucky’s warm and uplifting letter arrived about six months after I first showed
him my small sculpture. … A year later, January 1951 he published a picture
of the structure in Architectural Forum magazine and, surprisingly, I was not
mentioned. When I posed the question some years later why he accredited me,
as he said, in his public lectures and never in print, he replied, “Ken, old man,
you can afford to remain anonymous for a while.” …

As I said earlier, this is but a footnote to a storm in a teapot. I have continued to
make sculptures which now stand in public sites in many places. Sorry there
are none in England or France. The ghost of Bucky Fuller continues to muddy
the water in regard to “tensegrity.” I tell myself often that, since I know where
the ideas came from, that ought to be enough. …

As I see it, this type of structure, at least in its purest form is not likely to prove
highly efficient or utilitarian. As the engineer Mario Salvadori put it to me
many years ago, “The moment you tell me that the compression members
reside interior of the tension system, I can tell you I can build a better beam
than you can.” He was speaking metaphorically about this type of structure in
general, of course. Over the years I’ve seen numbers of fanciful plans proposed
by architects which have yet to convince me there is any advantage to using
tensegrity over other methods of design. Usually the philosophy is akin to
turning an antique coffee-grinder into the base for a lamp: it’s there, so why
not find a way to put it to some use. No, I see the richness of the floating
compression principle to lie in the way I’ve used it from the beginning, for no
other purpose than to unveil the exquisite beauty of structure itself. 127 

Elsewhere Snelson has written:

Tensegrity, the word, has become so confused through multiple uses that it
calls any definition into question. This is the reason I’ve long advocated
“Floating compression”—though by now it’s clear I've lost that battle.
Buckminster Fuller coined the word tensegrity from tension and integrity five
years after I first demonstrated to him the principle I had discovered. Creating
this strange name was his strategy for appropriating the idea as his own. By

127 Kenneth Snelson, Letter to R. Motro, ibid
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now tensegrity is a buzzword that seems to apply to all kinds of structures
that use tension members, familiar things that aren’t enhanced by calling
them by a novel word. Spider webs, bicycle wheels, kites and physical exercise
regimens, do not require a new word such as tensegrity. The ancient form of
kite frame, two sticks crossed with string-connected ends, comes closest to this
type structure; what’s missing is that the sticks do touch one another at their
crossing point. …

I’m not an engineer nor a scientist. My training is in art and I make art.
Engineers make structures for specific uses, to support something, to hold
something, to do something. My sculptures serve only to stand up by
themselves and to reveal a particular form such as a tower or a cantilever or a
geometrical order probably never seen before; all of this because of a desire to
unveil, in whatever ways I can, the wondrous essence of elementary
structure.128 

And as his own words reveal, that while Snelson is a brilliant artist and inventor, he
does not understand or appreciate tensegrity as a scientific theory. His focus remains
on tensegrity as an artifact. 

This in no way lessens the importance of Snelson’s achievement. He was first in
creating a cable and strut tensegrity (an artifact). His X-Piece sculpture made the two
components of tensegrity (discontinuous compression and continuous tension) visible
for the first time. This achievement was of great importance, and highly beneficial to
Fuller the scientist, and to general human understanding. 

However, I believe Fuller’s achievement in creating the scientific theory of tensegrity is
of far greater importance. And, it may not have happened without Snelson. 

In retrospect, we can argue that Fuller could have been more careful to always give
Snelson credit for his invention, and that Fuller certainly could have demonstrated
his gratitude more publically. But, if Fuller failed to appreciate Snelson fully, Snelson
clearly missed the importance of Fuller’s development of the scientific theory of
tensegrity.

In 1982, Buckminster Fuller wrote a letter to Robert Burkhardt (Bob) dating from
February 2 to March 18, 1982. The letter was precipitated by Bob’s great interest in

128 Kenneth Snelson, Answers to Frequently Asked Question, http://www.kennethsnelson.net/
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tensegrity structures and the mathematics involved in designing them. He was also
captured by Bucky’s idea of building a dome big enough to cover a city. Fuller wrote:

Every once in a while in the late 1950s and in the 1960s philosophy scholars
would say to me, if you ever are confronted by Professor X at Yale, some of your
basic theories are liable to be cancelled out. On my appointment in the ’60s to
a short-term fellowship at Yale, the students immediately asked Professor X
and myself to appear together on the Yale University TV program. Though we
had as yet not met we both accepted, so I met Professor X for the first time in
the TV broadcasting studio. The studio director seated Professor X and myself
opposite one another at a stout table. On the director’s signal that our
“recorded in advance” program was starting, Professor X thumped the table
resoundingly with his fist saying, “Don’t tell me that this table is not solid!” I
replied, “How can you see me over here to so defy me while looking at me
through what you call solid spectacles?” I then explained that glass is an
aggregate of very high-frequency atomic events and that a good analogy would
be an alignment between Professor X and myself of a number of revolving
airplane propellers one behind the other, rotating so fast we cannot see any of
the blades of any of the propellers. If Professor X very, very slowly reaches his
fist toward me an invisible “solid,” like his eyeglasses, would thump his fist or
cut it off. 

Because the speed of the propellers are directly coupled to their controlled
speed motors, it is possible through gears to time and aim a machine gun to
shoot its bullets through, between the blades. I explained to Professor X that
the speed of light is so swift that it can readily pass through the glass’s atomic
electron’s circular motion patterns. By making the glass lenses a little thicker,
the distance the photons of light must travel (at 186,000 miles per second) is
increased enough to permit mild interference with the gyrations of the
electrons of the atomic components.of the glass. As does a baseball get
angularly redirected by a batter’s tick-foul, this refractive direction changing
of the light-photon passage makes possible lens correction of our vision. 

Professor X asked the studio to cancel the program and walked out. Thus we
discover how seemingly “hard realities” may be only mathematical
differentiations of frequency and angle operative in pure principle. 

“You are wrong, Robert, in speaking about tensegrity as being one of my
innovations. It is one of my discoveries that, since there are no “things,” no
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“solids,” only “events operating in pure principle,” and since no events touch
other events in Universe, Universe is coordinatingly coherred, formed, and
transformed only tensionally, repulsively, electromagnetically,
gravitationally, and even the event electron is as remote from its nucleus as is
the Earth from the Moon as compared in terms of these regenerative system’s
respective diameters. 

I simply found that the Universe is compressionally discontinuous and only
tensionally continuous. The structural integrity of Universe is tensional as
Kepler discovered. I gave this phenomena the name “tensegrity.”129 (italics
added for emphasis)

Nature’s Tensegrity
 The solar system is a tensegrity. As Edmonson and Fuller explain:

This is just the way Universe is playing the game. “Gravity is that invisible
limitless tension force. The Earth and the Moon are invisibly cohered...”; the
tension cable has reached the limit case in thinness: it’s nonexistent. “You
have enormous tension with no section at all.” A splendid design! The solar
system is thus a magnificent tensegrity: discontinuous compression spheres
(i.e., planets) are intercoordinated—never touching each other—by a sea of
Continuous tension. “Every use of gravity is a use of...sectionless tensioning,”
Fuller continues, observing that “this is also true within the atoms: true in
the macrocosm and true in the microcosm.”130

Again in his Letter on Tensegrity to Robert Burkhart, Fuller wrote:

In my search for the experientially formulated generalization of tensegrity, I
then constructed a necklace consisting of many twelve inch long, one-half inch
diameter aluminum tubes strung on a dacron cord. I found that the more
tubes included, the more “fluidly” flexible was the necklace. I found that the
flexing neither altered the length nor bent any of the tubes. Clearly, the
flexibility was provided entirely by the tension joints. Because the tubes were
not providing flexibility, I progressively eliminated them one by one and the
necklace became progressively more prominently angular. Finally I had only
three tubes left and, for the first time, the necklace would no longer flex. It was

129 R. Buckminster Fuller, Letter on Tensegrity to Robert Burkhart, 1982,
http://209.196.135.250/burkhardt/section1.html

130Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller, ibid
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a triangle with a triangular hole in it—the hole being larger than my neck. It
clearly demonstrated that the triangle is the only polygon that holds its shape
despite its three completely flexible corners. 

At this stage in my exploration I discovered that neither physics nor
engineering had a description or definition of what they meant by the word
“structure.” Structure to them is axiomatic and obvious—the “solid” block of
marble, the “rigidity of stone.” Since I found my triangular necklace stable and
since the triangular necklace which held its shape consists of three separate
push-pull, firmly shaped aluminum tubes and three flexible dacron cord
corner-angle coherers, I formulated my definition of structure as “a complex of
events that interact to produce a stable pattern.” I proceeded to explain that
interaction as “a system whose component events are persistently
interpositioned by a balance of the forces of interrepulsion and
interattraction.” I found the necklace structure to be just such a complex of
push-pull coherence. I thus concluded that triangulation is essential to
structure and that no other polygon is stable. 

Since the minimum system in Universe, the tetrahedron, is entirely embraced
by exactly four triangles and since the triangle alone produces a stable
pattern I concluded that the tetrahedron is the minimum and simplest
structural system in Universe. No wonder it and its contained octahedron
together with its external, all-space-filling companion octahedra are the
structural components of diamonds; no wonder that the chemist Vant Hoff
was the first chemist ever to receive the Nobel Prize for his optical proof of the
tetrahedronal configuration of carbon. No wonder Paul MacCready’s
Gossamer Albatross was light enough to be human-muscle pedalled in its
flight across the English Channel, its structural components being made of
tetrahedronally stabilized carbon fibers. 

The minimum structural system in universe—the tetrahedron can be
tensegrity structured and a linear growth of the tensegrity tetrahedron
becomes a tensegrity column. The carbon fiber is most probably constructed in
exactly this way as the tensegrity tetrahedron column is demonstrably the
strongest and lightest column structurally producible.131

131 R. Buckminster Fuller, Letter on Tensegrity to Robert Burkhart, 1982,
http://209.196.135.250/burkhardt/section1.html
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Most of humanity knows of Fuller’s discovery of the Geodesic Dome, but few realize
that geodesic domes are themselves tensegrities.

132 Tensegrity Mast (struts shaped like central angles of a tetrahedron), Photo by Christopher Rywalt
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Fuller explains:
The great structural systems of Universe are accomplished by islanded
compression and omnicontinuous tension. Tensegrity is a contraction of
tensional integrity structuring. All geodesic domes are tensegrity structures,
whether the tension-islanded compression differentiations are visible to the
observer or not. Tensegrity geodesic spheres do what they do because they
have the properties of hydraulically or pneumatically inflated structures.133

We are all familiar with the geodesic dome at Disney World in Florida. The larger the
tensegrity the stronger it is. Theoretically there is no limitation to the size of a
tensegrity. Cities could be covered with geodesic domes. Planets could be contained
within them. 

The only limiting factors are the amount of materials and the degree of our
technologies. As Donald Ingber explains: 

Tensegrity structures are mechanically stable not because of the strength of
individual members but because of the way the entire structure distributes

133 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, Volumes I &
II, New York, Macmillan Publishing Co, 1975, 1979
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and balances mechanical stresses. The geodesic domes of Buckminster Fuller,
are basically frameworks made up of rigid struts, each of which can bear
tension or compression. The struts that make up the framework are connected
into triangles, pentagons or hexagons, and each strut is oriented so as to
constrain each joint to a fixed position, thereby assuring the stability of the
whole structure. 

Tensegrity structures share one critical feature, which is that tension is
continuously transmitted across all structural members. In other words, an
increase in tension in one of the members results in increased tension in
members throughout the structure—even ones on the opposite side. This
global increase in tension is balanced by an increase in compression within
certain members spaced throughout the structure. In this way, the structure
stabilizes itself through a mechanism that Fuller described as continuous
tension and local compression. In contrast, most buildings derive their
stability from continuous compression because of the force of gravity.

The tension-bearing members in these structures—whether Fuller's domes or
Snelson's sculptures—map out the shortest paths between adjacent members
(and are therefore, by definition, arranged geodesically) Tensional forces
naturally transmit themselves over the shortest distance between two points,
so the members of a tensegrity structure are precisely positioned to best
withstand stress. For this reason, tensegrity structures offer a maximum
amount of strength for a given amount of building material.134

Fuller Explaining Tensegrity
From his Letter on Tensegrity to Robert Burkhart, Fuller wrote:

What I wish to communicate to you now is all-and-only that which I consider
germane to your questioning of how tensegrity structuring can be
comprehensively comprehended and formally calculated as in the following
illustrations on how tensegrity-geodesic structure function on a microcosmic
level. 

The balloon is a net in which the holes are so small that the molecules of gas
inside the balloon are larger than the holes and wherefore the molecules
cannot get out. The next thing that we discover is the pressure of the gases

134 Donald E. Ingber, The Architecture of Life,  Scientific American Magazine, January 1998
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explained by their kinetics. That is, the molecules are in motion: they are not
rigid. There is nothing static at all pushing against the net. The gas molecules
are hitting it like projectiles. All of the molecules of gas were pressure loaded
into the system and are tying to get out of the system: this is what gives the
basketball its firmness. If we pump in more molecules they are not only more
crowded but more accelerated. This produces heat and ever greater pressure. 

The middle of the chord of an arc is always nearer to the center of the sphere
than the ends of the chord. Chord ends are always pushing the net outwardly
from the system’s spherical center. The gas molecules are stretching the net
outwardly. All outwardly thrusting gas molecules have an-equal-and-opposite
thrusting reaction molecule partner. In the tensegrity sphere model each of
the wooden sticks or struts represents a pair of action-and-reaction forces of
the gas molecules outward caroming blows is a total spherical enlargement
which stretches the skin. The skin (network stringing) acts to resist the
outward motion (stretch), The skin is finite and closes back upon itself in all
circumferential directions. The net represents a tensional force with all its
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force arrows bound inwardly, balancing all the outward bound molecules,
hitting the net and caroming around, with every molecule action having its
equal and oppositely accelerative gas molecule reaction mate. The two paired
action and reaction gas molecules produce glancing-blow, chordal pair,
outward forces of the tensegrity sphere. 

The molecules do not huddle together at the spherical center and then
simultaneously explode outward to hit the balloon skin in one
omnidirectionally outbound wave. Instead the paired oppositely accelerated
gas molecules carom around in the largest, most comfortable circles (the great
circles). All great circles cross other great circles twice in each circuit. When a
third great circle crosses two others it inherently produces six vertex
crossings and eight asymmetric spherical triangles. This is the spherical
octahedron. The opposite direction reaction molecule makes its spherical
octahedron. The two spherical octahedra’s 12 vertices produce the
icosahedron’s twelve vertices. With millions of the fast formation of the
asymmetric icosahedral patterning the plus-minus averaging produces the
regular icosahedral sphere. 

Not only are there critical proximities that show up physically, but there are
critical proximities tensionally and critical proximities compressionally—that
is, there are repellings. 

What makes the net take the shape that it does is simply the molecules that
happen to hit it at any one moment. The molecules that are not hitting at the
moment considered have nothing to do with the balloon’s or the basketball’s
shape. There is the certainty that other molecules might hit the network at
other moments but that is not what we are concerned with. The shape it has
at any one moment is only by virtue of the ones that are hitting it at that
moment. 

The molecules near the surface of the net are coursing in chordally ricocheting
great-circle patterns around the net’s inner surface. 

Because every action has its reaction, it would be possible to pair all the
molecules so that they would behave as, for instance, two swimmers do who
dive into a swimming tank from opposite ends, meet in the middle, and then,
employing each other’s inertia, bend tight their knees and bodies and shove off
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from each other’s feet in opposite directions. This produces and acceleration
effectiveness equal to what the swimmers experience when shoving off from
the tank’s “solid” wall. 

135

The pattern indicates that we could have each and all of the paired molecules
bounce off their partners and dart away in opposite directions, with each

135 R. Buckminster Fuller, Chordal Ricochet Pattern in Stretch Action of a Balloon Net (Fig. 762.01)
SYNERGETICS, ibid
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hitting the balloon net and pushing it outwardly as they each angled off from
glancing blows to travel in new directions, but always toward the net at
another point where at critical repelling proximities, they pair off
nonsimultaneously at high frequency of re-repellment shove-offs to ricochet off
the net at such a high frequency of events as to keep the net stretched
outwardly in all directions. This represents what the molecules of balloon or
basketball or football or tennis ball or ping pong ball-confined gases are doing.
With discontinuous compression and continuous tension, we make geodesic
structures function in the same way. 

There is always water intervening between the surface or the feet of the
swimmers shoving off from one another. This water produces internal between
the swimmers a critical proximity of their energy interpatterning.

The spaces between the energy-action-net components are smaller than are the
internally captivated and mutually inter-repelled gas molecules; wherefore
the gas molecules, which are complex low-frequency energy events, interfere
with the higher-frequency, omni-enclosing net-webbing energy events. The
pattern is similar to that of fish crowded in a spherical net and therefore
running tangentially outward into the net in approximately all directions.
Fish caught in nets produce an enclosure-frustrated, would-be escape pattern.
In the tensegrities, you have gravity or electromagnetism producing the
ultimate tension forces, but you don’t have any strings or ultimately smallest
solid threads. The more we think about it and the more we experiment, the less
reliable becomes our academic concept “solid.” The balloon is indeed not only
full of holes, but it is in fact utterly discontinuous. It is an energy network and
not a bag. In fact, it is a spherical neighborhood of critically proximate
interattraction of ultra-high-frequency energy events. 

In a gas balloon. we do not have a continuous membrane of film. There is no
such thing as a continuous “solid” skin or a “solid” or a “continuous” anything
in Universe. What we do have is a network pattern, a network of energy
actions interspersed with vast spaces or lack of energy events. The mass-
interattracted atomic components not only are not touching each other, but
they are as remote from one another as are Sun and its planets 

People think spontaneously of a basketball as a continuous skin or solidly
impervious unitary and spherically enclosed membrane holding the gas. They
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say that because the gas cannot get out and because it is under pressure, the
pressure makes the balloon spheroidal. This means that the gas is pushing the
skin outwardly in all directions. People think of a solid mass of air jammed into
a pneumatic bag. But if we look at this skin with a microscope, we find that.it
is not a continuous film at all: it is full of holes. It is made up of molecules that
are fairly remote from one another. It is in reality a great energy aggregate of
Milky Way-like atomic constellations cohering only gravitationally to act as
the invisible, tensional integrities of the energetic, high-frequency event
“fibers” with which the webbing of the pneumatic balloon’s net is woven. 

We now comprehend that geodesic tensegrity structuring provides the first
true and visualizable model of pneumatic structures in which the relative
thickness of the enclosing films, in proportion to diameter, rapidly decreases
with the increasing size of the balloons or spheric networks. In the case of
geodesic tensegrity structures, no overcrowding of interior gas molecules,
imprisoned within a submolecular mesh net, is necessary to thrust the net’s
structure outward from its spherical geometric center, because the
compressional struts, locally islanded. as outward-thrusting struts at both
their ends, push the spherical net outwardly at every vertexial advantage of
network convergence. Geodesic tensegrities are the “hollowed-out” balloons
discarding their redundantly “solid” air core. 

The larger the sphere the greater the number of molecules, the lower the
pressure and the more the surface on which to distribute the “loadings” or
pressured impinging upon the pneumatic system. Doubling the size of the
pneumatic or tensegrity sphere reduces the surface enclosure stressing to one
quarter the former local slow stressing occasioned by an external force
impingement of a given magnitude. 

Geodesic tensegrities are true pneumatic structures in purest design
frequency principle. They obviate the randomness and redundance
characterizing the work of designers dealing only with pneumatics who
happen to be successful in blowing air into a bladder while being utterly
dependent upon the subvisible behaviors of chemical phenomena. Geodesic
tensegrity engineering enables discrete separation of all the structural events
into two diametrically opposed magnitude classes: all the outward-bound
phenomena which are too large to pass through all the interstices of all the
inward-bound events in the too-small class. This is the same kind of
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redundancy that occurs in reinforced concrete which, if drilled out wherever
redundant components exist, would disclose an orderly four-prime-magnitude
complex octahedron- tetrahedron truss network, disencumbered of more than
50 percent of its weight. 

The geodesic tensegrity is a balloon out of which have been removed all the
molecules of gas not at the moment hitting the skin and in which those
specific molecules of gas that happen to be impinging from within against the
skin at any one moment (thus pushing it outwardly) are replaced by the
islanded geodesic struts, and all other redundant molecules are discarded. It is
possible to sew pockets on the inside surface of a balloon skin corresponding in
pattern to the islanded tensegrity geodesic strut-end positions and to insert
into those pockets stiff battens that cause the otherwise limp balloon bag to
take spherical shape, as it would if filled with a pressured-in gas. If we employ
hydraulic pressure within the local islands of compression for dimensional
stability, and if we employ gas molecules between the liquid molecules for local
shock-load compressibility (ergo, flexibility), we will find that our geodesic
tensegrity structures will in every way have taken advantage of the same
structural-strategy principles employed by nature in all her sizes of biological
formulations. 

We then discover that all geometrical structural systems can be
encompassingly realized by only the isolated omni-islanded discontinuous
compression (repulsive) force components omni-integrated by the always
closed back into itself, continuous tensional network of interattracting. This is
to say that for every geometrical structural system, simple or complex, there is
always a tensegrity structure. 136

✺

Today, biologists are finding that tensegrity is Nature’s favorite pattern for living
organization. These discoveries would not have surprised Buckminster Fuller. Again
from his Letter on Tensegrity:

At the time when Watson, Crick, and Wilkerson were engaged in the virology
research which led to their discovery of the DNA-RNA tetrahelix, Dr. Klug at

136 R. Buckminster Fuller, Letter on Tensegrity to Robert Burkhart, 1982,
http://209.196.135.250/burkhardt/section4.html
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the Birbeck College of London University was studying the protein shell of the
virus which housed the DNA-RNA. 

At that time my geodesic domes were being installed all around the world and
pictures of them were widely and frequently published. Dr. Klug’s particular
exploring of the structure of the protein shell of the virus was being conducted
with X-ray diffraction photography. Dr. Klug wrote to me in America to tell me
that the interpatterning of nodes of the protein shells of the virus seemed to
resemble the patterns he observed in the published photographs of my
geodesic structures. By the way, geodesics means “the most economical
interrelationship between two or more events.” Based upon my knowledge of
the supreme structural quanta efficiency of the icosahedron as employing the
least energy per volume of the three and only primitive structural systems in
Universe: the tetrahedron, octahedron, and icosahedron, I decided that it was
probable that nature would use the most voluminous and most energy
economical structure to enclose the most precious design controlling of all
regenerative biological life. I wrote back to Dr. Klug telling him that he would
probably discover that the number of nodes of the protein shells would always
be the frequency of the modular subdivision of the icosahedronal system
sphere taken to its second power multiplied by ten plus the number two. 

A few years later the virological scientists held the first world congress at Cold
Spring Harbor, Long Island, New York, U.S.A. 

This was the last year in which the New York Herald-Tribune was published
(it went on to be published abroad as an international edition). 

The world virologist congress proceedings were published covering the whole
first page of the New York Herald-Tribune. They published a number of the
pictures of closest packed unit-radius spheres that I have included in this
letter. Using my name, the world virologists announced that my formula of
1OF2 + 2 had proven to be correct and that the D.N.A. or R.N.A. tetrahelix
controlling of the designs of all biological organisms was indeed protectively
enclosed within nature’s most spacious and economically constructed
icosahedronal geodesic spherical protein shell. 

This very powerfully confirmed the strategies and effectiveness of the geodesic
tensegrity scenario related to you in this letter.” 137
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The human body is a tensegrity. In fact, the body is a tensegrity of tensegrities.
Tensegrity is the pattern that allows win-win relationships between the parts of the
whole system.The following chapter on Life and tensegrity is from a paper written by
Dr. Donald Ingber with my annotations added in copper colored font.

137 R. Buckminster Fuller, Letter on Tensegrity to Robert Burkhart, 1982,
http://209.196.135.250/burkhardt/section5.html
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The Architecture of Life
by Donald Ingber 138

Life is the ultimate example of complexity at work. An organism, whether it is a
bacterium or a baboon, develops through an incredibly complex series of interactions
involving a vast number of different components. These components, or subsystems,
are themselves made up of smaller molecular components, which independently
exhibit their own dynamic behavior, such as the ability to catalyze chemical reactions.
Yet when they are combined into some larger functioning unit—such as a cell or
tissue—utterly new and unpredictable properties emerge, including the ability to
move, to change shape and to grow. 

Although researchers have recognized this intriguing fact for some time, most
discount it in their quest to explain life's fundamentals. For the past several decades,
biologists have attempted to advance our understanding of how the human body
works by defining the properties of life's critical materials and molecules, such as
DNA, the stuff of genes. Indeed, biologists are now striving to identify every gene in
the complete set, known as the genome, that every human being carries. Because
genes are the "blueprints" for the key molecules of life, such as proteins, this Holy
Grail of molecular biology will lead in the near future to a catalogue of essentially all
the molecules from which a human is created. Understanding what the parts of a
complex machine are made of, however, does little to explain how the whole system
works, regardless of whether the complex system is a combustion engine or a cell. In
other words, identifying and describing the molecular puzzle pieces will do little if we
do not understand the rules for their assembly. 

That nature applies common assembly rules is implied by the recurrence—at scales
from the molecular to the macroscopic—of certain patterns, such as spirals, pentagons
and triangulated forms. These patterns appear in structures ranging from highly
regular crystals to relatively irregular proteins and in organisms as diverse as
viruses, plankton and humans. After all, both organic and inorganic matter are made
of the same building blocks: atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and
phosphorus. The only difference is how the atoms are arranged in three-dimensional
space.

138 Donald E. Ingber, The Architecture of Life, Scientific American Magazine, January 1998
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This phenomenon, in which components join together to form larger, stable structures
having new properties that could not have been predicted from the characteristics of
their individual parts, is known as “self-assembly” (synergy). It is observed at many
scales in nature. In the human body, for example, large molecules self-assemble
(synergize) into cellular components known as organelles, which self-assemble
(synergize) into cells, which self-assemble (synergize) into tissues, which self-assemble
(synergize) into organs. The result is a body organized hierarchically as tiers of
systems within systems. Thus, if we are to understand fully the way living creatures
form and function, we need to uncover these basic principles that guide biological
organization.

Despite centuries of study, researchers still know relatively little about the forces that
guide atoms to self-assemble (synergize) into molecules. They know even less about
how groups of molecules join together to create living cells and tissues. Over the past
two decades, however, I have discovered and explored an intriguing and seemingly
fundamental aspect of self-assembly (synergy). An astoundingly wide variety of
natural systems, including carbon atoms, water molecules, proteins, viruses, cells,
tissues and even humans and other living creatures, are constructed using a common
form of architecture known as tensegrity. The term refers to a system that stabilizes
itself mechanically because of the way in which tensional and compressive forces are
distributed and balanced within the structure.

This fundamental finding could one day have practical applications in many areas. For
example, new understanding of tensegrity at the cellular level has allowed us to
comprehend better how cellular shape and mechanical forces—such as pressure in
blood vessels or compression in bone—influence the activities of genes. At the same
time, deeper understanding of natural rules of self-assembly (synergy) will allow us to
make better use—in applications ranging from drug design to tissue engineering—of
the rapidly accumulating data we have about molecules, cells and other biological
components. An explanation of why tensegrity is so ubiquitous in nature may also
provide new insight into the very forces that drive biological organization—and
perhaps into evolution itself.

My interest in tensegrity dates back to my undergraduate years in the mid-1970s at
Yale University. There my studies of cell biology and also of sculpture led me to realize
that the question of how living things form has less to do with chemical composition
than with architecture. The molecules and cells that form our tissues are continually
removed and replaced; it is the maintenance of pattern and architecture, I reasoned,
that we call life.
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A universal set of building rules seems to guide the design of organic structures—from
simple carbon compounds to complex cells and tissues.

From Skeleton to Cytoskeleton 
What does tensegrity have to do with the human body? The principles of tensegrity
apply at essentially every detectable size scale in the body. At the macroscopic level,
the 206 bones that constitute our skeleton are pulled up against the force of gravity
and stabilized in a vertical form by the pull of tensile muscles, tendons and ligaments
(similar to the cables in Snelson’s sculptures). In other words, in the complex
tensegrity structure inside every one of us, bones are the compression struts, and
muscles, tendons and ligaments are the tension-bearing members. At the other end of
the scale, proteins and other key molecules in the body also stabilize themselves
through the principles of tensegrity. My own interest lies in between these two
extremes, at the cellular level.

As a graduate student working with James D. Jamieson at Yale, I focused on how the
components of biological systems—especially of cells—interacted mechanically. At this
time, in the late 1970s, biologists generally viewed the cell as a viscous fluid or gel
surrounded by a membrane, much like a balloon filled with molasses. Cells were
known to contain an internal framework, or cytoskeleton, composed of three different
types of molecular protein polymers, known as microfilaments, intermediate filaments
and microtubules. But their role in controlling cell shape was poorly understood.

Another mystery in those days concerned the way isolated cells behave when placed on
different surfaces. It had been long known that cells spread out and flatten when they
attach to a rigid glass or plastic culture dish. In 1980, however, Albert K. Harris of the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill showed that when affixed to a flexible
rubber substrate, cells contract and become more spherical. This contraction bunches
up, or puckers, the underlying rubber.

It occurred to me that a view of the cell as a tensegrity structure could easily explain
such behavior. I modeled a cell as such a structure; it consisted of six wood dowels and
some elastic string. I arranged the dowels—which bore the compressive stress—in
three pairs. Each pair was perpendicular to the other two, and none of the wood struts
actually touched one another. A tension-bearing elastic string connected to the ends of
all the dowels, pulling them into a stable, three-dimensional form. I also placed a
smaller, spherical tensegrity model, representing the nucleus, within the larger one
that represented the rest of the cell. Then, to mimic cytoskeletal connections between
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the nucleus and the rest of the cell, I stretched elastic strings from the surface of the
large tensegrity structure to the smaller one inside.

To understand how my experiment worked, it is necessary to know that pushing down
on a tensegrity model of the kind I built forces it into what appears to be a flattened
pile of sticks and string. As soon as the pressure is removed, the energy stored in the
tensed filaments causes the model to spring back to its original, roughly spherical
shape. To simulate how cells behave when placed on a surface, I mimicked a solid
culture substrate of glass or plastic by stretching a piece of cloth taut and pinning it
firmly to a piece of wood below. I affixed the tensegrity model to the substrate by
flattening it and sewing the ends of some of the dowels to the cloth. These attachments
were analogous to the cell-surface molecules, now known as integrins or adhesion
receptors, that physically connect a cell to its anchoring substrate.

With the dowel ends sewed to the tightly pinned cloth, the model remained flat, just as
a real cell does on a hard substrate. When I lifted the pins to free the cloth from the
wood, however, thereby making the cell’s anchoring surface flexible, the tensegrity
model popped up into its more spherical form, puckering the cloth underneath.
Furthermore, I noticed that when I stretched the model flat by connecting it to the
cloth substrate, the cell and nucleus inside it extended in a coordinated manner. The
nucleus model also moved toward the bottom of the simulated cell. Soon thereafter, I
showed experimentally that living cells and nuclei spread and polarize in a similar
manner when they adhere to a substrate. Thus, with my highly simplified
construction, I showed that tensegrity structures mimic the known behavior of living
cells.

Hard-Wiring in Cells 
In the years since my modeling experiment, biologists have learned a great deal about
the mechanical aspects of cells, and their findings seem to confirm that cells do indeed
get their shape from tensegrity. Further, just as the models predict, most cells derive
their structure not only from the cytoskeleton's three major types of filaments but also
from the extracellular matrix—the anchoring scaffolding to which cells are naturally
secured in the body.

Inside the cell, a gossamer network of contractile micro-filaments—a key element of the
cytoskeleton—extends through-out the cell, exerting tension. In other words, it pulls
the cell's membrane and all its internal constituents toward the nucleus at the core.
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Opposing this inward pull are two main types of compressive elements, one of which is
outside the cell and the other inside. The component outside the cell is the
extracellular matrix; the compressive “girders” inside the cell can be either
microtubules or large bundles of cross-linked micro-filaments within the cytoskeleton.
The third component of the cytoskeleton, the intermediate filaments, are the great
integrators, connecting microtubules and contractile micro-filaments to one another
as well as to the surface membrane and the cell's nucleus. In addition, they act as guy
wires, stiffening the central nucleus and securing it in place. Although the
cytoskeleton is surrounded by membranes and penetrated by viscous fluid, it is this
hard-wired network of molecular struts and cables that stabilizes cell shape.

Cytoskeleton Architecture

If the cell and nucleus are physically connected by tensile filaments and not solely by a
fluid cytoplasm, then pulling on receptors at the cell surface should produce
immediate structural changes deep inside the cell. Recently Andrew Maniotis, who
was in my group at Children’s Hospital of Harvard Medical School, demonstrated this
directly. By binding micropipettes to adhesion receptors on the surface of living cells
and pulling outward, Maniotis caused cytoskeletal filaments and structures in the
nucleus to realign immediately in the direction of pull. Thus, as my early experiments
suggested, cells and nuclei do not behave like viscous water balloons.

How Mechanics Controls Biochemistry 
Tensegrity can be invoked to explain more than the stabilization of cellular and
nuclear form. For example, Steven R. Heidemann, working with Harish Joshi and
Robert E. Buxbaum of Michigan State University in the mid-1980s, found that
tensegrity can explain how nerve cells extend long, thin projections called neurites,
which are filled with microtubules and transmit electrical signals in the nervous
system. This growth is required for repair of nerve damage.
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Heidemann’s group found that microtubules are compressed at their ends by the pull of
surrounding contractile microfilaments inside the neurites. More important, the
researchers discovered that microtubule assembly (elongation)—and, hence, neurite
extension—is promoted by shifting compressive loads off the microtubule and onto the
cell's attachments to its extracellular matrix. In other words, the existence of a
tensegrity force balance provides a means to integrate mechanics and biochemistry at
the molecular level.

Very recently, Andrew Matus of the Friedrich Miescher Institute in Basel added a
vivid footnote to this story. By making cells that produce fluorescent microtubules,
Matus actually viewed those microtubules buckling under compression.

The tensegrity model suggests that the structure of the cell’s cytoskeleton can be
changed by altering the balance of physical forces transmitted across the cell surface.
This finding is important because many of the enzymes and other substances that
control protein synthesis, energy conversion and growth in the cell are physically
immobilized on the cytoskeleton. For this reason, changing cytoskeletal geometry and
mechanics could affect biochemical reactions and even alter the genes that are
activated and thus the proteins that are made.

To investigate this possibility further, Rahul Singhvi and Christopher S. Chen in my
group, working with George M. Whitesides, also at Harvard, developed a method to
engineer cell shape and function. They forced living cells to take on different shapes—
spherical or flattened, round or square--by placing them on tiny, adhesive “islands”
composed of extracellular matrix. Each adhesive island was surrounded by a Teflon-
like surface to which cells could not adhere.

By simply modifying the shape of the cell, they could switch cells between different
genetic programs. Cells that spread flat became more likely to divide, whereas round
cells that were prevented from spreading activated a death program known as
apoptosis. When cells were neither too extended nor too retracted, they neither divided
nor died. Instead they differentiated themselves in a tissue-specific manner: capillary
cells formed hollow capillary tubes; liver cells secreted proteins that the liver normally
supplies to the blood; and so on.
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Thus, mechanical restructuring of the cell and cytoskeleton apparently tells the cell
what to do. Very flat cells, with their cytoskeletons stretched, sense that more cells are
needed to cover the surrounding substrate—as in wound repair—and that cell
division is needed. Rounding indicates that too many cells are competing for space on
the matrix and that cells are proliferating too much; some must die to prevent tumor
formation. In between these two extremes, normal tissue function is established and
maintained. Understanding how this switching occurs could lead to new approaches
to cancer therapy and tissue repair and perhaps even to the creation of artificial-
tissue replacements.

Making Cells Do the Twist
The next level up in the hierarchy of self-assembly (synergy) is the formation of tissues,
which are created from the joining of cells to one another and to their extracellular
matrix. One emergent property of tissues is how they behave mechanically. Many
different types of tissue, including muscle, cartilage, blood vessels and skin, exhibit a
response known as linear stiffening. If you pull on your skin, for example, you will feel
the resistance increase as you tug harder. An increasing external force is met with
increasing resistance. Recent studies show that even isolated molecules, such as DNA,
exhibit linear stiffening, yet until we examined this phenomenon in the context of
tensegrity, there was no mechanical or mathematical explanation for this behavior.

In 1993 my co-worker Ning Wang, working with James P. Butler of the Harvard School
of Public Health, developed a device that allowed us to twist individual molecules on
the surface membrane of living cells while simultaneously measuring the cellular
response. We found that when we increased the stress applied to integrins (molecules
that go through the cell's membrane and link the extracellular matrix to the internal
cytoskeleton), the cells responded by becoming stiffer and stiffer--just as whole tissues
do. Furthermore, living cells could be made stiff or flexible by varying the prestress in
the cytoskeleton by changing, for example, the tension in contractile microfilaments.

Although the exact details of the interaction are not all known, we showed, using a
stick-and-string tensegrity model, that the gist of the response can be discerned from
the way in which tensegrity structures respond to stress. Essentially, all the
interconnected structural elements of a tensegrity model rearrange themselves in
response to a local stress. Linear stiffening results because as the applied stress
increases, more of the members come to lie in the direction of the applied stress.
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Linear Stiffening

Working with Dimitrije Stamenovic of Boston University, we developed a
mathematical model based on these principles. It predicts, for the first time, the
linear-stiffening response of tissues, living cells and even molecules. We hope to use
this model to help design advanced materials that have the linear-stiffening property
and that may be useful in such applications as protective clothing and artificial body
parts. The same mathematical approach may also be incorporated within computer
programs as a shortcut to accelerate molecular modeling and drug design.

In Wang’s magnetic-twisting studies and in Maniotis’s micropipette-pulling
experiments, we found that applying stress to cell-surface receptors involved with
metabolism—rather than adhesion—did not effectively convey force to the inside of the
cell. Thus, these studies confirmed that mechanical forces are transmitted over
specific molecular paths in living cells, a finding that provided new insight into how
cells sense mechanical stimuli that regulate tissue development. This insight, in turn,
may help us better understand a wide variety of phenomena, from the growth of
muscle in response to tension to the growth of plant roots in response to gravity.

Molecular Geodesic Domes 
Although the tensegrity models predicted many cell behaviors, one disparity needed
explaining. Many cells can spread and flatten without microtubules—the most
important compression struts in the model. If living cells can change from spherical to
flat without these struts, how can tensegrity apply? Again using an uncomplicated
modeling approach, I found that, incredibly, the microfilament network itself is a
tensegrity structure.

In the cytoskeleton of a living cell, contractile microfilaments form a lattice that
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reorganizes locally into different forms, such as large bundles or networks of triangles.
To explore the mechanism behind this reorganization, I modeled the microfilament
lattice as a polyhedral framework of soda straws that contained six triangles and four
squares. The straws were held together by a single elastic string that I threaded
through all the straws and tied to itself. I assumed that each soda straw in the model
represented a single contractile microfilament that could generate mechanical tension
by shortening itself. It is known that contractile microfilaments get stiffer when they
shorten. Thus, the internal elastic thread in the model would then mimic the
continuous tension in the whole structure that results from the shortening of all these
stiffened filaments.

I assumed that this soda-straw model represented one modular cytoskeletal unit that
interconnected in all directions with other similar modules in a round, unattached
(suspended) cell. The question I was trying to answer was, What would happen to this
framework if the cell it supported were to attach to a rigid surface?

Tensegrity Transformation

Cells attach by binding to surface-bound molecules in the extracellular matrix. But
cells are not evenly “glued” to the matrix; rather they are “spot welded” in localized
sites known as focal adhesions. Contractile microfilaments respond to anchorage by
shortening and increasing isometric tension within the lattice. The soda-straw models
suggested that the increasing tension produced by attachment would cause the
individual contractile microfilaments that formed the squares in the model to self-
assemble into linear bundles stretching between these focal-adhesion sites where
integrin receptors anchor the cell to the matrix. In fact, when living cells spread on a
surface, individual contractile microfilaments align in a nearly identical manner to
form bundles called stress fibers.
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In contrast, at the top of the cell, there is no adhesive substrate to resist the pull of the
shortening microfilaments. In these regions the contraction of each microfilament can
be resisted only by the pull and stiffness of its neighboring filaments. Buckminster
Fuller showed many years ago that inward pulling and twisting causes this type of
polyhedral structure to undergo what he called a jitterbug-transformation: the highly
flexible framework of squares and triangles converts into fully triangulated
octahedral or tetrahedral forms—or, in other words, into fully triangulated tensegrity
structures.

When I interconnected many similar soda-straw models, I found that the individual
modules progressively contracted, resulting in the formation of a geodesic framework
composed of alternating octahedral and tetrahedral forms, closely packed. In a cell,
contraction of surrounding microfilament networks that interconnect with the cell
base would bend this framework down over the spherical nucleus, thereby
transforming it into a highly triangulated dome—specifically, a geodesic dome.

Elias Lazarides, then at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York, and Mary
Osborn and Klaus Weber of the Max Planck Institute in Göttingen, Germany,
observed these very transformations in the region of the cytoplasm above the nucleus
in spreading cells. Significantly, the existence of a geodesic dome within the
cytoskeleton at the molecular level demonstrates conclusively that cells can and do
use the architecture of tensegrity to shape their cytoskeleton.

A Universal Pattern 
The geodesic structure found within the cytoskeleton is a classic example of a pattern
that is found everywhere in nature, at many different size scales. Spherical groups of
carbon atoms called buckminsterfullerenes or buckyballs, along with viruses,
enzymes, organelles, cells and even small organisms, all exhibit geodesic forms.
Strangely, few researchers seem to have asked why this is so. My view is that this
recurrent pattern is visual evidence of the existence of common rules for self-assembly
(synergy). In particular, all these entities stabilize themselves in three dimensions in
a similar way: by arranging their parts to minimize energy and mass through
continuous tension and local compression—that is, through tensegrity.

The assembly of viruses, the smallest form of life on the earth, involves binding
interactions between many similar proteins that come together to form a geodesic
viral coat that encloses the genetic material. During virus formation, linear
extensions of the proteins overlap with similar tails that extend from neighboring
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proteins to form a triangulated geodesic framework on the nanometer scale. Each joint
in this framework self-stabilizes as a result of a balance between the pull of
intermolecular attractive forces (hydrogen bonds) and the ability of the individual
protein tails to resist compression and buckling.

The same basic scheme is apparent in buckyballs, except that the building blocks are
atoms instead of proteins. In buckyballs, 60 carbon atoms form a geodesic sphere
covered by 20 hexagons interspersed with 12 pentagons: the pattern on a soccer ball.
In effect, the 90 carbon-carbon bonds in a buckyball are the struts in a tensegrity
sphere.

It is more difficult, however, to see that the same building rules also apply to irregular
structures, including many biological molecules, that do not exhibit geodesic forms.
Proteins, on which cells depend for structure, catalysis and many other functions, are
long strings of amino acids. Small regions of the protein’s amino acid backbone fold
into helical forms that stabilize themselves through a balance between the attractive
force of hydrogen bonds (pulling together different regions of the molecule) and the
ability of the protein coil to resist shortening, or compression. In other words, these
helical regions stabilize themselves through tensegrity—as does any helical molecule,
such as DNA.

Protein organization also involves hierarchical assembly. The small regions of a
protein that are helically stiffened are separated from one another by parts of the
same amino acid backbone that act as if they were flexible hinges. These strutlike
regions fold back on themselves (because of tensile hydrogen-bonding forces) in order
to stabilize the entire molecule. The stiffened helices may be extremely compressed
locally, even though forces are equilibrated across the whole prestressed molecule.

Because a local force can change the shape of an entire tensegrity structure, the
binding of a molecule to a protein can cause the different, stiffened helical regions to
rearrange their relative positions throughout the length of the protein. For example,
when a signal-bearing molecule binds to a receptor that goes through the membrane
and into a cell, the attachment can cause conformational changes at the opposite end
of the receptor. These conformational changes, in turn, alter the shape of adjacent
proteins and trigger a cascade of molecular restructuring inside that cell. Indeed, this
is how cells sense and respond to changes in their environment.

Thus, from the molecules to the bones and muscles and tendons of the human body,
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tensegrity is clearly nature's preferred building system. Only tensegrity, for example,
can explain how every time that you move your arm, your skin stretches, your
extracellular matrix extends, your cells distort, and the interconnected molecules that
form the internal framework of the cell feel the pull—all without any breakage or
discontinuity.

Remarkably, tensegrity may even explain how all these phenomena are so perfectly
coordinated in a living creature. At the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Donald S.
Coffey and Kenneth J. Pienta found that tensegrity structures function as coupled
harmonic oscillators. DNA, nuclei, cytoskeletal filaments, membrane ion channels and
entire living cells and tissues exhibit characteristic resonant frequencies of vibration.
Very simply, transmission of tension through a tensegrity array provides a means to
distribute forces to all interconnected elements and, at the same time, to couple, or
“tune,” the whole system mechanically as one.

Implications for Evolution and Beyond 
Although changes in DNA generate biological diversity, genes are a product of
evolution, not its driving force. In fact, geodesic forms similar to those found in
viruses, enzymes and cells existed in the inorganic world of crystals and minerals long
before DNA ever came into existence. Even water molecules are structured
geodesically.

The relevant question is, How did organic molecules and cells evolve from inorganic
components? After all, in terms of how emergent properties arise, self-assembly of
molecules into organelles or cells into tissues is not very different from the self-
assembly of atoms into compounds. For example, sodium, an explosive metal, and
chlorine, a poisonous gas, combine to form sodium chloride, whose emergent property
is that it can be used as table salt. The important principle here is the manner in
which a structure shapes itself and holds its subcomponents together in three-
dimensional space; this characteristic is what defines the way the structure as a
whole will behave.

More broadly, all matter is subject to the same spatial constraints, regardless of scale
or position. Thus, given these constraints, tensegrity is the most economical and
efficient way to build--at the molecular scale, at the macroscopic scale and at all scales
in between. It is possible that fully triangulated tensegrity structures may have been
selected through evolution because of their structural efficiency--their high
mechanical strength using a minimum of materials. The flexibility exhibited by
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prestressed tensegrity structures would be advantageous because it allows structures
to take on different shapes. For example, if a molecule or cell were able to transform
into a shape that was more stable at a certain temperature or pressure, or more
efficient metabolically, then its lifetime would have been extended. It would have been
more likely to interact with other, similar entities and then to self-assemble once
again.

Researchers now think biological evolution began in layers of clay, rather than in the
primordial sea. Interestingly, clay is itself a porous network of atoms arranged
geodesically within octahedral and tetrahedral forms. But because these octahedra
and tetrahedra are not closely packed, they retain the ability to move and slide
relative to one another. This flexibility apparently allows clay to catalyze many
chemical reactions, including ones that may have produced the first molecular
building blocks of organic life.

Over time, different molecular collectives self-assembled (synergized) to form the first
structures with specialized functions—the forerunners of present-day organelles—
which then combined with one another to create the first simple cells. These cells then
produced proteins that self-assembled (synergized) to form extracellular matrix—
anchoring scaffolds that, in turn, promoted self-assembly (synergy) of multicellular
tissues. Organs developed from the self-assembly (synergy) of tissues, and complex
organisms arose through combination and progressive remodeling of different organs.
Indeed, the development of an embryo from a sperm and an egg recapitulates all these
stages of self-assembly (synergy).

The emergence of DNA and genes gave rise to a new mechanism for generating
structural diversity that accelerated evolution. Yet throughout all this time the rules
guiding the process of hierarchical self-assembly (synergy) remained essentially
unchanged. So it is no surprise that the basic arrangement of bones and muscles is
remarkably similar in Tyrannosaurus rex and Homo sapiens; that animals, insects
and plants all rely on prestress for the mechanical stability of their bodies; and that
geodesic forms, such as hexagons, pentagons and spirals, predominate in natural
systems.

Finally, more philosophical questions arise: Are these building principles universal?
Do they apply to structures that are molded by very large scale forces as well as small-
scale ones? We do not know. Snelson, however, has proposed an intriguing model of the
atom based on tensegrity that takes off where the French physicist Louis de Broglie
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left off in 1923. Fuller himself went so far as to imagine the solar system as a structure
composed of multiple nondeformable rings of planetary motion held together by
continuous gravitational tension. Then, too, the fact that our expanding (tensing)
Universe contains huge filaments of gravitationally linked galaxies and isolated black
holes that experience immense compressive forces locally can only lead us to wonder.
Perhaps there is a single underlying theme to nature after all. As suggested by early
20th-century Scottish zoologist D’Arcy W. Thompson, who quoted Galileo, who, in
turn, cited Plato: the Book of Nature may indeed be written in the characters of
geometry.139

✺

We will return to discuss Life again, but now let us return our focus to Universe.
Universe is hierarchical. It is arranged in levels. But, Universe is not a hierarchy of
things, it is a hierarchy of systems. And systems are simply stabilized patterns of
process.

139 Donald E. Ingber, ibid
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Universe as Hierarchy
In 1964, Edward Haskell, the discoverer of co-Actions, defined Universe as a System-
Hierarchy. He defined seven “kingdoms” of systems—particles, atoms, molecules, geoid
systems, plants, animals, and humans. In his work known as the Unified Science,140

Haskell explained:

The universe is a Systems-Hierarchy. It has evolved in a cumulative manner,
each higher step in this hierarchy, after the first, consisting of lower step
components plus a new entity which has emerged out of the hierarchy,
mutually modified. The world is therefore at the same time “richly strange and
deeply simple.” 

Consider the deep simplicity of Unified Science: the “steps” of its great natural
hierarchy fit together like the broad rings of collapsible aluminium drinking
cup, shown dis-assembled in the above figure. 

Each broad ring represents a natural kingdom or Major Stratum.Large
portions of the bottom ring, stable particles, nest into the second ring, atoms,
as shown by means of the nested braces in the drawing. (Stable particles —
plus neutrons which are composed of stable particles — combine to form
atoms.) Large portions of these two rings nest into the third ring, molecules.
(Atoms combine to form molecules.) Large portion of these three nest into the
fourth ring called geoid systems. (Particles, atoms, and molecules combine to
form the lowest geoid systems, gas -dust clouds, and these form all the higher
ones — stars, planets, moons and so forth.) And so on up to the highest known
natural kingdom, human cultures.

The hierarchy of ecosystems extends, shown in the drawing below, from Alpha
Â to Omega Ω, the beginning and the end—of organization.141

140 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE, ibid, http://www.synearth.net/Haskell/FC/FC.htm
141 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE, ibid
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 Universe as a System Hierarchy 

     142

142 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE, ibid
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In 1976, Arthur Young working independently and without knowledge of Haskell’s
work, formulated the Theory of Process. In it he distinguished seven “stages” of process
in Universe—light, particles, atoms, molecules, plants, animals, and humans. A careful
reading of Young reveals he too is talking about systems—he describes seven ‘stages’
of systems. Remember, a system is “a stabilized pattern of process.” Young explains the
need to emphasize the concept of process:

My first attempt, in 1927, to construct a theory of the universe was influenced
and motivated by the same confidence in the possibility of explaining the
universe in intellectual terms. I called it the theory of structure; it was based
on a theme similar to that of relativity, that reality could be formulated and
captured in pattern. But almost as soon as I started it, I encountered a
difficulty: the enigma of time, an issue I still feel is vital. I considered that the
neglect of time was responsible for the Cretan paradox, discussed by Bertrand
Russell: someone says that all Cretans are liars; but he himself is a Cretan. If
he speaks the truth, then he is lying; if he lies, he is speaking the truth. The
problem, I felt, could be resolved only by making logic subordinate to time, and
this required expanding my theory to include time. A distinction must be
made between an act in process and an act completed-such as a verb for the
former, and a noun for the latter-which could include verbs in the past tense.
The Cretan could say what he wished about past statements, but he could not
do so for the statement he was making, for the very practical reason that it
was not yet complete: judgments could not include themselves. 

I concluded that structure could not properly portray time. Structure is a
system of relationships that exist all at once in simultaneity. It cannot
encompass that which takes time to unfold. I changed my theory to one of
time-structure, and then to the theory of process. This was to be more general
than the theory of structure: it would include structure as a moving picture
includes the individual frame.143

Both Haskell’s System-Hierarchy with seven “kingdoms” of systems, and Young’s
Theory of Process with seven “stages” of process are ‘models’ of Universe and offer
value in understanding Nature. Their similarities offer us corroboration, and their
differences offer us opportunity to improve our understanding. We will examine their
similarities and differences more carefully in a later chapter.

143 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
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Inside/Outside
Take yourself, you are a living system. As a system you have an inside and and outside.
If we look inward towards the microcosm we see that your body is made up of organs,
your organs are made up of tissues, your tissues are made up of cells, your cells are
made up of organelles, your organelles are made up of molecules, your molecules are
made up of atoms, your atoms are made up of particles and your particles are made up
of gravitationally trapped light.

If you look outward towards the macrocosm, you are a member of a family, your family
is part of a community, your community is part of a city, your city is part of a county,
your county is part of a state, your state is part of a nation, and your nation is part of
the entire human culture which inhabits planet Earth. 

And, if we look outward from the Earth, we see that it is a part of the solar system,
which is part of a galaxy, which is part of a star cluster, which is part of a supercluster,
which is part of Universe. The structure of Universe is hierarchical and the levels of
this hierarchy are cumulative. They include one another. 

This hierarchical ‘structure’ of Universe is created by the interaction of choice and
restraint. It is as if choice and restraint were partners in a dance. 

Choice
Arthur Young explains that all systems within the stages of process make choices.
Universe is structured from these choices. Understanding choice is fundamental to
understanding Universe, process, and ourselves. Action implies a need for choice. The
acting system must choose which action or actions to take. The acting system must
decide when to act and where to act. Actions bring choices.

Choice is defined in the dictionary as deciding, picking, selecting. This would seem a
type of pre-action, or for living organisms mental or intellectual action.

Arthur Young believed that the phenomena of choice begins even before the beginning
of life. He tells of the work or an earlier Young (no relation to him). An Englishman
named Thomas Young who in 1803, shed light on the phenomenon of choice when he
designed a unique double slit light experiment.

Some interpret his experiment as demonstrating that photons make decisions.144 It
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appears that a photon of light makes a choice as to where it will go in universe. When
a photon is released at a particular point in universe, one second later it can be
anywhere within a sphere of 186,000 miles. Gary Zukav described this decision as the
moving from a point of multifaceted potentiality to a point of single actuality.145

Thus, it appears that choice begins at the energy level of the photon. A photon of light
makes choices as to where and when it will go in Universe. Borrowing from Zukav, we
might say that choice can be defined scientifically as that condition wherein a system
moves from a point of multifaceted potentiality to a point of single actuality. 

The photon, once released at some point in Universe has the multifaceted potential to
be anywhere within a sphere of 186,000 miles within one second. We cannot predict
where it will be at the end of that second, for its choice is random. But we see that it
moves to only one place in that sphere. It selects a single actuality. This brings us to a
new scientific definition:

CHOICE —def—>

Multifaceted potentiality —becoming—> single actuality

If photons choose, then they must have a form of awareness or consciousness. This is
not the complex form of consciousness we see in humans. Light is the simplest form of
process and consciousness at the stage of light must be the simplest of
consciousnesses.

Light is the simplest of Universe’s systems and humans appear to be the most complex.
Science2006 reveals there are no objects in Nature. ‘Objects’ are virtual models created
in our minds of the ‘real’ events and processes outside of us. Arthur Young formulated
the Theory of Process146 to explain the evolution of process in nature—an evolution
which occurs in seven discrete states of process—Light, Particles, Atoms, Molecules,
Plants, Animals, and Humans. 

In Universe all is change. And change means change in energy. Change in energy is
change in information. Universe is full of change and Universe is made up of energy
and information. We humans know that when we are confronted by change, we

144 Gary Zukav, Dancing Wu Li Masters, William Morrow & Co., 1979
145 Gary Zukav, Dancing Wu Li Masters, 1979, ibid
146 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
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respond by making choices. Every event—be it birth of a child or loss of a loved one,
feast or famine, poverty or prosperity, peace or war—represents change. Every idea—
be it a discovery that cures cancer or a decision to commit a crime—represents
change. Every situation—be it getting a new job or losing a job, marriage or divorce,
childhood or old age—represents change. We humans adapt to these changes by
making choices. This is what all living systems do from the time of conception until
they perish. They make choices. They make decisions.

The human brain is estimated to be capable of 10 raised to the exponential power of 800
thoughts (10 800)—multifaceted potential. The human brain will have only one
thought at the time of decision—single actuality. At any moment I am capable of an
enormous number of behaviors but I will choose only one—multifaceted potential
becoming single actuality. With the power of action comes opportunity for choice.
And while choice is available to all forms of process, there are restraints to those
choices.

Restraint to Choice
Science is that human behavior that seeks to determine the boundaries of choice—the
restraints that limit choices. These restraints to choices once discovered are expressed
in scientific theories—in scientific generalizations. These are the rules of Universe—
the ‘Laws’ of Nature.

Universe is hierarchical and different restraints exist at different levels of hierarchy.
Because Universe is knowable, it can be studied and understood. Because Nature
plays fair and follows the rules, we know that whatever happens in Universe should
happen. When we understand all of the laws of Nature that apply to a particular form
of process, and when we understand the choices made within that process then we can
accurately predict what will happen. 

Science promises us again and again that if we but discover the laws of Nature that
apply to ourselves—that apply to humanity, then we humans can choose the reality
we want. 

If we humans are to understand ourselves, we must consider ourselves in terms of the
rest of Universe in which we are embedded. Now that we have examined and defined
some terms—process, action, events, systems, hierarchy, choice and restraint, we are
better ready to understand inclusion and pattern.
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Pattern is not Physical 
Science2006 has discovered that reality is inclusive. R. Buckminster Fuller1975

explains:

My definition of Universe includes not only the physical but also the
metaphysical experiences of Universe, which the physicists thought they had
to exclude from their more limited definition of the finite physical portion of
Universe. The metaphysical embraces life which is weightless as well as all
the weightless experiences of thought, including all the mathematics and the
organization of data regarding all the physical experiments, science itself
being metaphysical. Metaphysical generalizations are timeless, i.e., eternal.
Because the metaphysical is abstract, weightless, sizeless, and eternal,
metaphysical experiences have no endurance limits and are eternally
compatible with all other metaphysical experiences. What is metaphysical
experience? It is comprehending the relationships of eternal principles. The
means of communication is physical. That which is communicated, i.e.,
understood, is metaphysical. The symbols with which mathematics is
communicatingly described are physical. A mathematical principle is
metaphysical and independent of whether X, Y or A, B are symbolically
employed.

Universe is all the Known: If we let U stand for Universe, M stand for
metaphysical and P stand for the physical, then the most comprehensive
generalization would be that which has U=MP. An eternally regenerative
Universe results from the metaphysical times the physical. We could then
have a subgeneralization where the physical P=Er •Em, where Er stands for
energy as radiation and Em stands for energy as matter.

But where is life in this formula? It is not physical. Whatever else life may be,
we know it is weightless. At the moment of death, no weight is lost. All the
chemicals, including the chemist’s life ingredients, are present, but life has
vanished. The physical is inherently entropic, giving off energy in ever more
disorderly ways. The metaphysical is anti-entropic, methodically marshalling
energy. Life is anti-entropic. It is spontaneously inquisitive. It sorts out and
endeavors to understand. Life is metaphysical.
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Universe is then the aggregate of all humanity’s consciously apprehended and
communicated nonsimultaneous and only partially overlapping experiences. 

Aggregate means sum-totally but nonunitarily conceptual as of any one
moment. Consciousness means an awareness of otherness. Apprehension
means information furnished by those wave frequencies tunable within man’s
limited sensorial spectrum. Communicated means informing self or others.
Nonsimultaneous means not occurring at the same time. Overlapping is used
because every event has duration, and their initiatings and terminatings are
most often of different duration. A man is born, grows up, has children and
grandchildren. His life overlaps that of his grandfather and farther and that
of his children and grandchildren. But his grandfather’s life did not overlap
his children’s nor his grandchildren’s lives. Hence, partially overlapping.

We find no record of man having defined the Universe—scientifically and
comprehensively—to include both the metaphysical and the physical. The
scientist was able to define physical Universe by virtue of the experimentally
verified discovery that energy can neither be created nor lost; therefore that
energy is conserved; therefore it is finite. Thus, man has been able to define
successfully physical Universe—but not, as yet, the metaphysical Universe

Our definition of Universe includes both the objective and the subjective, i.e.,
all voluntary experiences (experiments) as well as all involuntary experiences
(happenings).147 

I accept and use Fuller’s convention to define the term “Nature” as all there is to know
about reality—both the known and the unknown. Again, following Fuller, I will use
the term “Universe” to represent all we presently know about reality. And since our
knowledge is continually growing, it is prudent to index with a date which model of
Nature were are discussing. Universe2006 is all the physical plus all the metaphysical
known about Nature as of 2006. 

Universe2006 is inclusive. It includes not only the planets, stars, and the galaxies It
includes not only the atoms, molecules, and the bodies of dead plants, animals and
humans. But it also includes light, particles ,and the behavior of living plants,
animals and humans—which includes awareness, instinct, emotion, purpose, goals,
values, motivation, choice, decision, mind, spirit and consciousness.

147 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-79, ibid
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Universe2006 is all the thus-far observationally known to exist phenomena and all the
thus-far non-observationally known to exist noumena.148 This includes the objective—
what we can see as well as the non-objective—what we cannot see. This includes the
physical—what we can feel as well as the nonphysical or metaphysical—what we
cannot feel. Metaphysical is used here to mean: that which is literally beyond the
physical realm—that which is beyond what we can realize or discover with our senses.
Universe2006 is inclusive. It is then as complete a model of Nature—as complete a
model of reality—as total humanity2006 can create.

CAUTION! This does not mean that Universe is imaginary. It does not mean that
Universe is fabulous. It does not mean that Universe is non-existent. Universe is
simply a model of reality. Reality may be both physical and nonphysical. Reality may
be both objective and non-objective. But reality and Universe whether physical or
non-physical—whether objective or non-objective—are real. As R. Buckminster Fuller
explained:

The support of life on our planet consists of two kinds—metaphysical and
physical. Both cosmic and terrestrial energetic regeneration, organic and
inorganic, are physical; while the know-what of pure science and the know-
how of applied science are both metaphysical. The know-what of science’s
experimental evidence informs technology’s know-how to employ efficiently
the substantive resources and synergetic metaphysical patterns progressively
found to be operative in Universe. These are essential to the maintenance of
life on board our planet as well as in mounting local-Universe exploring
excursions from our mother-spaceship Earth.

All that is physical is energetic. All that is metaphysical is synergetic.

All the energetic physical consists of two phases—(1) energy associative as
matter, and (2) energy disassociative as radiation—with each being
reconvertible into the other. All the synergetic metaphysical consists of two
phases—(1) subjective information acquisition by pure science exploration, and
(2) objectively employed information by applied science invention.149

148 Author’s Note: From the Greek, “thing in itself,” in contrast with the idea of
phenomena (or phenomenal realm) , as exposited in the thought of Immanuel Kant
(1724-1804). Noumena, or the noumenal realm have to do with those aspects of reality
which cannot be experienced through the senses.

149 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid, Sections: 326.01-326.03
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We will discuss this much more carefully in later chapters, but let be just state this
boldly for now. All ‘events’ in ‘space-time’ have substance and substance is physical.
All ‘events’ in ‘space-time’ have form and form is metaphysical. The substance is
‘matter-energy’, and form is order. ‘Matter-energy’ is physical, and ‘order’ is
metaphysical. 

‘Order’ is as fundamental as ‘space-time’—as fundamental as ‘matter-energy’. Now
while order has been the term used by classical physics, A similar term used by
human intelligence scientists for understanding knowing is pattern.

Pattern Integrity
Understanding order begins with understanding pattern. R. Buckminster Fuller has
added greatly to our understanding of pattern. His most comprehensive explanation of
pattern is found in Synergetics.150 We will once again turn to our interpreter of
fullerese Amy C. Edmondson151 to help us understand Fuller’s explanation of pattern:

The term “pattern integrity” is a product of Fuller’s lifelong commitment to
vocabulary suitable for describing Scenario Universe. He explains, “In a
comprehensive view of nature, the physical world is seen as a patterning of
patternings… ” (505.4) Let’s start with Fuller’s own simplest illustration. Tie
a knot in a piece of nylon rope. An “overhand knot,” as the simplest possible
knot, is a good starting point. Hold both ends of the rope and make a loop by
crossing one end over the other, tracing a full circle (360 degrees). 

150 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid, Section: 505
151 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller,

Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1987, http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/40.html
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Then pick up the end that lies underneath, and go in through the opening to
link a second loop with the first (another 360-degree turn). 

The procedure applies a set of instructions to a piece of material, and a pattern
thereby becomes visible. 

What if we had applied the same instructions to a segment of manila rope
instead? Or a shoelace? Or even a piece of cooked spaghetti? We would still
create an overhand knot. The procedure does not need to specify material. “A
pattern has an integrity independent of the medium by virtue of which you
have received the information that it exists” (505.201). The knot isn’t that
little bundle that we can see and touch, it’s a weightless design, made visible
by the rope. The overhand-knot pattern has integrity: once tied, it stays put. 
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In contrast, consider directions that specify going around once (360 degrees),
simply making a loop. This pattern quickly disappears with the slightest
provocation; it is not a pattern integrity. (Even though the overhand knot
depends on friction to maintain its existence, a single loop will not be a stable
pattern no matter how smooth or coarse the rope.) 

Notice that it requires a minimum of two full circles to create a pattern
integrity. 2 X 360 = 720 degrees, the same as the sum of the surface angles of
the tetrahedron (four triangles yield 4 X 180 degrees). Minimum system,
minimum knot, 720 degrees. A curious coincidence? Synergetics is full of such
coincidences. 
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A similar example involves dropping a stone into a tank of water. “The stone
does not penetrate the water molecules,” Fuller explains in Synergetics, but
rather “jostles the molecules,” which in turn “jostle their neighboring
molecules” and so on. The scattered jostling, appearing chaotic in any one spot,
produces a precisely organized cumulative reaction: perfect waves emanating
in concentric circles. 

Identical waves would be produced by dropping a stone in a tank full of milk or
kerosene (or any liquid of similar viscosity). 

A wave is not liquid; it is an event, reliably predicted by initial conditions. The
water will not surprise us and suddenly break out into triangular craters. As
the liquid’s molecular array is rearranged by an outside disturbance, all-
embracing space permeates the experience. Because liquids are by definition
almost incompressible, they cannot react to an applied force by contracting
and expanding; rather, the water must move around. In short, the impact of
any force is quickly distributed, creating the specific pattern shaped by the
interaction of space’s inherent constraints with the characteristics of liquid. 
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The concept thus introduced, Bucky goes on to the most important and
misunderstood of all pattern integrities: life. “What is really important... about
you or me is the thinkable you or the thinkable me, the abstract metaphysical
you or me, ... what communications we have made with one another” (801.23). 

Every human being is a unique pattern integrity, temporarily given shape by
flesh, as is the knot by rope. 

“… All you see is a little of my pink face and hands and my shoes and clothing,
and you can’t see me, which is entirely the thinking, abstract, metaphysical
me. It becomes shocking to think that we recognize one another only as the
touchable, nonthinking biological organism and its clothed ensemble. (801.23)”
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Our bodies are physical, but life is metaphysical. Housed in a temporary
arrangement of energy as cells, life is a pattern integrity far more complex
than the knot or the wave. Remember that all the material present in the cells
of your body seven years ago has been completely replaced today, somehow
showing up with the same arrangement, color, and function. It doesn’t matter
whether you ate bananas or tuna fish for lunch. A human being processes
thousands of tons of food, air, and water in a lifetime. Just as a slip knot tied in
a segment of cotton rope, which is spliced to a piece of nylon rope, in turn
spliced to manila rope, then to Dacron rope (and so on) can be slid along the
rope from material to material without changing its “pattern integrity,” we too
slide along the diverse strands supplied by Universe—as “self-rebuilding,
beautifully designed pattern integrities.” No weight is lost at the moment of
death. Whatever “life” is, it’s not physical. 

The key is consciousness. “Mozart will always be there to any who hears his
music.” Likewise, “when we say ‘atom’ or think ‘atom’ we are … with livingly
thinkable Democritus who first conceived and named the invisible
phenomenon ‘atom’ ” (801.23). Life is made of awareness and thought, not flesh
and blood. Each human being embodies a unique pattern integrity, evolving
with every experience and thought. The total pattern of an individual’s life is
inconceivably complex and ultimately eternal. No human being could ever
completely describe such a pattern, as he can the overhand knot; that
capability is relegated to the “Greater Intellectual Integrity of Eternally
Regenerative Universe.”152

If we seem to stray from the subject of mathematics, resist the temptation to
categorize rigidly. Synergetics does not stop with geometry. Fuller was deeply
impressed by a definition in a 1951 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
catalog, which read “Mathematics is the science of structure and pattern in
general” (606.01): not games with numbers and equations, but the tools for
systematic analysis of reality. To Fuller this meant that mathematics ought to
enable the “comprehensivist” to see the underlying similarities between
superficially disparate phenomena, which might be missed by the specialist.
Rope may not be much like water, but the knot is like the wave—is like the

tetrahedron.153

152 Author’s Note: Greater Intellectual Integrity of Universe: Sum total of all “generalized
principles,” complex “unknowable” totality of Universe. Divine intellect. Perfection of
eternally regenerative pattern integrities of Universe. 
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Moving Picture Scenario
R. Buckminster Fuller1975 explains:

Imagine yourselves in terms of a moving-picture scenario. You’ve all seen
moving pictures run backwards, where people undive out of the swimming
pool back onto the board. I’m going to run a moving picture of you backwards.
You’ve just had breakfast; now, I’m going to run the picture backwards, and
all the food comes out of your mouth onto the plate; and the plates go back up
onto the serving tray and things go back into the stove, back into the icebox;
they come out of the icebox and into the cans, and they go back to the store;
and then, from the store they go back to the wholesaler; then they go back to
the factories where they’ve been put together; then they go back to the trucks
and ships; and they finally get back to pineapples in Hawaii. Then the
pineapples separate out, go back into the air; the raindrops go back into the
sky, and so forth.

But in the very fast accelerated reversal of a month practically everything has
come together that you now have on board you, gradually becoming your hair
and your skin and so forth, whereas a month ago, it was some air coming over
the mountains. In other words, you get completely deployed. I want you to
begin to think of yourselves in an interesting way as each one of these.

If we had some way of putting tracers on the pictures, you would see chemical
elements gradually getting closer and closer together, and, finally, getting into
those various vegetable places and into roasts and, tighter and tighter, into
cans, into the store, finally getting to just being you or me—temporarily,
becoming my hair, my ear, some part of my skin—and then that breaks up and
goes off and gets blown around as dust.

Each of us has a very complex pattern integrity with which we were born.154

The concept of pattern is essential to any understanding of knowing. We will examine
it more carefully in the next chapter.

153 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation, ibid
154 R. Buckminster Fuller BUCKMINSTER FULLER—An Autobiographical Monologue/Scenario, St.

Martin’s Press, New York, 1980
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ORDER
As we discussed earlier there are no distinct parts in Universe, nor are there any
distinct wholes. Things are both wholes and parts. As Amy Edmondson explained in
her chapter155 on systems:

A fictitious child draws on the ground with a stick, announcing that he has
made a triangle. 

Then Bucky himself intervenes to point out that the child has created four
triangles—not just one—because “operational mathematics” requires that a
triangle must be inscribed on something in order to exist. 

155 Dividing the Earth, See Systems, Chapter 9 of The Science Section, page 148
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Whether on a piece of paper or on the surface of the earth, that something is
always a system, with an inside and an outside. Unwittingly, the child has
divided the earth’s surface into two areas. Both regions are bounded by three
arcs, and therefore both qualify as spherical triangles, 156 despite the fact that
one is small and tangible and the other covers most of the earth’s surface. …
Hold on, you might say, that’s only two triangles! Why did you say there were
four? Well, Bucky continues, concave and convex157 are not the same; when
you delineated two concave triangles on the outside surface, you also created
two convex spherical triangles—one very small and the other very large—on
the inside. So even if you didn’t intend to make four triangles you are still
responsible for them. 

His story can be considered a parable; its purpose is as much to encourage a
sort of holistic morality as to make a mathematical statement. The message:
tunnel vision is obsolete. As human beings, we cannot afford to ignore the
effect of our actions on the rest of a system while working on an isolated part.
Rather we must become responsible for whole systems.” 

One consequence of this approach is Fuller’s realization that “unity is
inherently plural.”158 ‘Oneness’ is impossible, he explains, for any identifiable
system divides Universe into two parts, and requires a minimum of six
relationships to do so. Furthermore, as illustrated in the above parable, all
‘operations’ produce a plurality of experiences, and awareness itself—without
which there can be no life—implies the existence of ‘otherness’.159 ” 160

If all objects—things are both wholes and parts, perhaps we should refer to them as
‘wholes-parts’ to remind ourselves of their dual identity. 

156 See A Fuller Explanation: Glossary, "spherical triangle",
http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/145.html 

157 See A Fuller Explanation: Glossary, "concave", "convex",
http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/145.html 

158 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS,1975, 1979, ibid
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html

159 Buckminster Fuller, Everything I Know, 1975, 42-hour videotape,
http://www.bfi.org/everything_i_know.htm 

160 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller,
1987, http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/40.html
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Then we could say all ‘whole-parts’ in ‘space-time’ have substance and form. The
substance is ‘matter-energy’, and form is the ‘order’. Order is relationship—the
pattern, organization and form of that ‘matter-energy’. 

Jules Henri Poincaré explained in 1908:

Science is built up of facts, as a house is with stones. But a collection of facts is
no more a science than a heap of stones is a house.

It is the order, pattern, organization, form and relationship of the facts that make a
science; and the order, pattern, organization, form and relationship of the stones that
make a house.

An understanding of this concept of order—pattern, organization, form and
relationship; and its compliment concept disorder—patternlessness, disorganization,
formlessness; and relationshiplessness that is essential to a full understanding
Universe.

Recall Buckminster Fuller’s statement from the last chapter, “Each of us has a very
complex pattern integrity with which we were born.”

Our human bodies are constantly being torn down and rebuilt. The ‘order’ of our bodies
is the result of what Fuller called the pattern integrity. The design for this pattern
integrity is contained within our DNA. Our DNA holds the blueprint for the
manufacture and remanufacture of our bodies, and this process is a continuing one
that never stops from conception until death. It is process that allows for growth and
repair of injuries as well as recovery from illnesses.

Within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be increasing—increasing order is called
syntropy. Or, within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be decreasing—decreasing order is
called entropy. Or, within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be stagnant—order that is not
changing is called atropy. Syntropy, entropy, and atropy are encountered in Universe
as the result of synergy, adversity, and neutrality.

Scientists first encountered entropy—decreasing order—in their study of the simpler
stages of process—light, particles, atoms, and small molecules 

In 1824 the French military engineer Sadi Carnot introduced the concept of the
heat-engine cycle and the principle of reversibility, both of which greatly
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influenced the development of the science of thermodynamics. Carnot’s work
concerned the limitations on the maximum amount of work that can be
obtained from a steam engine operating with a high-temperature heat
transfer as its driving force. Later that century, his ideas were developed by
Rudolf Clausius1850, a German mathematician and physicist, into the Second
Law of Thermodynamics, which introduced the concept of Entropy. Ultimately,
the second law states that every process that occurs in nature is irreversible
and unidirectional, with that direction being dictated by an overall increase in
entropy. It, together with the first law, forms the basis of the science of
classical thermodynamics.161

The Second Law of Thermodynamics states that in any closed system, no process can
occur that increases the net order (or decreases the net entropy) of the system. The
Second Law of Thermodynamics assumes that the universe in its entirety is a closed
system. The universe is heterogeneous—some regions within the universe are very
hot (stars), and some regions within the universe are very cold (open space). The
Second Law of Thermodynamics tells us the hot regions are steadily cooling down, and
the cold regions are steadily warming up. The universe as a whole will reach a state of
thermodynamic equilibrium when everything in the universe is the same
temperature. At this point, all physical-chemical reactions will stop. This is the state
of maximum entropy. This state of complete randomness and homogeneity without any
order, structure, or pattern is known as the heat death of the universe.

However, Thermodynamics distinguishes between open and closed systems. A closed
system is isolated from the rest of the environment and exchanges neither matter-
energy or information with its surroundings. An open system is one in which
exchanges do occur, exchanges of matter-energy and information. Living systems are
open systems. Living systems are clearly ordered. Living systems can be seen as
localized regions in ‘space-time’ where there is a continuous increase in order.

Life is syntropic in part because of its ability to take in matter-energy of higher order
than it excretes. Erwin Schrödinger1945 proposed this connection between life and
Thermodynamics when he wrote:

It (a living system) can only keep ... alive by continually drawing from its
environment negative entropy (syntropy)... What an organism feeds upon is
negative entropy (syntropy).162:

161 Thermodynamics, ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA, www.brittannica.com, 2000
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Living systems appeared to be violating the Second Law of Thermodynamics. This
violation so concerned the earlier scientists, that they were quick to explain away this
apparent violation. While they were willing to acknowledge that living systems did
increase their internal order, they insisted this was only possible at the cost of
decreasing order externally elsewhere in universe.

James G Miller1978 states that:

Living systems maintain a steady state of negentropy (syntropy) even though
entropic changes occur in them as they do everywhere else. They accomplish
this by taking in inputs of foods or fuels, matter-energy higher in complexity
or organization or negentropy (i.e. lower in entropy) than their outputs.163

Life was thus described as an ‘order’ filter. Living systems simply took in ‘matter-
energy’ of higher order than that which they excreted. Plants take in water and
carbon dioxide and excrete oxygen. Animals and humans take in meals of higher order
than the feces they excrete. And, while this phenomena does to some extent help life
escape the Second Law of Thermodynamics locally, there is something more going on
here. 

Today2006, science knows that life is more than a simple filter for order. Living systems
are stages of process wherein higher order ‘matter-energy’ is actively created from
lower order ‘matter-energy’. No mother, whether animal or human, filters a newborn
baby from the food that she eats.

As simpler universe—light, particles, atoms, and small molecules—moves toward
entropy—ever-increasing disorder, disorganization, chaos, randomness,
patternlessness, formlessness, and homogeneity, complex universe—large molecules,
plants, animals, and humans—moves towards syntropy—ever-increasing order,
organization, form, pattern, and heterogeneity.

Buckminster Fuller explains:

The words synergy (syn-ergy) and energy (en-ergy) are companions. Energy
studies are familiar. Energy relates to differentiating out subfunctions of
nature, studying objects isolated out of the whole complex of Universe—for

162 Edwin Schrödinger, What is Life?, Private Monogram, 1945
163 James G. Miller, Living Systems, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978
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instance, studying soil minerals without consideration of hydraulics or of
plant genetics. But synergy represents the integrated behaviors instead of all
the differentiated behaviors of nature’s galaxy systems and galaxy of galaxies.

Synergy is to energy as “whole” is to “part.” Synergy is to energy as integration
is to differentiation. Energy studies separate out—isolating particular
phenomena out of the total phenomena of Nature, and studying the separate
phenomena. Synergy is the associate behavior of wholes within Nature.164

The studying of ‘parts’ or ‘components’ in isolation has been well developed by classical
science—this is the very definition of reductionism. But the studying ‘wholes’ or
‘unities’ requires a new inclusive approach, and new methods which form the synergic
sciences. 

This new approach first began in 1919, when Paul Kammerer a Viennese biologist,
proposed a new idea in science:

Side by side with the causality of classical physics, there exists a second basic
principle in Universe which tends towards unity; a force of attraction
comparable to universal gravity. But while gravity acts on all mass without
discrimination, this other universal force acts selectively to bring like and like
together both in space and in time; it correlates by affinity regardless whether
the likeness is one of substance, form, function, or refers to symbols.165

George Land166, discoverer of the Theory of Transformation explains:

Kammerer originated a concept that can now be seen to be true. Along with the
process of entropy there is another process occurring in parallel, that of
‘syntropy’; information constantly produces new combinations, producing
diversity and higher levels of organization.

As a matter of fact, the function of entropy is complementary to that of
syntropy. Because no organization of information can reach an absolute state,

164 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, Volumes I &
II, New York, Macmillan Publishing Co, 1975, 1979

165 Paul Kammerer Quoted in: George Land, Grow or Die: The Unifying Principle of Transformation,
John Wiley & sons, New York, 1973

166 George Land, Grow or Die: The Unifying Principle of Transformation, John Wiley & sons, New
York, 1973
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entropy aids our re-organization by breaking down old materials. It is the
catabolic function of the physical Universe just as syntropy is anabolic. Life
cannot exist without death, for life would have nothing to resynthesize into
higher organizations if it were in static equilibrium. As the great biologist
Haldane put it, “Normal death must apparently be regarded from the
biological standpoint as a means by which room is made for further more
definite development of life.” Death contributes to life in a specific causal
chain. Decay is the handmaiden of creation.

As an illustration of the radical difference between the entropy of some
manifestations of energy and the syntropy of information, consider the Second
Law of Thermodynamics as it applies to two bodies of unequal temperatures
that are brought together. In time, heat energy will distribute itself evenly
between the two bodies, and in contact with a wider environment as well, will
continually equalize and redistribute their heat. The order of heat runs
‘downhill’ for organization to chaos. Yet, if we consider information as a
function of energy, we see the reverse phenomena. The two bodies, rather than
diffusing their data, can actually increase their order and organization. Two
atoms, two molecules, two cells, or two humans can exchange and share
information, and will in time, through evolution, continually organize it into
higher levels.

Yet the foundation of physics assumes the verity of the law of Entropy: that the
Universe is progressing into disorder. Time and time again experiments have
demonstrated the facts of the Second Law of Thermodynamics and the facts
are true—as far as they go. Unfortunately a great deal of scientific thinking is
based on investigation of what we now can only characterize as closed
systems, systems isolated from their normal environment. A classical
statement is that when a phenomena is ‘left to itself’, this or that will happen.
A researcher will do his best to isolate his experiment so that it will not be
affected by outside influences or “perturbations.” In doing so he is in fact
creating an isolated system, one which has no choice but to behave in an
entropic manner as it is removed from the interactive growth with the larger
system. Even in our age of sophisticated science this artificial methodology
continues—violating the advice given by Max Planck over four decades ago
when he said, “The assumption that the orderly course of a process can be
represented by an analysis of it into temporal and spacial processes must be
dropped. The conception of wholeness must therefore be introduced in physics
as in biology.” 167
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When in 1945, the great physicist Erwin Schrodinger proposed that a phenomenon
opposite to entropy existed in Universe. He called this phenomenon negative entropy
or negentropy. He associated this phenomenon with life and proposed it was a local
order-generating process opposite of entropy. Lancelot Law Whyte suggested in 1969,
that Schrodinger had oversimplified things. Whyte states, “Biological order is not the
exact opposite of thermal disorder.” Whyte is correct, synergy is missing from
Schrodinger’s insight. 

Entropy is less than the opposite of syntropy and syntropy is more than the opposite of
entropy. They are compliments. They complete each other.

Compliments
It now appears, and this is argued by both Lancelot Whyte and George Land, that
entropy and syntropy exist at every stage of process. Although entropy predominates
in ‘dead’ Universe—light, particles, atoms, and simple molecules, syntropy exists there
as well. And while, syntropy predominates in ‘live’ Universe—complex molecules,
plants, animals, and humans, entropy exists there as well. 

The entropy phenomenon has been studied for over one hundred years, while the
syntropy phenomenon is only now beginning to attract the systematic attention due to
such a far reaching a phenomenon as this.

167 George Land, Grow or Die: The Unifying Principle of Transformation, ibid
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In Nature, syntropy is the force towards unity. Syntropy exists within our bodies and
minds. This is what gives birth to our humans having the greatest potential in
Universe. If we are to develop our potential, we must understand synergy.
Understanding ourselves will require that we understand ‘wholes’. And while the
understanding we have gained from examining the ‘parts’ — from our reductionistic
science — has been indeed powerful, it is helpless to reveal the greater truth about
ourselves and our Universe.

Haskell’s Co-Actions and Order
Now let us re-examine Haskell's concept of co-Actions from the perspective of order.
Recall our discussion from Chapter 4, Haskell’s Co-Actions apply to all ‘wholes’ or
unities within Universe. If we imagine a two ‘part’ unity made up of ‘part’ “X” and
‘part’ “Y.” We can then represent the resultant of their interactions within the unity
as follows: If the two ‘parts’ have a neutral relationship, then (the order within) “X”
and “Y” are unchanged by their interaction.

The sum of the ‘whole’ (X + Y) is equal to the sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y).

If the two ‘parts’ have an adversary relationship, then (the order within) “X” and “Y”
are made less by their interaction.

The sum of the whole (X + Y) is less than the sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y).
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Or, if the two ‘parts’ have a synergic relationship, then (the order within) “X” and “Y”
are made greater by their interaction. 

The sum of the whole (X + Y) is greater than the sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y).

Haskell explained that there are three general classes of co-Actions. Co-Actions can be
assigned to these three classes based on net effect. 

There is a class of neutral Co-Actions (the order within is unchanged), a class of
adversary co-Actions (the order within is less), and a class of synergic co-Actions (the
order within is greater).

Edward Haskell explained that within these three classes there are nine possible
specific co-Actions. 

We can find nine specific types of co-Actions to describe the relationships between the
‘parts’ of any ‘whole’ or unity. The relationship within the unity might be good for “X”,
good for “Y”; it might be good for “X”, neutral for “Y”; it might be good for “Y”, bad for
“X”; it might be neutral for “X”, good for “Y”; etc.; etc.. 

Edward Haskell’s described these nine possibilities in his Co-Action Table, as shown
below on the next page.
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Within a unity, each ‘part’ may benefit (the order within may increase), may remain
unchanged (the order within not change), or may be injured (the order within may
increase). We see the same table below using the language of games.
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This is where we stopped in Chapter four. The following material is drawn from my
introduction to synergic science published online in 1999.168 If we examine the nine
possibilities wholistically for net effect, we see the emergence of three general classes
of relationships within unities.

As we examine these three general classes of possible relationships we discover some
striking differences. In the adversary class, there is a net loss (loss of order). The
‘parts’ lose something, They are less together than they would be apart. Haskell called
the adversary loss (the loss of order) in the adversary relationship “the conflictor’s
deficit.” The neutral class reveals no change. They are the same together as they
would be apart (the order within is the same). However, in the synergic class, there is
a net gain(gain of order). The ‘parts’ gain something, they are more together than they
would be apart. Haskell called the synergic gain (the gain of order) in the synergic
relationship the “cooperator’s surplus.”

We can now redraw our diagrams to include the conflictor’s deficit and the cooperator’s
surplus. 

168 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!, UnCommon Sense Library I, 1999,
http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
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We can represent the adversary loss as (-Z), and the synergic gain as (+Z).

Neutrality represents unchanging order

Adversity represents decreasing order

Synergy represents increasing order
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The ‘parts’ X and/or Y are either unchanged by the relationship, injured by the
relationship, or benefited by the relationship. The relationship is either neutral,
adversary, or synergic. The effect can also be partial. There may be relationships that
are partially neutral, and/or partially adversary, and/or partially synergic.

Truth lies in eye of the beholder 
For humans, each participant determines for himself whether a relationship is
synergic or adversary. This is determined from his point of view, and he cannot be
fooled. He is either more happy, more effective, more productive because of the
relationship; or he is less happy, less effective, less productive because of the
relationship, or he is unchanged by the relationship. The truth is in the eye of the
beholder.The effect can be partial. There may be relationships that are partially
synergic, and/or partially neutral, and/or partially adversary.

True synergy exists only when all 'parts' are benefited by the relationship True
synergy is WIN-WIN. True synergy is +, +. True synergy maximizes the synergic gain
— true synergy maximizes (Z). For humans, true synergy exists when all participants
are more happy, more effective, and more productive. True synergy maximizes the
cooperator’s surplus.

169

169 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!, 1999, ibid, http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
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Haskell’s Periodic Coordinate System
Edward Haskell’s most important contribution may have been his development the
Periodic Coordinate System. This system first appeared in 1940 as the Coaction
Compass. It is a geometric tool used to help visualize and graph the resultants of
adversary, neutral, and synergic relationships. Harold Cassidy explains:

The Periodic Coordinate System was first used to analyze Mendeleev’s Periodic
classification of the chemical elements. Mendeleev recognized a key variable to
categorizing the atomic elements was their atomic weight. Today, later
scientists standing on Medeleev’s shoulders have replaced atomic weight by
the more operationally constant property atomic number. Periodicity is
displayed by the properties of the chemical elements when the elements are
arranged according to increasing atomic number. Haskell found evidence that
not only the Kingdom of Atoms, but that of Nuclei, of Plants, of Animals, and of
cultures, displays a periodicity provided that the essential variables are
properly chosen. This choice depends on cybernetic analysis, and its
application leads directly to a sub pattern know as “Co-Action.” 170

It takes a small investment of time to understand, but once understood it becomes a
powerful tool for analyzing relationships. As example, I will analyze the relationship
between two humans, but Haskell used the Periodic Coordinate System (PCS) to
analyze relationships within all seven “kingdoms”—particles, atoms, molecules, geoid
systems, plants, animals, and humans. It can just as easily applied to groups of
animals or humans, communities or nations.

Haskell’s Periodic Coordinate System provides a symbolic representation of the nine
possibilities whenever ‘parts’ relate with other ‘parts’ to form ‘wholes’ or unities, and
whenever choices are made by the ‘parts’ within the ‘whole’ or unity. This of course
applies equally well to Arthur Young’s Stages of Process in Universe—Light, Particles,
Atoms, Molecules, Plants, Animals, and Humans.

When you are in relationship with another individual, the two of you function
scientifically as a single system. From the perspectic of synergic science, you and the
individual you are in relationship with form a “unity”—a “whole.” This is regardless of
your awareness or intention.

170 Harold Cassidy, Introduction to FULL CIRCLE: The Moral Force of Unified Science, Gordon and
Breach, New York, 1972
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Let X represent your condition both quantitatively and qualitatively at the beginning
of the relationship. Geometrically, we can represent your condition by a vector.

X

As for the other individual in this relationship, we will represent his condition both
quantitatively and qualitatively by the vector Y. 

Y

At the beginning of a relationship the size of the vectors X and Y, will usually differ. In
this example,the X vector is longer meaning that X’s condition is greater than Y’s at
the beginning of the relationship, but this is arbitrary to this example.Now when X
and Y relate, we represent their “union” as a “single” system. We geometrically sum
their vectors. This produces a co-Action vector that then represents the unity of their
relationship.

X Y+ =
Co-Action

Vector

We will come back to our co-Action Vector in a moment. But first let’s take a look at the
Periodic Coordinate System’s X and Y axis on the next page.
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Y

X
Haskell’s 
Periodic Coordinate
System

At first glance it looks something like Newton’s Cartesian Coordinate system, but there
are important differences.

Y

X-X

-Y

Newton’s 
Cartesian Coordinate
System
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There are no negative integers, the X-axis is left to right, and the Y-axis from below to
above.

               

Y

X
Haskell’s 
Periodic Coordinate
System

Next recall Haskell’s Co-Action Table. It is important to be mindful that the plus,
minus and zero signs represent ORDER and not integers. 

                             
Plus signs represent a gain of ORDER, not a positive integer. Zero signs represent a no
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change state of ORDER, not an integer without content. And, minus signs represent a
loss of ORDER, rather than a negative integer. Now let’s place the Co-Action Table
over the X and Y axis of the PCS. 

          

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Or, in the language of games.
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Thus we find that the three general classes of relationship: Net Synergy, Net
Adversity, and Net Neutrality are represented on Haskell’s PCS.

          

Now if we are to depict what occurs as a result of the relationship between X and Y, we
need an initial reference device. Recall our initial vectors:

X Y+ =
Co-Action

Vector

We could also represent our initial conditions as by the area of circles.

YX
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Then if we geometrically sum our circles, we get the “Initial co-Action Circle” whose
area represents the initial state of the “union” X and Y as a “single” system.

YX + =
Initial

Co-Action
Circle
X + Y

It was considered a stroke of genius on Haskell’s part to use this Initial Co-Action
Circle as the third axis of the Periodic Coordinate System. This circle represents the
state of the union at the beginning of a relationship. It is the geometric sum of (X) and
(Y) at the initiation of their co-Action. This reference circle is made by sweeping a
neutral Co-Action vector, ro, around the ORIGIN.

          

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)ro

How do you represent whether or not a relationship or co-Action has a synergic or net
(+) positive effect (increase in order), an adversary or net (-) negative effect (decrease
in order), or a neutral (0) or no effect at all (no change in order) . 
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You must have a reference, what was the state of the system before before the co-Action
is initiated — the condition of the individuals before their relationship begins. This is
the role of the third axis—the (0, 0) circle. Haskell sometimes called this the “scalar
zero circle”, sometimes the Circle of Atropy. Perhaps an even better name might be the
Circle of Neutrality. This circle represents a net neutral relationship between (X) &
(Y). But, regardless what we call it, the area of this zero-zero circle represents the
geometric sum of X and Y’s condition at the start of the relationship. This represents
the simple sum of their individual order before their interaction.

Finally, Haskell added a fourth axis to the Periodic Coordinate System. Along this axis
at any point, the magnitudes of (X) and (Y) are equal but their signs are opposite so the
net co-Action is zero. He called this the Axis of Atropy.

          

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

Co-Action vectors which are greater than the radius of the zero-zero circle are net
synergic (increasing order). Those co-Action vectors that are equal to the radius of
the zero-zero circle are net neutral (static order). And, those co-Action vectors that
are less than the radius of the zero-zero circle are net adversary (decreasing order).
Notice that syntropic and entropic process are separated by the “Axis of Atropy.” That
which is to the right and up from the axis of atropy is net synergic. That which is left
and below the axis of atropy is net adversary. And that which falls on the axis of
atropy is net neutral.
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Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Net
Synergy

Net
Adversity

Net
Neutrality

This then completes the four axes of Haskells’ Periodic Coordinate System. We are now
ready to use the PCS to examine some relationships. Again recall our initial vectors:

X Y+ =
Co-Action

Vector

In geometry, a vector is a line whose length represents a particular quantity. The
arrow tip is used when the direction of the vector also has special meaning. In the
Periodic Coordinate System vectors are used to represent order which has both
quantity and quality. The condition of an individual has both quantity and quality.
The direction of the vectors will be discussed later. For now, we can then sum our
vectors and examine the net effect without concern for direction. 
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Now this geometric summing can produce a co-Action vector that is synergic or net
positive (increasing order).

Net Positive
Synergic

X Y+ =

Or, it can produce a co-Action vector that is neutral with no net change (static order).

X Y+ =
No Change

Neutral

Or, it can produce a co-Action vector that is adversary or net negative (decreasing
order).

X Y+ = Net Negative
Adversary
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Equally valid is this representation of initial conditions as circles:

YX + =
( X + Y )

Net Positive
Synergic

          

YX + =
(X + Y)

No Change
Neutral

           

YX + = (X + Y)
Net Negative

Adversary

Now with our reference circle in place, we are ready to plot our resultant co-Action
vectors. That is what is the effect of the relationship on the conditions of (X) and (Y).
Our resultant co-Action vectors are plotted three uniquely different ways depending
on whether they are synergic or net positive (increasing order), neutral or no change
(static order), or adversary or net negative (decreasing order). Here the defined
directions of the X and Y axes, take on significance. 
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Synergic Co-Actions
If the co-Action vector is synergic or net positive (increasing order), it is longer than
the radius of the zero-zero circle. Thus it is plotted from the (0, 0) ORIGIN towards the
(+, +) quadrant. A net synergic co-Action vector is shown in the diagram below in
green ink. 

          

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)

(0,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

The ORIGIN is fixed at 0,0. The position of the arrowhead depicts X and Y’s condition
as a result of the relationship. The arrowhead is in the (+, +) quadrant so both are
winning. Their order in increasing. The position is equally distant from both the X
and Y axis so they are winning equally. In this example, the relationship is synergic,
both X and Y are in better condition than when they began the relationship. They
have both won. They have both gained. And, they have benefited equally from the
relationship. The individual order of both X and Y has increased because of their
interaction. 

In a net positive co-Action or synergic relationship, Haskell chose the convention of
shifting the reference perimeter away from the origin. The perimeter of the reference
zero-zero circle can only shift in the defined directions of the X and Y axes. Thus all
net positive co-Actions will lie outside the zero-zero circle. Below, I have plotted a
seven examples of net synergic co-Actions. The sum of their order together is greater
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than the sum of their order individually. We can see that although they are all net
synergic sometimes X wins more than Y and sometimes X loses. We also see that
sometimes Y wins more than X and sometimes Y loses.

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

(0,0)

In a net synergic co-Action the area of the circle shifts to the right and above the
reference zero-zero circle. 

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

(0,0)
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Below, we also see the synergic gain—the cooperator’s surplus ( +Z ) outside the zero-
zero circle to the right and above the Axis of Atropy.

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

(0,0)

++ZZ

Below, I have removed the net synergic co-Action vectors to make the synergic gain
more distinct

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

(0,0)

++ZZ
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The synergic gain falls outside the zero-zero circle to the right and above the Axis of
Atropy. This represents the net increase in order found in a synergic relationship.

Neutral Co-Actions
If the co-Action vector is net neutral or no change (static order), it is equal to the radius
of the zero-zero circle. A net neutral co-Action is plotted on the Axis of Atropy shown
below in light blue ink.

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

The center of the net neutral Co-Action is hi-lighted in dark blue to better designate
the reality of Y’s winning at the expense of X’s losing. The position of the dark blue
dot shows that X’s position is shifted to the right of the Y Axis and that Y’s position is
shifted above the X axis.

In the drawing on the next page, I plot a truly neutral co-Action. That is one in which X
and Y have both drawn (as in win, lose or draw). 

Neither of them is winning or losing. Their relationship has had no effect on each
others condition. Their order before and after the relationship remains exactly the
same.
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Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

Next, I have plotted seven net neutral co-Actions. The co-Action vectors overlap, but
we can distinguish them by their centers.

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy
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We see that although they are all net neutral sometimes X wins to Y’s loss and
sometimes X loses to Y’s win. The net neutral co-Action centered to the far left and
above the Y axis represents Y’s win at the total expense of X. The net neutral co-Action
centered to the far right and below the X axis represents X’s win at the total expense
of Y. The net neutral co-Action centered at the ORIGIN (0, 0) represents X and Y both
drawing neither winning or losing. The four other net neutral co-Actions fall
somewhere in between.

Adversary Co-Actions
If the co-Action vector is negative, shorter than the radius of the scalar zero circle it is
a net adversary co-Action. Haskell used the convention of drawing the co-Action vector
from the position inside the zero-zero circle representing X and Y’s condition from the
direction of the (-,-) quadrant to the (0,0) ORIGIN. 

A net adversary co-Action vector is shown below in red ink. 

         

Y

X

(+,+)(-,+)

(-,-) (+,-)

(0, +)

(0, -)

(-,0)

(+,0)(0,0)

Axis of Atropy

entropy

syntropy

In drawing net adversary co-Actions, the vector is directed towards the (0, 0) ORIGIN
and terminates there. However, it is the position of the back or butt end of the vector,
where the guide feathers on an arrow would be found that accurately depicts X and
Y’s condition. Below I have plotted seven net adversary co-Actions.
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And all net adversary co-Actions lie inside the zero-zero circle. The reference perimeter
is shifted toward the (0, 0) ORIGIN. 

          

Y

X
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(-,-) (+,-)
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The perimeter of the reference zero-zero circle can only shift in the defined directions of
the X and Y axes.Below and to the left of the axis of atropy under just under the
perimeter of the zero-zero circle, we find the adversary loss. What Haskell called the
conflictor’s deficit (-Z ).

          

Haskell called the shape of the space for -Z that represents the conflictor’s deficit the
Co-Action Cardioid. 

Haskell's PCS
Haskell’s Periodic Coordinate System presents syntropic, atropic, and entropic process
on a single model. Synergic co-Actions represent sytropic process. Neutral co-Actions
represent atropic process, and Adversary co-Actions represent entropic process. 

To accomplish this Haskell synthesized three geometries — elliptic, plane and
hyperbolic. He used Riemannian geometry to plot synergic co-Actions, Euclidean
geometry to plot neutral co-Actions, and Lobachevskian geometry to plot adversary co-
Actions. The PCS is a system that depicts syntropy or increasing order—relationship,
organization, pattern, and its compliment entropy or decreasing order—the loss of
relationship, organization, pattern, and form. Of enormous importance it also depicts
atropy or no-change. 
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Below we see the PCS with all three classes of relationship plotted.

          

Haskell chose the “Alpha”, Á, symbol to represent maximum entropy and the “Omega”,
ΩΩΩΩ symbol to represent maximum syntropy (with credit to Teilhard De Chardin). Atropy
is represented by “Axis of Atropy” 
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Haskell’s discovery of atropy and Neutrality is essential in understanding Life and
Universe. 

The Periodic Coordinate System depicts Synergy, Neutrality and Adversity in a single
model. To Haskell the Ω point represented the ideal state of perfect harmony and
oneness that could result in a Universe filled with synergic relationships. The Á point
represented the end of Life and the heat death of the Universe. As he quoted
Heisenberg in his writings:

“We think of the orderly as the good, and the confused and chaotic as the bad.”

Werner Heisenberg

Haskell’s great achievement was discovering that universe is the result of synergy,
adversity, and neutrality. He saw that relationship was critical in all stages of
universe—light, particle, atom, molecule, plant, animal and human.

Universe is both physical and metaphysical. Physical Universe is matter-energy.
Metaphysical Universe is order, structure, organization, and pattern. 
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All ‘wholes-parts’ in space-time have substance and form. The substance is matter-
energy, and form is the order, structure, organization, and pattern of that matter-
energy. Within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be increasing—syntropy, order can be
decreasing—entropy, or order can be stagnant—not changing—atropy. Syntropy and
entropy are compliments. They complete each other.

Since pattern is not physical—not to be found in physical universe—its very definition
implies awareness. Something or someone or some entity has to be aware of pattern.
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Awareness 
The term awareness is usually associated with living organisms. 

Princeton University’s Wordnet 1.71 defines awareness as: the state of elementary or
undifferentiated consciousness. It is hard to get more elemental than a photon of light.
Speaking historically, Webster’s Collegiate Online Dictionary2006 tells us that aware
is an English word who’s oldest meaning (12 century) was: watchful or wary.
Synonyms include: cognizant, conscious, sensible, alive, and awake. 

Now discussing the awareness and choices makes most physicists quite uncomfortable.
Classical physics excluded the metaphysical as irrelevant to the understanding of
Nature, scientists seeking to discuss awareness and pattern find their words
disregarded by custom and tradition. However, this is a reflex that is strongly anti-
knowing. So, please bear with me. In fact, you best lean forward and attend even more
carefully to what follows. The ideas expressed are new and different from the common
sense view of Nature. 

I began the study of awareness and pattern in the late 1970s. In those days, I worked
very closely with my wife Judy. We investigated and thought about science together.
My training was in engineering and medicine. Judy earned her Masters Degree in
microbiology with a research focus on viral studies and interferon. However, our
scientific interests were very broad. We read and discussed everything scientific. No
book or paper was beyond our interest. 

By 1980, Judy and I had been systematically reviewing the quantum mechanics,
primarily because it formed the basis for much of Alfred Korzybski’s scientific work
called General Semantics.171

New Physics, New Understanding
For many years, our leading scientists considered matter and energy to be separate
entities in universe. It was through the work of Einstein and others that we came to
realize and understand that matter and energy were in reality simply different states
of the same phenomenon. This realization has led modern physicists to speak of the
term ‘matter-energy’ (pronounce the hyphen to remind you of the connection). 

171 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, The Colonial Press Inc., Clinton, Mass., 1933-48
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Albert Einstein demonstrated that matter and energy are related to each other in a
special way and are in fact equivalent. Earlier scientists had shown through the laws
of nature called conservation of matter and conservation of energy, that matter and
energy can neither be created nor destroyed. Einstein showed us that they were in
fact equivalent and related to each other through the formulation E=mc2, where E
stands for energy, m for the mass of matter, and c for the speed of light. Therefore, in
this discussion, the new term, ‘matter-energy’, will be used throughout, and ‘matter-
energy’ will be dealt with as a single entity, although one which can take significantly
diverse states.

Recall Fuller’s formulation for physical universe: “We could then have a
subgeneralization where the physical P=Er •Em, where Er stands for energy as
radiation and Em stands for energy as matter.” 

In a similar vein, space and time have long been considered to be separate entities. It
was again through the work of Albert Einstein and two of his students, Minkowski
and Rosenfield, that it was discovered that space and time are also diverse states of a
single phenomenon. This leads to the concept of ‘space-time’ (again pronounce the
hyphen), and that space and time are related in a very unique way. 

To quote Gary Zukav in his description of our more current view of physics:

When an object made of ‘matter-energy’ moves through ‘space-time’ at
increasing rates of speed, ‘space-time’ is distorted. Einstein and his fellow
students have taught us that the appearance of ‘space-time’ is dependent upon
the state of motion of the observer in ‘space-time’. 

For example, the special theory of relativity tells us that 1) a moving object
measures shorter in its direction of motion as its velocity increases, until, at
the speed of light, it disappears or its ‘length becomes zero’; 2) the mass of a
moving object measures more as its velocity increases, until, at the speed of
light, it becomes infinite; 3) moving clocks run more and more slowly as their
velocity increases, until, at the speed of light, they stop running altogether, or
time stops. 

All of this is from the point of, view of the observer to whom the object is seen to
be moving. To an observer traveling along with the moving object, the clock
keeps perfect time, ticking off 60 seconds each minute, and nothing appears to
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get any shorter or any more massive. This is the real meaning of the special
theory of relativity, relativity meaning relative to the observer, the point of
view of the observer.172 

Notice the appearance of the term “observer” in the above description. With the
introduction of the term “observer” comes two unstated terms: “awareness” and
“pattern.” To observe something you must be aware of it. The act of observation implies
awareness of a pattern. So here we see the introduction of metaphysics into physics.
However, this has been overlooked by most scientists even to this day2006.

Now what I have said of matter-energy and space-time is simply a review of what is
already known in physics, but I believe it is possible to put together all the
fundamentals of knowledge and at the same time create a powerful and penetrating
picture of time-binding, so please follow along with my thinking and see where it leads
us. 

Space-time is believed to be a continuous process, while ‘matter-energy’ is believed to
be a discontinuous process.173 This means that ‘space-time’ is in the form of a
continuous curve; a continuous curve that eventually closes back on itself, a closed
system. It is, however, continuous in dimensions which are not readily observable to
us. ‘Matter-energy’ is a different type of phenomenon. It is discontinuous process. This
means that ‘matter-energy’ is found in quanta, or packets, or particles, or intermittent
bursts. 174

Now while physicists for some time have studied ‘matter-energy’ and ‘space-time’ and
the interaction of these two phenomena, they have neglected the third major
phenomenon in universe which may be just as important as ‘matter-energy’ and
‘space-time’. 

This is of course pattern or order as the physicists call it—the complex phenomenon of
order, structure, organization, and form. This third phenomenon in Nature is more
difficult to study and understand. This is because the phenomenon is “metaphysical.”

172 Gary Zukav, The Dancing Wu Li Masters: An Overview of the New Physics, Bantam Books, 1979
173 Author’s Note: Whenever we encounter continuous pull balanced by discontinuous

push we are probably in the presence of a tensegrity. However, tensegrity is not the
focus of this discussion. 

174 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, Volumes I &
II, New York, Macmillan Publishing Co, 1975, 1979,
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
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This means the phenomenon cannot be weighed or measured. It can not be quantified.

Recall Poincaré’s lesson: “… one builds science with facts, as (one builds) a house with
stones. But a collection of facts is no more a science than a heap of stones is a
house.”175

If one takes a house made of stone and demolishes the house, the ‘matter-energy’ found
in the house before demolition and the ‘matter-energy’ found in the pile of rubble after
demolition would be the same. The pile of rubble weighs exactly the same as the house
weighed before the demolition. But obviously, a pile of stones is not a house. 

It is the stabilized pattern—pattern integrity—order, structure, organization, and form
of those stones that make a house. It is this concept of “order, structure, organization,
pattern and form” that is so absolutely essential to the understanding of universe,
especially life, especially time-binding. At present this is an area of study that has
been greatly neglected. 

In the next chapter, I address the question: Where does pattern begin? 

This was a question that intrigued my wife and I in the early 1980’s. This was before
we had encountered Fuller’s Synergetics and his concept of pattern integrity. So our
approach was of necessity from a different perspective. 

Our question was: How does this concept of ‘pattern’ — “order, structure, organization,
and form” relate to ‘matter-energy’ and ‘space-time’? 

175 Jules Henri Poincaré, Science and Hypothesis, 1908
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The ‘Wave-Relationship’ Hypothesis 
Originated by Judy Wilken, MS

In the summer of 1981, my wife Judy and I were working on a script for a proposed film
series related to explaining Korzybsi’s concept of Time-binding.176 Judy and I explored
a series of metaphors that might help us to explain the concept of “order, structure,
organization, pattern and form” and its relationship to ‘matter-energy’ and ‘space-
time’. We often spent hours reading different authors to each other and discussing our
developing understanding.

Late in the evening on June 22, 1981, Judy put our then six month old daughter
Reason to bed, and we were sitting out on the deck of our home in the warm California
summer. We began talking about quantum mechanics and thinking out loud. Again,
we were back to our question, How does order or pattern relate to ‘matter-energy’ and
‘space-time’? 

Judy suggested the following hypothesis: 

When or where discontinuous ‘matter-energy’ moves through or in continuous
‘space-time’, I think a fluctuation must be produced that represents the order.

I was startled by Judy’s suggestion. This seemed to ring true to my very core. This felt
like a scientific discovery.

I suggested that the term “fluctuation” might better be replaced by the term “wave.”

Fuller on Waves
Recall Fuller’s earlier discussion of waves. The knot in the rope. The circular ripples in
the pond. 

When we drop a stone into water, we see a wave emanate outwardly in a plane.
We agree that it is not water but that we are seeing a wave in pure principle.
It is not simultaneous: therefore to conceptualize we are using our memory
and afterimage. We can never have static waves; they have nothing to do with

176 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, E. P. Dutton & Company, 1921,
http://www.esgs.org/uk/art/manhood.htm
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statics. We see a wave operative in time and in pure principle. If we initiate
wave-propagating energy action at one point, a complete omnidirectional wave
develops. 

When a stone is dropped into a tank of water, the stone does not penetrate the
water molecules. The molecules are jostled; they “accommodate” the stone and
in the process jostle their neighboring molecules, which, in turn, jostle their
own outwardly surrounding water molecule neighbors. Thus waves of relayed
jostling are propagated. Each relayed wave, although a composite of locally
forwarded actions, provides a synergetic continuity scenario of those actions.
The consequence is a pattern of events that has an integrity of its own,
independent of the local displacement accommodations (which are innocent
with respect to the overall synergetic pattern). 

The same stone dropped successively in pools of water, milk, or gasoline will
generate the same wave patterns. Yet the waves are essences neither of milk
nor of water nor of gasoline. The waves are distinct and measurable pattern
integrities in their own right, visibly growing and traveling outwardly as
each locally involved molecule of the liquids develops a narrow vertical ellipse
circuitry returning to where it started, unless a powerful wind operating
parallel to and above the liquid blows the top molecules free as bubbles to
tumble down the wave side like water on a hillside.

Individuals regenerate their own sound and air displacement waves and
ripples in the physical environment just as stones create waves and ripples in
the different liquids into which they are thrown. They also propagate
metaphysical wave patterns that develop local pattern displacements in the
human affairs cosmos. They also propagate both conscious and unconscious
electromagnetic waves. The wave is as abstract as the concept of an angle.
Waves are weightless patterns. 

The room we sit in is permeated by thousands of weightless waves, each of
unique character. You can tune in hundreds of wide-frequency-range radios
within your room, and each can bring in a different program from a different
part of the world because the individual, weightless waves flow through trees
and house walls. That extraordinary world of weightless, invisible waves is
governed by mathematical laws, not by the opinions of men. The magnificent
orderliness of that ever individually and uniquely patterning weightless wave
Universe is not of man's contriving. The infinite variety of evolutionary
complexities, inherent to the orderliness of complementary principles
operative in Universe, is of unending synergetic uniqueness.177
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Remember pattern requires awareness, and the term wave implies an observer. When
we observe an object we are perceiving light “waves” or sound “waves” or vibration
“waves.” Restating Judy’s hypothesis, with this change, we got:

Where and when ‘matter-energy’ intersects ‘space-time’, an observable ‘wave’
is produced that is representative of the “order—structure, organization,
pattern and form” of the ‘matter-energy’ and ‘space-time’ intersection. 

If the observable wave was representative of the ‘order’ in the ‘matter-energy’ ‘space-
time’ intersection then perhaps a better term than “wave” was “wave-relationship.”
The addition of the term “relationship” to remind us that the “wave” carries
information about the order of the ‘matter-energy’ and ‘space-time’ intersection. Again
information for who? Information for whomever or whatever is aware—information
for the observer. So now we have:

Where-when ‘matter-energy’ intersects in-on ‘space-time’, an observable ‘wave-
relationship’ is generated. This observable ‘wave-relationship’ corresponds to
the “order—structure, organization, pattern and form” of the ‘matter-energy’
and ‘space-time’ intersection. 

Of course further thinking reveals that ‘matter energy’ must always exist in ‘space-
time’ so these terms can be condensed using ‘+’ to signify the intersection. So the
‘matter-energy’ and ‘space-time’ intersection can be represented simply as: 

 “matter-energy+space-time”, so now we get:

Where-when ‘matter-energy’ intersects in-on ‘space-time’, an observable ‘wave-
relationship’ is generated. This observable ‘wave-relationship’ corresponds to
the “order—structure, organization, pattern and form” of the “matter-
energy+space-time.”

Activity
Before we finalize our hypothesis, we need to correct for one more scientific mistake of
earlier scientists. As Arthur Young explained:

What is most basic is not material particles but activity. The older concept of a
universe made up of physical particles interacting according to fixed laws is

177 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, ibid
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
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no longer tenable. It is implicit in present findings that action rather than
matter is basic.178

Buckminster Fuller agrees with Young that there are no “objects” in nature that they
are really events. Buckminster Fuller wrote:

Things = events = patterns = somersaults = intertransformability systems ...
that’s what delights a girl as she accepts her uncle’s invitation to face him,
take hold of his two hands, walk up his front until, falling backward—and still
holding his hands—the child finds herself looping the loop, heels over head, to
land with feet on the ground and head high.... “Wow, let’s do it again!” 179

Amy C. Edmondson explaining Buckminster Fuller’s Synergetics writes:

Fuller decided that to begin this process of rethinking mathematics he had to
ask some very basic questions. What does exist? What are the characteristics
of existence? He proposed that science’s understanding of reality should be
incorporated into new models to replace the no longer appropriate cubes and
other “solids” that had kept mathematicians deliberately divorced from reality
since the days of ancient Greece. 

To begin with, there are no “solids”; matter consists exclusively of energy.
“Things” are actually events—transient arrangements of frenetically
vibrating atomic motion. 180

So our final formulation becomes:

The Wave-Relationship Hypothesis  

Where-when ‘matter-energy’ intersects in-on ‘space-time’, an
observable ‘wave-relationship’ is generated. This observable ‘wave-
relationship’ corresponds to the “order—structure, organization,
pattern and form” of the “matter-energy+space-time” event. 

178 Arthur Young, The Foundations of Science: The Missing Parameter, Robert Briggs Associates, San
Francisco, 1984

179 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-79, ibid, Section 511,
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
180 Amy C. Edmondson, A Fuller Explanation: The Synergetic Geometry of R. Buckminster Fuller,

1987, http://www.angelfire.com/mt/marksomers/40.html
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First Corollary
One of our early corollaries of the wave-relationship hypothesis was an attempt to
explain the paradox of the wave particle problem. 

From our new perspective, Judy and I believed that since ‘space-time’ is continuous
and ‘matter-energy’ is discontinuous then how one perceives a “matter-energy+space-
time” event might be determined by the relation of the observer to the observed.

Judy and I felt that the paradox of wave versus particle might not be a physical
paradox but a metaphysical phenomenon. The variation wasn’t in the physical reality,
it was in the metaphysical reality—in the perception of the observer. The following
sketch and words are from Judy’s 1981 notebook:

This is a schematic of the intersection of matter-energy field with the space-
time field. The intersection of this event produces a precessional wave-
relationship which is observable.181

181 Author’s Note: Recall Fuller’s discussion of precessional effects. Here that means the
wave-relationship is a side-effect of the “matter-energy” “space-time” intersection.
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When we perceive events, we do not see them unfold with the flow of time, but
perceive them complete, like a finished painting on the fabric of space-time
continuum. Space-time is like a “surface” or a “medium” upon which events
occur generating wave-relationships (patterns) which can then be perceived. 

We live on that surface. All wave-relationships that we perceive occur from the
event coordinates on the space-time continuum. That is why our frame of
reference is so important in our interpretation of universe. If we are on frame
of reference1 we may perceive light to be a wave. But if we are on frame of
reference2 we may perceive light to be a particle. 

We must not forget that we live on the surface of the “painting”—not in it! For
if we lived in it, we could not perceive wave-relationships generated by events.
That is why every event has space-time coordinates—and that is why every
frame of reference is unique. 182

Fuller—Wave or Particle
Interestingly, unknown to Judy and I, Buckminster Fuller had come to a similar
conclusion. 

One of the things we have to make clear for society is the intellectual dilemma
of the Max Planck-descended scientists: the way they do their problems, they
can have either a wave or a particle but not both simultaneously. Heisenberg
has the same dilemma. They make the error of thinking of a wave as a physical
continuity rather than as a metaphysical, weightless pattern integrity,
experimentally detectable only by virtue of the medium of the locally
displaced, frequency tuned, physical phenomenon—a principle operating
utterly independent of any physical medium.183

182 Judy Wilken, Notes on the Wave-relationship Hypothesis, Private Journal, 1981
183 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, ibid
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
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This scanned diagram is from one of my 1981 notebooks.

We can only observe the metaphysical wave-relationship. We have no ability to observe
the physical matter-energy or space-time. Our hypothesis suggests that the
appearance of light as a discontinuous particle or as a continuous wave may be the
result of our perceptual perspective. It depends on the point of view of the observer.
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Physics and the Wave-Relationship
Now let us return our thinking to a more fundamental level. If the ‘wave-relationship’
hypothesis has merit, it must be corroboratable and fit in with our current knowledge
of physics. Gary Zukav writes:

Our most advanced physicists are now focusing on the concept of relationships.
The quantum mechanics shows that universe appears to be nothing but a
complex and continuous web of relationships and interrelationships. That all
there is in universe is relationships. As the physicist, Henry Stapp, wrote for
the Atomic Energy Commission, “An elementary particle is not an
independently-existing, un-analyzable entity. It is, in essence, a set of
relationships that reach outward to other things.” 

It now appears from the most reliable experiments in quantum mechanics, that
what we have called a particle, or a photon, is not a thing, an object, an entity,
but is a relationship between two observables. Furthermore, the mathematical
picture which physicists have constructed of this “set of relationships” is very
similar to the mathematical picture of a ‘real’ (physical) moving particle. The
motion of such a set of relationships is governed by exactly the same equation
which governs the motion of a real, moving particle.184 

This finding, that a “set of relationships” is governed by the same laws of nature as a
particle, allows the integration of our hypothesis of ‘wave-relationships’ without any
disturbance of the fundamental laws of nature as previously discovered by earlier
physicists.

The Third Fundamental of Universe 
What we are seeing here is the emergence of the third fundamental of universe. The
first fundamental is ‘space-time’ The second is ‘matter-energy’. These two
fundamentals are physical. And the third is ‘wave-relationship’—representative of the
“order, structure, organization, pattern and form” of Nature. This fundamental is
metaphysical. 

Many of the “paradoxes” of modern physics are resolved by clearly separating the
physical universe from the metaphysical universe. By explicit use of the wave-
relationship hypothesis, we avoid the scientific error Korzybski called “mixing levels of
abstraction.” Or, that I have discussed earlier as “mixing levels of organization.”

184 Gary Zukav, The Dancing Wu Li Masters, 1979, ibid
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Referring back to the earlier schematic drawings, the only “thing” we can be aware of
is the ‘wave-relationship’ produced by the ‘matter-energy+space-time event’. There is
‘matter-energy’ in universe and ‘space-time’ in universe, but systems of ‘matter-
energy+space-time’ have no way of directly sensing ‘matter-energy’ or ‘space-time’.
They can only sense the ‘wave’. Whether that be a light wave, sound wave, vibratory
wave, or some other energy wave. The ‘wave’ carries the information about the
‘relationship’ of the ‘matter-energy+space-time event, hence our term ‘wave-
relationship’.

✺

This is a book about knowing and human intelligence. Knowing is composed entirely of
pattern—entirely of wave-relationships. Human intelligence is the ability to make use
of knowing to control actions and behavior—all very metaphysical.

Next Arthur Young will introduce us to purpose—another metaphysical nomena that
has enomous consequence in Nature.
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Purpose in Universe
by Arthur Young 185

My goal is to develop a theory of the evolution of the “universe,” and by universe I am
referring principally to the one of which man is a part. this requires a foundation in
which the laws of physics are integrated with the testimony consistently expressed by
empirical evidence not explained by science, such as ESP, as well as by spiritual
insights. It establishes a formal system in which consciousness, especially higher
consciousness, can exist.

Science as usually interpreted does not provide for consciousness. Accordingly, there
has arisen a conflict between science and religious thought, a conflict which is
frequently dismissed because, it is said, science is not concerned with final issues.
Such an interpretation of science has invaded other areas. This is particularly true of
the social and human sciences, such as psychology. Here it is difficult to understand

185 Arthur Young, et al., The Reflexive Universe, Commentary to the Theory of Process, The Theory of
Process 2, Commentary to the Theory of Process, The Foundations of Science: The Missing Parameter,
Etc., 1976-1991
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how we can have a valid science of man, if that science does not recognize final causes,
since for man final causes are of the greatest significance. They are, in fact, the
touchstone of his behavior. They inspire his works, his goals, his responsibilities to his
fellows.

We have a situation in which science, modestly disclaiming any knowledge of the
ultimate issues and sticking to its requirement of particles operated on by forces, has
become the model. This model has in turn become the ideal of the psychologists who,
dismissing all subtlety of the psyche as "metaphysical," create their image of man as a
biological machine which can have no mind that is not brain, and no psyche that is
not explicable as chemical activity, simply because, in their view, the laws of physics
do not recognize any other fundamental ingredients on which to draw. This being so,
we can no longer forgo an invasion of the inner sanctum of science to see if it is indeed
true that the universe contains nothing but billiard balls (particles, drives, response
mechanisms, etc.). 

Having given the reader an idea of what the book is about, I would like to offer a brief
description of the steps by which my theory came into being. This will also
conveniently involve acknowledging my sources, which include cosmologies embodied
in old myths. Despite current neglect, these ancient concepts are in close accord with
modem scientific findings. 

The beginning was my ambition, while still in college, to construct a theory of the
universe. I was intrigued by the Einstein theory of relativity, and my request for a
course in relativity was granted. I was also influenced by Bertrand Russell’s
speculations on logic in his Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy.186 

The spirit of the times, emerging from the horse-and-carriage era, was rejoicing in
“new thought.” The automobile, the telephone, the radio, the motion picture inspired
an enthusiasm for encompassing space. Lindbergh’s solo flight to Paris expressed an
emerging ambition to contain the universe mentally. The theory of relativity claimed
to capture totality in the pattern of space and time. 

My first attempt, in 1927, to construct a theory of the universe was influenced and
motivated by the same confidence in the possibility of explaining the universe in
intellectual terms. I called it the theory of structure; it was based on a theme similar

186 Bertrand Russell. Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy. London: Allen & Unwin, 1919,1960;
New York: Macmillan Co., 1919
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to that of relativity, that reality could be formulated and captured in pattern. But
almost as soon as I started it, I encountered a difficulty: the enigma of time, an issue I
still feel is vital. I considered that the neglect of time was responsible for the Cretan
paradox, discussed by Bertrand Russell: someone says that all Cretans are liars; but
he himself is a Cretan. If he speaks the truth, then he is lying; if he lies, he is speaking
the truth. The problem, I felt, could be resolved only by making logic subordinate to
time, and this required expanding my theory to include time. A distinction must be
made between an act in process and an act completed—such as a verb for the former,
and a noun for the latter—which could include verbs in the past tense. The Cretan
could say what he wished about past statements, but he could not do so for the
statement he was making, for the very practical reason that it was not yet complete:
judgments could not include themselves. 

I concluded that structure could not properly portray time. Structure is a system of
relationships that exist all at once in simultaneity. It cannot encompass that which
takes time to unfold. I changed my theory to one of time-structure, and then to the
theory of process. This was to be more general than the theory of structure: it would
include structure as a moving picture includes the individual frame.

Relativity had, of course, included time as a fourth dimension, and though it gave time
an imaginary coefficient in the formula for interval, this did not impress me as a
sufficient distinction. Relativity still referred to the “structure” of space-time, which I
felt overlooked the crux of that which distinguishes time from space: its asymmetry
and onewayess.

… symmetry, … , could be misleading for a theory of the universe and erroneous in the
treatment of time because it disregards “time’s arrow” (one-wayness). I intended that
my theory of process should stress that very quality of time that the theory of
relativity ignored.

But to return to my story. I found I could carry my theory of process no further. (It had
not yet occurred to me that process had certain definite stages, nor that each of these
stages had a distinct character.) At that point my life took a new direction; I decided
that I must learn to solve problems to which the answers could be tested, and so
turned to invention. But what to invent? After some preliminary attempts based on a
misunderstanding of aerodynamics, I became more circumspect and in late 1928 went
to the patent files in Washington to evaluate some of the possibilities I’d been thinking
about. Some of these, like sound on wire (now on tape), I found had already been
invented. Others were not promising for other reasons. Choice fell on the helicopter,
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which at that time had a long history of failures and clearly needed doing. 

I started on the helicopter, with which I was involved for nineteen years, the first
twelve on my own, the last seven under the auspices of Bell Aircraft. 

While I have always been intrigued by science, I do not consider myself a scientist. The
scientist has a certain attitude toward nature. He is preoccupied with the discovery of
law—and having discovered it, he holds it sacred. The inventor too must discover law,
but this is not his goal. He has his mind set on something he wants to achieve, to fly,
for example, or to communicate without wires. So he must both learn the law and then
apply it, which involves a turnabout, a change of direction. The law is essentially
restrictive, it limits the possible; but when it is stated objectively, we may find that it
can be turned about and will, through its very certainty, provide the means by which
our end can be achieved. 

Here again is an example of time’s arrow; if B is always preceded by A, we can say A
causes B, and not otherwise: cause and effect depend on the direction of time. On the
other hand, if we know that A causes B, and we observe B, we can then deduce A;
“where there’s smoke, there’s fire.” These two principles—causality and inference—
make it possible to make determinism work for us, to make the laws of nature expand
our freedom rather than restrain it. 

This attitude of learning to use a law instead of being blocked by it may have played a
part in my conception of determinism or law as the agency of free will rather than
inherently in conflict with it. This is important for the theory of  process, since
process, as we will later show, must create determinism in order to have means to
achieve its goal.
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Many problems in the development of the helicopter involved this sequence: finding
what happens, the laws or regularities, and rerouting one’s course to make the same
laws work to help; as when the carpenter planing a board discovers he is working
against the grain and turns the board around. 

I also found in the helicopter an example of how evolution works. I found by experience
that without purpose, without a goal-directed activity, the helicopter could not
possibly have evolved. 

 

Because of its analogous function of building from blueprints, we might liken the
assembly line to DNA. Evolution, it is supposed, is due to accidental mutations in the
DNA. But the helicopter assembly line brought home to me quite forcibly that there
was a built-in predisposition in what formerly had been an airplane assembly line to
resist the change to helicopters and revert to airplane manufacture. 

This could be counteracted only by constant vigilance. As a crowning touch, when the
manufacture was transferred to Texas and new equipment was required, the
equipment ordered was that for the manufacture of airplanes. The error was caught in
time, but by a person outside the manufacturing organization, one of the helicopter
team.  

Purpose is the important factor in developing a machine. The tendency of philosophers
who know nothing of machinery to talk of man as a mere mechanism—intending by
this to imply he is without purpose—shows a lack of understanding of machines as
well as of man. Indeed, there never was a machine that did not have a purpose. And
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there is perhaps no purpose that does not require a machine, whether a human body
or some other kind, to achieve it. 

From the fact that examination of the physical parts of a machine, often referred to as
the hardware, will not disclose the purpose unless assembled and in operation, it
should be easy to infer that one cannot understand man by an examination of his
physical organism, his body, alone. 

When, in 1948, the Bell helicopter reached production status, I was free to return to my
original interests. My release found me intrigued by such phenomena as precognitive
dreams and the ability of the African violet to regenerate the whole plant from a piece
of a leaf. These, and problems of ESP with which I then became absorbed, called for a
more inclusive science than the physics of my college days.

I again took up my theory of process, not only for its emphasis on time, but for the
presence implicit in process of a purposiveness that pushes toward the attainment of a
goal. Process is defined as a series of actions or operations taken to reach an end,
therefore process projects a goal.187 John Saloma1991 comments: 

Process, accordingly, must have direction, build on itself, and use means to
attain its goal, these means being determinate or predictable if they are to be
effective. The free, initiating, creative play of purpose needs fixed laws,
constraints, and a deterministic framework through which to realize its goal.
Young’s process paradigm deals expressly with this interplay of freedom and

constraint.”188 Back to Young1976:

187 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
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As the reader is probably aware, the notion of purpose or teleology is forbidden in
science, among biologists especially, who, while they must be strongly tempted to
invoke it at every turn, avoid it as reformed alcoholic avoids a drink. Physicists avoid
it because their problems don’t require it. And yet we find one of the greatest
physicists Max Planck1949 saying that: “…the historical development of theoretic
research in physics had led in a remarkable way to a formulation of the principle of
physical causality which possesses an explicitly teleological character.”189 Let us note
then that the purposiveness is associated with that aspect of light known as the
principle of least action.190

When Arthur Young examined process he discovered that process has goals. He saw
that process has direction, th at it builds on itself, that it must use means, that means
must be determinate. The dynamic we call process has purposiveness—there is goal
seeking. John Saloma1991 explains:

Thus, Young recognizes both “first cause” (in the guise of purpose) and a
teleological (directed toward an end—goal) design in nature, two admissions to
theory that modern science has scrupulously avoided. since at least Sir
Francis Bacon, science has limited itself to the consideration of objective
reality, rendering itself a partial theory of the nature of reality. Young’s aim
in the Theory of Process is to achieve a comprehensive theory or
metaparadigm that includes and is thoroughly consistent with the best
science but which is capable of dealing with nonobjective, nondefinable
aspects of reality beyond the accepted limits of current science.

Young’s investigation of how process works led him to some profound insights
into the nature of reality. At the most general level, process or time-structure
exhibits several features. It incorporates “the arrow of time”, the basic
asymmetry of time, always moving ahead from the past through the present
into the future.

The concept of “process” is the single most overarching and inclusive term in
Young’s theory and a good starting point for a systematic consideration of his
ideas. Process is a description and an interpretation of how the Universe
works. Young uses the term interchangeably with “time-structure”,

188 John S. Saloma, Commentary to the Theory of Process, The Theory of Process 2, Robert Briggs
Associates, Portland, 1991

189 Max Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, Philosophical Library, New York, 1949
190 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
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suggesting an underlying and definable dynamic. Process is initiated by a
purposive, goal-seeking thrust, an initial venturesomeness that pushes it
ahead. At its most fundamental level, the Universe is a process put into motion
by purpose, analogous to a learning experience. Ancient cosmologies speak of
God wanting to know himself, seeking to actualize that which was only
potential. This same undeniable thrust toward actualization is the essence of
what Young means by process.191

Arthur Young discovers both purpose and goal embedded in process. And, we must
understand both purpose and goal, if we are to understand dynamic Universe. Purpose
begins with the simplest stage of process in Universe—Light. Young1976 explained:

The essential contribution of quantum physics is that light comes in whole units
(quanta) which cannot be further divided. Light, moreover, is immaterial; it is without
charge, rest mass or other properties. It is outside of space-time. Clocks stop at the
speed of light and the photon can traverse an unlimited distance without loss.

Such lack of materiality vexes the scientist. It is impossible for him to establish the
photon on an objective basis; he cannot give it a position or predict it. If he does detect
the photon, as, say, on a photographic plate, it is annihilated and has no future to
predict. The layman, on the other hand, is bathed in a world of light (as well as other
radiation, including heat and radio waves); it is of no concern to him that the light he
sees by no longer exists after he sees it. Not having taken the monk’s vow of science—
that the Universe is objective—he participates in the Universe, and this participation,
as well as all chemical and other interactions in the Universe, is due to photon
exchange.192

As Buckminster Fuller taught us, Universe is both the Physical and the Metaphysical.
It is both the action of the energy event and the order—pattern, organization, form
and relationship of that event. It is both the process and the pattern. Young1984 wrote:

Heisenberg, in 1925, first called attention to the fact that to observe an electron, we
must disturb it. Since, in theory, it is impossible to know the exact position and
velocity of a particle, we can only predict probabilities. What Heisenberg failed to note
is that when this principle is applied to photons, we cannot predict at all. Physicists
cope with this problem by considering all photons to be “virtual”, which means that

191 John S. Saloma, Commentary to the Theory of Process, 1991, ibid
192 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, ibid
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they are unobservable. Science thus comes back to where it started, before it decided to
exclude what was unobservable.

But why is the layman better off: Because, as the Zen expression goes, “Ordinary life is
very Tao.” Spiritual teaching has always emphasized the ineffability of the highest
principle: “What is the sound of one hand clapping?” Such enigmatic expressions warn
that the ultimate essence is not a thing, it is no thing.”193 Back to Young1976:

In showing that the ‘parts’ arise from the ‘whole’ we provide confirmation for light as
first cause:

Light=Quanta of Action=Wholes=First Cause

Actions are unqualified. While mass is measured in grams, length in meters and time
in seconds, quanta of action are counted with no necessity of specifying the kind of
unit. This implies their fundamental nature: Actions precede measure, they are prior
to the analysis which yields grams, meters, and seconds.”194

Arthur Young1984 discussing the photon and consciousness quotes the following
excerpt from The Wisdom of the Ancient by Francis Bacon1609: 

Upon the whole I conclude with this; the wisdom of the primitive ages was
either great or lucky: great, if they knew what they were doing and invented
the figure to shadow the meaning; lucky, if without meaning or intending it
they fell upon matter which gives occasion for such worthy contemplations.

The accounts given by the poets of Cupid, or Love say then that Love was the
most ancient therefore of all things whatever, except Chaos, which is said to
have been coeval with him; and Chaos is never distinguished by the ancients
with divine honor or by the name of a god. This Love is introduced without any
parent at all; only, that some say he was an egg of Night. And himself out
Chaos begot all things, the gods included. The attributes which are assigned
to him are in number four: he is always an infant; he is blind; he is naked; he is
an archer. 

The fable relates to the cradle and infancy of nature, and pierces deep. This
Love I understand to be the appetite or instinct of primal matter, or to speak

193 Arthur Young, The Foundations of Science: The Missing Parameter, 1984, ibid
194 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, ibid
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more plainly, the natural motion of the atom, which is indeed the original and
unique force that constitutes and fashions all things out of matter. Now this is
entirely without parent, that is, without cause. For the cause is as it were
parent of the effect; and of this virtue there can be no cause in nature,
therefore neither kind nor form. Whatever it be therefore, it is a thing positive
and inexplicable. And even if it were possible to know the method and process
of it, yet to know it by way of cause is not possible; it being next to God, the
cause of causes, itself without cause. That the method even of its operation
should ever be brought within range and comprehension of human inquiry is
hardly perhaps to be hoped; with good reason therefore it is represented as an
egg hatched by night.... For the summary law of nature, that impulse of desire
impressed by God upon the primary particles of matter which makes them
come together, and which by repetition and multiplication produces all the
variety of nature, is a thing which mortal thought may glance at, but can
hardly take in. …

Let us now consider his attributes. He is described with great elegance as a
little child, and a child forever; for things compounded are larger and are
affected by age, whereas the primary seeds of things, or atoms, are minute and
remain in perpetual infancy.

Most truly also is he represented as naked; for all compounds (to one that
considers them rightly) are masked and clothed, and there is nothing properly
naked except the primary particles of things.

The blindness likewise of Cupid has an allegorical meaning full of wisdom. For
it seems that this Cupid, whatever he be, has very little providence, but
directs his course, like a blind man groping, by whatever he finds nearest;
which makes the supreme divine providence all the more to be admired, as
that which contrives out of subjects peculiarly empty and destitute of
providence, and as it were blind, to educe by a fatal and necessary law all the
order and beauty of the Universe.

His last attribute is archery, meaning that this virtue is such as acts at a
distance; for all operation at a distance is like shooting an arrow. Now whoever
maintains the theory of the atom and the vacuum....necessarily implies the
action of the virtue of the atom at a distance: for without this no motion could
be originated, by reason of the vacuum interposed, but all things would
remain fixed and immovable.195
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Arthur Young1984 ends his quotation of Bacon and continues: While I cannot find it is
this essay, I have seen it stated elsewhere that Bacon called attention to the fact that
Cupid is depicted as a person because first cause must have the potential to become
everything which evolution can produce. I emphasize this point in criticism of current
theories which treat consciousness as an “epiphenomenon”—that is something which
emerges late in evolution.

I realize that it is much easier to accept the idea that consciousness is an
epiphenomenon than to acknowledge that consciousness was there in the first place.
But such acceptability is deceptive; it gives us an IOU for the explanation and then
defaults on the payment. We must show the potential for consciousness in the origin of
things; it cannot arise from the increasingly specialized parts which develop as
evolution proceeds.

The photon, in fact, is the primordial and only entity to which the term “consciousness”
properly applies; the later developments—particles, atoms, molecules, cells, etc—are
means or vehicles in which the photon invests. The theory we are exploring requires
that we view the photon as possessing or controlling the molecule rather than the
other way about. We recognize that the photon is the seed principle or life spark. It is
the whole from which other more highly organized entities evolve.

This whole, or quantum of action, as we have seen, is in continual vibration, or cycling,
and therefore conscious in that it acts and reacts. Such consciousness is not of course
consciousness as we know it; but as it applies to its own activity it is sufficiently
similar to have the potential for consciousness. Admittedly, this is a great mystery,
and we are not explaining it; but we are giving it the importance it deserves. We have
identified the quantum as just that ingredient needed to explain the thrust of life, to
account for life’s freedom and its urge to surpass itself. It is remarkable that we find
further confirmation in the ancient Greek myth of Cupid, first and most potent of the
gods. In Bacon’s interpretation, written three hundred years before Planck discovered
the quantum of action, we have a description of just those features which the
quantum was subsequently found to possess.

Classical physics, including relativity, describes a Universe with no drive, no motive
power; a Universe, as Bacon said, where no motion can be originated, all things....fixed
and immovable. The drive or dynamic which is required for evolution is thus needed

195 Francis Bacon, Wisdom of the Ancients, 1609, Quoted by: Arthur Young, The Foundations of
Science: The Missing Parameter, Robert Briggs Associates, San Francisco, 1984
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apart form evolution. This drive, implicit in the quantum of action, has been
recognized by science in that it is now known that all commerce between particles,
atoms, and molecules is due to quanta of action (photons). What has not been realized
is that life and consciousness are implicit in this same drive.”196

✺

To deepen our inquiry into KNOWING and Human Intelligence, let us next look at the
evolution of PATTERN based on Arthur Young’s Theory of Process.197 

196 Arthur Young, The Foundations of Science: The Missing Parameter, 1984, ibid
197 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
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Evolution of Universe
Our human story cannot be understood separate from the story of Universe. It is really
one story. Our story begins approximately 15 billion years ago in—DARKNESS and
HEAVINESS. In the beginning there was only darkness and heaviness. And then
suddenly, there was light. Physicist Brian Swimme1985 explains.

To speak of the Universe's origin is to bring to mind the great silent fire at the
beginning of time. Imagine that furnace out of which everything came forth.
This was a fire that filled the Universe—that was the Universe. There was no
place in the Universe free from it. Every point of the cosmos was a point of this
explosion of light. And all the particles of the Universe churned in extremes of
heat and pressure, all that we see about us, all that now exists was there at
the beginning, in that great burning explosion of light. 

How do we know about it?

We can see it! We can see the light from the primeval fireball. Or at least the
light from its edge, for it burned for nearly a million years. We can see the
dawn of the Universe because the light from its edge reaches us only now,
after traveling twenty billion years to get here. Scientists have only just
learned to see the fireball. The light has always been there, but the ability to
respond to it required a tremendous development of the human senses. It took
millions of years to develop, but humans can now interact with the cosmic
radiation from the origin of the Universe. We can now see the beginnings of
time.198

SEVEN
The evolution of Universe occurs in seven discrete stages of process—seven unique
systems—seven stabilized processes—seven pattern integrities. 

Arthur Young1976 explains these seven stages are Light, Particles, Atoms, Molecules,
Plants, Animals, and Humans.199 In the evolution of the seven stages of process in
Universe we see that each stage develops a new power, a power that is characteristic
of its stage and that differentiates it from the other stages. 

198 Brian Swimme, The Universe is a Green Dragon, Bear & Company, Inc., Santa Fe, 1985
199 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
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And these powers are cumulative; each stage of process retains the powers developed in
the previous stages. Universe is created by the dance of process. A dance between
choice and restraint. 

Science is that human behavior that seeks to determine the boundaries that limit
choices. These restraints to choices once discovered are expressed in scientific
theories—in scientific generalizations. These are the rules of Universe—the ‘Laws’ of
Nature.

Universe is hierarchical and different restraints exist at different levels of hierarchy.
Because Universe is knowable, it can be studied and understood. Because Nature
plays fair and follows the rules, we know that whatever happens in Universe should
happen. When we understand all of the laws of Nature that apply to a particular form
of process, and when we understand the choices made within that process then we can
accurately predict what will happen. 

The first stage of process, light has maximum motion and maximum freedom.

Arthur Young’s Arc of Process

1 Light

2 Particles

3 Atoms

4 Molecules

7 Humans

6 Animals

5 Plants

3° of freedom

2° of freedom

1° of freedom

0° of freedom

The Arc of Process is created by the dance of choice and restraint, a dance which
results in the dissipation of motion. Not a gradual dissipation of motion but a
dissipation of motion which occurs in jumps or quanta. Young1976 explains: 

The evolution of process occurs in steps. In the first three steps there is a fall
towards determinancy. With each step there is a loss of freedom. Let us
imagine that you are trying to capture a wildcat that has climbed a tree. You
lasso him with a rope and make the rope secure. The wildcat can still move
about, but he can’t get away. Then you lasso him again and make the second
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rope fast. The wildcat can still move, but whereas his movement was first
confined to a sphere, the pull of the two ropes will constrain it to a circular
orbit on a plane. (A circle is the locus of a point equidistant from two given
points.) A third rope will complete the process and hold the wildcat in one
position.

Similarly, the step down from light to the level of nuclear particles constrains
the particle to motion within a sphere (which is the orbit of uncertainty of the
electron as described by Heisenberg); the second downward step confines the
electron to movement in a circle around the nucleus of the atom; then third to
a fixed position of the atom , as in a crystal.200

This phenomena of jumps or quanta in the changes of process was discovered most
fundamentally in 1900 by the German scientist Max Planck. In that year he
reluctantly presented a paper to his scientific colleagues which made him famous
throughout the world. His theory explained that process changes speed in jumps or
quanta, that process is granular or discontinuous. Arthur Young1990 states elsewhere:

Max Plank’s discovery of the quantum of action revolutionized physics and
revised the very basis of scientific thought. This discovery provides the
possibility of an entirely new view of the Universe. The older concept of a
Universe made up of physical particles interacting according to fixed laws is
no longer tenable. It is implicit in present findings that action rather than
matter is basic.”201

RANDOM CHOICE
And action begins with light.

Light •
First born in Universe was light. All there was was light. And with light came came
motion. So much light. So much motion. Radiant energy everywhere.

And the motion was free. For light is free of time, free of space, and free of energy. Light
makes random choices in time, space, and energy. The cosmic dance had begun at a
speed of 186,000 miles per second. And the dance was random, for light chooses
without knowing.202 A photon once released can be anywhere within a sphere of

200 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
201 Arthur Young, Mathematics, Physics & Reality, Robert Briggs Associates, Portland, Oregon, 1990
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186,000 miles in one second. It has just as much energy at the end of the journey as at
the beginning, even a million million years later. This is the power of light, a power
explained by human science 2006.

And the power of the first born in Universe was potential. Light held a promise in its
speed, a promise in its freedom. From the cosmic dance of choice and restraint, a dance
begun by light, six further stages of process world emerge. And the seventh stage of
process, humans would realize the promise of light's potential 15 billion years later.

The history of Universe is the history of humankind. We are the Universe come alive.
We are the Universe become intelligent. We are the children of light with the power to
control time, to control space, and to control energy. But the story of seventh born of
Universe, the human species, comes much later.

The second stage of process, the particles are more restrained in motion. There is no
longer maximum motion and maximum freedom. The particles change speed in a jump
or a quanta. This dissipation of motion results in a loss of freedom. Particles make
random choices in space and energy, but they have lost their freedom from time. They
are said to have two degrees of freedom.

Particles ••
In primordial Universe, in the midst of all that light and motion, there was heat. Heat
produced by the timeless dance of countless photons making random choices at
186,000 miles per second.

The high energy radiation was so intense, the Universe glowed from the heat. All was a
thermonuclear explosion. And in this heat, the dance slowed, not gradually, but in a
jump as the fast moving photons collided. The dance slowed to subluminal speed and
space cooled with the emergence of particles.

Today, the creation of particles by colliding photons is believed to take place in some
stars, but it was never observed in a laboratory before 1997. The energy required for
such an experiment had always been beyond the reach of human scientists. Malcolm
Browne describes this event:

202 Author’s Note: I use the term knowing here, although custom may have lead you to
expect the term “knowledge”. Knowing is more general, and occurs on many levels.
KNOWLEDGE has a more specific meaning that will be developed later in this book. 
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A trail blazing experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in
California has confirmed a longstanding prediction by theorists that light
beams colliding with each other can goad the empty vacuum into creating
something out of nothing. The weaker of the two light beams was produced by
a trillion-watt green laser. The opposing beam of radiation was boosted by 47-
billion-electronvolt electrons shot from the two-mile-long Stanford accelerator
until it was some 10 billion times as powerful as the green laser beam. The
collision resulted in the creation of two tiny specks of matter—an electron and
its antimatter counterpart, a positron.203 

Within minutes of the birth of light, second born of Universe appeared—the particles.
Countless collisions between photons produced protons and electrons in abundance
and the particles joined light in Universe. The subluminal speed of particles, produced
by the dissipation of motion was to grant particles the second power of Universe—the
power of binding.

Second born of Universe was to have charge and mass. Charge allows the particles to
bind one to another, allows protons to bind to electrons and creates the first condition
for the emergence of matter. But the power of binding did not come without a price.
The particles are not free from time. And the cosmic dance became linear in time.

The power of binding was itself restrained by time. What happened in one instant
determined what could happen in the next. The particles still retained freedom from
space and freedom from energy. We are uncertain of the position and momentum of
particles. 

Second born randomly chooses where it will go in space and when it will release or
absorb energy. It is free from space and free from energy. With charge and mass, the
particles create the conditions for the birth of matter in the next stage of process.

The third stage of process, the atoms are even more restrained and less free. The motion
of atoms are even more limited. They have changed their motion in a jump or
quantum. The atoms make random choices in energy. They are no longer free from
space or free from time They are said to have one degree of freedom.

Atoms •••
Within an hour of the birth of light, the third born of Universe—atoms emerged. The
abundant protons and electrons in Universe joined, bound together by their charge,

203 Malcolm Browne, Scientists Use Light to Create Particles, New York Times, September 16, 1997
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and matter was created and all of the elements formed.

With the creation of the atoms, substance took on a center. Universe for the first time
had form. Universe had identity. Atoms can be tagged, located in space, identified with
distinct properties of their own. An atom is either oxygen or sodium. It is either gold or
lead, its form gives it identity and the third power of Universe is identity. In trade for
the power of identity, the dissipation of motion required for particles to become atoms
results in the loss of the freedom in space. Identity requires certainty of location.

The third stage of process retains only one degree of freedom. Atoms retain the freedom
of energy, the freedom to make random choices within their energy state. The atom
can absorb or release its energy without prompting from from the outside. It makes
random choices within its energy state.

With the emergence of third born Universe takes a rest. Light predominates in
Universe for the next 30 million years. During these years, matter is a gas with a
density comparable to the rare air of our earth's upper atmosphere. The gas consisting
of newly formed atoms, continued to expand, and the temperature dropped with the
dissipation of motion.

With the rise of matter in Universe, gravity became the major restraint to choice. As
gravity exerted its force, strain appeared in the homogenous matter-gas. Large
fragments broke away creating the protogalaxies. And over the next several hundred
million years, the protogalaxies condensed into the stars and the planets which are
found in our Universe today.

Molecules ••••
The planet and Universe slowly cooled. The fourth stage of process, the molecules can
only be created within a narrow range of temperature. And so after 15 billion years of
gestation, Universe cooled enough to allow her to deliver her fourth born, the
molecules.

With the evolution of the molecules Universe ends its fall into determinism. The last
freedom, the freedom from energy, is given up in a jump. This freedom of random
choice is trade for the power of combination. Whereas the atom organizes proton-
electron pairs, the molecule combines atoms. There are only about 100 kinds of atoms;
there are countless kinds of molecules. If we are to make atoms analogous to the letters
of the alphabet, then molecules, being combinations of atoms, are analogous to words.
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Atoms, like letters, are limited in number; molecules , like words, may be constructed
endlessly.

No Choice
Molecules complete the descent of the arc of process. They are fully determined, they
obey all the laws of Nature in a predictable way. They are constrained by time, space,
and energy. The energy of molecules are locked in the covalent bond. The electrons
shared in the bond are predictably held within the constraints of time, space and
energy. There is no more freedom of random choice at the stage of process called the
molecules. And while this fall into determinism would appear a one-way journey, we
see the emergence of a much more powerful freedom.The fourth stage of process, the
simple molecules, make no choices. They have lost their freedom from time, space and
energy. All is determined. The molecules complete the descent of the arc.

Light    Potential

Particles   Binding

Atoms   Identity

Molecules Combination

3° of freedom

2° of freedom

1° of freedom

0° of freedom

The Fall into Determinism

Controlled Choice
Molecules are the stage of process where the “turn” occurs. And while random choice is
lost to simple molecules as complexity increases they gain the power of controlled
choice. It is here that life begins with the emergence of control. It is this point in the
evolution of process that the arc begins to ascend back upwards and with the ascent of
the arc we will see the return of freedoms in the next three stages of process.
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This new freedom that emerges in molecules is not the random freedoms of light,
particles or atoms. It is a hidden freedom, the hidden freedom of molecules—the
freedom of timing.

With the freedom of timing comes the ability for process to control. In the complexity of
the molecular stage of process we see the emergence of a new kind of choice, a
controlled choice—a choice made with knowing. The molecule begins in the area of
energy and has the ability to time the release and the absorption of energy. This
ability is what allows the power of the molecular stage to operate the power of
organization. By collecting energy it becomes possible to utilize that energy in the
organization of structure and this process begins the ascent of the arc of process
backwards back towards freedom, but a different kind of freedom—controlled freedom.
Timing is the ingredient that marks success in all human fields, whether it is the
wrestler who overcomes a more powerful opponent, the success of a business venture,
the performance of a musical composition. It is not energy; it is not force, not even the
control of force; it is the correctly timed control of force, and this has to be learned. The
fact that it has to be learned is important. The freedom of the ascent of process is not
random choice. It is controlled choice. Choice made with knowing. 

Control begins with life and the next major contribution Young makes to Universe2006,
results from his discovery of the emergence of control in the “Arc of Process.”

This freedom of timing meant everything to the hierarchical development of the ascent
of process. Energy could be collected, stored, and released in a nonrandom fashion—in
a timed and controlled way. This enables the molecule to communicate with its
environment and process information. This enables the molecule to become alive. The
dissipation of motion could now be controlled and directed. The integration of matter
was now controlled, Universe was alive, the arc of process was now ascending.

Arthur Young’s The Scientific Basis of Control 
One of the most important contributions to our understanding of Universe is the
discovery of the scientific basis for control. Young1976 explains:

Modern science had its origin in Isaac Newton’s extension of geometry to
include motion. Until then geometry had been a science of position. The first
order of motion was velocity, the rate of change of position with respect to time,
or, as Newton called it, a fluxion. The second order of motion was the ratio of
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change of velocity to time, or acceleration. Gottfried Leibniz made the same
discovery, and his name for these ratios, derivatives, is the term now used.
Through the use of these derivatives Newton defined force as mass times
acceleration, and momentum as mass times velocity. Energy, or work, was
later found to be distance times force—or feet(distance) times pounds (force).
Power was the rate of doing work, the derivative of energy. 

The quantities, most of which are derivatives with respect to time constituting
the measure formulae of physics, have become the basic vocabulary of the
science of motion. They make it possible to describe and predict the motion not
only of the planets but of any inert body. This led to the philosophy of
determinism, the theory that an all-knowing mathematician, the LaPlace
mathematician, knowing the velocity and position of all the particles in the
Universe, could predict their future.

Note that these measure formulae, made possible by the concept of derivatives,
with the exception of power, do not go beyond the second derivative. Energy is
ML2/T3 (THE FAMOUS E=MC2), and power is ML2/T3, the third derivative of
moment of inertia. Are there other third and higher derivatives? 

While in theory they would exist, such derivatives are not used, and have been
ignored by theoretical science. To see why, we must remember the the laws of
motion are considered to apply only when energy is not added to or subtracted
from the system. Thus the laws of motion prescribe that a pendulum will
swing indefinitely provided there is no friction. Science thus deals with a
hands-off or ideal case. Newton thought the orderly motion of the planets was
evidence of God, but Peirre LaPlace told Napoleon that their orderly motion
made the hypothesis of God unnecessary. There began to be a split between
science and free will, with science holding to the view that the laws of motion,
which correctly predicted the behavior of most bodies, could also account for
living organisms. As Albert Szent-Gyorgyi put it, “As scientists we cannot
believe that the laws of nature lose their validity at the surface of the skin.”
Szent-Gyorgyi didn’t leave it at that, but went on to show that something else,
some drive, was needed.

This split becomes apparent in the difference between science and engineering.
The scientist tends to think of the laws of nature as inviolate; the engineer
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thinks of the laws of nature as something to be used to make machines that
work. It does not occur to either of them that when they control a mechanical
device—by adding or subtracting energy from the system—that this
interference does not involve any violation of nature’s laws.

Thus it is possible to control nature and make it do what you want it to do.
While it would not be practical to cause Mars to change its orbit, it has been
possible to control an orbiting satellite to fly past Mars, to visit Jupiter, and by
guiding the satellite to take advantage of Jupiter’s gravitational field, to get
the extra impetus to carry it to Saturn and beyond.

But how, if the laws of nature are inviolate, can they be taken advantage of?
How do we square this opportunism with Newton? How can creatures,
themselves the product of laws, produce results that could not occur in nature
as interpreted by science?

To answer this question consider the derivatives beyond the first and second.
What would the third derivative be? The first, or velocity, is rate of change of
position (governs position). The second, acceleration, is rate of change of
velocity. It follows that the third is the rate of change of acceleration. Now
change of acceleration is what we do when we drive a car, by pushing more or
less on the accelerator pedal, pushing the brake pedal, or steering. It is our
control of the car, and is effected either by adding energy to the system or by
withdrawing it. Control is a free option, to be used by the driver.

So the laws of nature, so often invoked to support determinism, do nothing of
the kind. The third derivative, or control, has the same right to status as
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velocity and acceleration. It is not so much one of the laws of nature as it is an
implicit permission to use nature’s laws.

But why is control ignored by theoretical science? It is true that since it is an
option, it cannot be measured as can velocity ad acceleration. It may also be
true that it does not contribute to the edifice of exact laws so respected by
science. This does not justify the neglect of control in cosmology in the old
sense, one that includes life, where the belief indeterminism would make self-
maintenance, or control, an illusion. Surely plants grow and store energy
against entropy by controlling their metabolism; and animals, while subject to
instinctive drives, must use control in pursuit of prey or to avoid capture.

Here we might take time to answer the claims of behaviorism, whose prestige is
based on the assertion that living creatures are subject to “drives” just as
inert bodies are subject to laws, and that therefore consciousness is
superfluous or erroneous notion. But hold on a minute. Let us admit that
when, say, a seal migrates northward in summer for breeding purposes, it
does so in response to a drive triggered by the seasons. Even if this were
interpreted to mean the seal has no free will, note that the seal is an
organization of many trillions of cells, and each cell an organization of trillions
of molecules. this enormously complex association of molecules behaves in
unitary fashion, and not according to the Newtonian determinism that would
apply to the individual molecules if they were not so organized. How does the
seal control all those molecules in a way that Newton’s laws would not? Even
if we say the seal has no free will, it does have control of its own metabolism, of
its musculature, or its growth and self reproduction. Instinct is not due to
laws of gravitation and electromagnetism.

While we cannot release the behaviorist from some responsibility for his
interpretation of instinct as equivalent to Newton’s laws, the real blame falls
on the theoretical physicist who draws his credo, his dogma, from a partial
reading of the derivatives.

Of course the physicist is entitled to define his own discipline, and if he wants
to base this discipline on the first two derivatives only, he is at liberty to do do
so. By the same token, he cannot claim to know the workings of a Universe
that includes life.

What about the derivatives beyond the third: It might be thought that since
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the third derivative is an option, there is no point in going further. We cannot
even measure free option, much less find its derivative, but a closer scrutiny
shows that there is the equivalent of a fourth derivative. What is it that
changes (governs) control? While control is an option, or at least not
mechanically determined, it is also not completely free. If a child runs in front
of the car, we steer to the side or put on the brakes. If the road curves, we steer
accordingly. Out control of the car is continually governed by its position
relative to other cars and objects. If fact, our destination is the ultimate
governing factor.

Our destination is a position—not the position we started with, but the same
kind of measure. It is something we observe—it is not velocity, which we can
compute, nor acceleration, which we feel; nor is it control, which we exercise. If
the fourth derivative takes us back to position, which was the zeroth
derivative, we have what is called a four-operator. After four 90° steps, we get
back to the starting point, position.

This concept has important implications for science. Not only does it limit the
time derivatives to four, but it permits an important step in finding a
definition of dimension in terms of angle. Since dividing by time four times
brings us back to the start, we can equate division by time to a rotation of 90
degrees.204

Young’s discovery of the scientific basis for control is enormously important in
Universe2006. Control is the very basis of LIFE. Returning to our earlier discussion of

204 Arthur Young, The Geometry of Meaning, Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence, 1976
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choice, when a living system makes a choice based on the knowing of its needs, based
on the knowing of its abilities it is making a controlled choice. When a living system
chooses with knowing, it is making a controlled choice—a choice made with knowing.
So when does life start? When does physics become biology?

MEMORY
Life begins within the molecular stage of process. The primal power of life is memory.
Memory is the power to recall previously experienced awareness. Memory is the power
up on which all other living powers depend. 

MEMORY —def—> Awareness + Recall

Memory is necessary for learning, and learning is necessary for understanding. Now
we can define knowing for the first time.

KNOWING —def—> Memory + Understanding

Knowing is necessary for timing. Timing is necessary for control, and life begins with
control. Now we can see that what makes life different than non-life is memory and
those powers derived from memory. 

CONTROL —def—> Knowing + Choice

Living systems make controlled choices, choices made with knowing. This is why “the
turn” occurs at the molecular stage of process. Universe comes alive at “the turn.” 

What distinguishes non-living systems from living systems is not action, not choice,
and not awareness. It is memory knowing and control. With memory added to recall
comes knowing. With knowing added to choice comes control. 

The DNA molecule is clearly an example of molecular life. Although the simpler
polymers exhibit many characteristics of life including this syntropic processing, it is
the DNA molecule that is the masterpiece of living molecules. The gem of molecular
wisdom, this crystal of intelligence makes decisions based on information. DNA
remembers, DNA learns, and DNA controls. DNA controls its environment by making
choices. At a simple level DNA thinks. It makes the system it controls more orderly,
more structured, and more organized. It does this by observing and thinking—by
thinking and deciding.
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Life begins in the molecular stage of process and creates “the turn” in the arc of
process. The three stages of process located on the ascent of the arc are alive and form
the three great classes of life—plants, animals, and humans. 

Then we see the ascent of the arc and the arc begins to ascend back upwards towards
freedom. Plants have one degree of freedom, animals have two degrees of freedom, and
humans, like light, have three degrees of freedom. However, the freedoms on the left
hand side of the arc are very different than the freedoms on the right hand side. The
freedoms on the left side of the arc are freedoms to choose but to choose randomly. The
freedoms on the the right side of the arc are freedoms to choose but to choose with
control. Controlled choices are made with knowing.

If we now re-examine Arthur Young’s Arc of Process we see that the arc first descends
towards determinancy. Light has three freedoms, particles two, atoms one, simple
molecules have lost all freedom and are fully restrained. In the realm of molecules
there is a point in molecular evolution when a molecule starts to build up energy and
begins to ascend back to freedom. Arthur Young denotes this point as the turn. It is
when process becomes intelligent. It is when process makes controlled choices based
on knowing rather than random choices based on chance. This change becomes
possible because of memory.

  Light   Potential                                 Humans  Understanding
                                                                                     
                                                                               
      Particles  Binding                   Animals    Mobility
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LIFE is Intelligent
With the emergence of complex molecules comes LIFE. Life brings with it memory—
awareness plus recall, develops knowing—memory plus understanding, and finally
achieves control—knowing plus choice. Control is intelligent behavior. And, as
scientist. Frank T. Vertosick, Jr. explains intelligence is found in all living systems: 

When I speak of intelligence, I mean the general ability to store past
experiences and to use that acquired knowledge to solve future problems. I'm
not limiting my discussion to human intelligence, which many consider
synonymous with intelligence itself. Quite the contrary: I reject the notion
that human intelligence is unique in the biological realm. Brains are good at
solving a certain class of problems, but they hold no monopoly on problem
solving in general. Science now labors under the misguided belief that
intelligence is a property found only in hardwired conglomerates like brains
and their electronic surrogates, computers. I call this misconception “brain
chauvinism,” and I will refute it by showing how all living things-even those
entirely devoid of nervous systems—can (and must) use some form of reason to
survive. In fact, I believe that intelligence and the living process are one and
the same: to live, organisms (or communities of organisms) must absorb -
information, store it, process it, and develop future strategies based upon it. In
other words, to be alive, one must think. …

Prior to the twentieth century earthly intelligence could be found only in living
things, and so the nature of reason is best explored, at least initially, within
the context of biology. To survive, all living beings must respond to an
incessant barrage of stimuli: good, bad, and neutral. Some stimuli are so
potently bad they provoke an immediate, reflexive response. The abrupt
withdrawal of my arm from fire is a spontaneous, non-analytical reaction; it
requires no thought, or at least no complex thought. Unfortunately, most
hazards can't be handled so simplistically. If I blindly leapt from every threat,
I would soon exhaust myself Moreover, some threats, such as a menacing
animal, are better handled by walking slowly away No creature can make it
through life equipped solely with dumb reflexes. Reflexes alone do not
constitute intelligence. Organisms must temper their reflexes with judgment,
and that implies reason. 

When reflex alone proves inadequate or counterproductive, living things resort
to more subtle ways of dealing with environmental data. They begin by
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determining the predictive value of their experiences and storing those
experiences for later application. In other words, organisms learn from
experience and apply this knowledge to future challenges. Learning is central
to all intelligent behavior. 205

Plants •••••
The fifth stage of process, the plants are intelligent. They make controlled choices in
energy. Controlled choices require knowing. For the plants it is a knowing of energy.
But the plants do not have the freedom to make controlled choices in space or time. The
plants are said to have one degree of freedom.

Recall Alfred Korzybski206 designated the plants as energy-binders he explained that
plants adapt to their environment through their awareness and control of energy. I
am being deliberately redundant here in repeating some of my earlier discussion of
Korzybski’s General Theory of Time-binding which includes his discussions of energy-
binding, space-binding and time-binding. I include my extension of Korzybski’s work
with the discussion of Neutrality, Adversity, and Synergy. 

Some of the following material was covered in We Can All Win!: The Basics of Synergic
Science207 However, the context here is new.

Energy-binding
The power of plants is transformation, growth, and organization. 

Plants have the ability to transform solar energy to organic chemical energy. The plant
is a solar collector. It spreads its leaves and harvests the ultraviolet rays directly from
the sun. 

Energy-binders have the power of growth. The plant draws water and minerals from
the soil organizes this energy and nutrients into growth through cell division. The
growth of the energy-binder and its self-propagation through progeny are the
resultant of cell division—if the cells remain together we have growth; if they split off
into a separate entity we have progeny. 

205 Frank T. Vertosick, Jr., THE GENIUS WITHIN: Discovering the Intelligence of Every Living
Thing, Hartcourt, Inc., New York, 2002

206 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, E.P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1921
207 Timothy Wilken,Three Classes of Life, We Can All Win!, UnCommon Sense Library I, 1999,

http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics4.html
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Energy-bindings have the power of organization. Organization possible through the
ability to time the release and binding of energy. Timing based on knowing—energy
knowing.

Recall life requires complexity. Take one of the simplest of energy-binders—a single
celled bacteria. 

We are looking at a simple rod-shaped one celled plant which can avoid dangers and
seize opportunities. Inside this simple one celled plant—there are four “boss”
molecules. These DNA molecules have a molecular weight of 2.5 billion each. Then we
find 400,000 assistants to the bosses, RNA molecules of over 1000 types with an
average molecular weight of 2 million each. Packed between all of these molecules are
about 1 million protein molecules of over 2000 different types with an average
molecular weight of 40,000 each. And to complete this simple cell we find 500 million
smaller molecules of approximately 700 types with an average molecular weight of 300
each. All of these units working together to bind energy, making controlled choices,
adapting to their environment, avoiding danger and embracing opportunity.

This description of a simple one celled energy-binder is mind boggling; but to keep our
sense of proportion, we must recognize that life requires complexity. Energy-binders
represent a much more complex order of organization that the most complex of
nonliving molecules. If a molecule were likened to an automobile, then a cell is like an
automotive factory—a vast organization of men, machines, and computers.

And so plants—the energy-binders are energy aware. They are aware and they process
information about energy. They remember energy events and from that memory make
controlled choices—energy choices. The plants think and decide. 

This is not human thinking, not even animal thinking, but it is a form of intelligence—
very powerful energy intelligence. The plants use their power to bind energy—to
organize, to adapt to their environment. They must adapt by making controlled
choices, which keep them within the narrow corridor of life or they will die. They must
avoid the dangers threatening their survival and embrace the opportunities for
growth and reproduction.

While the energy-binders have the power to collect and store energy, to make controlled
choices of the use of that energy, they have limited adaptability. Limited because they
cannot move. Plants are rooted to their environment. If a plant roots in the shade, it
cannot move to a sunnier place. If it is dying for lack of water, it cannot move to a
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rainier spot. Plants lack the power of mobility. Plant growth is movement, but
movement towards an infinitely remote goal—the sun. Plant motion is in a constant
direction, either away from gravity or towards the sun.

Neutrality
Neutral relationships originate in the plant world.

Sunlight provides unlimited energy for the plants. Each individual plant needs only
the sun, and adequate water and minerals to survive. Plants are solar energy
collectors. They use the sun’s radiant energy in photosynthesis to manufacture
glucose, carbohydrate and other plant cells. 

Individual plants do not relate to each other. They relate only to the earth and the sun.
Plant survival does not require any relationship with other. The plants unique ability
to utilize sunlight directly to synthesize organic tissue frees them from the need for
others. This fact makes plants the independent class of life—independent of other.

While no plant will deliberately hurt another plant, it will also never help another
plant. A plant’s success or failure depends solely on its own efforts and talents.
Individual plants have no relationship with each other. Plants have no awareness of
each other, they ignore each other. To survive as a plant, you must be self-sufficient. 

Plants are the only form of life that are truly independent. 

If we analyze neutral relationships, we discover that individuals are unchanged by
their relationship. They are neither less nor more after the relationship. They are the
same. (1+1) = 2. Choices which do not hurt or help are neutral. Actions which do not
hurt or help are neutral. Relationships which do not hurt or help are neutral.

Animals ••••••
The sixth stage of process, the animals are intelligent. They make controlled choices in
energy and space. This requires knowing—knowing of energy and knowing of space.
The animals do not make controlled choices in time. Animals are said to have two
degrees of freedom.

Recall Korzybski designated the animals as space-binders, he explained that the
animals adapt to their environment through their awareness and control of space.
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Space-binding
The power of space-binding is mobility—the ability to move about in space. This is not
the simple motion of plants. This is mobility—running, jumping, leaping, swinging,
swimming, creeping, stalking, crawling, diving, and flying.

The space-binder moves towards a specific and attainable goal—water, food, a mate,
shelter—and in any direction. The mobility of the space-binder is not just motion, it is
controlled motion. The space-binder moves in search of food. For grazing animals the
quest is continuous; for predators, occasional but more strenuous. And all animals are
under constant threat from natural enemies. The animal, therefore, requires sense
awareness—awareness of the space in which he lives. The space-binder uses his
awareness to find food and to warn him of the approach of enemies. A deer may be
motivated by thirst to go to a waterhole, but if it senses a lion, it will refrain. It must
continuously evaluate conflicting stimuli and choose between alternatives,
alternatives of pleasure or pain, alternatives of good space or bad space. Space-binders
are aware of space, they are aware and they think, they have space knowing—they
think and they decide—constantly making controlled choices as to where and when to
move.

Thinking for the space-binder is wholistic. The animals base their decisions on the
whole situation. When the rabbit hears a sound in the thicket, he must react
instantly, “fight or flight” and the decision must be made now, based on the whole
situation. There is no time for analysis. Only wholistic thinking has the rapidity and
flexibility to allow survival in the adversary world of space-binders. 

Spacial intelligence allows the animal to move instantly towards good space space that
enables one to survive, and away from bad space—space that produces injury or
death.208

But the animals are not only space-binders, they also have some of the power of energy-
binders. While they cannot transform solar energy directly into organic chemical
energy, they can transform the tissues from the plants and animals they eat into
organic chemical energy, they can also grow and reproduce, and they can also
organize energy. To the fox who sees the rabbit, success at seizing this opportunity for
a meal depends not just on his ability to know when and where to move, but also on his
ability to control the energy which he will need to power his movement. He must have
adequate energy stored so that he can release it at the proper moment to catch the

208 Judy Wilken, Theory of Good Space and Bad Space, Private Conversations, 1980
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rabbit. And the rabbit can only escape if it uses its knowledge of both space and energy
effectively.

Adversity
Adversary relationship originates on earth in the animal world. Earth supplies limited
space for the animals. Space is finite. Good space is even more finite. It is very limited.
There is only so much good water, so much good grazing land, so much good shelter,
and so much good potential food. There is not enough to go around. The space-binders
must compete for this limited amount of good space. They compete adversarily. They
compete by fighting and flighting. They compete by attacking and killing other space-
binders. They compete by devouring the energy-binders. The natural law of animals is
adversity.

Animal survival depends entirely on finding others to eat. The herbivores depend on
finding plants to eat. The carnivores depend on finding other animals to eat. The
animals inability to utilize sunlight to synthesize organic tissue means they must eat
organic tissue. Animals survive by eating either plants or animals. Animals are
completely dependent on other for survival. This fact makes animals the dependent
class of life—dependent on other.

Imagine a fox chasing a rabbit, if the fox is quick enough, it will win a meal, at the
expense of the rabbit who loses its life. On the other hand, if the rabbit is quicker, the
fox loses a meal, and the rabbit wins its life. 

The animals live in an adversary world of losers and winners. This is a world of
fighting and flighting—of pain and dying. To win in this world someone must lose.
Winning is always at the cost of another. 

All animals, from the smallest insect to the largest whale are struggling to avoid
losing—struggling to avoid being hurt. 

CONFLICT —def—> The struggle to avoid loss—the struggle to avoid
being hurt. 

The animals must fight and flee to stay alive, and they do. Always ready at a moments
notice to go tooth and nail to avoid losing—to avoid death. Losers/winners is the
harshest of games. Winning is always at the cost of another’s life. 
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The loser tends to resist with all of its might occasionally prevailing by killing or
wounding its attacker. So both parties can lose, turning the game—losers/winners
into losers/losers. 

If we analyze adversary relationships, we discover that individuals are less after the
relationship. (1+1) < 2. In the animal world where the loser forfeits its life (1+1) = 1.
Or in the end game of losers/losers, both adversaries may die in battle, then (1+1) = 0.

Adversity is completely natural in the animal world. It is the law of Nature for
dependent live forms. It is the way of all animal life. 

The adversary way is not bad for the animals, it is Nature’s way. The animals have
acquired the ability to move voluntarily, but they lack the ability to understand their
environment. Their inability to understand locks them into the adversary world.

To be complete, some plants do not have chlorophyll. They cannot convert radiant
energy to chemical energy. They lack the full power of energy-binding. They are
dependent life forms like the animals and survive through adversary relationships
with other forms of life. This includes pathological bacteria and parasitic plants. This
also includes the carnivorous plants which possess a primitive form of mobility.

Humans •••••••
The seventh stage of process, the humans are intelligent. They make controlled choices
in energy, space and time. This requires knowing—knowing of energy, knowing of
space and knowing of time. Humans are said to have three degrees of freedom. 

Recall Korzybski designated humans as time-binders, he explained that we humans
adapt to our environment through our awareness and control of time.

Time-binding
The power of time-binding is understanding. With understanding the time-binder
gains the ability to control their environment. On earth, we humans possess the
power to understand and through that understanding to control and dominate our
earth.

Understanding is what makes life meaningful. Without understanding life has no
meaning. Understanding becomes possible when an organism can observe and
remember change over time. Understanding comes from the awareness of time—an
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awareness that allows the experience of time as sequential or linear. 

Tomorrow follows today as today followed yesterday. Time always moves from the past
to the present, from the present to the future. Change is bound in time. And time-
binders can understand change in space because of their awareness of time. 

Time-binding is a way of thinking—analytical thinking. The time-binder can make
decisions based on understanding changes in his environment over time. Time-
binding analysis is sequential analysis—linear analysis—focused on the parts rather
than the whole. 

Analytical thinking recognizes cause and effect. Time-binders are the masters of cause
and effect. When humans understand cause and effect, they make scientific discovery.
They make knowing. When humans make choices based on understanding, they make
inventions. They make technology. Time-binders are the creators of understanding
and technology. When understanding is incorporated into matter-energy, it becomes a
tool. 

Humans are above all else toolmakers. Much of our understanding is embedded in our
tools. Human understanding grows continuously and without limit. As we incorporate
our evermore powerful understanding into our tools. We produce evermore powerful
tools.

Transmission of Knowing
Time-binding is also that unique ability to pass that ‘knowing’ from one generation to
the next generation. Both animal and human offspring begin their lives in nearly total
ignorance. The differences that exist between them are small, but what advantage in
‘knowing’ that does exist belongs clearly to the animal. While the animal seems to
begin life with a greater store of inherited ‘knowing’, it possesses little ability to learn
from its parents. The animal is condemned to rediscover over and over, every
generation must discover anew the ‘knowings’ of its parents. The wise old owl may
know a great deal, but he has no way to pass what he knows to his offspring and they
have no way to receive it. We humans are very different in that respect. We can and do
pass our knowing from one generation to the next. 

My grandmother was born in a house without telephone, radio, television, electricity,
or running water. My mother was born in the same house, but with the addition of
electricity, running water, and radio. I was born in a modern hospital, my mother was
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put to sleep for the delivery and I grew up in a house with electricity, running water,
flush toilets, radios, and telephone, and when I was eight, we got a television.

My daughters were born in a hospital home birth center with my wife awake and
participating. My daughters have grown up in a house with three televisions, two
stereos, three radios, several telephones, two video recorders, and three personal
computers.

We humans do not start our ‘knowing’ over every generation. My paternal grandfather
had a 3rd grade education; my maternal grandfather had an 8th grade education. My
parents were high school graduates. I have 26 years of formal education and a
doctorate. My wife's mother has a grade school education; her father finished high
school. My wife completed 23 years of formal education and has a graduate degree.

I am not smarter than my grandparents or my parents, I am simply later. Present
humanity is not smarter than past humanity, they are simply later. As Alfred
Korzybski explained in 1921:

Human beings possess a most remarkable capacity which is entirely peculiar
to them—I mean the capacity to summarize, digest and appropriate the labors
and experiences of the past; I mean the capacity to use the fruits of past labors
and experiences as intellectual or spiritual capital for developments in the
present; I mean the capacity to employ as instruments of increasing power the
accumulated achievements of the all-previous lives of the past generations
spent in trial and error, trial and success; I mean the capacity of human
beings to conduct their lives in the ever increasing light of inherited wisdom; I
mean the capacity in virtue of which man is at once the inheritor of the
bygone ages and the trustee of posterity. And because humanity is just this
magnificent natural agency by which the past lives in the present and the
present for the future, I define humanity, in the universal tongue of
mathematics and mechanics, to be the time-binding class of life.209

We humans bind time and are bound together in time. The record of our time-binding is
everywhere. It is in all that activity that we so innocently call progress. It is the very
motor of obsolescence. It is embedded in just about everything associated with humans
and yet most humans are unaware of the very power that makes them human. We
humans catalogue and store our various knowings in libraries, universities, colleges,
data banks, and information services. We store our knowing in many formats—books,
tapes, films, movies, newspapers, magazines, video, microfilm, photos, computer files,
etc., etc., etc..  

209 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
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But humans are more than just time-binders with the power to understand. We also
have the power of space-binding—mobility and the ability to think wholistically, and
the power of energy-binding—conversion of plant and animal tissue to organic
chemical energy, growth and organization of energy. 

Human success depends not just on understanding, but also on knowing when, where
and how to be mobile. And also on the ability to control the energy which we will need
to power our movement. We must have adequate energy stored so that we can release
it at the proper moment to adapt to our environment.

Synergy
The synergic relationship originates in the human world. As Korzybski foresaw:

The human class of life is a part and a product of nature, therefore, there must
be fundamental laws which are natural for this class of life. A stone obeys the
natural laws of stones; a liquid conforms to the natural law of liquids; a plant,
to the natural laws of plants; an animal, to the natural laws of animals; it
follows inevitably that there must be natural laws for humans.210

Universe provides unlimited time for humans. This is in the sense of time-binding.
Human lives are finite, but human ‘knowing’ is not. Humans discovered control of fire
~1.5 million years ago, and it has been in daily use since then. 

Humans invented the wheel ~5500 years ago and its use is everywhere today. Because
humans pass their knowing to their descendants, in a sense, collective human life is
not limited. Understanding is not limited. Knowing is not limited. Technology is not
limited. Quality of human life based on knowing and technology is not limited.

We first discover synergic relationship in the microscopic universe. It is the basis of
human cellular organization. Each of us has approximately 40 trillion cells organized
within our bodies. These cells are related synergically, each acting in a highly co-
Operative way.

Synergic relationship becomes available to human individuals because of time-binding.
Our ability to invent and to understand new ways of doing things creates a new

210 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
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possibility for co-Operation which does not exist in the world of the plants and
animals. This brings us to a fundamental definition in synergic science:

Co-OPERATION —def—> Operating together to insure that both parties win,
and that neither party loses. The negotiation to insure that both parties are
helped, and that neither party is hurt.

Cooperation is an old word with lots of different meanings and feelings attached to it.
Similar words are uniting, banding, combining, concurring, conjoining, and leaguing.
Individuals who cooperate are affiliates, allies, associates, or confederates.

To some “cooperation” seems a losing word associated with socialism and communism.
This is not what I mean. Co-Operation in synergic relationship means operating
together to insure a win-win outcome.

Co-Operation is the mechanism of action necessary whenever an individual desires to
accomplish a task beyond his individual abilities. 

Imagine, you and a friend are moving a heavy piece of furniture. Neither of you are
strong enough to move the furniture by yourself. You decide to co-operate. You decide
to operate together during the lifting. You would negotiate to insure that both of you
win—to insure that both of you are helped. 

The conversation might go like this, “Are you ready?”    “OK.”    “Ready, 1.. 2.. 3.. lift!”,
and if things are going well you continue the lift, but if one end gets too heavy then
synergic co-Operation requires that you also protect each other from loss. “Whoops!
Set it down.” 

This is the synergic veto. This is the true meaning of co-Operation. The negotiation to
insure that both parties win, and the synergic veto to stop the action if either party is
losing.

A very limited form of cooperation exists among some animals. We see it the hunting
pride of lions and within the hyena pack. Human co-Operation is a much more
powerful mechanism. Animals have no voice with which to negotiate an action in
which they win. They have no voice to veto an action in which they lose. Their
primitive cooperation is guided by instinct, and it is quick to breakdown into the
fighting and flighting of the adversary way. 

We humans share the animal body, to survive we must also eat. We are omnivores. We
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meet our basic needs and survive by eating both plants and animals. Physiologically,
we humans are also a dependent class of life. So adversary behavior comes to humans
legitimately. But we humans are much more intelligent than the animals and that
intelligence gives us the synergic option to avoid fighting or flighting. 

True co-Operation—working together, teamwork, joint effort, alliances—these are only
possible to a life form with symbolic intelligence—to a life form with a voice and with
language—to a life form able to negotiate and veto. On earth, synergic relationships
are only available only to humans. 

Synergic relationship means sometimes I depend on other and sometimes other
depends on me. Synergic relationship makes humans the interdependent class of
life—interdependent on each other. Today, synergic relationship exists only within
small groups of humans. 

Today, we find synergic relationships within families, occasionally within small
businesses. But, there are no examples of institutionalized Synergy. There are no
synergic governments.

Co-Operation results when there are no losers and no one is ignored. When humans
behave synergically, they seek their goals and needs as allies rather than as
competitors. Human intelligence is most useful when we humans think of ways where
all parties can win and where there is no need for losers. Synergic relationships can
produce all-win scenarios. And when humans begin to co-Operate wonderful things
can happen. When we analyze synergic relationships, we find that (1+1) > 2 ,
frequently it’s much greater (1+1) >> 2.

Synergic mechanism is basic to Life. Synergy is present in the energy-binders. If we
examine the plants microscopically, we find that every cell within a plant is organized
to work together, each contributing to the integrity of the whole plant. The whole
plant is more than an accumulation of vegetable cells. However at the macroscopic
level the plant is neutral. It has no relationship with other plants.

Synergy is present in the space-binders as well. If we examine the animals we will find
that microscopically they are synergically organized. Their organelles are synergized
into cells, their cells are synergized into tissues, their tissues are synergized into
organs, their organs are synergized into the organism-as-a-whole. Every cell
interacting synergistically with every other cell. But for space-binders this is where
synergy stops. 

The space-binder is behaviorally an adversary—the very opposite of synergy. The
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intelligence of space-binding is inadequate to allow space-binders to organize
themselves into a synergic community. The lion kills the zebra with no thought of the
effect on the community of animals. The space-binder is not irresponsible he is
aresponsible. His adversary behavior is the result of innocence. He sees himself as the
only “whole.” In the adversary world, there is only good space or bad space. The animal
lives the life of true dependence. If he is to eat, he must kill other.

We humans are also microscopic synergies. However, on the macroscopic or behavioral
level we have a choice as how to behave. We can choose Adversity, Neutrality or
Synergy. Today2006 most of us choose Adversity and Neutrality, and most of our
relationships are adversary and neutral. 211

Powers of Process are Cumulative
Arthur Young delineates the powers of process as follows: Light has the power of
potential. Particles develop the power of binding but retain the power of potential.
Atoms develop the power of identity but retain the powers of binding and potential.
Molecules develop the power of combination but retain the powers of identity, binding
and potential. The plants develop the power of growth but retain the power of
combination, identity, binding and potential. The animals develop the power of
mobility but retain the powers of growth, combination, identity, binding and potential.
And we humans develop the power of understanding and understanding leads to
dominion over the other stages of process, but humans retain the powers of mobility,
growth, combination, identity, binding and potential.

Synergy is the associated behavior of ‘wholes’, not predicted by examination of the
‘parts’.

We can examine light, but we will not predict the binding of particles. We can examine
particles, but we will not predict the identity of atoms. We can examine atoms, but we
will not predict the combination of molecules. We can examine molecules, but we will
not predict the growth of plants. We can examine plants, but we will not predict the
mobility of animals. We can examine animals, but we will not predict the
understanding of humans. 

This is synergy—a major truth of Nature. This is what Universe is.

211 End of section from: Three Classes of Life, We Can All Win!, 1999, ibid
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Universe as Synergy 
Edward Haskell explained that Universe was a system-hierarchy:

The universe is a Systems-Hierarchy. It has evolved in a cumulative manner,
each higher step in this hierarchy, after the first, consisting of lower step
components plus a new entity which has emerged out of the hierarchy,
mutually modified. The world is therefore at the same time “richly strange and
deeply simple.” 212

The hierarchy of Universe begins with light. Universe is a unity of unities—Universe
is a synergy of synergies. First cause in Universe is light. 

A Synergic Hierarchy

Light is the first unity—the first synergy of Universe. And while light is first ‘whole’ in
Universe, it is also the ‘part’ that synergizes to form the ‘whole’ called particle. 

Particle is the second unity—the second synergy of Universe. And while particle is the
second ‘whole’ in Universe, it is also the ‘part’ that synergizes to form the ‘whole’
called atom. 

Atom is the third unity—the third synergy of Universe. And while atom is the third
‘whole’ in Universe, it is also the ‘part’ that synergizes to form the ‘whole’ called
molecule.

Molecule is the fourth unity—the fourth synergy of Universe. And while molecules is
the fourth ‘whole’ in Universe, it is also the ‘part’ that synergizes to form the ‘whole’
called plant.

Plant is the fifth unity—the fifth synergy of Universe. And while plant is the fifth
‘whole’ in Universe, it is also the ‘part’ that synergizes to form the ‘whole’ called
animal. 

Animal is the sixth unity—the sixth synergy of Universe. And while animal is the sixth
‘whole’ in Universe, it is also the ‘part’ that synergizes to form the ‘whole’ called
human, and so finally.

Human is the seventh unity—the seventh synergy of Universe. It is the seventh ‘whole’
in Universe.

212 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE, 1972, ibid
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The first half of the arc is where we find classical physics—focused on the processes of
Light, Particles, Atoms, and simple Molecules. This is where the descent into
determinancy occurs. This is where entropy—the trend to disorder prevails. Our
knowledge of entropy comes from one of the major discoveries of classical physics
called the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

The second half of the arc is where we will find synergic physics—focused on the living
processes of complex Molecules, Plants, Animals, and Humans. This is where the
ascent back to freedom occurs. This is where syntropy—the trend to order can prevail.

And so we are again back to order—structure, organization, pattern, and form; and its
opposite concept disorder—structurelessness, disorganization, patternlessness, and
formlessness; Understanding order and disorder is essential to a full understanding of
Young’s Theory of Process.

The Universe is heterogeneous—some regions within the Universe are very hot (stars,
nova, suns, etc.), and some regions within the Universe are very cold (open space). The
Second Law of Thermodynamics tells us the hot regions are steadily cooling down, and
the cold regions are steadily warming up. The Second Law of Thermodynamics states
that in any closed system, no process can occur that increases the net order (or
decreases the net disorder) of the system. 
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Thermodynamics distinguishes between open and closed systems. A closed system is
isolated from the rest of the environment and exchanges neither matter-energy or
information with its surroundings. Classical physicists considered the Universe in its
entirety to be a closed system. If this was true then the Second Law of
Thermodynamics predicted that eventually the Universe as a whole would reach a
state of thermodynamic equilibrium when everything in the Universe is the same
temperature. At this point, all physical-chemical reactions would stop. This would be a
state of maximum disorder—maximum entropy. They called this state of complete
randomness and homogeneity without any order, or pattern the heat death of the
Universe. This belief has dominated science for the past 150 years and still casts a
dark shadow over the human spirit. If the end of the human story is oblivion, then all
human action is in the end meaningless. As Winifred Babcock1971 explains: 

For a hundred years, the drums of the Religion of Science have been rolling one
note that accompanies every trill of discovery: Nihilism. Here is its pitch:
Nature's supreme law, the second law of thermodynamics, which has been
found to govern every expression of energy—and to be involved even in the
expression of the word, in communication—says that the Universe is dying a
heat-death. Every celestial body in the system is dying. The organization of
energy which provides the fuel that is consumed to supply the warmth that
life needs is being constantly disorganized with subsequent loss of
temperature—in every move made, or even if a system is left to itself—and
there is no evidence in the purely physical sense that it is being reorganized.

Let us hasten to say that not all scientists hold this view. In fact, more and
more of them are now refusing it. But for a long time it held sway. This is the
doctrine of an ungodly materialism wherein it is presumed that everything in
creation feeds like a parasite upon the stuff of its Cosmic host until the host’s
energy is consumed and both go down to destruction.

Relatively speaking, not a handful of people on this planet have any idea of
what nature's supreme law is or how it works—not even the most highly
educated people. But it is the scientists' interpretation of this law that is
grinding like the salt mill at the bottom of the ocean of modern knowledge,
flavoring the whole of it so that it is no longer potable for man's soul. Artists
may not be aware of this law, but they are aware of the despair that flavors
life; and they are aware of the repudiation by the young not only of today's
value system, but their repudiation of the idea that there can be a valid value
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system if life, evolution, and the Universe are meaningless and purely
materialistic.

To the degree that man believes he is a thing, product of blind and purposeless
nature that is moving toward senseless oblivion, be assured that he will act
according to this belief. Life is bereft of a motivating principle.

Space age in a dying Universe? So what? An unmotivated audience amuses
itself. And “happenings,” hapless, light the dark theater like fireflies on a
warm June night. The bright promises of Science and technology fall on deaf
ears. What value can there be in such a system, even if it will take billions of
years before its witless curse is run? If this is actually the condition of the
Universe, it hold forth no reason, no promise, to man. 213

Fortunately, Universe is not a closed system and the second law of thermodynamics is
not the whole story, as R. Buckminster Fuller1975 explained:

The mid-19th-century development of thermodynamics, and in particular its
second law, introduced the concept that all systems always lose energy and do
so in ever-increasingly disorderly and expansive ways. The academicians
spontaneously interpreted the instantaneity and simultaneity of Universe as
requiring that the Universe too must be categorized as a system; the
academicians assumed that as a system Universe itself must be losing energy
in increasingly expansive and disorderly ways. Any expenditure of energy by
humans on Earth—to whom the stars in the heavens were just so much
romantic scenery; no more, no less—would hasten the end of the Universe.
This concept was the foundation of classical conservatism—economic,
political, and philosophical. Those who "spent" energy were abhorred.

This viewpoint was fortified by the hundred-years-earlier concept of classical
science's giant, Isaac Newton, who in his first law of motion stated that all
bodies persist in a state of rest, or in a line of motion, except as affected by
other bodies. This law posits a cosmic norm of at rest: change is abnormal.
This viewpoint as yet persists in all the graphic-chart coordinates used by
society today for plotting performance magnitudes against a time background
wherein the baseline of “no change” is the norm. Change is taken

213 Winifed Babcock, The Single Reality, A Harold Institute Book—Dodd, Mead & Co.,New York,
1971
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spontaneously as being inherently abnormal and is as yet interpreted by
many as being cause for fundamental social concern. 

In the era before the measurement of the speed of light scientists assumed an
instant, unitarily conceptual, normally-at-rest (but for the moment, and only
locally, perversely restless) Universe. Before the 20th-century discoveries of
other galaxies and in the early days of thermodynamics and its disclosure of
entropy—the inexorable systemic loss of energy—the scientists were prone to
assume that the vast instantaneous cosmic machine as a thermodynamic
system must itself be “running down”—that is, continually spending itself
entropically and trending eventually to self-annihilation. 

Boltzmann contradicted that assumption by saying in effect that the a priori
fact of the existence of billions of stars radiantly and entropically broadcasting
their energies must require an as-yet-undiscovered but obviously operative
energy redistribution system by which stars are elsewhere and elsewhen
assemblingly formed. Boltzmann therefore assumed a cosmic complex of
invisible energy-importing centers whose nonsimultaneous formations but
sum-total, long-run energy importing exactly balances all the long-run cosmic
exportings. The entropic radiance of the exporting centers makes them visible
to us, while the importing centers are inherently invisible, except when
starlight bounces reflectively off them as does Sunlight make the Moon—and
the planets Venus, Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn—reflectively visible to us
Earthians. 

Because Boltzmann could not demonstrate the astrophysical presence of such
inherently invisible importing centers, his concept was not widely accepted by
other scientists. Einstein, however, later supported Boltzmann’s concept as
constituting a logical corollary of Einstein's own implicit concept of the
Universe as an aggregate of nonsimultaneous, variously enduring, and only
partially overlapping energy events.

With the accurate measurement, in 1887, of the speed of light in vacuo, science
had comprehensively new, experimentally redemonstrable challenges to its
cosmogony and cosmology. Inspired by the combined discoveries of the
Brownian movement, black body radiation, and the photon of light, Einstein,
Planck, and others recognized that energy-as-radiation has a top speed—ergo,
is finitely terminated—but among them, Einstein seems to have convinced
himself that his own cosmological deliberations should assume Boltzmann’s
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concept to be valid—ergo, always to be included in his own exploratory
thoughts. There being no experimental evidence of energy ever being created
or lost, universal energy is apparently conserved. Wherefore Boltzmann had
hypothesized that energy progressively and broadcastingly exported from
various localities in Universe must be progressively imported and
reassembled at other localities in Universe. 

Boltzmann’s214 concept was analogous to that upon which was developed the
theory and practice of the 20th-century meteorological weather forecasting,
which recognizes that our terrestrial atmosphere's plurality of high-pressure
areas are being progressively exhausted at different rates by a plurality of
neighboring low-pressure areas, which accumulate atmospheric molecules
and energy until they in turn become new high- pressure areas, which are
next to be progressively exhausted by other newly initiated low- pressure
areas. The interpatterning of the various importing-exporting centers always
changes kaleidoscopically because of varying speeds of moisture formation or
precipitation, speeds and directions of travel, and local thermal conditions. 

Though they did not say it that way, the 20th-century leaders of scientific
thinking inferred that physical Universe is apparently eternally regenerative.

Einstein assumed hypothetically that energies given off omnidirectionally with
the ever-increasing disorder of entropy by all the stars were being
antientropically imported, sorted, and accumulated in various other
elsewheres. He showed that when radiant energy interferes with itself, it can,
and probably does, tie itself precessionally into local and orderly knots.
Einstein must have noted that on Earth children do not disintegrate
entropically but multiply their hydrocarbon molecules in an orderly fashion;
little saplings grow in an orderly way to become big trees. Einstein assumed
Earthian biology to be reverse entropy. 215 

214 Ludwig Boltzmann—An Austrian physicist born in 1844. He worked on statistical
mechanics using probability to describe how the properties of atoms determine the
properties of matter. In particular his work relates to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics which he derived from the principles of mechanics in the 1890s.
Boltzmann asserted that entropy increases almost always, rather than always.
Boltzmann’s ideas which were opposed by many European scientists; they
misunderstood them, not fully grasping the statistical nature of his reasoning.
Depressed and in bad health, Boltzmann committed suicide just before experiment
verified his work in 1906. 

215 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, ibid
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Life is Syntropic—Trending Towards Order
Living systems are clearly ordered. Living systems can be seen as localized regions in
space-time where there is a continuous increase in order. Living systems are open
systems. An open system is one in which exchanges of matter-energy and information
occur. 

Entropy, the trend towards disorder was discovered long before syntropy—the trend
towards order was found. Classical Physics is much older than Synergic Physics. This
difference in age resulted in the classical physicists calling syntropy either negative
entropy or negentropy. Synergic Physicists have now all but abandoned the use of
these double negative terms for syntropy. So while you may still see references to
negentropy or negative entropy, a better term is syntropy.

Life is syntropic in part because of its ability to take in matter-energy of higher order
than it excretes. Recall Erwin Schrödinger’s statement in 1945:

It (a living system) can only keep ... alive by continually drawing from its
environment negative entropy (syntropy)... What an organism feeds upon is
negative entropy (syntropy).216

And, James G. Miller statement that:

Living systems maintain a steady state of negentropy (syntropy) even though
entropic changes occur in them as they do everywhere else. They accomplish
this by taking in inputs of foods or fuels, matter-energy higher in complexity
or organization or negentropy (syntropy) (i.e.,lower in entropy) than their
outputs. 217

So while both Schrödinger and Miller were correct in their statements that life has the
ability to take in matter-energy of higher order than it excretes. The synergic power of
life is much greater than this. 

INTELLIGENCE = LIFE
Science2006 finds that LIFE is much more than a filter for syntropy. LIFE is quite
capable of creating syntropy within itself. It does this by making controlled choices—
intelligent choices. Choices based on knowing. 

216 Edwin Schrödinger, What is Life?, Private Monogram, 1945
217 James G. Miller, Living Systems, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978
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Complex molecules and plants create syntropy by making controlled choices in energy.
Controlled choices requiring knowing of energy. The animals create syntropy by
making controlled choices in energy and space. Controlled choices requiring knowing
of energy and space. We humans create syntropy by making controlled choices in
energy, space and time. Controlled choices requiring knowing of energy, space and
time.

Evolution Defined
Science2006 further finds that both entropy and syntropy exist at every stage of
process. Although entropy predominates in “dead” Universe—light, particles, atoms,
and simple molecules, syntropy exists there as well. And while, syntropy predominates
in “live” Universe—complex molecules, plants, animals, and humans, entropy exists
here as well. All stages of process in the descent of the arc are predominately entropic.
Light, particles,and atoms and simple molecules are decaying. This means their order,
organization, pattern, and form are deteriorating. They move towards ever-increasing
entropy or disorder—disorganization, chaos, randomness, patternlessness,
formlessness, and homogeneity.

All stages of process in the ascent of the arc are predominately syntropic. Complex
molecules, plants, animals, and humans are primarily syntropic—this means they are
growing. Life’s power is to create syntropy. This ability to ever increase order,
organization, pattern, and form is the definition of evolution. Life evolves towards
ever-increasing syntropy—ever increasing order—ever increasing organization, form,
pattern, and heterogeneity. Evolution then is one of the defining characteristics of life.

EVOLUTION—def—> The transition of process—dynamic pattern—
from a state of lower order—organization, pattern, and form to a
state of higher order—organization, pattern and form.

✺
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Young’s Theory of Process—Outlined

1) The Universe is a process put in motion by purpose. 
2) The development of process occurs in stages. 
3) There are seven stages. 
4) Each stage develops a new power. 
5) Powers are cumulative; each one retains the powers developed in the previous stages.
6) Powers are evolved sequentially in what are called kingdoms.

POWER KINGDOM
1. Potential Light
2. Binding (substance) Particles
3. Identity (form) Atoms
4. Combination Molecules
5. Growth (organization) Plants
6. Mobility Animals
7. Understanding (dominion) Humans

7) ARC OF PROCESS: the early stages of process take on increasing constraint until
constraint becomes maximal, at which point there is a turn. The later stages of
process see the conquest of the constraints and the development of freedom. Freedom
in the first half is random, in the last controlled.

1 Light

2 Particles

3 Atoms

4 Molecules

7 Humans

6 Animals

5 Plants

3° of freedom

2° of freedom

1° of freedom

0° of freedom

8) LEVELS: the “descent” and “ascent” pass through four levels in a V-shaped arc.
Levels have successively zero, one, two, and three degrees of constraint, and three,
two, one, and zero degrees of freedom. The stages on the right- and left-hand branches
of the are at the same level have properties in common:

Level I Light 3˚ of freedom, 0˚ of constraint Humans
Level II Particles 2˚ of freedom, 1˚ of constraint Animals
Level III Atoms 1˚ of freedom, 2˚ of constraint Plants
Level IV Molecules 0˚ of freedom, 3˚ of constraint
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Sensing The Wave-Relationship 
Remember KNOWING was defined as AWARENESS + MEMORY. Now we can define
AWARENESS as the ability to sense the wave-relationship. 

If a living system can sense the wave-relationship from a “matter-energy+space-time”
event, then that system is “aware” of the “matter-energy+space-time” event. 

How do living systems sense the wave-relationship of outside events?

When reflected light waves from an outside ‘event’ strikes my retina, the molecules
within the tissues of the retina undergo photo-electrical-chemical changes. By sensing
the changes in my own retinal, my brain calculates, interpolates, extrapolates and
then imagines the “vision” of the outside world. The vision I see is a virtual model of
the reflected and refracted light waves resulting from an external event. I am not
directly sensing the outside world. I am sensing the changes that the outside world
are making on me and then “imagining” what that outside world looks like.

If a tree falls in the woods, but no one hears it, does it make a sound? 

The same is true of sound. A dog barks and the air vibrates. Those vibrations strike the
tympanic membrane of my ear and my TM begins to vibrate. I sense the vibration of
my own tissues. My hearing tissues undergo mechanical-electrical-chemical changes.
By sensing those changes in my hearing organs, my brain calculates, interpolates,
extrapolates and then imagines the “sound” of the outside world. The sound I hear is a
virtual model of the outside air vibration resulting from an external event.

When a needle punctures my finger I sense not the positive probe of the needle into my
skin. As the needle penetrates my skin, I detect changes within by tissues caused by
mechanical displacement. I sense the disruption and puncture of my skin. My feeling
tissues undergo mechanical-electrical-chemical changes. By sensing these changes,
my brain calculates, interpolates, extrapolates and then imagines the “sharpness” of
the outside world. The pain I feel is a virtual model the mechanical displacement of my
tissues by the external event.
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I create a “picture” of the outside world by sensing the changes the outside world is
having on me. I am not directly aware of the outside world, By continually sensing the
smallest and most subtle changes in me, my brain calculates, interpolates,
extrapolates and the imagines a “picture” of the external world. 

We humans share the animal body, and the animal body is very sensitive to changes
within that reflect the realities without. Using these very sensitive tissues, we sense
the outside world. Then our brain calculates, interpolates, extrapolates and virtually
projects a ten-dimensional picture of that world. This ten dimensional picture includes
our: 1) vision in 2) stereo— i.e. depth perception and 3) color, our 4) hearing in 5) stereo,
our sense of 6) smell, our 7) taste, as well as 8) touch, 9) temperature—warm and cold,
and 10) vibratory sense. 

Living systems have the ability to be aware of other systems both living and non-living
through the effect that those other systems have on them. We are not directly sensing
anything. In fact, we are not even watching the outside world. We are watching our
selves and then calculating, interpolating, extrapolating and virtually projecting our
imagined reality on the real world. 

Another way of saying this is that awareness results when a system detects a change
in its own ‘wave-relationship’—detects a change in its own “order—structure,
organization, pattern and form” as a result of the action of other outside events or
systems. 

Piano Experiment—Feeling the Wave-Relationship
Let me give a simple analogy. If you strike two keys on the piano, the notes produced
may either be in harmony, producing a chord, or they may be in disharmony,
producing a dischord. Harmony means that one of the musical waves reinforces the
other wave, and so each wave experiences an increase in the “order, structure,
organization, pattern and form” because of the reinforcement of the other wave. In
other words, one wave is aware of the other wave because its nearness produces an
increase in its own “order, structure, organization, pattern and form.” 

If you have a piano available, please try this experiment in order to experience the feel
of this. The matter-energy of the two notes struck on the piano are in reality the same,
but the effect of two notes in harmony compared to two notes in disharmony is vastly
different. The difference is related to this concept of “order, structure, organization,
pattern and form.”
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Let us review where we are at this point in the discussion. 

1) There are three fundamentals in universe. The first two are physical: ‘space-
time’ , which is believed to be continuous.and ‘matter-energy’, which is
discontinuous. The third is metaphysical: the ‘wave-relationship’.

2) Our perception is that we are in ‘space-time’, but our physicists tell us we
may in fact be on the surface of ‘space-time’, however being on the surface of a
multi-dimensional phenomenon may seem like being in ‘space-time’.

3) Where-when in-on ‘space-time’ ‘matter-energy’ intersects, a ‘wave-
relationship’ is generated.

4) The ‘wave-relationship’ is propagated (carried away) from the matter-
energy+space-time’ event precessionally (at right angles) in the form of light
waves, sound waves, pressure waves, etc., etc..

4) Systems of ‘matter-energy+space-time’ can be aware of the ‘wave-
relationship’ of other systems of ‘matter-energy+space-time’. 

5) This awareness is the resultant of the action or the effect of an external
system’s ‘wave-relationship’ on the perceiving system’s ‘wave-relationship’. 

The system is aware through the changes in its own wave-relationship. The wave-
relationship is representative of the “order, organization, pattern or form” of the
perceiving ‘matter-energy+space-time’ system. Those changes to a perceiving systems
‘wave-relationship’ is either entropic—towards less “order, organization, pattern and
form”; or syntropic—towards more “order, organization, pattern and form.” 

It is very important that you think carefully about the ramifications of these ideas.
They differ so radically from our common sense view of universe, and yet the Wave-
Relationship Hypothesis solves many problems and clears many paradoxes. We have
always assumed universe to be filled with objects made of ‘matter-energy’. We have
always assumed that we sense ‘matter-energy’ directly. Our new physics tells us
there are no objects in universe. All objects are simply constructs of the human mind
to represent reality. Reality is not directly knowable. We have knowledge of only the
‘wave-relationship’. From this knowledge, we construct a ‘virtual model’ of reality.
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Classical physics always allowed us to ‘observe’ reality from an independent position
outside universe. Such a position ostensibly allowed us to ‘observe’ the true reality of
universe. The new physics corrects this view and shows that the observer cannot be
independent of universe. That when we ‘observe’ universe, we must recognize we are a
part of universe, and our part in universe changes the ‘reality’ we are ‘observing’. 

The ‘observer’ is a system of ‘matter-energy+space-time’, it effects the ‘wave-

relationship’ of the system that it is observing.

Observing an Event
So an event is a dynamic process with a beginning and an ending. It includes an
action, reaction and resultant. The reaction occurs at the beginning of the action and
the resultant and the ending of the action. 

As an observer of an event, I can always locate the event relative to my position. I can
point at the event with my arm. My arm’s position can be measured as specific angle
from my center. 

Fuller on Observation
What does Fuller have to say about observation:

The axis of reference is the axis of conceptual observation. The axis of observer
reference frequently occurs spontaneously: as the line between the nose and
the navel. 

The direction of a vector is an angular one in respect to an omnidirectional
coordinate system having a specific central point and a specific set of external
points at specific angles and distances from one another and from the central
point. 218

The distance from me to the event can be measured as frequency. As Amy Edmondson
explained: “The ‘distance from here to there’ involves time and can be specified in
terms of number: number of footsteps across the room, or number of heartbeats during
that interval, number of water molecules in a tube, number of inches, number of
photons, number of somethings. The choice of increment depends on what is being
measured, but frequency (and hence size) is inescapably a function of time and
number.”

218 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-79, ibid, Section 514,
http://www.rwgrayprojects.com/synergetics/synergetics.html
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All events are are composed of matter-energy, take place in-on space-time, and generate
pattern in the form of wave-relationship.

From this point forward, we can dispense with the adverb “matter-energy+space-time”
and just use the term event. All events have matter-energy and space-time
coordinates. I used the term adverb because objects are really events. Events imply
action and process. As Buckminster Fuller taught us we humans are verbs, not nouns.

Some ‘events’ are continuing. Continuing ‘events’ produce continuing ‘wave-
relationships’. Continuing events may have a stabilized wave-relationship or what
Fuller called a ‘pattern integrity’. Every living system is a continuing event with a
‘stabilized wave relationship’ or with a ‘pattern integrity’.

This definition of an event includes all that there is in universe. This includes the
‘matter-energy’, which is not observable; the ‘space-time’, which is not observable; and
the ‘wave-relationship’, which is observable. 

My definition of event, therefore, is all there is in universe at the ‘matter-energy-space-
time’ intersection. Therefore, events are not observable. Only the metaphysical ‘wave-
relationship’ of the event is observable. 

The classical “objects in space” are in reality only the ‘wave-relationships’ of the
‘matter-energy-space-time’ intersection. The “event in ‘space-time’ ” is simply the
‘wave-relationship’ of a ‘matter-energy-space-time’ intersection. My new definition of
event contains all there is in universe. The metaphysical but observable ‘wave-
relationship’ and the unobservable ‘matter-energy’ and the unobservable ‘space-time’.
I have expressed this mathematically, using the differential calculus, as follows: 

EVENT = d(M-E)d(s-t)* 

*(a wave-relationship is precessionally propagated) 

Now this concept of event includes, of course, the ‘wave-relationship’, which represents
the “order, organization, pattern and form” of the event. This is not in this
mathematical formula because the wave-relationship is “metaphysical” (without
measure). Now since events for the most part, the ‘matter-energy’ and the ‘space-time’,
cannot be observed, then ‘true’ physics is the resultant of the study of ‘wave-
relationships’. 
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All knowing is, therefore, based upon our understanding of the third fundamental of
universe. And yet, until the wave-relationship hypothesis, we did not even know that
there was a third fundamental of universe. We have simply believed that our
understanding of universe was an understanding of the ‘true’, objective universe. The
wave-relationship hypothesis explains that we cannot see universe. We can only see
the wave-relationship produced by the dance of universe. 

Correlations
The major postulate of the wave-relationship hypothesis is that the wave-relationship
is a representative of “order, organization, pattern and form.” Always remember this
point. It is essential to understanding the following discussion. Since we cannot
observe universe, only the ‘wave-relationship’ of universe, then science is the study of
‘wave-relationships’. Gary Zukav explains, 

From quantum mechanics, we know that what happens to the observed system
in quantum mechanics experiments is expressed mathematically as a
correlation between observables. Yet we know that the observed system is
perceived as a particle—a photon. Said another way, the photon is a
relationship between two observables. 

This is a long, long way from the building-brick theory of elementary particles.
For centuries scientists have tried to reduce reality to indivisible entities.
Imagine how surprising and frustrating it was for them to come so close (a
photon is very elementary) only to discover that elementary particles don’t
have an existence of their own! Again, to quote Stapp, “An elementary particle
is not an independently-existing, unanalyzable entity, it is, in essence, a set of
relationships that reach outward to other things.” 

Things are not correlated in nature. In nature, things are as they are. Period.
‘Correlation’ is a concept which we use to describe connections which we
perceive. There is no word, ‘correlation’, apart from people. There is no concept,
‘correlation’, apart from people. This is because only people use words and
concepts. 

‘Correlation’ is a concept. Sub-atomic particles are now known to be
correlations. If we weren’t here to make them, there would not be any
concepts, including the concept of ‘correlation’. In short, if we weren’t here to
make them, there wouldn’t be any particles! 219
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In other words, ‘correlations’ occur only to the ‘observer’. The ‘observer’ simply sees the
‘wave-relationships’ from ‘matter-energy+space-time’ events. These ‘wave-
relationships’ are the relationships Zukav is talking about. When an observer is
aware of relationships, the observer has produced a ‘correlation’. 

‘reality’
‘event’

‘object’

The ‘reality event’ is external. The ‘object’ is the virtual model of the ‘reality event’
inside the the mind of the observer. If there is a link from the ‘reality event’ to the
‘object’ that is single correlate. In Korzybski’s structural differential, those strings
that connect the reality event to the virtual model ‘object’ are correlated. Those that
fail to connect are uncorrelated.

Now as explained in Chapter 2: A Limit to Knowing, correlation is always limited. In
Korzbyski’s terminology, we can only abstract a partial picture of ‘reality’.

Correlation is the result of the awareness of the observer. The more aware the observer

219 Gary Zukav, The Dancing Wu Li Masters, 1979, ibid
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the greater the number of correlates between an external ‘reality event’ and the
internal virtual model ‘object’.

I have defined correlation scientifically to be simply the sum of all relationships that
an ‘observer’ is aware of. An ‘observer’ is any system of ‘matter-energy+space-time’
that is aware. 

Theoretically, the observer could be dead with no awareness to a hypothetical God with
infinite awareness. Correlation can be expressed mathematically as follows: 

Stated another way, correlations are simply the wave-relationships that an ‘observing’
system is aware of. Since we humans study universe, then it is easy to understand
why a ‘photon’ is simply a correlation. A ‘photon’ is our awareness of the ‘wave-
relationship’ of the ‘matter-energy+space-time’ event that produces a “particle/ray of
light.” 

Recall my discussion of choice from Chapter 10: Hierarchy.220

Revisiting Choice
Arthur Young believed that the phenomena of choice begins even before the beginning
of life. He tells of the work or an earlier Young (no relation to him). An Englishman
named Thomas Young who in 1803, shed light on the phenomenon of choice when he
designed a unique double slit light experiment.

Some interpret his experiment as demonstrating that photons make decisions.221 It
appears that a photon of light makes a choice as to where it will go in universe. When
a photon is released at a particular point in universe, one second later it can be
anywhere within a sphere of 186,000 miles. Gary Zukav described this decision as the
moving from a point of multifaceted potentiality to a point of single actuality.222

220 Redundant text
221 Gary Zukav, Dancing Wu Li Masters, William Morrow & Co., 1979
222 Gary Zukav, Dancing Wu Li Masters, 1979, ibid
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Thus, it appears that choice begins at the energy level of the photon. A photon of light
makes choices as to where and when it will go in Universe. …

CHOICE —def—>

Multifaceted potentiality —becoming—> single actuality

If photons choose, then they must have a form of awareness or consciousness. This is
not the complex form of consciousness we see in humans. Light is the simplest form of
process and consciousness at the stage of light must be the simplest of
consciousnesses. …

The human brain is estimated to be capable of 10 raised to the exponential power of 800
thoughts (10 800)—multifaceted potential. The human brain will have only one
thought at the time of decision—single actuality. At any moment I am capable of an
enormous number of behaviors but I will choose only one—multifaceted potential
becoming single actuality. 223 

A young child starting school has a much simpler understanding of Universe than he
will have when he graduates from University. His understanding evolves over the
years of his study. His understanding become mores complex. 

As process evolved from simple to complex, awareness also evolved from simple to
complex. Now systems vary extensively in what they are ‘aware of’. Simple systems
seem aware of only simple wave-relationships. Complex systems seem aware of more
complex wave-relationships. 

Evolution is a process of simpler systems becoming evermore complex systems. 

✺ 

Now it is time we examine human consciousness in a little more depth. It would be
hard to find a better guide than scientist Peter Russell. 

223 End redundant text
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The Illusion of Reality
by Peter Russell 224

All that we see or seem
is but a dream within a dream.

—Edgar Allen Poe

The faculty of consciousness is one thing we all share, but what goes on in our
consciousness, the forms that consciousness takes on, varies widely. This is our
personal reality, the reality we each know and experience. Invariably we mistake this
personal reality for physical reality, believing ourselves to be in direct contact with
the world “out there.” But the colors and sounds we experience are not really “out
there”; they are all images in the mind, pictures of reality we have constructed. This
one fact leads to a radical rethinking of the relationship between consciousness and
reality. 

The idea that we never experience the physical world directly has intrigued many
philosophers. Most notable was the eighteenth- century German philosopher
Immanuel 

Kant, who drew a clear distinction between the forms that appear in the mind-what he
called the phenomenon (a Greek word meaning “that which appears to be”)—and the
world that gives rise to this perception, which he called the  (meaning “that which is
apprehended”). All we know, Kant insisted, is the phenomenon. The noumenon, the
“thing-in-itself,” remains forever beyond our knowing. 

A century earlier, the British philosopher John Locke had argued that all knowledge is
based on -perception caused by external objects acting on the senses. Locke thought
perception was passive-the mind simply reflecting the images received by the senses-
but Kant proposed that the mind is an active participant in the process, continually
shaping our experience of the world. Reality, he believed, is something we each
construct for ourselves. 

As to the ultimate things we can know nothing, and only when we admit this
do we return to equilibrium. —Carl Jung

224 Peter Russell, FROM SCIENCE TO GOD: A Physicist's Journey into the Mystery of Consciousness,
Chapter 4, New World Library, 2003
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Unlike some of his predecessors, Kant was not suggesting that this reality is the only
reality. Irish theologian Bishop Berkeley had argued that we know only our
perceptions. He then concluded that nothing exists apart from our perceptions, which
forced him into the difficult position of having to explain what happened to the world
when no one was perceiving it. Kant held that there is an underlying reality, but we
never know it directly. All we can ever know is how it appears in our minds. 

The Image in the Mind
Remarkably, Kant came to these conclusions without any of our current scientific
knowledge, or any understanding of the physiology of perception. Today we know
much more about how the brain constructs its picture of reality. 

When I look at a tree, light reflected from the tree forms an image of the tree on the
retina of my eye. Photosensitive cells in the retina discharge electrons, triggering
electrochemical impulses that travel down the optic nerve to the visual cortex of the
brain. There the data undergoes complex processing that reveals shapes, patterns,
colors, and movements. The brain then integrates this information into a coherent
whole, creating its own reconstruction of the external world. Finally, an image of the
tree appears in my consciousness. just how my neural activity gives rise to a
conscious experience is the “hard problem” mentioned earlier. Though we have no idea
how an image appears in the mind, it does happen. I have the conscious experience of
seeing a tree. 

Similar activities take place with the other senses. A vibrating violin string creates
pressure waves in the air. These waves stimulate minute hairs in the inner ear, which
send electrical impulses on to the brain. As with vision, the raw data is then analyzed
and integrated, culminating in the experience of hearing music. 

Chemical molecules emanating from the skin of an apple trigger receptors in the nose,
leading to the experience of smelling an apple. Cells in the skin send messages to the
brain that lead to experiences of touch, pressure, texture, and warmth. 

In short, all that I perceive—everything I see, hear, taste, touch, and smell—has been
reconstructed from sensory data. I think I am perceiving the world around me, but all
that I am directly aware of are the colors, shapes, sounds, and smells that appear in
the mind. 

Every man’s world picture is and always remains a construct of his mind, and
cannot be proved to have any other existence. —Erwin Schrödinger
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Our perception of the world has the very convincing appearance of being “out there”
around us, but it is no more “out there” than are our nightly dreams. In our dreams we
are aware of sights, sounds, and sensations happening around us. We are aware of our
bodies. We think and reason. We feel fear, anger, pleasure, and love. We experience
other people as separate individuals, speaking and interacting with us. The dream
appears to be happening “out there” in the world around us. Only when we awaken do
we realize that it was all just a dream—a creation in the mind. 

When we say, “It was all just a dream” we are referring to the fact that the experience
was not based on physical reality. It was created from memories, hopes, fears, and
other factors. In the waking state, our image of the world is based on sensory
information drawn from our physical surroundings. This gives our waking experience
a consistency and sense of reality not found in dreams. But the truth is, our waking
reality is as much a creation of our minds as are our dreams. 

I have given everything I see ... all the meaning it has for me.
 —A Course in Miracles

The idea that reality is a creation of the mind seems to run counter to common sense.
Right now you are aware of the pages in front of you, various objects around you,
sensations in your own body, and sounds in the air. Even though you may understand
it is all a reconstruction of reality, it still appears that you are having a direct
perception of the physical world. And I am not suggesting you should try to see it
otherwise. What is important for now is the understanding that all experience is an
image of reality created in the mind.

This is not to suggest that we create physical reality. Some people believe our thinking
or attitude can have a direct impact on the state of the physical world. Whether or not
this is possible is an open question. Here I refer only to creating our personal
experience of reality.

Cracks in Reality
Our impression that we are perceiving the world directly is usually quite convincing.
Occasionally, however, we may come across phenomena that reveal cracks in our
construction of reality. Visual illusions are a good example. They usually occur
because the brain misinterprets. the sensory data and constructs an image of reality
that is either misleading or inconsistent. 
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A simple example is demonstrated by the illustration below. This drawing of a cube is
something we have all seen many times, but is it a cube seen from above, or a cube
seen from below? 

The word image here means more than just a visual image. The sounds we hear are
auditory images. The sensations in our body produce a body image. Taste and smell
likewise produce their own kinds of images in the mind. 

Most people’s first response is “from above” probably because we are used to seeing
rectangular corners from above: tables, boxes, TV sets, computers. Less often do we
view such objects from below. But if you put your attention on the top line and bring it
forward in your mind’s eye, you can change your perception and turn it into a cube
seen from a different perspective.

The most intriguing aspect of this illustration is not that you can see it in two different
ways, but that, whichever way you see it, you see a three-dimensional cube. You are
actually seeing twelve lines on a flat sheet of paper, yet your experience is of an object
with depth. This depth may appear very real, but it is actually an interpretation added
by your brain. 

Maya
There are, therefore, two realities: the physical reality whatever is actually “out there”
stimulating our senses—and the personal reality that we each experience, the
reconstruction of the world that appears in our minds. And both are very real. 
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Some people claim that our subjective reality is an illusion, but that is misleading. It
may all be a creation of the mind, but it is nonetheless real—the only reality we ever
know. 

The illusion comes when we confuse the reality we experience with the physical
reality, the thing-in-itself. The Vedantic philosophers of ancient India spoke of this
confusion as maya. Often translated as “illusion” (a false perception of the world),
maya is better interpreted as “delusion” (a false belief about the world). We suffer a
delusion when we believe the images in our minds are the external world. We deceive
ourselves when we think that the tree we see is the tree itself. 

Things are not what they seem to be, nor are they otherwise. 
—Lankavatara Sutra

Our assumption that we are directly interacting with physical reality closely parallels
the way we respond to the image on a computer screen. Moving a computer’s mouse
appears to move the cursor around the screen. In reality, the mouse is sending a
stream of data to the central processor, which calculates a new position for the cursor
and then updates the image on the screen. In early computers there was a noticeable
delay between issuing a command and seeing the effects on the screen. Today
computers are so fast they can recalculate the image on a screen in a fraction of a
second, and there is no visible delay between the movement of the mouse and the
cursor on the screen. We experience moving the cursor across the screen. 

Our experience of daily life is similar. When I kick a stone, my intention to move my
foot is communicated to my body, and my foot in the physical world moves to meet the
physical stone. But I do not experience the interaction directly. The brain receives the
information sent back by the eyes and body and updates my image of reality
appropriately. As with a computer, there is a small delay between the event in the
physical world and my experience of that event. It takes the brain about a fifth of a
second to process the sensory information and construct the corresponding picture of
reality. Our awareness of reality is about a fifth of a second behind physical reality,
but we never notice the lag because the brain cleverly compensates for the delay,
leaving us with the impression that we are interacting directly with the physical
world.
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The Unknowable Reality
If all that we ever know are the sensory images that appear in our minds, how can we
be sure there is a physical reality behind our perceptions? Is it not just an
assumption? My answer is: Yes, it is an assumption; nevertheless, it seems a most
plausible one. 

First, there are definite constraints on our experience. For example, we cannot walk
through walls. If we try to, we suffer predictable consequences. Nor can we, when
awake, float through the air or walk upon water. 

Second, our experiences generally follow well-defined laws and principles. Balls thrown
through the air follow precisely defined paths. Cups of coffee cool at similar rates. The
sun rises on time. 

Third, this predictability is consistent. We all experience similar patterns. The
simplest way, by far, of accounting for these constraints and for their consistency is to
assume that there is indeed a physical reality. We may not know it directly, but we
believe it is there. 

To reveal the nature of this underlying reality has been the goal of much scientific
endeavor. Over the years scientists have elucidated many of the laws and principles
that govern its behavior. Yet curiously, the more deeply they have delved into its true
nature, the more they discover that physical reality is nothing like we imagined it to
be. 

This should not be too surprising. If all we can imagine are the forms and qualities that
appear in consciousness, then these are unlikely to be appropriate models for
describing the underlying physical reality. 

For two thousand years atoms were believed to be tiny solid balls—a model clearly
drawn from everyday experience. As physicists discovered that atoms were composed
of more elementary, subatomic particles (electrons, protons, neutrons) the model
shifted to one of a central nucleus surrounded by orbiting electrons-again, a model
based on experience. 

An atom may be small, a mere billionth of an inch across, but subatomic particles are a
hundred thousand times smaller still. Imagine the nucleus of an atom magnified to
the size of a grain of rice. The whole atom would then be the size of a football stadium,
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and the electrons would be other grains of rice flying round the stands. As the early
twentieth-century British physicist Sir Arthur Eddington put it, “Matter is mostly
ghostly empty space.” To be more precise, it is 99.9999999 percent empty space. 

If physical reality is mostly empty space, why does the world seem so substantial and
unyielding? Why doesn’t the 99.9… percent empty space of my hand simply pass
straight through the 99.9… percent empty space of the table it is resting on? The
simplest way of explaining this is that the electrons spin so fast around the nucleus,
they create an impenetrable shell through which other particles cannot normally
pass. Picture a person swinging a weight around herself on a piece of string; you can
never get close enough to touch her, because the circling weight keeps you at bay. In a
similar way, when two atoms meet, their electronic orbits stop them from passing
through each other, and they behave as if they were solid balls. 

Matter is not made of matter. —Hans-Peter Dürr

With the development of quantum theory, physicists have found that even subatomic
particles are far from solid. In fact, they are nothing like matter as we know it. They
cannot be pinned down and measured precisely. Much of the time they seem more like
waves than particles. They are like fuzzy clouds of potential existence, with no definite
location. Whatever matter is, it has little, if any, substance. 

Seeing What Isn’t There
The image of the world that appears in the mind is quite different from the actual
physical world, and in two complementary ways. 

On the one hand, our image of reality is more than physical reality in that it contains
many qualities not present in physical reality. Consider our experience of the color
green, for example. In the physical world there is light of various frequencies, but the
light itself is not green, nor are the electrical impulses that are transmitted from the
eye to the brain. No color exists there. The green we see is a quality created in
consciousness. It exists only as a subjective experience in the mind. 

The same is true of sound. When Bishop Berkeley argued that nothing exists apart
from our perceptions, a vigorous debate ensued as to whether a falling tree made a
sound if no one was there to hear it. At that time nothing was known of how sound was
transmitted through the air, or how the ear and brain functioned. Today we know
much more about the processes involved, and the answer is clearly “No.” There is no
sound in the physical reality, simply pressure waves in the air. Sound exists only as
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an experience in the mind of a perceiver—whether that perceiver is a human being, a
deer, a bird, or an ant.

On the other hand, our image of reality is less than physical reality in that there are
many aspects of the external world we never experience. 

Our eyes, for example, are sensitive only to light in the narrow frequency range from
430,000 to 750,000 gigahertz (a gigahertz is a billion cycles per second). At lower
frequencies is infrared (below red) radiation, and lower still are microwaves and radio
waves. At higher frequencies we find ultraviolet (above violet) rays, and beyond them
X rays and gamma rays. Our eyes detect none of these other frequencies, and our
visual image of reality represents but a tiny fraction of what is there. 

The same holds true of the other senses. What we hear, smell, and taste is but a limited
sample of physical reality. Furthermore, there are aspects of the physical world, such
as magnetic fields and electric charge, that have little, if any, impact on our
experience. 

Human beings may not be able to sense these other facets of reality, but some creatures
can. Dogs, for example, detect much higher frequencies of sound than we do, and their
sense of smell is estimated to be a million times more sensitive than ours. If we could
put ourselves in a dog’s mind, we would find ourselves in a different world. Imagine
what it might be like to be able to detect the scent of a person hours after they have
passed by, and to be able to follow that scent, distinguishing it from hundreds of
others, for many miles. 

We know that there is not one space and one time only, but that there are as
many spaces and times as there are subjects. —Jacob von Uexküll

We can fairly easily imagine the reality of a dog, since its sensory perception is an
extension of ours. But the reality of a dolphin is much harder to picture. With their
highly developed echolocation abilities, dolphins experience qualities of which most of
us know nothing. When a dolphin perceives me with its sonar, it does not perceive a
solid body. Its sonar image is more like the ultrasound scans used to monitor a fetus
during pregnancy. A dolphin can sense the shapes and movements of my internal
organs. The beating of my heart, the churning of my stomach, and the state of my
muscles are all visible to the dolphin mind. It sees my inner reactions as clearly as I
see the frown on a person’s face. 
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Other species experience qualities of which we know nothing. Most snakes have organs
sensitive to the infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum, and so “see” the heat
emitted by their prey. Bees see in the ultraviolet range, and are sensitive to the
polarization of light. Sharks, eels, and other fish can detect minute changes in
electrical fields. The realities that they construct contain qualities totally unknown to
human experience. 

There is no creature who perceives all of what is and what happens. 
—Judith and Herbert Kohl

Ultimately, there are as many different ways of perceiving the world as there are
species of life in the universe. What we take to be reality is simply the particular way
the human mind sees and interprets the physical world. 

Some blind people possess an echolocation ability that may give rise to experiences of a
similar, though less developed, nature. 

The New Copernican Revolution
Immanuel Kant believed his insights into the nature of perception, and the distinction
between physical reality and the reality we each experience, would be the basis for “a
Copernican revolution in philosophy.” Now, two hundred years later, it seems he may
have been close to the mark. In the Copernican revolution, the key insight was the
realization that the earth was spinning through space. Kant’s distinction between the
two realities is likewise the key insight that opens the door to a new metaparadigm. 

In both cases the key insight defied common sense. In Copernicus’s time it seemed
absolutely obvious that the earth was still. Today it seems equally obvious that we are
perceiving the physical world directly. Even when we intellectually accept the fact
that our entire world of experience is a construction within the mind, as eventually we
must, we still see the world “out there” around us. 

We may always see it this way. Even now, five centuries after Copernicus, we still see
the sun going down, even though we know that it is really the earth spinning round. 

However, it is possible to see it the other way. All you need do is go somewhere where
you have a good view of the horizon. Then, rather than thinking of yourself as
stationary, see yourself standing on this huge ball of rock we call Earth, which is
slowly turning in space from west to east. As it turns, new parts of the sky come into
view in the east while others disappear from view in the west. Now, instead of seeing
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the sun setting, you can see the horizon moving up and hiding it. In a similar way, the
full moon “rises” as the opposite horizon moves down, opening up new vistas.
Changing your perception in this way, the Copernican shift becomes an experienced
reality. 

It is much more difficult, however, to do a similar exercise with our perception of the
world around us. Try as I may, I cannot experience the fact that it is all an image
within my mind. However, this does not mean it is impossible to see things differently.
Some spiritual adepts, who have made deep personal investigations into the nature of
consciousness, claim to have achieved this new perception. 

Perhaps one of the clearest and most succinct descriptions of this alternative mode of
consciousness comes from the contemporary Indian teacher Sri Nisargadatta
Maharaj, who said, in describing his own spiritual awakening: 

You realize beyond all trace of doubt that the world is in you, and not you in the
world. 

Swami Muktananda, another contemporary sage, said: 

You are the entire universe. 
You are in all, and all is in you. 
Sun, moon, and stars revolve within you.” 

And the Ashtavakra Gita, a highly venerated Indian text, states: 

The Universe produced phenomenally in me, is pervaded by me… 
From me the world is born, in me it exists, in me it dissolves.” 

These people appear to have awakened from the dream of maya—the delusion that we
are directly perceiving the physical world. They know as a direct personal experience,
not just as a theoretical idea, that their entire world is a manifestation within the
mind. These are the ones-the enlightened ones, we sometimes call them-who have
personally made the shift to a new metaparadigm. 

Turning Reality Inside Out
In much the same way as Copernicus’ insight turned our model of the cosmos inside
out, the distinction between the physical world and our experience of the world turns
the relationship of consciousness and the material world inside out. In the current
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metaparadigm, consciousness is assumed to emerge from the world of space, time, and
matter. In the new metaparadigm, everything we know manifests from consciousness. 

Matter is derived from mind, and not mind from matter. 
—The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation

We think the world we see around us is composed of matter. As far as the actual
physical reality is concerned, this may be so-uncertain though we may be as to the
ultimate nature of this matter. But the world we perceive around us is not the
physical world. The world we actually know is the world that takes form in our minds;
this world is not made of matter, but of mindstuff. Everything we know, perceive, and
imagine, every color, sound, sensation, thought, and feeling, is a form that
consciousness has taken on. As far as this world is concerned, everything is
structured in consciousness. 

Kant argued that this was even true of space and time. To us, the reality of space and
time seems undeniable. They appear to be fundamental dimensions of the physical
world, entirely independent of our consciousness. This, said Kant, is because we
cannot see the world in any other way. The human mind is so constituted that it is
forced to construct its experience within the framework of space and time. Space and
time are not, however, fundamental dimensions of the underlying reality. They are
fundamental dimensions of consciousness. 

It was an astonishing claim at the time—and probably still seems astonishing to many
of us today—but contemporary physics now lends weight to this extraordinary idea.

✺ 

Before finishing The Science section, we will hear one more voice—that of physician
and polymath Leonard Shlain. Dr. Shlain will expand our understanding of
consciousness by introducing us to universal mind. He will also give us a powerful
example of synergy that will help prepare us to better understand The Model of
human intelligence that waits in the next section. 
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I/WE
by Leonard Shlain 225

Humanity has just entered what is probably the greatest transformation it has
ever known. … Something is happening in the structure of human
consciousness. It is another species of life that is just beginning.

—Pierre Teilhard de Chardin226

I am, as it were, an eye that the cosmos uses to look at itself. The Mind is not
mine alone; the Mind is everywhere.

—Rudy Rucker227

I have proposed that revolutionary artists’ imagery contains crucial insights that
underlie the conceptual framework of how society sees the world. Later, these insights
most often shine through visionary physicists’ equations and subsequently change
the way the rest of us think about the world. But if art embodies these concepts before
their formulations filter down from scholarly physics journals, then the artists who
give them form cannot possibly have had any conscious knowledge of their
development—a proposition artists’ writings, lectures, letters, and documented
conversations overwhelmingly support. If the numerous examples of the concordance
between art and physics that I have presented in this book give credence to my theory,
then we must next ask how this is possible. How could so many diverse artists
throughout different centuries, virtually all of them unaware of what was about to
happen in the field of physics, manage to bring forth so many innovative styles of art
that spoke directly to the imminent re-visioning of physical reality in their times?

Confronted by this baffling phenomenon, most commentators have invoked the
condition of a woolly surmise, a zeitgeist, claiming that some ill-defined quickening in
the air precipitates change not just in one field, but across the whole range of human
endeavor. They see societies as something like schools of fish that suddenly, all at once,
change direction. The manner in which these grand, coordinated movements are

225 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS: Parallel Visions in Space, Time, and Light, William Morrow
and Company, Inc, New York, 1991, Chapter 25, pp. 380-389

226 Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Building the Earth, Discus Books, New York, 1965, p. 23
227 Rudy Rucker, The Fourth Dimension, Houghton Mifflin, 1984, p. 247
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choreographed rules out the possibility that one lead fish gives one signal with all the
others following. Similarly, no single determinant can be identified as having sparked
the complex network of events that led to the artistic and scientific glories of Periclean
Athens, the Florence of the Medici, and multiple European capitals around the turn of
the twentieth century. Unfortunately, the concept of a zeitgeist does not explain how
this force that precipitates action-at-a-distance originates and propagates. How do the
central principles of a new style in art segue across the spectrum of culture, like
ripples on a pond, eventually to resonate in the equations of visionary physicists?

To consider this question, we must roam farther afield, venturing into evolutionary
theory, brain lateralization, and mythology. Let us begin by examining our beliefs
about the structure of consciousness. To an observer, an animal is conscious if it is
moved by moods and feelings and is capable of assessing its present situation in the
light of past experience, enabling it to arrive at a response that is more than an
instinctive behavior pattern. Somewhere on the evolutionary trail leading from the
primate brain, the self-reflective mind emerged in our species. Mind, a striking new
development in the history of the planet, is a self-conscious reflective epiphenomenon
that knows that it knows. Materialists have claimed that mind is the product of the
electromagnetic and electrochemical energy expressed by a complex mechanism they
identify as the brain, but our understanding of the connection between mind and
brain has always been tenuous. Wilder Penfield, the great neurosurgeon, spent the
1940s and 1950s mapping the regions of the brain, and he was constantly on the
lookout for the hiding place of the mind, trying to identify the precise anatomical
location that wills action. He never did discover it and was forced to conclude that he
could not be sure if brain and mind were as intimately attached as the materialists
would have had him believe.

The search for the interface between mind and brain continues to occupy present-day
physiologists and philosophers. To date, no satisfactory explanation has been
forthcoming for the essential question: What mechanism allows matter to act on mind
or—even more troubling-mind on matter?

Most people in Western culture believe that each individual’s mind is a distinct,
separate entity generated by a person’s physical being. The neurologist Charles
Sherrington has stated this position elegantly:

The self is a unity … it regards itself as one, others treat it as one, it is
addressed as one, by a name to which it answers. The Law and the State
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schedule it as one. It and they identify it with a body which is considered by it
and them to belong to it integrally. In short, unchallenged and unargued
conviction assumes it to be one. The logic of grammar endorses this by a
pronoun in the singular. All its diversity is merged in oneness.228

The concept of “I” ends at our skin. Within this waterproof bag the human immune
system has at its disposal extreme measures designed to isolate the “I” from its
environment, which the system most emphatically perceives as “not I.” Perhaps
because the full panoply of defense mechanisms surrounding “I” stands guard against
any possible encroachment, the “I” upholds its individuality devoutly. The sharp
demarcation of our physical boundaries naturally reinforces the idea that the mind of
each of us is inviolately separate and distinct from all other minds. However, as
Sherrington warned, “The strength of this conviction (of unity) is not assurance of its
truth.”

Each person’s staunchly held belief in the integrity of his or her private being stands
in contrast with the more radical proposal for the existence of a universal mind.
William James, the American philosopher, suggested that a border encircles each
individual human mind and keeps it separate from others of its kind. This border
permits thoughts and ruminations to which no one else has access, creating the
illusion of separateness. He proposed, however, that one segment of the circle was
broken, and that through this vent each solitary consciousness is connected with all
others in a much larger, all-encompassing, transcendental mind. As he stated in his
1902 lectures in The Varieties of Religious Experience:

The further limits of our being plunge, it seems to me, into an altogether other
dimension of existence from the sensible and merely “understandable” world.
Name it the mystical region, or the supernatural region, whichever you
choose.229

James advanced the concept of a “continuum of cosmic consciousness”230 that existed
in a higher dimension and subsumed individual minds. He proposed that this entity
was ultimately God. Unfortunately, attaching the word “God” to an idea tends to still

228 Charles Sherrington, The Integrative Action of the Nervous System, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 1947, p. xvii

229 William James, The Varieties of Treligious Experience: A Study in Human Nature, Longmans,
London, 1902, p.515

230 William James, The Confidences of a ‘Psychical Researcher’, American Magazine 68 (October
1909): 589
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discussion among those who are uncomfortable linking religion to philosophy.
Therefore, when the Catholic theologian Pierre Teilhard de Chardin proposed a
similar theory in the 1940s, he posited the existence of a membrane of consciousness
girdling the globe which he was careful not to call God.231

In Teilhard de Chardin’s scheme, anytime the consciousness of any one individual in
the world is raised, the general quality and quantity of mind in the world is enhanced.
He called this invisible component of the atmosphere the “noosphere,” after the
archaic Greek word noos, which means “mind.” Each person, upon becoming more
aware of his or her life, adds to an ectoplasmic pool of awareness, thus ever so slightly
raising its level. In his own words:

But today, as a result of a better survey of Time and Space, another idea is
about to dawn in our mind. Namely, we begin to realize that, under the veil of
human socialization, there may be the same basic and universal force
operating which, since the dawn of the world, has constantly striven towards
an evergrowing organization of Matter. We must no longer think of this force
as a mere spatial motion of the Earth (Galileo), but as the tightening, beyond
ourselves and above our heads, of a sort of cosmic vortex, which, after
generating each one of us individually, pushes further, through the building
of collective units, on its steady course towards a continuous and
simultaneous increase of complexity and consciousness.232

While Teilhard de Chardin envisioned a global mind attached to this planet, I would
use the term universal mind in a less restrictive spatial sense. By universal mind, I
mean an overarching, disembodied universal consciousness that binds and organizes
the power generated by every person's thoughts. I shall use such a model of a human
superconsciousness arising from the joining together of individual minds as the
framework to explain how an artist can incorporate ideas into his or her work that
have not as yet been discovered by physicists and that are certainly unknown to the
general public.

To explore this idea a return to E. A. Abbott’s book Flatland would be helpful. As we
saw in Chapter 14, when the idea of a fourth dimension began to float about in the late
nineteenth century, Abbott made the concept comprehensible by writing a novel based
on analogy. To his two-dimensional Flatlanders the third dimension was as strange

231 Author’s Note: In retaliation for Teilhard de Chardin failure to accord godliness to his global
consciousness, the Catholic Church placed all of his works on its proscription index during his life.

232 Teilhard de Chardin, Building the Earth, ibid, p. 104
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and incomprehensible a concept as the fourth dimension was to his three-dimensional
readers.233 Next is an insert from Chapter 14 of Art & Physics.234 

In 1880, E. A. Abbott, a mathematician, wrote a short novel entitled Flatland: A
Romance of Many Dimensions which heralded the change in worldview. Flatland is a
fictional account of two-dimensional beings who live out their lives on a geometrical
plane. One day, the hero, a square, is sitting in his house with all the doors locked.
Imagine his amazement when he is visited by a sphere, a being from the next-higher
dimension of space who enters the square’s house but doesn’t come through a door. A
sphere passing through a plane would appear first as a point, then as a small circle
slowly enlarging until the circumference of the sphere passes through the plane.
Thereafter, the sphere would appear as a circle growing ever smaller until it, too,
shrank to a point and disappeared. Teaching the square to recite over and over,
“Upward, yet not Northward,” the sphere tried to illuminate the next-higher
dimension for his two-dimensional friend. Once the sphere lifts the square out of his
flat world, the square’s inquiring mind leads him to ask,

But my Lord has shown me the intestines of all my countrymen in the Land of
Two Dimensions by taking me into the Land of Three. What therefore more
easy than now to take his servant on a second journey into the blessed region
of the Fourth Dimension, where I shall look with him once more upon this land
of Three Dimensions, and see the inside of every three dimensional house, the
secrets of the solid earth, the treasures of the mines of Spaceland, and the
intestines of every solid living creature, even of the noble and adorable
Spheres.235

The square’s newfound appreciation of higher dimensions so offends his spherical
erstwhile mentor that the sphere casts him back to his flatland world. There the
beleaguered square is promptly imprisoned on charges of sedition brought because of
his attempt to relate to his fellow squares the experience of another dimension.
Abbott’s charming tale is a metaphor that allows human beings who live out their
lives in a three-dimensional sphere to imagine a visit to our own world by a fourth-
dimensional being. His analogy to a world without one of our dimensions is compelling
and, more important, the kind of mental exercise that encourages us to consider that a
higher dimension might even be plausible.236 (Back to I/WE)

233 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS, ibid, Chapter 25, p. 384
234 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS, ibid, Chapter 14, pp. 197-198
235 E. A. Abbott, FLATLAND; A Romance of Many Dimensions, Dover, New York, 1952, p. 88
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Abbott’s novel concerns only the spatial vectors of geometry and does not take into
account the coordinate of time, but his analogy suggests how universal mind could
exist in the four dimensions of the spacetime continuum and be missed or
misperceived by three-dimensional humans.

We can conceive of such a higher dimension in which there is a linking of human
thoughts best by models and analogies. For the sake of conjecture, let us interject
ourselves into the mental existence of a life-form that antedated Homo sapiens. For the
purpose of our analogy, the ideal form would be one that lived in space but not in time.
A social insect like the ant provides just such an example because, while individual
ants maneuver through the three dimensions of space, they apparently have little or
no temporal perception. Like Abbott’s Flatlanders, they provide a convenient model
that allows us to step down one dimensional level so that we can better envision the
nature of universal mind as perceived from our limited three vectors of space and
three durational states of time.

Ants cannot be self-conscious, because no self-referential thought is possible without
the ability to exist in time. An essential prerequisite of self-consciousness is the
presence of memory, a sophisticated neurological apparatus capable of holding the
idea of the past so that it can be compared to the present. For all intents and purposes
ants do not possess this attribute—they cannot be aware that they are aware.

Ants cannot be taught to run complex mazes because their memory is extremely
limited. Their amazing feats of patience, endurance, and industry are due to an innate
behavior program precoded into their nervous systems. They have a very restricted
ability to learn from past mistakes and for the most part ants are ruled by instinct
which forbids any variation in response to a particular environmental stimulus. Any
specific provocation to an ant will elicit a repetition in its pattern of behavior.
Individual insects cannot escape from the brutish totalitarian grip of instinct.

Despite this severe limitation upon each individual ant, a curious phenomenon occurs
when ants join together in a group. If a few ants are placed in a sandbox, they wander
about without apparent purpose, except to engage in a peculiar activity—upon
meeting one another, they vigorously rub one another’s antennae. If more ants are
added to the box, this fraternal activity increases in both its intensity and its
frequency. Finally, when their sheer numbers reach a critical mass and a queen is
present, the milling, chaotic group becomes a single organism with an obvious higher

236 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS, ibid, Chapter 14, pp. 197-198
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purpose. The ants cease their frenzied socializing and split into specialized groups
committed to the task of building a cooperative community. From out of this heap of
crawling insects begins to rise a structure of enormous complexity—the mound nest,
or as it is more commonly known, the anthill.

All anthills are marvels, but the home of the Brazilian species Atta is a veritable
Knossos. This structure burrows down into the soil over eighteen feet and contains
underground chambers for food storage, tunnels whose sole purpose is the air-
conditioning of the interior, and complex pathways for soldier ants to quickly come to
the defense of the hill. There are subterranean fungus farms and an elaborate queen's
throne room.

Sometime during the laborious construction of an anthill, the complex takes on a life of
its own, superseding the life of any individual ant. While the average life span of an
individual ant can be measured in months some anthills achieve fifteen years. If a
person kicks in the side of the mound, more ants will be born in successive generations
that specialize in repairing the damage, and fewer born to farm, soldier, or explore.

The hill’s self-healing reconstructive capability gradually diminishes, however, and
toward the end of its years, it mysteriously begins to decay. The final generations of
ants seem dispirited, tired, and disoriented. They no longer show the industriousness
and common purpose that characterized ants in the early phase of the hill’s
development. Tunnels cave in from neglected maintenance, and the complex slowly
decays and crumbles during a period of senescence culminating in death. This event
goes unnoticed by any individual ant, however, because to notice an “event” taking
place over time a creature must have memory—that is, a basis for comparison. Ants,
unaware of their hill’s long existence in time, are part of a larger entity whose purpose
seems to have been to knit them into a higher level of organization.

But what of the guiding force that organized the ants in the first place? The anthill,
created by these individual social insects, seems to have a synergetic “life-force” that
permeates the hill and is its true essence. In Chapter 17, we saw how physicists came
to believe that the incorporeal force field is a more essential component of reality than
the particulate things suspended in it; so, too, there seems to exist an incorporeal
“soul” of the anthill directing the detached particulate ants in stages of its
development. Where then does this “soul” reside? The ants are obviously separated by
physical distance and so it would be a tenuous presumption to propose that the life-
force of the hill existed in the limited ganglionic neurons of each ant. Scientific
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materialists will quickly point out that the soul is a mirage, and the plan for the hill is
encoded in the DNA of each individual ant. While this is the correct scientific answer,
is it the complete answer or even the right answer? Can a living organism (one
anthill) of fifteen years’ life span, existing without any physical connection between
its parts (the individual ants), be the exclusive product of protein synthesis?

Using this example from an insect’s world that lacks the coordinate of time—that is,
memory—as a departure point, we can extrapolate into the human sphere where
reality includes both space and time, but only as separate coordinates. We humans
evolved long after the insects and can perceive another dimension in addition to the
three vectors of space. We know what an ant does not: We know our existence in time.
Our individual minds can roam leisurely back and forth along a temporal line that
includes all three durational states of past, present, and future. Yet, we are in a
quandary similar to that of the individual ant. Because of Einstein’s and Minkowski’s
insights, we have learned that there exists another dimension to which we are not
privy because it lies tantalizingly just beyond our perceptual capabilities. As the
individual ant is unaware of its existence in time despite belonging to a community
that lives on for years after its death, so may we be part of a much larger entity
existing in the spacetime continuum with an agenda of which we are not aware. The
proof that higher dimensions exist has been traced out in the arachnid formulas of the
physicist as it was explained in the Flatland fiction of the novelist. In the evolutionary
process, when the coordinate of time was added to the vectors of space, mind entered
the world. There is nothing to preclude the possibility that something exists in a
higher fourth dimension as well.

In Tertium Organum (1911), P. D. Ouspensky, a Russian mathematician and
philosopher, describes how circumscribed entities existing in two dimensions can be
part of a unity in the third dimension. Observe from one side of a pane of frosted glass
the prints left by the tips of someone’s fingers touching the opposite side. A two-
dimensional investigator, counting five separate circles, would conclude that each
fingerprint is a separate entity. But we who can appreciate the third dimension of
depth, know that the five separate fingerprints belong to one unified object in three
dimensions: a hand. We also know that the three-dimensional hand is attached to a
being that generates mind when time is added to the vectors of space. By
extrapolation, this is exactly the example that illustrates how our separate, individual
minds, existing in our limited perceptual apparatus using two coordinates, space and
time, could also be part of a universal mind that is a unified entity in the higher
dimension of the spacetime continuum.
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Classical nineteenth-century physics described a physical world bounded by the
distinct, contrasting coordinates of space and time, consisting of combinations of
energy and matter. These four cornerstones now stand revealed by relativity and
quantum mechanics to be inextricably enmeshed with one another as a unity in the
matrix of the spacetime continuum.

The one phenomenon that cannot be categorized within Newton’s classical framework
is mind, yet we know it exists because each of us is aware that someone in there is
reading this page. By emphasizing the relative frame of reference of the observer,
relativity introduced into physics the idea that the position and speed of the mind that
is observing and measuring had to be taken into account in the measurement.
Quantum mechanical theory went even further and made mind an actual component
of the objective world’s physical processes by acknowledging the reciprocal nature of
observer and observed. Space/time, mass/energy, spacetime/mass-energy, and
observer/observed are all complementary reciprocal dualities. If the physicist John
Wheeler is correct and mind and universe are but another binary pair that appear in
this dimension as separate entities, then most likely they are unified in the spacetime
continuum. Such a unity would be most appropriately named universal mind. A
zeitgeist might be a space-and-time manifestation in these artificially limited
coordinates of a spacetime universal mind.

In our world of divided space and time, the only clues that such a schema existed would
be occurrences that cannot be explained by the rules of causality. One such clue would
be the puzzling way artists’ images seem to anticipate new discoveries about reality. If
artists’ intuitions are the first intimations of movement in the larger entity of
universal mind, artists themselves can be seen to serve the unique function of seers
through whom the zeitgeist appears. Visionary artists, able to discern what the rest of
us still cannot, embrace and announce through their art the principles emanating
from this spiritus mundi. It does not matter if the critics and even the artists
themselves are unaware of their singular purpose: If the artists’ work is truly the
apparition of the zeitgeist, it can become evident only in retrospect, as society matures
and its members achieve the same vantage point visionary artists occupied decades
earlier. As Teilhard de Chardin put it:

In short, art represents the area of furthest advance around man’s growing
energy, the area in which nascent truths condense, take on their first form,
and become animate, before they are definitively formulated and assimilated.
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This is the effective function and role of art in the general economy of
evolution.237

Art is the singular harbinger of universal mind.

Throughout every historical age the perception of space and time has exerted a strong
influence on culture. But ultimately it is the very origin of these perceptions that has
created the separation of art and physics. An exploration into those origins is now in
order. In the nervous system, the smallest unit is the neuron. When many neurons
congregated into an entity as advanced as a mammalian brain, the conditions were
present for the first thought. As mammalian brains became increasingly
sophisticated, a critical number of thoughts accumulated in Homo sapiens’ brains,
from which there emerged the fantastic, self-reflective mind. (Some researchers
suggest that other mammals, such as porpoises, whales, and higher apes, might also
be capable of self-reflection.) Observing this inexorable progression, the next obvious
step up the evolutionary scale would seem to be the integration of individual minds to
create a giant, towering ectoplasmic brain capable of generating universal mind.
Since it is problematical to speak of a mind without reference to a physical brain,
perhaps an analogy rooted in experience can be made to conceptualize the universal
mind.

The human brain consists of a large number of individual neurons. These neurons
cluster together in groupings that perform specialized functions. Each separate region
and pathway of the brain is responsible for specific tasks. For example, Broca’s area is
responsible for language; the visual cortex processes the impulses arriving from the
eyes’ retinas. Mind seems to emerge from the knitting together of the information
gleaned from many of these discretely organized cognitive modules.

When superimposing the template of a single brain that generates a solitary mind
upon a hypothetical universal brain, each member of our entire species can be seen as
if each plays the role of an individual neuron building the larger brain, much as every
ant contributes to the hill. As each neuron is a separate world unto itself, so too is each
person, and the physical space between individuals is like the synapses within a
colossal brain. In this enlarged model specialized groups of people in a society perform
specific functions as do neuron clusters within a single human brain.

237 Teilhard de Chardin, Toward the Future, trans. René Hague, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New
York, 1975, pp. 90-91
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The features of brain lateralization are the loom upon which to weave these theories.
The strands of argument I have presented are strengthened by the passage of the
shuttle back and forth, intertwining the warp and woof of right and left, space and
time, art and physics. The pattern that emerges from the fabric will enhance the
connections between universal mind and the fourth dimensional manifold as well as
illuminate the peculiar congruence between artist and physicist.238

✺

This completes The Science section. We are now ready for the unveiling of The Model of
human intelligence. Leonard Shlain has more to teach us, and we will see him later in
the next section.

238 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS, ibid, Chapter 25, pp. 384-389
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Evolution of KNOWING 
Universe is our human knowing of Nature. We have discovered that Nature is the
result of the evolution of process. Because of the “limits to knowing,” LIFE can only
know process as a dynamic pattern.

Richard Dawkins writing239 in 1989:

Darwin’s ‘survival of the fittest’ is really a special case of a more general law of
survival of the stable. The universe is populated by stable things. A stable
thing is a collection of atoms that is permanent enough or common enough to
deserve a name. It may be a unique collection of atoms, such as the
Matterhorn, that lasts long enough to be worth naming. Or it may be a class of
entities, such as rain drops, that come into existence at a sufficiently high rate
to deserve a collective name, even if any one of them is short-lived. The things
that we see around us, and which we think of as needing explanation—rocks,
galaxies, ocean waves—are all, to a greater or lesser extent, stable patterns of
atoms.

Dawkins presents his concept of ‘survival of the stable’ as a more general class that
contains ‘survival of the fittest’. Synergic analysis lets us view this with an
awareness of Nature as action—Nature as dynamic—Nature as process—Nature as
motion—Universe as pattern integrity. Then that which is stable is a is simply a
pattern integrity that persists. A pattern integrity that is well adapted to its
environment. A process that best ‘fits’ with or to its environment. Any pattern that
persists is by definition stable. That means it survives. Any pattern that does not
persist is unstable. That means it perishes. ‘Survival of the fittest’ then is simply
those ‘patterns which persist’.

And, as we learned by studying and extending the works of Arthur Young240 , Alfred
Korzybski241 and Buckminster Fuller242 stabilized patterns or pattern integrities
evolve.

239 Richard Dawkins, The Selfish Gene, Oxford University Press, Oxford-New York, 1989
240 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
241 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
242 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-1979, ibid
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Evolution requires both awareness and choice. Awareness and choice are found in all
stages of process. Therefore evolution occurs in all stages of process. It begins with
simple process—Light, Particles, and the simple Molecules—this is non-living
universe. It continues with complex process—the complex Molecules, the Plants, the
Animals and we Humans—this is living universe. All stages of process evolve. 

EVOLUTION—def—> The transition of process—dynamic pattern—
from a state of lower order—organization, pattern, and form to a
state of higher order—organization, pattern and form.

Awareness proceeds LIFE. Choice proceeds LIFE. Evolution proceeds LIFE. What
makes LIFE different than non-LIFE is memory. 

Memory is a first order derivative of awareness. Memory is the ability to recall
awareness from previous experience.

AWARENESS + Recall = MEMORY

Knowing is a second order derivative of awareness. Understanding memory creates
knowing. 

MEMORY + Understanding = KNOWING

Control is a third order derivative of awareness. 

KNOWING + Choice = CONTROL
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When simple processes—the non-living systems—Light, Particles, and the simple
Molecules—choose without knowing, we have random actions. 

When complex processes—the living systems—complex Molecules, the Plants, the
Animals, and we Humans choose with knowing, we have controlled actions. Any
process capable of controlled actions is by definition intelligent.

INTELLIGENCE = AWARENESS + KNOWING + CONTROL

Beginning with complex molecules such as DNA and becoming fully established in the
Plants is the power of Energy-binding.

Energy Awareness + recall = Energy Memory
Energy Memory + understanding =Energy Knowing

Energy Knowing + Choice = Energy Control

ENERGY INTELLIGENCE —def—> Energy Awareness + Energy Memory +
Energy Knowing + Energy Control

Energy Intelligence produce the power to transform, grow, and organize ‘matter-
energy’.

The Animals retain the power of energy-binding, but evolve and develop the power of
space-binding which requires space-awareness.

Space Awareness + recall = Space Memory
Space Memory + understanding =Space Knowing

Space Knowing + Choice = Space Control

SPACE INTELLIGENCE —def—> Space Awareness + Space Memory + Space
Knowing + Space Control

Space Intelligence produces the power of mobility in ‘space-time’ —running, jumping,
leaping, swinging, swimming, creeping, stalking, crawling, diving, and flying.

We humans retain the power of energy-binding and space-binding, but evolve and
develop the power of time-binding which requires time awareness. 
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Time Awareness + recall = Time Memory
Time Memory + understanding = Time Knowing

Time Knowing + Choice = Time Control

TIME INTELLIGENCE —def—> Time Awareness + Time Memory + Time
Knowing + Time Control

Time awareness, time knowing and time control produces the power to understand,
predict and control ‘matter-energy+space-time’ events.

Knowing is a defining characteristic of life. Without knowing there would be no life.
Evolution of Life is the process of ever increasing knowing. The Plants first develop
energy knowing. Then the Animals develop space knowing, while retaining energy
knowing. and finally we Humans develop time knowing, while retaining both energy
knowing and space knowing—evolution of knowing.

The power that emerges from our human time knowing is what Alfred Korzybski243

called Time-binding.244 We humans have the greatest knowing of any form of Life on
Earth. It is our time knowing that distinguishes us from all the lower forms of life. It is
our time knowing that allows us to understand, predict and control reality.

Energy Awareness, Knowing & Intelligence 
Energy knowing becomes possible because of an awareness to energy wave-
relationships, the wave-relationships produced by the intersection of ultraviolet light
with ‘space-time’. The plant reaches out its leaves towards the ultraviolet light in
order to produce chemical energy. In order to do this, it must be aware of the wave-
relationship produced by the intersection of ultraviolet light and ‘space-time’. But this
awareness of energy wave relationship is also found within the cells, tissues, organs,
and bodies of the plants. It is the Plants’ energy awareness, energy knowing and
energy intelligence that gives rise to their power to transform, grow, and organize the
‘matter-energy’ within their bodies. William K. Purves2001 explained:

The major organ systems of the plant body are two: 1) the shoot system, and 2)
the root system. The shoot system is above ground and includes the organs
such as leaves, buds, stems, flowers (if the plant has any), and fruits (if the
plant has any). The root system includes those parts of the plant below
ground, such as the roots, tubers, and rhizomes.

243 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
244 Timothy Wilken, What is meant byTime-binding, http://www.synEarth.net/TBT/TBTwhatIs.html
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Plant cells are formed at meristems, and then develop into cell types which are
grouped into tissues. Plants have only three tissue types: 1) Dermal; 2)
Ground; and 3) Vascular. Dermal tissue covers the outer surface of
herbaceous plants. Dermal tissue is composed of epidermal cells, closely
packed cells that secrete a waxy cuticle that aids in the prevention of water
loss. The ground tissue comprises the bulk of the primary plant body.
Parenchyma, collenchyma, and sclerenchyma cells are common in the ground
tissue. Vascular tissue transports food, water, hormones and minerals within
the plant. Vascular tissue includes xylem, phloem, parenchyma, and cambium
cells.

Plant cell types rise by mitosis from a meristem. A meristem may be defined as
a region of localized mitosis. Meristems may be at the tip of the shoot or root (a
type known as the apical meristem) or lateral, occurring in cylinders
extending nearly the length of the plant. A cambium is a lateral meristem that
produces (usually) secondary growth. Secondary growth produces both wood
and cork (although from separate secondary meristems).

A generalized plant cell type, parenchyma cells are alive at maturity. They
function in storage, photosynthesis, and as the bulk of ground and vascular
tissues. Palisade parenchyma cells are elongated cells located in many leaves
just below the epidermal tissue. Spongy mesophyll cells occur below the one or
two layers of palisade cells. Ray parenchyma cells occur in wood rays, the
structures that transport materials laterally within a woody stem.
Parenchyma cells also occur within the xylem and phloem of vascular
bundles. The largest parenchyma cells occur in the pith region, often, as in
corn (Zea ) stems, being larger than the vascular bundles.245

Energy awareness, energy knowing and energy intelligence is within the body of the
plants. Plants do not have a brain. Plants do not have minds. 

Both animals and humans share the power of energy-binding which began in complex
molecules and developed fully in plants. Energy-binding is retained within the bodies
of both animals and humans and takes place within the cells, tissues, organs of animal
and human bodies. Within both the animal and human body, the power of energy-
binding is converting ingested plant and animal tissue into ‘energy’ and ‘matter’ for
growth and transformation of tissues. That energy is used to power the muscles that

245 William K. Purves, et al., Life: The Science of Biology, 6th Edition, Sinauer Associates and WH
Freeman, 2001
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grant us the mobility of space-binding, and the brain that controls mobility in ‘space’.

And within humans, it is the body’s energy-binding power that provides the ‘energy’
and ‘matter’ to develop our human brain as well as the necessary energy to
understand, predict and control reality through the process we call time-binding. 

In fact, the human brain which represents only about ~2.5% of our body’s total weight
consumes ~22% of the resting body’s metabolic energy and nutritional stores.

So energy awareness, knowing and intelligence is found primarily in body below the
level of our brain and mind. The brain and mind of both Animals and Humans have
some awareness of energy states. Our brains and minds experience these a biological
drives. When I am low in energy stores, I feel hunger. If my body is low on water, I feel
thirst.When I lie in the sun, I can feel the pleasant warming rays on my face. But, if I
remain too long I feel the heat and pain of energy injury. And, so move to seek shade. 
And so while both Humans and Animals have energy awareness, energy knowing and
energy intelligence, our day to day lives are much more effected by what is happening
in space and time.

Space Awareness, Knowing & Intelligence
Space-binding requires space awareness, knowing and intelligence. Space-binding
begins in the Animal world. We humans share the animal body and we also have
inherited space awareness, knowing and intelligence. It is space awareness, knowing
and intelligence that controls mobility. 

Time Awareness, Knowing & Intelligence
Time-binding requires time awareness, knowing and intelligence. Time-binding is
unique to the Human world. Time-binding is the distinguishing characteristic of the
human life form. It is what makes us more than an animal. 

Space-Time Awareness, Knowing & Intelligence 
Human awareness, knowing and intelligence is more than simply time awareness,
knowing and intelligence. That is because just like energy-binding, we also retain
space-binding. So humans have triple intelligence—energy, space and time.But since
energy intelligence looks only inward, it is the combination of space and time
intelligence that gives us mastery of the outside world. 

We humans have two minds. But these minds are not separate, they work together.
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Perhaps a better term is Dual Mind to remind us of that the space-mind and time-
mind form an alliance of intelligence. 

We will separate them to study their functions, but that separation is a trick of science
and rarely found in the real world. One of our “minds” focuses on that part of Universe
we call ‘Space’. And the other focuses on that part of Universe we call ‘Time’. I call
these two minds—the “space-mind” and the “time-mind.” 

Now it appears that in humans, the space-mind is usually located in the right cerebral
hemisphere, and the time-mind in the left cerebral hemisphere, this is popularly
described with the terms—right brained thinking and left brained thinking which of
course refer to location. I prefer to use the terms—space-mind and time-mind which
refer to to function. 

Space-mind
The space-mind is earlier. The space-mind is the animal mind and some scientists
estimate it to be a half a billion years older than the time-mind. Most animals, our
common house cats for example have only space-minds. Each cat has two space-
minds, one on each side of its skull. That’s why the terms—left brain / right brain are
sometimes misleading. The cat has a left brain and a right brain but they are the
same. The dolphin has a left brain and a right brain but they are the same. Both the
hemispheres in the animal brain contain space-minds. Now why would the animal
have duplicate minds. The answer is redundancy. 

Most animals display bilaterally symmetry. The animal has two eyes, two ears, two
nostrils, two lungs, two kidneys, females have two ovaries and males two testicles. The
evolutionary value of redundancy is apparent. If the animal loses one kidney it has
another kidney. If it loses one eye it has another eye.

And in lower animals the brain is a double organ as well. The right and the left brain
are mirror images of each other. If the animal loses one brain it has another brain. If
one of an animal’s two brains is injured it still knows how to do everything because all
its knowledge and skills are stored as backup in the other brain. 

Time-mind
But during some period of high stress in our human evolution those primate animals
that would be human discarded their backup brain, and began using the left
hemisphere for new functions with the resultant increase their intelligence. The left
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brain of the human is no longer a mirror image of the space-mind it has developed a
unique and powerful new function one we call the time-mind. Dual mind scientists
estimate that the Time-mind began emerging as long as 2.5 million years ago.

Now before moving on to examine human intelligence more closely, we must first
answer the question: “Why have humans evolved to have a Space-mind and Time-
mind?”

To answer that question, we will have to understand Space and Time. 
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Understanding Space-Time
Albert Einstein writing 246 in 1929:

THE NON-MATHEMATICIAN is seized by a mysterious shuddering when he
hears of “four-dimensional” things, by a feeling not unlike that awakened by
thoughts of the occult. And yet there is no more common-place statement than
that the world in which we live is a four-dimensional space-time continuum.

  Space is a three-dimensional continuum. By this we mean that it is possible to
describe the position of a point (at rest) by means of three numbers (co-
ordinates) X, Y, Z, and that there is an indefinite number of points in the
neighbourhood of this one, the position of which can be described by co-
ordinates such as X1, Y1, Z1, which may be as near as we choose to the
respective values of the co-ordinates X, Y, Z of the first point. In virtue of the
latter property we speak of a “continuum,” and owing to the fact that there are
three co-ordinates we speak of it as being “three-dimensional.”

 
 Similarly, the world of physical phenomena which was briefly called “world”
by Minkowski is naturally four-dimensional in the space-time sense. For it is
composed of individual events, each of which is described by four numbers,
namely, three space co-ordinates X, Y, Z and a time co-ordinate, the time-value
T. The “world” is in this sense also a continuum; for to every event there are as
many “neighbouring” events (realised or at least thinkable) as we care to
choose, the co-ordinates X1, Y1, Z1, T1 of which differ by an indefinitely small
amount from those of the event X, Y, Z, T originally considered. That we have
not been accustomed to regard the world in this sense as a four-dimensional
continuum is due to the fact that in physics, before the advent of the theory of
relativity, time played a different and more independent role, as compared
with the space co-ordinates. It is for this reason that we have been in the habit
of treating time as an independent continuum. As a matter of fact, according
to classical mechanics, time is absolute, i.e., it is independent of the position
and the condition of motion of the system of co-ordinates. We see this expressed
in the last equation of the Galileian transformation (t′ = t).

246 Albert Einstein, Relativity: The Special and General Theory. New York: Henry Holt, 1920
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The four-dimensional mode of consideration of the “world” is natural on the
theory of relativity, since according to this theory time is robbed of its
independence. ...

The discovery, of Minkowski, which was of importance for the formal
development of the theory of relativity is to be found in the fact of his
recognition that the four-dimensional space-time continuum of the theory of
relativity, in its most essential formal properties, shows a pronounced
relationship to the three-dimensional continuum of Euclidean geometrical
space. ...

Under these conditions, the natural laws satisfying the demands of the
(special) theory of relativity assume mathematical forms, in which the time
co-ordinate plays exactly the same role as the three space co-ordinates.
Formally, these four co-ordinates correspond exactly to the three space co-
ordinates in Euclidean geometry. It must be clear even to the non-
mathematician that, as a consequence of this purely formal addition to our
knowledge, the theory perforce gained clearness in no mean measure.247 

Now let’s make a simple schematic diagram of Einstein-Minkowski’s four dimensional
space-time. A schematic diagram has a special meaning in science. It means that the
drawing is simplified. It makes no attempt to show the full relationship of the idea or
concept being represented. A schematic diagram is a metaphor for the concept or idea
being presented. That means that the space-time continuum is more complex than
represented here. But this drawing can still be instructive in helping us to
understand. 

Now I will begin by drawing a simple horizontal line to represent space. Now we all
experience space as three dimensional. The ‘objects’ in our world have height, width
and depth. But in this simplified schematic we are representing space with a one
dimensional line.

Now I will add a second vertical line to represent time. And this line will be an arrow
because time has a direction. It always moves from the Past—> to the Present—> to
the Future. This arrow will represent the direction of time. 

247 Albert Einstein, Relativity,1920, ibid
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What I am drawing here is a representation of space-time as discovered by Einstein
and Minkowski. They were asking the question “Where and when do ‘space’ and ‘time’
intersect?” Prior to Einstein’s discovery of the Theory of Relativity, human scientists
believed that ‘space’ and ‘time’ were two different things—two separate things—two
distinct elements. Physicists and the public as well always talked of ‘space’ and ‘time’.

Einstein and Minkowski discovered that ‘space’ is a funny kind of ‘time’ and ‘time’ is a
funny kind of ‘space’ and they cannot be separated into different elements. They are a
whole. They are a unity. They are a continuum.

Einstein and Minkowski explained that we must now refer to them as space-time.
Scientists pronounce the hyphen to remind themselves this connection. They say
“space hyphen time.” 

So now we know that ‘space’ and ‘time’ can never really be separated. They are always
locked together. They are always connected. But how are they connected? Where do
they meet?

Einstein and his student Minkowski, who by the way was older that Einstein and used
to be Enstein’s teacher. After Einstein discovered the Theory of Relativity, Minkowski
studied relativity, and then developed what has come to be called the Einstein-
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Minkowski Space-Time Continuum which Einstein then studied and came to agree
with Minkowski and joined him in working it out further. It was a situation where the
teacher first taught the student, then the student taught the teacher, then the
teacher turned around and taught the student again, and finally the student joined
the teacher in working to understand universe together. I like that. 

So Einstein and Minkowski or perhaps we should say Einstein-Minkowski discovered
that what we have called ‘space’ and ‘time’ are always connected and their
connection—where they meet—is NOW.

NOW is where and when ‘space’ and ‘time’ intersect.

Eintein and Minkowski represented this intersection of ‘space’ and ‘time’ with this
simple schematic drawing.

They next asked what would happen if an event occurred at the NOW point. How would
information about that event travel through space. This lead to the development of
what physicists call the light cone. Look at our drawing beginning at the NOW point
and imagine time is moving upward towards the FUTURE. Now if an event occurs
right NOW, lets say for instance, I make some discovery. And I wish to tell or
broadcast the news of my discovery to everyone in Universe, then because the speed
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limit in Universe—the speed of light—186,000 miles per second—is the maximum
speed at which my news can move to others throughout the Universe. The V of this
cone in our drawing represents the volume in Universe where the news of my
discovery can reach as restricted by the speed of light. 

The light cone represents the volume of Universe that can be effected by an event that
occurs NOW. The FUTURE light cone reflects the limit of what part of Universe can be
affected by an event occurring NOW. The FUTURE cone opens up at the speed of light.
The radius becoming 186,000 miles wider each second after the NOW moment. The 1
second yellow circle represents the area in space that others can hear of my invention.
A circle with a radius of 186, 000 miles. The 2 second yellow circle has a radius of 372,
000 miles. The 3 second yellow circle has a radius of 558, 000 miles, and the 4 second
circle has a radius of 744, 000 miles.

So if someone is living on a planet four light years away from me in another solar
system they can not learn of my discovery until four years from NOW. Even if it was
transmitted at the speed of light. The speed of light—186,000 miles per second—is the
fastest that news of an effect or the effects of an event can propagate in Universe. But
for practical purposes most news and most effects of events don’t propagate that
rapidly in Universe. 
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Here is another illustration of the light cone. See the X and Y horizontal axes of Space,
and the vertical axis of Time in the center of the light cone:

Einstein and Minkowki then explained that there was a second cone—the PAST light
cone—that represented the volume of Universe from which other events could effect a
future NOW moment.
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The PAST light cone helps us understand that if I am making a decision in the next
second then any other event farther away from me than one light second—186,000
miles—can have no effect on my decision. If my friends on the planet 4 light years
away in another solar system send me a message that would have changed my
decision, I won’t get their message until four years after I have already made my
decision.

Remember that the PAST light cone represents the limit of what volume of PAST
Universe can effect a FUTURE NOW. And, the FUTURE light cone represents the
limit of what volume of FUTURE Universe can be affected by a PAST NOW. The
practical consequences are then that if I am making a decision in San Francisco
within the next second then something that is happening in New York right now will
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probably have no impact on my decision. Its too far away. But, if what is happening in
New York right now is the beginning of a nuclear war, in a few hours it will effect all
of us in a major way. Here is an illustration from MIT.

So now lets look at Einstein-Minkowski Space-Time Continuum. In the above
illustration, The Spacetime event E is occurring at the NOW moment. Here is our
PAST light cone funneling down to the NOW moment, and everything outside the
boundary of the causal past of E can have no effect. And, here is the FUTURE
light cone funneling out from the NOW moment. Nothing outside the boundary of
the causal future of E will be effected by the Spacetime event E.
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Sometimes scientists, like to lay the light gone on its side, and draw it horizontally—
left to right. This is how we often think of time as flowing from the left to the right. 

   Past —> Present —> Future.

Just like our English words and sentences are written from the left to the right. 

The » quick » fox » jumped » over » the » lazy » dog. 
A » B » C » D » E » F » G » H » I » J » K ... » Y » Z

1 » 2 » 3 » 4 » 5 » 6 » 7 » 8 » 9 » 10 ... » ∞

We experience reality as a series of NOW moments—one after another.

NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW ...  » NOW, etc., etc., etc..
Imagine the NOW moment is a bead on a string. The string is TIME’s arrow, and the
bead is sliding forward from the past towards the future. And, information from that
NOW moment is radiating into space at 186, 000 miles per second.

And, so we see that reality is very much about space-time. Now let us examine the
scientific evidence for the the emergence of a Dual Mind to deal with space-time.
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Dual Mind  
In early 1983, I achieved a breakthrough in understanding human intelligence by
integrating the works of a number of earlier scientists. 

This integration would not have been possible without the earlier discovery of the
duality of human intellgence. The discovery of duality was made by many scientists
working over a period of 2400 years, I have chosen to refer to their works collectively
as the Dual-Mind Hypotheses248. Within this framework of duality, I incorporated the
works of many other scientists. Of special note are Alfred Korzybski’s two works the
Theory of Time-Binding249, and General Semantics250 some of which I have already
discussed, and N. Arthur Coulter’s Human Synergetics251 which will be discussed in
a later chapter.

Initially, I called my integration the Dual Mind Model of Human Intelligence, it
explained human intelligence as the resultant of the complex relationship of two
separate and distinct “minds.”

Two Not One
We humans have had major difficulty understanding human intelligence and now the
reason appears clear.

Imagine you moved in next door to a hermit. Sometimes you would hear him talking,
but then people living alone sometimes do talk to themselves. You never see him, but
you frequently hear noises coming from his house.You would often try and understand
what he was doing to create the noises you heard. Then one day, years later, you
happen to walk by when his door is open. You are surprised to see a little old man and
a little old lady, and she is mute. All those noises that you assumed came from one
individual were really produced by two completely different individuals.

248 Diocles, Du Pui, Dax, Wigan, Broca, Jackson, Sperry, Meyers, Bogen, Gazzaniga, et. al, The
Dual-Mind Hypotheses, This term encompasses the scientific works of many human intelligence
scientists., 400BC-1981

249 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, E.P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1921
250 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, The Colonial Press Inc., Clinton, Mass., 1933
251 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: An Adventure in Human Development, Prentice-Hall, Inc,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1976
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This is what has been discovered about human intelligence. We have two minds, not
one. Scientists for countless years have assumed our intelligence and therefore our
behavior was being produced by a single system—a single mind-brain. Now modern
research has shown again and again that we have two distinct and different
intelligences, each capable of producing behavior independent of the other. Our two
minds are very different from each other.

Human intelligence then results from the very complex way these two very different
minds interact with each other. 

While these two minds are distinct and different, and capable of functioning
independently, in normal well humans they function together as a team. Our two
minds have the potential for a very special relationship where the sum of their
combined abilities is much much greater than the sum of their abilities as individuals.

And while all humans have two minds, each of our dual minds are developed and
educated to different degrees. Further, the relationship between our two minds can
vary. Their relationship can be neutral. Sometimes our two minds function separately
as seemingly independent units. Their relationship can be adversary. Sometimes our
two minds function antagonistically at cross purposes to each other producing
conflict, mental anguish and attenuated intelligence. And, finally their relationship
can be synergic.252 Sometimes our two minds work together in perfect harmony and
co-Operation producing brilliance and genius. These differences in development,
education and relationship produce the wide variation in observable intelligence that
we see in the human population. Fortunately, our dual minds can always be better
developed, better educated, and the internal relationship between them improved.

In the 22 years since I first proposed the Dual Mind Model of Human Intelligence, I
have had ample opportunity to refine and test the hypothesis. 

I have found the Dual Mind Model to be exceedingly accurate in depicting the reality
of human thinking, and I have find no exceptions to its description of human
intelligence. However, I make no claim that this model is perfect nor do I confuse it
with the reality it represents. Later, other scientists will discovery more and this
model will be refined, corrected, and revised to evermore accurate versions in the
future. 

252 Timothy Wilken, Three Ways, We Can All Win!, UnCommon Sense Library I, 1999,
http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
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This said, I have enough confidence in this model to risk calling it a Theory. With the
integration of Korzybski’s and Coulter’s discoveries it has more appropriately been
renamed the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence.

If the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence is an accurate description of how
the human mind works, then knowledge of this model should give the knower greater
understanding and control over his own thinking. Knowledge of this model should
allow him to better access and utilize his own intelligence. And, understanding and
control of one’s intelligence should give humans the ability to understand and control
their own behavior.

A Personal Revolution
Scientists studying human intelligence have been making progress at a rate equal to
the advances we have seen in computer science. And yet, when we look around we
don’t see anywhere near the impact on our daily lives by human intelligence science
as we do by computer science. The explanation for this difference is that it is far easier
to get electrons to do what you want, then to get humans to do what you want.

The Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence is about humans, not electrons. Each
of us humans will have to decide whether we will choose to invest our time and effort
to master this new science of mind. My research suggests that most humans are
capable of mastering the new knowledge. The filter to more powerful thinking will be
one of “choice” rather than one of “ability.”

Human Intelligence Science is a personal science. If this science helps to create a
revolution, it will be a personal revolution: one that occurs inside of humans not
outside. This revolution requires a personal choice. I must choose to either study and
master the new science, or do without. I can’t purchase the ability to understand and
control my behavior at any price, and no one can give it to me. 

The impact of the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence upon our culture will
only be limited by the numbers of humans who choose to understand and apply the
new science. Before beginning the formal presentation of the theory, let us briefly
examine the earlier works of the Dual-Brain Hypothesists253.

253 Diocles, Du Pui, Dax, Wigan, Broca, Jackson, Sperry, Bogen, Gazzaniga, et. al, The Dual-
Mind Hypotheses, 400BC-1984, ibid
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The Discovery of Duality
This is a discovery that has been made many times by many different scientists. Robert
Ornstein254 notes that several centuries before Christ:

Diocles
Diocles of Carystus, in the fourth century B.C., understood that the functions
of the two sides of the brain differed, and in the way that most modern
scientists see it. He wrote, “There are two brains in the head, one which gives
understanding, and another which provides sense perception. That is to say,
the one which is lying on the right side is the one that perceives; with the left
one, however, we understand.”

Diocles’ insight was misplaced by more popular but erroneous concepts of
human intelligence for the next 2100 years. Duality doesn’t get mentioned
again until the 18th century. When in 1780, Meinard Simon Du Pui will write
that man is Homo Duplex, possessing a double brain. 

Then 25 years later the French physician Marc Dax will have great
opportunity to study the human brain as a military surgeon treating soldiers
from the Napoleonic Wars suffering with head injuries and cerebral damage.
In 1836, the year before his death, he wrote a paper that for the first time
linked speech directly to the left hemisphere. Unfortunately, his paper was
published locally and not seen outside of France.

Wigan
A few years later a London physician Arthur Ladbroke Wigan would gain a
sudden understanding of duality. While viewing an autopsy of one of his
patients, he was thunderstruck when the skull was cut open to reveal that one
of the patient’ cerebral hemispheres “was entirely gone,” even though he had
earlier spoken with the man and, as he wrote, the patient “had conversed
rationally and even written verses within a few days of his death.”

Wigan concluded that if one cerebral hemisphere was capable of supporting a
fully functioning mind and personality, it followed that normal humans with
two intact cerebral hemispheres must have two minds. And so it was in 1844
that A. L. Wigan, M.D. published a remarkable paper entitled The Duality of
the Mind.

254 Robert Ornstein, THE RIGHT MIND: Making Sense of the Hemispheres, Harcourt Brace &
Company, New York, 1997
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And, then in the 1860s, the Parisian Neurologist Paul Broca makes the careful
study of a number of patients who have lost their ability to speak. Broca’s
study of these “aphasics” will lead him to conclude independent of Dax’s
earlier work that speech resides in the left brain.

Jackson
While Broca noted a genuine role for the right side of the human brain in
thought, it was an English neurologist, John Hughlings Jackson, in 1864 who
was the first to emphasize its role in understanding the world. He felt that
“propositional speech”—our ability to string words in sequential phrases was
perhaps the most conscious activity that human beings possessed. Jackson
wrote in 1874: “The right hemisphere is the one for the most automatic use of
words, and the left the one in which automatic use of words merges into
voluntary use of words—into speech. … The expression I have formerly used is
that the left is the ‘leading’ half for words [speech].” 

Hughlings Jackson felt that left hemispheric lesions could “heighten” the
activity of the right hemisphere and that comprehension was a function of
both sides of the brain. Yet, only the left hemisphere could become “conscious
in words.” 

In 1864, Hughlings Jackson also raised the point that the right hemisphere
may act as Diocles stated, for “perception.” And he corroborated it in 1872,
when he described a man with a left hemianopsia (a blindness in the left side
of the seen world, due to right-hemisphere damage) who could not recognize
people, including his wife, places, or things. Hughlings Jackson presented
another such case in 1876, a fifty-nine-year-old Elisa P. who had lost her
directional sense; she deteriorated and died three weeks after onset of her
illness. Her brain was examined by William Gowers, who found a large tumor
in the back of the right temporal lobe. Hughlings Jackson coined the term
“imperception” to describe right-hemispheric lesions leading to the “loss or
defect of memory for persons, objects, and places.” 255

Jackson continued to study and write on the duality of human intelligence publishing
seminal papers in 1874 and 1876. Both Wigan and Jackson grasped the notion that
human intelligence was the resultant “whole” that emerged from the working together
of both hemispheres. Many of their contemporaries misunderstood the synergic

255 Robert Ornstein, THE RIGHT MIND, 1997, ibid
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relationship of this duality and soon the idea of an advanced mind coexisting with a
very primitive mind became popular. Orstein describes256 this misunderstanding: 

Jekyll and Hyde
In opposition to Wigan and Hughlings Jackson were, so to speak, Jekyll and
Hyde. This was the idea that the superior, educated, intellectual left
hemisphere had atrophied more than the right in cases of madness and
degeneracy. This gave rise, too, to literary allusions to people showing such
two opposing personalities, especially the 1880 play Deacon Brodie or, The
Double Life: A Melodrama, founded on Facts, in Four Acts and Ten Tableaux
by Robert Louis Stevenson and William Ernest Henley. William Brodie, the
subject of the play, lived in Edinburgh and was a respected cabinetmaker by
day and a burglar by night. 

The most famous portrayal was Stevenson’s development of this scenario into
his 1886 Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. This work makes use of the
left hand-right hand duality, the doctor as the portrait of the cultivated left
hemisphere and Hyde as the “primitive” right hemisphere that must be
restrained. I suppose if Dickens had written “A Tale of Two Hemispheres,” he
might have begun it with “It was the best of minds, it was the worst of minds.” 

By 1869 Broca was writing that cerebral asymmetry was a hallmark of the
human brain, and he claimed that the asymmetry was greater in the brains of
Caucasians than in other people. This corresponded well with the belief that
the brains of white Europeans were notably larger than those of “inferior
races.” So, Henry Charlton Bastian in 1880 placed “Negroids” between apes
and Caucasians on a scale of brain symmetry. It was also “demonstrated
scientifically” that female heads and brains were more symmetrical than
those of males, and children showed more symmetry than adults. Cesare
Lombroso could assert, based on research, that “born” criminals were more
likely than upstanding citizens to have symmetrical nervous systems and to
be ambidextrous. 

The “research” detected what the researchers believed, and we now know that
measurements can be altered subtly when an idea takes hold. Thus, much of
the data from Broca’s area researchers are incorrect. However, the philosophy
of a ”barbarian” right hemisphere stimulated magnetic and hypnotic seances

256 Robert Ornstein, THE RIGHT MIND, 1997, ibid
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that demonstrated that the left side of the brain was virtuous and logical, the
right dismal and dumb; in the view of some scientists, the right hemisphere is
basically a “chimp.” 257

By the close of the 19th century, human science would lose interest in the duality of
human intelligence. Little mention of duality will be heard for the next 80 years with
two small exceptions, a paper published by Doctors Wiesenberg and McBride in 1935,
and a single chapter in the 1936 Handbuch der Neurologie written by German
scientist Jürgen Lange. Then in the late 1950s, scientist Dr. Roger Sperry will design
a series of elegant experiments that will clear the way for a fuller understanding of
duality. Today we know that the cerebral hemispheres of the mammalian brain are
linked through the cerebral commissure or corpus callosum, which is built up of
hundreds of millions of nerve fibers. The illustration below depicts the location of the
corpus callosum in the human brain.

  258

Today it is known that the right and left cerebral hemispheres are only able to
coordinate and cooperate by communicating across this neurological bridge. In fact,
the flow of information across this bridge is both continuous and enormous. 

257 Robert Ornstein, THE RIGHT MIND, 1997, ibid
258 Carter, Weidenfeld, Nicolson, Mapping the Mind, University of California Press, Berkely and Los

Angeles, 1998
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Sperry
But in the 1950s, when Roger Sperry began his experimental studies on animals, the
functional significance of the corpus callosum was entirely unknown. Sperry began
conducting research on cats by severing or cutting the corpus callosum. When the
mammalian brain is divided by this surgical procedure it is described as a “split-
brain.” 

These so called “split-brain” experiments were performed by Sperry and his associate
Ronald Meyers in their laboratory at the California Institute of Technology. My
description of this work by Sperry and the other “Split-Brain” scientists is pieced
together from many sources including the writings of Edward de Bono,259 Peter
Russell,260 Tony Buzan,261 and Robert Ornstein.262 

Sperry’s initial focus was to understand the function of the corpus callosum. The
corpus callosum was clearly a major anatomical structure and located strategically in
the very center of the brain. Its size and position suggested great importance, but
research up to that time claimed that it could be severed in animals without any
significant effect on behavior.

259 Edward de Bono, LATERAL THINKING: Creativity Step by Step, Harper& Row, 1970
260 Peter Russell, THE BRAIN BOOK, Hawthorne Books, New York, 1979
261 Tony Buzan, Use Both Sides of Your Brain, Dutton, 1977; The Evolving Brain, Holt, Rienhart and

Winston, 1978
262 Robert Orstein, The Psychology of Consciousness, Viking, 1973
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Sperry was determined to understand as much as he could about the corpus callosum
and the functioning of the two cerebral hemispheres. Sperry and Myers developed
experiments for their split-brain animals where they taught one pattern of behavior to
one side of the brain (via one eye with the other eye covered with a patch), and then
the opposite pattern to the other side. This allowed them to demonstrate that the
corpus callosum was essential for communication between the two halves of the
mammalian brain. They further demonstrated that in “split-brain” animals the two
sides of the brain could function independently.  

Cats that underwent this surgery acted as if they had two brains, each capable of
attending to, learning, and remembering information. But for cats these two brains
seemed so similar in function and skills, that they were described as “symmetrical.” 

In experiments on monkeys Sperry found that, if these connections were severed, each
cerebral hemisphere would retain its ability to learn, but that what had been learned
by one hemisphere was not accessible to the other.

In 1961, coincidentally not far from Sperry’s laboratory at CalTech, Los Angeles
Neurosurgeon Phillip J. Vogel was creating a new procedure to transect the bridge
between the right and left cerebral hemispheres of human patients as a treatment for
severe epilepsy. This rather drastic treatment was reserved for those patients whose
seizures could not be controlled with medication. Seizures are the result of abnormal
electrical discharge throughout the brain. By cutting the connection between the
right and left brain the abnormal electrical activity could be contained within one
hemisphere and the seizure limited to one side of the body. 

Vogel called his new surgical procedure a callosotomy—the transection of the corpus
callosum. It was sometimes performed with the additional transection of the anterior
commissure—an anterior commisurotomy. The majority of his patients showed
improvement as well as a decrease in the frequency of epileptic seizures. Otherwise,
the operation entailed no obvious changes at all with regard to the patients’ general
behaviour and reactions. Nor could one demonstrate with psychological test methods
any impairment in the patients’ ability to perceive and learn.

Bogen
When Joseph Bogen, a Neurosurgeon and colleague of Vogel’s became aware of Sperry’s
research he recognized that Vogel’s technique was remarkably similar to the surgery
that Sperry and Meyers had performed on their “split-brain” cats and monkeys.
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Bogen realized that a unique opportunity for studying human brain organization was
at hand. He envisioned the careful study of those human patients who were having
the bridge between their right and left cerebral hemispheres transected as a
treatment for severe epilepsy. Bogen realized that the careful follow up experiments
that Sperry had designed to study the effects of the surgery could be modified for use
with human patients. Bogen approached Sperry and an alliance was formed. Bogen
and Vogel would do the surgeries and Sperry chose graduate student Michael
Gazzaniga, then at CalTech working in Sperry’s laboratory to do much of the actual
study and testing of these “split-brain” seizure patients. A description follows:

The operation on their first patient, WJ, was a great success. Before the
operation he integrated information between the two hemispheres freely, but
after the operation he had two separate minds or mental systems, each with
its own abilities to learn, remember, and experience emotion and behavior.
Yet, WJ, was not completely aware of the changes in his brain. As Gazzaniga
put it: “WJ lives happily in Downey, California, with no sense of the enormity
of the findings or for that matter any awareness that he had changed.” 

Words flashed to the right field of vision of patients like WJ could be said and
written with the right hand. In contrast, patients couldn’t say or write words
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flashed to their left field of vision. Although standard experiments revealed
that right hemisphere is nonverbal, it is far from incompetent. Even though
the right hemisphere could not communicate to observers what stimuli it had
been presented with, it did show some verbal comprehension. Even though the
patient could not verbalize what word had been presented to the right
hemisphere, the left hand was able to point to it within a list. 

Another interesting difference between the hemispheres that these patients
displayed was that the right hemisphere was distinctly superior in spatial
tasks such as arranging blocks and drawing in three dimensions. Researchers
showed each hemisphere a simple drawing and had the corresponding hand
draw it. Even though all three of the subjects were right-handed, the left-hand
drawings were clearly superior. 263

In 1969, Joseph Bogen264 with his wife Glenda published the results of this study in a
series of four articles in the Bulletin of the Los Angeles Neurological Society.

  265

Above we see a photograph of a cadaver brain in cross section. The image on the left
shows the corpus callosum intact. You can see it forms a communication bridge
between the two hemispheres. The picture on the right shows the callosum is divided
as it would be after surgical callosotomy. 

263 Department of Psychology, Behavior of Split Brain Patients, Macalster College, Internet
http://www.macalester.edu/psychology/whathap/UBNRP/Split_Brain/Behavior.html

264 Joseph Bogen, The Other Side of the Brain, Bulletin of the Los Angeles Neurological Society, 1969
265 Carter, Weidenfeld, Nicolson, Mapping the Mind, 1998, ibid
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After these operations were performed it was then possible for the right and left
hemispheres to be studied in isolation to determine if there was a difference in how
they processed information. Joseph Bogen found that difference266 and describes it as
follows:

The patients were tested for their ability, with each hand, to write
spontaneously and to dictation, and to copy print, cursive writing and
geometric figures. 

Inability to write has been called agraphia ever since the term was introduced
by Ogle in 1867. The term dysgraphia is used here to avoid the implication
that the defect is 100 percent complete. For the inability to draw a figure, we
used for several years the term adelinea (from the Latin delineo, to draw).
Although this term has had the approval of a medical etymologist (J. E.
Schmidt of Charlestown, Indiana), it does not clearly indicate that the defect is
in following a visual instruction (that is copying a model) rather than drawing
from verbal instructions. We have therefore adopted from acopia, as used by
Critchley, the term dyscopia, again to avoid the implication of a complete 100
percent defect. In order to avoid repeating throughout this paper the long
expression “the phenomenon of dysgraphia in the left hand and dyscopia in
the right hand following cerebral commissurotomy”, the abbreviation “D-D”
will be used.

Case Summary V: C.C. “turned blue from mucus” on several occasions
postpartum, but after that seemed well until age eight when he began having
fights and began falling behind in school. At age ten his family first noticed
spells of speechlessness associated with turning of the head toward the right.
These spells occasionally included a fall and transient loss of consciousness. In
spite of medication, both the frequency of the seizures and of the antisocial
behavior progressed. On the verge of institutional commitment, he had a
cerebral commissurotomy on March 27, 1965 (at age thirteen). 

Before operation C. C. could write legibly with either hand and surprisingly,
could copy even a cube model. He was persistently obstreperous. He had to be
coaxed for every test, and on every occasion he would scribble or draw
something on top of the material being saved for illustrative purposes.

266 Joseph Bogen, The Other Side of the Brain, 1969, ibid
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However, on a particularly happy occasion, it was possible to document clearly
the D-D. In the figure below, we see that at 5 months post op, the patient C. C.
readily wrote his name with his right hand. He would not write anything, to
dictation. including his name, with his left hand. He wrote the word “Sunday”
in cursive with his right hand (not shown ), but could (or would) not copy it
with his left hand. 

Then, after he printed the word “Sunday” with his right hand, he printed two
letters, with his left hand before turning away to whistle at a passing nurse. 

The triangles were attempted on several occasions: On each occasion he did
quite well with the left hand but he had trouble bringing himself to try it with
the right hand. After considerable coaxing he managed to draw the figure
which is shown. (*For copying shapes, the sample model is in the central
column. His left hand drawings are in the left column. His right hand
drawings are in the right column.)

In drawing the square, he again had to be coaxed repeatedly to produce
anything, especially with the right hand. It should be noticed that the square
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drawn with the left hand was done in two strokes, the first being three sides
and the second stroke immediately following to close the figure. With the right
hand, he made four separate strokes, each one separated by a lengthy pause
terminated only after further coaxing. In drawing the Greek Cross with the
left hand, he used two strokes: The first was nearly complete when he stopped
and stared. When told, “There is some more”, he completed the figure
appropriately. With the pencil in his right hand he fidgeted, refused, and
finally drew one horizontal line. He was told, “Well, that’s a good start,” and he
drew two more lines in a single stroke. After a lot more coaxing he then
suddenly drew the remainder of the incorrect figure in a continuous third
motion. (Figure repeated for clarity.)

When copying the cube, the left hand immediately drew strokes one (the square
on the face of the cube) and then strokes two and three to complete the top of
the figure. After a little more coaxing he then suddenly drew the remainder of
the figure with a fourth stroke. He did not want to try copying the cube with
his right hand. After extensive urging, “Well, do something, just make a
mark,” he took the pencil and made the five short strokes with his right hand.
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The phenomenon of D-D raised for me a question which could easily have been
raised a priori by a sufficiently open mind: What is the right hemisphere for, in
the human scheme of things? 

One of tile most obvious facts about the cerebrum is that it is double. One
hemisphere is structurally the gross mirror image, of the other; and the
metabolic rate of one is essentially the same as the other. That is, the other
side is not only structurally the same, but it is  working just as hard, I submit
that the informational capacity of the one is just as great as the other; or, put
differently, the other side is not only working just as hard, but also just as
intricately. 

In the human, speaking, reading, and writing are largely dependent on one
side. While all this is happening on one side of the brain, what is the other side
doing? I believe that it is doing just as much and just as important work. We
do not yet understand how the one hemisphere produces language, but of the
other hemisphere we do not even know what it is producing. It seems to me,
therefore, that in our attempts to relate mind to brain we should remember
that: 

(1) The other side of the brain is as intricately active as the side which does
most of the talking. 

(2) The lessor known and hence more fruitful area for investigation of mental
activity is that carried out by the other side of the brain. 267 

Bogen’s work has shown us that the processing of information within the two
hemispheres of humans is distinctly different. Sperry and his associates concluded
that not only could each side of the brain work independently, each side seemed to use
a different mode of thinking.

267 Joseph Bogen, The Other Side of the Brain, 1969, ibid
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The Dual Mind Hypotheses
Studies with these “split-brain” patients as well as studies of the electrical activity
from each side of the brain in normal subjects indicate that the left side is dominantly
involved in speech, the use of symbols, analysis and logic, and keeping track of time,
while the right brain is dominantly involved in visual, spatial, and musical activities,
and the insight and synthesis that go on through imagination and daydreaming. The
right brain also seems to have an important role to play in the translation of ideas into
physical action. These are the normal pattern, but it is important to note that they are
not universal, and when brain damage disables one side, the other can (depending on
age) take over many of the damaged side’s normal functions.

These differences have been interpreted to mean that the left brain style is analytic
and step-by-step linear while the right brain is wholistic. 

One of the major effects of this research has been a new appreciation for the right
brain mode of thinking and the realization that we do very little in our current
educational systems to systematically develop the skills of the right brain or, even
more so, to develop the coordinated functioning of both sides. Yet where attempts have
been made to “educate the whole brain,” the speed of learning and the level of
achievement are often astounding.

Since these studies were completed, the duality of human intelligence has become
much more widely accepted by main stream science. This acceptance was further
validated when Roger Sperry won the Noble Prize in Medicine for his pioneering work
on the functional specialization of the cerebral hemispheres. The following description
is found on the Nobel Prize website:

Important as his work on neurospecificity was, it was not this for which he was
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1981, but his discoveries on split brains.
Essentially, Sperry and his students showed that if the two hemispheres of
the brain are separated by severing the corpus callosum (the large band of
fibers that connects them), the transfer of information between the
hemispheres ceases, and the coexistence in the same individual of two
functionally different brains can be demonstrated. The findings contradicted
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the generally held view—again based on misinterpretation of evidence—that
sectioning of the corpus callosum produced no definite behavioral effects. The
probable explanation is that the two hemispheres, although separated from
one another, are usually in agreement, so that no obvious conflict results. By
means of ingenious tests, however, Sperry and his group showed that definite
behavioral phenomena can be demonstrated following the brain-splitting
operation.

Sperry started this investigation with cats and monkeys, but later extended it
to human beings when patients became available whose hemispheres had
been surgically separated in order to control intractable epilepsy. It was with
these patients that he was able to show that a conscious mind exists in each
hemisphere. The left hemisphere is the one with speech, as had been known,
and it is dominant in all activities involving language, arithmetic, and
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analysis. The right hemisphere, although mute and capable only of simple
addition (up to about 20) is superior to the left hemisphere in, among other
things, spatial comprehension—in understanding maps, for example, or
recognizing faces. Until these patients were studied, it had been doubted
whether the right hemisphere was even conscious. By devising ways of
communicating with the right hemisphere, Sperry could show that this
hemisphere is, to quote him: “indeed a conscious system in its own right,
perceiving, thinking, remembering, reasoning, willing, and emoting, all at a
characteristically human level, and … both the left and the right hemisphere
may be conscious simultaneously in different, even in mutually conflicting,
mental experiences that run along in parallel.”

As with his earlier work, the discovery of the duality of consciousness revealed
in the split-brain experiments opened whole new fields of brain research, and
these are now being worked by a new generation of biologists, and, of course,
philosophers. 268

Sperry was later awarded the National Medal of Science in 1989 to honor his life’s
work. The proof that human consciousness could reside in the non-verbal right
hemisphere was on an intellectual par with the Copernican and Darwinian revelations
that helped define man’s place in nature; for it is apparent from the works of Roger
Sperry, Ronald Meyers, Joseph Bogen, Michael Gazzaniga, and many others, that each
human brain has two minds created from two vast networks capable of creating
human experience.

Whenever a new discovery is made it seems there is at first a rush to embrace and
accept the validity of the new concept. There is a lot of excitement about the hypothesis
– the new model. It is used to explain as much as possible. Then there is a cooling off
period where the excitement wanes, and scientists begin to doubt its usefulness. This
has happened to the Dual Mind Hypotheses as it does to most models of scientific
understanding. Initial enthusiasm flared in the 1970s reach a peak by 1980. Then a
period of cool down began. 

So what is the real truth?

The discovery of the Dual Mind has been both startling and controversial. It is simpler
than it seems, and it is also more complicated. We often view human behavior as a

268 Norman H. Horowitz, Roger Wolcott Sperry, http://nobelprize.org/medicine/articles/sperry/
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whole, and 99.99% of humans have an intact corpus callosum so the two hemispheres
are never out of communication. This means that only in the split-brain patient do we
see the right and left brains in true isolation. This makes the study and understanding
of Duality both difficult and confusing. 

Fortunately, we have the split-brain studies. Frederick Schiffer, a psychiatrist on the
faculty at the Harvard Medical School has been strongly influenced by our growing
knowledge of the duality of human intelligence. In his book Of Two Minds269 published
in 1998, Schiffer presents an extensive review and discussion of the split-brain
experiments. I include that review here.

269 Fredrick Schiffer, OF TWO MINDS: The Revolutionary Science of Dual-Brain Psychology, Simon
& Schuster, Inc., New York, 1998
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A New Look at the Split-Brain Studies 
by Fredrick Schiffer 270

I was in Los Angeles chatting with an ordinary-looking man. He was forty-six years old
and employed as a printer. He seemed cheerful, content, and perfectly reasonable. If we
had been introduced and spoken at a party, I would have noticed nothing remarkable
about him. Like most other people, he was right-handed. But there was something
exceptional about this man. In 1964, at age fourteen, he underwent a neurosurgical
procedure called a commissurotomy in an attempt to treat the epileptic seizures that
had tormented him since the age of four. 

The operation was performed by Dr. Joseph Bogen, then a young, enthusiastic
neurosurgeon, and his mentor and partner, Dr. Philip Vogel. They thought that the
new surgical technique they had recently pioneered might successfully treat the
fourteen-year-old boy’s seizures. They cut the large nerve bundle, the corpus callosum,
which had connected his left and right cerebral hemispheres. The forty-six year-old
printer I had traveled from Boston to Los Angeles to meet was the split-brain patient
“AA,” long famous in the annals of neuroscience.271

In the summer of 1996, Bogen and his colleague, experimental psychologist Dr. Eran
Zaidel, invited me to join them in a study in Dr. Zaidel’s eminent neuroscience
laboratory at the University of California at Los Angeles. I had proposed that we test
AA and another split-brain patient, known as LB, to learn more about the
psychological nature of the two hemispheres in split-brain patients. Drs. Bogen and
Zaidel, two of the world’s authorities on neurospsychology, have likely performed and
published more studies about split-brain patients than anyone else in the world. They
both have a deep understanding of the human mind from the special window they
helped open. 

Joseph Bogen and Eran Zaidel were colleagues of the late neuroscientist Roger Sperry,
who in 1981 was awarded the Nobel Prize for the pioneering split-brain studies of the
1960s. The most compelling and important finding to come out of these experiments

270 Fredrick Schiffer, OF TWO MINDS, ibid,Chapter 2 & 3, pp. 17-57
271 Bogen JE, Vogel PS: Cerebral commissurotomy in man. Bull Los Angeles Neurol Soc 1962;

29:169-172. 
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was the knowledge that split-brain patients such as AA have two separated,
autonomous, intelligent minds. This is a strong claim to make about the nature of the
human mind. Indeed, some scientists and philosophers call it disturbing, even
preposterous. … But I will present my evidence that split-brain patients do indeed have
two autonomous minds, each with its own motivations, behaviors, memories, and
temperaments. …

I begin with the essential finding from the split-brain studies. If we sit AA, or any other
split-brain patient, in front of a screen and flash pictures to either the left or the right
side of the screen (to his left or right visual field), the image will be seen only by either
the left or right brain, depending on which side the image is shown to. 

We know that this involves the neural connections between the eyes and the brain.
When AA is shown any object to his right side, he can identify what he sees: a pair of
eyeglasses, a pen, a tie clip. An image shown to ANs left side can be seen only by his
right brain (due to the neural connections between the eye and the brain). Shown an
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object to the right brain, AA tells us that he can’t see it. But if we ask him to reach with
his left hand (connected to his right brain) behind a screen and select from several
objects in a box, AA will easily and repeatedly pick out the object that was shown to his
right brain, even though he keeps saying that he couldn’t see it. 

The idea that emerged from these studies is that AA has two separate minds: one in his
left brain and one in his right brain. Only the left brain can speak. When AA was
shown an image to his right brain, his left brain could not see the image, and it tells us
so. The right brain understands most speech, follows instructions, and recognizes and
selects objects, but it is unable to reply verbally to the researcher’s questions. ANs
mute right brain can express itself with the left hand, which it controls and
consistently picks out the correct items by touch. 

To get a sense of the procedure, imagine for a moment that you are a split-brain patient
being tested in Dr. Zaidel’s laboratory. First, Dr. Zaidel tells you where to sit and how
to look at the screen. He instructs you to focus on a dot in the middle of a panel of two
screens. Images flashed on the right side of the screen will be seen only by your left
brain, and images flashed on the left side will be seen only by your right brain. 

Dr. Zaidel then flashes a picture to your left brain, and you see immediately that it is a
picture of a banana. As he requested, you tell him so. Then he flashes an image to your
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right brain. You can’t see it. He asks you what you saw, and you say, “I didn’t see
anything.” Then he asks you to use your left hand to reach behind a small curtain into
a box with several items and pick out the object shown to your right brain. Although
you don’t know quite what he’s talking about, you place your hand through the
curtain. Seemingly acting on its own, your left hand pulls out a tie clip. You don’t
understand what is happening. You know you didn’t see a picture of a tie clip and you
didn’t try to pick one out of the box, yet Dr. Zaidel says, “That’s correct, the tie clip.” 

The split-brain studies have provided us with wonderful insights into the mind. We
now know that a split-brain person sees and appreciates whatever is shown
exclusively to the right brain. The right brain does not have a speech center and so
cannot speak, but it can understand Dr. Zaidel’s instructions and easily carries them
out. 

The second finding is that the left brain has a speech center that enables it to speak,
and it can understand and follow Dr. Zaidel’s instructions. Each side operates
independently. It didn’t matter to the left brain that the right hemisphere was
excluded from our conversation with AA. He is a complete person in his left brain and
doesn’t require a right hemisphere to know who he is and what he sees, feels, wants, or
plans to do. In fact, there are people who do not have a right hemisphere at all-for
example, people who had cancer in their right hemisphere and had it removed
surgically. For the most part, these people, although often paralyzed on the left side,
seem to be able to function and carry on with their lives without a loss of their personal
identities. 

Just what does it mean to say that AA talks “out of” his isolated left brain only?
Technically, brains don’t speak, even in intact people. The brain is a hunk of neurons,
chemicals, and electromagnetic fields essential to the support and production of a
person’s mind. When we say, “That’s my brain speaking,” I think we are wrong. The
mind and brain are so intimately connected that some scientists believe they are
identical. I don’t share this opinion, and so I prefer to say that I was speaking with the
mind of ANs left brain. But because it becomes cumbersome to repeat phrases such as
“the mind of the right brain,” I sometimes refer to that mind as simply the right or left
brain or hemisphere. 

You might wonder what ANs right brain was up to while I was carrying on a
conversation with his left-sided mind. That, in fact, was what I had traveled to
California to learn more about. I suspected that his right-sided mind was listening
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quietly to our conversation, minding its own business. My intention was to learn to
communicate with the mute right-sided mind, to gain a clearer sense of what it was
thinking and feeling. 

In our experiment, we planned to ask AA questions verbally and have him respond
simultaneously with both hands by touching two sets of pegs behind a curtain, one set
for each hand. Both sets had five pegs lined up in a row. The first peg represented the
answer “none”; the second, “mild”; the third, “moderate”; the fourth, “quite a bit,” and
the last, “extreme.” We had him practice, and each hand responded to each practice
question. Both hands waited for the question, simultaneously moved over the pegs, and
then stopped clearly at the selected pegs. With an assistant to help, we carefully
recorded his hand responses.272

Before we began the test, I led AA through a brief review of his childhood stresses. He
revealed that although it doesn’t bother him at all now, when he was a child he was
very upset by a group of bullies who picked on him over a period of years. I decided to
add this piece of information to the study. We posed a number of questions focusing on
his past and current feelings and recollections of the “bully” period in his life. 

I asked him forty-nine separate questions, including how much his seizures bothered
him and how much his girlfriend annoyed him. I asked him how much he would like to
be a movie star, how much he loved his mother, how much he believed in God, in
abortion, in the soul. I queried about how much he enjoyed shopping, movies, eating,
sex, romance, work, and taxes, and how much he wanted to be admired, to be rich, to be
angry. I also asked him fourteen questions having to do with the bullies. I asked how
scared he was of the bullies, how frustrated by them, how hopeless they made him feel.
I asked how angry he was now with the bullies, how cruel he now felt they were, how
painful were their taunts. I asked how much he still hated the bullies, how much the
bullies bothered him today. 

His right hand, answering for his left-sided mind-the side with which I had been
speaking-answered “none” or “mild” to most of the questions that had to do with the
bullies. As he told me, his left-sided mind was not upset by the bullies. He had told me
that already. But his left hand, answering for his right-sided mind, gave a very
different picture. His left-handed answers to most of the bully questions were “quite a

272 Schiffer F, Zaidel E, Bogen J, Chasan-Taber S: Different psychological status in the two
hemispheres of two split-brain patients. Neuropsychiatry, Neurospsychology, and Behavioral
Neurology; in press. 
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bit” or “extreme.” On almost half of the bully questions, his left hand pointed to a peg
three or four points higher than the one his right hand indicated. 

ANs left-handed answers revealed that his right brain remained upset and quite
disturbed by what had occurred about thirty years earlier. But his left brain reported
both verbally and with his right-hand responses that he was not upset by the bullying.
“Of course, I’m not upset by them; that happened so many years ago.” 

On the questions unrelated to the bullies, the two sides’ answers were much more
compatible. Both sides disliked paying taxes and enjoyed sex and romance. Both
“extremely” believed in God. Both hands pointed to the first peg, indicating “none,”
when asked how much he believed in abortion. Both sides “extremely” loved his mother,
wanted to be rich and a movie star, and enjoyed eating. Neither side wished to be poor,
angry, or do puzzles! Both sides indicated that the boyhood seizures bothered him
“extremely,” and neither found his girlfriend annoying. On 74 percent of these
“nonbully” questions, the two sides agreed exactly. When they disagreed, it was almost
always by only one point. 

Our statistical tests indicated that ANs left- and right-hand answers to the bully
questions were significantly different, while his left and right answers on the other
questions were not distinct. The left-right differences on the bully questions were also
significantly different from the left-right differences in response to the other questions.
These statistical tests, plus the overall pattern of answers, confirmed that we had
indeed gotten his right brain to “talk” with us through his left hand. 

AA, like Ryan and Carol, has two distinct parts to him: one that is adversely affected by
a past trauma and still suffers its pain and another part that seems removed
emotionally from the injury. In AA we can locate his two parts; the first is in his right
hemisphere and the second in his left. …

An Earlier Split-Brain Study

The autonomy and interactions of the hemispheres in split-brain patients were
demonstrated clearly in a study performed on LB and another split-brain patient and
published in 1979 by Roger Sperry, Eran Zaidel, and his wife, Dahlia Zaidel, a
renowned neuroscientist. They used a special contact lens, designed by Eran, that
could show photographs to only the right brains of these patients. The experimenters
talked with the patient while his right brain viewed photographs of himself, family
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members, entertainers, and world leaders. The patient’s left, verbal self could hear the
experimenters but could not see the photographs. The experimenters asked the
patients, while their right brains were looking at a particular photograph, to rate it by
giving a left-handed signal-thumbs up (like) or thumbs down (dislike). That is, the
patient’s right mind looked at the photographs and then expressed its judgment with a
hand signal, while the patient’s left, speaking mind sat trying to guess what was going
on. Try to imagine this scene as you read this excerpt from a tape recording of a
conversation between one of the experimenters and the first patient (LB). Here LB’s
right brain was shown four photographs simultaneously. His right brain could scan
the photographs as you or I could if they were placed on the table in front of us. (All of
the following transcripts are excerpted from the published scientific article describing
the experiment.) 273

The experimenter says, “Point to any of these that you recognize.” 

After fourteen seconds, LB’s hand points to a photograph that pictures the only person
who is recognizable: a well-known figure who is standing with four other people. The
other photographs are of people unknown to him. 

Experimenter: “Do you recognize that one? Is that the only one?” 

LB again inspects the photos but does not point to any others. 

Experimenter: “Well, on this: is this one a thumbs-up or a thumbs-down item for you?” 

LB signals thumbs down with his left hand (connected to his right brain). 

Experimenter: “Who is it?” 

Now LB’s left, verbal mind answers (his right-sided mind can’t speak), “GI came to
mind. I mean. …” 

The experimenter notes that LB’s left hand (connected to his right brain) is trying to
trace letters on the back of his right hand. That is, his right brain is trying to tell his
left brain the name of the person in the picture. The experimenter says, “You’re writing

273 Zaidel E: A technique for presenting lateralized visual input with prolonged exposure. Vision Res
1975; 15:283-289. 

   Sperry RW, Zaidel E, Zaidel D: Self recognition and social awareness in the deconnected minor
hemisphere. Neuropsychologia 1979; 17:153-166. 
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with your left hand; let’s keep the cues out.” 
LB’s speaking left-sided mind says, “Sorry about that.” 

Then the experimenter asks, “Is it someone you know personally, . or from
entertainment, or ... historical, or... ?” 

LB’s left brain (which did not see the picture) interrupted and said, “Historical.” 

Experimenter: “Recent or.. 

LB: “Past.” 

Experimenter: “This country or another country?” 

LB: “Uh-hu-okay.” 
Experimenter: “You’re not sure?” 

LB: “Another country, I think.” 

Notice what has happened. LB’s left-sided mind was speaking. He did not see the
picture, but he apparently had a feeling or an intuition “sent” to him from his right-
sided mind because his guesses thus far were correct. These feelings were probably
sent through the lower brain levels, which were not cut by the surgery. 

The experimenter then asks, “Prime minister, king, president, ... any of them?” 

LB has a ponderous look on his face and says, “Gee.” 

Experimenter: “Great Britain? ... Germany... ? 

LB then interrupts and asserts, “Germany,” and then after a pause, “Hitler.” 
There can be no doubt that LB’s verbal self never saw the photos. Yet, prodded by
Sperry and the Zaidels, he guessed the correct identity of the person in the picture.
How did LB do so well on this test? The implications were fascinating and
incontrovertible: LB, and others like him, had a highly developed mind in his right
brain. This right-sided mind saw the photographs and recognized Hitler within
fourteen seconds of scanning the four pictures. This right-sided mind not only
recognized a well-known face, it also had an opinion about the person. With the thumb
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signal, this right-sided mind definitively signaled that he disapproved of Hitler. And
LB’s right-sided mind had other political opinions as well: Churchill (thumb up),
Castro (thumb down), and pre-Watergate Nixon (thumb horizontal). 

It was remarkable how his right-sided mind communicated with his left-sided mind.
The right-sided mind apparently was able to send feelings or intuitions to the left-
sided, verbal mind. We can see how the left-sided, verbal mind was struggling to
retrieve information about the photographs. You may liken this process to what you do
when you are trying to remember something on a test or in psychotherapy but can’t
quite grasp a memory or idea and have to search somewhere in side yourself for clues-
clues that may then coalesce, as they did for this patient, into a definitive answer. 

Toward the end of the testing session, LBs right-sided mind was shown another four
photographs; three of strangers and one of himself. When asked if he recognized anyone
in the pictures, he immediately pointed out the correct choice. When asked to rate the
person in the photo, he grinned and turned his thumb down. With prompting, his left
side guessed the correct identity of the person in the picture. Not only was LB’s right
brain capable of self-recognition and obviously self-awareness, but it was also capable
of humor-and good humor at that. 

The other split-brain patient studied with this special lens showed very similar
abilities. This patient, a woman, was being tested with a long series of fairly
uninteresting pictures. Then she was shown four photographs and was told, “Here are
four people. Again, point out the one you like best.” 

Her right brain scanned the photos for about seven seconds, and then she exclaimed
with a burst of mirth and surprise, “Oh, no! ... Where’d you g ... What are they?” She
then laughed and said, “Oh God!” After a three-second pause, she asked, “Dr. Sperry ...
You sure there’s people there?” 

It was clear that her right-sided mind recognized that these pictures were different
from those she had been viewing and that they aroused a strong emotional reaction in
the right mind. It is also apparent that her left mind had no idea what the pictures
were about. The patient’s right-sided mind and her experimenters knew that the four
photographs were each different pictures of the patient herself. In that trial, even with
prompting, her left-sided mind couldn’t guess what or who was in the pictures. But on
a subsequent trial of similar pictures of herself, she said, “What do you think, Dr.
Sperry? What’s the matter with me? ... I mean, am I thinking or what?... K ... keep
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pointing to that one, and I don’t know why. Whose face is it? Probably me and that’s
why I like it; nobody else does. Yeah [more definitely], that’s a picture of me.” 

The experimenter said, “Yeah?” Patient: “Yup.” 

Experimenter: “Which one is you?” 

Patient: “That one [pointing to the one she had picked] ... and that one.... and that one ...
and that one.” 

Experimenter: “All four?” 

The patient responded loudly and firmly, “Yup!” 

From these experiments it was apparent that the patients’ right-sided minds were
conscious, alert, intelligent, emotional, personable, and self-aware. However, their
conscious left minds remained unaware of the conscious experiences of their right
minds. Both of these split-brain patients clearly manifested two independent, intact
minds. One spoke while the other could not, but otherwise there was no obvious or
extreme difference between them. Both patients, on both sides, seemed capable of
rational judgments (expressing political opinions) and humor. And both sides
recognized their own photographs. 

How the Two Hemispheres Relate to Each Other

These studies on LB and the female patient tell us not only that the left and right
brains have intact, separate minds, but they also tell us something about how the two
hemispheres interact. In one instance, the experimenter had to tell LB to stop writing
with his left index finger onto his right hand. The passage, or sharing, of information
about the photographs from one side to the other demonstrates an attempt at
communication. 

A female split-brain patient was in Dr. Sperry’s laboratory having the vocabulary of
her right brain tested with words flashed to the left side of her vision by a
tachistoscope (a projector that shows images for a fraction of a second) in a way that
allowed only her right brain to view them, Suddenly she began laughing. When asked
why she was laughing, she said, “Doctor, you have a funny machine.” 
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Her statement demonstrated that her left, speaking mind had not the slightest idea
why she was laughing. Her giggle was precipitated by the very distinguished Professor
Roger Sperry, who had placed a provocative picture of a nude woman in among the
words being flashed to his patient’s right-sided mind. 

Her left-sided, speaking mind had no idea why it was laughing; it could only feel that
something was “funny.” It is interesting that she did not say, “Gee, I have no idea why I
am laughing.” Instead, she tried to fabricate a reason to gloss over the situation. 

Her right-sided mind registered the photograph, appreciated its significance, and
responded by evoking feelings of mirth. The impulse to laugh was sent to the left side,
but the reason for the impulse was not. Although her left, speaking mind was greatly
affected by her right-sided mind, she was unaware of being influenced by a hidden self.
Of course, she had no appreciation of that influence or any insight into its cause. 
In a similar study, Dr. Zaidel showed a patient’s right brain a picture of a funeral
procession. The patient’s left-sided mind reported feeling very sad and uncomfortable
but had no idea why. Apparently his right-sided mind appreciated the meaning of the
photograph and sent the appropriate feelings of sadness to the left side, but it sent
those feelings without words or meaning.274 

I have wondered about the origin of anxiety or other feelings that seem to surface out of
the blue and are impossible to explain. Perhaps common shifts in our emotional state
are not simply due to unexplained chemical imbalances or other psychologically
meaningless factors, but rather are due to unexplained feelings coming from our less
dominant hemisphere. We will return to this idea in the next chapter. 

In another study Zaidel showed a picture to a patient’s right brain and asked her left
side what was in the picture. The patient, a housewife, said she could not see the
picture and did not know what was in it. Dr. Zaidel then encouraged her to guess. After
a few moments, she said, “Dumbbell.”275 

Dr. Zaidel had no idea what she meant, and so he asked her what the term meant to
her. She said that “dumbbell” was a derogatory name her husband called her when he
felt the house was unclean, implying that she was slothful. She did not understand
how that might relate to the picture. 

274 Zaidel E: Personal communication.
275 Zaidel E: Personal communication.
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Zaidel had shown her right brain a picture taken from a psychological test. It was an
emotionally evocative picture of a woman sitting on a bed, appearing grief-stricken or
depressed. Apparently her right brain associated the woman in the picture with her
husband’s demeaning term and then sent feelings or intuitions to her left side that
allowed her to guess “dumbbell” without ever having seen the picture. 

The Post-Commissurotomy Syndrome

We can also learn about the nature of the mind of the disconnected right brain by
considering several fascinating observations that have been made in a number of other
split-brain patients. The first is a phenomenon called the post-commissurotomy
syndrome, which has been observed in many split-brain patients for a brief period
shortly after the operation-possibly before the two hemispheres have learned how to
get along with each other. In this syndrome, the patient is shocked to find that his left
hand (controlled by the right brain) is acting autonomously, in an obviously
intentional manner. For example, one split-brain patient wanted to wear a certain
dress and reached for it in the closet with her right hand, but her left hand (connected
to her right brain) kept putting it back and tried to reach for another (perhaps more
stylish) dress. Another patient tried to pull his pants up with his right hand, while his
left tried to pull them down. Another patient’s left hand tried to grab his wife forcibly
while his right hand (directed by his left conscious mind) tried to rescue her. Another
patient struck his wife on a few occasions. Afterward, he apologized profusely,
explaining that it was his autonomous left hand, not himself, that was the perpetrator.
Another patient’s left hand tried to strangle himself and had to be restrained.276

Not all right-mind behaviors in split-brain patients are destructive. One patient who
wanted to smoke cigarettes found that each time he lit up, his left hand would grab the
cigarette and put it out. His autonomous left hand prevented him from smoking,
something his physician was probably unsuccessful at accomplishing.277 

276 Ferguson SM, Rayport M, Corrie WS: Neuropsychiatric observations on behavioral consequences
of corpus callosum section for seizure control. In: Reeves A G, ed. Epilepsy and the Corpus Callosum.
New York, Plenum Press, 1985. 

   Sperry RW: Brain bisection and mechanisms of consciousness. In: Eccles JC, ed. Brain and
Conscious Experiences. New York, Springer-Verlag, 1966. 

   Gazzaniga MS: The Bisected Brain. New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1970. 
   Geschwind N: The perverseness of the right hemisphere. Behavioral Brain Sci 1981; 4:106-107. 
   Joseph R: Neuropsychology, Neuropsychiatry, and Behavioral Neurology. New York, Plenum Press,

1990. 
277 See Joseph: Neuropsychology. 
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The highly regarded neuropsychologist Rhawn Joseph reports a patient whose left
hand grabbed food from the refrigerator that the patient consciously did not want to
eat. On another occasion, even though he was enjoying a television show, his left hand
changed the channel to another show. Once when he was out walking, his left leg
refused to move except in the direction of home, even though he consciously wanted to
go for a longer walk. At times in the laboratory, he would become quite angry with his
left hand and express hatred for it. He even struck his left hand, and both hands were
observed in an actual physical struggle. 278

Perhaps the most amazing story is of a female split-brain patient who was abruptly
awakened from a sound sleep by slaps across her face. She awoke to find it was her left
hand, acting autonomously and intentionally (it would seem), which was slapping her.
The patient had overslept, and the right mind must have awakened, realized the time,
and tried to rouse her. 279

These cases are fascinating—not merely as curiosities, but, more important, as
illuminators of the nature of the right-sided mind. They demonstrate purposeful,
complex behaviors initiated by the right-sided mind. Even though the post-
commissurotomy syndrome does not persist, these behaviors have been observed in
many of the split-brain patients.

Split-Brain Patients with Exceptional Right-Sided Expressive Abilities

It is easy to appreciate that a mute right brain must be quite difficult to study. There
are, however, three split-brain patients who are quite exceptional in regard to their
ability to express themselves. One of these patients could draw pictures in response to
questions asked of his right brain. For example, when an image of a horse was flashed
to his right hemisphere, he was verbally asked by the experimenter to draw “what goes
on it.” His left mind said he didn’t know because it didn’t see the image, but with his
left hand (connected to his right brain) he drew a crude picture of a saddle. In this
instance, the patient demonstrated not only that he understood that the image was of a
horse, but also that he could generate the correct image of an object not shown-an
object apparently chosen through a higher level of abstraction than that required
merely to match pictures and objects.280 

278 See Joseph: Neuropsychology. 
279 Diamond SI: Neuropsychology. London, Butterworths, 1980. 
280 Gazzaniga MS: The Social Brain. New York, Basic Books, 1985. 
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The other two patients, studied by the pioneering split-brain researcher Michael
Gazzaniga, had expressive language on their right side. Their right brains (as well as
their left brains) could speak. You could talk with the patient’s left-sided, verbal mind
and also have a limited conversation with his right-sided mind, although these
exchanges were generally limited to one-sentence answers. That is, you could have two
separate conversations, one with each mind. These findings do not mean that every
right brain can speak. These were exceptional patients and represent the only two with
this capacity in a series of about forty four split-brain patients.281 

Let’s look closely at one of these split-brain patients, a patient named Paul. Initially,
his right mind couldn’t speak, but it could communicate by spelling words with
Scrabble chips. The experimenters would ask questions such as, “What is your favorite
_________ ?” Then they would flash a word such as “hobby,” so it could be seen by only
one hemisphere. When the experimenters asked his right mind what it wanted to be
when he grew up, it spelled out “auto race,” which the experimenters interpreted to
mean that he wanted to become a race car driver. When they asked his left side what
he wanted to become, he replied, “a draftsman.” It is interesting that Paul’s left side
appeared to be more conservative, more reasonable, perhaps more mature than his
right side, which seemed possibly more impulsive, unrealistic, and immature. 

When his right side was asked, “Who [are you]?” he wrote, “Paul.” This shows that his
right mind had a sense of himself as a person, a personal identity. His response was
consistent with the reactions of Zaidel’s two contact lens patients when they were
shown pictures of themselves. 

In another experiment, Paul was asked how much he liked certain people or things. He
was asked, “How much do you like _________ ?” and the following items were
individually presented first to one hemisphere and then later to the other. The list
contained: Dad, dope, the Fonz, God, home, Liz (his girlfriend), Mom, Nixon, Paul, police,
school, and TV After each item was flashed to his right brain, he pointed, as instructed,
to one of five cards, each with one of the following ratings: dislike very much, dislike,
undecided, like, and like very much. In this way his right mind could be asked, for
example, “How much do you like Liz?” and he could point to the “like very much” card.
Over a series of different days, both hemispheres were asked to rate the people or
things on the list. Paul appeared to feel better on days when both hemispheres were in
general agreement. He appeared out of sorts on days of general disagreement.282 

281 Gazzaniga: Social Brain.
     Gazzaniga MS: Right hemisphere language following brain bisection: A 20-year perspective. Am

Psychol 1983; 38:525-537. 
    Gazzaniga MS, LeDoux JE: The Integrated Mind. New York, Plenum, 1978.
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Significance of the Split-Brain Studies

The split-brain studies can make us feel uneasy because they challenge our sense of
ourselves. We obviously do not experience ourselves as being of two minds. But what
makes the split-brain studies so important is exactly that they challenge our intuitive
ideas about human nature, even our own personal nature. If we can objectively
consider the split-brain studies, we are forced to admit (perhaps against our will) that
they definitely demonstrate that these patients do, in fact, have two working,
independent minds. Roger Sperry concluded: 

“In sum, cerebral commissurotomy [the split-brain operation] appears to divide
not only the brain but also the mind. Two separate realms of subjective
awareness are apparent: one in each disconnected hemisphere, and each in
itself seems to be remarkably whole, unified, and capable of supporting
behavior comparable in many respects to that of the combined intact system.
…

“The two disconnected hemispheres of man not only function as if each is
independently conscious, but also as if each possesses distinctive qualitative
properties not equally shared with the other.”283 

And Joseph Bogen wrote: 

“Roger Sperry was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1981 for his work with human
split-brain subjects, but the implications of this work have yet to be fully
appreciated. The principle of hemispheric specialization [left, language; right,
spatial abilities], illuminated by him, has been widely recognized, which has
stimulated an immense amount of research. But the principle of cerebral
duality [that each hemisphere has its own mind].... has so far had insufficient
recognition. … We all look forward to the day when the implications of the
split-brain research emerge in a form that can help guide human society
toward an improved understanding of its own internally conflicted
creativity.”284 

282 LeDoux JE, Wilson DH, Gazzaniga MS: A divided mind: Observation on the conscious properties
of the separated hemispheres. Ann Neurol 1977; 21:417-421. 

283 Sperry RW: Forebrain commissurotomy and conscious awareness. In: Trevarthen C, ed. Brain
Circuits and Functions of the Mind, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1990. 

284 Bogen JE: Partial hemispheric independence with the neocommissures intact. In: Brain Circuits
and Functions of the Mind. 
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Patients Who Have Had Their Left Brains Surgically Removed

Another set of observations that substantiate the intelligence and intactness of the
mind of the right brain are those of patients who had an even more radical operation
than the split-brain surgery: removal of the left cerebral hemisphere (the left half of
their brain) because of brain cancer. The findings report that almost all patients, post-
surgery, had reasonable emotions and behaviors. Although they had extensive deficits,
such as language problems and paralysis, they remained generally functional
mentally. For example, a published study of a twelve year old girl reported, “Additional
observations from the present study indicate that personality characteristics such as
humor, boredom, love, and frustration are readily exhibited by the right hemisphere in
a pattern reported by the parents to be substantially the same as before surgery.” This
and similar reports of patients who had their left hemispheres removed demonstrate
that a right brain alone has the capacity to support reasonably intelligent human
life.285 

In 1843, the English physician Arthur Wigan published a book entitled The Duality of
the Mind. Wigan’s interest in the subject had begun years earlier when he attended
the autopsy of a friend who had died unexpectedly. To everyone’s amazement, his friend
had only one brain hemisphere; the entire other side of his skull was empty. Yet
Wigan’s friend apparently thrived with only one hemisphere. For the next twenty
years, Wigan pondered the significance of this observation and ultimately concluded
that if his friend had an intact normal mind with one hemisphere, then perhaps people
with both a left and a right brain have two minds.286 

The Connections Between the Eyes and the Cerebral Hemispheres

To understand the split-brain studies, it is not necessary to understand the physical
connections between the eyes and the left and right brains. The premise is quite

285 Zollinger R: Removal of left cerebral hemisphere. Arch Neurol Psychiatry 1935; 34:1055-1064. 
     Crockett HG, Estridge NM: Cerebral hemispherectomy. Bull Los Angeles Neurol Soc 1951; 16:71. 
     French LA, Johnson DR, Brown IA, Van Bergen FB: Cerebral hemispherectomy for control of

intractable convulsive seizures. J Neurosurgery 1955; 12:154-164. 
    Hillier WF: Total left cerebral hemispherectomy for malignant glioma. Neurology 1954; 4:718-721. 
    Smith A: Speech and other functions after left (dominant) hemispherectomy. J Neurol Neurosurg

Psychiatry 1966; 29:467-471. 
    Gott PS: Language after dominant hemispherectomy. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1973; 36:1082-

1088.
286 Wigan AL: A New View of Insanity: The Duality of the Mind Proved by the Structure, Functions,

and Diseases of the Brain and by the Phenomena of Mental Derangement, and Shown to Be Essential to
Moral Responsibility. Originally published Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, London, 1884;
Reissued by Joseph Simon Publisher, 1985. 
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simple: Images shown to one side of a split-brain person will be registered only in the
hemisphere on the opposite side. But because this and much other research depends on
this assumption, I feel it would be helpful to discuss this connection. 

Think of the eye as a camera. It has a lens in front that operates much like the lens of a
camera. In a camera, the job of the lens is to focus an image of an object in front of the
camera onto the sheet of film at the back of the camera. If the camera is not focused
properly, the image on the film will be out of focus or blurry. If an object is to the right
of the camera, the lens will place the image on the left side of the sheet of film.
Similarly, the lens in the eye focuses an image, but in the case of the eye, on a sheet of
light-sensitive cells, called the retina, at the back of the eye. An image of an object to
the right of a person will be focused on the left side of the retina, which acts much like
film or, more accurately, like the light-sensitive computer chips at the back of a video
camera. The image on the retina is then sent to the brain via the optic nerve, much the
way an image in the back of a video camera is sent via wires to the tape recorder for
storage or via another wire to a television monitor for viewing. 

Now we come to the tricky part in the human being. The retina is essentially divided
functionally into two separate sheets at the back of each eye. As shown in following
figure, in each eye, one sheet covers the left side and one the right side. If we look only
at the right eye for a moment, we see, at the back of the right eye, a retina, divided
between the left and right sides. Images that fall on the right half of the retina of the
right eye are transported via the optic nerve to the right brain for processing. Images
falling on the left half of the retina of the right eye are transported via the optic nerve
to the left brain. This is true for all human beings. Each half of each eye thus sends its
visual information to a different cerebral hemisphere. 

Since the optic nerve from the right eye goes to both brains, there must be a point at
which it divides, such that one part goes straight back to the brain on the right side
and one part veers off to the left to connect with the left brain. This indeed occurs; and
the point where the optic nerve crosses the midline is called the optic chiasm. At that
point, the optic nerve from the left eye sends a branch over to the right hemisphere. In
split-brain operations in humans, the optic chiasm is not touched. In animal
experiments, the optic chiasm is often cut, and by doing so the experimenters prevent
the images from being sent to the opposite hemisphere. In the case of the right eye, in
an animal with its optic chiasm and corpus callosum cut, the optic nerve would go only
to the right brain. In that animal, the left eye would be connected only to the left brain.
We will return to these animal studies later. 
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 The figure above illustrates schematically the connections between the eyes
and the brain. An object (the airplane) appears to the right of the person. The
image of the plane goes through the lens of each eye and strikes the left side of
the retinas of both eyes. The retina in each eye is divided into a medial and a
lateral aspect. (1) points to the lateral retina of the left eye, which is connected
by the optic nerve (2) to the same-sided (left) hemisphere. In the right eye, the
image of the airplane is focused on the medial aspect of the right retina (4)
which connects to the opposite-sided (left) hemisphere. The point where the
left and right optic nerves intersect physically is called the optic chiasm (3).
When the object is to the right of the person, the images from both eyes then go
to the left hemisphere. Via the corpus callosum (5) the image can then be
transferred to the other hemisphere. In split-brain patients, in whom this
connection is severed, the image stays on one side.
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If we close our left eye and keep our right eye open, an image of an airplane in the
center of our vision will go to both hemispheres, because there is an area of overlap
between the two sides of the retina at the back of the right eye. If we turn so that the
airplane is now to our right (the right side of our body), then the image of the airplane
will go through the lens and be focused on the left side of the retina only, as shown in
the above figure. This is the side of the retina that sends its image to the opposite
hemisphere. In this case, the left brain would process the image. After the image is
processed, it can be sent (sort of like email) through the corpus callosum to the other
hemisphere, so that eventually both hemispheres will be able to appreciate the
airplane. In split-brain patients, whose corpus callosum is severed, the image cannot
be sent to the other side of the brain. And it is this anatomical fact on which all of the
split-brain studies are ultimately based. 

The left eye shown in the figure is designed quite similarly to the right eye. The only
difference is that if an image is focused on the left side of the retina of the left eye, it will
be sent via the optic nerve to the left brain. It turns out that if we open both eyes and
the airplane is still to the right side of our body, the image of the airplane will go
through the left and right lenses and strike the left side of each eye. Both eyes then will
send the image of the airplane to the left brain. And, of course, if we focused instead on
an airplane located to the left side of our body, we would then send the image to the
right brain. In either case, moments later the image can be sent (in ordinary people) to
the opposite side through the corpus callosum. 

Now suppose we are focused on an airplane to the left side of our body. Its image would
go first to the right brain. Because there are delays and limitations in transferring
information, even in people with an intact corpus callosum-that is, even in ordinary
people-an experimenter can send information preferentially to one side of the brain or
the other. In fact, experimenters have shown movies to either the left or the right brain
in ordinary people. There also have been many hundreds of studies in which images
are flashed to one side or the other of the eyes in ordinary people, and these images go
preferentially to one hemisphere or the other depending on which side of the person’s
vision the image is shown to. 

In many experiments, in split-brain patients and ordinary people, it is often necessary
to present images very briefly when we want them to be seen by one side or the other.
The reason is that if the eyes move even slightly, the image will be seen on the other
half of the retina and will go to both hemispheres. This is why many experiments use
images that are flashed for only a small fraction of a second. The special contact lens
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that Eran Zaidel designed was the first procedure to enable split-brain patients to look
at an image for as long as they wanted without a concern that the image would be seen
by the other hemisphere. In intact people, contact lenses painted over on one side, as
well as other methods, have enabled researchers to send persistent images
preferentially to one hemisphere or the other. 

Do the Findings from Neurosurgical Patients Apply to Ordinary People?

As Joe Bogen pointed out, the duality of mind discovered in the split-brain patients is
often dismissed by scientists, psychologists, and philosophers as irrelevant to ordinary
people. These naysayers contend that because the surgery is so radical and these
patients suffered epilepsy, they should be considered brain damaged in some
unspecified way and not related to healthy people. I think this position is taken because
the split-brain findings are so unexpected and so often disturbing. The surgery, radical
in its concept, creates a specific, limited surgical lesion with no apparent damage to the
hemispheres themselves. I believe that the commissurotomy reveals preexisting minds.
It is highly unlikely and unproved that the surgery could create an extra mind. 

Further, people with epilepsy usually do not have obvious brain damage. The fact that
the patient has seizures means that he has some functional abnormality at the time of
the seizures, but most seizure patients have normal MRIs, and their EEGs are often
normal between seizures. In fact, the task of determining whether a patient is epileptic
is often difficult. Even in particular cases when the disorder has been definitively
diagnosed, it is very difficult to find its cause or source. Certainly some people who get
seizures, stich as those who have had a significant head injury, may have an obviously
damaged area of their brain, but most people with epilepsy appear to have normal-
functioning brains when they are not having seizures. Split-brain patients taken
together do not form a homogeneous group; there are very many variations among the
types and causes of their epilepsy. 

Although it is true that a number of split-brain patients suffered a variety of types of
brain damage both before and after surgery, this is not true of all split-brain patients,
and it specifically is not true of AA and LB. All split-brain patients have manifested a
duality of mind, the presence of a left- and a right-sided mind. 

Split-Brain Studies In Animals

There is a large body of split-brain studies in animals (without epilepsy, of course), and
these studies also show the same duality of mind. Prior to his work on human split-
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brain patients, Sperry had been experimenting with cats and monkeys in which he
would cut the corpus callosum. He also cut the optical chiasm, the point where the
nerve tracts from the eyes cross to the opposite side. By this operation, he constructed
an animal with not only a split-brain but also an eye connected to only one hemisphere.
Following surgery, Sperry covered one eye and taught the animal a trick or two. For
instance, he could teach the animal that to get a food pellet, it had to push a button
with a circle on it rather than the button next to it with a cross on it. What he found
was dramatic. He could teach the animal’s left brain, and only its left brain would
learn the task; its right brain would remain untaught. He could then teach the right
side to do the opposite-that is, to push the cross button to get food. Then, depending on
which eye was uncovered, the animal would push either the circle or the cross.287

Sperry discovered that the split-brained animal acted as if it had two minds, each
unaware of what the other had learned. Each mind was capable of perceiving, learning,
remembering, and initiating action. This work in animals dovetailed with the
discoveries of two minds in human split-brain patients and proved that the phenomena
cannot be attributed to epilepsy or some unspecified, undiscovered brain damage. 

Testing Ordinary People

Split-brain studies in themselves imply but do not prove that ordinary people have two
minds. Fortunately, there is an abundance of scientific data that demonstrate the
relevance of the split-brain findings for ordinary people with intact brains. In studies
of split-brain patients that attempted to discover the cognitive advantages of the left or
right brains, researchers noticed that the left brains were better at language tasks and
the right brains were superior at certain spatial tasks. For example, if you place an
unusual-shaped object in the left or the right hand of a split-brain patient and ask him
to match that object with a set of pictures, his left hand (right brain) is consistently
better at the task, readily able to point to the picture of the object. When the object is
placed in the right hand (left brain), the patient has difficulty pointing to the correct
picture. In split-brain patients, it seems that the left hemisphere generally uses
different strategies from the right side. The left brain can more easily pick out an object
placed in the right hand if the object lends itself to a verbal description-say, a cube or a
sphere. It has extreme difficulty with amorphous shapes. The left hand (right brain),
though, is quite adept at identifying amorphous objects. 

287 Myers RE, Sperry RW: Interocular transfer of a visual form discrimination habit in cats after
section of the optic chiasm and corpus callosum. Anat Record 1953; 115:351-352.
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Now comes the more interesting point. Scientists have found that ordinary people have
the same differences in cognitive abilities between sides as the split-brain patients. If
an ordinary person is seated in front of a screen and asked to look forward and an
object is flashed very briefly to his right side (his left brain), he will respond faster and
more accurately if the task involves language. If you flash a spatial task to the screen,
asking the subject, for instance, to tell if a dot is within a circle, he will perform better
when the images are flashed to his left side (right brain). Ordinary people also are
shown to be better at noticing details if they are flashed to the left brain and better at
seeing the overall picture if the image is flashed to the right brain. 

These studies and others involving hearing through the left and right ears have been
repeated many hundreds of times in ordinary people, and the findings are consistently
similar to those in split-brain patients. These findings mean that the cognitive
properties of the left and right hemispheres of split-brain patients are similar to those
in ordinary people. When all the evidence is sifted and weighed, we are reminded that
our “ordinary” minds are more similar to split-brain minds than some neuroscientists
would like us to believe. 

But What About Mr. Spock? Beliefs That Confuse Us

We need to step back and consider some matters that confuse many people. The idea
that the left brain is logical and sequential or analytical and that the right brain is
more holistic and more visuospatial comes from the kind of studies I have just
described in split-brain and ordinary subjects. For example, the subject is asked to tell
whether a face flashed to one side is the same as one being shown in the middle. If the
face is flashed to the left side (right brain), the person (split-brain or ordinary subject)
will more quickly and more accurately tell if the flashed face is or is not the same as the
one being shown directly in front of the person. When the face is flashed to the right
side of vision (left brain), the subject is slower and less accurate. But when the
experiment was changed so that the subject was required to tell whether the flashed
face had a similar specific feature, such as the nose, then the left brain did better. The
inference from these experiments is that the right brain is better at analyzing the
whole picture-the whole face, if you will-but that the left brain is better at detecting
and analyzing smaller details. Also in this research in general, the right brain does not
have an overwhelming superiority on its tasks, and the left brain does not have an
overwhelming superiority on its tasks. The left brain is better at word tasks than the
right brain, but only by a ratio of 1.5-to-1.0. The right brain is better at recognizing
faces 1.2 times better than the left side.288 

288 For more details of the divided field studies on faces, see: Patterson K, Bradshaw JL: Differential
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Thus, the idea that the left brain is cognitively different from the right is well
substantiated, but the idea that those differences are dramatic is not, except for speech,
which is only on the left side in almost all people. The right side does have language
functions and seems to add embellishment to speech, but in isolation, the right brain
cannot speak. In the intact person, the mind of the right brain should be able to use the
corpus callosum and control the speech center in the left brain for its own use, so the
right mind in intact individuals is probably very articulate. This may seem strange,
but if the right brain wants to move the right hand, whose control center is located
only in the left hemisphere, it could easily accomplish the movement. For instance,
someone who had an injury to his left frontal lobe but whose motor (movement) cortex
was intact would not be paralyzed, and his right brain would control most voluntary
movement on both sides. 

We shouldn’t be too surprised that LB’s left brain does not seem overly logical and
analytical, because this attribute of the left brain refers to rather subtle comparisons
with the right brain. Still, there is some merit to the idea that each hemisphere has a
degree of advantage at some cognitive tasks. For instance, when LB returned to his
high school after surgery, where he was a very good student, he had to drop geometry
because he couldn’t grasp the spatial concepts with his isolated left brain. 

Thus, we are talking about two different things. In one instance, we are talking about
LB’s personality on his left side, and in the second we are talking about certain
cognitive skill that his left brain has, has to a limited degree, or doesn’t have. The mind
in LBs right brain also has a personality. It tells us with his left-hand responses to my
questions that he feels admirable, honest, and confident on that side. That side tells us
with his left-hand responses that he “extremely” likes reading, puzzles, math,
shopping, movies, and sex but does not like work or paying taxes. If we gave both sides
of him cognitive tests, they would score differently, but more important, each has its
own mind or personality. 

hemispheric mediation of nonverbal visual stimuli. J Exp Psychol 1975; 1:246-252. 
    Suberi M, McKeever WF: Differential right hemispheric memory storage of emotional and

nonemotional faces. Neuropsychologia 1977; 15:757-768. 
    Bradshaw, Taylor, Bradshaw JL, Taylor MJ, Patterson K, Nettleton NC: Upright and inverted

faces, and house fronts, in the two visual fields: A right and left hemisphere contribution. J Clin
Neuropsychol 1980; 2:245-257. 
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and the analytic/holistic dichotomy. Cortex 1982; 211-225. 

    For discussions of the relative capacities of the hemispheres see: Kolb B, Whishaw IQ:
Fundamentals of Human Neuropsychology. W. H. Freeman, New York, 1996. Also Iaccino, JF: Left
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In an analogous way, we can find cognitive differences between males and females,
with women scoring higher on most language tasks. Still, what is most important to
recognize is that males have minds and females have minds. That they may tend to
have some cognitive differences is generally of minor importance. 

More Evidence of Two Minds in Ordinary People

Another piece of evidence that the split-brain findings relate to normal people comes
from a variation of a procedure long used by neurosurgeons prior to brain surgery. In
order to locate definitively the patient’s centers for expressive language and memory
(so they are not removed unintentionally), the surgeon uses a procedure referred to as
the Wada test, after the physician who developed it.289 It consists of injecting sodium
amytal, a short-acting anesthetic agent, into either the left or right carotid artery
(these arteries support the parts of the cerebral hemispheres most related to higher
mental functions). The brain on the side of the injection becomes anesthetized, and the
other half remains awake. Actually, for the first three minutes or so after the injection,
both sides of the brain become dysfunctional. Then the side opposite the injection
recovers rapidly, while the side of the injection remains anesthetized for another ten
minutes or so. When the right side is injected, the patient, after the initial brief
dysfunction, regains his usual consciousness and can converse fairly normally. The
left side of his body remains paralyzed for the fifteen minutes or so during which the
anesthesia lasts. 

When the left side is injected, after the brief period of dysfunction on both sides, the
patient’s right brain is awake, even if somewhat groggy, while his left-sided, verbal
mind remains anesthetized. Usually the right brain cannot speak. 

When the test is conducted in its usual way, it is interesting, but it doesn’t tell much
about the nature of the right brain. However, an interesting study by Dr. Risse and Dr.
Gazzaniga begins to reveal more about this hidden side. They used the Wada procedure
to anesthetize the left brain; while the left side was unconscious, they placed objects in
the subject’s left hand (right brain). When the subjects (left brains) woke up, none of
them consciously had any idea about whether anything had been placed in their
hands. Yet when they were shown an array of pictures of several different objects, they
easily pointed to the correct one. This study implies that the right brain functioned
independently of the left brain; it was able to appreciate, remember, and retrieve the
object-all without any participation of the left brain. In this study the patients were

289 Wada JA, Rasmussen T: Intracarotid injection of sodium amytal for the lateralization of cerebral
speech dominance: Experimental and clinical observations. J Neurosurgery 1960; 17:266-282.
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not split-brain patients, but had whole, surgically intact brains.290 

Another Wada study lends support to the idea that each hemisphere can possess a
mind of its own. Dr. Geoffrey Ahem and his associates reported fascinating results in
separate Wada tests performed as part of an assessment for epilepsy in two young men.
The patients were unusual in that each had demonstrated two distinct personalities,
and in each case Ahem demonstrated definitively that one personality was coming
from the left hemisphere and the other from the right.291 

One patient’s usual personality was emotionally withdrawn and sullen, but for an
hour or so after a seizure, he became affable and sociable. His family reported that the
changes in personality were profound-that he was like a different person. 

When the doctors injected the patient’s left carotid artery with sodium amytal and
anesthetized his left brain, he smiled and laughed and appeared to the doctors to be
much more emotionally spontaneous than he was in his usual state. During the test,
he was asked if this was what he felt like when he was in his positive personality, and
he responded affirmatively. 

During a Wada test, the anesthesia gradually wears off after five to fifteen minutes. As
the left brain was coming out of its sleep to wakefulness, the patient said, “I think we
just got done with the niceness.” He then indicated that the drug was wearing off
quickly and made a chopping motion with his left hand (controlled by his right brain).
He then abruptly had a personality change back to his unemotional, unsociable self.
His left brain had apparently woken up and taken control. 

The doctors then engaged in the following conversation with the patient: 

Doctor: “Did you, I mean the emotional part, like coming out here by yourself today?” 

Patient: (turning his head and eyes to the right, indicating that his left brain is
talking) “No, not really!” 

Doctor: “So you wouldn’t want to come out again, by yourself, without the ’talky’ [left]
hemisphere?” 

290 Risse GL, Gazzaniga MS: Well kept secrets of the right hemisphere: A carotid amy tal study of
restricted memory transfer. Neurology 1978; 28:950-953. 

291 Ahem GL, Herring AM, Trackenberg J, Seeger JF, Gommen KJ, Labiner DM, Weinand ME:
The association of multiple personality and temporolimbic epilepsy: Intracarotid amobarbital test
observations. Arch Neurol 1993; 50: 1020-1025. 
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Patient: “What’s that?” 

Doctor: “The emotional part of you. I’m talking to that part of you right now. Would you
want to come out by yourself again, or do you like being back in there suppressed and
quiet?” 

Patient: (with very flat affect, suggesting that his left side is speaking) “I’m just
naturally a suppressed and quiet person.” 

Doctor: “You’re not going to let him talk, are you?” 

Patient: “Who’s that?” 

Doctor: “Your other side.” 

Patient: “It all depends on what the other side says.” (The patient then smiled, but only
on the left side of his face, controlled by his right brain.) 

The second case Ahem described was also a young man suffering from seizures who
had also been observed to have dramatic personality changes. This patient’s usual
personality was well adjusted, but after a seizure, his personality became extremely
aggressive and disruptive. His seizure activity came from his left hemisphere, and
after his seizures, his left brain would be severely inhibited by exhaustion, and his
right brain would become dominant. This suggested that his disturbed personality
might be associated with his right brain. 

During the Wada test, when his right brain was put to sleep with sodium amytal, he
remained his usual pleasant, well-adjusted self. When his left brain was made inactive,
he again became his belligerent personality. In fact, he became so verbally and
physically abusive that the doctors had to inject him with an antipsychotic medication.

The results of these experiments reveal that these two intact people, who had never
undergone a split-brain operation, obviously were of two separate minds-one left and
one right. In the first patient, the disturbed personality was associated with the left
hemisphere. In that patient, an MRI showed some nonspecific scarring, suggesting
that his left brain may have been damaged. The doctors speculated that his psychiatric
problems might have been related to that possible damage, since his disturbed
personality was located on the left side. In the second patient, the disturbed personality
was associated with the right hemisphere. 
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Ahem’s study is remarkable because it is a clear demonstration of two distinct
personalities, one in each hemisphere, present in two patients not given split-brain
surgery.

Much More Evidence for Two Minds in Ordinary People

Thus far the evidence is overwhelming for the existence of two autonomous minds in
split-brain patients.292 We have learned something about how the two relate, and we
are beginning to accumulate evidence that ordinary people can have two autonomous
minds, each associated with one hemisphere. … 

For many years, I had been studying the role our left and right brains might play in
determining personality and aggravating psychological problems. I had already
published laboratory work on the possible role of the hemispheres in patients who had
suffered psychological problems related to childhood traumas. And I had already
developed many of my ideas about how the left and right brains affect our psychological
status.293 

One morning in 1995, I was rereading and thinking about a group of scientific papers
by Werner Wittling and his associates, who reported that they could show movies to
either the left or right brain by showing it to either side of the person. I was most taken
with their idea that an experimenter could show a movie predominantly to one side of
the brain of an ordinary person. I, like most other neuroscientists, had had the
impression that in healthy people with an intact corpus callosum, if you showed
something to one hemisphere, it would simply be transferred to the other side via the
large connection between the hemispheres. In fact, the whole point of the split-brain
studies seemed to be that by cutting the corpus callosum, the experimenters could only
then restrict visual information to one hemisphere. But now Wittling’s group had
reported convincing evidence that they could show a movie primarily to one
hemisphere in intact people. If these reports were well founded, the techniques could
open an entirely new window into the mind. We might be able to conduct experiments
resembling the split-brain or the Wada studies by simply limiting vision to one side,
but without any of their discomfort, side effects, or complexity. This was just a thought,

292 Bogen JE: The other side of the brain II: an appositional mind. Bull Los Angeles Neurol Soc 1969;
34: 135-162. 

293 Schiffer F, Teicher MH, Papanicolaou AC: Evoked potential evidence for right brain activity
during the recall of traumatic memories. J Neuropsychiatry Clin Neurosci 1995; 7:169-175.

    Schiffer F: Cognitive activity of the right hemisphere: Possible contributions to psychological function.
Harvard Rev Psychiatry 1996; 4: 126-138. 
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and I honestly didn’t have much confidence in it initially. But it was an idea that had
captured my imagination. 

Wittling found that when he showed the movie to a person’s left side (the left visual
field), he tended to secrete significantly more cortisol, a stress hormone, than when the
movie was shown to the right visual field. Since the left visual field is connected first to
the right hemisphere and the right visual field to the left hemisphere, Wittling’s data
indicated that when the right brain saw the movie (which was of patients getting
electroconvulsive therapy), the person had a stronger physiologic response than when
his left brain saw it. In another study, Wittling and his associates showed a three-
minute romantic movie scene and found significant increases in blood pressure when
the movies were shown to the right but not the left brain. In a later study they found
that both positive and negative films evoked stronger emotional responses when shown
to the right hemisphere. Their findings contained some interesting surprises about
which side was more aroused. They were thus able to show a movie to one side or the
other of a person and subsequently get different physiological and emotional responses,
depending on the side to which the movie was shown. These fascinating studies
demonstrated conclusively that images could be seen and processed independently by
the hemispheres of intact, ordinary subjects.294 

In the 1970s, the late British psychiatrist Stuart Dimond had led a group of
researchers that used less elegant techniques but also found that they could show a
movie to the left or right brain in ordinary people. They placed a specially designed
contact lens over one eye, which allowed the image to fall on only the left or right half of
the retina, depending on where the lens was placed on the eye. The other eye was
simply closed. In general, they found that positive movies were responded to more by
the left hemisphere and negative movies by the right. (We will return later to the
discrepancies between the emotional responses found by Wittling and Dimond.)
Dimond’s work has generally not been widely appreciated or cited in the scientific
literature. Certainly in the light of Wittling’s findings, it now deserves more
attention.295 

294 Wittling W: Brain asymmetry in the control of autonomic-physiologic activity. In: Davidson RJ,
Hugdahl K eds. Brain Asymmetry. Cambridge, MA, MIT Press, 1995. 

    Wittling W, Roschmann R: Emotion-related hemisphere asymmetry: Subjective emotional responses
to laterally presented films. Cortex 1993; 29:431-448. 

    Wittling W, Schweiger E: Neuroendocrine brain asymmetry and physical complaints.
Neuropsychologia 1993; 31:591-608.

295 Dimond SJ, Farrington L, Johnson P: Differing emotional response from right and left
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How was this possible with an intact corpus callosum? Wittling thought that part of
the explanation is that the transfer of information through the corpus callosum is slow
compared to the transfer of information within a hemisphere. He suggested that the
images would remain predominantly on one side. Marcel Kinsbourne may hold a key to
the puzzle. Kinsbourne, a prominent brain scientist at Tufts University, discovered
that when one hemisphere is stimulated in an intact person, there may be some
tendency to suppress the other side. This suppression could explain how the movie
could be viewed predominantly by one side.296

Kinsbourne and his associates performed a remarkable study that showed that when
asked to perform a verbal memory task (considered a left-brain task), their subjects
turned in superior performances when gazing to the right side. Although all of their
subjects completed the task looking in either direction, most of them did it faster when
looking to the right visual field. Kinsbourne concluded that looking to the right
stimulated the left brain, and looking to the left stimulated the right brain. Thus, he
asserted that a person could tend to activate his left or right brain merely by looking to
one side or the other. Even today his astonishing observation is not widely known or
appreciated among scientists. The importance of his point was not that the left side is
linguistic and the right spatial, but that one could manipulate which side of the brain
would become relatively more active. When Kinsbourne first made this interpretation
in 1973, it was a bold and remarkable assertion. Over the years his hypothesis has
been borne out repeatedly.297 

hemispheres. Nature 1976; 261:690-692. 
296 See Wittling, Brain asymmetry, for his explanation.
     For discussions of the likelhood that one hemisphere can suppress the other, see: Iaccino JF: Left

Brain.
     Kinsbourne M: The control of attention by interaction between the cerebral hemispheres. In:

Kornblum S, ed. Attention and Performance II. New York, Academic Press, 1973
     Kinsbourne M, Smith WL, eds. Hemispheric Disconnection and Cerebral Function. Springfield, IL,

Charles C. Thomas, 1974
     Levy J: Regulation and generation of perception in the asymmetric brainzt. In: Trevarthen C, ed.

Brain Circuits and Functions of the Mind. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1990
     Schiffer, Cognitive activity.
297 Kinsbourne’s studies of lateral vision stimulating the opposite hemisphere are described in

Kinsbourne M: Lateral input may shift activation balance in the integrated brain. Psychologist
1983; 38:228-229

    Lempert H, Kinsbourne M: Effects of laterality of orientation on verbal memory. Neuropsychologia
1982; 20:211-214

    The idea that one hemisphere could inhibit or stimulate the other has been suggested from studies
from a number of authors such as: Kinsbourne: Mechanisms of hemisphere asymmetry.

    Galin D: Implications for psychiatry of left and right cerbral specialization. Arch Gen Psychiatry
1974; 31:572-583

    Levy J: Regulation.
    Ross ED, Homan RW, Buck R: Differential hemishpheric lateralizaton of primary and social

emotions: Implications for developing a comprehensive neurology for emotions, repression and the
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At the University of Colorado, for instance, Roger Drake and his associates found in a
series of studies that they could better convince a subject of an argument if they stood
to his left side (activating his right brain) than if they stood to the right side. Six
separate research groups independently found that subjects could do a spatial task
more quickly if they gazed to the left (right brain) and a verbal task faster if they gazed
to the right side. These findings, like Kinsbourne's, showed that one could affect which
cerebral hemisphere was dominant by simply looking to one side or the other. The
differences in performance, while consistent and statistically significant, were not very
large. The implication is that looking can influence, if not dramatically affect, cerebral
dominance. A subject could still perform a verbal task while looking to the left side, but
his performance would be slightly slower than when he looked to the right side. Italian
psychophysiologist Patrizio Tressoldi found that subjects didn't have to took far to the
left or the right side to attain a lateralized difference in performance. Tressoldi
concluded that the image didn't have to go exclusively to one hemisphere to shift the
lateral dominance. Apparently what was important was that most of the stimuli went
to one hemisphere. 298

In 1992, University of New Mexico researcher Edward Fouty and his associates used a
contact lens, occluded on one side, to test subjects' ability to recognize faces and the
orientation of lines in space. Both tasks are known to be better performed by the right
hemisphere in split-brain patients and in intact subjects to whom images are flashed
to one side or the other. In order to learn if lateralizing contact lenses could affect the
balance between the left and right brains, Fouty tested subjects to see if right
hemisphere tasks would be performed better when they wore the lenses to the left side
of both eyes. They were not disappointed. The subjects performed significantly better
when the lens sent the images to the side of the retina connected to the right brain.299 
More recently, psychiatrist Steve Levick led a distinguished group of scientists from
the University of Pennsylvania who performed a series of experiments on twenty-three
right-handed men who wore a pair of contact lenses that were painted over except for a

subconscious. Neuropsychiatry, Neurospychology, and Behav Neurol 1994; 7:1-19
298 Drake RA, Bingham BR: Induced lateral orientation and persuasibilty. Brain Cognition 1985;

4:156-164
    Gross Y, Franko R, Lewin I: Effects of voluntary eye movement on hemispheric activity and choice of

cognitive mode. Neuropsychologia 1978; 16:653-657
    Walker E, Wade S, Waldman I: The effect of lateral visual fixation on response latency to verbal and

spatial questions. Brain Cognition 1982; 1:399-404
    Casey SM: The influence of lateral orientation on cerebral processing. Cortex 1981; 17:503-514
    Tressoldi PE: Visual hemispace differences reflect hemisphere asymmetries. Neuropsychologia 1987;

25:636-644
299 Fourty HE, Otto MW, Yeo RA, Briggs CR: A novel contact-lens system to assess visual

hemispheric asymmetries. Percept Morot Skills 1992; 74:567-575
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small area on one side of the lenses. One pair allowed vision only to the left side, the
other only to the right. Levick’s group confirmed Tressoldi and Fouty’s results. When
wearing the lenses so they could see to the right (stimulating the left brain), the
subjects did better on a word analogy test. When the subjects attempted a line
orientation task (a task known to be performed better by the right brain), they did
better when they could see to the left side. 

It did seem that all of these research teams were doing a kind of gentle split-brain
study, without the surgery. Looking out the rightsided lenses might help to access the
left brain more than the right, and vice versa. 

I was intrigued by the possibility that the different-sided lenses might provoke
different emotional experiences. Levick’s group did report that the subjects were asked
about emotional changes between looking to one side or the other. The only positive
finding was that subjects seemed to feel more fatigue when looking to the left side. But
these experimenters didn't distinguish among individuals; they simply reported the
average scores on the left and right sides. If some subjects had more anxiety looking to
the left and others had more looking to the right, these differences in the group as a
whole would cancel each other out, and differences in individuals could have gotten
lost in the overall data. Interestingly, they gave one pair of contact lenses to six very
disturbed patients who were hospitalized, and one felt so much better with the contact
lenses that he didn’t want to give them back. 300

Still, the unexpected element in all of these studies was the finding that one could tend
to activate one hemisphere or the other merely by looking to one side. Psychologist
Bernard Schiff in Canada reported that by having subjects squeeze a ball in one hand
or the other, they were able to increase the relative activity of the opposite
hemisphere.301 

These studies on lateral vision and on hand exercising’s affecting hemispheric
dominance give support to the work of Wittling and Dimond. They suggest that by
merely restricting vision to one side, one might be able to communicate preferentially
with one hemisphere or the other in ordinary people. 

300 Levick SE, Lorig T, Wexler BE, Gur RE, Gur RC, Schwartz GE: Asymmetrical visual
deprivation: A technique to differentially influence lateral hemispheric function. Percept Motor Skills
1993; 76:1363-1382

301 Schiff B, Lamon M: Inducing emotion by unilateral contraction of hand muscles. Cortex 1994;
30:247-254
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If this were so, unless my two brains were very similar, it would mean that I should
have a different experience looking out one side versus the other. This idea seemed
absurd because I have spent much of my life looking from one side to the other
(especially crossing streets), and I never noticed any difference. Still, I was eager to
give it a try, even if my expectations were low. And the fact that so many groups
reported consistent (though usually small) differences made me persevere. 

Wittling’s work inspired me to create my own experiment. I tried covering my eyes
with my hands so that one eye was covered completely and the other was covered so
that I could see only out of the side of it. I tried to judge if I felt any differently when
looking to one side versus the other. Although I didn't notice much of a difference, I had
a sense that I might have been a bit mentally clearer looking to my right than to my
left, but as a scientist, I was not impressed with my observations. I was aware also that
in the German studies, the subjects were shown upsetting films, and I was only looking
around my living room, which though a bit untidy was not emotionally distressing. 

A few hours later, I asked my first patient of the day to try using his hands to restrict
his vision. His response was clear and dramatic. He almost immediately began to feel
intense anxiety, and his whole demeanor changed to an expression of moderate
distress. I then asked him to switch his hands, and he quickly smiled and told me that
he felt comforted. I immediately felt I understood what I had observed. I believed I had
communicated separately with his left and right brains, and I found that each viewed
the world quite differently.

Six of the twelve patients I saw that day and the next felt their symptoms intensify on
one side and lessen on the other. We could go back and forth, and the differences
persisted. We could try to get the view of the world held by one side to consider the view
of the other side. By the end of the week, I had constructed two pairs of safety goggles
that were taped to allow vision out of the left or the right side. The goggles seemed to
get a response generally equal to or greater than the hand blocking, and the patients
seemed to prefer them. Those patients who normally wore corrective lenses could
comfortably wear them beneath the taped safety goggles. I was finding that about half
of my patients were having a response to the goggles, and about half of those had a
fairly dramatic response. 
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These goggles allow vision out of the right visual field only. 

This pair allows vision out of the left visual field only.

I began using the glasses frequently in therapy sessions because they appeared to be
extremely helpful in treating a significant number of patients. In a patient who had
been persistently depressed, I might be able for the first time to get him to see with the
glasses, with his own eyes, that he was safer and more valued than he had been able to
appreciate before. Having two contrary views seemed to be literally mind boggling. It
demonstrated dramatically that the patient’s negative view of himself in the world was
only a perception, not an unalterable fact, for how else could the negative view be
changed so easily? Enabling the patient to see this with his own eyes was much more
effective than my simply telling him that he was safe and valuable. Often I give a
patient a pair of goggles, looking out the comforting side, to take home. They can be
very helpful to patients struggling to ward off anxiety or depression.302 
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✺

Dr. Schiffer goes on to discuss his Dual Mind Psychotherapy at length. You may want
to read the book in its entirety. The excerpt included here gives us an up to date survey
on the growing research data that supports human brain duality.

While Schiffer was writing Of Two Minds, Leonard Shlain, who we met at the end of
The Science section, was writing an equally amazing book. Published seven years after
Art & Physics which we encountered at the end of The Science section, The Alphabet
Versus The Goddess contains many wonderful and interesting things including an
enlightening discussion of human evolution and thinking. Shlain examines our early
roles as male hunters and female gatherers, and the effect these roles played in the
formation of dual-mind intelligence. While I prefer to use the terms space-mind and
time-mind rather than right brain and left brain in order to emphasize function over
location, I find little to criticize in Shlain’s Hunter/Gatherers and Right Brain/Left
Brain from The Alphabet Versus The Goddess.303 

302 This ends the excerpts from: Fredrick Schiffer, OF TWO MINDS, 1998, ibid
303 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The Conflict Between Word and

Image, Viking Penguin, New York, 1998
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HUNTERS/GATHERERS
by Leonard Shlain 304

The social relations of all mammals are determined primarily by the physiology
of reproduction.

—Sir Solly Zuckerman305 

From the available evidence it appears that the most egalitarian societies are ...
hunting/gathering tribes, which are characterized by economic
interdependency. A woman must secure the services of a hunter ... to be
assured of a meat supply for herself and her children. A hunter must be
assured of a woman who will supply him with subsistence food for the hunt
and in the event the hunt is unsuccessful. 

—Gerda Lerner306 

As primates differentiated from other mammals, they evolved three distinguishing
modifications for living in tree branches. These ultimately affected the relations
between the sexes of the human species. First, primates developed forelimbs with
delicate hands sporting a versatile new appendage, the opposable thumb, a
configuration that enabled them to effectively grasp, hold, and manipulate objects.
Their arboreal habitat affected the ratio of their senses. Their olfactory sense, crucial
to a ground dweller, atrophied. Once-grand snouts shrank into puny nostrils. But
what primates, like birds, lost in their diminished sense of smell, they gained by
evolving spectacular eyes. Sight became their most important sense. Lacking wings,
primates risked their lives whenever they left the safety of one branch and leapt
across empty space to the security of another. They needed to judge the tensile
strength of vines, assess the direction and force of the wind, and operate the muscles of
their complex forelimbs and hands with split-second timing. Natural selection
bestowed upon primates their third distinguishing characteristic—a big, complex
brain.307

304 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, ibid, Chapter 2, pp. 8-16 
305Solly Zuckerman, The Social Life of Monkeys and Apes, 98
306 Gerda Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy, 29
307 Author’s Note: The evolution of life forms is impelled by three factors: changing

environmental demands, the organisms’ adaptations to these demands, and the
mutation of genes that creates the adaptations. While the radiation into diverse
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Due to changes in the earth’s crust five million years ago, the climate in the Great Rift
Valley in Africa changed drastically. In some areas, a thinning of the canopy of trees
occurred. This development brought the local tree dwellers to a critical juncture. Some
larger apes climbed down to the ground. Among the latter, one species literally took
the first step by evolving another crucial adaptation. The smooth, round, tough heel
was as stolid and boring as the hand was intricate and interesting. Yet, the heel was
instrumental in permitting the first hominids to walk upright. The bipedalism that
resulted was a boon to survival. With hominids’ feet firmly planted on terra firma and
their forelimbs freed from having to maneuver through the trees, their delicate hands
could now be put to other uses. 

Ethologists hypothesize that hominids began to scavenge the carcasses of dead
animals killed by the big cats. To get to these leftovers, they first had to scare off other
dangerous scavengers such as hyenas. The protohumans polished a skill their
ancestors had used crudely—throwing. Eventually, practice led to a new method for
killing small game. The primate that walked became the hominid that killed—the first
higher animal capable of murder from-a-distance. By freeing the hands, bipedalism
enabled hominids to compress the journey from hunted vegetarian to scared
scavenger to tentative hunter to accomplished killer in a mere million years. 

Hominid brain size increased in response to the needs of nature's newest predators.
Bigger brains meant longer childhoods. Needing to care for her children, who were
progressively smarter but slower to develop past the stage of vulnerability, put new
pressures on the hominid female. In addition to being born naked, hominid infants lost
the ability to locomote at birth and were too weak to cling to their mothers. Absorbed
in feeding, toting and keeping her offspring warm, the hominid female became the first
mother of any animal species who could not easily take care of herself in the
postpartum period. She needed help. Food sharing evolved as a distinguishing trait of
the hominid line, and its collateral attributes—altruism, kindness, generosity, and
cooperation—also increased. 

species appears to have been carefully orchestrated by some supreme intelligence,
many scientists do not believe any super-conscious effort is actually involved. They
theorize that the orderly progression of life forms results from constant friction
among the three above listed factors. Exercising a writer's artistic license, I will
anthropomorphize the random process of evolution in the coming pages and I will use
the terms “nature,” “natural selection,” “evolution,” and “life” interchangeably.
Further, since this is a book intended for the general public and these first few
chapters must cover a vast amount of scientific terrain, I will focus on what are
currently considered to be the most plausible speculations of how we came to be as we
are. I will not include many interesting—but diverting—alternative hypotheses. 
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The growing human brain consumes great quantities of energy. A mother nursing her
baby for as long as two years has an insatiable appetite. With the females increasingly
busy taking care of their young, the males had to assist both mothers and their
children and began to do something other predators rarely do. Hunters resisted the
urge to consume game where it had fallen and instead undertook the arduous task of
dragging their prizes back home. There, elders, women, and children would share the
meat. The increasing importance of hunting induced changes in female sexuality. 

Ethologists have observed that on the rare occasion when chimpanzee and baboon
males kill and consume other animals for food, females form a circle around the noisily
eating males. By their body stance and gesture, the females appear to be pleading for a
share. Males most often bestow their meat upon those females who are in estrus.308

Ethologists inferred from this behavior that all the males had something the females
wanted—meat. But only a few of the females had something all the males desired—sex.

As meat consumption increasingly became a staple of the hominids’ diet, so, too, did the
exchange of meat for sex. Researchers such as Geza Teleki, Helen Fischer, and Jane
Goodall believe that over time, natural selection favored females whose estrus was
longer than average. Eventually, estrus disappeared in the hominid female altogether,
with far-reaching implications. Sexuality and reproduction became uncoupled. The
human female can, if she chooses, be receptive to a male 365 days of the year,
including during menstrual periods and pregnancy. She can maintain her sexuality
even after menopause. In the transition from hominid to human, this radical change
in sexual programming gave her something of immense value to barter with male
hunters. 

Other primate groups and most mammalian species are organized as monarchies. The
alpha male has first, and in most cases exclusive, access to the females at the height of
their heat. But his intense passion for anyone female wanes as she leaves estrus. The
disappearance of estrus in the hominid line made it possible for a lower male in the
hierarchy to secure sexual access to a female without having to challenge the alpha
male. If he could return from a hunt with a portion of the spoils, he could attract a
female, provided, of course, that he wooed her. Hunting prowess alone was not enough
because the female was very selective about choosing her mate.309 

308 Donald Symons, The Evolution of Human Sexualty, 138
309 Author’s Note: Loss of estrus was also responsible for the disturbing fact that among

mammals rape is common only in our species and orangutans. 
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The acquisition of meat involves a considerable expenditure of effort. A potential
quarry will always put up a spirited defense. Meat, therefore, is associated with
danger. The hunter who consistently brought meat back displayed daring and
courage, two qualities that females desired in a potential mate. Thus hunting
possessed an erotic overtone: meat was an aphrodisiac. 

In her signature work, The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir asserts that the thrill of
the hunt caused the divergence of human sexes by transforming the male. Killing
made him transcendent, elevating him above his previous existence, giving him
purpose, meaning, and an exciting task. The female, on the other hand, performed
repetitious routines that had little glory or reward and kept her immanent. Women’s
work was not inspiring because it was not dangerous, even though everyone tacitly
recognized its value to the tribe’s overall well-being. Because hunting was not always
successful, gathering edibles remained a vital source of nutrition. In general, the men
hunted, and the women continued to gather. 

As estrus disappeared from the hominid females, a new sexual feature, menses, became
prominent. Shedding the lining of her uterus every twenty-eight days resulted in the
loss of blood containing the crucial element iron. Other large mammals experience
infrequent periods of estrus and minimal menstrual flow. They conserve iron by
repeatedly licking themselves when they bleed, an anatomically impossible task for
the human female. Human menstrual flow, by far the heaviest among all mammals,
predisposes females to iron -deficiency anemia, which in turn can lead to lack of vigor,
and increased susceptibility to all diseases. The infants of iron-deficient mothers are
sickly from birth and are less likely to survive. 

There is little iron in most vegetables, and in the north, winter made procuring iron-
rich vegetables problematic. The food consistently rich in iron is meat. Males have no
particular need for iron, but females absolutely must have it. If sex-for-meat was the
unspoken exchange that rewired the female's physiologic responses, then her appetite
for iron would motivate her to be ever more sexy. This, in turn, would increase meat's
value to the male. His sexual drive would goad him into taking greater risks to kill
game in order to impress the female he desired. Menses was the prod that inspired
males to become audacious hunters. The pair bonding we now call marriage has its
taproot sunk into this primitive transaction. 

At about this point in the story a new problem arose. As the need for hominid
intelligence steadily increased, the brain size of hominid babies continued to enlarge.
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But hominid mothers needed to continue to walk upright. Increasing the size of her
pelvis to accommodate bigger-brained babies caused the distance between the heads of
her femurs, the long bones of the thighs, to stretch apart. To compensate, the female
began to walk with a distinctive swivel to her hips. Enlarging the birth canal beyond a
certain diameter was impractical, as it would cause her to waddle rather than stride,
seriously impairing her mobility. If the femurs were spread too far apart they could no
longer support the upright body above them for purely mechanical reasons. Going
back to the trees was not an option because the heel now deprived hominids of their
former climbing agility. 

The single most important factor limiting hominid intelligence became the diameter of
the female pelvis, because the ever enlarging neonatal head made childbirth, an act of
great simplicity for other viviparous animals, a dangerous ordeal for hominids. Birth
became increasingly traumatic. For the first time among mammals, childbirth became
the greatest cause of death for females. Nature tried to solve the problem by bringing
forth an immature protohuman with a head so large that the creature couldn't
support it and legs so short that they were useless for walking, but hominid females
continued to die in large numbers during birthing. The eventual solution further
divided the sexes. 

Hominid neonates’ brains became more immature than those of other mammalian
species' neonatal brains. Major neuronal pathways such as the instinctual
instructions that automatically inform all other mammals how to survive at birth
disappeared. To compensate, the missing pieces of the hominid neonatal brain were
added after the infant was safely on the other side of the mother's pelvic ring of bone.
Much later we would name these pieces “culture.”310

Culture was ladled into the baby’s brain through the agency of a stunning
evolutionary innovation—language. The advent of speech fissured humans away from
the hominids. In earlier species, changes in behavior were primarily a function of
waiting for beneficial mutations to affect chromosomes, a process that took millions of
years. Using speech, one member of a clan, learning a lesson that would enhance
survival, could pass it on to the others within hours instead of eons. Further, the clan
could preserve wisdom in the net of language for successive generations yet unborn.
Culture was the solution to the brain size problem imposed by bipedalism. The new
corporate brain called culture hovered like a friendly poltergeist over each tribe of
hunter-gatherers. 

310 Author’s Note: While many other social animals, such as geese, lions, and monkeys,
have rudimentary group behavioral responses that they learn as they mature, in no
other species has culture taken on such a vital role as it has in ours. 
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Language had to start somewhere. There had to have been a single moment when
symbolic thinking insinuated itself into the stolid mentation of the animal world.
Perhaps it began with that most basic of all human gestures—pointing. Humans are
the only animals that convey information in this manner.311 The outstretched arm
and finger of the pointer demanded that the pointer’s audience roll their eyes along
the line of the pointer’s arm and then continue off into empty space in the direction
indicated by the index finger. Because there is nothing to see at the end of the finger,
this gesture urges people to take a visual leap of faith, and look in the direction of the
outstretched arm. If they do they will be rewarded—they will see what the pointer
wanted them to see. The space between the tip of the first pointer’s finger and the
intended object was humankind’s progenitor synapse. 

In one of the most famous paintings in Western culture-Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel
ceiling—God reaches out his finger to touch the finger of Adam. The artist implies that
with this contact, the human adventure began. Part of this image’s power lies in the
fact that because God is stretching to touch Adam, He is pointing. So, too, is Adam. The
viewer’s eye jumps across the small but significant gap between God’s finger and
Adam’s. To make the journey across the small break between their fingers is to
recapitulate the leap across the immense chasm crossed by our hominid ancestors in
the distant past—from concrete mentation to abstract thinking—a leap that
transformed them into us. 

Pointing led to other, more sophisticated, symbolic gestures. Soon hominids waved
their hands and fingers at each other in increasingly complex gesticulation. There
were, however, distinct limitations to gestural language. It did not work in the dark. It
monopolized the receiver’s vision because one had to watch the gesturer. And gesture
occupied the gesturer’s hands, making them unavailable for other tasks. A language
based on gesture placed too many demands on valuable survival resources. 

Casting about for a replacement, evolution came up with the economical idea of using
the human tongue for communication. While virtually every other muscle group in
the body engaged in a vital activity fairly regularly, the tongue just sort of lay in the
mouth between meals, doing little except help with swallowing saliva. The brain, like a
patient Olympics coach, taught the tongue to perform a wide range of acrobatic
gymnastics. Complex maneuvers shaped exhalation into distinctive sounds. The
langue (tongue) in language became the indispensable shaper of speech. 

311 Author’s Note: Dogs can be taught to point with their bodies, but, like walking on
their hind legs, it is not an activity they do naturally. A few primates also point. 
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Speech freed both hands and eyes, and it worked in the dark. Once there was
agreement that the sound of the spoken word “tree” symbolized the image of a tree,
early people could refer to trees when none were in sight. This ability, which humans
take for granted, is so profound that it forms the great divide between all other
animals and us. Ants and bees can signal limited information about the direction and
distance to food. Monkeys can inform the other members of the troop that danger is
near. But only humans can ask a compound question and, further, discuss and
dispute the answer. 

For the hunting hominid, language became an important weapon. For example, a
hunting party coming upon the footprints of prey could discuss the paw print with
considerable sophistication. How long ago did the animal pass by? How large is it?
How far away is the animal? How many of us will it take to locate it? How many to kill
it? Shall we divide up? What is our strategy? This ability to compare and analyze
information with others does not exist in any other predator. 

Speech also added another dimension to nurturing. Besides providing her young with
breast milk, a mother became responsible for imparting the knowledge of the culture,
imprinting upon the infant’s mind essential lessons regarding love, honor, respect,
courage, loyalty, honesty, curiosity, playfulness, and self-esteem. Communication
between a mother and her child begins while her fetus is in utero and increases
dramatically at birth. Though separated by the severing of the umbilical cord, mother
and baby remain attached by the enmeshing web of language, both verbal and
nonverbal, including cooing and singing, babble and banter. The two are strongly tied
through their eyes—the mother’s face is as compelling to her baby as the baby’s face is
to her. Each learns to instantly recognize the nuances in the expression of the other.
In this manner, mothers become skilled at caring, and children begin the long road to
humanhood. 

The increasingly burdensome task of raising their young required that women form
cooperative alliances with other women. To enhance their offspring's chances of
survival, the females also reached across the growing divide separating the sexes and
engaged the males of the tribe in the job of socializing children. Adult males had
already learned love and the concept of sharing from their mothers when they were
small boys; these emotional responses proved invaluable in the new adventure they
were undertaking, one with which few other mammals had experimented—fathering. 

The prolonged childhood of their progeny precluded most women from hunting. A
mother could not leave her young for long and a crying baby could not accompany a
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hunting expedition. Among other social predators such as wolves, lions, and killer
whales, the females actively participate in both hunting and killing. Humans became
the first group of social predators in which females left this critical task to the males.
While the men refined the technology of killing, women made other life-enhancing
cultural contributions. Learning how to convert dead skin into warm clothing, weave
cloth, and shape pottery were activities as essential to a tribe's survival as the
development of slings and spears. Since gathering required a thorough knowledge of
plants, women would have been more likely than men to ferret out their medicinal and
nutritional secrets. 312 

In the northern latitudes, hunting skills were more important than gathering skills. In
winter, fruits and grains disappeared for months at a time. The necessity of hunting
larger and more dangerous animals in these regions meant that hunters had to be
bolder. Cave paintings and butchering tools from the Paleolithic period attest to the
importance of meat among northern European cultures. Nevertheless, a tribe's
survival was as dependent on the female's nurturing skills as on the hunter's daring.
Ongoing generations of healthy children were as vital as a constant source of protein.
A strong interdependence cemented the sexes together even as their skills diverged. 

Hunting demands “cold-bloodedness” tinged with cruelty; nurturance requires
emotional generosity combined with warmth. A hunter must maintain a singularity of
purpose when focused on prey; a mother must keep a field awareness of all that is
going on around her. While scouting for edibles, she cradled her infant in the crook of
her left arm and had to monitor constantly the activity of her other children, playing
at the periphery of her vision and consciousness. She could rarely carry out a task
without, at the same time, remaining vigilant. Failure to do so often meant the death
of, or serious injury to, her offspring. 

Because of their different roles, evolution, in time, equipped men and women
emotionally to respond differently to the same stimuli. This resulted in men and
women having different perceptions of the world, survival strategies, styles of
commitment, and, ultimately, different ways of knowing: the way of the hunter/killer
and the way of the gatherer/nurturer. In accommodating these differences, nature
redesigned the human nervous system, radically breaking with all that had gone
before.313 

312 Author’s Note: Women most likely discovered that the foxglove (digitalis) contained a
powerful cardiac stimulant; sucking on willow bark (aspirin) relieved inflammation;
poppies (morphine) relieved pain, and specific molds (penicillin) cured some
infections. 
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RIGHT BRAIN/LEFT BRAIN 
by Leonard Shlain 314

In each of us two powers preside, one male, one female; and in the man’s brain,
the man predominates over the woman, and in the woman’s brain, the woman
predominates over the man. … If one is a man, still the woman part of the
brain must have effect; and a woman also must have intercourse with the man
in her. Coleridge perhaps meant this when he said that a great mind is
androgynous. It is when this fusion takes place that the mind is fully fertilised
and uses all its faculties.

—Virginia Woolf 315

For the first two million years, both the hominid’s body and brain slowly enlarged. And
then over the next one million years, a remarkable change occurred: while its stature
increased only minimally, its brain acquired one extra pound of neural tissue,
primarily in the neocortex. At the same time, the brain’s functions split in two-a
revolutionary development made necessary because evolution had to rewire one lobe to
accommodate speech. 

To place this event in context, a brief review of the brain is in order. All vertebrates,
beginning with fish, have a bilobed brain. And each of these anatomically mirror-
image hemispheric lobes perform the same type of tasks. The human brain lobes, while
appearing symmetrical, are functionally different. This specialization is called
hemispheric lateralization. There is evidence of this feature in some other vertebrates,
but its manifestations in behavior (speech and handedness) are far more striking in
humans than in any other species. A bridge of neuronal fibers called the corpus
callosum connects and integrates the two cortical lobes so that each side knows what
the other is thinking. 

The popular press has widely disseminated the essential features of right/left brain
asymmetry. Most well-informed people know that each hemisphere of the brain
controls the muscles of the body’s opposite side. 

313 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, ibid
314 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, ibid, Chapter 3, pp. 17-27 
315 Virginia Woolf, A Room of Ones’s Own, 98
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Most people also understand that the hemispheres work closely in concert with one
another. 

But scientists have only recently discovered the attributes distinctive to each
hemisphere. While poets and mystics have long alluded to sharp divisions within our
psyche, it was not until the late nineteenth century that clinicians began
systematically to take note of these differences. Patients who had traumatic injuries
and strokes provided the most dramatic examples. In the last few decades,
neuroscientists examining split-brain patients and using sophisticated brain
mapping scanners on normal people have been able to study each hemisphere in
relative isolation. 

The dysfunction that occurs as a result of a left-brain injury in righthanders is so
calamitous that neuroscientists traditionally call the left cerebral hemisphere the
dominant lobe.316 While some have objected to oversimplifying the brain’s
lateralization scheme, certain facts remain beyond dispute. If a right-handed person
has a major stroke in the controlling left hemisphere, with few exceptions, a
catastrophic deficit of speech, right-sided muscle paralysis and/or dysfunction in
abstract thinking will occur. Conversely, damage to the right brain will impair the
afflicted person’s ability to solve spatial problems, recognize faces, appreciate music,
besides paralyzing the left side of the body. 

Of the twin human hemispheres, the right side is the elder sibling. In utero, the right
lobe of a human fetus’s brain is well on its way to maturation before the left side
begins to develop. The old, wise, right side, more familiar with the needs and drives
stemming from earlier stages of evolution, can be better relied upon to negotiate with
them than the younger left side. The right hemisphere integrates feelings, recognizes
images, and appreciates music. It contributes a field-awareness to consciousness,
synthesizing multiple converging determinants so that the mind can grasp the
senses’ input all-at-once. 

The right brain is nonverbal, and has more in common with earlier animal modes of
communication. It comprehends the language of cries, gestures, grimaces, cuddling,

316 Author’s Note: In the following discussion, I will use the brain organization of
someone who is right-handed and left-brain dominant. I do not mean to slight the 8 to
9 percent of the population who are left-handed and right-brain dominant. Rather, I
wish to use the most common mode and avoid bogging my discussion down in
qualifiers. Most of what follows is true in reverse for left-handers, but a left-hander’s
brain is not simply a right-hander’s mirror image. Their brains are less strictly
divided into a speech and non-speech lobe, as are those of right-handers.
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suckling, touching, and body stance. Its emotional states are under little volitional
control and betray true feelings through fidgeting, blushing, or smirking. 

The right brain, more than the left, expresses being—that complex meshing of
competing emotions that constitutes our existential state at any given moment. In
English, we ask someone, “How are you?” The answer begins, “I am ... ” The verb “to be”
frames both question and answer. 

The right brain more often than the left generates feeling-states, such as love, humor,
or aesthetic appreciation, which are non-logical. They defy the rules of conventional
reasoning. When Blaise Pascal wrote, “The heart has its reasons which reason knows
nothing of,” he was referring to the kind of knowing that goes on in the emotional right
brain, and distinguishes it from that which occurs in the cerebral left. 

The right brain’s feeling-states are authentic. Once a person has experienced love or
ecstasy, he or she knows it. An internal voice verifies the experience beyond debate.
Feeling-states allow us to have faith in God, to grasp the essence of a joke, to
experience patriotic fervor, or to be repulsed by a painting someone else finds
beautiful. These states all possess a non-discursive quality. Standing in the shadows
of our ancient beginnings, feeling-states overwhelm the brain’s more recently evolved
glib facility with words. No crisp nomenclature exists to describe them. When pressed
to explain their emotional experiences, people, in exasperation, commonly fall back
upon tautology—“It is because it is!” The things one loves, lives, and dies for cannot
easily be expressed in words.317

Feeling-states do not ordinarily progress in a linear fashion, but are experienced all-at-
once. “Getting” the punch line of a joke results in an explosion of laughter. An
intuitive insight arrives in a flash. Newton and Einstein both reported examples of
what the poet Rilke called “conflagrations of clarity.” Love at first sight, such as what
Dante experienced when he encountered Beatrice, happens in an instant. Religious
conversions, such as the one that overwhelmed Paul on the road to Damascus, strike
like lightning. 

A feature of nonverbal communication is that no symbolization interferes with the
direct appreciation of reality. The right brain perceives the world concretely. For

317 Author’s Note: Recently, researchers have identified the feeling-states of happiness,
optimism, and cheerfulness to be in the left frontal lobe, indicating that not all
emotions reside in the right hemisphere. 
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example, a facial expression is “read” without any attempt to translate it into words. 

The right hemisphere is also the portal leading to the world of the invisible. It is the
realm of altered states of consciousness where faith and mystery rule over logic. There
is compelling evidence that dreaming occurs primarily in the right brain.318 

When people find it necessary to express in words an inner experience such as a dream,
an emotion, or a complex feeling-state, they resort to a special form of speech called
metaphor that is the right brain’s unique contribution to the left brain’s language
capability. The word metaphor combines two Greek words—meta, which means “over
and above,” and pherein, “to bear across.” Metaphors allow one to leap across a chasm
from one thought to the next. Metaphors have multiple levels of meaning that are
perceived simultaneously. They supply a plasticity to language without which
communication would often be less interesting, sometimes difficult, and occasionally
impossible. The objective world can be described, measured, and catalogued with
remarkable precision, but to communicate an emotion or feeling-state we employ
metaphors. To tell another that one’s heart is “soaring like an eagle” or “as cold as ice”
reveals the synergy between the right brain’s concrete images and the left brain’s
abstract words. Metaphors beget poetry and myth, and are essential to the parables of
religion and the wisdom of folktales. 

The right brain is also distinguished by its ability to cognate images. It can
simultaneously integrate the component parts in the field of vision, synthesizing
incongruous elements all-at-once. The human face is the most compound image the
right brain must decipher. Fluctuating facial expressions and the infinite variety of
human faces adds to the complexity of the task, as does the possibility that the person
behind the face is engaging in an act of deception. The right brain takes all these
factors into account and usually turns in a virtuoso performance instantly. 

One demonstration of this right-brain skill is the ease with which people can recognize
the faces of others. An old friend’s countenance may have been altered dramatically by
wrinkles and baldness, yet we are still able to pick out that childhood pal in a crowd
decades after we last saw him. But some unfortunate individuals, having suffered
damage to their right hemispheres, cannot recognize even their own family and
friends; a few are even unable to recognize their own faces in the mirror. 

The right brain does not speak, yet it actively participates in the comprehension of the
spoken word. By listening carefully to the forms of speech while the left brain is

318Joseph Bogen, The Other Side of the Brain: an Appositional Mind, 111
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deciphering speech’s content, the right hemisphere is expert at ferreting out hidden
messages by interpreting inflection and nuance. It is aware of the speaker’s posture,
facial expression, and gesture. Just below conscious awareness, it registers pupil size
and hand tremors. This skill is not particularly useful when the information being
transmitted is factual, such as legal, scientific, economic, or academic topics. But,
when the conversation is personal, facial gestalts and vocal inflection can give the
listener substantial insight into what is really going on, sometimes even more than
whatever words are being said. Since it is virtually impossible to describe how the
right side deciphers nonverbal language, most people refer to this skill as “intuition.” 

Another major right-brain feature is its ability to appreciate music; the perception of
sounds which the right lobe integrates into an all-at-once harmonious feeling state.
Though extremely difficult to define scientifically, each of us is quite sure we can
distinguish music from noise. During World War I, doctors observed many soldiers
who had sustained traumatic injuries to their dominant left hemispheres and as a
result could not speak a word. This select group could, however, sing many songs they
knew before they were injured. Alexander Luria, the Russian neurologist, reported the
case of a composer who created his best work after he was rendered speechless by a
massive stroke in his left hemisphere.319 These case histories lend credence to the tale
that Mozart asked his wife to read stories to him while he composed. By distracting his
left brain with spoken language, the stories may have freed his music-oriented right
brain to compose. 

The right brain is better than the left in perceiving space and making judgments as to
balance, harmony, and the composition of gestalts, from which we make aesthetic
distinctions between ugly and beautiful. Since the right hemisphere processes input
instantaneously, it is the better side for appreciating dimensions and judging
distances. Driving, skiing, and dancing are its province. The right brain’s principal
attributes concern being, images, holism, and music. 

The left brain’s primary functions are opposite and complementary to the right’s. The
right side is concerned with being, the left with doing. The left lobe controls the vital
act of willing. Its agent, the right hand, picks berries, throws spears, and fashions
tools. The left lobe knows the world through its unique form of symbolization—speech.
In right-handed people, 90 percent of language skills reside in the left hemisphere.
Speech gave the left brain the edge to usurp the sovereignty of the mind from its elder
twin. 

319 Robert E. Orstein, The Nature of Human Consciousness, 104
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Speech and action are closely related. Words are tools: the very essence of action. We
use them to ,abstract, discriminate, analyze, and dissect the world into pieces, objects,’
and categories. But speech is not only outer directed; within the self, words are the
implements of thought. 

Analysis—reducing the components of sentences into their separate parts—is essential
to understanding speech, especially if the content of the message concerns objective
facts. This key left brain task depends upon linear progression, in contrast to the
holistic perception of the right brain. 

Speech itself is also abstract and, depends upon the left brain’s unique ability to
process information without the use of images. The mind arranges words, as children
assemble Legos, as image substitutes, building concepts that allow us to think about
freedom, economics, and destiny without needing to conjure images for these words.
The ability to conceptualize that the abstract words crime, virtue, punishment, and
justice are all related is supremely human. To be able to leap from the particular and
concrete to the general and abstract has allowed us to create art, logic, science, and
philosophy. But this skill tore us out of the rich matrix of nature. The part torn away
became the ego. The left brain cleaved the right brain’s integrated sense of wholeness
into a duality that resulted in humans creating a distinction between me-in-here and
world-out-there. The ego requires duality to gain perspective. Dualism also enhanced
the human penchant for objective thinking, which in turn increased our reasoning
skills and eventually led to logic. 

Logic is not holistic, nor is it conceived as a gestalt. It click-clacks along the left brain’s
linear railway of sequence. If–then syllogisms, the basis of logic, have become the most
reliable method of foretelling the future. They have all but replaced omens, visions,
and intuition. The rules of logic form the foundation of science, education, business,
and military strategy. 

Along with doing, speech, and abstraction, the fourth characteristic unique to the left
hemisphere is numeracy. Although the ability to count began in the visio-spatial right
brain, the ability to permutate larger numbers allows the left brain to build towering
computations. While other animals are capable of distinguishing among one, two, and
many, we alone can conceive of algebra and Boolean logic. The close association
between abstract speech and abstract numeracy is evident among small children who
learn the alphabet and learn to count at the same stage of development. 
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All the innovative features of the left hemisphere—doing, speech, abstraction, and
numbers—are linear. To develop craft, logic, strategy, and arithmetic, the mind must
range back and forth along the line of past, present, and future. The survival and then
success of humans required that evolution set aside an area in the newly. enlarging
brain in which the concept of time could be contemplated free of the holistic and
gestalt spatial perceptions of the earlier mammalian and primate brains. An
appreciation of linear time was the crucial precondition for linear speech. 

A conversation can be understood only when one person speaks at a time. In contrast,
one’s right brain can listen to the sounds of a seventy-piece orchestra and hear them
holistically. Time and sequence are the very crux of the language of numbers; it is
impossible to think of arithmetic outside its framework. I propose that the left
hemisphere is actually a new sense organ designed by evolution to perceive time. 

Researchers have discovered that women have between 10 percent and 33 percent
more neuronal fibers in the forward part of their corpus callosum than do men.320 The
higher the number of connecting neurons, the greater must be the integration
between the two sides. Women and most men freely concede that women are more
aware of and can better express their feelings than men. The extra connecting
neurons seem to enhance the communication of emotions and increase global
awareness, field perception, and understanding of the moods of offspring. Generally,
women can perform multiple tasks simultaneously better than men. 

Although the male paid a price for his relative isolation from his rightbrain emotions,
he gained the ability to shut out feelings that might otherwise have distracted him
while he was engaged in the dangerous activity of hunting. The ability to focus on a
single task and remain emotionless is a more desirable attribute for a hunter than are
gestalt awareness and emotional depth. A detached subject/object split also allows a
hunter to separate himself from the hunted. The dispassion inherent in dualism, a
viewpoint indispensable for killing, is the opposite of a mother’s binding love for her
child. 

Like the male and female members of a gatherer/nurturer-hunter/killer society, each
hemisphere of the brain executes the tasks for which it is best suited. To ensure
versatility in case of injury, each hemisphere has some capacity to perform the other
side’s functions. So, too, can each sex of the human species assume the other’s
principal labors. Women not burdened with small children could and did hunt: they,

320 Sandra F. Witelson, Hand and Sex Differences in the Isthmus and Anterior Commissure of the
Human Corpus Callsoum, 799-835
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too, could kill quarry dispassionately. And men were resourceful gatherers; they, too,
could love. Nevertheless, in general, the majority of men excelled at hunting and
killing, and the majority of women excelled at gathering and nurturing. 

Over one hundred thousand years ago Homo sapiens sapiens, the wise human,
appeared. Despite our present civilization’s far remove from the caves of Lascaux, we
remain strongly influenced by the original neurodesign that bred eminently
successful nomadic gatherer-hunters. The dichotomy between the left and right
hemispheres mirrors the differences between hunter/killer and gatherer/nurturer
strategies. Metaphorically, time is the masculine coordinate, and space is the feminine
one. The poet William Blake wrote, “Time & Space are Real Beings, a Male & a Female.
Time is a Man and Space is a Woman.”321 

The new human dual brain conferred upon early Homo sapiens an enormous
evolutionary advantage. The right and left hemispheres can, on occasion, behave
nearly independently, each one able to solve problems differently, each capable of its
own decisions, memories, judgments, and actions. Intelligence is defined as a flexible
response to varying stimuli. Splitting the brain into two separate functional units did
not simply double the potential number of responses a human might have to a
situation. Because of the constant feedback between the two lobes, hemispheric
lateralization led to an almost infinite variety of responses, making our forebears
supremely intelligent among animals. To many thoughtful people, it also seems to
have created two subspecies of Homo sapiens—Woman and Man. 

Like the brain, the human eye also evolved opposite but complementary functions.
Each human eye is a perfect mirror image of the ,other, yet within each retina there
reside two functionally different types of cells. With elegant symmetry, the
contrasting functions of the rods and cones correspond to the division of tasks between
the right and the left brain. 

Rods, named for their cylindrical shape, are extremely light sensitive. Like trip wires,
they detect the slightest movement in a visual field. Distributed evenly throughout
the periphery of each retina, they see in dim light and appreciate the totality of the
visual field, seeing images as gestalts. Rods share with the right brain the ability to
perceive reality all-at-once. 

Cones, in contrast, congregate densely in a small spot in the central part of the retina,

321 William Blake, The Complete Writings of William Blake, 674
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called the macula. The fovea centralis at the macula’s center has the highest
concentration of these cone-shaped cells and, accordingly, is vision’s focal point. Cones
have two attributes. They appreciate color and intensify clarity. Concentrating on one
aspect of reality at a time, cones view the visual field as if through a tunnel. Like rods,
cones report to both hemispheres, but the left is metaphorically best suited to process
their input. 322

The eye divides every scene into two major elements: figure and ground. Figure is
visualized sharply and in detail; ground provides the context within which the figure
resides. The cones best see figure; the rods best visualize ground. 

Because rods supply the big picture, they are the key component of a visual, physical,
and mental state known as contemplation. The rods enlist the entire individual to help
them perform. Muscle tension diminishes. The brow becomes unfurrowed. The pupil
dilates. The skeletal muscles of the eyes relax, unfocusing vision. These actions serve
to let maximum light into the eye. In this right-hemispheric mode, the individual is
better able to see the entire visual field rather than anyone detail. Looking at nothing,
the eye in this state sees everything. This receptivity affects the whole body.
Consciousness idles and a person slides into the integrated mental state of being. 

Rods have an older ancestry than cones; all vertebrate eyes have them. But only a few
animals possess cones in abundance. The evolutionary history of the rods and cones is
telescoped in infants. Babies can see with rod vision within days of birth. Cone vision
(color and detail) does not fully develop until many months later. As a legacy of our
primate heritage, humans have one of the highest ratios of cones to rods among
mammals. And because of the left brain’s expanded sense of linear time, humans
greatly refined this propitious gift. The need for cones is particularly acute in
predatory birds, predatory mammals, and the only truly predatory primate, the
human. Herbivores rarely need them: plants cannot run away. But predators must be
able to observe not only where their potential dinner is, but also where it might be
going. Cones allow an animal to scrutinize. 

Scrutiny corresponds to the mental state of concentration. The body’s sense of alertness
is heightened. Skeletal muscles tense. The brow furrows. The pupil of the eye
constricts. These actions reduce the amount of light entering the eye, effectively

322 Author’s Note: There are no specific neuronal pathways yet identified that connect
the periphery of vision with only the right brain or the cones preferentially with the
left brain.
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shutting down the light-sensitive rods. It is not unlike theater technicians dimming
the house lights so that the audience can see the stage more clearly. Intense
concentration upon a colored detail, the special gift of the cones, is the opposite of
holistic contemplation, the relaxed, open-eyed activity of the rods. 

The left brain’s discriminatory, analytic mode is better suited for focused vision than
the right’s holistic one. The cones isolate sections of the visual field, then inspect each
one in sequence. This focusing ability of the fovea centralis creates the illusion of time
passing because the images seen within this narrow circle of the eye can only be
processed one-at-a-time. Because macular vision examined what was and then moved
on to what is, it forced the emerging human brain to consider the possibility of what
might come next. Cone vision, I suggest, created the necessary parameters for the left
brain to invent the all-important idea of next, which led, inexorably, to foresight (or
next-sight)—a sense of the future. 

An illustration of how this works: imagine walking into a theater, your eyes not yet
adjusted to the dark. The usher leads you down the aisle, stops, and then turns on a
flashlight. As the beam scans a row, one person after another appears within the
light’s circular field. As the flashlight’s glare leaves each person, he disappears, and
the next person magically emerges. The constricted cone of the flashlight’s beam
resembles the macula’s tunnel vision. Although everyone in the theater row is already
there in space, searchlight vision isolates them, creating the illusion that they exist
only in an orderly sequence of time. 

The specialization of visual functions within each human eye corresponded to the
lateralization of the cerebral hemispheres and the bifurcation of the human sexes. The
holistic vision of the rods assisted the right brain in gathering and nurturing. Tunnel
vision was primarily subordinated to the unique demands of the hunting left brain.
Women have more rods in their retinas than men, and as a result, have better
peripheral vision. They can see better in the dark and take in more at a glance than
men. Men have more cones than women, allowing them to see one segment of the
visual field in greater detail and with better depth perception than women.323 

Not only brains and eyes, but human hands, too, specialized. The left hand, controlled
by the right brain, is more protective than the right. The left hand is the one that
commonly holds a baby regardless of the hand preference for other tasks, and the left
arm wards off blows.324 Its movements are grosser, that is, less coordinated than the

323 Ann Moin and David Jessel, Brain Sex, 18
324 Deborah Blum, Sex on the Brain: The Biological Differences Between Men and Women, 65
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right’s. Hunters and warriors carry their shields with their left hand. Hand
preference became more prominent when hominids advanced from foraging to
gathering. Whereas the forager consumes on the spot whatever can be easily picked,
the gathering hominid postponed eating in order to carry what had been collected back
to a home base. The right hand selected what the left hand carried. Carrying,
gathering, and defending evolved as left upper extremity tasks. Shielding, holding,
and toting are maternal functions necessitated by the helplessness of human infants. 

Many cultures use the left hand exclusively to aid in elimination of feces and urine and
consider it unclean, reserving the right hand for eating.325 The evidence that these
prejudices still persist resides in our language. To be left out, to be served left-overs, to
receive a left-handed compliment, or to be left in the lurch reflects the negative
connotation associated with this side, and by extension, the right hemisphere. The
word for left in Italian is sinistra. The word sinister in English comes from the same
root. In French, left is gauche, which also means clumsy. Droit, the right, means
correct. 

The dominant right hand is the agent of action. It throws the spear, picks the fruit, or
flakes the flint. Its movements are more precise. The right hand actively wields the
hammer; the left hand passively steadies the nail. The right hand reaches; the left
hand holds. 

The high degree of preferential handedness is a trait unique to the human line. To help
Homo sapiens adapt in its struggle for survival, natural selection divided the cortex of
the brain, differentiated the two functions of the retina of the eye, and specialized the
hands. The divisions between right and left also reflect the differences between the
primary perceptual modes of men and those of women. 

All animals depend on a dominant mode of survival. Most ungulates (horses, cows,
zebras) congregate in herds and eat grass. Some predators (sharks, eagles, tigers)
hunt alone, while others, social predators (lions, wolves, wild dogs), hunt in packs and
cooperate closely with one another to bring down large quarry. Trying to emulate the
precision of carnivores, humans were not always successful: unlike other predators,
we had to learn how to do it. As we stepped away from the herbivore life, it was
necessary to retain our skills at gathering. Thus, we became one of a handful of species
that can survive either way. 

325 Author’s Note: Until fairly recently, left-handed children were often beaten in school
in an effort to force them to write with their right hands, as the left was often believed
to be under the control of the devil.
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These two mirror-image strategies, gather/nurture and hunt/kill, are combined in each
of us. In society at large, there are females who manifest predominantly masculine
traits, and there are males who display feminine traits. The lateralization of brain,
eye, and hand affects how each person perceives, manipulates, symbolizes, and,
ultimately, thinks about the world. Herein lies the secret of our success. Each man has
a gatherer/nurturer aspect to his personality, psyche, and mind, just as each woman.
has hunter/killer aspects to hers. Every individual has encased in his or her skull both
a feminine brain and a masculine one. Any particular society can accentuate one or
the other of these two ways of interacting with the world, depending on the demands of
the environment or the shaping influences of its inventions.326 

✺

This completes our initial survey of cerebral lateralization and the role of duality327 in
human intelligence. I will next expand and broaden our understanding of duality by
integrating it more deeply with our understanding of space-time.

326 This ends the excerpts from: Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The
Conflict Between Word and Image, 1998, ibid

327 Diocles, Du Pui, Dax, Wigan, Broca, Jackson, Sperry, Meyers, Bogen, Gazzaniga, et. al, The
Dual-Mind Hypotheses, 400BC-1981, ibid
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Space-Time Intelligence 
“Space and Time are modes by which we think, not realities by which we live.”

—Albert Einstein

Human intelligence results from the complex relationship of two minds—the space-
mind and the time-mind. Understanding their relationship will take some careful
thinking. They sometimes function as separate units. They sometimes function in
conflict. They sometimes function in co-Operation. All humans have both a space-mind
and a time-mind, but often they are developed to different degrees. As I describe and
compare these two different ways of thinking. You can think along with me. Every
reader has his/her own Dual-Mind. So pause and think about how you think, and
understanding will emerge easily.

A good way to begin understanding these two very different ways of thinking is to
compare them. Although comparison implies separation, these two minds are rarely
separate. This separation is to aid understanding, remember there is always more to
the story.

SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND

I will list the characteristics of the Space-Mind in the left column, and those of the
Time-Mind in the right column. 

The space-mind is responsible for survival in space. The space-mind also moves your
body in space. The space-mind dances. The space-mind walks. The space-mind jumps. If
you are a bird the space-mind flies. The space-mind crawls. The space-mind leaps
through the trees. The space-mind controls motion and behavior in space.

The time-mind is in charge of understanding. It can understand because it is aware of
time. It is aware of changes that occur over time. Through it’s awareness of time it has
developed the ability to analyze reality. By noticing the changes that occur over time, it
has the ability to figure things out. It can notice what comes before what. It can
determine what events cause what effects. It can notice what events precede other
events in what sequences. With understanding comes the ability to predict and control
sequential process. If I understand how to make a fire, I can stay warm and cook my
food. 
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SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND
Survival Understanding
Mobility Predict & Control

The space-mind is focused on “BEING.” “To be or not to be” is a question of survival and
the space-mind is in charge of survival. “BEING”—How do I feel? “BEING”—Am I
surviving well? The space-mind focuses on the PROCESS of life. How am I being
treated? How does reality feel to me?

The time-mind is focused on “BECOMING.” Am I making progress? Am I getting
ahead? Am I getting the things done I need to do? Did my kids do well today in school?
Am I saving any money? The time-mind is interested in time—past, present, and
future. It is concerned to see things progress in time. The time-mind focuses on the
CONTENT of life. What are my accomplishments? What have I achieved? Am I
becoming successful? What is my opinion of my reality?

SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND
Survival Understanding
Mobility Predict & Control
BEING BECOMING

PROCESS CONTENT
feelings opinions

Space-mind thinks in pictures. Space-thinking appears to be located mostly in the right
cerebral hemisphere. The space-mind appears to operate as an SPACE ASSOCIATIVE
PERCEIVER, thinking in pictures—multi-sensorial images—and feelings. Its primary
goal is to insure personal survival in Universe. This mind is very similar to higher
animal intelligence. 

Space-mind perceives Universe. What is the whole picture? Survival requires speed. Do
I fight or flight? Its focus is wholistic. 

Time-mind thinks in words. Time-thinking is located primarily in the left cerebral
hemisphere. The time-mind appears to operate as a TIME ANALYTICAL CONCEIVER,
thinking in word-symbols and organizing these words into opinions. Its primary goal is
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to understand Universe so it can accurately predict what will happen, and then control
Universe. This is the mind that is unique to human intelligence. 

Time-mind conceives Universe. In order to understand it breaks things down into
parts. Its focus is particulate.

The space-mind lives in the =NOW= moment. All action occurs in the present. There is
no past or future. In the space-mind, I was born this morning, married at noon, retired
in the evening, and I am going to die at midnight. Space-mind experience is simply one
long continuous now. 

The time-mind lives in the past—> present—> future. It understands the passage of
time. Why? Think about words. Words are a sequence of letters—w»o»r»d»s. Words have
a beginning, a middle, and an end. Think about sentences. Imagine looking at me as I
turned my head sideways and a speak a sentence. If you could see the spoken words as
they left my mouth, you would see a sequence of words. —> The» quick» brown» fox»
jumped» over» the» lazy» dog —> Sequence —> 1»2»3»4»5 —> Sequence —> A» B» C» D»
E» F —> sequence. Past—>Present—>Future .

SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND
Survival Understanding
Mobility Predict & Control
BEING BECOMING

PROCESS CONTENT
feelings opinions
pictures words

SPACE ASSOCIATIVE PERCEIVER TIME ANALYTICAL CONCEIVER
wholistic particulate
= NOW = Past-> Present-> Future

The present moment focus of the space-mind means that when it comes to your
feelings, all emotional injuries and insults even those from early childhood are
processed as if they just occurred this morning. If you are very angry with someone, it
can be twenty-five years later and you still feel very angry. Reality is experienced as
just one big =NOW=. This is why humans hold so tightly to grudges. Dad hasn’t talked
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with Uncle George in 50 years. They don’t speak to each other and we never invite
them to the same family functions. In the space-mind of both men, the insults they
sustained 50 years ago are as fresh as the day they happened.

The time-mind’s sensitivity to sequence allows it to analyze process. First A then B
then C then D» Etc.»Etc.. SEQUENCE is an ordered linear chain.

This leads to the concept of causality. An event that consistently occurs before a
following event is thought to cause the following event. First something causes an
effect then that effect becomes the cause of another effect and so on and so on. Thus, the
time-mind comes to understand process through its temporal analysis of sequence.

Cause1»Effect1

              Cause2»Effect2

                             Cause3»Effect3
                                            Cause4»Effect4
                                                           Causen»Effectn

This ability to sequence is the secret of the time-mind’s ability to understand.

Time-mind has the ability to analyze sequence and determine cause and effect
relationships and come to understand. This leads to the ability to make predictions. 

When I see Cause1, I can predict Effect1, when I see Causen, I can predict Effectn

Intuition and Reason
The Space-mind is the home of intuition. Intuition is seeing the pattern of the parts
and synthesizing the whole. I sniff the scent of the tiger. I imagine the whole tiger. I
run. Intuition is a powerful tool for survival.

The Time-mind is the home of reason. Reason is seeing the pattern of the whole and
breaking that pattern into parts, then by analyzing and sequencing the parts it can
first understand and then predict and control.

Space-mind does not comprehend rationality or morality. These are understandings
only available to the time-mind. Rationality and Morality are the result of
consequence. This is the source of many problems in human culture. The space-mind is
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not irrational. It is arational. The space-mind is not immoral. It is amoral. The space-
mind does what “feels right.” It doesn’t have any opinions.

The time-mind is nothing but opinions. The time-mind understands sequence. And so,
it can understand the consequences of its actions. It can know right from wrong. The
time-mind chooses actions that are either rational or irrational—that are either moral
or immoral. It can learn and understand the the difference between right and wrong.

SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND
Survival Understanding
Mobility Predict & Control

Pleasure or Pain Meaning
BEING BECOMING

PROCESS CONTENT
feeling opinions

pictures words
SPACE ASSOCIATIVE PERCEIVER TIME ANALYTICAL CONCEIVER

WHOLISTIC PARTICULATE
= NOW = Past-> Present-> Future
INTUITION REASON
a-rational 
a-moral

rational or irrational
moral or immoral

Space-Time Decision Making
Now let us examine how the space-mind and time-mind make their decisions which is
very different.

Let us begin by examining how the space-mind makes its decisions. Remember the
animal mind is a space-mind. The animal moves toward pleasure and away from
pain—toward good space—away from bad space. My cat comes running when he hears
the automatic can opener. He jumps into my lap to get a good rub. He runs away when
hears the bark of a dog. Or the slam of a door. 
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The space-mind has only one goal—survival. Once achieved, the space-mind is content.
It has no need to become, no need for achievement, no need to accomplish anything
more than survival. My house cat once he has obtained shelter and good food has no
need to do anything more. He is willing to lie by the fire, day after day, year after
year—totally content with his full belly and his masters stroking hand. But if he
encounters pain he gets away from it as fast as is possible. And few animals move as
fast a “scalded cat.” 

Space-mind Deciding
The space-mind’s purpose is to secure survival for the body. When it’s decisions produce
high survival it feels pleasure. When its decisions produce low survival it feels pain.
The space-mind tries to guide the organism towards pleasure and away from pain. 

Very high survival is called ecstasy. Sexual orgasm feels very good because
reproduction of the organism is the most powerful form of biological survival. Very low
survival is called agony. So this is how the space-mind makes all its decisions. It moves
towards pleasure and away from pain. The space-mind is concerned about being. To be
or not to be is about survival. Is my being pleasurable or painful.
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Time-mind Deciding
The time-mind works in totally different fashion. The time-mind is concerned about
becoming. To become somebody, I need to understand. And, if I understand something I
know what it means. So understanding, allows me to develop meaning in my life.
Meaning and becoming are tied integrally to understanding. 
Understanding leads us to predict what will happen and with accurate prediction, I
can control. We humans judge our lives by how the events in our world compare to our
predictions. 

Let’s examine the spectrum of our prediction accuracy. We can have very low
prediction accuracy—very low meaning. Life can be depressing. 

We can have low prediction accuracy—low meaning. Life can be disappointing. 

We can have high predictive accuracy—high meaning. Life can be satisfying. 

We can have very high predictive accuracy—very high meaning. Life can be exciting.
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So if nothing is going the way I predict it should—If nothing is the way it ought to be, I
feel depressed. But if things are going the way I predict they should be going. My life is
meaningful. I am becoming a success. I feel in control.

Depression results when our lives are not working as we predict they should. I predict
a well deserved raise in my salary, but instead I get fired. I predict the pleasure and
enjoyment of a brand new car, but I buy a lemon. I predict my wife will throw me a
surprise birthday party, but she doesn’t even remember my birthday.
When life does not occur as I predict it should, I am disappointed. When my experiences
do not become what I expect they should, I am depressed. And, just the opposite, when
things go the way I predict they should, I am satisfied and excited. I predicted I would
win the award as an outstanding employee, and I won the award. I predicted I should
get a new car, and I did and its even nicer than I imagined. I wanted my spouse to
celebrate my birthday, and she threw me a marvelous party with all my friends.

Time-mind has opinions of how the world ought-to-be. Opinions are based on
predictions. When my opinions are validated and my predictions come true, I am
satisfied. When my opinions are invalidated and my predictions fail, I am disappointed.
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Dual Mind Deciding
Now if we can examine the dual-mind as a unified entity. Happiness is when my life is
both pleasurable and satisfying. I feel joyous when my life is both ecstatic and exciting.
And sadness is when my life is both painful and disappointing. Or in the extreme
suicidal when its both agonous and depressing. 
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Space-Time Thinking 
Now let us examine the process of space-time thinking. To begin with let me draw a
simple diagram of the human brain, this is a side view of the brain and here is the
spinal cord. I will draw an eye out here. And I will put someone out here for the eye to
look at. So lets imagine here you are, here is the side view of your brain and spinal cord,
here is your eye and someone is out in front of you. 

So the first thing that happens when we look at someone is that light reflects off the
individual we are looking at and comes into the eye. An image is reflected onto the
retina of the eye and from there it is conducted to the occipital cortex at the back of our
brain where a little picture is made. Now look up from your reading a moment and look
around the room. You are making a picture from the light waves that are coming into
your eyes right now. That picture is being created in the visual cortex of your brain as
you look around the room. As you examine the picture in your mind, you may think
that you are looking directly at the room or those in the room, but you are not. What
you are really seeing is the output from your an extremely advanced biological
camcorders—your eyes which is then processed by the high resolution color stereo
video receiver in your brain. 
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You can confirm this for yourself right now. If you take your finger, place it on the
outside of your eyelid and then gently press the globe of your eye, as you look at your
room, the image of the room will jump and move. The image jumps and moves just as it
would if you bumped a camcorder while looking through the viewfinder. Now since you
know the room is not really jumping and moving when your push on the side of your
eye, you must be watching a biological television monitor.

If you continue the experiment you will notice that you also can see two images of the
things in your room, this is what physicians call double vision.

Another way to demonstrate double vision is to simply place your finger a few inches in
front of your eyes. Focus on your finger. Now without changing your focus allow
yourself to notice what’s in the background. Whatever is there will be double. This is
what happens when we cross our our eyes. We experience double vision.

Now elementary physics should convince you that you are really not doubling reality.
This double vision is an illusion caused by using two bio-cameras. 

So if you press one eye and see two that is a physical impossibility, you must be simply
moving one of your television cameras out of synchronized alignment with the other.
The reason you have double vision is because we humans have two eyes to allow us the
advantage of stereo vision. When the two images are superimposed upon each other,
when our eyes are binocularly focused, we gain the advantage of depth perception, we
can see in 3D—three dimensions.

Another way to appreciate your three dimensional vision is to simply cover up one of
your eyes and examine the world with one eye. Notice how flat everything appears.
Notice how much more difficult it is to judge depths. Uncover. Cover. Uncover. Cover.
Thus you can compare the two views and most humans much prefer the richness of
stereo vision.

Pictures and Feelings
The point of this experiment is to demonstrate that what you are seeing, what you are
looking at is only a picture of reality. It is a virtual model of reality created by our eyes
and brain. Now this is important because this is how the space-mind works. It thinks
in pictures. The space-mind thinks in images and codes all images with feelings. As you
looking around your room right now notice how you feel. That feeling is being coded
and stored with the image of your room that your biological camera is recording into
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space-mind memory. And, whatever you are feeling as you look about the room is being
recorded with that image. If you are feeling interested and excited then the code for
interest and excitement is being recorded with the image. If you are tired or
disinterested than the code for tired and disinterested is being recorded with the
image. This is true for all images we store. If the last time you saw your husband or
wife you were very angry, close your eyes and recall their image and you will again feel
angry. If the last time I saw a tiger I felt very afraid, when I see that tiger again I will
immediately feel fear. The space-mind thinks in images and codes those images with
feelings. The space-mind is in charge of survival. 

Lets look again at our diagram. There is someone here in front of us. The light hits the
eye is converted to an image and presented to the space-mind for recognition and
action. Now if my space-mind sees the image of this man and searches memory and
finds a recorded previous image of this man encoded with feelings of fear or anger. It
will immediately send a signal down to the amygdala in the limbic system and then on
down to the adrenal gland to release the fear hormone or the anger hormone to prepare
me to survive. So now I will draw the adrenal gland down here next to the spinal cord. 

The adrenal gland is the gland of war. This is the gland of “fight” or “flight.” This is the
gland that releases two very powerful hormones, noradrenalin, the hormone of anger
and fighting, and adrenalin, the hormone of fear and flighting. 
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Noradrenalin produces the physiological changes in the body of the anger response—it
prepares to fight, and adrenalin produces the physiological changes of the fear
response—it prepares us to run. 

Words and Opinions
Now remember, we are always of two minds. The left side of the brain is home to the
time-mind. It does not think in images. The time-mind thinks in words.  The time-mind
thinks in words and forms its words into opinions.

When you are driving your automobile on the freeway your space-mind—which thinks
in pictures or images—is controlling the car while your time-mind is filling your
consciousness with words. The time-mind produces an almost non-stop stream of
words that psychologist call self talk. 

Your space-mind drives the car while your time-mind is yakking away at you. Isn’t
that how it works. Isn’t it going “to da to da to da to da, I’ve got to do this, and I need to
pick this up, and I’ve got to get home, and what I we going to have for supper tonight,
and why did my Boss yell at me today, etc. etc. etc.. And while this non stop stream of
consciousness proceeds the space-mind is competently driving the car without any
problems through rush hour traffic.

My grandmother could watch television and knit at the same time. Her time-mind
followed the plot of the television program, while her space-mind controlled the
knitting needles to make a sweater. But, she occasionally knit the sleeve too long, why?
The space-mind can knit but it can’t count. So once in a while, she had to stop watching
television and use her time-mind to count the loops in her knitting. The space-mind
can’t count but it can perl forever.

When you throw a base ball, the space-mind is doing it. That’s why you can’t tell others
how to throw a ball. When you ride a bicycle it is your space-mind that rides, you can’t
explain how to ride a bicycle either. “Well you just get on it and pedal. You just hold the
handle bars and balance it, you see you just do it. When you do it right you can feel it.
Right.” 

Our space-mind is the basis for our athletic performance. If I let my time-mind have an
opinion about when I should swing at the pitched baseball, I’ll miss. The secret to
becoming a very good athlete is not to think about it. Let the space-mind swing
whenever it feels like it. The moment your time-mind says “now” will always be too
earlier or too late. Your time-mind can’t hit a baseball. Time-mind has lots of opinions.
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Time-mind doesn’t know anything about movement in space. Doesn’t know anything
about control of your swing. People who can dance well, feel the music. They don’t think
about it. People who dance terribly are thinking about dancing. I’m supposed to go
three steps here and one step there, etc. etc., but unfortunately the music isn’t paying
any attention to my opinions.

Again, the space-mind thinks in pictures and codes its images with feelings, while the
time-mind thinks in words and forms the words into opinions.

Going back to our diagram, we will let the clear area represent the Time-mind. The
little image of the man is in the Space-mind. We first find that image find in memory,
Do we find any important feelings coded with that image? If not we can then cross
reference the image with our time-mind do we have a word or name for that image.

That could be Fred or Bill or Bob or my son or my father or my student or my boss or
my supervisor, lets just make it is a friend named John, now do I have any opinions
stored with that word or about that word that would suggest how I should deal with
that individual. What behavior would my time-mind predict is likely from that
individual. Opinions are more complex than feelings, but I might have opinions that
suggest that that individual is my best friend, or a casual friend, or someone I just
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recently met. Opinions are sequential knowing. What have been my sequences of
experience with this individual that are stored with his name. What has happened in
the past. So, based on my picture images and encoded feelings, and my words and the
opinions and predictions that go with those words I may take action.

If I feel threatened, I will stimulate the amygdala in my limbic system and release the
anger or fear hormones from my adrenal gland in preparation to fight or flight from the
individual I am looking at. In the animal mind, actions are only guided by feelings. In
us humans, our actions may be guided by feelings, by opinions, or by both our feelings
and opinions. Any moment of our lives can be examined by both of our minds. The
space-mind recognizes the images and checks the moment for associated feelings, while
the time-mind analyzes the moment and recalls old opinions and makes predictions.
Or, the time-mind may analyze this moment, and through its ability to understand,
form new opinions. And it is the resultant of both our feelings and our opinions that
produce our behavior.

Projection
And, yet despite what I have shown you, it appears as if all this is happening outside of
us—out there in front of me, and not in my head. This is called projection. Our human
brains make such a high resolution virtual world and project it so accurately on the
real world that it is one hundred percent convincing.
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Perception = Sensation + Projection
We create a virtual model of external reality by imagining that reality from the
changes reality effects internally upon us. Animals with their space-minds code
feelings about that imagined reality and project it onto the external reality. We
Humans add our time-mind’s opinions and predictions to our space-mind’s feelings
and project that on the external reality. So perception is equal to our sensations plus
our projected feelings colored by our opinions and predictions.

Most humans are unaware of this amalgamated world view. We mistake our
emotionally and opinion colored perceptions for the ‘real’ world. This often gives us
what Korzybski called a “false to facts” view of reality, and forms the basis for much
human prejudice, and racism. Alfred Korzybski explained it this way:

“In the study of symbolism, it is unwise to disregard the knowledge we gather
from psychiatry. The so-called ‘mentally’ ill have often a very obvious and
well-known semantic mechanism of projection. They project their own feelings,
moods, and other structural implications on the outside world, and so build up
delusions, illusions, and hallucinations, believing that what is going on in
them is going on outside of them. Usually, it is impossible to convince the
patient of this error, for his whole illness is found in the semantic disturbance
which leads to such projections.

“In daily life we find endless examples of such semantic projections, of differing
affective intensity, which projections invariably lead to consequences more or
less grave.”328

We all project—that is not the problem. In fact, projecting is a normal and even
essential part of human intelligence. Rather, the problem lies in the fact that our
projections are often inaccurate, and always incomplete—remember the Principle of
NonALLness. 

Furthermore, things are made worse by the unconscious nature of projecting which
prevents most humans from realizing when they have distorted their perception of
reality with their projected feelings and opinions.

328 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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Space-Mind 
Now let us deepen our understanding of Space-Time Thinking. We will separate the
dual-mind to study the separate functions of the time-mind and the space-mind, but
this separation is a trick of science and rarely found in the real world. 

The Space-mind is adapted to survive in space. What does that mean? Let us return for
a moment to Korzybski’s concept of space-binding.329 Earlier, I explained that: The
power of space-binding is mobility—the ability to move about in space. This is not the
simple motion of plants. This is mobility—running, jumping, leaping, swinging,
swimming, creeping, stalking, crawling, diving, and flying.

The space-binder moves towards a specific and attainable goal—water, food, a mate,
shelter—and in any direction. The mobility of the space-binder is not just motion, it is
controlled motion. The space-binder moves in search of food. For grazing animals the
quest is continuous; for predators, occasional but more strenuous. And all animals are
under constant threat from natural enemies. The animal, therefore, requires sense
awareness—awareness of the space in which he lives. The space-binder uses his
awareness to find food and to warn him of the approach of enemies. A deer may be
motivated by thirst to go to a waterhole, but if it senses a lion, it will refrain. It must
continuously evaluate conflicting stimuli and choose between alternatives,
alternatives of pleasure or pain, alternatives of good space or bad space. Space-binders
are aware of space, they are aware and they think, they think and they decide—
constantly making controlled choices as to where and when to move.

Thinking for the space-binder is wholistic. The animals base their decisions on the
whole situation. When the rabbit hears a sound in the thicket, he must react
instantly, “fight or flight” and the decision must be made now, based on the whole
situation. There is no time for analysis. Only wholistic thinking has the rapidity and
flexibility to allow survival in the adversary world of space-binders. The power to
allow animals move instantly towards good space—space that enables one to survive,
and away from bad space—space that produces injury or death.330

Human intelligence is greater than animal intelligence, but it includes animal

329 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
330 Judy Wilken, Theory of Good Space and Bad Space, 1980, ibid
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intelligence. It includes the space-mind. The space-mind is responsible for survival in
space. The space-mind also controls your body in space. The space-mind dances. The
space-mind walks. The space-mind jumps. If you are an bird the space-mind flies. The
space-mind crawls. The space-mind leaps through the trees. The space-mind controls
motion and behavior in space.

The space-mind is in charge of survival and focused on ‘being’—“To be or not to be” is a
question of survival.331 

To survive never take your eye off of the ball. The ball to the space-mind is the NOW
moment.

Imagine you are sitting in a movie theater. You are watching the movie. Even though
the images on the screen are changing, you experience the movie as just one long now
moment. The following single frame from a film strip shows an airport. The space-mind
views reality as a single frame of an ever changing filmstrip.

Let us begin by examining the world created by the space-mind. Space-mind is in
charge of survival. So it needs to know what the world is really like. Boy if you are in
your space-mind, you better live in the real world. Right? Ever play dodge ball? When I
was a kid, dodge ball was a big game. I don’t know whether they even play it any more.
You go into the gym and line up against the wall and somebody throws a volleyball at
you at high speed. Right? You dodge it Right? You better know where the ball really is
or you are going to get hit. Ever play snow ball fights? Same thing? You better know
where those snowballs really are or you’re going to get hit. The space-mind has to know
where things are in space. Where they really are. When I’m teaching this lesson to a

331 End Redundant Text
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group of students I’ll suddenly toss some object without warning to someone sitting in
the front row, and it’s amazing, they almost always catch it. One hand will fly up and
catch the unexpected object. Their space-mind reflex puts their hand up. The space-
mind has to know what’s real and what’s really going on or you don’t survive. If there
is a tiger in this room I had better know it’s here. So the space-mind makes a picture of
reality from its sense images and feelings

The space-mind focuses on the process of life. How am I being treated? How does reality
feel?

In humans, the space-mind processes the multi-dimensional sense data that makes up
its pictures of reality. These include the ten dimensions of of our external senses—
vision in stereo and color, hearing in stereo, plus smell, taste, touch, temperature, and
vibratory sense. 

Space-mind makes a multi-dimensional sense picture of the here and now. It also
includes all the internal sense data, I am experiencing at the moment of perception. 

“In addition to the 10 dimensional external sense image, there are very
important internal senses as example those produced by the vestibular
organs—semi-circular canals and otolith organs. The semi-circular canals
sense rotation and angular acceleration in three orthogonal planes. The
otolith senses linear motion, linear acceleration, and perhaps gravity.”332

Other internal sense data includes—kenesthetics—muscular tension in all muscle

332 N. Arthur Coulter, Private letter August 12, 2000
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groups, position of all limbs, state of fatigue, etc., as well as feelings of hunger, thirst,
and also the emotional tone—feelings of anger or fear, etc., etc., etc.. All this multi-
dimensional data—external and internal—are associates of the present now moment
that is being perceived by the space-mind.

In the animal world there is no past->present->future. Reality is experienced as one
single =now= moment. All sensory components of the =now= moment are equal. The
perception has length, width, depth, color, directional sound, smell, taste, touch,
temperature, and vibration, and tightly bound to this same percept are all internal
sensations of complex motion, state of the organism, and emotional tone.

Imagine you are driving your automobile, ahead is a traffic signal. The traffic light
turns red. To the associative space-mind “Red IS stop.” The red light EQUALS stop. Red
is IDENTICAL with stop.

A=B=C=E=R=T=Y=F=H=D=G, 
and just as validly

G=D=H=F=Y=T=R=E=C=B=A

I sense the odor of Lion. I instantly search my memory for that smell and its associates.
My memory comes back in a flash with the whole picture.

Smell=Lion=Death=Fear=Run Now!

Spacial intelligence is associative. Space-mind perceives reality by looking for
sameness. It creates its multi-dimensional picture of reality. All components of the
“percept” are EQUAL to all other components. It searches its memory for sameness,
what memories are the same as the =now= moment. Space-mind associates. It does
this by searching its memory of previous percepts and looking for sameness. If it finds
any sameness, it recalls that memory as a whole. The lion’s smell equals the whole
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lion—equals the fear—equals the danger—equals the risk of death—equals the need to
RUN!—equals the NOW moment. So you had best run NOW.

The space-mind generates a percept of the NOW moment. It orders its multi-
dimensional sense data into a WHOLE and calls every part of that percept equal to
every other part of the percept. 

For the space-mind, the smell of the lion is equal to the whole lion. This is important for
survival. So it is an expert at recognizing the whole from a glimpse at the part. 

Functionally, the space-mind is a Space-Associative Perceiver synthesizing sense data
into wholes, synthesizing: SAMENESS INTO WHOLES.

Part 1 = Part 2 = Part 3 = Part 4, 
and just as validly 

Part 4 = Part 3 = Part 2 = Part 1.

The Space-Associative Perceiver associates. It does this by examining the NOW sense
data and searching its memory of past NOW moments for sameness. Are events or
objects the same? Are they always found together? Are they always found in the same
place? Are they the same color—red, green, or blue? Are they the same temperature—
cold, warm, or tepid? Are they the same size—short, tall, or medium? Do they have the
same taste or smell? Are they the same—etc., etc., etc.?

The Space-Associative Perceiver is looking to recognize wholes. It seeks to determine
which parts of reality are the SAME. When parts are EQUAL to each other, they are
part of a WHOLE.

In the world of the space-mind ALL is symmetrical. All is equal in that moment in time
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called NOW. The Space-Associative Perceiver places an equal sign (=) between each
part of the percept. The percept is the multi-dimensional sense-image of the moment
called NOW. The space-mind of animals and humans perceive this moment as
simultaneous and local. 

What is local and simultaneous is here and now. ‘Percept’ is a multi-dimensional
snapshot of the here and now. Summing up, we see:

Space-Mind
Synthesizing wholes in order to survive.
BEING—To be or not to be is a question of survival.
A = B, and B = A
IDENTITY Comparing station for SAMENESS.
SYMMETRICAL
PERCEPT
WHOLE IS DEFINED AS ANY EQUALITY==> 
(A = B), and equally valid (B = A)

HERE and NOW
LOCAL and SIMULTANEOUS

In the world of space-binding cause and effect CAN NOT be distinguished from each
other. They are the same—they equal each other—they are identical. 
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If the effect of a mistake is bad, then within space-mind logic the cause of the mistake is
also bad. This equivalency of cause and effect is just one example of the errors that can
be made by the space-mind because of its time-blindness. The consequences of this
error in relationship to recovering from mistakes is discussed elsewhere,333 and will
be discussed again in the third section of this book—The Metamorphosis.

All humans have a space-mind. It is a powerful and often dominant part of our human
intelligence. As children the space-mind is primary. The time-mind doesn’t even begin
to become significantly operational in most children until they reach the age of four. 

Spacially Associating the Wave-relationship
The Space-minds of both animals and humans are aware of the effect of motion of
‘wave-relationships’ in ‘space-time’. This awareness allows the space-mind to move the
organism towards good space and away from bad space. Towards those ‘wave-
relationships’ it associates with pleasure, away from those it associates with pain.

Good space is syntropic—it is where I increase my order—pattern, organization, form
and relationship. Bad space is entropic—it is where I decrease my order—pattern,
organization, form and relationship.

Adaptation of living systems334 is accomplished through the increase of order335 within
a system. 

Therefore, to move towards good space, to move towards food, to move towards shelter,
to move towards water, to move towards sexual mates, the space-binder must
recognize of the wave-relationships of all those events or systems associated with
increasing order or syntropy for the space-binder. 

The space-binders’ awareness also allows them to recognize and move away from bad
space, away from adversaries, predators, dangers etc. To accomplish this, the space-
binder must able to recognize the wave-relationships of those events or systems
associated with decreasing order or entropy for the space-binder. This is accomplished
through space-thinking, which is associative thinking.

333 Timothy Wilken, A Limit to Knowing, UnCommon Science, UnCommon Sense Library II, 2001,
http://www.synEarth.net/UCS2f/UCS2-08.html

334 Timothy Wilken, The Unified Stress Concept, The Time-binding Trust, 1979-99,
http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcepy.pdf

335 Timothy Wilken, ORDER, UnCommon Science, UnCommon Sense Library II, 2001,
http://www.synEarth.net/Order/UCS2-Science-Order.html
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In other words, the space-binder simply associates the appearance of certain wave-
relationships with either good results or bad results. If the appearance of a wave-
relationship is associated with entropy, discordant results, and loss, the space-binder
feels that as bad space. If the appearance of a wave-relationships is associated with
syntropy, accordant results, and gain, the space-binder feels that as good space. 
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Time-Mind
Earlier I explained that: We humans are Time-binders. We possess the power to
understand and through that understanding to predict and control, and even come to
dominate planet Earth.

The power of Time-binding is to understand—to observe and remember change over
time. Understanding comes from the awareness of time—an awareness that allows
humans to experience time as sequential or linear. Tomorrow follows today as today
followed yesterday. Time always moves from the past to the present, from the present
to the future. Change is bound in time. And time-binders understand change in space
because they are aware of time. 

Time-binding analysis is sequential analysis—linear analysis—focused on the parts
rather than the whole. 

Analytical thinking recognizes cause and effect. Time-binders are the masters of cause
and effect. When humans understand cause and effect, they make scientific discovery.
They make knowledge. When humans make choices based on knowledge, they make
inventions. They make technology. Time-binders are the creators of knowledge and
technology. When knowledge is incorporated into matter-energy, it becomes a tool.
Humans are above all else toolmakers. Most of our knowledge is embedded in our tools.
Human knowledge grows continuously and without limit. As we incorporate our
evermore powerful knowledge into tools. We produce evermore powerful tools.336

Human intelligence is much more than animal intelligence. It includes the space-mind,
but has the addition of the time-mind. The addition of a second mind has given humans
the gift of enormous intelligence. Saying that humans are more intelligent than
animals, is as much an understatement as saying that animals are more intelligent
than plants. 

Awareness of Time 
The time-mind is in charge of understanding. It can understand because it is aware of
time. It is aware of changes that occur over time. Through it’s awareness of time it has
developed the ability to analyze reality. By noticing the changes that occur over time, it

336 End Redundant Text
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has the ability to figure things out. It can notice what comes before what. It can
determine what events cause what effects. It can notice what events precede other
events and in what sequences.

The time-mind experience reality as a series of NOW moments—one after another.

NOW1 » NOW2 » NOW3 » NOW4 » NOW5 » NOW6 » NOW7 » NOW8 ...  » NOWn,
etc., etc., etc.. 

So while the space-mind is focused on an ever changing single frame of the film, the
time-mind sees the whole film strip. It can sequence reality and understand difference.

Sequencing Reality 
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The secret of the time-mind’s power to sequence is that it thinks in words. Words are
simply a sequence of complex sounds created by the human throat, tongue, mouth, and
vocal cords to represent, or symbolize the ‘percepts’ of reality created by the space-
mind. 

Recall from our earlier discussion. An ‘event’ is occurring in the ‘real’ world. 

My space-mind neurologically abstracts information from its multi-dimensional sense
data about that event and forms a picture of ‘reality’—this is our scientific ‘object’, or
in the language of human intelligence science a ‘percept’.

My time-mind then uses a sequence of sounds—a spoken word, or in written form a
sequence of letters—a written word to ‘label’ that ‘object’.

apple
A word is our scientific ‘label’, or in the language of human intelligence science a
‘concept’.

Using Korzybski’s structural differential337 on the next page we see:

337 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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‘reality’
‘event’

‘object’

‘label’

                 

apple

This symbolic representation of ‘percepts’ with a sequence of complex sounds, or a
sequence of written letters is of great utility to the time-mind. It allows the time-mind
to think about things. And, since the space-mind is capable of survival all by itself, the
time-mind has ‘time’ on its hands to think about things—to figure things out. And by
assigning labels to objects we can manipulate and define our labels in our mind space
and figure things out. This ability to label and define objects is what Korzybski called
abstracting, and our human ability to abstract is without limit. 338

338 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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Korzybski’s General Semantics
Alfred Korzybski discovered that abstracting was the mechanism of temporal
intelligence. Paul Dennithorne Johnston explains:

The term abstracting refers to a general-semantics formulation relating to how
we obtain and process knowledge. During abstracting, we process information
by leaving things out. For example, if you look at one face in a crowd, you leave
out the others, and you miss many characteristics of that face. Abstracting
assists survival in many ways. At the biological level, our hearing responds
only to certain frequencies. By further abstracting, we can attribute meaning
to these vibrations in the air, while our connection to those vibrations becomes
less direct. We abstract from the vast variety of electro-magnetic waves
surrounding us in order to see, touch, smell, “make sense” of objects, of space,
of light, of “hot” and “cold.” Conversely, at the verbal level, we can move from
the general to the particular, from dogs to Fido, from politicians as a group, to
Pat the individual, who likes dogs, eats vegetarian food, and owns one old
bicycle.

We abstract in stages, from sensory input to words, from experience to symbols,
at each stage leaving something out, producing incomplete, but useful
working knowledge.

Korzybski created a diagram he called the structural differential to help us
understand abstracting processes. Moving down the structural differential
shows the correct order of abstracting for healthy evaluating, from silent
“facts” to descriptive words. 

The dotted-line “feedback loop” represents projection. It indicates that our
inferences, evaluations, and language influence our perception, often without
our awareness of this influence.

Note abstractions further removed from experience, are called “higher,”
although they appear lower on the chart. As we abstract, we make inferences.
We see the front of a house and infer that it has an interior. In this sense, we
add something of our own, usually based on previous experience. Because we
abstract, we cannot say or know all about anything. Hence the general
semantics principle of non-allness.339

339 Paul Dennithorne Johnston, What is General Semantics, International Society for General
Semantics, 1995, 2001, http://www.generalsemantics.org/study/whatisgs.htm
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Modeling ‘Reality’
The Structural Differential was a tool Korzybski created to help us understand how
humans model reality. We humans each create an internal model of ‘reality’, and then
make our decisions for living in the external ‘world’ based on that internal model. It
would seem obvious then that our success or failure in life will be determined by the
accuracy and completeness of our model of the external ‘world’. 

In the process of adaptation and survival we must rely on our internal model as it is all
we know of the external world. Our space-mind models the external world as a multi-
sensorial image coded with feelings. Our time-mind models the external world in word
sequences of opinions and predictions. We then project our internal model of reality
onto the external world—we project our feelings and opinions onto our perception of
reality.

Perceptions = Sensations + Projections

Projections include all the feelings and opinions, we have formed in a lifetime of living
in and adapting to the external world. They may be accurate or inaccurate, and they
are always incomplete. They may be based on our own experiences or learned from the
words and stories of others describing their experiences.

We humans cannot stop projecting, but we are best served if we remain aware of our
projections, and frequently check them for accuracy and completeness.
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The Importance of Referents
Korzybski insisted that the words we use should refer to ‘reality’. He warned against
using words without referents. A student of Korzybski’s the Gnostic Teacher Vitvan
(Ralph Moriarty deBit) explained it this way. 

Referent refers to something real that has been experienced (an impression has
been established in one’s consciousness, nervous system, etc. by one of the
senses—touch, smell, taste, sight, hearing, and, the mind as sixth sense). The
Referent refers to the ‘thing’, ‘event’, quality, relationship, function, behavior,
etc. being experienced. The ‘event’ occurring in the real world that provoked
our experience is labeled ‘Referent’.

        

From every experience of a reality ‘event’ our mind, consciousness, nervous
system, etc. creates a multi-sensorial image. Korzybski called this multi-
sensorial image the ‘Object’. 
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A memory of this ‘object’ is retained, sometimes fresh, sometimes receded into
the unconscious. Next our mind, consciousness, nervous system, etc. chooses a
‘Label’ to represent the ‘Object’ in the form of a word, sign, symbol, etc.. 

Here the natural order process is described. First a real ‘event’ is experienced,
the Referent; second, the mind creates an Object and retains an imagic
memory of the experienced ‘event’; then, third, a Label in the form of a word,
sign or symbol is used for the purpose of communication. 340

Korzybski explained:

“The natural survival order is “senses” first, “mind” next; object first, label
next; description first, inference next,. The reversal of the natural order
appears pathological and pathogenic and is found as a symptom in practically

340Martin Euser, Highlights of Vitvan’s teachings, The Internet, 1998
http://members.tripod.com/~m_euser/articles/vithl1.htm
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all forms of “mental” ills, as well as in most human difficulties and
disturbances which, at present, are still not considered abnormal. Thus,
objectivity is ascribed to words, “mind” projected into “senses”, inferences
evaluated as descriptions. … Observations on human levels show that we still
copy animals in our nervous responses, confuse orders of abstractions (non-
existent for the animals), leading fatalistically to the reversal of the natural
order and to pathological results, making the great majority of us unsane.” 341

Now let us add projection to our diagram to complete the natural order.

Martin Euser continues:

Vitvan strongly warned against the use of words for which no proper referent
exists. He designated the ‘building up of words, labels, etc. for higher order
abstractions’ without referents as the “Tower of Babel.” 

341 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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The point is that we form notions when we hear words, even when we don’t
have referents for these words—our nervous system creates artificial
referents in such cases. And, after repeated exposures to these words without
referents, we create false-to-fact notions. The continual and habitual use of
words without referents is devastating. 342

Words without referents are meaningless. The practice of using such words
increasingly distances us from reality, and we become—to use Korzybski’s term—
unsane. 

We often hold opinions that are based on words that have no referents. We may hold
racial or ethnical opinions about other people that have no basis in ‘reality’. I grew up
in a town where there were no black people. My opinions about black people were all
based on hearsay—on what I heard from my parents, family, friends, and strangers.

342Martin Euser, Highlights of Vitvan’s teachings, 1998, ibid
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We humans often project these ‘false to facts’ opinions on to others creating prejudice
and racism. This exactly the point Korzybski and Vitvan are making. We must always
check our higher level abstractions to be sure they have referents, and are as accurate
an complete as we can make them. It is ideal that they be based on our actual
experience of reality. If they are not, then at the very least we need to know that they
are not, and act with caution. If we are to make sense of our world, we must remain
connected to reality. 

Paul Dennithorne Johnston continues his explanation343 of General Semantics: 

Consciousness of Context: From use to use, our words don’t mean precisely
the same thing. Our interpretation of words depends partly on their context.
We assign different meanings in different contexts. Korzybski devised the
formulation multiordinality to describe how we give words different meanings
depending on their level of abstraction. For example, consider the phrase “The
meaning of meaning has a different meaning depending on context.” Here the
word “meaning” refers to different, not the same, “meaning” in several ways.
To complicate matters, the term “meaning” consists of a high abstraction, not
something we can see or touch.

Korzybski advocated developing a continuing awareness that we abstract, so
that we will recognize the incompleteness of knowledge, expect the
unexpected, and thereby reduce stress and shocks to the nervous system. To
help us develop consciousness of abstracting, so that we will remain connected
to “facts,” to the world of experience, he formulated some tools which he called
the extensional devices.

“Facts” vs Words — Extensional vs Intensional: To avoid linguistically
created delusions, we stay connected to the world of lived-experience.
Korzybski called this extensional behavior.

We experience the world in at least two ways: (i) through our senses; (ii)
through our language. Although we “live” in language, language does not
duplicate or replace silent, un-speakable, lived-experience. 

“The map is not the territory.” 

343 Paul Dennithorne Johnston, What is General Semantics, 1995, 2001, ibid
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When we recognize that the word is not the thing, that language does not equal
what language represents, we make a profound epistemological statement
about how we know what we know. In a sense, we put language in a secondary
position. Things-events come first, or should I say our experience of things-
events comes “first.” We encounter language “later,” and use it to describe,
“store,” and pass along experience.

Extensional Evaluation — “Facts” First: The term extensional refers to
putting experience before language. When we sense, observe, and then
describe, we evaluate extensionally. This Korzybski considered a healthy and
sane way to go about making our evaluations of the world. To observe, test,
sample, look, touch, etc., then describe.

Intensional Evaluation — “Facts” Last: If we put words before experience,
we evaluate intensionally. This orientation Korzybski called “un-sane”
because its linguistic delusions can seriously endanger our success or
survival. For example, if we believe that we can create good health by saying
“I’m healthy” and continuing with unhealthy habits, we have behaved
intensionally. Similarly, if we think we can change something by changing its
name or description, we’ve used intensional thinking. Consider how we use
terms such as “downsizing” or “diet.”

When we put words first, instead of facts first, we call this reversed order
abstracting. We can describe “safe brakes” and then, because we have a
description, we may think they exist on our car. We might represent such
word-before-thing behavior by reading up the structural differential rather
than down. In contrast, general semantics seeks to follow the methods of
science, observing before defining.

Using a scientific approach of observing, questioning, and re-checking “facts,”
we can reduce “un-sane” intensional evaluating, and encourage “sane”
extensional evaluating. Hence the title of Korzybski’s book, Science and
Sanity.344

We can use high abstractions without drifting off into intensional delusions.
We use words such as beauty or bad, or theories such as general semantics,
and these prove useful in certain contexts. We enjoy poetry: “…that which we

344 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
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call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet. …” However, we recognize
the multiordinality of terms, that we give a word diverse meanings depending
on its relations with other words. Developing a keen awareness of the
distinction between words that refer to things we can point to, and words that
refer to theories, propositions, and high-level abstractions such as “truth,”
“meaning,” or “credit,” will help us think more critically and evaluate more
effectively.

Un-sane Evaluating: Korzybski maintained that putting words ahead of
facts caused much human misery, because it leads to dysfunctional, un-sane,
evaluating and behavior. To achieve more sane behaviors, we must look first to
experience.

Elementalism — Fracturing the Whole Experience: Our language habits
encourage certain delusions. Using words, we can split apart that which one
can not separate in experience. We can say “mind” or “body,” but in practice
we can’t separate a mind from its body. This linguistic split Korzybski called
elementalism. As a result of such verbal splits, we may seek or rely on things
that don’t exist.

Non-Elementalism: The principle of non-elementalism reminds us that we
can’t separate a mind from a body, thinking from feeling, living from
environment, action from consequences, etc. It leads to some holistic terms,
such as mind-body, organism-as-a-whole-in-an-environment, and semantic
reaction. Semantic reaction refers to the whole response of an individual: a
biological-emotional-verbal response which includes changes in adrenaline
levels, muscle tension, digestive fluid, thoughts-feelings, as well as verbal
utterances, all inseparable inside the skin.

“Testing by Experience: We respond to our inferences and evaluations, we
live holistically, non-elementally, all-of-a-piece, our experience a seamless flow.
We then carve life up into separate bits — words. We make many inferences
about the existence of things. We create verbal theories, descriptions, value
systems, etc., about economics, politics, society, gardening, dreams, driving,
crime and punishment, etc. But such verbal constructions are not things-
events. We must put our verbal inventions to the test of experience. 

We must ask, “Does the map fit the territory?”
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Because we abstract from an “infinite” universe, we won’t find a perfect fit.
However, we often make maps that fit well enough for practical purposes.
Korzybski’s extensional devices enhance our mapping by keeping us grounded
in experience.

Avoiding UnSanity with Extensional Devices
Critical Evaluating with the Extensional Devices: To reduce stress and
danger, and reach our goals, we must think and evaluate more critically. To
accomplish this, we can use Korzybski’s extensional devices: dating, indexing,
quotes, hyphens, and etc. / et cetera.

Dating: According to current scientific theory, everything changes at some
level, from micro-changes at the cellular or atomic level, to macro-changes of
the shifting earth and the expanding universe. We use the extensional device
Dating to keep aware of change. San Francisco1906 is not San Francisco1989.
The banana I bought two weeks ago is not the same banana today. My friend
John1990 is not my friend John1995.

Indexing: Current scientific theory postulates that all things are unique in
space-time. The principle of non-identity holds that no two things are identical
in all respects. The extensional device of indexing reminds us of uniqueness by
specifically tagging individual things or events with an index number. Not all
dogs bite; dog-1 bites; dog-2 and dog-3 do not. Behavior-1 is not behavior-2.
Car-1 is not car-2 . You’ll find examples of index numbers in use in daily
living: serial numbers, license plates, social security numbers.

Quotes: Quotes alert us to regard with caution terms such as “mind” or
“truth.” In general semantics, quotes also indicate when we have used an
ordinary word, such as “abstracting,” in a manner unique to the system.

Hyphens: We use hyphens to repair elementalism. They rejoin that which
language has split apart, for example mind-body, or thinking-feeling, or
organism-as-a-whole-in-an-environment.

Etc. / Et cetera: Because we process knowledge by abstracting, we cannot say
ALL about anything. We use etc. as a reminder of the general semantics
Principle of Non-ALLness.

Using extensional devices as silent “tools,” not necessarily speaking or writing
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them, will enhance critical thinking and evaluating by helping us stay with
the specific here and now.

Is-of-Identity: Now that we’ve discussed abstracting and related terms, we
can look again at the is-of-identity. We understand how such use of “is” can
give rise to verbal delusions by confusing levels of abstracting. As Irving Lee
wrote:

“…When the “is” leads to the identification of different levels of
abstraction, implying in the utterance that one “thing” can exist as
another.... “Man is an animal”; “Joe is a radical.”... The “is” of
identity serves to link two nouns, obscuring the differences between
silent and verbal levels. …

“…Perhaps the “is” can be translated by “exist.” The sentence would
then read, “The word ‘man’ exists as the word ‘animal.’ ” Put this
way, we have an obviously impossible situation.” 345

Is-of-Predication: Another mis-use of “is,” the is-of-predication, gives rise to
further confusion, particularly when it encourages us to project our own
perceptions and evaluations onto the world “out there.” As Irving Lee explains:

“Here we make the assumption that characteristics exist in “things,”
whereas they are to be found only in the relation of an observer to
what is observed. This “is” covers up the fact that impressions arise
in us. …

“When a form of the verb “to be” connects a noun and an adjective, we
invariably express a false-to-fact relationship. …

“…“The leaf is green” implies that the green stands for some kind of
objective existence in our world. … What does the “green” represent?
… the “is” form of the sentence reverses the facts, in so far as the
“color” is attributed to the leaf rather than to processes in the
nervous system of the observer. ”346

345 Irving J. Lee, Language Habits in Human Affairs, Second Edition. Concord, CA: International
Society for General Semantics. 1994.

346 Irving J. Lee, Language Habits in Human Affairs, 1994, ibid
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Conclusion: General semantics posits humans as immersed in two “worlds”:
firstly, the world of experience, in which we live, breath, feel, touch, taste,
walk, undergo emotions, work, play, etc.; secondly, the realm of words, in
which we evaluate, speak of, and record the first realm. One world does not
equal the other, and to maintain our sanity we must maintain awareness of
the differences between experience and language. If we live in language first,
we may believe that labeling something means we know it, that re-classifying
or re-naming something means we’ve changed it. We may ignore danger
because our delusional descriptions have declared the situation safe. “This
nuclear waste is permanently contained.” “Your feelings never get hurt.” “I’m
always cool and rational.” “Don’t say it, you’ll make it happen.” “Pat is to
blame.” If we put experience first with an attitude of “let’s see,” we will
improve our chances of success and survival though more appropriate
evaluating.

General semantics theory offers formulations such as non-identity, abstracting,
non-allness, non-elementalism. To bring theory into practice we use “tools”
such as the extensional devices, and various forms of the structural
differential diagram. In experience, we can’t split theory from the practice. In
general semantics, a combination of the two helps us distinguish between
sense and nonsense, to stay with the observable, to avoid metaphysical,
intensional, tautological answers that just explain words with other words.

Although general semantics provides tools I use for improved evaluating and
communicating, I don’t call myself a “semanticist.” I use a screw driver, but I
don’t call myself a “screwdriverist.” Avoiding the is-of-identity, I hesitate to
say I am anything, and I feel less restricted by self-imposed labels as a result.

I’ve subtitled this article “A Personal View.” Have I left out something
important? Probably. According to the Principle of Non-ALLness, I can’t say
all about anything—especially in a few pages of my personal abstraction of
general semantics which I arrived at by leaving things out, and adding
inferences of my own.

Although we can’t say it all, we can say that general semantics helps us cope
more successfully with the differences between words, which tend to stay the
same, and experience, which keeps on changing. 347

347 Paul Dennithorne Johnston, What is General Semantics, International Society for General
Semantics, 1995, 2001, http://www.generalsemantics.org/study/whatisgs.htm
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The World of “IS” & “OUGHT TO BE”
I have created the metaphor of the world of “is” and the world of “ought to be”, to
remind me of this important distinction. The space-mind, to the best of its ability,
makes a picture of the world as it IS. However, even this picture leaves out a lot of
information, but it is as accurate as the space-mind can make it. The space-mind lives
in the “real” world. Only by dealing with reality as it is can it successfully survive.

Time-mind’s ability to symbolically represent the space-mind’s ‘percepts’ with a
sequence of complex sounds, or a sequence of written letters allows the time-mind to
think about things. By assigning labels to objects time-mind can manipulate these
labels as if they were the objects they represent. These labels can then be assembled
into meaningful sequences or ‘concepts’. The Time-mind uses words and sentences to
describe that world of “is.” By labeling different aspects of the world as it is, it can
understand how that world works. Through this understanding, it imagines how the
world could be. Time-mind forms opinions of about the world of is. “This isn’t right.”
“He shouldn’t act that way.” “You shouldn’t say that!” Etc., etc., etc.. So we find the
time-mind is constantly creating a word description of the way the world “ought to be.”
This is then an opinion—a concept of the “ideal” world. 

Dual World Views

SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND
Space Associative Perceiver Time Analytical Conceiver

pictures words
feelings opinions

‘objects’ ‘labels’
percepts concepts

Extensional Intensional
World of “IS” World of “Ought to Be”

“REAL” “IDEAL”
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Korzybski explained that most humans are unaware that these two world views even
exist. They make no distinction between percept and concept—no distinction between
the the “real” world as sensed and perceived by their space-mind and the “ideal” world
as labeled and conceived by their time-mind. 

Unaware of the dual world created by their dual minds, most humans mix these two
distinct views of reality creating a condition that Korzybski called being unsane. 

✺
As I mentioned in The Science: Chapter 1, We should then use Korzybski’s convention
of dating to identify which model of ‘Nature’ we are talking about. Universe1763 is not
Universe2006, Just as Scence1763 is not the same as Science2006.

NOW 1763 is not NOW 2006. It is the time-mind that distinguishes between them. It is
the time-mind that is sensitive to difference.

Alfred Korzybski invented the extensional devices to help us talk about reality without
becoming confused by the differing views of reality created by our dual-mind.
Korzybski was not aware that humans had two minds, but he was aware that there
was a strong area of confusion between what he called extensional reality and
intensional reality.

As Ralph E. Kenyon, Jr., explains:

How do we describe the structure, as we understand it, of nonverbal “reality”,
the event level? We often cite Heraclitus as the father of the general-semantic
view that the world is a continually changing process, that never are two
things the same, and that, at the macroscopic level, nothing remains the same
for even the shortest period of time. We use the extensional device called
‘dating’ to indicate that the things referred to are constantly changing
(Process nature of reality.) 

Heraclitus of Ephesus (about 500 to 460 B.C.) said: “You cannot step twice into
the same river, for other waters are continually flowing on.”

Riverstep 1 ceases to be and riverstep 2 comes to be. (This sure sounds like dating
to me!) We also use the extensional device called ‘indexing’ to indicate that the
things referred to by the same word are different (no two things are the same).
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(Dog1 is not Dog2, etc.) To use the extensional device called the ‘hyphen’, and
speak in terms consistent with our view of modern physics, we would say “No
distinct space-time events are identical.”

…Dating distinguishes different temporal coordinates among events and
indexing distinguishes different spatial coordinates among events. We can
argue that ‘indexing’ is a more general term and that dating is a special case
of indexing, one limited to differences in time. In any case, we distinguish
among space-time events referred to with the same word by adding an
indexing scheme.348

Understanding Requires Awareness of Sequence 
The time-mind generates analytical thinking. We can understand that cause and effect
are sequential. We can analyze an event and discover that cause and effect are
different. Sequence is meaningful to our temporal intelligence—sequence is
meaningful to a time-binder. 

Our time-mind thinks in words. It understands the past, present, and future. Why?
Think about words. Spoken words are a sequence of sounds, and written words are a
sequence of letters.

w»o»r»d»s 

Words have a beginning, a middle, and an end. Think about sentences. If I were to turn
my head and speak a sentence, imagine you could see those words as they emerged
from my mouth. You would see a string of words: 

The»quick»brown»fox»jumped»over»the»lazy»dog.

1»2»3»4»5»6»7»8»9»10» …  ∞

A»B»C»D»E»F»G»H»I» …  Z

Past » Present » Future 
Awareness of TIME—awareness of Past»Present»Future—is simply awareness of
sequence. First A then B then C then D» Etc.»Etc.. 

348 Ralph E. Kenyon, Jr., The Impossibility of Non-identity Languages, General Semantics Bulletin
55, 1990, http://www.xenodochy.org/gs/ah/imposs.html
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Sequence is an ordered linear chain. And awareness of sequence allows time-mind to
comprehend duration—time.

Our human sensitivity to sequence allows us to analyze process. This leads to the
concept of causality. An event that consistently occurs before a following event is
thought to cause the following event. 

This is not to say that all preceding events are the causes of all following events.
Sometimes the proximity of events in time are just coincidents. However, often an
event that consistently precedes a following event is the cause of that following event.
First something causes an effect then that effect becomes the cause of another effect
and so on and so on. Thus, the time-mind comes to understand process through its
temporal analysis of sequence.

This ability to sequence is the secret of our human ability to understand. The human
mind has the ability to analyze sequence and determine cause and effect relationships
and thus come to understand. This leads to the ability to make predictions. 

Cause1»Effect1

              Cause2»Effect2

                            Cause3»Effect3
                                          Cause4»Effect4
                                                         Causen»Effectn

So when I see Cause1, I can predict Effect1, when I see Causen, I can predict Effectn.
And if I know the larger sequence, when I see Cause1, I can predict Effect4.

Time-mind orders percepts by difference. All parts are unequal to each other. Time-
mind builds concepts to explain reality. Concepts are asymmetrical models of the
mechanism of reality—models of process. All is asymmetrical. All differs from moment
to moment. The Time-Analytical Conceiver places an arrow (->) between percepts
and/or parts of percepts. Concept is the one dimensional symbolically-coded list of
percepts stored as to their order of occurrence. And, so we see:

Percept1 -> Percept2 -> Percept3 -> Percept4 -> … Perceptn.

All moments are experienced and ordered as Past->Present->Future. This is
temporally sequential and linear. What is temporally sequential is THEN and THEN
and THEN. Concept is a one-dimensional algorithmic of THEN and THEN and THEN.
Imagine you are driving your car. then the light turns red. The red light means STOP.
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Because the ANALYTICAL time-mind is SYMBOLIC, the ANALYTICAL time-mind
understands that “Red MEANS stop.” That the red light is a symbol representing the
recommended action. On the other hand, the ASSOCIATIVE space-mind believes that
“Red IS stop.” 

Another example are words them selves. As Dr. Schiffer explained in Chapter 5, there
is evidence that the right brain can speak in a limited way. Space-mind can recognize
some words. It is especially good with names.
However there is an important difference, my ANALYTICAL time-bind processes the
word John as a SYMBOLIC representation for my next door neighbor. It understands
that the sequence of phonetic sounds that form the spoken word “Benjamin” or the
sequence of letters that form the written word “Benjamin” is a symbolic representation
that can be used to think or talk about my next door neighbor. The spoken or written
word Benjamin MEANS my next door neighbor.

The space-mind processes the word Benjamin as a whole. It is not sensitive to
sequence. My ASSOCIATIVE space-mind actually believes that the word Benjamin IS
my next door neighbor. The sound or the image Benjamin EQUALS my next door
neighbor.
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This is why the ASSOCIATIVE space-mind often makes errors in processing related to
its identic nature. It may see things as being the same or equal that really aren’t.
Alfred Korzybski called this the Error of Identity.349 Recall from Chapter 2 of The
Science section what happens when we believe that Mistakes = Badness. 

Sequential Order
Sequence is very important to the ANALYTICAL time-mind. It understands that:

A->B->C->D->E->F->G->H, but H does not precede G.

I study nature. Plant seeds->water and care->harvest the plants->cook the plants->
eat the plants. But I can not eat bread, I have not made.

Asymmetry is the rule.—This ability to order difference allows the Time-Analytical
Conceiver to sense time. To be aware of Past->Present->Future. To sense change over
time and eventually to predict and control change over time. This leads to the main
power of the Time-Analytical Conceiver—the ability to conceptualize reality. This leads
to mastery of cause and effect.

c->e
     c->e
          c->e
               c->e
                    c->e
                         Etc.
                             Etc.

And if you know how a phenomenon is generated you can create a future with that
phenomenon changed or eliminated. Percept1 is different from Percept2 is different
from Percept3 is different from Percept4. Concepts are asymmetrical models of how
reality evolves.

The»quick»brown»fox»jumped»over»the»lazy»dog.

1»2»3»4»5»6»7»8»9»10» …  ∞∞∞∞

A»B»C»D»E»F»G»H»I» …  Z

Past»Present»Future 

349 Timothy Wilken, Scientific Mistakes, UnCommon Science, UnCommon Sense Library II, 2001,
http://www.synEarth.net/UCS2.pdf
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The Time-Analytical Conceiver analyzes. It does this by examining the NOW sense
data and searching its memory of past NOW moments for difference. 

The Time-Analytical Conceiver is seeking to differentiate wholes into parts. It pulls
things apart using its opposable thumb. It’s trying to understand. It does this by
picking things apart—by finding parts inside of wholes.

As it examines the liberated parts, its discovers that often the parts are different. 

How are events or objects different? Are they sooner/later, bigger/smaller,
warmer/colder, shorter/longer, lighter/heavier, sweeter/sourer, etc., etc., etc..

How can it order that difference? How about from smaller to larger?

Or perhaps, from lighter to brighter
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When it finds difference it asks what are the Cause-Effect chains that will explain
those differences? If I can understand the Cause-Effect sequence that produced this
NOW event. I can be more effective at making choices that will make that particular
event more or less likely to occur in the Future. It can use its understanding to act in a
manner that facilitates or prevents a future event from occurring.

In the world of the time-mind ALL is asymmetrical. All is different in the realm of time
called Past->Present->Future. 

The Time-Analytical Conceiver places a difference sign (➜) between each part of the
symbolically represented percepts—using labels to represent these parts,
distinguishing the differences and sequencing these labels into ordered concepts. The
concept is the ordered sequence of labels forming a representative description of the
temporal processes found in the  Past->Present->Future. Summing up, we see:

Time-Mind

Analyzing PARTS—In order to understand
BECOMING—To become or not to become is a question of meaning. 
PARTS— -> A -> B ->
DIFFERENTIATION
ASYMMETRICAL
CONCEPT

Comparing station for DIFFERENCE.

PART IS DEFINED AS ANY DIFFERENCE==>

   -> A ->

ASYMMETRICAL
ANYWHERE in the PAST->PRESENT->FUTURE  
GLOBAL and SEQUENTIAL

Temporally Analyzing the Wave-relationship
Time-binding is the ability to notice, analyze and understand the change of ‘wave-
relationships’ over time. Time-binding allows humans to predict where-when ‘matter-
energy’ will intersect ‘space-time’ to produce either an entropic ‘wave-relationship’—
something bad for them, or a syntropic ‘wave-relationship’—something good for them. 
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By studying the history of ‘wave-relationships’ (sensitivity to the past), the time-binder
can predict when he may encounter syntropic or entropic phenomena. This sensitivity
allows the time-binder to understand “cause and effect.”

✺

Before moving on to a more detailed explanation of dual-mind intelligence, I once again
return to Leonard Shlain350 to help us improve our understanding of cerebral
lateralization and the role of space-time in human thinking. 

My order of presentation here generates some redundancy, but the overall integration
of ideas works better. Again, I denote my comments and annotations with copper font.

350 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS: Parallel Visions in Space, Time, and Light, William Morrow
and Company, Inc, New York, 1991
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RIGHT/LEFT
by Leonard Shlain 351

Now mark what I say. The Right Eye looketh forward in thee into Eternity. The
Left Eye looketh backward into Time. If thou now sufferest thyself to be always
looking into Nature, and the Things of Time, it will be impossible for thee ever
to arrive at the Unity which thou wishest for.

—Jakob Böhme352

Nothing that is vast enters into the life of mortals without a curse.
—Sophocles

In the late seventeenth century, the mathematician Blaise Pascal distinguished
between two different mental operations. One he characterized as the sudden grasp of
knowledge leading to a total comprehension of all facets of a concept simultaneously;
the other he described as patient analytic reasoning, proceeding in a sequential
fashion. Although poets, artists, and mystics had long embraced it, Pascal was the
first scientist to conceptualize this duality of the mind. It was another century before
this dichotomy in mental processes Was deemed to have a basis in anatomy, when in
1864 John Hughlings Jackson, the great neurologist, surmised that the two cerebral
hemispheres of the brain performed different functions.

Using Jackson’s observations, astute physicians gradually detailed asymmetry in the
two hemispheres by recording different manifestations of injury to the brain’s various
regions. Extrapolating from these collections of symptoms, or syndromes, they pieced
together the puzzle of a normal brain’s organization.

In the late 1950s, Nobel Laureate Roger Sperry performed surgery on cats and
monkeys, dividing the corpus callosum, the broad band of neurons that connects the
brain's two hemispheres. Not only did his commissurotomized animals survive, but
there was little adverse effect upon their observable behavior.

Emboldened by Sperry’s work, two neurosurgeons, Joseph Bogen and Philip Vogel,
performed the same radical surgery on humans for the first time in 1961, selecting

351 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS, ibid, Chapter 26, pp. 390-401
352 Jakob Böehme, Dialogue on the Supersensual Life, trans. William Law et al., Ungar, 1957, p. 60
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only patients who were severely incapacitated by recurrent epileptic seizures and
were refractory to all medication. Bogen and Vogel hypothesized that by surgically
dividing the corpus callosum they could prevent seizures from spreading across it
from one cerebral hemisphere to the other, thereby hindering the attack in its advance
and making it more amenable to control.

Their patients experienced a marked diminution in the severity of their epileptic
attacks. At the same time, they provided an unprecedented opportunity for scientists
to study each cerebral hemisphere’s function in isolation. After these patients had
recovered, Sperry and Michael Gazzaniga studied them by asking them to perform
various tasks combining perception and hand motor skills. Their results convincingly
revealed the very different responses of each cortex.

The essential features of right/left brain asymmetry are fairly well known today
because they have been popularly disseminated. It is generally understood, for
example, that each side of the brain controls the functions of the body’s opposite side:
that the left brain controls the right hand, and the right brain controls the left hand.
It is also known that each hemisphere normally works in close cooperation with the
other; and that they cannot fully be divided according to their discrete functions.
Nevertheless, brain commissurotomy has dramatically highlighted those tasks that
are best carried out by each side.

In order to construct an analogy between the brain organization of a single individual
and the global consciousness of the entire planet, I shall use as my model the brain
organization of someone who is right-handed and left-brain dominant. I do not intend
by this method to dismiss the 8 to 9 percent of the population who are left-handed and
right-brain dominant. Rather, I wish to use the commonest mode and thereby avoid
bogging my discussion down in disclaimers and qualifiers. In fact, most of what
follows is true for left-handers in reverse. However, the analogy is not complete
because left-handers are not simply right-handers’ mirror image. The dysfunction
that occurs as a result of left-brain injury in right-handers is so great in terms of
human interaction that the left cerebral hemisphere has come to be known as the
dominant lobe. Therefore, I shall refer to the left brain in this chapter in its
conventional manner, as the dominant hemisphere.353

353 Author’s Note: Right-handed left-brain-dominant readers should not feel too smug,
however. Without reading further in this footnote, please perform a simple exercise
with me. First, fold your hands and interdigitate your fingers. Now, please observe
which thumb in top. If you have placed your left thumb over your right, as many
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While there have been many objections to the oversimplification of the brain
lateralization scheme in recent years, certain straightforward facts cannot be
dismissed. If a right-handed person has a major stroke in the controlling left
hemisphere, a catastrophic dysfunction of speech, motor activity, or abstract thinking
will occur. Conversely, a significant stroke in the right brain will impair an
individual’s ability to solve spatial problems, recognize faces, or appreciate music.

The place to begin is on the right side, since, from an evolutionary point of view, it is
the older: It begins to develop and mature sooner than the left in the first fetal months.
In addition, the right side of the brain is older than the left because it is closer to the
earlier evolutionary patterns of behavior.

The neuroscientist Paul MacLean proposed in 1977 that each person has a three-
layered brain corresponding to the history of all brains’ evolutionary development; he
calls this unit the triune brain.354 In MacLean’s scheme, the reptilian is the oldest
layer, buried deepest in the brain and capable only of instinctual responses. The
reptilian brain is overlaid by a paleomammalian brain which generates our basic
emotions. Growing atop the other two, the imaginative and intelligent human cerebral
neocortex is divided into right and left hemispheres capable of creating art and
physics. According to MacLean, these three brains in one operate like “three
interconnected biological computers, [each] with its own special intelligence, its own
subjectivity, and its own sense of time and space. …”355 The atavistic human reptilian
brain, which he calls the R-complex, contains programs of behavior that are rigid,
obsessive, compulsive, ritualistic, and paranoid. The old mammalian brain,
anatomically known as the limbic system, is the seat of archaic emotions that drive
feeding, fleeing, fighting, and sex, and thus ensure survival. Since all emotions are
either disagreeable or pleasant, pleasure and pain are the two criteria by which the
limbic system judges all experience. Of the two cortical hemispheres, the right is in
more direct communication with archaic reptilian instincts and primitive mammalian
emotions.

An instinct permits no variation in an organism’s response to a specific stimulus.
Instincts are “hard-wired” into the brains of lizards and snakes, forcing them to
respond repetitiously to any particular stimulus. In mammals, emotions may be

right-handers do, the nondominant right side of your brain plays a larger role in your
psychic makeup than you may have previously believed. 

354 Paul MacLean, Brain Evolution Relating to Family, Play, and the Separaton Call, Archives of
General Psychiatry 42 (April 1985) pp. 405-416

355 Judith Hooper & Dick Teresi, The 3-Pound Universe, Dell, New York, 1986, p. 43
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thought of as instinct’s truncated remnants. They differ from the reptiles’ autonomic
mechanical responses in that they are only one half of an instinct. A specific stimulus
impinging upon the mammalian sensory apparatus always activates the same release
of complex chains of neurotransmitters and hormones. Emotions impel mammals and
their descendants, primates, to commit repetitive instinctual behavior patterns. Fear
impels them to run away. Hate, anger, and jealousy impel them to kill. Envy and greed
impel them to steal, lust to put aside caution and act in a manner that may even be
dangerous for their safety. However, mammals have more complex brains than
reptiles and can make decisions; they are therefore capable of choosing among
different responses. For instance, lust may impel a young male elephant seal to want
to copulate with a female, but fear of the alpha male seal’s strength makes him
hesitate. There is a choice the mammal makes, to challenge the older bull or to
restrain his desire.

Humans, due to the gift of the cerebral cortex, have free will, which enables us to
override our emotions and modify our response to environmental provocations. A
human has many choices; horses very few; small lizards none at all. Anyone who is an
astute observer of the human condition would agree that most of the time it is a very
fuzzy distinction. The veneer of civilization is like the thin outer layer of the cerebral
cortex: Both are the only barriers against primeval urgings thumping up from below,
demanding release from their subterranean limbic passages. Since the right
hemisphere is older than the left, it is the one that responds to these atavistic
holdovers—instincts and emotions—from an earlier stage of evolution.

In the following discussion, I have categorized each hemisphere as having four major
characteristics. The first characteristic of the right brain is pure being. Because it is
closer to our atavistic heritage, the right brain is better able than the left to
appreciate the feeling states that are complex expressions of our emotions, such as
laughter, faith, patriotism, ecstasy, love, aesthetic appreciation, and harmony.

There is not a crisp nomenclature for feeling states. Each renders the reporter
relatively inarticulate; none can be precisely or adequately enunciated in scientific
language and they remain ambiguous whenever anyone tries to pin them down. They
are nondiscursive.

Further, feeling states are nonlogical, and defy the rules of conventional reasoning.
One cannot be argued into or out of a feeling state. When Blaise Pascal commented,
“Le coeur a ses raisons que la raison ne connaît pas” (“The heart has reasons that
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reason will never know”), he pointed out the difference between the kind of knowing
that goes on in the emotional right brain in contrast to that in the cerebral left.

Feeling states are authentic; once a person has experienced love or ecstasy, he knows it
with an internal authority and its authenticity is beyond debate.

The essence of a joke, faith in God, and patriotism are all nondiscursive, nonlogical, and
authentic: so are the reasons you love someone, how you have a hunch, or why a
particular painting, beautiful to another person, is not beautiful to you. These
affective states, standing in the shadows of our ancient beginnings, overwhelm the
brain’s more recently evolved glib facility with words. Each feeling state lies beyond
the tight circle of logic. When pressed to explain affective states, people usually fall
back upon the tautology “It is because it is!”

Feeling states do not progress in a linear fashion, but rather occur all-at-once.
“Getting” the punch line of a joke causes a sudden explosion of laughter. 

*When it comes to understanding the mechanism of humour, I think Shlain has things
oversimplified. Humour involves both the right and left brains. While the right brain
is better able “to appreciate the feeling states that are complex expressions of our
emotions, such as laughter… ,” the left brain plays a critical role in understanding the
sequence of a funny story. 

When someone is telling a funny story, the tale is revealed in a linear fashion. Most
jokes are told verbally in a sequence of words. Shlain would agree that it is the left
hemisphere that is aware of sequence. Without an understanding of sequence, there
can be no expectation. Our right brain has no expectations. The space-mind is never
amazed. It can be frightened or angered, but never amazed. Animals have only the
space mind, and we never see them laughing.

What makes a story funny is that it comes out differently then we expect it should. In
fact, the best comedians deliberately lead us away from the unexpected outcomes that
will be revealed by their punch lines. And, while a humorous reaction does seem to
happen all at once—it is really the UN-expected conclusion to a linear chain of words
that strikes us as amusing. The more surprised we are—the more clever the
misdirection—the funnier we find the story. Comedy is amusing to the dual-mind.
Shlain continues.
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An intuitive insight seems to come out of nowhere. Love at first sight such as Dante’s
encounter with Beatrice happens all at once. Religious conversions can take place in a
flash, like the epiphany Saul of Tarsus had on the road to Damascus that led him to
become Paul.

After being, the second major characteristic of the brain’s right side is its
comprehension of images. The right hemisphere can take in an entire tableau at a
glance and recognize the grand picture in a holistic manner. It can appreciate the
relationship of parts to the whole and build up a complete picture from a few
fragments. The right side assimilates images as gestalts, which means seeing all-at-
once.

The image cognition of the right brain is best exemplified by the way people recognize
faces. A person’s face can be altered dramatically by wrinkles and baldness; yet we are
still able to identify a childhood friend in a crowd decades after we last saw him. The
astonishing ability to recognize faces is so innate that, for the most part, we take it for
granted. But some unfortunate individuals, having suffered a stroke or other injury to
their right brain, cannot recognize other people at all. Of even greater import,

they sometimes are unable to recognize themselves. Their own faces in the mirror are
strangers’ faces, demanding that they come to grips with who they are anew every
day.

Metaphor, the third characteristic of the right hemisphere, is a mental innovation
arising out of a unique combination of feeling states and images. While there are no
neat ladders whose numbered rungs lead to the ledge upon which feeling states rest,
they can be reached by the magic carpet of metaphor. Metaphor derives from two
Greek words: meta, which means “over and above,” and pherein, which means to “bear
across.” A metaphor allows a leap across a chasm from one thought to the next.
Metaphors have several different levels of meaning simultaneously perceived and
supply a plasticity to language without which communication would be less
interesting in most cases, very difficult in some, and in a few, impossible.
Communicating any emotion or affective state depends heavily on the use of metaphor,
because while the so-called objective world can be described, measured, and
catalogued with remarkable precision, the internal world of emotions and feeling
states eludes such analysis.

The verbal art form of metaphor is poetry. Some interesting evidence for believing that
metaphor is a function of the right brain is the finding by neurologists that a few
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right-handed left-brain-dominant patients who have suffered a major left-lobe trauma
rendering them speechless can still recite poetry that they knew before their trauma.
Philosopher Hannah Arendt agrees:

The metaphor, bridging the abyss between inward and invisible mental
activities and the world of appearances, was certainly the greatest gift that
language could bestow on thinking, and hence on philosophy, but the
metaphor itself is poetic rather than philosophical in origin.356

Metaphor’s cousins—similes, analogies, allegories, proverbs, and parables—each in
their own way allow multiple simultaneous means of interpreting one single set of
words. Their use in dream interpretation, myths, and religions are well established in
many cultures. There is evidence to suggest dreaming also occurs principally in the
right hemisphere since split-brain patients who verbalize only what is going on in
their left brain, which is essentially cut off from its right half, have reported a
cessation of dreaming. Mythos and dreams, both closely linked to metaphors, reside
principally on the right.

The most compelling combination of metaphor and image is art. Great visual art is
nondiscursive, nonlogical, authentic. The artist frequently uses visual metaphor to
transport a viewer from a neutral affective state to complex feeling states, for example,
awe. When art is successful in metaphorically “bearing” us “across and above,” there
are no transitions. It is an all-at-once quantum jump. When this happens, we
somehow know we are in the presence of great art. Henri Matisse once wrote:

The only valid thing in art is the one thing that cannot be explained, to explain
away the mystery of a great painting would do irreplaceable harm, for
whenever you explain or define something you substitute the explanation or
the definition for the image of the thing.357

The same right hemispheric area that enables us to recognize faces helps us to
appreciate the subtleties of portraiture. Not only are the characteristics of visual art
responsive to the right hemisphere's abilities, but also the single most common image
found in Western art is the representation of the human face. As further evidence for
the placement of art to the right, T. Alajoanine, the neurologist, describes a prominent
painter who suffered an extensive left-brained stroke rendering the artist aphasic:

356 Hannah Arendt, On Thinking, The New Yorker, November 1977, p. 146
357 John Russell, The Meanings of Modern Art, Harper & Row, New York, 1974, p. 287
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His artistic activity remains undisturbed; indeed he has even accentuated the
intensity and sharpness of his artistic realization and it seems that in him the
aphasic and the artist have lived together.358

The fourth and last major feature of the right brain is its ability to appreciate music.
This attribute shares with emotions that it, too, is a primitive response present in
many other animals. Music differs from mere sound in that while both proceed in time,
the right lobe can integrate multiple simultaneous sounds issuing forth from different
sources into an all-at-once harmonious feeling state we perceive different from other
sounds. We call this music. Extremely difficult to define, the difference between noise
and music is something each of us is quite sure we can distinguish. Music
demonstrates again the ability of the right brain to process information in an all-at-
once manner.

Damage to the dominant left hemisphere usually stills the voice of language, but the
musical ability to sing frequently remains. Perhaps the earliest recorded observation
of this split was this description of a patient, recorded by Dalin in 1745, who

… had an attack of a violent illness which resulted in a paralysis of the entire
right side of the body and complete loss of speech. … He can sing certain
hymns, which he had learned before he became ill, as clearly and distinctly as
any healthy person. However, it should be noted that at the beginning of the
hymn he has to be helped a little by some other person singing with him.
Similarly, with the same type of help, he can recite certain prayers without
singing, but with a certain rhythm and in a high pitched, shouting tone. Yet
this man is dumb, cannot say a single word except “yes” and has to
communicate by making signs with his hand.359

Doctors continued to record similar observations during World War I, working with
soldiers who had sustained traumatic injuries to their dominant hemispheres and
become mute, but who could sing many songs they had learned before they were
injured. Other instances of this split included the French composer Maurice Ravel,
who suffered a stroke in his left hemisphere which left him unable to speak, write, or
read musical notation.360 Yet, he could sing and play on the piano from memory any
piece he knew before his stroke. Alexander Luria, the Russian neurologist, reported a

358 Robert E. Ornstein, The Natue of Human Consciousness, W. H. Freeman, San Francisco, 1968, p.
106

359 Robert E. Ornstein, ibid, p.104
360 Robert E. Ornstein, ibid, p. 106
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case of a composer who created his best work after he was rendered speechless by a
massive stroke in his left hemisphere.361

These case histories lend credence to the tale that Mozart asked his wife to read stories
to him while he composed. By distracting his left brain with spoken language, his
music-oriented right brain would have been freer to compose unimpeded. Carl Orff,
the choirmaster of the famed Vienna Boys Choir, seems to have understood this
dichotomy in brain function intuitively, because he would not accept a child into his
choir who had already learned to read and write.362

The separation of music and speech centers in the brain was convincingly
demonstrated in experiments with commissurotomy patients. Neuroscientists,
knowing that sound entering either ear goes to both sides of the brain, played a
recording of a song into the ears of these split-brain patients. Then, using a specially
designed screen that could flash questions to each hemisphere individually without
showing them to the other one, they asked each hemisphere to repeat what it had
heard. When the question was put to the right brain, the patients hummed the song’s
melody but were unable to enunciate the words. When the left brain was asked what it
had heard, the patients could flatly repeat the lyrics of the song but could not hum its
melody.363 The conclusion to be drawn from all this evidence is quite clear. Music is a
function that resides principally in the right hemisphere. Orpheus, the poet-musician,
holds court in the nondominant right side.

We can see that the right hemisphere processes information as an all-at-once holistic
gestalt by using multiple incoming, converging determinants and integrating them
synthetically. Simultaneity, the opposite of sequential time, is unique to the right
brain which functions best in a visio-spatial context, correlating parts to a whole
while intuiting diverse relationships among them. Since multiple determinants,
multiple emotions, multiple meanings, multiple images, and multiple sounds
converging into one state are expressed most easily through the metaphor of space,
the right side is the better side for appreciating dimensions and judging distances.
Driving, skiing, and dancing are the right side’s province. Complex images, such as
the human face filled with the subtle, constantly fluctuating expressions of varied
emotions, are also best appreciated by the right brain. Indeed, all the right brain's
principal attributes—being, images, metaphors, and music—are echoes of
evolutionary techniques used by our recent zoological ancestors to comprehend
reality, and are perceived holistically.

361 Robert E. Ornstein, ibid
362 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1965, P. 40
363 Doreen Kimura, Cerebral Dominance and the Perception of Verbal Stimuli, Canadian Journal of

Psychology 15, 3 (1961): 166-71
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In contrast, the newer, left cerebral hemisphere controls the dominant right hand and
is concerned with doing rather than being. *I prefer the term becoming in this
context. Since the act of willing most often originates from the left brain, the right
hand usually picks berries, throws spears, and fashions tools. Instead of simultaneity,
the quality that makes us Homo faber, the toolmaker, depends on a sequence of steps
that exist in time.

I suspect that the reason the left brain usurped the sovereignty of the mind from its
elder twin is that uniquely human sounds—words—are generated there. As befits the
myth of the origin of the alphabet—King Cadmus sowed serpents’ teeth and the letters
that sprang from the soil appeared as armed warriors—language, too, is action-
oriented. Words are the very essence of the action mode; with them, we abstract,
discriminate, analyze, and dissect the world into pieces, objects, and categories that
we can then grasp metaphorically and literally. A vocabulary is a set of tools we use to
act on the environment.

The left hemisphere is the seat of 90 percent of all language centers that exist in the
brains of right-handed people. From the left brain comes the generation and
comprehension of speech with all its intricacies of grammar, syntax, and semantics.
Speech allows us not only to communicate with each other, speech also allows us to
talk within ourselves only to ourselves. Lower creatures can signal and advanced
animals can inform, but only human beings can question and, further, dispute the
answer. Words are the second major attribute of the left lobe.

The development of a language with which to question and dispute went hand in hand
with the third feature of the left lobe—abstract thinking—which is the ability to
process information without the use of images and is the opposite of metaphorical
thinking. Words are image substitutes the mind uses in building concepts. The mind
can then use language alone to rearrange these concepts and solve problems. When
humans went beyond thinking in pictures, they made a transformative evolutionary
leap. Meaningless phonemes generated by the early humans’ larynx became the words
of speech and the tools of abstract thought. Later, when they combined the
meaningless letters of an arbitrary alphabet to form visual words to represent the
world, they created the very first abstract art form: written alphabet language. The
human species has combined meaningless sounds with meaningless symbols and
created civilization.

Abstract thinking is, for the most part, performed within the context of causality. It
most probably evolved from early hominids’ categorizing the world into spatial events
occurring in time. The mental grid work that resulted from the human brain’s
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conception of the intersection of space and time could then have created the conditions
to recognize causality and formulate logic. As a result, the primary benefit our species
derived from the use of abstract thinking was the enhancement of foresight.

Logic depends upon the proposition if-then. A hypothetical “if” scene or idea is worked
out in the mind and then held to the left of now, that is, in the past. Next, the mind
proposes an equally hypothetical “then” scene or idea, and places it to the right of now,
that is, in the future. One may then mentally deduce the likelihood of the “if”
proposition leading to the “then” proposition, and initiate or withhold appropriate
action. Clearly, logic is not holistic, nor is it conceived as a gestalt. It depends mainly
on the notion of sequence.

If-then syllogisms have become the most reliable means to foretell the future, replacing
omens, portents, and oracles. The rules of logic form the foundation of science,
education, business, and military strategy. Logical thinking differs from the other
common mental activities such as imagining, intuiting, reflecting, reminiscing,
ruminating, or daydreaming in that it alone depends on the belief in a rigid coordinate
system of absolute space and invariant time.

The fourth characteristic unique to the left hemisphere is number sense. Although the
ability to count began in the visio-spatial right brain, and all higher animals can
separate the concept of “oneness” from “twoness” or “manyness,” the human ability to
permutate larger numbers was something radically new in the animal world.
Calculation requires a level of abstraction that goes beyond the concrete workings of
the right brain. Besides the language of speech, the left hemisphere also developed a
language of number. Through mathematics, the left brain can rearrange meaningless
symbols that stand for numerals into simple arithmetic, or it can work them into the
intricate infinitesimal calculus. The critical significance of number sense is evident
when small children learn the alphabet, they also learn to count.

All the innovative features of the left hemisphere—doing, words, abstract thinking, and
number sense—are principally processed in time. To develop craft, strategy, language,
logic, and arithmetic the mind must range back and forth along the line of past,
present, and future. The ability to fashion a tool with the right hand issues out of the
left brain and depends heavily on the ability to memorize a series of steps in
sequence.364 The dominant hand is a specialized limb that is an extension of the
sequential left hemisphere.

364 Author’s Note: While birds and beavers engage in a similar complex activity, they do
not “learn” how to build nests or dams, nor must they remember the exact sequence of
steps in their construction; theirs is instinctual behavior. 
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Time’s function in speech is evident because language can be understood only if one
person is talking at a time. It is very difficult for a person to follow two different
conversations simultaneously. By contrast, we can listen to all the instruments of a
seventy-piece orchestra’s simultaneous sounds and hear them holistically, all-at-once.
Unlike music, we experience language one word at a time, one sentence at a time, and
one thought at a time.

Logic, algebra, and physics equations all proceed in time; line-by-line proofs are their
essence. Sequence is also the very crux of the language of numbers; it is impossible to
think of arithmetic without the framework of time. Indeed, a series of numbers is a
sequence.

Brain lateralization research has confirmed that there are indeed two different kinds
of cognition. One is the old phylogenetic learning rooted in the right hemisphere,
vision-based and dependent on space. The newer left side learns information by rote in
sequence. We act when an interhemispheric consensus is reached between our two
minds. The four key features of the right brain are its holistic, synthetic integration of
being, images, metaphor, and music. It functions in an all-at-once mode. The right
hemisphere’s topography can be mapped for the most part using the vectors of space.
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In contrast, the left brain excels in doing, words, abstract thinking, and number sense.
It functions in one-at-a-time sequence, and its faculties depend upon the durations of
time. Being, metaphor, image, and music are the essence of art. Doing, reason, abstract
thinking, and number are the crux of physics. Art lives principally to the right;
physics resides mainly to the left.
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SPACE/TIME
by Leonard Shlain 365

From the point of view of evolutionary epistemology, the principal lesson of both
special and general relativity theories is this: Human beings are organisms
capable of manipulating internal representations of the world by means of
concrete operations and can transcend the bounds of their biologically given
perception. They can liberate themselves and construct a view of reality that
conflicts with intuition, yet gives a truer, more encompassing view.

—Max Delbruck, Nobel Laureate366

Time & Space are Real Beings, a Male & a Female. Time is a Man, Space is a
Woman.

—William Blake367

Issuing as they do from different hemispheres of the human brain, the coordinates
space and time are bound up in the separation of art and physics. The history of life on
this planet can be expressed in terms of a gradually enhanced apprehension of the
three vectors of Euclidean space and the three durational states of time. Homo
sapiens, one of the latest arrivals, is the one species that can conceptualize all six
subdimensions of the two coordinates completely because we alone can fully conceive
of the future. Only after Einstein can we now appreciate the existence of a seventh:
the spacetime continuum. An overview of the climb up from no dimensions to six will
help us to understand the significance of his insight more fully and to assimilate the
accompanying revolution in art more thoroughly. Then we will be able to see how the
sharp division between space and time that resulted from this evolution fits with the
dichotomy between the right and left hemispheres of the brain.

The contemporary essayist Lewis Thomas points out that at the beginning of the
universe there was neither space nor time, therefore the opening silent event should

365 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS: Parallel Visions in Space, Time, and Light, William Morrow
and Company, Inc, New York, 1991, Chapter 27, pp. 402-411

366 Max Delbrück, Mind from Matter, Blackwell Scientific, Palo Alto, 1986, p. 222
367 William Blake, The Complete Writings of William Blake, ed. Geoffrey Keynes, Oxford University

Press, Oxford, 1966, p 614
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more appropriately be referred to not as the “big bang” but rather the “big light.” From
out of this explosion of pure energy, both space and time were born. Within billionths
of a second after the flash, scintillating elementary particles of matter precipitated out
of the glare, creating a hot, restless primordial soup. In the next three hundred
thousand years these tiny motes coalesced into simple atoms, which we might think of
as infinitesimally small “Legos.” From that moment forward, atoms the smallest
functional units in the universe, slowly began to accrete into objects of tremendous
size and power. Atoms formed the stars and provided the source for their prodigious
energy. Stars joined together to form galaxies and galaxies conglomerated into
clusters.

Approximately fourteen billion years later, on the fourth planet circling an ordinary
star at the outer edge of our galaxy, carbon-based molecules began to aggregate into
forms that would eventually writhe into the branches of the tree of life.

After another three billion years, what had been Earth’s primordial slime glimmered
with sentience. At first there was merely a dull awareness of the environment on the
part of simple organisms. Later, with the increasing complexity of the nervous
systems through successively more sophisticated phyla of animals, consciousness
supplanted sentience. And somewhere in the last three million years of this long
progression, the self-reflective conscious mind emerged, only fully developed in the
human species.

If an observer had been present at any of the earlier stages in this evolutionary
progression he would have found it impossible to anticipate, guess, or surmise the step
that was to follow. Which is the more incredible leap: the emergence from out of
nowhere of particulate matter precipitating out of sheer plasmic energy, or the
smallest atom arrogating unto itself the power of stars? Neither event could have been
more astonishing than the advent of self-replicating molecules, or the staggering
momentousness of mind arising from the primeval swamp. Each of these steps along
evolution’s way was made essentially without transition; each appears to have been a
quantum leap without antecedents. The new form at every new plateau was like a
butterfly emerging from its chrysalis, completely metamorphosed from something
entirely different.

The evolution of life-forms on Earth seems to move in the direction of organisms that
are increasingly cognizant of the subdimensions of space and time. A short excursion
through the phyla will establish the hierarchy of this imperative. Plants, the planet's
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earliest biological adventure, cannot perceive any dimensions because they do not
have nervous systems. It must be a given that the appreciation of space and time
requires some kind of apparatus with which to do so. Plants represent the “point” of
Euclidean geometry. The first animal organisms, denied the use of the sun as primary
energy source, ate the plants as a substitute. But to consume the algae, the single-
celled herbivores had to find them. A paramecium or amoeba, propelling itself toward
nutritional stimulae and recoiling from noxious ones, lives out its life in a one-
dimensional tunnel Its sentience is so rudimentary that on can say it exists only in
the first dimension of space: a “line.”

Not until the advent of flatworms does a nervous system appear that is elongated into a
neural tube with a protuberance at the front end that branches into two lateral lobes.
It is probably here that an organism begins to appreciate space from side to side, as
well as to and fro. Because it has developed right and left symmetry, the elemental
worm-brain is the likely candidate first to have apprehended the second spatial
dimension, breadth, Existence for this organism is played out upon a geometrical
“plane.” Planaria, the flatworm, is the original “Flatlander.”

When Devonian fish evolved with an eye and a cerebellum, they achieved the capacity
for a full appreciation of the third spatial dimension, depth. From the vertebrates
onward, all life-forms had the neurological equipment necessary to apprehend all
three vectors of Euclidean space: length, breadth, and depth. Their world was
contained within Euclid’s solid geometrical shape: a cube.

Still missing from our story of evolution is a sense of time. None of the aforementioned
organisms experiences duration. They need no awareness of time because their
internal clocks are set by genetics and instinct alone. Programmed into their behavior
pattern are the earth’s daily revolution, the lunar periodicity, and the yearly
equinoxes. Instead of a sense of time, they have what biologists call circadian
rhythms. All organisms up to and including reptiles live in the thin slice of the
present. To a fish, to a flatworm, to an amoeba, there is no past, and there is no future.
Since it lacks the power of recollection, it is not possible for a crocodile to remember
who or what it ate for lunch. All animals up the evolutionary chain through reptiles
are prisoners locked in the solitary confinement of the flickering now.

If we define intelligence as the ability to respond flexibly to environmental
provocations, then intelligence had not yet appeared upon the earth’s evolutionary
stage at the time that dinosaurs reigned. The dinosaurs and their descendants, the
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reptiles, had hard-wired brains with mental programs probably limited to: See! Act!368

Their most complex behaviors, as best we know, were instinctual. Dinosaurs
responded mechanically to the same stimulae. Without a memory to hold the past for
comparison to the present, there could be no thought. Without a memory there could
be no mind because its necessary prerequisite, an appreciation of the coordinate of
time, had not yet evolved.369

The appearance of mammals two hundred million years ago marks a sharp division in
evolutionary history. Mammals descended from a transitional group of mammal-like
reptiles paleontologists have named therapsids. Dinosaurs, which were true reptiles,
dined heartily upon the therapsids and, it is generally believed, brought about their
extinction. The therapsids’ last gesture, however, was to spawn the tiny progenitors of
the mammals.370

In order to survive, these animals became progressively smaller and more
inconspicuous. Tyrannosaurus rex could hardly have taken notice of the minute
malanodon shrew. But the huge dinosaurs were cold-blooded and depended upon the
heat of the day to be active. Because they were daytime creatures, vision was their
most important sense. They needed the light from the sun to see what was going on
about them. The warm-blooded mammalian line adopted the opposite approach,
becoming active at night when the dinosaurs slept. Under the cover of darkness,
mammals needed a primary sense other than sight to inform them about the world. To
this end they evolved a keen sense of smell.

Whereas sight is largely a holistic all-at-once sense, the nose must process smells one-
at-a-time. The ability to recall odors in sequence gave mammals the skill necessary to
sally forth successfully in their nightly foraging for food. A place was established in
their developing brains to hold the first memory on the planet thus creating the first
epiphenomenon of thought. In contrast to perceiving visual information all-at-once,
the reptilian method, the mechanism by which the mammalian cerebral cortex
recreated the past was its invention of sequence.371 Odors arranged in a distinct order

368 Robert Jastrow, THE ENCHANGED LOOM: Mind in the Universe, Simon & Shuster, New York,
1981, p. 53

369 Author’s Note: While most reptiles lack a time sense there are exceptions. The giant
Komodo lizards, which can grow to ten feet in length and weigh two hundred pounds,
can stalk a deer relentlessly for days, an activity that could imply the possession of a
sense of time. Reference: Paul MacLean, Brain Evolution Relating to Family, Play, and the
Separation Call, Archives of General Psyhiatry, 42 (April 1985): 411

370 Paul MacLean, Brain Evolution Relating to Family, Play, and the Separation Call, ibid
371 Robert Jastrow, THE ENCHANTED LOOM, p. 54
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were the key to memory, initiating one-at-a-time thinking. For instance, a small
mammal’s chances for survival were enhanced if, when venturing forth in the
nocturnal primeval forest, it could remember the location of last night’s dining spot.
The animal had to hold constant in its memory a specific smell sequence something
like this: first, twenty feet to a decaying log’s odor, then turn left thirty feet past the
dinosaur scat’s pungent scent, proceed for ten feet to the right and finally arrive at the
termite nest that provided the previous night’s sustenance.

In such a rudimentary state, only the dimmest glimmer could exist of the possibilities
inherent in thinking about what had not yet happened. Although it is impossible to
know with certainty, most likely early mammals had a very limited ability to
manipulate the past and project it into the future. Nonetheless, they were capable of
having a thought. Thinking is the formulation in mental terms of a segment of reality
that is no longer before the senses. Every thought is an afterthought Despite its
primitive nature, a single thought is the first. smallest unit of the grand edifice later

to emerge in humans: the self-reflective mind.

Once mammals could conjure up purely mental pictures of earlier experiences, they
could escape the narrow confines of the present. Then, for the very first time, a life-
form could live not only in space but also in time. The proto-memory laid the
groundwork for planning, choices, and learning by trial and error. Smells also
enhanced mammals’ identification of their offspring, and bonding between members of
a species began. For purposes of species survival, bonding was a considerable
improvement over the habits of reptiles, some of whom will eat their hatchlings if they
happen to slither by as the eggs crack open.372 With the debut of memory, the heavy
hand of instinct began to lift and intelligence tentatively and shyly appeared on the
planet.

The olfactory lobes of the emerging mammalian brain contributed to the rapidly
enlarging cerebral cortex, whose first major innovation was to stretch the dimension
of now backward in time. The past found a place there as a memorized sequence of
smells. In other words, the cortex, the crowning achievement of evolution thus far and
the prerequisite for mind, had its roots in odors. As testimony to its humble origin, the
neurons from the nose, unique among the senses, connect directly to the higher
cortical centers.

Traces of the connection between smell, sequence, and memory remain. For example,

372 Robert Jastrow, THE ENCHANTED LOOM, ibid
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until the missionaries introduced mechanical clocks in the seventeenth century, the
Chinese and Japanese had for thousands of years measured time by graduations of
incense.373 Not only the hours and days, but the seasons and zodiacal signs were
sequentially indicated by a succession of carefully ordered scents. In the 1930s, Wilder
Penfield conducted a series of experiments upon his neurosurgical patients, in which
he stimulated certain areas of the exposed brain with a tiny electrode and thereby
evoked long-lost childhood memories that reappeared to his patients with vivid clarity.
These visual memories were inevitably associated with deeply experienced smells that
accompanied the memories.

As mammals developed, the cerebral cortex continued to expand so vigorously that
eventually it had to start folding in upon itself in order to remain inside the confines of
the skull. The bibbed, wrinkled brain of the early mammals is much smaller than ours
but it has the same essential format. Despite this similarity, there is little brain
lateralization in mammals.374

No one knows how or why the mammalian—and particularly the primate—brain
developed a future sense. A number of hypotheses exist; what follows is mine. As we
have seen, the nose played a decisive role in the brain’s invention of the past. The
progenitor of the future, however, was the eye. Although the early mammals developed
amazing night vision because of their nocturnal habits, these adaptations diminished
the value of daylight sight and retarded the overall development of this vital sense.
For the mammal’s survival purposes, hearing was a more accurate warning system
than vision. The ear provided a twenty-four-hour, 360-degree trip wire alert. Smell,
too, required no light and could serve as a Distant Early Warning system. Another
important factor diminishing sight’s value was that most nocturnal mammals were
vegetarian and in the dark smell was far superior to vision when it came to locating a
stationary delectation.

As the dinosaurs became extinct, however, mammals began to move out of the night
into the bright noontime sun and take possession of the day.375 The eye developed into
a spectacular sensory organ in only two very different creatures: birds and primates.
Birds and mammalian primates both lived too high off the ground for smell to be
useful in finding food. Further, for primates especially, seeing clearly and judging
distances was a matter of life and death. Shaped by these environmental pressures,

373  Marshall McLuhan, UNDERSTANDING MEDIA; The Extensions of Man,New American Library,
New York, 1964, p 136

374 Bruce Bowen, A ‘Handy’ Guide to Primate Evolution, Science News, 7 (January 1989): 10
375 Robert Jastrow, THE ENCHANTED LOOM,p 61
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sight in these two forms reasserted its earlier hegemony. In order to accommodate the
primates’ need to see by both day and by night, as well as their need to see both near
and far, their eye’s retina increased in complexity building upon the specialization
that had begun in earlier animals. Two entirely different functional areas
characterized by two contrasting types of cells populated the retina: rods in the
periphery, and cones in its center.

Rods, named for their cylindrical shape, are extremely light-sensitive. Originally
evolved during the long night of the mammals to detect the presence of even minimal
light, they permitted mammals to see in the dark. Their function in sunshine enlarged
so as to give each organism an overall picture of the world before it. Since the rods
were evenly spaced throughout the retina’s periphery, birds and primates now could
take in everything in their visual field simultaneously, in one grand gestalt. By giving
the brain the information necessary to integrate the visual relationship of the parts to
the whole, rods gave to vision its simultaneous all-at-once quality.

 
In humans, this function of the retina is so important that the rods enlist the entire
body to help them perform: The brow becomes unfurrowed and tension diminishes as
the pupil dilates, letting in maximum light. The eyes become unfocused in order to see
everything rather than one detail, and the skeletal muscles relax into a passive stance
as consciousness, like the gears in a car, downshifts into idle. This visual, physical,
and mental state is known a. contemplation. The right hemisphere of the brain is best
able to appreciate these states since the right all-at-once brain is older than the left
one-at-a-time brain. From an evolutionary point of view, rods are much older than
cones; all eyes have them.

The cones, the other component cells of the retina, are evolutionarily speaking, recent
arrivals and their function is something new.376 They congregate densely en masse in
the central part of the eye called the macula, where the fovea centralis at the macula’s
center is vision’s focal point. Cones allow a creature to see color and to see with great
clarity. Because of the sophistication of their cones, birds and primates could not only
identify one brightly colored seed or fruit among green foliage at great distances, they
could also abstract a single detail from a wealth of visual data and scrutinize it
separately from the rest by fixing if with the piercing gaze of the macula.

376 Author’s Note: As evidence of their newness, cone vision does not develop for many
months after birth. Rod vision is present within days but the maturation of the
macula is not completely functional until six months later.
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Instead of contemplation, which characterizes the rods’ use. in humans, concentration
is associated with the visual state of scrutiny during which the entire body’s sense of
alertness is heightened. Skeletal muscles tense while the pupil constricts and the
brow furrows, effectively reducing the amount of light entering the eye and shutting
down the light-sensitive rods. Intense concentration upon a colored detail, the special
gift of the cones, is very different from holistic contemplation, the relaxed, open-eyed
activity of the rods. The left brain’s . discriminatory analytic mode is better suited
than the right’s for the concentrated vision of the macula.

According to my hypothesis, there was a significant price to pay for shutting out the
rods’ distracting visual information. The macula can concentrate on only one detail of
the whole picture at any given moment. Its vision is tunnel vision, similar to looking
out at the world through a cardboard tube. Therefore, examining an object with this
part of the retina unwittingly creates the illusion of the passage of time. Because each
section of visual reality is inspected in sequence, the focusing power of the macula,
and specifically the fovea centralis, reinforces the mental conception of time because
the pictures generated out of this small central area of the eye can be processed only in
a one-at-a-time manner.

Because macular vision examined what was and then moves on to what is, it enabled
the emerging brain to consider the possibility of what comes next! By demanding the
conceptualization of next! the macula forced upon the brain that there could be a next!:
that something follows from a series of events that marches out of the past. This
process is called foresight—that is, a sense of the future.

The need for retinal cone specialization, with its concomitant increase in brain
complexity, is particularly acute in predatory birds, predatory mammals, and the most
predatory primate, the hominid. Because plants can’t run away, a horse munching on
some grass need not be mindful that his next mouthful will bolt for the barn. But a
predator must focus its attention on its prey and observe not only where dinner is, but
also where it might be going.

This feature of the cones can best be illustrated by example. Imagine walking into a
dark theater, your eyes not yet adjusted to the dark. The usher leading you down the
aisle stops, then turns on a flashlight. As the beam scans a row, one person after
another appears within the flashlight’s narrow circle. As the flashlight leaves one
person, he disappears, while the next person magically emerges. The flashlight beam
is like the tunnel vision of the macula. Although everyone in the theater row is
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already, there, searchlight vision isolates them in a one-at-a-time manner creating the
illusion that objects existing in relation to one another in three-dimensional space are
now sliding by in an orderly sequence of time.

I propose that the highly evolved splitting of the visual functions within each human
eye accelerated the division of the cerebral cortex into two different functional lobes,
and that the unique requirements of tunnel vision created an evolutionary imperative
that forced the brain to speed up the division of its perceptual assignments into two
separate sides. This process, which began when early mammals smelled sequence in
order to remember the past, now accelerated because of the new directive from the
primates’ macular cones to imagine the future.

On casual examination, the human brain appears to be a symmetrical, bilobed
structure. Neither macro- nor microscopic examination of the lobes reveals any
significant difference between them. Yet each hemisphere is in charge of entirely
different functions. Each eye, too, is a perfect mirror image of the other, yet each has
within it a sharp division of function, and the contrast between the rods and the cones
corresponds to the contrast between the right and the left brain. The rods and the
right brain share the ability to see the holistic gestalt—to perceive reality all-at-once.
The cones and the left brain, on the other hand, see the world in a one-at -a-time
manner. To “abstract” something means to tear out of the whole one segment that can
then be studied in isolation. Abstract thought, the highest cortical function of the left
hemisphere, has much in common with the abstract visual capability of the cones.377

The sharp division of hemispheric attributes is unique in its extent only in humans.
What evolutionary advantage could this new dual brain have conferred upon early
humankind? It made our distant ancestors supremely intelligent among animals. The
division of functions gave Homo sapiens two separate brains in one head. The right
and left hemispheres are essentially two independent, conscious individuals each able
to solve problems differently, each capable of independent decisions, memories,

377 Author’s Note: Some support for this hypothesis of synchronous eye and brain
specialization derives from the observation that songbirds, the only other species
besides humans whose brain hemispheres are extensively lateralized, share with us
the probing macula. In their incredible production of birdsong, songbirds are also
capable of vocalization whose complexity is evocative of human speech, and which
they generate principally from their brains’ left hemispheres. Sequence, too, is a
crucial characteristic of birdsong, since altering the order of a call changes its entire
meaning. Moreover, a bird—the parrot—is the creature on earth that can most
accurately memorize and mimic the sequences of human speech. Parrots generate
mimicry from their left hemispheres, and are also endowed with sharp maculae.
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judgments, and actions. Since intelligence means a flexible response to environmental
stimulae, the more flexible its response capabilities, the more intelligent an organism
is. Splitting the brain of Homo sapiens into two separate functional units did not
result simply in a near doubling of the potential number of responses; instead, the
constant feedback between the lobes has led to an infinite variety of responses.

As we have seen, the right side of the brain specializes in the simultaneous
coordination of information in space, while the left side collates data sequentially
perceived in time. This arrangement forces on dual-brained humans the illusion that
reality is a series of causal events that appear in three-dimensional spatial extensions
in a specific sequence on a conveyor belt of time. Almost two centuries ago, Kant
surmised that space and time were the two basic categories of appearance: Indeed,
they are not only mere categories, but each has its own anatomical mailing address.
Evolution has conferred dominance upon the new left brain, I suspect, because causal
thinking, which can predict the future, depends on sequence.

The nose remembered the past and the eye envisioned the future. By dilating the limits
of the present, mammals and especially one primate, Homo sapiens, extended the
appreciation of time in both directions. For this development to occur, under the
pressure of environmental change, the brain lateralized. Events and functions that
took place largely in space were assigned to the older right hemisphere. All of the
wondrously unique functions of the new left lobe—craft, speech, abstraction, logic, and
arithmetic—are dependent on a sense of time. In the history of life on this planet, the
left hemisphere is something new under the sun. It is not just a part of the brain. It is
actually a sixth sensory organ encased within the skull, charged with the task of
apprehending time.378

✺

Leonard Shlain is one of humanity’s best thinkers. His books are full of unique and
creative ideas. They are a joy to read and think about. I cannot recommend them too
highly. 

As we try to understand our human intelligence we must avoid assuming that duality
implies that we have two separate minds. We must avoid the mistake of trying to
understand our behavior as an either/or phenomena. Most of the time its both-and.

378 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS, 1991, ibid
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And sometimes our two minds work together in a powerfully co-Ordinated and co-
Operative manner that genius is produced.

And, so while these two minds are distinct and different, and capable of functioning
independently, in normal well humans they function together as a team. Our two
minds always have the potential for that very special relationship where the sum of
their combined abilities is much much greater than the sum of their abilities as
individuals.

However to really understand human intelligence, we must break it apart into its
component pieces, and then reassemble it. To accomplish this, the Synergetic Theory of
Space-Time Intelligence incorporates, expands and integrates the work of many other
scientists. Beginning with the next chapter, we will examine these component works
more carefully. They include: N. Arthur Coulter’s Human Synergetics,379 the Dual
Mind Hypotheses of Human Intelligence,380 Alfred Korzybski’s the Theory of Time-
binding381 and the Theory of Sanity382 (General Semantics), R. Buckminster Fuller’s
Synergetics,383 Arthur Young’s Theory of Process,384 and William J. J. Gordon’s
Synectics.385

379 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: An Adventure in Human Development, Prentice-Hall, 1976,
Reissued as: HUMAN SYNERGETICS, Internet Edtion, The Time-binding Trust, 2002,
http://www.synearth.net/coulter/synergetics.pdf

380 Diocles, Du Pui, Dax, Wigan, Broca, Jackson, Sperry, Bogen, Gazzaniga, et. al, The Dual-
Mind Hypotheses, 400BC-1981, ibid

381 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
382 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
383 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-1979, ibid
384 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
385 William J. J. Gordon, Synectics: The Development of Creative Capacity, Harper & Row

Publishers, Inc., New York, 1961
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Levels of Knowing & Modes of Thinking
We will discover that human intelligence results from an aggregate of seven modes of
thinking that generate four levels of knowing.

Levels
Universe is hierarchical. Particles make up electrons and protons and neutrons.
Protons, neutrons and electrons make atoms. Atoms make molecules. Molecules make
chemical compounds. Chemical compounds make proteins. Proteins make organelles.
Organelles make cells. Cells make tissues. Tissues make organs. Organs make
organisms. Organisms make groups of organisms. Groups of organisms make
organizations. Organizations make communities. Communities make states. States
make nations. Nations make civilizations. Civilizations cover the world. Worlds make
solar systems. Solar systems involve suns. Suns are found in galaxies. Galaxies move
in super-galaxies, etc. Nature is hierarchical. 

This is a very important concept. If Nature is hierarchical, then our knowing of
Nature—What we call Universe—All science, knowledge, and understanding must
also be hierarchical. Knowing then is the result of a hierarchy of correlations. 

The Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence defines 4 levels of knowing. These
are: INFORMATION: KnowWhere, KNOWLEDGE: KnowWhen, WISDOM: KnowHow,
and ONENESS: KnowWhy.

Level of Knowing Consciousness
   ONENESS ✺    DIVINE

   WISDOM    GENIUS
   KNOWLEDGE    EGO
   INFORMATION    ID

Human Intelligence results from the relationship of two minds—the space-mind and
the time-mind. Although they are NEVER separated in a normal human, we will
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separate them here in our scientific discussion to help us better understand. 
As I describe the mechanisms of cognition, you will want to pause frequently, look
around your environment and examine your own thinking. This model is no value to
you unless you incorporate it into understanding your own thinking and feeling.

As you read and think about this book, carry away an awareness of this new model into
your daily life. Pay careful attention to your own thinking and the thinking of others.
How does the model help me understand human behavior?

Modes
Norman Arthur Coulter was one of the first scientists to recognize and describe
different modes of human thinking generated by human intelligence. The human
brain produces both the space-mind of the animals and unique ways of thinking called
the time-mind. We can therefore refer to the human mind as the ‘dual-mind’ and we
shall see it has seven modes of thinking. 

Modes of Thinking
Super-Mind KnowWhy INTEGRATE Mode 7

Super-Mind KnowHow FLASH Mode 6

Time-Mind KnowWhen PREDICT-Control Mode 5

Time-Mind KnowWhen ANALYZE Mode 4

Space-Mind KnowWhere ACT-Perform Mode 3

Space-Mind KnowWhere RECOGNIZE Mode 2

Space-Mind KnowWhere SURVIVE Mode 1

Space-mind
The space-mind has three modes—SURVIVE, RECOGNIZE, and ACT-Perform. 

SURVIVE is the first mode of thinking. It is like the LOW gear in your automobile’s
transmission—it can be helpful, and even life saving in difficult situations, but in our
everyday life it is rarely needed. Just as the LOW gear in your automobile restricts
your speed, and consumes tremendous amounts of fuel, the SURVIVE mode of
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thinking restricts your intelligence, and consumes tremendous amounts of energy. We
best learn to use it cautiously.

RECOGNIZE is the second mode of thinking. It processes all incoming sensory data,
spacially associates that data, creates and stores a form of Knowing called
INFORMATION in memory. INFORMATION is KnowWhere—where do I go to meet
my needs and survive? 

ACT-Perform is the third mode of thinking. ACT-Perform controls the body in space. It
directs our physical movements. It is guided by the INFORMATION created by
RECOGNIZE. It uses that INFORMATION intelligently to meet our needs. If
SURVIVE is like the LOW gear in your automobile, then ACT-Perform is like your
automobile’s DRIVE gear. Unless we downshift to SURVIVE, ACT-Perform is the
primary controller of our physical bodies. 

Time-mind
The time-mind has two modes—ANALYZE and PREDICT-Control. 

ANALYZE is the fourth mode of thinking. It temporally analyzes the INFORMATION
of the space-mind, creates and stores a new form of Knowing called KNOWLEDGE in
memory. KNOWLEDGE is KnowWhen—when do I act in time to encourage or
discourage a sequence of events?

PREDICT-Control is the fifth mode of thinking. PREDICT-Control can assume control
of the body when deliberate and fine control is needed. And, it often takes a controlling
role during the learning of a new skills and abilities. However, since the space-mind is
is better at controlling the physical body, physical performance is enhanced when the
time-mind’s PREDICT-Control stands back, and simply acts as a guide or supervisor
to the space-mind’s ACT-Perform as it directly controls the body.

Super-mind
The super-mind has two modes—FLASH and INTEGRATE. 

he space-mind and time-mind examine reality in very different ways. Usually they
work as partners, but they also have the ability to occasionally synchronize to produce
a super-mind. Super-mind is responsible for that behavior described within our human
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culture as ‘genius’—creative, brilliant, remarkable, extraordinary, etc., etc., etc.. Two
‘genius’ modes of thinking are available to the super-mind. 

FLASH is the sixth mode of thinking. It spacially associates the KNOWLEDGE of the
time-mind, creates and stores a new form of Knowing called WISDOM in memory.
WISDOM is KnowHow—how does Nature work, and how do I create tools to leverage
my actions and achieve my goals ? 

ONENESS is the seventh mode of thinking. It temporally analyzes the WISDOM of the
space-mind, creates and stores a new form of Knowing in memory. ONENESS is
KnowWhy—why things happen the way they do, and why are there always
consequences to human actions and inactions, and why am I here?

Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence
Level of Knowing Modes of Thinking Consciousness

ONENESS INTEGRATE Divine
WISDOM FLASH Genius

KNOWLEDGE PREDICT-Control Ego
KNOWLEDGE ANALYZE Ego

INFORMATION ACT-Perform Id

INFORMATION RECOGNIZE Id

INFORMATION SURVIVE Id

Coulter’s Human Synergetics
The seven modes of thinking presented in the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time
Intelligence are expanded from Coulter’s five modes of thinking developed in Human
Synergetics. 

Dr. Coulter graduated from Harvard Medical School cum laude, and until his
retirement served as Chairman of the Biomedical Engineering and Mathematics
Curriculum in the Department of Surgery at the North Carolina School of Medicine.
Dr. Coulter was a careful student of human thinking for over 50 years. 
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In 1978, I was reading everything I could find on human intelligence. I was reading R.
Buckminster Fuller’s Synergetics.386 It was a tough read, and I hoped I might find
something simpler in the same field to help me better understand Fuller. I was
surprised to find a medical Doctor that had written a book387 with the same title. It
turned out that Coulter’s work was easier to understand, but it’s focus was quite
different from Fuller’s. 

So before we begin our detailed examination of the four levels of knowing and the seven
modes of thinking, let’s read Coulter’s original description of five modes of thinking
from his 1976 book. I will make comments and annotations in copper colored font. I
have the advantage of writing this with an additional thirty years of time-binding. I
am not smarter than Coulter, I am just later. Coulter was also much less sensitive to
the importance of duality in generating the modes of thinking. Thus his model is
simpler, but in some important ways incomplete. Most of what he says is right, but
there is more to say. I will say that more in the chapters that follow.

386 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975, ibid
387 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS, 1976, ibid
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The Mode Ladder
by N. Arthur Coulter 388

In this chapter, we present one of the basic ideas of synergetics the Mode Ladder.389

390

It will be convenient to describe this idea in terms of the human mind, to which it is
directly applicable. However, it also may be applied to human groups, to organizations,
to institutions, to economic systems, to political systems, to ecosystems, and so on. 

Each rung of the Mode Ladder is a mode of function available to the human mind. The
inputs to the ladder are the sense inputs—vision, hearing, smell, taste, touch, skin
temperature, internal body sensations, etc. The outputs are the actions and
communications of which a human being is capable. 

At any given moment, an individual usually has a prevailing mode of function—one
that characterizes the way he thinks and functions mentally. Actually, this is

388 N. Arthur Coulter, The Mode Ladder,SYNERGETICS, 1976, page 24, ibid
389 Author’s Note: This idea was inspired by Hughling Jackson’s concept of “levels of

function” in the human nervous system. 
390  Editor’s Note: This is Coulter’s original schematic of the mode ladder. You may

have noticed that in the previous chapter, I moved the position of the REACTIVE
mode down below the IDENTIC mode. This is because the REACTIVE mode is more
primitive than the IDENTIC mode, and so it properly falls lower on the ladder.
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oversimplified; most or all modes are simultaneously active to a degree. But one is
usually dominant. 391

Just as an emotional mood can change from time to time, so can a person’s mode
change. On some occasions he may be near the top rung, perhaps even synergic. On
others, he may be reactive or lower. Mode fluctuates from hour to hour, day to day,
week to week, situation to situation. But at any given moment, it is usually possible to
judge what a person’s mode is. 

Let us now consider each rung of the ladder in turn, from the bottom up. 

Identic Mode. 
This is the lowest rung of the ladder. This is the mode of a person who is under
hypnosis. It is also the mode of a mind in magical thinking. The conditioning process
that occurs when a Pavlovian conditioned reflex is established is part of this mode. 

The common denominator of these states is a mental operation called identification.
One mental content is linked to another, as if a switch were turned on connecting the
two. Thereafter, whenever the first content occurs, the second follows and is equated to
the first. There is no discrimination. There is no awareness as we understand it. If
“peaches” is linked to “cream,” in the Identic Mode “peaches” = “cream.” They are
treated as being identically the same.

Thus, for example, the hypnotist says, “At the count of three you will open your eyes
and see nothing.” He counts, and the subject opens his eyes and literally sees nothing.
The words of the hypnotist have been linked to a shut-off of visual perception. 

The witch doctor makes a voodoo doll of his enemy M’Komba. He sticks a pin in the
chest of the doll and M’Komba feels a sharp pain in his chest. This is magical
thinking—identification without discrimination or awareness. 

The TV announcer says, in a loud and confident manner, “Blubberin works faster than
aspirin.” He says it over and over, perhaps with a model of two stomachs showing
Blubberin dissolving faster. Later, a viewer sees Blubberin in a store and buys it
because it works faster than aspirin. 

391  Editor’s Note: Human intelligence is rarely ever either/or. It is usually both-and.
Several modes of thinking may be active simultaneously, but dominance and activity
of the different modes can shift back and forth rapidly.
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A bell is rung. Meat is placed in a dog’s mouth. Saliva flows. This is repeated several
times. Then a bell is rung, but no meat is given. After a precise interval, saliva flows. A
conditioned reflex has been established—a linkage between the sound of the bell and
the flow of saliva. 

And there is the man who, whenever a water faucet is turned on, finds, a short time
later, that he has to go to the bathroom. 

The Identic Mode is present in everyone. Anyone can be hypnotized if he agrees. But
even when awake, all of us are somewhat responsive to suggestion, verbal or
nonverbal. Advertising works. So does propaganda. Most of us would deny that we are
identic, without awareness, without discrimination. But a close examination will show
the existence and occurrence of identifications. These are especially evident when a
person does the same thing day after day. 

*The Identic Mode is found within the level of Knowing, I call INFORMATION. I have
identified three modes of thinking at that level—RECOGNIZE, ACT-Perform and
SURVIVE. At this level, RECOGNIZE is the input mode, ACT-Perform is the output
mode, and SURVIVE is the subset of ACT-Perform that is responsible for physical
survival. These will all be discussed in the next chapter. 

Coulter’s description of the Identic Mode appears to be a limited description of the
ACT-Perform mode of the space-mind. The space-mind controls the body in space. It is a
master at performing repetitive, well learned and well practiced tasks. As example,
your space-mind often drives your car while your time-mind is thinking about other
things. Coulter is right that theses routines can appear automatic. That identification
often occurs. He says it appears that within this mode of thinking decisions are made
without discrimination or awareness. This is a misunderstanding. Space-mind uses a
very fast mechanism of Knowing called association. Association is much faster than
analysis. It is so fast it may appear that actions are occurring automatically without
discrimination, but that conclusion would misjudge the speed and power of the space-
mind. Another factor is that space-mind consciousness is always unavailable to the
time-mind, and since it is the time-mind, thinking in words, that writes papers about
consciousness, it may be reported that the space-mind is not conscious. This is simply
not true. Space-mind is just as conscious as the time-mind, but its consciousness is
silent. The space-mind thinks in images and feelings, and images and feelings make no
sounds. This has lead many to underestimate the power of space-mind intelligence. 
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Reactive Mode
This is the mode of a person who is driven by emotion—fear, anger, hate, grief, greed,
lust, guilt. The individual is aware and he does make simple distinctions. These are
characteristically diametrically valued—good or bad, right or wrong, black or white.
They are rigidly held. Evidence to the contrary is explained away, rejected, or ignored.
There is no discrimination of degrees between extremes. 

Emotional reactions can occur in everyone. When they do, reactive thinking is easy to
observe. What is mine is good, pure, right. What is against me is bad, soiled, evil.
Sometimes reactive thinking is cast in logical form. Reason is “good,” and therefore the
forms of reason are used. But they are used to prove or demonstrate a belief that is
already accepted, and that will be rigidly held, no matter what! (“My mind is made up;
don’t confuse me with facts.”) It is a sad commentary on the human condition, but
much of human thinking is reactive in mode. This is especially true in politics!

It should be emphasized that we do not consider all emotions as “bad.” Emotions are
part of human nature; they give experience its meaning and life its zest. It is quite
possible for a person to be emotional and not reactive in mode. 

*The purpose of the Reactive Mode is to insure our physical survival. I have chosen to
rename this mode of thinking SURVIVE to remind us of that mission. Anger is what we
feel as we prepare to fight. Fear is what we feel as we prepare to flee. 

Since modern humans, especially those living in the first world, face few real threats to
their physical survival. They could safely go for weeks or months without any need to
turn this mode on. 

However, today many of us turn the Reactive Mode on inappropriately. We are often
angry or afraid when fighting or fleeing will not help us. This is a form of
maladaptation, and will be discussed more completely in the next chapter. 

SURVIVE or the Reactive Mode is a subroutine of space-mind’s RECOGNIZE and
ACT-Perform. It is a limited subset of all the abilities and skills found in
RECOGNIZE—ACT-Perform. SURVIVE is only triggered by a perceived threat to
physical survival. Physical survival requires a mechanism that can simplify decision
making and increase the speed of response in these situations. SURVIVE is the perfect
program. Unfortunately, there is a major drop in effective intelligence whenever this
mode engages. If SURVIVE is engaged when no threat to physical survival exists, then
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effective intelligence is lost for no advantage. Therefore SURVIVE or the Reactive Mode
is appropriately found on the very bottom rung of the mode ladder.

        

Uniordinal Mode
The next rung on the Mode Ladder is the Uniordinal Mode. In this mode of function, the
mind not only distinguishes between extremes, but also differentiates degrees between
extremes. Ideas are not so rigidly held, and the mind can change if an inconsistency is
shown or a contradictory fact is presented. The mind is rational. A person is seen as not
all good or all bad, but as sometimes good, sometimes bad, sometimes in between. A
viewpoint is seen as neither right or wrong, but as being right in some ways, wrong in
others, and “maybe right, maybe not” in others. 

But awareness is limited. The individual views events from one perspective—usually
his own. He acts to achieve his goals, without considering the viewpoints of others. If
another viewpoint differs from his, he doesn’t understand. He may try to “reason” with
the other person to show him the “error” of his ways. When this does not succeed (as it
seldom does!), he may become impatient or even angry. He may conclude that the other
is “dumb” or “stupid.” 

The Uniordinal Mode is the characteristic mode of most normal human beings. By
“normal” we mean “free of serious mental disorders.” It is a mode of limited rationality.
Unless this mode is transcended by a “critical mass” of human beings, the future of the
human race is not very bright. 

*The Uniordinal Mode is found within the level of Knowing, I call KNOWLEDGE. I
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have identified two modes of thinking at this level—ANALYZE and PREDICT-Control.
ANALYZE is the input mode, and PREDICT-Control is the output mode.These will be
discussed in Chapter 15. 

Multiordinal Mode.
As its name implies, this is the mode in which the mind views events from two or more
perspectives at once. The individual acts to achieve his own goal of the moment, but is
at the same time aware of the relationship of his action to other possible goals or
viewpoints. In a situation where his action affects or may affect another, he considers
the other’s viewpoint. He is able to “put himself in the other fellow’s shoes.” He doesn’t
abandon his own viewpoint of the moment. But he is ready to modify his action to
accommodate that viewpoint wherever he can do so without undue sacrifice of his own
goals or interests. 

By viewing an event or situation from two or more viewpoints, the individual often sees
that a given action, if done in a certain way, can promote both viewpoints. His actions
thus tend to be multipurposed. 

If something happens that is relevant to a viewpoint other than his immediate goal, he
quickly sees this. Sometimes this relevance to a second viewpoint is more important
than the immediate goal. In science, this is called serendipity—the ability to see the
significance or value of an unexpected finding. A person who is uniordinal in mode
would fail to see this.

*The Multiordinal Mode is found within the level of Knowing, I call WISDOM. I have
identified one mode of thinking at this level—FLASH. This will all be discussed in
Chapter 16.  

Synergic Mode
This is a natural development of the Multiordinal Mode. Clearly, there is a limit to the
number of viewpoints a person can hold simultaneously since the human mind is
finite. Furthermore, a person can become so preoccupied with finding multiple
perspectives that he gets hung up on multiplicity, so to speak, and gets nothing done. 

In the Synergic Mode, the mind is multiordinal, but it is also focused sharply on things
that promote two or more viewpoints, goals, perspectives, etc., while impeding none. In
addition, the mind is especially alert to basic viewpoints that embrace several other
perspectives as “special cases.” This sharp, clear focus on synergies as they emerge
quickens mental function beautifully. 
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But there is more to the Synergic Mode than this. As synergies occur more frequently,
a new level of integration of the mind begins to emerge, a holistic level that is difficult
to describe in words. So much goes on so fast! But more on this later. 

The synergic mind is sane, in the sense used by Korzybski.392 It clearly distinguishes
between perceptual and verbal “maps” of reality and the “territory” those maps
represent. There is continuous cognizance that verbal maps are often inaccurate in
some ways and almost always incomplete. There is continuous correction and instant
adjustment of these maps in accordance with new data. The distortions of wishful
thinking and fearful thinking are eliminated. 

The synergic mind is rational in the highest and best sense of the word. It does not use
reason to justify beliefs already held. It uses reason to examine these beliefs in order to
determine the consequences. It follows reason wherever it leads. It does not fear new
ideas or shrink from strange concepts. 

The synergic mind is ethical. It naturally thinks not only in terms of its own viewpoint
and interests, but those of others as well. It selects its own goals and guides its actions
so as to promote the interests and goals of others, or at least so as not to impede them.

The synergic mind is capable of recognizing when the goal of another is reactive, or
when his interests are dysergic.393 It does not support a reactive goal or a dysergic
interest. But it also makes a distinction between such goals and interests and the
person driven by them and supports the person even while rejecting the dysergy. A
person driven by dysergy is in pain. The synergic mind “reads” beyond the dysergy and
finds a way to soothe the pain. 

Indeed, this high ethics quotient (E.Q.) of the Synergic Mode is one of its most
beautiful, remarkable and exciting characteristics. It is impossible for a synergic mind

392 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
393Author’s Note: The term “dysergy” is a coined word meaning “difficult working.” It

results from interactions that are the very opposite of synergy—interactions that
promote one function but impede another. The system works against itself, tying up
a great deal of energy with much spinning of wheels, grinding of gears, and gnashing
of teeth. A similar term is “conflict”, but the conflict between competing athletes, for
example, can at least sometimes challenge the athletes to peak performance. At other
times, such conflict may be dysergic.
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to perform an unethical action and remain synergic. This seems incredible, and it-does
not mean that a person in the Synergic Mode is incapable of such an act. What it
means is that if he does so act, he loses the Synergic Mode. 

There is much more to the Synergic Mode than is described here. Many readers, I am
sure, have encountered this phenomenon at some time in their lives and therefore
know in concrete terms what I mean. What especially turns me on is the tremendous
potential of the Synergic Mode; I have, so to speak, “gone synergic” on it. For the
Synergic Mode is available to any human mind. It is one of the sublime prerogatives of
being human. And it seems clear that if more people used the Synergic Mode more of
the time, the world would be a better place. 

*The Synergic Mode is found within the level of Knowing, I call ONENESS. I have
identified one mode of thinking at this level—INTEGRATE. This will all be discussed
in Chapter 17.

This, then is the Mode Ladder. It is the basic yardstick of synergetics. It is possible,
using this yardstick, to estimate the mode of another person or to evaluate your own
mode at a given moment. This yardstick is not, of course, as precise as those of the
physicist or engineer, but it is very useful. With a little practice, one can make very
shrewd estimates of the mode of a mind, or the mode of a group, or the mode of any
functioning system. Knowing the mode, a syngeneer394 knows what to do and what not
to do—he suits his action to the mode. Movement up the Mode Ladder is called traverse
in synergetics. 

394 Author’s Note: The noun “syngeneer” is a coined word meaning one who generates
synergy. The verb “to syngeneer” means to change a situation in a more synergic
direction.
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In terms of the Mode Ladder we can formulate the basic goal of synergetics very
precisely: Evoke traverse.395

Modes of Thinking
Coulter’s Synergetics Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence

✺ SYNERGIC 5 INTEGRATE 7 KnowWhy ✺
MULTIORDINAL 4 FLASH 6 KnowHow

PREDICT-Control 5 KnowWhen

UNIORDINAL 3 ANALYZE 4 KnowWhen

INDENTIC 2 ACT-Perform 3 KnowWhere

RECOGNIZE 2 KnowWhere

REACTIVE 1 SURVIVE 1 KnowWhere

395 N. Arthur Coulter, The Mode Ladder,SYNERGETICS, 1976, page 24, ibid
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KnowWhere: RECOGNIZE, ACT & SURVIVE

The space-mind proceeds the time-mind in evolution and so the first level of conscious
human knowing—KnowWhere—proceeds all other levels. We will begin our
examination of KnowWhere in a moment, but it is important to get in context. The
space-mind emerges in the animal world. Recall from our earlier discussions: 

ANIMALS ••••••
The sixth stage of process, the animals are intelligent. They make controlled choices in
energy and space. This requires knowing—knowing of energy and knowing of space.
The animals do not make controlled choices in time. Animals are said to have two
degrees of freedom.

Recall Korzybski designated the animals as space-binders, he explained that the
animals adapt to their environment through their awareness and control of space.

Space-binding
Animals are the class of life called space-binders. The power of space-binding is
mobility—the ability to move about in space. This is not the simple motion of plants.
This is mobility—running, jumping, leaping, swinging, swimming, creeping, stalking,
crawling, diving, and flying.

The space-binder moves towards a specific and attainable goal—water, food, a mate,
shelter—and in any direction. The mobility of the space-binder is not just motion, it is
controlled motion. The space-binder moves in search of food. For grazing animals the
quest is continuous; for predators, occasional but more strenuous. And all animals are
under constant threat from natural enemies. The animal, therefore, requires sense
awareness—awareness of the space in which he lives. The space-binder uses his
awareness to find food and to warn him of the approach of enemies. A deer may be
motivated by thirst to go to a waterhole, but if it senses a lion, it will refrain. It must
continuously evaluate conflicting stimuli and choose between alternatives,
alternatives of pleasure or pain, alternatives of good space or bad space. Space-binders
are aware of space, they are aware and they think, they think and they decide—
constantly making controlled choices as to where and when to move.
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Thinking for the space-binder is wholistic. The animals base their decisions on the
whole situation. When the rabbit hears a sound in the thicket, he must react
instantly, "fight or flight" and the decision must be made now, based on the whole
situation. There is no time for analysis. Only wholistic thinking has the rapidity and
flexibility to allow survival in the adversary world of space-binders.

Spacial intelligence allows the animal to move instantly towards good space—space
that enables one to survive, and away from bad space—space that produces injury or
death.

But the animals are not only space-binders, they also have some of the power of energy-
binders. While they cannot transform solar energy directly into organic chemical
energy, they can transform the tissues from the plants and animals they eat into
organic chemical energy, they can also grow, and they can also organize energy.

To the fox who sees the rabbit, success at seizing this opportunity for a meal depends
not just on his ability to know when and where to move, but also on his ability to
control the energy which he will need to power his movement. He must have adequate
energy stored so that he can release it at the proper moment to catch the rabbit. And
the rabbit can only escape if it uses its knowledge of both space and energy effectively.

Adversity—the natural law of animals 
Adversary relationship originates on earth in the animal world. Earth supplies limited
space for the animals. Space is finite. Good space is even more finite. It is very limited.
There is only so much good water, so much good grazing land, so much good shelter,
and so much good potential food. There is not enough to go around. The space-binders
must compete for this limited amount of good space. They compete adversarily. They
compete by fighting and flighting. They compete by attacking and killing other space-
binders. They compete by devouring the energy-binders.

Animal survival depends entirely on finding others to eat. The herbivores depend on
finding plants to eat. The carnivores depend on finding other animals to eat. The
animals inability to utilize sunlight to synthesize organic tissue means they must eat
organic tissue. Animals survive by eating either plants or animals. Animals are
completely dependent on other for survival. This fact makes animals the dependent
class of life—dependent on other.

Imagine a fox chasing a rabbit, if the fox is quick enough, it will win a meal, at the
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expense of the rabbit who loses its life. On the other hand, if the rabbit is quicker, the
fox loses a meal, and the rabbit wins its life. The animals live in an adversary world of
losers and winners. This is a world of fighting and flighting—of pain and dying. To win
in this world someone must lose. Winning is always at the cost of another.All animals,
from the smallest insect to the largest whale are struggling to avoid losing—
struggling to avoid being hurt. 

CONFLICT –def–> The struggle to avoid loss—the struggle to avoid being hurt. 

The animals must fight and flee to stay alive, and they do. Always ready at a moments
notice to go tooth and nail to avoid losing—to avoid death. Losers/winners is the
harshest of games. Winning is always at the cost of another's life.

The loser tends to resist with all of its might occasionally prevailing by killing or
wounding its attacker. So both parties can lose, turning the game—losers/winners
into losers/losers.

If we analyze adversary relationships, we discover that individuals are less after the
relationship. (1+1) < 2. In the animal world where the loser forfeits its life (1+1) = 1. Or
in the end game of losers/losers, both adversaries may die in battle, then (1+1) = 0.

Adversity is completely natural in the animal world. It is the law of Nature for
dependent live forms. It is the way of all animal life. The adversary way is not bad for
the animals, it is Nature's way.

The animals have acquired the ability to move voluntarily, but they lack the ability to
analytically understand their environment. This inability locks them into the
adversary world.396 It will help greatly to keep this evolutionary perspective as we
begin to examine and understand the space-mind.

INFORMATION—Where do I move to survive?
The space-mind is a complete and powerful intelligence in its own right, and is found to
exist autonomously in the animal mind. You like every normal human have a space-
mind. Understanding this model is very relevant to understanding your own mind.

The space-mind whether in animal or human is responsible for controlling the body in
space. The space-mind is the animal mind. If you look at advanced mammals and

396 Redundant Text
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observe their behavior you will have an example of pure space-mind thinking. Animals
do not think in words. They think in images—pictures—and code those images with
feelings. Our human space-mind is no different,  it thinks in images—pictures—and
codes those pictures with feelings.

Recall from the preface: Knowing requires thinking and memory. The space-mind
thinks in images. It stores those images in memory and codes them with the specific
emotional feelings that were experienced when the events generating those images
occurred. Knowing begins in the animal world with KnowWhere—knowing where to
go in space to survive. If I am hungry, where do I go to get food? If I am thirsty, where
do I go to get water? If I am cold, where do I go to get warm? The answers to these
questions are found every day in the animal world. We humans share the animal body,
and so must answer these same questions for ourselves.

KnowWhere is knowing based on imagic memory—stored images coded with emotional
feelings. 

KnowWhere includes the ability to recognize wholes by their sameness. My space-
mind sees Mom as a whole—Dad as a whole—a snake as a whole. Space-mind knows
where to find the whole known as “mom” or avoid the whole known as “snake.” But
remember, the space-mind does not think in words, words are tools of the time-mind.

Space where I survive is good space. Space where I die is bad space. The secret of
survival is securing good space and avoiding bad space. For us humans, KnowWhere
is used to solve many problems. The term I use for this first level of knowing is
INFORMATION.397

Space Mind KnowWhere INFORMATION

Consciousness of the Outside World
Consciousness of the outside world begins with the space-mind.  Awareness of that
which is outside of me. This is where consciousness of the outside world begins. 

The space-mind perceives-constructs a multi-dimensional picture of the outside from
its sense data—sights, sounds, smells, tastes, touches, and codes these pictures with

397 Redundant Text
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emotional feelings. These multi-dimensional emotionally encoded pictures are called
PERCEPTS.

For the animal brain, as well as for the evolutionarily developed human space-mind.
The outside world is potentially a very dangerous place. There are some locations in
the outside world that are safe. These are Good Space. There are some locations in the
outside world that are dangerous. These are Bad Space. The space-mind accomplishes
SURVIVAL by moving the animal towards Good Space and away from Bad Space.

For the space-mind, this outside world is a place called WHERE. For every individual
space-mind, the center of this outside world is me—my location is space. 

The outside world is all around me. It is that three dimensional space that surrounds
me. For purposes of illustration on a flat computer screen or the page of a book, we are
stuck with two dimensions as if we are viewing things from above.

All references to the outside world are locational references. If I am a rabbit being
chased by a fox, then bad space is behind me. If I am a mouse being hunted by an barn
owl, then bad space is above me. If am the fox chasing the rabbit, then good space is in
front of me. If I am a water skater bug being stalked by a fish as I move on the surface
of the pond, then bad space is below me.
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Perceptual Point of View
As I stand in the field , where am I? I am always here. My position is always right
here. So we will continue to use the red icon.

For my space-mind, the outside world is a physical three dimensional space oriented in
reference to my location. Whatever is to be found in the outside world—this place
called WHERE—will always have a location, and for me my location is always HERE.

And, what time is it?.

It is always NOW. As a living system, I perceive the here and now. I build a picture of
the here and now from my sense data. Sights, sounds, smells, tastes, temperature,
pressure, and feelings. Notice the pattern. All knowing is pattern.
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Our perception of the here and now also includes our internal sense data as well. Am I
tired, hungry, thirsty, warm or cold. Am I feeling pain or pleasure. Am I angry or
afraid.

Here, There, Everywhere
Remember the space-mind lives in the HERE and NOW. Everything that is outside of
ME is somewhere in the three dimensional space surrounding me. Its reference to ME
at location HERE, it is THERE. As I sit HERE and write on my computer, my cup of
tea is sitting THERE next to me on the table. From my point of view I can draw a
straight line from HERE to THERE. This then is a piece of KNOWING. It is
INFORMATION or KnowWhere. I know where my cup of tea is in relation to ME.

And, my space-mind knows WHERE many other objects are in the three dimensional
space that forms my environment. They are all all around me. I could draw a strait
line to any of these things.
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The illustration below shows the spacial relationship and location of ten things in my
environment. This is a diagram of INFORMATION. It is KnowWhere. Notice the
pattern, we will see it again.

Center of the Universe
Awareness of reality is always from the perspective of the individual. The individual is
always the center of their world.

Imagine yourself standing in a field. The world surrounds you. from your perspective,
you are always the center of this world. from this center you could be facing any of 360
degrees, but you are always facing in some particular direction.
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We can designate the direction we are facing with a small arrow.

Everything in my world is located in reference to me. Things may be in front of me or
behind me. They may be above me or below me. The world around me is three
dimensional, but our illustration is limited to the two dimensions of the computer
screen or printed page.

Recall the similar pattern of a “whole” that we saw earlier.

          

 

�

�

�
�

�

�

�

Angle & Frequency
All objects in my environment can be located as being at some angle from my point of
view, and at some distance from me measurable by frequency.
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For a second individual in my environment the angles would be from their perspective
and completely different from mine.

The tree is behind me, but it is in front of you.   

Frequency allows us to measure both time and distance. It has to do with period and
duration. It is also relative. a year is the time it takes the our Earth to travel around
the our Sun. A month is the time it takes our moon to travel around our Earth. A day
is the time it takes our Earth to rotate once on its axis. By convention, we divide the
day into 24 hours, the hours into 60 minutes, the minutes into 60 seconds. this of
course is just a convention, although a very useful one for community.

One could just as easily divided the day into 6 hours, the hours into 100 minutes, and
the minutes into 4 seconds. If community agreed on the new standards, they would be
equally valid as the standards we use today. On a different planet in a different solar
system, the units of time would be very different. 

We also measure distance with frequency. It can be temporal frequency or spacial
frequency. How far is it to your house? A fifteen minute walk, or four blocks.How far is
it to town? A two hour drive, or eighty miles.  

Our units of spacial distance are also relative. A foot is the length of the King’s foot. We
divide that distance into 12 inches, and three feet make up a yard. A meter is the
length of a special metal bar kept in England. Again all is convention, but a very
useful convention for community.

As buckminster Fuller explained: All measurement is angle and frequency.
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Objects--Wholistic Integrities
What might we find in this outside world of WHERE? Remember, the space-mind is a
comparing station for SAMENESS. It seeks to identify what elements in the outside
world of WHERE are the SAME.

The space-mind examines the PERCEPT—the multi-dimensional picture encoded with
emotional feelings—of the Outside world looking for “WHOLES.”

A “WHOLE” is that part of the outside world that moves together. Let's examine a
mother cat and her kittens. For a baby animal with its baby space-mind, mother is a
“WHOLE.” As mother moves about in the outside world all parts of mother move
together. Wherever you find mother, you will find her strong paws, her flicking tail,
her warm tongue, her comforting purr and her delicious and nutritious milk filled
teats.

Mother Cat=Paws=Tail=Tongue=Purr=Teats
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From mother cat’s perspective, each kitten is a WHOLE—all of each kitten’s parts move
together. She won’t find a kitten’s tail separate from the kitten’s paws and nose. There
is a wholistic integrity.

What moves together is the SAME.

Each kitten discovers that the “parts” or components that make up mom, always move
through space together. If mom takes off hunting, her warm tongue and comforting
purr go with her.

Wholes are enormously important to the space-mind. The space-mind is always
evaluating for wholes. What is the same always moves in space together. As mother
cat goes out hunting for some lunch for herself and kittens, she is looking for the whole
that she recognizes as mouse.
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Survival in a world of Adversity soon makes the space-mind an expert at recognizing
wholes and knowing which components are associated with which wholes.

I remember as a teenager, it was considered a rite of passage to be able to accurately
identify a car make by seeing a photograph of one of its head lights. This of course is an
exercise for the space-mind. 

 
Any guesses?  
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1955 Chevrolet 210 

Stage for Survival
The stage for survival is here and now. This is where life takes place. Identifying
wholes is important for survival. What is the same?

When mother cat sees a hairless tail sticking out of the grass, she knows that there is a
delicious mouse attached to that hairless tail.

                           

Hairless Tail=Mouse

When she hears a chirp noise,  she knows a bird is close.

Chirp=Bird
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When she hears a loud bark, she instantly fears the dog and runs.

Bark=Dog

The space-mind is an expert at identifying “wholes” within the sense data and locating
those “wholes” in relationship to itself. It is critical that it moves toward Good Space
and away from Bad Space. Knowing where is the first level of knowing. 

Where in space are the wholes I need for survival. Where in space are the wholes I need
to avoid to survive. This level of knowing is two valued—good or bad—pleasure or
pain.The space-mind associates the correlations into wholistic integrities and then
determines where in space these wholistic integrities are in relation to the space-mind
and this creates the first level of knowing which I call INFORMATION.

KnowWhere = INFORMATION

The space-mind associates so another way of defining INFORMATION is as percepts
and its associates. What components are part of what wholes? What components are
the same? The space-mind is a comparing station for sameness. To the space-mind, all
components of a whole are the same. They have the same value. Order or sequence is
not relevant to the space-mind.

Mother Cat=Paws=Tail=Tongue=Purr=Teats, or
Teats=Purr=Tongue=Tail=Paws=Mother Cat, or

Tongue=Paws=Mother Cat=Teats=Tail=Purr

sameness
Hairless Tail=Mouse  

wholes
Chirp=Bird 

symmetrical
Bark=Dog

INFORMATION is the knowing necessary to answer the question: where do I go in
space to survive. INFORMATION for the mother cat is: Where is the mouse or bird?
Where does she go in space to feed herself? The open field by the house. 
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INFORMATION for a human child is: Where are the cookies and milk? Where does he
go in space to feed himself? The cabinet and refrigerator in the kitchen.

Space-Associative thinking is 2-valued, it leads to good space or bad space. Good space
is pleasurable. Bad Space is painful. In good space, I survive. In bad space, I die.

To survive in space, I must move away from bad space, and towards good space.
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INFORMATION is KnowWhere—associative Knowing created by RECOGNIZE, the
second mode of thinking. I will discuss the first mode SURVIVE later in the chapter.

Space-Mind ACT-Perform Mode 3 IDENTIC MODE

Space-Mind RECOGNIZE Mode 2

Space-Mind SURVIVE Mode 1 REACTIVE

RECOGNIZE

         Mode 2–RECOGNIZE

|             Space-Mind |
| |
|   ASSOCIATIVE-SENSE |   Perceptual
|     S Y N T H E S I Z E |   Associative-Imagic—Silently Conscious
|   I N F O R M A T I O N |   Intuitive-aLogical
|         Perceiver-Input |   Stellate-Coincidental-Spontaneous
|             C H O O S E |   Wholistic-Continuous
| |
|    “the FEELS RIGHT way” |
|___________________________ |

PERCEPTUAL GENERATES EMOTIONALLY CODED IMAGES

MULTIORDINAL PERCEPTUAL AWARENESS==> FEELS REALITY

PROCESSES MULTIORDINAL IMAGIC SENSE DATA FROM NOW
SENSING for LIVE CONTROL OF MULTIORDINAL MOTOR COMMAND

The Associative-Multiordinal power of the space-mind is well suited to examining and
surviving in Space. It senses Universe multiordinally both externally—VISION-Light
Perception, HEARING-Sound Perception, SMELL-TASTE-Chemical Perception, and
TOUCH-Matter Perception and internally—PAIN-Perception and PLEASURE-
perception. Pain and pleasure include hunger and satiety, thirst and quenching, itch
and scratch, etc., etc..

Each NOW moment is experienced in multi-sensorial glory. We see it, hear it, smell it,
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feel it, and taste it. We remember it (store in memory) and compare it against our
memory of all past NOW moments for sameness. When we discover sameness we recall
our associated behavior from those past moments. That behavior serves as a guide to
our present action. Examples: I am walking through the forest. I hear a loud noise very
near to me. Immediately my space-mind compares that noise with memory of ALL the
noises it has ever heard searching for sameness. It finds a match—then instantly I see
the past image of a bear and the noise is a growl, but even before I know this I am
running at full speed through the forest. Survival is the responsibility of the space-
mind—survival in space.

Finding a Match
When we see a pattern in our external world, we must recognize it to gain the
advantage of intelligence. If we fail to recognize the pattern then we don’t know what
we are dealing with. Recall Peter Russell’s discussion of optical illusions: A simple
example is demonstrated by the illustration below. This drawing of a cube is something
we have all seen many times, but is it a cube seen from above, or a cube seen from
below? 

The word image here means more than just a visual image. The sounds we hear are
auditory images. The sensations in our body produce a body image. Taste and smell
likewise produce their own kinds of images in the mind. 

Most people’s first response is “from above” probably because we are used to seeing
rectangular corners from above: tables, boxes, TV sets, computers. Less often do we
view such objects from below. But if you put your attention on the top line and bring it
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forward in your mind's eye, you can change your perception and turn it into a cube
seen from a different perspective.

The most intriguing aspect of this illustration is not that you can see it in two different
ways, but that, whichever way you see it, you see a three-dimensional cube. You are
actually seeing twelve lines on a flat sheet of paper, yet your experience is of an object
with depth. This depth may appear very real, but it is actually an interpretation added
by your brain.398 

Peter was telling us that sometimes a perceived pattern can have more than one
match. Here is another famous illusion. Take a moment. ... What do you see?

Clue: How old is the woman in the picture?

398 Redundant Text
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Below I have added another version of this same illusion. These pictures were
deliberately designed to provide our RECOGNIZE mode with two possible solutions. We
may see a young women with a long neck looking away. She has a ribbon necklace, a
cute ear and a button of a nose. 

 .............
Or we may see a much older woman facing left looking a little down and slightly
forward. Her face is much larger. We see no ears, but can see her left eye, the right eye
is hidden by a large nose with a bump on it. The necklace is now a mouth although we
see no lips or at best very thin lips.

Most people see the young girl first, but some see the old woman. Once both are seen
the image seems to flip back and forth between the two visions. Both interpretations of
the picture are equally valid. They are both RECOGNIZable. They both create valid
“wholes.”

Very Fast
The space-mind is created by utilizing massive parallel processing. The human brain
has billions and perhaps trillions of parallel circuits. If we apply a computer analogy
here, the space-mind’s ‘programs’ run very fast. Estimates have been made that the
space-mind can process millions of multi-sensorial image memories of past NOW
moments in a second. Survival in space encourages speed. In the animal world there
are only the quick and the dead.
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The space-mind processes multi-sensorial data rapidly sorting it for sameness. If I
know how two ‘objects’ in universe are the same. I know how these two objects are
related. Understanding relationships is a powerful ability of the space-mind.

This processing seems beyond awareness in most humans. Perhaps you have
misplaced your car keys. Your space mind begins a search for “where” it last saw them.
Most of this search happens out of conscious focus. Suddenly an image pops into the
mind showing where the keys are. They are on the table by my bed.

Associative Understanding
The space-mind understands. It is not the analytical understanding of the time-mind,
but it is a powerful form of understanding never the less. The space-mind is constantly
looking for wholes. It recognizes wholes by seeing which parts of reality are the same.
All things that are the same are identical. They equal each other. 

If I ask you to think of things that are red, your space-mind will quickly recall a group
of images that contain elements that are red. Take a moment to try this exercise

... Notice that the INFORMATION comes to you as pictures or images of red things. 

Your time-mind may quickly label them with their word names, but try to notice that
the images come first. Space-mind thinks in images. Knowing what objects are red is
associative understanding. What images in my memory are the same as red—what
images are equal to red. 
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When I did this exercise, I got the following INFORMATION.

Many wholes are components of other wholes. Just as I found a car, hair, strawberry,
book, dress, and apple that were components of the whole “red”, red is itself a
component of the whole “colors.”
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In fact almost all “objects” are components of more than one “whole” group.

That same “red” car is just as validly a component of the whole “cars.”
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We also see that our “red” strawberries and apple fit perfectly into the whole “fruits.” 

And, if I am hungry, I will need to know where to go to get something to eat. Is it there,
or there, or there?
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Space-mind is in charge of survival. To survive I must eat. The power of space-binding
is mobility—controlled motion towards good space and away from bad space. Space
where I eat is good space. Space where I am hungry is bad space. Hunger drives me to
seek food. But where can I find some food.

All objects in space can be located as being at some angle from me—from my point of
view, and at some distance from me—always measurable by frequency. Recall our
discussion from the Science Section: 

Nature’s Co-Ordinate System
The location of a point in three-dimensional space can be represented in various ways,
but three numbers are always required. Spherical coordinates have three coordinates
a length typically named R (radius), and two angles ΦΦΦΦ (phi), θθθθ (theta) where the radius
R range from 0 to ∞, the azimuth ΦΦΦΦ (phi) range from 0 to 2π, and the colatitude θθθθ
(theta) range from 0 to π. 

They describe a point in space as follows: from the origin (0,0,0), go R units along the z-
axis, rotate ΦΦΦΦ (phi) down from the z-axis in the x-z plane (azimuth or longitude), and
rotate θθθθ (theta) counterclockwise about the z-axis (colatitude). 

The name of the spherical coordinate system comes from the fact that the simple
equation R = 1 describes the unit sphere. Spherical coordinates emphasize distance
from the origin.
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One application is ergodynamic design, where R is the arm length of a stationary
person and the angles describe the direction of the arm as it reaches out.399 400

                       
Survival requires answers to this question every day. Where is good space? Where is
the food I need to satisfy my hunger. Knowing where to get food is knowing how to
survive. KnowWhere is powerful knowing. It represents powerful intelligence.
Animals have knowing. Animals are intelligent. Human knowing begins with the the
associative understanding of animals. This is KnowWhere. This is INFORMATION.

399 Wikipedia—The Free Encyclopedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_coordinates
400 Redundant Text
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Reality Into Wholes
Associative understanding is a very powerful form of knowing. It makes sense of its
world by resolving reality into “wholes.” 

And wholes are almost always components of other wholes

Which themselves are components of other wholes.
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And, so on ...

Network Structure
Our associative understanding is stored in our space-mind memory as an associative
neural network. Wholes lend themselves to representation as simple networks. So far
we have used the equal sign (=) as a connector of wholes when they are the
components of larger wholes. 

The equal sign tell us they are the SAME. They are identical.
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In addition to that convention, I introduce the double sided arrow as another
representation for an equal connection between components of wholes.

Here is a four component whole.

Here is a seven component whole.

There is almost no limit to the variation and size of the wholes we encounter within
Universe. Space-mind creates an accurate model of that reality and stores it in
associative memory—every object we recognize and its location in space.
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Here is a 19 component whole. Most wholes are much more complex than this, but our
schematic gives us a feel for how the space-mind stores pattern.
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Compare this actual photograph of a neuron network with our previous schematics. …
Notice how neurons connect in a pattern of equality. This allows for the powerful
parallel processing necessary for associative understanding and recognition.

All objects in space are wholes. How many objects can you recognize as you walk down
the aisles of your shopping center? 

A thousand? Ten thousand? A hundred thousand? ... 
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How about faces?

The location of all the objects you recognize are also stored in your space-mind memory
as wholistic patterns. 
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How many wheres do you know? 

Where is your home? Where to you work? Where is the grocery store? Where is the
kitchen? Where is your car? Where is your checkbook? Where are your car keys? 

Where have you lived before you moved here? Where? Where? Where? ... Again, how
many wheres do you know? ... A Thousand? Ten thousand? A hundred thousand?

Choice in the Space-mind
The space-mind is ideally suited to make choices. Its power to rapidly sort through the
multidimensional imagic sense data to find the one relationship (the sameness) allows
for quick selection. Choice begins before the space-mind. We find random choice in
light, particles, atoms, and simple molecules. We find controlled choice in complex
molecules, plants, animals, and humans. Recall our earlier discussion:

We humans know that when we are confronted by change, we respond by making
choices. Every event—be it the birth of a child or the loss of a loved one, feast or
famine, poverty or prosperity, peace or war—represents change. Every idea—be it a
discovery that cures cancer or a decision to commit a crime—represents change.
Every situation—be it getting a new job or losing a job, marriage or divorce, childhood
or old age—represents change. We humans adapt to these changes by making choices.
This is what all living systems do from the time of conception until they perish. They
make choices. They make decisions.
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The human brain is estimated to be capable of 10 raised to the exponential power of 800
thoughts (10 800 )—multifaceted potential. The human brain will have only one
thought at the time of decision—single actuality. At any moment I am capable of an
enormous number of behaviors but I will choose only one. With the power of action
comes opportunity for choice. … Recall our previous discussion of memory: 

Life begins within the molecular stage of process. The primal power of life is memory.
Memory is a first order derivative of awareness. Memory is the ability to recall
awareness from previous experience.

AWARENESS + Recall = MEMORY

Knowing is a second order derivative of awareness. Understanding memory creates
knowing. 

MEMORY + Understanding = KNOWING

Control is a third order derivative of awareness. 

KNOWING + Choice = CONTROL

              401

ACT
When the space-mind chooses, it is ACTing. Choice in the space-mind occurs as a
physical action. Space-mind controls the human body. It moves the body in space. The
most basic actions our body makes are simply movement. I move towards good space
and away from bad space. As infants we begin with crawling, then we learn to walk,
and very soon we are running. We soon add jumping and leaping to our repertoire of
actions.

401 Redundant Text
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My space-mind is guided in this movement by the my evaluation of the sensations
received by my space-mind. Sensations that are pleasurable represent good space. I
move toward good space. Sensations that are painful represent bad space. I move away
from bad space.

The space-mind is responsible from surviving in space. It operates in the world of
INFORMATION. INFORMATION is KnowWhere. Where do I go in space to survive?
This is task ideally answered by RECOGNIZE. KnowWhere is an important form of
knowing for humans as well. 

Humans share the animal body. We must survive as well. If I feel hungry, I search my
memory for sense-images associated with satisfying hunger. The image of a sandwich
may be recalled. I see that the sandwich is in my refrigerator. My refrigerator is good
space. I know where my refrigerator is so I move in space to the refrigerator to satisfy
my hunger. When my stomach is full I feel pleasure.

Survival is NOW
The space-mind chooses those actions—behaviors that solve problems NOW. It makes
controlled choices based on KnowWhere. It chooses actions—behaviors informed by the
associations of past experiences, but responsive to the PRESENT situation. The space-
mind is choosing were to move in space to meet my needs. The space-mind chooses in
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response to stimuli from the environment. Its focus is on NOW. Its actions are
INFORMed by its past experience, but it is not time-sensitive. It does not differentiate
between what happened yesterday and what happened five years ago. It does not
analyze the past nor does it predict the future.

The space-mind’s wholistic associative memory is enormous, powerful and fast. And in
addition to holding our spacial model of reality with all our recognizable objects and
their locations, it also holds those special skills and talents that our space-mind uses
to act and insure our survival—walking, running, jumping, reaching out, holding on,
grasping, chewing and swallowing our food, etc., etc., etc..

Learning to Perform
Understanding how the space-mind learns can be aided by watching a mother cat and
her kittens. Our common house cats have no time-mind. They are pure space-binders. 

In contrast, dogs have simple time-minds in addition to their space-minds, and
watching them learn can be more confusing.

A kitten’s education takes place during the period from birth to the age of 6 months.
Most of his behaviors are acquired by the age of 3 months, thanks mostly to his
mother, and with some help from his brothers and sisters.
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The first way the kitten learns is by IMITATING his mother's actions. Imitation is
making his behavior the SAME as his mother’s. Learning to hunt starts very early,
often at 1 month of age, when the kitten adopts the postures of hunting.

The second way the kitten learns is by discovering what is the SAME. By 6 weeks of
age, when the mother cat returns with prey, the kitten begins to realise what can be
eaten He discovers that:

Prey = Food

Kittens are highly intelligent and quick learners. They actively explore their worlds to
discover what is the SAME, and to find WHERE good space and bad space are located.
This is what we see when kittens are playing and demonstrating the famous curiosity
that killed the cat. 

During this exploration of SPACE, the kitten acts and faces the consequences of his
actions. If he finds the response positive, he will tend to repeat this action. If he finds
the response negative, he will tend to avoid this action. 

The sensations of pleasure and pain are highly INFORMative here. Those actions that
hurt are found in bad space. Those actions that help are found in good space.
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Perform
Those special skills that make us humans so proud are also stored in our space-mind’s
wholistic associative memory and then PERFORMed upon demand by our space-mind
as automatic bursts of physical activity. These skills all have to be learned. As
children, we all have to learn to tie our shoes, ride a bike, and catch a ball.

      

The space-mind uses the modes RECOGNIZE and ACT together to accomplish the
learned skill. RECOGNIZing a certain situation calls forth a particular ACTion.

Riding a bike is accomplished by moving the bike forward and by staying balanced. I
move the bike forward by pedaling the wheels. Pedaling is a cycle. When the pedal
reaches the top of the arc, I push forward and down. I RECOGNIZE the top of the arc
by how it FEELS. When it FEELS right, I ACT.

Top of the arc = Push Down

RECOGNIZE = ACT

When the pedal reaches the bottom of the arc, I push backwards, but release my
downward pressure allowing the pedal to come up.

Bottom of the arc = Push Backwards

RECOGNIZE = ACT

The coordinated behaviors of pushing down with one foot while and pushing back with
the other creates the cyclic motion that moves us forward. This involves me having to
RECOGNIZE where the pedals are is space, and in ACTing to accomplish controlled
movement. 
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Balance is essential in many physical activities including bike riding. 

To successfully ride a bike, we need to learn to balance the bike. 

When I push down on the pedal with my right foot I need to swing my body mass to the
left to counterbalance the destabilizing effect from my downward pedaling. 
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Push down on the Right pedal = Swing my body weight to the Left

RECOGNIZE = ACT

When I push down on the pedal with my left foot, I need to swing my body mass to the
right to counterbalance the destabilizing effect from my downward pedaling. 

Push down on the Left pedal = Swing my body weight to the Right

RECOGNIZE = ACT

In addition, if the bike begins to fall to my right, I must turn the front wheel toward the
right in the direction of the fall. 

Falling to the Right = Turn into the fall towards the Right

RECOGNIZE = ACT

When I start to fall to my left, I turn the front wheel toward the left in the direction of
the fall.

Falling to the Left = Turn into the fall towards the Left

RECOGNIZE = ACT

These motor skills are PERFORMed by the space-mind. By sensing and RECOGNIZing
my own state of balance, I can detect when the bike is falling. Then by ACTing and
always turning the front wheel into the direction of the fall, I manage to balance
myself and the bike. This is accomplished by learning the FEEL of bike riding.

We could not stand, walk or run without good balance. But once mastered, balance
becomes easy and comfortable as demonstrated in the photo on the next page of young
steel workers playing around during their break in 1932.
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Time-mind Teaches
Our time-mind usually has difficulty explaining how to do many of the marvelous
skills that our space-mind masters. It can analyze these performances, but really
doesn’t know how to them. Your time-mind can talk about riding a bike, but it doesn’t
really ride the bike. That is why when it gets too involved directing our body
movements our sport’s performances suffer.

We may use our own time-mind or the time-mind of our parents to help us devise
exercises to practice our new space-mind skills. But these new skills must be
rehearsed over and over again by the space-mind to be memorized and perfected. 

When we have perfected and stored these wholistic patterns for controlling our
physical activity in the space, we can then call on these routines at will, and perform
them perfectly without thinking at all. They have become automatic. 

But even professional athletes can lose their ability to hit a baseball, if they let their
time-mind interfere with the timing of their swing. The time-mind does not what it
feels like to hit a home run. It can describe the event in words but it cannot master the
wholistic cycle of perfect muscle coordination necessary to accomplish the event. 
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The secret of brilliant physical performance is to practice until the space-mind has the
routine mastered, then just let go. Swing the bat when it feels right, not when it
thinks right! This ability of the space-mind to PERFORM allows us to learn more
difficult skills. We may learn to play a musical instrument, dance the latest steps, play
professional sports, or even win an Olympic gold medal. 

ACT-Perform

         Mode 3–ACT-Perform
  ____________________________
|              Space-Mind |
| |
|   ASSOCIATIVE-MOTOR |   Mechanism
|        S Y N T H E S I Z E  |   Frequently Unconscious
|      I N F O R M A T I O N |   Memorized-Practiced-Automatic
|             I D E N T I C |   Usually Non-verbal
|       Motor-Skill-Output  |   Skill—Talent 
|            P E R F O R M |
| |
|         “the E A S Y way” |
|___________________________ |
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When associative programs are used repeatedly, they are stored in memory and can be
activated unconsciously, i.e. they become automatic, triggered by a common situation
or stressor. 

This produces mode of thinking which Coulter began with and simply called IDENTIC. 

All space-mind processing is both associative and identic. The ACT-Perform mode is
more identic, the RECOGNIZE mode is more associative.

When the Associative-Multiordinal power of the space-mind is applied to the ‘motor’
division of the central nervous system the result is CONTROL of SPACE. If these
programs are used repeatedly, they become stored in memory and become automatic.
We humans experience these programs as skills and talents that we have developed.

These programs are called up in response to specific situations. The Identic programs
are those behaviors that we accomplish without conscious “thinking.” These are our
mobility skills they include – walking, running, jumping, leaping, swinging,
swimming, creeping, stalking, crawling, diving, and flying. If you know where to go to
meet your needs, you still did skills to get you there. In humans, ACT-Perform includes
those talents and skills we associate with sports, dancing, music, and knitting to
mention a few. The space-mind controls these behaviors best with identic automatic
programs. We must practice our program in order to refine the coordination. When our
performance feels right we know we have the behavior controlled the way we desire.  

The identic programs are usually learned but they can be inherited. When a program
is inherited, the behavior is “instinctive.” These inherited identic programs are more
commonly observed in the less complex living systems, the animals. Humans as
discovered by Korzybski, are not an animal, although we have many similarities with
the animals.

The second class of identic programs are the learned associative behaviors. Learning is
a conscious process occurring in the space-mind with ACT-Perform practicing with the
coordination of RECOGNIZE, and for us humans, often with the able assistance of the
time-mind.

Once learned our skills and talents seem to be accomplished without thinking. Such
basic skills as “chewing your food”, “holding an object”, “walking”, “running”, or
“jumping.” This includes “habits” and those skilled behaviors which are repetitive such
as “knitting”, “riding a bicycle”,“tying your shoes”,“driving a car”,“brushing your
teeth”,etc. etc.etc..
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Identic automatic behaviors are usually non-verbal motor tasks. But singing (once we
know the song) is a verbal identic automatic behavior. It is using the voice as a musical
instrument. Once a song is learned then it is performed automatically without
conscious ‘thinking’. 

Many of these skills are learned by mimicking the behavior of the “teacher.” I make my
behavior IDENTICAL with the model. This is why Coulter choose the term IDENTIC
for this mode of thinking. 

“The common denominator of these states is a mental operation called
identification. One mental content is linked to another, as if a switch were
turned on connecting the two. Thereafter, whenever the first content occurs,
the second follows and is equated to the first. There is no discrimination. There
is no awareness as we understand it. If “peaches” is linked to “cream,” in the
Identic Mode “peaches” = “cream.” They are treated as being identically the
same.”402

SURVIVE
Now let’s examine the most basic mode of thinking generated by the our dual-mind.
Some of its attributes proceed the development of the space-mind. However, in advanced
animals, and certainly in humans beings, it commandeers the Knowing and skills of the
higher modes of the space-mind, and uses them to support its responsibility for physical
survival of the organism. To be or not to be is a question of survival—life or death.
SURVIVE is a primitive adversary mode. It controls the Fight or Flight response. 

           Mode 1–SURVIVE
  ___________________________
|             Space-Mind |
|   ASSOCIATIVE-MOTOR |   Conscious
|        S Y N T H E S I Z E |   Emotional-Limbic
|     I N F O R M A T I O N |   Adversary-Hostile
|       * R E A C T I V E *  |   Fight or Flight
|            Hostile-Output |   Anger-Fear
| |
|               “M Y way” |
|__________________________ |

The SURVIVE mode of thinking can be very dangerous. The limbic-emotional system is
evoked which modifies the behavior of the space-mind through the release of the

402 N. Arthur Coulter, HUMAN SYNERGETICS, Internet Edition, The Time-binding Trust, 2002,
http://www.synearth.net/coulter/synergetics.pdf
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powerful adversary hormones nor-adrenalin and adrenalin. 

The combination of these adversary hormones produce an abundance of adversary
emotions including anger, fear, frustration, resentment, irritation, anxiety, etc. 

Fight Response
When you release the anger hormone, you prepare to kill. Its a matter of personal
survival. The physiological changes that result from a nor-adrenalin release are
astounding. Anger prepares us to hit hard, and with that preparation comes the strong
urge to ACT—I want to hit and fight right NOW! So anger prepares us to hit hard. 

➢Blood Pressure jumps up 220—230—240—250.
➢Heart Rate accelerates to 120—140—160—180.
➢Blood gets thicker, stickier, and clottier.
➢All non-critical physiological systems are shutdown.
➢All the non-critical modes of thinking are turned off.
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Preparing to Kill!
Why is this happening? Our animal body if preparing for the fight of its life. This is life
or death. If we lose, there will be no tomorrow. We can hold nothing back. 

The heart is at maximum output to support the muscles that hit and bite. The body
needs all of its energy for the fight—all non-critical systems are turned off. If I die
today, I won’t need to digest my food, protect myself from microbes and cancer, or make
reproductive cells for future offspring. 

All modes of thinking except SURVIVE are turned off, or at best are placed on standby
to serve requested Knowing or performance and skills to SURVIVE. The body is as
prepared for major injury and maximum physical effort. I am ready to engage in all out
combat, right NOW!

Flight Response
When you release the fear hormone adrenaline, your body prepares to escape. The
action will be flight and/or hiding. The focus is on avoiding being killed. The effects of
adrenaline on the body are equally powerful, but somewhat different than nor-
adrenaline
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Preparing to Run!
Why is this happening? My animal body is preparing for the flight of its life. This is life
or death. If I don’t escape, there will be no tomorrow. I can hold nothing back. The blood
supply is shunted to the running muscles of my hips and legs. My urge is not to hit
hard, but to run fast. I need to get away or hide. I must avoid a fight.

➢Blood pressure is high, but not quite as elevated as with anger. 
➢Heart rate is even more accelerated than with anger. 
➢Marked Tremor from maximum neuromuscular tone.
➢Urge to stool — emptying the GI system, more room for the running muscles.
➢Turns off all non-critical physiological systems to shift energy.
➢Turns off non-critical modes of thinking to avoid distraction.

Hijacking the Neocortex
The space-mind is a combination of the right neo-cortex and the limbic system. The
limbic system was designed for speed. It will hijack403 the neocortex, if a threat to
survival is perceived. Daniel Goleman explains:

Joseph LeDoux, a neuroscientist at the Center for Neural Science at New York
University, was the first to discover the key role of the amygdala in the
emotional brain.404 LeDoux is part of a fresh breed of neuroscientists who
draw on innovative methods and technologies that bring a previously
unknown level of precision to mapping the brain at work, and so can lay bare
mysteries of mind that earlier generations of scientists have found
impenetrable. His findings on the circuitry of the emotional brain overthrow
long-standing notion about the limbic system, putting the amygdala at the
center of the action and placing other limbic structures in very different
roles.405

LeDoux’s research explains how the amygdala can take control over what we
do even as the thinking brain, the neocortex, is still coming to a decision. As
we shall see, the workings of the amygdala and its interplay with the
neocortex are at the heart of emotional intelligence.

Most intriguing for understanding the power of emotions in mental life are
403 Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence, Bantum Books, New York, 1995
404 Joseph LeDoux, Sensory Systems and Emotion, Integrative Psychiatry, 4, 1986 and Emotion and

the Limbic System Concept, Concepts in Neuroscience, 2, 1992
405 Joseph LeDoux, Emotional Memory Systems in the Brain, Behavioral and Brain Research, 58,

1993
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those moments of impassioned action that we later regret, once the dust has
settled; the question is how we so easily become so irrational. Take, for
example, a young woman who drove two hours to Boston to have brunch and
spend the day with her boyfriend. During brunch he gave her a present she'd
been wanting for months, a hard-to-find art print brought back from Spain.
But her delight dissolved the moment she suggested that after brunch they go
to a matinee of a movie she’d been wanting to see and her friend stunned her
by saying he couldn’t spend the day with her because he had softball practice.
Hurt and incredulous, she got up in tears, left the cafe, and, on impulse, threw
the print in a garbage can. Months later, recounting the incident, it’s not
walking out she regrets, but the loss of the print.

It is in moments such as these—when impulsive feeling overrides the
rational—that the newly discovered role for the amygdala is pivotal. Incoming
signals from the senses let the amygdala scan every experience for trouble.
This puts the amygdala in a powerful post in mental life, something like a
psychological sentinel, challenging every situation, every perception, with but
one kind of question in mind, the most primitive: “Is this something I hate?
That hurts me? Something I fear?” If so-if the moment at hand somehow
draws a “Yes”—the amygdala reacts instantaneously, like a neural tripwire,
telegraphing a message of crisis to all parts of the brain.

In the brain’s architecture, the amygdala is poised something like an alarm
company where operators stand ready to send out emergency calls to the fire
department, police, and a neighbor whenever a home security system signals
trouble.

When it sounds an alarm of, say, fear, it sends urgent messages to every major
part of the brain: it triggers the secretion of the body’s fight-or-flight
hormones, mobilizes the centers for movement, and activates the
cardiovascular system, the muscles, and the gut.406 Other circuits from the
amygdala signal the secretion of emergency dollops of the hormone
norepinephrine to heighten the reactivity of key brain areas, including those
that make the senses more alert, in effect setting the brain on edge. Additional
signals from the amygdala tell the brainstem to fix the face in a fearful
expression, freeze unrelated movements the muscles had underway, speed
heart rate and raise blood pressure, slow breathing. Others rivet attention on
the source of the fear, and prepare the muscles to react accordingly.
Simultaneously, cortical memory systems are shuffled to retrieve any
knowledge relevant to the emergency at hand, taking precedence over other
strands of thought.

406 Jerome Kagan, Galen’s Prophecy, Basic Books, New York, 1994
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And these are just part of a carefully coordinated array of changes the
amygdala orchestrates as it commandeers areas throughout the brain. The
amygdala’s extensive web of neural connections allows it, during an emotional
emergency, to capture and drive much of the rest of the brain-including the
rational mind. 

407

407 Carter, Weidenfeld, Nicolson, Mapping the Mind, University of California Press, Berkely and Los
Angeles, 1998
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The Emotional Sentinel
A friend tells of having been on vacation in England, and eating brunch at a
canal side cafe. Taking a stroll afterward along the stone steps down to the
canal, he suddenly saw a girl gazing at the water, her face frozen in fear.
Before he knew quite why, he had jumped in the water-in his coat and tie.
Only once he was in the water did he realize that the girl was staring in shock
at a toddler who had fallen in-whom he was able to rescue.

What made him jump in the water before he knew why? The answer, very
likely, was his amygdala.

In one of the most telling discoveries about emotions of the last decade,
LeDoux’s work revealed how the architecture of the brain gives the amygdala
a privileged position as an emotional sentinel, able to hijack the brain. His
research has shown that sensory signals from eye or ear travel first in the
brain to the thalamus, and then—across a single synapse—to the amygdala; a
second signal from the thalamus is routed to the neocortex—the thinking
brain. This branching allows the amygdala to begin to respond before the
neocortex, which mulls information through several levels of brain circuits
before it fully perceives and finally initiates its more finely tailored response.

LeDoux’s research is revolutionary for understanding emotional life because it
is the first to work out neural pathways for feelings that bypass the neocortex.
Those feelings that take the direct route through the amygdala include our
most primitive and potent; this circuit does much to explain the power of
emotion to overwhelm rationality.

The conventional view in neuroscience had been that the eye, ear, and other
sensory organs transmit signals to the thalamus, and from there to sensory
processing areas of the neocortex, where the signals are put together into
objects as we perceive them. The signals are sorted for meanings so that the
brain recognizes what each object is and what its presence means. From the
neocortex, the old theory held, the signals are sent to the limbic brain, and
from there the appropriate response radiates out through the brain and the
rest of the body. That is the way it works much or most of the time-but LeDoux
discovered a smaller bundle of neurons that leads directly from the thalamus
to the amygdala, in addition to those going through the larger path of neurons
to the cortex. This smaller and shorter pathway-something like a neural back
alley-allows the amygdala to receive some direct inputs from the senses and
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start a response before they are fully registered by the neocortex.

This discovery overthrows the notion that the amygdala must depend entirely
on signals from the neocortex to formulate its emotional reactions. The
amygdala can trigger an emotional response via this emergency route even as
a parallel reverberating circuit begins between the amygdala and neocortex. 

The amygdala can have us spring to action while the slightly slower-but more
fully informed-neocortex unfolds its more refined plan for reaction.

LeDoux overturned the prevailing wisdom about the pathways traveled by
emotions through his research on fear in animals. In a crucial experiment he
destroyed the auditory cortex of rats, then exposed them to a tone paired with
an electric shock. The rats quickly learned to fear the tone, even though the
sound of the tone could not register in their neocortex. Instead, the sound took
the direct route from ear to thalamus to amygdala, skipping all higher
avenues. In short, the rats had learned an emotional reaction without any
higher cortical involvement: The amygdala perceived, remembered, and
orchestrated their fear independently.

“Anatomically the emotional system can act independently of the neocortex,”
LeDoux told me. “Some emotional reactions and emotional memories can be
formed without any conscious, cognitive participation at all.” The amygdala
can house memories and response repertoires that we enact without quite
realizing why we do so because the shortcut from thalamus to amygdala
completely bypasses the neocortex. 408

The SURVIVE mode is powerful, primitive, and REACTIVE. It evolved to protect the
individual in life or death situations. It produces adversary behavior. This is why the
SURVIVE mode is so dangerous for modern humans. It is rare that modern humans
can solve their problems by fighting or fleeing. 

Emergency Simplification Procedure
The higher modes of thinking are strongly attenuated by the space-mind when it turns
on its SURVIVE mode of thinking. Intelligence is highly limited in this mode. 

The space-mind is operating under survival protocol ESP (Emergency Simplification
Procedure). Only a subset of INFORMATION is available. Things are black or white.
REACTIVE thinking is defensive thinking. As such the individual in the SURVIVE

408 Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence, ibid
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mode is very inflexible and suspicious: “You are either for me or against me, there ain’t
no other way.” Higher intelligence is so attenuated that the human in the SURVIVE
mode returns to an animal state of awareness.

If a human evokes the SURVIVE mode all higher thinking modes are lost. Compared to
the intelligence available to you with your time-mind fully operational, you lose as
much as 80% of your effective intelligence. 
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The space-mind does not ‘evaluate’, it is not concerned with ‘meaning’. It is not rational
or irrational,it is a-rational. Space-mind is not moral or immoral, it is a-moral. The
resultant behavior may be described as rational or irrational, moral or immoral, but
the concepts of rationality and morality are meaningless to the space-mind. Because
the space-mind is arational and amoral, behavior chosen by the reactive SURVIVE
mode can highly dangerous and presently contributes much negativity to human
experience. It is the mode in control when 90% of homicides occur. Today, nearly all
humans operate in the SURVIVE mode inappropriately—when there is no physical
risk to their person from an adversary threat.

Whenever the SURVIVE mode of thinking is engaged, the time-mind is neurologically
attenuated. In the next chapter, I discuss those modes of human thinking that are
generated by the time-mind. These are the modes that generate the intelligence and
behaviors commonly ascribed as human intelligence. These modes operate best when
the human brain and personality are deeply calm. 

Since few humans in the our stressful modern world are deeply calm, few humans
today operate at optimum intelligence. Learning to master the emotion of calmness will
be necessary for effective control of the dual mind. With calmness comes the ability to
quickly turn off the SURVIVE mode when it is inappropriate. One of our first tasks in
The Metamorphosis section will be to learn how to use the SURVIVE mode
appropriately, and how to turn it off when it is triggered inappropriately. 

INFORMATION—KnowWhere
Space-Mind ACT-Perform IDENTIC 

Space-Mind RECOGNIZE

Space-Mind SURVIVE REACTIVE

Chance
INFORMATION is the knowing that evolved in the world of adversity. If I know where
to go. I will survive. If I don’t know where to go than my choices are directed by
chance.

We experience this every day. I don’t remember where I put my keys. There is a chance
I left them on the kitchen table. If I am looking for a particular object, and I don’t know
where it is, then I have to take a chance and look somewhere that it might be. The
opposite of INFORMATION is CHANCE. 
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KnowWhen: ANALYZE & PREDICT-Control

The time-mind is where human thinking begins. The time-mind is in charge of
analytical understanding. It can understand because it is aware of time. It is aware of
changes that occur over time. Through it’s awareness of time it has developed the
ability to analyze reality. By noticing the changes that occur over time, it has the
ability to figure things out. It can notice what comes before what. It can determine
what events cause what effects. It can notice what events precede other events and in
what sequences. The time-mind is what distinguishes us humans from the animal
class of life. Recall from our earlier discussions:

Humans •••••••
The seventh stage of process, the humans are intelligent. They make controlled
choices in energy, space and time. This requires knowing—knowing of energy,
knowing of space and knowing of time. Humans are said to have three degrees of
freedom. 

Recall Korzybski designated humans as time-binders, he explained that we humans
adapt to our environment through our awareness and control of time.

Time-binding
The power of time-binding is understanding. With understanding the time-binder
gains the ability to control their environment. On earth, we humans possess the
power to understand and through that understanding to control and dominate our
earth.

Understanding is what makes life meaningful. Without understanding life has no
meaning. 

Understanding becomes possible when an organism can observe and remember change
over time. Understanding comes from the awareness of time—an awareness that
allows the experience of time as sequential or linear. 

Tomorrow follows today as today followed yesterday. Time always moves from the past
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to the present, from the present to the future. Change is bound in time. And time-
binders can understand change in space because of their awareness of time. 

Time-binding is a way of thinking—analytical thinking. The time-binder can make
decisions based on understanding changes in his environment over time. Time-
binding analysis is sequential analysis—linear analysis—focused on the parts rather
than the whole. 

Analytical thinking recognizes cause and effect. Time-binders are the masters of cause
and effect. When humans understand cause and effect, they make scientific discovery.
They make knowing. When humans make choices based on understanding, they make
inventions. They make technology. Time-binders are the creators of understanding
and technology. When understanding is incorporated into matter-energy, it becomes a
tool. 

Humans are above all else toolmakers. Much of our understanding is embedded in our
tools. Human understanding grows continuously and without limit. As we incorporate
our evermore powerful understanding into our tools. We produce evermore powerful
tools.

Transmission of Knowing
Time-binding is also that unique ability to pass that ‘knowing’ from one generation to
the next generation. Both animal and human offspring begin their lives in nearly total
ignorance. The differences that exist between them are small, but what advantage in
‘knowing’ that does exist belongs clearly to the animal. While the animal seems to
begin life with a greater store of inherited ‘knowing’, it possesses little ability to learn
from its parents. The animal is condemned to rediscover over and over, every
generation must discover anew the ‘knowings’ of its parents. The wise old owl may
know a great deal, but he has no way to pass what he knows to his offspring and they
have no way to receive it. We humans are very different in that respect. We can and do
pass our knowing from one generation to the next. 

My grandmother was born in a house without telephone, radio, television, electricity,
or running water. My mother was born in the same house, but with the addition of
electricity, running water, and radio. I was born in a modern hospital, my mother was
put to sleep for the delivery and I grew up in a house with electricity, running water,
flush toilets, radios, and telephone, and when I was eight, we got a television.

My daughters were born in a hospital home birth center with my wife awake and
participating. My daughters have grown up in a house with three televisions, two
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stereos, three radios, several telephones, two video recorders, and three personal
computers.

We humans do not start our ‘knowing’ over every generation. My paternal grandfather
had a 3rd grade education; my maternal grandfather had an 8th grade education. My
parents were high school graduates. I have 26 years of formal education and a
doctorate. My wife’s mother has a grade school education; her father finished high
school. My wife completed 23 years of formal education and has a graduate degree.

I am not smarter than my grandparents or my parents, I am simply later. Present
humanity is not smarter than past humanity, they are simply later. As Alfred
Korzybski explained in 1921:

Human beings possess a most remarkable capacity which is entirely peculiar
to them—I mean the capacity to summarize, digest and appropriate the labors
and experiences of the past; I mean the capacity to use the fruits of past labors
and experiences as intellectual or spiritual capital for developments in the
present; I mean the capacity to employ as instruments of increasing power the
accumulated achievements of the all-previous lives of the past generations
spent in trial and error, trial and success; I mean the capacity of human
beings to conduct their lives in the ever increasing light of inherited wisdom; I
mean the capacity in virtue of which man is at once the inheritor of the
bygone ages and the trustee of posterity. And because humanity is just this
magnificent natural agency by which the past lives in the present and the
present for the future, I define humanity, in the universal tongue of
mathematics and mechanics, to be the time-binding class of life. 409

We humans bind time and are bound together in time. The record of our time-binding is
everywhere. It is in all that activity that we so innocently call progress. It is the very
motor of obsolescence. It is embedded in just about everything associated with humans
and yet most humans are unaware of the very power that makes them human. We
humans catalogue and store our various knowings in libraries, universities, colleges,
data banks, and information services. We store our knowing in many formats—books,
tapes, films, movies, newspapers, magazines, video, microfilm, photos, computer files,
etc., etc., etc..  

We are time-binders and the mark of our human power is everywhere. But, humans
are more than just time-binders with the power to understand. We also have the

409 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
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power of space-binding—mobility and the ability to think wholistically, and the power
of energy-binding—conversion of plant and animal tissue to organic chemical energy,
growth and organization of energy. 

Human success depends not just on understanding, but also on knowing when, where
and how to be mobile. And also on the ability to control the energy which we will need
to power our movement. We must have adequate energy stored so that we can release
it at the proper moment to adapt to our environment.

Synergy
The synergic relationship originates in the human world. As Korzybski foresaw:

The human class of life is a part and a product of nature, therefore, there must
be fundamental laws which are natural for this class of life. A stone obeys the
natural laws of stones; a liquid conforms to the natural law of liquids; a plant,
to the natural laws of plants; an animal, to the natural laws of animals; it
follows inevitably that there must be natural laws for humans. 410

Universe provides unlimited time for humans. This is in the sense of time-binding.
Human lives are finite, but human ‘knowing’ is not. Humans discovered control of fire
~1.5 million years ago, and it has been in daily use since then. 

Humans invented the wheel ~5500 years ago and its use is everywhere today. Because
humans pass their knowing to their descendants, in a sense, collective human life is
not limited. Understanding is not limited. Knowing is not limited. Technology is not
limited. Quality of human life based on knowing and technology is not limited.

We first discover synergic relationship in the microscopic universe. It is the basis of
human cellular organization. Each of us has approximately 40 trillion cells organized
within our bodies. These cells are related synergically, each acting in a highly co-
Operative way.

Synergic relationship becomes available to human individuals because of time-binding.
Our ability to invent and to understand new ways of doing things creates a new
possibility for co-Operation which does not exist in the world of the plants and
animals. This brings us to a fundamental definition in synergic science:

410 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
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Co-OPERATION —def—> Operating together to insure that both parties win, and
that neither party loses. The negotiation to insure that both parties are helped, and
that neither party is hurt. …

Co-Operation results when there are no losers and no one is ignored. When humans
behave synergically, they seek their goals and needs as allies rather than as
competitors. Human intelligence is most useful when we humans think of ways where
all parties can win and where there is no need for losers. Synergic relationships can
produce all-win scenarios. And when humans begin to co-Operate wonderful things
can happen. When we analyze synergic relationships, we find that (1+1) > 2 ,
frequently it’s much greater (1+1) >> 2.

Synergic mechanism is basic to Life. Synergy is present in the energy-binders. If we
examine the plants microscopically, we find that every cell within a plant is organized
to work together, each contributing to the integrity of the whole plant. The whole
plant is more than an accumulation of vegetable cells. However at the macroscopic
level the plant is neutral. It has no relationship with other plants.

Synergy is present in the space-binders as well. If we examine the animals we will find
that microscopically they are synergically organized. Their organelles are synergized
into cells, their cells are synergized into tissues, their tissues are synergized into
organs, their organs are synergized into the organism-as-a-whole. Every cell
interacting synergistically with every other cell. But for space-binders this is where
synergy stops. 

The space-binder is behaviorally an adversary—the very opposite of synergy. The
intelligence of space-binding is inadequate to allow space-binders to organize
themselves into a synergic community. The lion kills the zebra with no thought of the
effect on the community of animals. The space-binder is not irresponsible he is
aresponsible. His adversary behavior is the result of innocence. He sees himself as the
only “whole.” In the adversary world, there is only good space or bad space. The animal
lives the life of true dependence. If he is to eat, he must kill other.

We humans are also microscopic synergies. However, on the macroscopic or behavioral
level we have a choice as how to behave. We can choose Adversity, Neutrality or
Synergy. Today2006 most of us choose Adversity and Neutrality, and most of our
relationships are adversary and neutral. 411

411 Redundant Text
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KNOWLEDGE—When do I act to control?
The time-mind is that unique and distinct intelligence that differentiates us from the
animals. All normal humans have a time-mind in addition to their space-mind.
Understanding both the space-mind and time-mind greatly enhances your effective
intelligence. 

Human intelligence is much more than animal intelligence. It includes the space-mind,
but has the addition of the time-mind. The addition of a second mind has given humans
the gift of enormous intelligence. Saying that humans are more intelligent than
animals, is as much an understatement as saying that animals are more intelligent
than plants. 

The time-mind is responsible for analysis and prediction. It thinks in symbols. Our
most common symbols are the words that we use to speak and communicate with
other humans. Using words we develop a symbolic model of the world and generate
opinions of how the world “ought to be.”

Recall from the preface: The time-mind is found in limited form in the more advanced
mammals, but develops completely only in humans. Time-mind raises knowing to a
new level. 

Time-mind can understand much more because it is aware of time. It is aware of
changes that occur over time. This generates the next level of knowing called
KnowWhen. KnowWhen is knowing when to act in time to control the events in my
local reality. 

Time-mind analyzes and distinguishes the various aspects of wholes by their
differences. It considers these different aspects of the whole to be parts. It has broken
the whole process of life into different moments. The past is different than the present,
which is different than the future. The moments of our lives are a one way street. By
noticing the changes that occur over time, time-mind has the ability to figure things
out. It can notice what comes after what, and soon learns to understand and thus
anticipate what comes before what. It can notice what events precede other events and
in what sequences. With this temporal understanding comes the ability to predict and
control sequential process. Understanding temporal difference is the same as
understanding temporal sequence.

KnowWhen is based on an awareness and understanding of cause and effect—the
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understanding of sequence. If I know what causes an effect, I can predict and control
my future. If I understand the sequence for making a fire, I can stay warm and cook
my food. 

As a modern human, to start my breakfast I first need to get a skillet from the cabinet,
and bacon from the refrigerator. Then I place my skillet on the stove. Then I turn on
the burner. Then I add my bacon before the skillet gets too hot. I need to adjust the
heat so it’s not too hot and not too cold. Because I know the con-sequence of under
cooked pork, and the con-sequence of burnt food, I control my cooking event by
knowing when to turn the heat up and when to turn it down. To successfully cook my
breakfast, I am using the second level of knowing which I call KNOWLEDGE.

Time Mind KnowWhen KNOWLEDGE

Living in Space-Time
With the addition of the time-mind we gain a remarkable new power. The power to be
aware of both space and time. This new ability results in a remarkable leap in
intelligence. In addition to the associative intelligence of the space-mind, we humans
now possess analytical intelligence. This combination opens the door to genius and
eventually to the total understanding of reality.

Remember our earlier discussion from the second chapter of this section on
Understanding Space-Time: Now let’s make a simple schematic diagram of Einstein-
Minkowski’s four dimensional space-time. A schematic diagram has a special meaning
in science. It means that the drawing is simplified. It makes no attempt to show the full
relationship of the idea or concept being represented. A schematic diagram is a
metaphor for the concept or idea being presented. That means that the space-time
continuum is more complex than represented here. But this drawing can still be
instructive in helping us to understand. 

Now I will begin by drawing a simple horizontal line to represent space. Now we all
experience space as three dimensional. The ‘objects’ in our world have height, width
and depth. But in this simplified schematic we are representing space with a one
dimensional line.

Now I will add a second vertical line to represent time. And this line will be an arrow
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because time has a direction. It always moves from the Past-> to the Present -> to the
Future. This arrow will represent the direction of time. In fact in physics it is often
called Time’s Arrow (drawn from the bottom of the schematic up towards the top). 

          

Einstein and Minkowski discovered that ‘space’ and ‘time’ are always connected and
their connection—where they meet—is always HERE & NOW. 412

          

412 Redundant Text
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Recall that Einstein and Minkowski represented the intersection of ‘space’ and ‘time’
with the simple schematic drawing above showing time and space at 90 degrees
variance from each other. Buckminster Fuller taught us that the essence of precession
is always 90 degrees. Einstein and Minkowski’s representation suggests that “Space”
and “Time” or Space-Time have a precessional relationship. 

Prior to Einstein’s discovery of the Theory of Relativity, human scientists believed that
‘space’ and ‘time’ were two different things—two separate things—two distinct
elements. Physicists and the public as well always talked of ‘space’ and ‘time’.

Einstein and Minkowski discovered that ‘space’ is a funny kind of ‘time’ and ‘time’ is a
funny kind of ‘space’ and they cannot be separated into different elements. They are a
whole. They are a unity. They are a continuum. Einstein and Minkowski explained
that we must now refer to them as space-time. Scientists pronounce the hyphen to
remind themselves of this connection. They say “space hyphen time.” …

Einstein and Minkowski next asked, What would happen if an event occurred at the
NOW point? How would information about that event travel through space? This lead
to the development of what physicists call the light cone. 

The light cone represents the volume of Universe that can be effected by an event that
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occurs NOW. The FUTURE light cone reflects the limit of what part of Universe can be
affected by an event occurring NOW. The FUTURE cone opens up at the speed of light.
The radius becoming 186,000 miles wider each second after the NOW moment. The 1
second yellow circle represents the area in space that others can hear of my invention.
A circle with a radius of 186, 000 miles. The 2 second yellow circle has a radius of 372,
000 miles. The 3 second yellow circle has a radius of 558, 000 miles, and the 4 second
circle has a radius of 744, 000 miles.

                   

So if someone is living on a planet four light years away from me in another solar
system they can not learn of my discovery until four years from NOW. Even if it was
transmitted at the speed of light. The speed of light—186,000 miles per second—is the
fastest that news of an effect or the effects of an event can propagate in Universe. But
for practical purposes most news and most effects of events don’t propagate that
rapidly in Universe. …

Einstein and Minkowki then explained that there was a second cone—the PAST light
cone—that represented the volume of Universe from which other events could effect a
future NOW moment.

The PAST light cone helps us understand that if I am making a decision in the next
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second then any other event farther away from me than one light second—186,000
miles—can have no effect on my decision. 

 

If my friends on the planet 4 light years away in another solar system send me a
message that would have changed my decision, I won’t get their message until four
years after I have already made my decision.

Remember that the PAST light cone represents the limit of what volume of PAST
Universe can effect a FUTURE NOW. And, the FUTURE light cone represents the
limit of what volume of FUTURE Universe can be affected by a PAST NOW. The
practical consequences are then that if I am making a decision in San Francisco within
the next second then something that is happening in New York right now will probably
have no impact on my decision. Its too far away. But, if what is happening in New York
right now is the beginning of a nuclear war, in a few hours it will effect all of us in a
major way. 413 
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Different View Points
As Albert Einstein explained, “Space and time are modes by which we think and not
conditions in which we live.”Understanding the fundamental difference between the
space-mind and the time-mind is as simple as understanding the different points of
view they have of the same thing. 

Both minds live in the same world. They are both observing and modeling reality. To
survive the space-mind can never take its eye off of the ball. The ball to the space-mind
is the NOW moment. 

However the space-mind is not aware of time. In fact the space-mind is time blind.

413 Redundant Text
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While it never takes its eye off the NOW moment, it is viewing reality head on as if
times arrow were coming right out of the page towards it, or as if the space-mind was
watching reality on a special TV set.

Space-mind is watching everything that happens unfold on the screen. It can never
stop watching the TV because survival requires constant vigilance. Even though the
images on the screen are always changing, space-mind experiences the NOW movie as
just one very long moment. It is as if time were compressed into this single moment.
Imagine your life was compressed into a single day. I was born at sunrise, married
mid-morning, had children before noon, retired in the mid-afternoon, and died sunset.
To the space-mind all of life happens in a single moment. There is only NOW. Survival
requires that space-mind stay focused in-on the here and now. Space-mind does not
look for difference. Difference does not even exist. The only thing to discover is
sameness. Since Past Present and Future are distinguished by difference, they are
invisible to the space-mind. 

Space-mind is busy sensing reality—monitoring the ten dimensional picture of reality
that includes: 1) vision in 2) stereo— i.e. depth perception and 3) color, 4) hearing in 5)
stereo, the sense of 6) smell, the 7) taste of food, as well as 8) touch, 9) temperature —
warm and cold, and 10) vibratory sense—and looking for SAMENESS. Remember,
these multi-dimensional emotionally encoded pictures are called PERCEPTs.

Space-mind moves towards that which is pleasurable—Good Space and away from
that which is painful—Bad Space.
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Precessional Point of View
Recall: Sometimes scientists, like to lay the light cone on its side, and draw it
horizontally—left to right. 

This is how we often think of time as flowing from the left to the right. 

Now imagine the NOW moment is a bead on a string. The string is TIME’s arrow, and
the bead is sliding forward from the past towards the future. And, information from
that NOW moment is radiating into space at 186, 000 miles per second. 

Past -> Present-> Future 

Time is often depicted as moving from left to right. Just like our English words and
sentences are written from the left to the right. 

The » quick » fox » jumped » over » the » lazy » dog. 
A » B » C » D » E » F » G » H » I » J » K ... » Y » Z

1 » 2 » 3 » 4 » 5 » 6 » 7 » 8 » 9 » 10 ... » ∞
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Space-mind views the NOW moment as it rushes straight towards it.

Time-mind is less focused on the NOW moment. Because space-mind is so good at
survival, time-mind has a lot more time to think about and investigate reality.
However, time-mind can sense reality—it can monitor the ten dimensional picture of
reality created by space-mind which includes: 1) vision in 2) stereo— i.e. depth
perception and 3) color, 4) hearing in 5) stereo, the sense of 6) smell, the 7) taste of food,
as well as 8) touch, 9) temperature — warm and cold, and 10) vibratory sense—and
analyze everything for DIFFERENCE. However, it does not construct PERCEPTs. It is
not looking for WHOLES. It does not RECOGNIZE objects. It does not repeat the space-
mind’s job. It accepts the space-minds perception of reality as valid and builds upon
that. It accepts the space-mind’s OBJECTs as real and creates a LABEL for each
OBJECT. 

Time-mind is trying to make sense of reality. It CONCEIVES reality. By ANALYZING
DIFFERENCE. It creates a CONCEPT of reality. It needs to understand temporal
sequence so it can PREDICT and CONTROL. It gains temporal awareness by watching
the now moment from a different perspective.

We are seeing the unique point of view that gives time-mind the power of sequence.
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To see the NOW moment sliding sideways like a bead on a string requires a 90°
precessional point of view. 

To discover the DIFFERENCEs between one NOW moment and the next requires a 90°
precessional point of view.

By ANALYZING DIFFERENCE. Time-mind creates a CONCEPT of reality. Its ability
to UNDERSTAND temporal sequence is essential for PREDICTion and CONTROL. 

In summary, the time-mind is responsible for ANALYSIS and PREDICTION. Its
primary task is to make life meaningful so it can better act to CONTROL reality. Time-
mind thinks in symbols. Our most common symbols are the words that we use to speak
and communicate with other humans. Using words we develop a symbolic model of the
world. We use our analytical understanding to develop linear cause and effect
sequences for accomplishing desired tasks. These symbolically encoded cause and effect
sequences are called CONCEPTS. Our analytical understanding further allows us to
generate opinions of how the world “OUGHT TO BE.”

The Principle of Precession in found everywhere in Universe and Time-mind uses a its
90° point of view to see that precession. Understanding reality is impossible without
the precessional point of view.

Buckminster Fuller on Precession
Precession plays the major role in my re-statement of the first law of motions,
which says:

The entire regenerative hierarchy of major, intermediate, and minor
constellations of component patterns-within-component-patterns of universe
are continual processes of synchronous, yet independent and unique,
transformative patternings. That is, all components of universe are in
continually accommodative, associative-disassociative motion reciprocity, and
all the moving components of universe continuously affect all the other
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moving components—in varying degrees, ranging between high and low tide
reciprocities of critically intense to critically negligible. …” 

This is to say that the effects of all local motion systems in the universe upon
one another are ALWAYS precessional, and that none of the resultants of any
forces operative between them are ever straight line patterns. 414

Recall: “When we pull away from one another the opposite rigid-disc ends of a
flexible, water-filled rubber cylinder, the middle part of the overall cylinder
contracts in a concentric series of circular planes of diminishing radius
perpendicular (at right angles) to the line of our pulling. …

When we drop a stone in the water, a circular wave is generated that moves
outwardly in a plane perpendicular (at right angles) to the line of stone-
dropping-the outwardly expanding circular wave generates (at ninety degrees)
a vertical wave that in turn generates an additional horizontally and
outwardly expanding wave, and so on.

All these right-angle effects are precessional effects. Precession is the effect of
bodies in motion on other bodies in motion. 415

414 R. Buckminster Fuller, Tensegrity, Portfolio and Art News Annual, No.4, 1961
415 R. Buckminster Fuller, Critical Path, 1981, ibid
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The greatest lesson that nature is now trying to teach humanity is that when
the bumblebee goes after its honey, it inadvertently pollenizes the vegetation,
which pollenization, accomplished at 90 degrees to the bumblebees aimed
activity, constitutes part of the linkup of the great ecological regeneration of
the capability of terrestrial vegetation to impound upon our planet enough of
the sun’s radiation energy to support regeneration of life on our planet,
possibly in turn to support the continuation of humans, whose minds are
uniquely capable of discovering some of the eternal laws of universe and
thereby to serve as local universe problem solvers in local maintenance of the
integrity of eternal regeneration of the universe. …

The big lesson then, is called precession. The 90 degree resultants of the
interaction of forces in universe teach humanity that what it thought were
the side effects are the main effects, and vice versa. 416 E. J. Applewhite wrote:

Scientific experimenters investigate nature at a level where revelation is often
unpredictable and sometimes capricious. This is a phenomenon that Fuller
generalized into the statement that all true discovery is precessional. For
Fuller, the escape from accepted paradigms is precessional. … Fuller had a
lifelong preoccupation with the counter-intuitive, gyroscopic phenomenon of
precession. He defined precession, quite broadly, as the effect of bodies in
motion on other bodies in motion. Every time you take a step, you precess the
universe. 417

Every observer has an effect on every observed. Every ‘wave-relationship’ has an effect
on every other ‘wave-relationship’. The precessional viewpoint is critical to deep
understanding. It becomes possible to the time-mind with sequential symbolic
thinking, and with easy the access across the corpus callosum to the
INFORMATION—KnowWhere stored in the space-mind’s memory. 

WORDS: Sequential Symbolic Thinking 
The time-mind’s 90° precessional view of reality allows it to see sequence. It also
necessitates the need for a sequential symbolic coding. Our human uniqueness among
living systems is often distinguished by our use of language.

Humans survive by working together. Our ability to co-Operate requires an

416 R. Buckminster Fuller, Intuition , Doubleday, 1972
417 E. J. Applewhite, The Chemical Intelligencer, July, 1995 (Vol. 1, No. 3)
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extraordinary ability to communicate. We do this with speech. We talk to each other
using a language created from sequential sounds.

Our first symbols—our primary symbols are sounds. Sounds made by our vocal cords
and formed by our mouth and breath. A meaningful sound is called a phone.
Phonology is the science that distinguishes and categorizes the sounds in speech. It
has nothing to do with spelling or writing. Speech originates as meaningful sequences
of sound. Phones are arranged into ordered sequences to create the spoken phrase. 

Reading, writing and spelling were invented tens of thousands of years after speech.
Phonics is a technology for teaching reading. It defines sounds in written format called
phonemes. Phonemes vary within different languages. There are ~45 phonemes in the
English language. These 45 sounds are arranged into careful sequence to create the
spoken word. The words are then carefully sequenced to create the spoken sentence.
The written word is created using 26 letters in English. Professor M. J. Hardman
expains:

A speech sound (phone) is a physical event. If you know anything about physics
you know that physical events don’t recur—each one is unique to itself. We
classify and group them, even phones, by certain criteria. For phones we
classify them by sound waves or by how we make them, but when we say
‘phone’ we refer to a physical event. 

… A phoneme is an abstract structural unit that is a building block within a
specific language. It is realized in phones—that is, phones cause us to perceive
a phoneme—but what phones belong to what phoneme and in what context
will they cause the perception of a given phoneme is specific to individual
languages. 418 

Our best readers are those that learn to read by beginning with a good foundation in
phonics. It turns out that they are also often better thinkers because phonics focuses
them on sequence, and mastering sequence is necessary to fully enable the time-mind. 

Those cultures that make use of ideograms in their written languages shift the reading
skill from the time-mind to the space-mind. Sight reading does the same thing.
Learning to read by sight can significantly hamper the sequencing ability of the time-
mind, and leads to the learning disability commonly called dyslexia.

418 M.J. Hardman, Ph.D., Phonics and other key concepts, Internet,
http://victorian.fortunecity.com/vangogh/555/Spell/phonics.html
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Spoken words are a sequence of sounds, and written words are a sequence of letters.

w»o»r»d»s 

Words have a beginning, a middle, and an end. Think about sentences. If I were to turn
my head and speak a sentence, imagine you could see those words as they emerged
from my mouth. You would see a string of words: 

The»quick»brown»fox»jumped»over»the»lazy»dog.

A»B»C»D»E»F»G»H»I» …  Z

1»2»3»4»5»6»7»8»9»10» …  ∞

Order matters here, and I am talking about sequential order. Change the order of the
sequence of letters and you change the meaning of the words. Change the order of the
sequence of the words and you change the meaning of the sentences. Change the order
of the sequence of the sentences and you change the meaning of the paragraphs. Etc.,
Etc., Etc.. 

To think about sequence requires a powerful system of sequential symbolic coding. But
to become meaningful it also requires access to understanding about reality. The
largest depository of understanding about reality is the KnowWhere stored in space-
mind memory as INFORMATION.

Sequencing INFORMATION
Remember that every NOW moment is recorded and stored as part of the database in
INFORMATION. 
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These are ten dimensional sense pictures of reality coded with emotions. In addition,
those now moments are associatively examined for sameness. Those elements that are
found to be the same are stored as wholes. The space-mind examines the PERCEPTs of
the outside world looking for “WHOLES.” Recall our imagic symbols for “wholes” or
“units of INFORMATION”:

Time-mind is seeking to analyze and understand the sequence of wholes in reality. 

But the time-mind doesn’t think in pictures. Pictures are not linear. Pictures are not
sequences. The time-mind needs a symbol to represent each of these picture-wholes so
it can compare them for difference. It needs a label for each INFORMATION object. 

Recall Korzybski’s lesson about the apple. First there exists some real event in-on
space-time that can be identified as a whole. Space-mind abstracts as much
information as it can from the ten dimensional sense stream and perceives a picture
image of reality that is called a PERCEPT. Then if time-mind is going to be able to
think about and analyze this apple for difference, it needs to use a symbol to represent
the PERCEPT. 

This symbol was called a LABEL by Korzybski and resulted in time-mind creating a
word CONCEPT of reality. Let’s re-visit the Structural Differential.
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NOW Events
Korzybski use the ‘apple’ as an example of a spacial-temporal event to explain his
structural differential. But another example of spacial-temporal events are the NOW
moments.

Time-mind’s precessional viewpoint allows it to experience reality as a sequence of
NOW moments—a sequence of events—one after another. 

NOW1 » NOW2 » NOW3 » NOW4 » NOW5 » ...  » NOWn, etc., etc., etc.. 

Time-mind is sensitive to Past->Present->Future. With its focus on DIFFERENCE, it
distinguishes between yesterday, today, and tomorrow.

Time-mind is looking at the same NOW moment as the space-mind, but it is analyzing
for DIFFERENCE. This sensitivity to difference allows it to distinguish NOW moments
temporally. NOW1956 is very different from NOW2006. And NOW2056 will be very
different from NOW2006. 

So while space-mind views a single frame of reality, …
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the time-mind sees the whole film strip like a film editor. It can start and stop the
frames and examine and compare them for difference. It can sequence reality and
analyze the differences.

Because time-mind is aware of changes that occur over time, it has developed the
ability to analyze reality. It has the ability to figure things out. It can notice what
comes before what. It can determine what events cause what effects. It can notice what
events precede other events and in what sequences. This is all possible because its
view of reality is precessional.

Gateway to INFORMATION
The time-mind has access to INFORMATION through the corpus callosum. It can see
into the space-mind’s stored KnowWhere to examine and analyze for DIFFERENCE. 

The cerebral commissure or corpus callosum is built up of hundreds of millions of nerve
fibers.
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The corpus callosum is a bridge of neurological tissue that connects the the right and
left cerebral hemispheres of the human and mammalian brain. It is now known that
the right and left cerebral hemispheres coordinate and cooperate by communicating
across this bridge. 

The corpus callosum is the largest white matter structure in the mammalian brain. It
consists of mostly of contralateral axon projections. It appears as a wide, flat region
just ventral (below) the cortex. Most (but certainly not all) communication between
regions in different halves of the brain are carried over the corpus callosum. The
posterior portion of the corpus callosum is the splenium; the anterior the genu. 

The following photograph and drawing show our dissection of the corpus
callosum, its radiation, and indusium griseum as displayed from above. These
structures have been exposed by partial removal of the cerebral
hemispheres.419

1. Frontal forceps 2. Corpus callosum commissural fibers 3. Short arcuate fibers 4. Occipital

forceps 5. Indusium griseum 6. Medial longitudinal stria 7. Lateral longitudinal stria

419 T. Williams, N. Gluhbegovic, J. Jew, Corpus Callosum, The Internet, 2005
http://www.vh.org/adult/provider/anatomy/BrainAnatomy/Ch5Text/Section21.html
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Now we find that beginning with all mammals with dual cerebral hemispheres, there
is a lateralization of control of the body. The right cerebral hemisphere controls the left
side of the body. The left cerebral hemisphere controls the right side of the body. 

This is true in all mammals including humans. Since the right hemisphere moves the
left hand, and the left hemisphere moves the right hand, tasks utilizing both hands
require cooperation and communication between the two hemispheres. This is
accomplished through continuous communication across the corpus callosum.

  420

Using its sequential memory, symbolic coding, and fast access to the stored
INFORMATION in the space-mind forded by the corpus callosum, the time-mind
creates a temporal model of reality. 

The split brain studies have demonstrated that both the space-mind and time-mind
have consciousness. The space-mind thinks in images coded with emotions so its
consciousness is often silent. The time-mind thinks in words sequentially ordered for
meaning. It is that voice in our head that talks to us constantly and rarely is silent. 

420 Carter, Weidenfeld, Nicolson, Mapping the Mind, University of California Press, Berkely and Los
Angeles, 1998
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The split-brain studies also validate that both the space-mind and time-mind have
direct access to all sense data from reality. They can also both interact directly with
reality—space-mind though its mode of thinking called ACTION-Perform and time-
mind through its mode of thinking called PREDICT-Control.

In the schematic diagram below I show these relationships. The arrows to reality from
the space-mind are drawn heavier to emphasize its focus on the outside world to
accomplish its survival mission. The primary relationship with the outside world is
controlled by the space-mind. Time-mind can related directly with the reality, but it
often accomplishes its goals through its influence on the space-mind.

The time-mind is rotated 90° to emphasize its precessional relationship with the space-
mind. The yellow bridge represents the corpus callosum. The arrows between the two
minds are drawn heavier to emphasize the enormous traffic between the two
hemispheres. 

Some of that traffic is for the coordination of physical activity by the right and left
sides of the body. Some of that traffic is for sharing sense data acquired by the sense
organs from the right and left sides of the body. But much of that traffic represents the
activity of the time-mind as it ANALYZES the INFORMATION of the space-mind for
DIFFERENCE. This allows time-mind to construct CONCEPTs of how reality works.
What events consistently PRECEDE other events. What events CAUSE specific
EFFECTS. Recall that space-mind perceives. Creates a PERCEPT of reality. Then time-
mind analyzes that percept for difference and creates a CONCEPT of reality.
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The Structural Differential meets Precession

The time-mind is in the left brain of humans with the space-mind on the right.
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All the ingredients necessary for the creation of KNOWLEDGE—KnowWhen are now
in place. The precessional viewpoint, the sequential symbolic code, and easy access
across the corpus callosum to the INFORMATION—KnowWhere stored in the space-
mind’s memory. 

KNOWLEDGE is KnowWhen that is created and used by the time-mind through its
two modes of thinking.

Time-Mind ANALYZE UNIORDINAL

Time-Mind PREDICT-Control

ANALYZE

           Mode 4–ANALYZE
  ___________________________
|              Time-Mind |
| |    Conceptual
|            A N A L Y Z E |   Analytical-Symbolic--Conscious
|        K N O W L E D G E |   Rational-Logical
|          Conceiver-Input |   Linear-Sequential
|      U N D E R S T A N D |   Particulate-Discontinuous
|__________________________ |

    “the RATIONAL way”      

GENERATES SYMBOLICALLY ENCODED OPINIONS

UNIORDINAL–CONCEPTUAL AWARENESS–THINKS REALITY

UNIORDINAL TEMPORALLY ORDERED SYMBOLICALLY ENCODED
SEQUENCING –Creates Models of Reality stored in probable ‘Cause and effect’ chains.

The uniordinal programs of the time-mind are those rational-logical behaviors
associated with evaluating reality and problem solving. Linearity is the key here.
Language is linear. Reality is examined linearly in a rational-logical way, but from a
SINGLE POINT OF VIEW. The individual operates as an INDIVIDUAL i.e. “my beliefs,
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my values, my attitudes, my desires, my needs, my wants, etc.” What’s in it for me? 

The human thinking in the uniordinal-rational mode is receptive, but his receptivity is
limited by his individuality. He wants to know “What’s in it for me?” “How will I
benefit?” The uniordinal-rational thinker functioning in the ANALYZE mode is more
receptive than the reactive mind of the SURVIVE mode. He is willing to change his
mind and input new data, but only if you show him the value to his individuality. He is
always seeking the “right” way to do things. This is the result of the single point of
view.

Recall that SURVIVAL is about being and MEANING is about becoming. The time-
mind needs to find the “right” way to get ahead. The “right” way to accomplish a task.
The “right” way to become successful or to get rich. To find this “right” way requires
analytical understanding.

Analytical Understanding
The time-mind understands. This is not the associative understanding of the space-
mind, it does not focus on location is space but rather on sequence in time. Analytical
understanding is based on the INFORMATION created by the associative
understanding of the space-mind, but time mind cannot create INFORMATION and
possesses no associative understanding of anything. 

Time-mind does understand how to accomplish many tasks. It knows the steps
necessary to get things done. If I ask you to make a list of some of the problems you
know how to solve. Most readers could create a very long list. You might like to take a
moment to try this exercise. … This is my list quickly generated by recalling yesterday:

Get dressed, cleaned up, and ready for work.

Prepare breakfast for myself, clean up my mess.

Turn on my computer, check my email, and get the news online.

Drive my car to work, stopping at the grocery store to buy lunch, and the gas
station to fuel up and check my oil. 

Once at clinic, diagnose 40+ ill and injured patients, and create treatment
plans for each and everyone of them.
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Take my daughter’s telephone call from university, and guide her through the
process of getting her malfunctioning printer to work properly.

Etc., etc., etc..

Each item on the list involves knowing a series of steps that when accomplished
successfully in the right sequential order will result in the desired resultant. 

Analytical understanding is the knowing allows us to predict and control our temporal
reality, by using timed actions to accomplish our goals. 

The time-mind lives in the Past, Present, and Future. Every step of importance for
becoming successful is someWHEN in the temporal dimension. I need to put first
things first. I need to lay the proper groundwork in order to accomplish any
worthwhile task. I need to learn the formula for success.

Reality into Parts
Analytical understanding is also a very powerful form of knowing. It makes sense of its
world by breaking reality into “parts.” To accomplish CONTROL over reality requires
understanding process. How do thinks proceed. What do I do first? What is the second
step? Etc., etc., etc.. Time-mind begins this process by breaking ‘wholes’ into ‘parts’.

As discussed earlier, the Time-Analytical Conceiver analyzes. It does this by examining
the PERCEPTs stored as INFORMATION and comparing them for difference. It is
seeking to differentiate wholes into parts. It pulls things apart using its opposable
thumb. Its trying to understand through its mechanism of analysis. Time-mind does
this by picking things apart—by finding parts inside of wholes.
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As children most of us have taken things apart to better understand them. This is a
powerful tool of analysis.

We can only reach limited understanding of whole objects. To understand things more
deeply, we must take them apart. This has been a major tool of science. Our knowledge
of physics, chemistry, and biology have been enormously advanced by taking things
apart. Anatomy and physiology rely heavily on what we have learned from taking
human and animal bodies apart. Leonardo da Vinci made these drawings from his
studies in the 15th century.

    421

Even the understanding of human intelligence being presented in this book would not
have been possible without taking things apart. 

421 Leonardo Da Vinci, ANATOMY ALBUM, 1489-1515,
http://digilander.libero.it/debibliotheca/Arte/Leonardoana_file/page_01.htm
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When Joseph Bogen cut the corpus callosum to stop uncontrollable seizures, he created
the opportunity to study the right and left side of the human brain as separate parts.
Without the split-brain studies, we could not have studied our two different minds with
their two different consciousnesses.

422

Examination for DIFFERENCE
As time-mind examines the liberated parts, …

… it discovers that often the parts are different. 

422 Carter, Weidenfeld, Nicolson, Mapping the Mind, 1998, ibid
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How are events or objects different? Are they sooner or later, bigger or smaller, warmer
or colder, shorter or longer, lighter or heavier, sweeter or sourer? How can it order that
difference? 

KNOWLEDGE is any sequential list of percepts or “parts” ordered by DIFFERENCE.
This difference can be a spacial difference such as size (smaller to larger).

It can be a spacial difference such as color (lighter to darker).

Or, it can be a temporal difference such as years (earlier to later) …

or months.

But of greatest importance to the time-mind is the temporal differences of cause and
effect. 

Then, and Then, and Then …
Recall: Our human sensitivity to sequence leads to the concept of causality. An event
that consistently occurs before a following event is often thought to cause the
following event. 

This is not to say that all preceding events are the causes of all following events.
Sometimes the proximity of events in time are just co-incidents. However, often an
event that consistently precedes a following event is the cause of that following event.
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First something causes an effect then that effect becomes the cause of another effect
and so on and so on. 

Thus, the time-mind comes to understand process through its temporal analysis of
sequence. When the time-mind finds difference it asks what are the Cause-Effect
chains that will explain those differences? If I can understand the Cause-Effect
sequence that produced this NOW event. I can be more effective at making choices that
will make that particular event more or less likely to occur in the Future. I will know
when to act in a manner that facilitates or prevents a future event from occurring.

Cause1➜Effect1

               Cause2➜Effect2

                              Cause3➜Effect3
                                             Cause4➜Effect4
                                                             Causen➜Effectn

Understanding of the temporal differences of cause and effect allows for the emergence
of prediction. So when I see Cause1, I can predict Effect1, when I see Causen, I can
predict Effectn. And if I know the larger sequence, then when I see Cause1, I can even
predict Effect4.

Time-mind orders percepts by difference. All parts are unequal to each other. Time-
mind builds concepts to explain reality. Concepts are asymmetrical models of the
mechanism of reality—models of process. All is asymmetrical. All differs from moment
to moment. The Time-Analytical Conceiver places a one way arrow (➜) between
percepts and/or parts of percepts. Concept is the one dimensional symbolically-coded
sequential list of percepts stored as to their order of occurrence. And, so we see:

Percept1 ➜ Percept2 ➜ Percept3 ➜ Percept4 ➜ … Perceptn.

All moments are experienced and ordered as Past->Present->Future. This is
temporally sequential and linear. What is temporally sequential is THEN and THEN
and THEN. Concept is a one-dimensional algorithmic of THEN and THEN and THEN. 

In Dual Mind science, we use the one way arrow (➜) to represent the term THEN.
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If I understand temporal sequence of a cause and effect chain, then I gain the ability to
control that chain. Recall KnowWhen is based on an awareness and understanding of
cause and effect—the understanding of sequence. If I know what causes an effect, I can
predict and control my future. If I understand the sequence for making a fire, I can
stay warm and cook my food. 

As a modern human, to start my breakfast I first need to get a skillet from the cabinet,
and bacon from the refrigerator. THEN I place my skillet on the stove. THEN I turn on
the burner. THEN I add my bacon before the skillet gets too hot. 

I need to adjust the heat so it’s not too hot and not too cold. Because I know the con-
sequence of under cooked pork, and the con-sequence of burnt food, I control my cooking
event by knowing WHEN to turn the heat up and WHEN to turn it down. 

To successfully cook my breakfast, I am using the second level of knowing which I call
KNOWLEDGE.

ALGORITHM
KNOWLEDGE is knowing the linear sequence of events that will produce some
particular resultant. If I know that particular linear sequence of events, then I know
when to ACT to encourage or discourage the end resultant from being manifested.

A scientific term for KNOWLEDGE as used in this context is algorithm.
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From the Wikipedia: The word algorithm comes from the name of the 9th century
Persian mathematician Abu Abdullah Muhammad bin Musa al-Khwarizmi. The word
algorism originally referred only to the rules of performing arithmetic using Arabic
numerals but evolved into algorithm by the 18th century. The word has now evolved to
include all definite procedures for solving problems or performing tasks.

Algorithm —def—> 

A set of ordered steps for solving a problem. 

In mathematics, computer science and medicine an algorithm is a finite set of
well-defined instructions for accomplishing some task which, given an initial
state, will terminate in a corresponding recognizable end-state. 

The terms algorithm and logic are synonymous. Both refer to a sequence of
steps to solve a problem.

One of the simplest algorithms is to find the largest number in an (unsorted) list of
numbers. The solution necessarily requires looking at every number in the list, but
only once at each. From this follows a simple algorithm:

1. Look at each item in the list. If it is larger than any that has been seen so far,
make a note of it.

2. The latest noted item is the largest in the list when the process is complete.

The concept of an algorithm is often illustrated by the example of a recipe, although
many algorithms are much more complex; algorithms often have steps that repeat
(iterate) or require decisions (such as logic or comparison). Correctly performing an
algorithm will not solve a problem if the algorithm is flawed or not appropriate to the
problem. For example, a hypothetical algorithm for making a potato salad will fail if
there are no potatoes present, even if all the motions of preparing the salad are
performed as if the potatoes were there.

Different algorithms may complete the same task with a different set of instructions in
more or less time, space, or effort than others. For example, given two different recipes
for making potato salad, one may have peel the potato before boil the potato while the
other presents the steps in the reverse order, yet they both call for these steps to be
repeated for all potatoes and end when the potato salad is ready to be eaten. 423

423 Wikipedia, Algorithm,. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
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KNOWLEDGE: Recipes
One of our oldest forms of KNOWLEDGE are cooking recipes. Recipes are usually
written in words. Here is the recipe for Jam Filled Butter Cookies.

First, gather the following INGREDIENTS:

    * 3/4 cup butter, softened
    * 1/2 cup white sugar
    * 2 egg yolks
    * 1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
    * 1/2 cup fruit preserves, any flavor

Then, follow the DIRECTIONS:

   1. Preheat the oven to 375 degrees F (190 degrees C).

   2. In a medium bowl, cream together the butter, white sugar and egg yolks. THEN 
Mix in flour a little bit at a time until a soft dough forms. THEN Roll dough into 1 inch
balls. THEN If dough is too soft, refrigerate for 15 to 20 minutes. THEN Place balls 2
inches apart onto ungreased cookie sheets. THEN Use your finger or an instrument of
similar size to make a well in the center of each cookie. THEN Fill the hole with 1/2
teaspoon of preserves.

   3. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes in the preheated oven, until golden brown on the bottom.
THEN Remove from cookie sheets to cool on wire racks, and Enjoy!
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KNOWLEDGE: Computer Programs
Another example of KNOWLEDGE are our computer programs. These are the
sequential written instructions to our computers to accomplish some computing task. 
Here is a simple physics utility program written in BASIC. by Donald E. Simanek
called Orbiting Earth Satellite. This program calculates the speed and period of a
satellite in circular orbit around the earth at a chosen altitude. The program also
calculates the value of g, the acceleration due to gravity, at that altitude, helping to
convince students that astronauts are *not* weightless, but have a weight not much
less than their weight on earth. About 6% less.

10 'ORBITER.BAS Satellite orbits, By Donald Simanek, Dec 5, 1995.
11 PRINT "Period of an earth satellite in circular orbit."
12 PRINT "by Donald E. Simanek, Lock Haven University."
13 PRINT
20 PI=3.1416 
30 EM = 5.98E+24 :'Mass of Earth, in kg.
40 ER = 6.38E+06 : 'Radius of Earth, in m.
50 G = 6.6726E-11 :'Universal gravitational constant.
60 MM = 1.99E+30 : 'Mass of moon, in kg.
70 MR = 1.72E+06 : 'Radius of Moon, in m. (In case anyone wants it)
80 INPUT "Enter satellite altitude in kilometers";SA
81 IF SA > 0 GOTO 84
82 INPUT "Enter satellite altitude in miles";SA
83 SA = SA*1.609 :'Miles to kilometers.
84 PRINT "Earth radius is ";ER/1000;"km, or ";ER*6.214E-04;"miles."
85 PRINT "Satellite altitude is ";SA;"km, or ";SA*.6214;"miles."
90 SR = ER/1000 + SA : 'Satellite orbit radius in km.
95 PRINT "Satellite orbit radius is ";SR;"km, or ";SR*.6214;"miles."
100 V = SQR(G*EM/(1000*SR)) : PRINT "Satellite speed is ";V;"m/s"
105 AG = G*EM/((1000*SR)^2 : PRINT "Acceleration due to gravity is ";AG"m/s^2"
110 T = 2*PI*SR*1000/V : TM = T/60
120 PRINT "Satellite period is ";T; "sec, or ";TM;"minutes."
150 END

KNOWLEDGE: Medical Treatment Algorithm
Other examples of KNOWLEDGE include our medical treatment algorithms. These are
the sequential written instructions for managing a particular medical problem. I use
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these programs daily in my clinical practice. After thirty years of practice I have many
memorized but still must look these up regularly. The following example is for
managing a patient suffering with Acute Asthma.
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KNOWLEDGE: Assembly Instructions
KNOWLEDGE is often just a simple sequence of steps that result in the
accomplishment of a goal. The sequence of steps is usually symbolically coded in words.
They may be stored in time-mind memory. I can recall the instructions for changing
the oil in my car, or how to make a cup of coffee. They be verbal instructions from my
wife to pick up some items from the store on my way home from work. Or, they may be
written instructions like those that come with the Lotus Super 7 kit car seen below:

Once the motor and transmission are mounted, fit radiator and hoses, THEN:

   1. Connect oil pressure pipe to threaded union in cylinder block.
   2. Connect upper end of speedometer cable to instrument.
   3. Connect lower end of clutch cable to operating fork. Fit upper end of cable to pedal. 

Adjust free play.
   4. Connect and adjust throttle cable and linkage.
   5. Fit cooling fan assembly.
   6. Fit nylon crankcase breather pipe to rubber grommet. …

(steps 7 through 42 are left out)
  43. Fit interior mirror.
  44. Fill braking system with fluid.
  45. Fill cooling system.
  46. Where oil cooler specified, the hose layout should be as shown.
  47. With the air horns specified, the trumpets should be secured to the heater 

endplate. 
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KNOWLEDGE: Pictorial Instructions
Modern assembly instructions often include pictures which allow us to accomplish the
task even more easily. The following example is for the assembly of a TV table.

Pretty cool huh! Not a single word. Remember the pictures are INFORMATION, but
the sequence is KNOWLEDGE. 

The 3-dimensional exploded view above has taken the table apart and given us an
overview of HOW it is constructed. We are seeing KnowHow or WISDOM. We are
seeing how INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE fit together. I will discuss this in more
depth in the next chapter.
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The Foundation of KNOWLEDGE is INFORMATION
INFORMATION is a complete knowing. All objects can be completely described and
located in three dimensional space with INFORMATION. Units of INFORMATION are
called percepts. They can be simple.

Or, they can be more complex. In the diagram below the double arrows (↔↔↔↔) represent
SAMENESS (=).

KNOWLEDGE is build on INFORMATION. Concepts are sequentially ordered
percepts. They ordered percepts are separated by single arrows (➜) that represent
DIFFERENCE.
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Sequentially Ordered Percepts
Words are the mechanism for sequential symbolic coding which allows time-mind to
analyze INFORMATION and create KNOWLEDGE in order to make accurate
PREDICTIONs. Accurate PREDICTIONs allows the time-mind to CONTROL.
Remember Korzybski taught us that words are often just LABELs for OBJECTs, and: 

Objects = Wholes = Percepts

Thus the KNOWLEDGE sequence:

can just as validly be written:

Percept1 ➜ Percept2 ➜ Percept3 ➜ Percept4

which can just as validly be written:

Label1 ➜ Label2 ➜ Label3 ➜ Label4

KNOWLEDGE is a known sequence. KNOWLEDGE is knowing when to act to solve a
problem. 

Tree Structure
Our analytical understanding is stored in our time-mind memory in linear sequential
chains much like a branching tree. 
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Here we see that structure in this diagram and photograph of neurons.

Another photograph of neurons.
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Scientists often use similar patterns to model and explain Nature. Here is a drawing by
a biologist made in 1866.
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Here is a diagram from a current college textbook. 

Here is a diagram of a branching algorithm.

Notice the arrows.
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The distinction is made based on difference. The difference is denoted with our one way
arrows (➜).

Recall that units of INFORMATION can be simple, …

or complex:
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Units of KNOWLEDGE are similar in their structure. They too can be simple, …

or complex:

As a convenience, we can use the asterisk symbol (✳) on our computer keyboard to
represent a percept or unit of INFORMATION. Thus we could designate a concept or
unit of KNOWLEDGE as: ✳ ➜ ✳ ➜ ✳ ➜ ✳ ➜ ✳. This convention allows us to more
easily represent more complex units of KNOWLEDGE, …

or even:
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Units of KNOWLEDGE can also contain simple units of INFORMATION as seen from
our examples above, …

or more complex units of INFORMATION:

So we are beginning to see how simple and how complex knowing can be. INFORMATION
forms the base for human knowing. It is powerful in its own right and the space-mind is
intelligent—very intelligent. Now we add the power of time-mind, and we gain control of
reality. We gain the ability to accurately predict the outcome of almost endless numbers
of processes.

How many problems can you solve? 
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How about your child? How many problems can they solve? What tasks to they know
how to do?

How about Mother?

How about Dad?
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How about these professionals? What problems do they know how to solve?
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Choice in the Time-Mind
The split-brain experiments have proven that the time-mind also chooses. While the
space-mind is best suited for choice especially rapid choice, the time-mind is often
better at selecting a more carefully considered choice. It can examine the possibilities
for each variant of choice and consider the con-sequences. Ideally the space-mind and
time-mind work together as a team. They have strengths and weaknesses and only
together are they most powerful.

PREDICT
Choice in the time-mind is usually based on KNOWLEDGE. Analytical understanding
gives the time-mind the power to accurately predict. Because the time-mind is focused
on cause and effect chains, it knows how things progress. Accurate prediction is the
basis for its intelligence.

Recall: The time-mind is concerned about becoming. To become somebody, I need to
understand. And, if I understand something I know what it means. So understanding,
allows me to develop meaning in my life. Meaning and becoming are tied integrally to
understanding. 

Understanding leads us to predict what will happen and with accurate prediction, I
can control. We humans judge our lives by how the events in our world compare to our
predictions. So if nothing is going the way I predict it should—If nothing is the way it
ought to be, I feel depressed. 

Depression results when our lives are not working as we predict they should. I predict
a well deserved raise in my salary, but instead I get fired. I predict the pleasure and
enjoyment of a brand new car, but I buy a lemon. I predict my wife will throw me a
surprise birthday party, but she doesn’t even remember my birthday.

When life does not occur as I predict it should, I am disappointed. When my experiences
do not become what I expect they should, I am depressed. And, just the opposite, when
things go the way I predict they should, I am satisfied and excited. I predicted I would
win the award as an outstanding employee, and I won the award. I predicted I should
get a new car, and I did and its even nicer than I imagined. I wanted my spouse to
celebrate my birthday, and she threw me a marvelous party with all my friends.
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Now let us examining the spectrum of our prediction accuracy. We can have very low
prediction accuracy—very low meaning. Life can be depressing. 

We can have low prediction accuracy—low meaning. Life can be disappointing. 

We can have high predictive accuracy—high meaning. Life can be satisfying. 

We can have very high predictive accuracy—very high meaning. Life can be exciting.

Things are going the way I predict they should be going. My life is meaningful. I am
becoming a success. I feel in control.

Meaning is PAST->PRESENT->FUTURE
Time-mind understands the necessity of process. It takes time to become. It knows it
must let things unfold—get through the check list—accomplish all necessary tasks. All
of this requires time.

Learning to Control
The time-mind can ACT. We know this from the split-brain experiments. But ideally
the time-mind works with the space-mind and leaves actions in the hands of an expert. 
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Time-mind often plays a supportive role when the space-mind is learning to Perform.
Often difficult spacial skills are best learned as a sequence of practiced routines. But,
time-mind is best served by leaving control of the body in the hands of space-mind. 

It is better at directing ACTION than in performing ACTION. As a synergic team
Space-mind and Time-mind are most successful if time-mind decides when to act and
space-mind decides where to act.

PREDICT-Control

    Mode 5–PREDICT-Control
  _____________________________
|              Time-Mind |
| |
|  ANALYTICAL-SYMBOLIC |   
|               A N A L Y Z E |   Always Conscious
|            K N O W L E D G E |   Verbal-basis
|         U N I O R D I N A L |   the “RIGHT” way
| |
|  LIBRARY of |
|               Input-Output |
|           Control Routines |
|____________________________ |

Stored symbolic encoded opinions that serve as algorithms, formulations, theories, and
rules developed from observing universe in order to model universe.

When the time-mind ANALYZES, it develops understanding of some part of universe.
Through this ‘understanding’ the time-mind can control some aspect of universe.
Patterns of understanding, and patterns of control are stored in the Library. These
stored understandings form a guide to future behavior. The Algorithmic programs
differ considerably from the Identic programs. Whereas Identic programs are called up
without "thinking" and they are often triggered by unconscious stimuli and often
control behavior in a unconscious way; the Algorithmic programs are pulled into
conscious. They serve more as a model of how I solved problems in the past or a learned
model of how others have taught me to solve problems. Algorithmic programs are often
the basis for “the rules” by which I will live my life.
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Time-Mind PREDICT-Control UNIORDINAL

Time-Mind ANALYZE

IGNORANCE
Recall in the last chapter I talked briefly about CHANCE. If I don’t know where to go to
find what I need, I have to take a chance. CHANCE is the opposite of INFORMATION.

KNOWLEDGE too has an opposite. If I don’t know when to act to encourage or
discourage a desired resultant from being manifested, then I will ignore my
opportunity to control events in my local reality. We all experience this every day. We
fail to notice the signs and symptoms of an event in progress and fail to take action to
accomplish our goals. The opposite of KNOWLEDGE is IGNORANCE.
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KnowHow: FLASH

Animals have only the space-mind. While wild animals spend most of their time
attending to survival, they most stay continuously alert to outside threats. Their
attention of always on the sense data streaming from outside reality.

Yet even in the wild, they occasionally have moments of leisure. We have all see
photographs of the big cats taking a break. And, how about our common house cats.
Survival is provided by their human owners so they have almost unlimited time for
rest and recreation. 

The human space-mind is highly intelligent. With it’s ability to automate programs, it
is often able to accomplish the daily tasks of survival without thinking. How often do
we think about our breathing or even each bite of food when we are eating. And with
survival taken care of, our space-mind is free to do other things. 

And while the animal space-mind has nothing to look at except the outside world, the
human space-mind can look across the corpus callosum into the time-mind’s store of
KNOWLEDGE .

As the looks through those KNOWLEDGE stores it RECOGNIZES wholes. This ability
to RECOGNIZE the wholistic patterns in the linear sequential chains of
KNOWLEDGE results in the creation of new level of KNOWING. I call this level
WISDOM. Here we see the first emergence of Super-Mind. 
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Notice in this schematic the large arrows show the space-mind looking across the
corpus callosum into the KNOWLEDGE stores of the time-mind. The arrows
representing input and output to the outside world are reduced in size to distinguish
the space-mind’s changed focus.

The Emergence of Super-mind
Genius begins with the precessional view. Just as KNOWLEDGE was created from the
time-mind’s precessional view of INFORMATION, so WISDOM is created from the
space-mind’s precessional view of KNOWLEDGE. 

Recall from the Foreword: The third level of knowing is KnowHow. KnowHow is
knowing how KNOWLEDGE and INFORMATION fit together. KnowHow is created
when the space-mind turns its attention away from the outside sense data and looks
at the patterns of sequential knowledge created by the time-mind and recognizes new
patterns of wholeness. It can see how some of these supposedly different knowledge
concepts—sequence chains are really the same. …
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As the space-mind looks across the corpus callosum, it discovers how apparently
different linear sequential chains are really the SAME. It RECOGNIZEs them as
components of a “whole.”

The newly discovered “whole” may be rather simple as above or more complex as below.

Individuals achieving the third level of knowing recognise how things work together.
They may discover laws of nature, and advance human understanding. Albert
Einstein saw that E=mc2. In other words, that the KNOWLEDGE concept known as
energy was the same as the KNOWLEDGE concept known as matter multiplied by the
speed of light squared.
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Let’s suppose the linear sequential knowledge concept on the left represents our
understanding of energy, and the linear sequential knowledge concept on the right
represents our understanding of mass multiplied by the speed of light squared. This
schematic would then represent the “whole” discovered by Albert Einstein.

424

Those special individuals, like Einstein, who think at the third level can thus create,
invent, and innovate new wholes that have never existed before. They may create new
knowing or synthesize new music, art, or inventions. This third level KnowHow is a
very powerful form of knowing which I call WISDOM.

Space-Time Mind KnowHow WISDOM

In synergic science, this level of thinking is called multiordinal genius. Those
stabilizing as multiordinal geniuses have reliable access to WISDOM. They know how
things work.

424 Albert Einstein, Theory of Special Relativity, Berne Switzerland, 1904
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How Things Work
Remember our discussion of the pictorial algorithm for the assembly of a TV table.

The pictures are INFORMATION, but the sequence (1 through 6) is KNOWLEDGE. 

The 3-dimensional exploded view above has taken the table apart and given us an
overview of HOW it is constructed. We are seeing KnowHow or WISDOM—we are
seeing how INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE fit together. 

We tend to reserve the term genius for those individuals who create, invent, and
innovate new wholes that have never existed before like Albert Einstein and Thomas
Edison. But many humans can appreciate and understand WISDOM even if they
don’t often create it. And, almost any human can use WISDOM, if it is embedded in a
tool.
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Tools
Anthropology is the study of humanity—from prehistoric times to the present moment.
Archaeology is the branch of anthropology that studies past human cultures by
analyzing the material artifacts that past humans left behind. Archaeologists define
the term artifact as any object made, modified or used by humans. 

Buckminster Fuller made no distinction between the terms artifacts and tools, and
seems to have preferred the term artifact. But Archaeologists make a distinction, they
reserve the term tool for an artifact with a functional use. 

In their archaeological records, they further define curated behaviors as those showing
foresight and planning through repairs, recycling, and reuse. This is in distinction to
expedient behaviors which are those that serve to solve an immediate problem. Thus,
curated tools are kept for use in the future, while expedient tools are made in response
to an immediate need. For archaeologists, artifacts include: tools, weapons, utensils,
art, ceremonial items, food remains, floral and faunal remains modified by human
activity, industrial waste, and other products of human activity.425

For most of our human history, our tools have been simple. We started by shaping
stones to create a sharp cutting edge.

     426

425 Definitions, Glossary, ARCHAEOLOGY.INFO, http://www.archaeologyinfo.com/glossaryt.htm
426 European Pebble Tool Chopper, River Terraces of Haute-Garonne, Southwest France, Lower

Paleolithic Period: 600,000- 400,000 years ago, http://www.paleodirect.com/pb010.htm
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The WikiPedia defines a tool as a device that provides a mechanical or mental
advantage in accomplishing a task. For example, a hammer simply functions as a lever
with the fulcrum (pivot point) being the hand of the user. The further out from the
pivot point, the more force is transmitted along the lever.427

When knowing is embedded in matter-energy it becomes a tool. The evolution of tools is
linked to the evolution of Time-binding. 

Tools are then artifacts made from matter-energy that contain embedded knowing.
Recall our simple metaphors for the first three levels of knowing: INFORMATION is
KnowWhere. Where do I go in space to survive. Where do I get water, food, shelter?
KNOWLEDGE is KnowWhen. When do I act in time to encourage or stop a sequence of
events. WISDOM is KnowHow. How do many different temporal sequences fit together
to create spatial complexity. Tools can contain embedded INFORMATION,
KNOWLEDGE and WISDOM. Combining these various concepts, we can now
formalize our definition as follows:

Tool —def—> An artifact that levers human action. It has a functional use. It serves
the purpose of the human using it. Often these artifacts are made from matter-energy
that contain embedded knowing—INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE or WISDOM.

With the Industrial Revolution and modern technology, our tools have become
evermore powerful and evermore complex. Because there is no limit to human
knowing, there is also no limit to the amount of knowing that can be embedded in an
artifact. 

427 Tool, WikiPedia, The Internet, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
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Think of the power and complexity of the tools we use today—cell phones, modern
automobiles, iPods and laptop computers, our televisions, household appliances, the
tools in our garages and at our places of work. 

The knowing in these tools multiply our human power by orders of magnitude. They
allow us to do what was considered impossible just a few years ago. It is the power of
the knowing embedded in these tools that give them their power. 

Most modern tools contain knowing that was developed over years, decades or even
centuries. The first successful sustained powered flight in a heavier-than-air machine
was made by Wilbur and Orville Wright on December 17, 1903. 
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The 1903 Wright flyer carried only one passenger.

This 2006 Airbus A380 can carry 800 passengers.
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Here we see the cockpit of the new Airbus A380.

We are seeing the power of time-binding—learning over time. Scientific discoveries
have the power to turn the world upside down. Prior to the first flight of the Wright’s
Aeroplane, when one believed something was impossible it was common to say, “You
could no more do that than you could fly.”

We are now a little over 100 years later, and no one would say such a thing today. In
those 100 years, humanity has continued to make scientific discoveries and invent
evermore powerful tools. Many other things that were once thought impossible have
become common place today.

We modern humans are no smarter than our ancestors. We are simply later. We benefit
from the accumulated knowing that has occurred between 1903 and 2006.

Consider our Airbus A380, imagine the KnowHow—WISDOM—necessary to create all
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the different components to insure that the airliner can fly and carry its passengers
safely. This includes theories of flight, avionics, engines, electronics, materials,
hydraulic control systems, fuel supply systems, etc., etc. etc..

Then imagine the KnowWhen—KNOWLEDGE—the lists of steps necessary to
manufacture the modern airliner. 

Then imagine the amount of KnowWhere—INFORMATION—needed to find all the
parts and components needed for assembly of the airliner.

The creation of a modern airliner represents over a century of accumulated knowing. It
contains enormous WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE, and INFORMATION which was
created by the brains and efforts of tens of thousands of human thinkers and workers. 

Tools are artifacts made from matter-energy that contain embedded knowing. And, as
there is no limit to human knowing, there is also no limit to the amount of knowing
that can be embedded in an artifact. That is why we have such powerful tools.

Tool Users, Tool Makers & Tool Inventors
One behavior that distinguishes humans from other forms of life is our use of tools.
While use of simple tools is found in some animal species, the use of tools by humans is
pervasive. All humans are tool users. Many of us are also tool makers, but only a few of
us are tool inventors. 

It is important to note that using WISDOM is not the same as creating WISDOM. Nor
is using or even building a tool the same as inventing a tool. 

Using Tools
Using a tool does not imply that the user understands that tool, nor does it imply that
the user could repair the tool if it broke. And, it certainly does not imply that the user
would have the genius to invent the tool if it did not exist in the first place.

You don’t have to be WISE to use a tool full of WISDOM. You don’t even have to be
KNOWLEDGEable to use such a tool. 

Many of our fast food restaurants, use picture icons of the food and drinks on the
buttons of the check out computers, so that the illiterate and innumerate humans
working there can operate the computers without reading, adding or subtracting. The
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computer even tells the operator the correct amount of change to return to the
customer.

While all healthy humans have fully functional dual minds, those minds are developed
and educated to different degrees. The ability to move gracefully—walking, running,
jumping, or leaping with coordination and precise spacial control—is proof of an intact
space-mind. The ability to understand and speak a language is proof of an intact time-
mind. Thus most humans have intact dual-minds. Most have full access to
INFORMATION based on their local experience. Remember INFORMATION is
centered in the HERE & NOW. Most have significant access to KNOWLEDGE based
on their work and educational experiences. The written word is KNOWLEDGE. If we
examine a population for their ability to read and understand the written word, we
will gain an insight into the extent of their KNOWLEDGE. 

The National Center for Educational Statistics of the United States Department of
Education last tested for English literacy in a survey of the American adult population
in 2003. Adults were defined as people 16 years of age and older living in households or
prisons. Two percent of adults surveyed representing 4.5 million adult Americans
didn’t speak English and were excluded from the testing. Another one percent of
surveyed adults representing 2.2 million adult Americans suffered from cognitive and
mental disabilities and were also excluded from the testing. 

All the American adults included in the survey were considered normal both
cognitively and mentally, and they all spoke English. They were tested on their ability
to read and understand written prose in the English language.

Nonliterate indicates a non-level of performance. These adults did poorly on
the easiest written test questions. They represent three percent of the
population which corresponds to 7 million adult Americans classified as
Nonliterate.

Below Basic indicates the lowest levels of performance such as signing a form
or adding the amounts on a bank deposit slip. They cannot search a simple
document to find out what they are allowed to drink before a medical test.
They represent fourteen percent of the population which translates into 33
million adult Americans with Below Basic prose literacy.

Basic means a person can perform simple and everyday tasks such as
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comparing the ticket price of two sporting events or understanding a
pamphlet that describes how a person is selected for jury duty. They represent
twenty-nine percent of the population which corresponds to 67 million adult
Americans with Basic prose literacy. 

Intermediate means that a person can do moderately challenging tasks such
as calculating the cost of an order from an office supply catalog or identifying
a specific location on a map. They can perform moderately difficult activities
such as finding information in reference materials. They represent forty-four
percent of the population which corresponds to 102 million adult Americans
with Intermediate prose literacy. 

Proficient means that someone can do complex activities such as comparing
viewpoints in two editorials or interpreting a table about blood pressure and
physical activity. They can critically evaluate information in legal documents.
They represent thirteen percent of the population which corresponds to 30
million adult Americans with Proficient prose literacy.428

Now it is important to remember that the ability to speak a language is a function of
the time-mind and requires KNOWLEDGE. Further most humans know many
algorithms for accomplishing various tasks—KnowingWhen to act in time to
encourage or stop a sequence of events is the very definition of KNOWLEDGE. So even
the nonliterate have access to significant amounts of KNOWLEDGE.

But our literacy statistics do give us a sense of the enormous variation in
KNOWLEDGE levels among the human population. WISDOM is powerful knowing,
and it enables very powerful tools. Today these tools are everywhere in our modern
world. The more KNOWLEDGE we have, the more likely we will understand the con-
sequence of using WISDOM tools. This will make it safer for us and for others when
we use these tools. 

There is risk in using tools you don’t understand. You don’t have to be literate to use a
cell phone or a power saw. This means that those with less KNOWLEDGE are at risk
for injury because they don’t know the con-sequence of misusing a cell phone or
misusing a power saw. They may be surprised by a cell phone bill so large they can’t
pay it, or they may require a trip to the hospital emergency room when they cut off
their fingers with a power saw.

428 National Assessment of Adult Literacy, National Center for Educational Statistics, U. S.
Department of Education, 2003, http://nces.ed.gov/
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Tool Makers
The creation of tools always requires KnowHow—always requires Wisdom. One of the
defining attributes of humanity is our use of language. Scientifically we would define
language itself as a tool. So at our very basis we humans are tool users. It must be
apparent that a species of tool users would have great need for tool making. New
research is revealing that tool making was well developed in early humans over two
million years ago. Science writer Kurt Kleiner429 explains:

They may look crude, but even some of the earliest stone tools were produced
with skill and technical sophistication. The finding, based on an analysis of
tools found at a 2.34-million-year-old site in Kenya, suggests that early
toolmakers’ abilities differed from place to place.

The earliest stone tools appear in the fossil record around 2.6 million years ago.
This so-called Oldowan phase of toolmaking probably began with an early
species of Homo and continued for 1.2 million years. Oldowan tools were
simple, sharp-edged stone flakes that a fairly unintelligent hominid could
have used for cutting meat. The assumption has been that they were made by
mindless, random rock-banging.

  430

But a detailed analysis of tools at Lokalalei 2C, west of Lake Turkana, suggests

429 Kurt Kleiner, Early toolmakers cast off rock-banger image, The New Scientist, April 2005,
http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn7248

430 Oldowan Flake Tool, Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania Africa, University of California at Berkeley,
Department of Anthropology Collection, 2000
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that hominids at the site were capable of mass production that required
forward planning and learning. “It’s clear the hominids had some mental
image of what they were trying to make,” says Brian Richmond, an
anthropologist at George Washington University in Washington DC, “You
couldn’t make a stone tool this way by throwing a rock on the ground or
hitting it a couple of times.”

French national research organization (CNRS) scientists Anne Delagnes and
Hélène Roche, at Talence and Nanterre respectively, examined more than
2000 stone fragments at the site. 

From 285 fragments, Delagnes and Roche were able to piece together 35 of the
stones from which the tools had been made, allowing them to replay their
construction stroke by stroke.

First, the toolmaker selected the raw material, appearing to prefer phonolite, a
rock that flakes well and produces sharp edges. A number of pieces of other
rock types were found with only a few fragments missing, as if they had been
tested and then discarded.

When the toolmaker did find the right raw material, they appeared to know the
best way to work it, striking the right spot at the angle needed to give the best
flakes. The maker turned the rocks as they struck them, maintaining an even
surface that allowed more flakes to be broken off. The tools were produced by
knapping, a process in which the maker uses one rock to chip fragments off
another.431
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While Delagnes and Roche were examining stone tools made over two million years
ago, similar tools are still being made in New Guinea today.

Making a Tool
Let’s see if we can improve our understanding of toolmaking by following along as the
steps needed to make an electric motor are explained. 

431 Kurt Kleiner, Early toolmakers cast off rock-banger image, ibid
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As I present the instructions for making the electric motor, I will designate my
comments with a copper colored font. Chris Palmer432 writes:

I saw this project on the TV show Beakman’s World and was very impressed
that you could actually build a working electric motor with so few parts. I
built one and took it to work where it was a big hit with all the engineers. I
created this writeup for a friend of mine who wanted instructions his son
could follow for a science fair project. 

Materials Required for Simple Electric Motor:
• One ‘D’ Cell Alkaline Battery
• One Wide Rubber Band
• Two Large Paper Clips
• One Rectangular Ceramic Magnet
• Heavy Gauge Magnet Wire (the kind with red enamel insulation, not 
    plastic coated)
• One Toilet Paper Tube
• Fine Sandpaper
• Optional: Glue, Small Block of Wood for Base

You can get the magnet wire and ceramic magnets at Radio Shack. I think the
wire comes in a pack of three spools of different gauges, you want to use the
medium gauge, not too heavy, but thick enough to hold its shape.

We are first given a list of ‘objects’ that we will need. Sense-images of ‘objects’ are
stored in the space-mind as INFORMATION. We also have word labels for our sense-
image ‘objects’ which are processed and stored in the time-mind as KNOWLEDGE.
But to build our project we need the real objects and not just the labels we attach to
them. We will also need to locate WHERE they are to be found in the real world so we
can acquire them for our project. 

It is of value to note here that most of these objects are themselves tools. The ‘D’ cell
battery is a self contained portable energy source. The wide rubber band is flexible
containment tool. The paper clips are fastening tools made of good quality steel. And,
this applies as well to the ceramic magnet, toilet paper tube, sandpaper, glue, and
wooden block. The creation of these tools used as subcomponents of our electric motor
themselves required invention and manufacture. The processes of invention and
manufacture are filled with INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE and WISDOM. 

432 Chris Palmer, Beakman’s Electric Motor, Beckman’s World,
http://fly.hiwaay.net/~palmer/motor.html
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Once we have acquired all our components, we are ready to build our motor. Chris
Palmer next gives us a list of instructions to follow in order to construct our motor.
Remember a list of instructions is KNOWLEDGE. This is our familiar algorithm with
its sequence of events that must be accomplished to achieve any goal. The author gives
us 7 instructions, but a close reading of each instruction reveals that it too is a list of
instructions. If we were to be completely explicit, the first instruction could be just as
validly written as five or more separate instructions.

1. (1)Starting about 3 inches from the end of the wire, (2)wrap it 7 times around
the toilet paper tube. (3)Remove the tube (you don’t need it any more). (4)Cut
the wire, leaving a 3 inch tail opposite the original starting point. (5)Wrap the
two tails around the coil so that the coil is held together and the two tails
extend perpendicular to the coil.

Be sure to center the two tails on either side of the coil. Balance is important.
You might need to (6)put a drop of glue where the tail meets the coil to prevent
slipping.

We are creating WISDOM here. Tools are always artifacts with embedded WISDOM.
This involves KnowHow. When we are making a tool, we have to understand how the
components fit together. 

Notice the author includes some diagrams to help us. The diagrams are a combination
of INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE. The INFORMATION shows us a picture—an
image of how our looped wire is supposed to look. We are supposed to make our looped
wire the SAME as the picture in the diagram. We are supposed to make it IDENTICAL
to the diagram. To be more helpful, the author labels the diagram with written
instructions. This labeling is more KNOWLEDGE.

2. On one tail, use fine sandpaper to completely remove the insulation from the
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wire. Leave about 1/4" of insulation on the end and where the wire meets to
coil. On the other tail, lay the coil down flat and lightly sand off the insulation
from the top half of the wire only. Again, leave 1/4" of full insulation on the end
and where the wire meets the coil.

3. Bend the two paper clips into the following shape (needle-nosed pliers may be
useful here):

Notice we are to take our standard paper clips and reform them, so that they are
exactly the SAME—in another word IDENTICAL with the pictures in the diagram.
We are being instructed with INFORMATION to accomplish our goal. 

4. Use the rubber band to hold the loop ends (on the left in the above drawing)
to the terminals of the ‘D’ Cell battery:
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5. Stick the ceramic magnet on the side of the battery as shown:

Here the author does not give us explicit instructions on how to stick the magnet onto
the battery. Perhaps it will hold tightly with magnetic attraction, or perhaps we are
supposed to use some glue. The time-mind likes exact instructions. It is a stickler for
particulars. What am I supposed to do and when?

6. Place the coil in the cradle formed by the right ends of the paper clips. You
may have to give it a gentle push to get it started, but it should begin to spin
rapidly. If it doesn’t spin, check to make sure that the insulation has been
removed from the wire ends as instructed above. 

If it spins erratically, make sure that the tails on the coil are centered on the
sides of the coil. Note that the motor is “in phase” only when it is held
horizontally (as shown in the drawing).
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7. For display, you will probably need to build a small cradle to hold the motor
in the proper position. It might also help to bend the ends of the coil a bit so
that as it slips right or left, the bends keep it in the proper position:

433

You may decide to actually build this electric motor. It is fun and allows you to gain
hands on experience with tools and tool making. Remember tools always contain
embedded knowing. Understanding tools will also deepen your understanding of
INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE and WISDOM.

We have discussed using tools that contain embedded WISDOM. That can be
accomplished with INFORMATION and a little KNOWLEDGE. You don’t have to
understand the WISDOM in the tool, nor be able to repair it if it breaks. You don’t
have to know the consequence of using or misusing the tool.

We have discussed making tools that contain embedded WISDOM. That is a task that
requires more knowing. It requires INFORMATION and some significant
KNOWLEDGE. In particular, you must have the INFORMATION to know where to
obtain all the components need for the creation of your tool. You must further have
KNOWLEDGE of the manufacturing process to know the algorithm of sequential
steps necessary to create the tool. You must have some learned WISDOM, in
particular the KnowHow for using the tools necessary in the manufacturing process.
You still don’t have to understand the WISDOM embedded in the tool, but you may
understand more than a tool user. If you can make a tool, you may also be able to
repair it if it breaks. And, because you have greater KNOWLEDGE, you are more
sensitive to sequence. And since the manufacturing process makes you much more
familiar with handling and using the tool, you may have a better understanding of the
consequence of using or misusing the tool. 

The next step is creating tools that contain embedded WISDOM. This requires
GENIUS.

433 Chris Palmer, Beakman’s Electric Motor, ibid
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Recognizing SAMENESS
Creating something totally new—something completely unique means seeing
something that no one else has seen. Most people in a lifetime of living will have seen
many things. Therefore, most things that they see, they are familiar with.

Genius is seeing what appears familiar in a new way, seeing how that familiar object
might be viewed differently. And if viewed differently, it might be similar to something
that appears to be quite different.

Thus Einstein saw how to view the familiar KNOWLEDGE concept geometry in a
different so that it and the KNOWLEDGE concept gravity were one. Einstein made the
familiar strange.434 The structure of geometry is strangely similar to the structure of
gravity.

gravity = geometry

As the space-mind looks across the corpus callosum, and studies the linear-sequential
chains of KNOWLEDGE concepts in the time-mind memory, it discovers how
apparently different linear sequential chains are really the SAME. It RECOGNIZEs
them as components of a new “whole.”

434 William J. J. Gordon, SYNECTICS, Making the Familiar Strange, Harper & Row, 1961
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SYNECTICS: Metaphor, Analogy & Simile
The use of metaphors in solving problems, the “method of genius”, was formalized by
William J.J.Gordon in what became known as the Synectics Theory of Operational
Creativity. The word Synectics, from the Greek, means joining together of different and
apparently irrelevant elements. Gordon first began using his “method of genius” in
1944 at the Invention Design Group of Arthur D. Little, an industrial-research
company. In 1960, he and another associate George M. Prince left the Arthur D. Little
Design Group to form their own company which they called Synectics, Inc.. Over the
next decade, Gordon and Prince would refine and use their “method of genius” to solve
many problems and invent many new products. Gordon wrote the following in 1961: 

Metaphor is an expressed or implied comparison which produces
simultaneously meaningful intellectual illumination and emotional
excitement.435 

Dictionary definitions of metaphor include: 1) A figure of speech in which an expression
is used to refer to something that it does not literally denote in order to suggest a
similarity. 2) In language, a metaphor is a rhetorical trope where a comparison is
made between two seemingly unrelated subjects. Typically, a first object is described
as being a second object. In this way, the first object can be economically described
because implicit and explicit attributes from the second object can be used to fill in the
description of the first. 3) A comparison which imaginatively identifies one thing with
another dissimilar thing, and transfers or ascribes to the first thing (the tenor or idea)
some of the qualities of the second (the vehicle or image). 

Unlike a simile or analogy, metaphor asserts that one thing is another thing, not just
that one is like another. Example: He was drowning in money. Gordon continues:

Discovery and invention in mathematics and physics are particularly rich in
non-verbal generative metaphor, and yet the non-verbal nature of the
metaphor frequently give rise to a certain obscurity in the reports and
interpretations of these experiences. …

The most familiar cases of metaphor are analogy and simile. Both give us
insight through explicit comparison, usually with “as” or “like” in their
syntax. Analogy seems logical or scientific since it focuses on a similarity of
relations or of function. An atom is like a solar system because the relations of

435 William J. J. Gordon, SYNECTICS, Metaphor, ibid
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electrons in orbit around a nucleus are analogous to the relations of the
planets in orbit around the sun. On the other hand, in terms of like function,
analogy could hold that a piston pump was like a centrifugal pump in that
both are pumps.436

An analogy is a comparison between two different things, in order to highlight some
form of similarity. Analogies are powerful mechanisms for creativity. 

Dictionary definitions of analogy include: 1)An inference that if things agree in some
respects they probably agree in others. 1a)Similarity in some respects between things
that are otherwise dissimilar, and especially a comparison based on such similarity.
2)Drawing a comparison in order to show a similarity in some respect. i.e. “The
operation of a computer presents and interesting analogy to the working of the brain.”
3) In Biology: Correspondence in function or position between organs of dissimilar
evolutionary origin or structure. 4)A form of logical inference or an instance of it,
based on the assumption that if two things are known to be alike in some respects,
then they must be alike in other respects. Gordon continues:

General analogy illuminates demonstrable points of similarity and is widely
used in the description and explanation of scientific and logical ideas. Simile,
on the other hand , is a more poetic order of comparison. It also uses the overt
reminder “like” or “as”: “My love is like a red, red rose.” But here opposed to
analogy, the emphasis is not on similarity but on the excitement which is
generated when two relatively unlike things (“my love” and a “red, red rose”)
have qualities attributed to each other.

Simile shares with metaphor a two-directional motion. It does not simply
attribute the qualities of the rose to my love but also refines the rose in the
light of its connection with my love. Simile, like metaphor, is not complete. Not
all possible points of connection are intended to hold. It is left to our minds to
complete the connection. 

This encourages us to see and feel much or little, depending upon our richness
of association, thus opening the possibility of putting our preconscious minds
to work. … The basis of creativity has always been a new connection. To make
connections would take hours using words. Your subconscious has to use
pictures. …

436 William J. J. Gordon, SYNECTICS, Metaphor, ibid
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Simile also requires a discriminating response; not all possible points of
bearing are intended to hold. The rose-love connection is not supposed to mean
that her face is red. But in spite of this ambivalence, simile , like analogy,
tends to strike us as logical because it is explicitly comparative. It is “safer”
than a metaphor which flatly “equates” unlike objects or states. To say; “Life is
like a river,” is less daring than the direct statement: “Life is a river.” Simile
emphasizes areas of “differentness” rather than areas of sameness of the
things being compared. 437

Synectics succeeded by its ability to integrate diverse individuals into problem-stating,
problem-solving teams. These creativity teams were then engaged in the Synectics
process that encouraged them to engage metaphor, analogy and simile in thinking
about their target problems. 

After identifying the key problem, the creative mind is formally asked to find and
picture a parallel situation where that problem has been solved in principle—posing
specific questions to the visual imagination such as: Where in the animal world is
there something like this? Where in the plant world? Where in the man-made world?
Etc..  

Much of the thinking and working of the Synectics teams were recorded on tape—on
audio initially, but later video tapes were made. This allowed the Synectics teams and
researchers to listen and watch themselves in the process of thinking, talking and
working together. Writing in 1970, George M. Prince explained how this “operational
creativity” process worked:

Synectics has developed two basic and interrelated approaches: first,
procedures that lead to imaginative speculation; second, disciplined ways of
behaving so that speculation is not cut down but valued and encouraged.

To increase speculation we concentrate on and magnify the mechanisms you
normally use to imagine and speculate. For instance, suppose you are trying to
develop a new food product for pets. You are aware that a person identifies, to
some extent, with his pet. Your new pet food must therefore appeal first to the
owner. You now enter a strange state: you think about things you like, you
wonder if the dog would like them too, and you evaluate each idea against
what is on the market and various other criteria. “I like steak—so does a dog,

437 William J. J. Gordon, SYNECTICS, Metaphor, ibid
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but it is too expensive. We could use less expensive cuts, scraps … but Alpo
already has that on the market.”

This activity is familiar and has identifiable elements: given the problem you
collect data from things you have observed and your own feelings; you form a
hypothesis, see how it stands up, modify it if necessary, and evaluate it again.
This is the familiar scientific method.

In our experiments we have found that the probability of success is increased if
more information is collected. We have developed mechanisms to do this,
derived from observing how people naturally work. We exaggerate and
separate steps. For instance, when collecting data we enlarge the search area.
We not only want market research facts (an owner buys pet food as though she
were going to eat it), we also seek associatory, personal thoughts that may
seem irrelevant (I tried dry dog food when I was a kid and it choked me). These
seemingly irrelevant facts are difficult to get if asked for directly; our rational
training makes them seem silly, and we either forget or do not offer such
thoughts. Synectics uses analogy and other indirect means to bring out such
apparently irrelevant but potentially valuable facts.

Next, when the time comes for hypothesis formation, we invoke a disciplined
way of reacting so that each person is encouraged to make full use of the data
in the course of evaluating, modifying, and re-evaluating.

Free speculation and disciplined reaction to it is of urgent importance, for there
is a relentless gravity-like force working against speculation. This force is
dangerous especially because it is so easily justified as realistic thinking. It is
a well-kept secret that people in general (even you and I, and managers in
particular) are determined enemies of free speculation. Each of us pays
convincing lip service to his willingness—even eagerness—to consider new
thoughts and ideas. But a thousand tapes, such as we have made, make liars
of us all. People use remarkable ingenuity to make clear by tone, nonverbal
slights, tuning out, supposedly helpful criticism, false issues, and out right
negativity that they are not only against ideas and change but also against
those who propose them. We humans habitually try to protect ourselves even
from our own new ideas.

It is only because man is, from birth, a creative problem solver of marvelous
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patience, cunning, and brilliance that we prevail at all over the fear of change
that we begin to develop in childhood. These are strong words, but give me a
tape of a normal meeting where a group deals with a problem and I will
identify supporting evidence for you.

Synectics is a means for consciously penetrating hatred of change and for
liberating creative potential that is now only fractionally used. It can increase
the probability of using all the talent you have—as leader or group
member.438

While Gordon and George did most of their work for big business, fortunately a record

of that work remains in books and papers to teach us “the method of genius.”

Thinking like a Genius
KnowHow is knowing how KNOWLEDGE and INFORMATION fit together. KnowHow
is created when the space-mind turns its attention away from the outside sense data
and looks at the patterns of sequential KNOWLEDGE created by the time-mind and
recognizes new patterns of wholeness. It can see how some of these apparently
different KNOWLEDGE concepts—sequence chains—are really the same. 

Remember when Albert Einstein saw that the KNOWLEDGE concept known as energy
was the same as the KNOWLEDGE concept known as matter multiplied by the speed
of light squared, he discovered a new “whole” that have never existed before. Newly
discovered “wholes” may advance human knowing or represent a synthesis of new
music, new art, or new inventions. Those humans exercising their genius accomplish
this by RECOGNIZing how apparently different KNOWLEDGE concepts are really

438George M. Prince, THE PRACTICE OF CREATIVITY: A Manual for Dynamic Group Problem
Solving, Harper & Row, New York, 1970
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the SAME, or how they might be combined to form new “wholes.”

Einstein looked into the knowing called physics and recognized the “whole” E=mc2.. 
Michelangelo looked into a block of granite and saw the “whole” he called David.

    439

439 Michelangelo, David, Florence, Italy, 1504, This 5.17 meter (17 ft) marble statue is considered a
masterpiece of Renaissance sculpture.
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Big Discoveries or Little Discoveries
Every creation of new KnowHow is an act of genius.

When humans discover how things work in Nature, they are creating WISDOM. They
are creating KnowHow. This act of “genius” is distinct from learning how things work
from another individual, or by learning how things work by studying materials
created by another individual. 

Almost all humans have demonstrated flashes of genius. This is more common in
children than adults. Most of us are “educated” to limit our thinking to conform to the
rules, and reflect the “teachers” expectations, and so we lose contact with our ability
for genius. Fortunately, this condition does not have to be permanent. In today’s world,
only a few manage to maintain contact with their genius, and consistently function at
the higher levels of knowing, but with education and training most of us can regain
our “genius.”

Now some discoveries are simpler than others. Some are more important than others.
So community values some discoveries much differently than others.

Whether you discover the big KnowHow that leads to a permanent cure for cancer, or
the little KnowHow that enables you to open Daddy’s locked tool box, you have created
WISDOM. 

KnowHow can be discovered by more than one individual, and every act of independent
discovery is an act of genius. Almost all humans have discovered some KnowHow
independently of others.

When two or more individuals independently discover the same piece of KnowHow, the
earlier discovery is usually more valued by community and given more credit. I say
usually because sometimes discoveries are not disclosed or poorly disclosed.

Science
The ability to make important scientific discoveries and to invent powerful tools is one
of the defining characteristics of humanity. I use the collective term humanity here
because most humans never make important scientific discoveries nor invent powerful
tools. This ability results mostly in those who have developed their human power of
Time-binding. By observing change over time, they come to understand process. And
this understanding of process is the basis of all human knowing. 
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When humans act with KNOWLEDGE they gain the ability to control. Remember
KNOWLEDGE is KnowWhen—knowing when to act in time to encourage or stop a
sequence of events. KnowWhen is the basis for control. So as our KNOWLEDGE
increases, the control we can exert in and on our lives increases as well.

But as we are learning in this book knowing is more than KNOWLEDGE. Control
begins with KnowWhen, but it is enormously leveraged by KnowHow. And while
control is based on KNOWLEDGE, scientific discovery and invention are based on
creation of WISDOM.

Theoretical scientists specialize in making important discoveries. Knowing how
Nature works is powerful knowing. When they think they have discovered how
something works, they create a hypothesis. A hypothesis is an proposed model of how
reality works. 

Testability
Science requires all hypotheses to be testable. If it can’t be tested, it is not a hypothesis.
If it can’t be tested, it is not science. The proposed model of reality must be testable,
and it must be tested. Scientists usually begin by testing their own hypotheses, often
with the help of a limited disclosure to a small group of peers—other scientists. 

Scientists want a tough test. They are not looking for how the proposed model might be
right, but rather where it might be wrong. They are trying to find its weaknesses.
They are asked to confirm or deny that it accurately models reality. Karl Popper wrote:

… the great problem: How can we admit that our knowledge is a human—an all
too human—affair, without at the same time implying that it is all individual
whim and arbitrariness? … The solution lies in the realization … that if we
respect truth, we must search for it by persistently searching for our errors:
by indefatigable rational criticism, and self-criticism. 440 

If problems are found during the testing, they are conveyed to the hypothesizing
scientist, and he attempts to modify the hypothesis to more accurately model reality.
The revised hypothesis is then re-tested. This process continues until a hypothesis
passes all testing or fails and is discarded.

440 Karl Popper, Conjectures and Refutations. Fifth Edition, Routlage, 2002
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Physics Professor Nick Stroble explains:

What distinguishes a scientific theory from a non-scientific theory is that a
scientific theory must be refutable in principle; a set of circumstances must
potentially exist such that if observed it would logically prove the theory
wrong.

Here is a simplified version of the logic of the scientific method: we begin the
encounter with nature by making observations and then through some
creative process a hypothesis is generated about how some process of nature
works. On the basis of this hypothesis, an experiment is logically deduced that
will result in a set of particular observations that should occur, under
particular conditions, if the hypothesis true. If those particular observations
do not occur, then we are faced with several possibilities: our hypothesis is
wrong or incomplete and needs to be revised, the experiment was carried out
incorrectly, or the analysis of the results from that experiment was in error.

The actual process often involves a great deal of insight and creativity. Keep in
mind, though, that this interpretive process may have biased the outcome or
conclusions. For now, simply note that without a disconfirmation being
possible in principle, a belief is not acceptable as even a potential scientific
hypothesis. There must be a possible concrete test. 441 

Purpose of Science
The entire purpose of science is to create WISDOM—to discover KnowHow—to
accurately model all of reality—all of Nature. Testing of hypotheses and critical peer
review is a necessary component in realizing that purpose. 

As confidence in the proposed hypothesis grows, it is disclosed to more and more
scientists for further and wider testing, if it successfully overcomes every challenge it
is corroborated. When a hypothesis has been found to be exceedingly accurate in
modeling and predicting reality, and when no exceptions can be found to its
description of a natural phenomenon or process, then and only then does it gain the
status of scientific theory. A scientific theory sometimes called a generalization means
a principle that has been found to hold true in every special case. When a scientist
uses the word theory, he is talking about something much more than an opinion—
much more than an assumption—much more than a belief. Scientific theories are near
truths. 

441 Nick Stobel, Astronomy Notes, 2005, http://www.astronomynotes.com/
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Remember, we humans have used scientific theories to safely take us to the moon and
to cure cancers. You can safely bet your life on scientific theory and you do—every
time you walk onto an elevator or board an airplane. And while scientists have the
highest respect for scientific theory, they know they are not absolutes. They
understand that scientific theories are models of reality and not the reality itself. 

Definitions
A definition is usually “1)a statement of the essential properties of a certain thing, or 
2) a statement of equivalence between between a term and that term’s meaning.”442

Notice the pattern here. In the second sense of our definition of definition, we are
seeing a “whole.”

term = meaning

One of sciences most powerful tools is the creation of careful definitions. In this book, I
have presented a few.

CONFLICT —def—> The struggle to avoid loss—the struggle to avoid being
hurt. 

CONFLICT = the struggle to avoid loss

Co-OPERATION —def—> Operating together to insure that both parties win,
and that neither party loses. The negotiation to insure that both parties are
helped, and that neither party is hurt.

Co-OPERATION = working together to win-win

Remember the structure of “wholes.”

442 WikiPedia, Defintion, 2006, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Definition
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Next lets look at some famous scientific formulas. Notice that they are structured like
our definitions above. They all have equal signs(=); every one of these formulas is a
“whole”:

F = ma 
(Isaac Newton’s Second Law of Motion)

F = G × M × m ÷ d2

 (Isaac Newton’s The Universal Law of Gravity)

P + ρ × 1/2 v 2 = CONSTANT 
(Daniel Bernoulli’s The Law of Hydrodymanic Pressure)

∇ × Ε = −δB/δt
(Michael Faraday’s The Law of Electromagnetic Induction)

V = RI 
(Georg Ohm’s The Law of Electric Circuits)

E = mc2

(Albert Einstein’s Theory of Special Relativity)

This same relationship is found in many mathematical formulas including these three:

a2 + b2 = c2 

(Pythagoras’ Theorem for a Right Triangle)

(x + y)2 = x2 + 2xy + y2 
(Isaac Newton’s Binomial Theorem)

eiπ + 1 = 0
(Leonhard Euler’s Identity Theorem)

Notice the pattern. We are seeing “wholes” here. The space-mind is RECOGNIZING
how apparently different KNOWLEDGE concepts are really the same.
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Theoretical Medicine
Medicine is at its basis a science. Just as there is Applied Physics and Theoretical
Physics, there is Applied Medicine and Theoretical Medicine. Most physicians work in
the field of Applied Medicine, but we have our Theoretical Physicians—Hippocrates,
Galen, Ambroise Paré, Andreas Vesalius, William Harvey, Edward Jenner, Louis
Pasteur, Joseph Lister, Ignaz Semmelweis, Robert Koch, William Osler, Sigmund
Freud, Jonas Salk, Christiaan Barnard, etc., etc.. 

My first scientific discovery443 was in the field of Theoretical Medicine. In the early
1970s, most physicians accepted stress as being related to psychological illnesses, but
not physical illnesses. For much of my life, I have practised medicine. From 1972
through 1978, I led an Emergency Medicine team that treated over 236, 000 patients.
Now the Emergency Department is a very stressful place to work, and a very stressful
place to visit as a patient. It was there that I began noticing the relationship between
stress and physical disease. These two KNOWLEDGE concepts—(stress) & (disease)—
were apparently different, but I began to realize they might be the same.

I began to think more and more about stress and disease. I began reading all the books
I could find on both topics. And, daily I watched the “reality” show in my Emergency
Department. I will never forget that morning in 1978 when I woke up with a new
discovery. Sometime during the night, I had realized that stress and disease were not
just related, but they were the SAME. I had RECOGNIZED that:

stress = disease

or more precisely

stressor overload = disease

I had peered across the corpus callosum examining all the KNOWLEDGE concepts
known as “disease” and the KNOWLEDGE concepts known as “stress” and I saw that
they were EQUIVALENT. They say that seeing is believing. I did not wake up
thinking that they might be the same, or that perhaps they were equivalent, I knew
they were the SAME. 

It was settled. It was obvious. There was no doubt—not even a smidgen. I had seen the
pattern of wholeness. This was a perception—space-mind RECOGNIZING.

443 Timothy Wilken, MD, The Unified Stress Concept, The Time-binding Trust, 1980,
http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcept.pdf
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I was deeply calm the next morning as I reported for duty in the Emergency
Department, everything had changed. I saw every patient in a new and powerfully
revealing light. Every member of the clinical team had changed as well. It was all
about stress.

Over the next several months, I began working out the details of how this could be
true. I began to write up my discovery. It now became the job of my time-mind to work
out the sequences and linear explanation for my discovery, but the discovery itself had
come to me in a FLASH.

The Unified Stress Concept
As I fleshed out my discovery, I created a number of new definitions. This is what
science is all about—creating new definitions—creating new “wholes.” The following
definitions are excerpted from The Unified Stress Concept. Our focus here is to note
how this scientific discovery relates to WISDOM. These examples are abbreviated and
out of context. You can read the complete paper at the URL in the footnote.444 I
originally wrote this paper over a six month period beginning in August of 1978. It
was last revised in 2002. I will comment in copper colored font.

STRESSOR = any demand made on the mind-body to adapt

Physical Stressors = The physical stressors are any physical demand made
on the mind-body to adapt. They include heat, cold ionizing radiation,
chemicals, poisons, toxins, fire, electricity, and trauma of any type.

Biological Stressors = The biological stressors are any biological demand
made on the mind-body to adapt. These are primarily adversary living systems
which adapt by attacking and exploiting the mind-body. They may be simple
or complex. Examples include viruses, bacteria, rickettsia, fungi, parasites,
and predators.

Social Stressors = The social stressors are any social demands made on the
mind-body to adapt. Social stressors are of two types: coercive and non-
coercive. The coercive social stressors are non-voluntary demands made upon
the mind-body to adapt. This would include assault, murder, rape, theft, arson,
and any crime against an individual and his property. Another example of the

444 The Unified Stress Concept, http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcept.pdf
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coercive social stressors are the non-voluntary demands made by any form of
political government such as taxation, regulation, restriction, and
incarceration. This would further include all social stressors produced by
action of the political government—i.e. war, inflation, recession, injustice, et
cetera.

Internal Stressors = The internal stressors are produced by maladaptation of
the mind-body. They are the result of errors of stressor adaptability (the
ability of the mind-body to adapt to stressors). The most common internal
stressors encountered in humans are the maladaptive negative emotions. For
this discussion, I propose to use a definition of a human emotion modified after,
and expanded from, the operational definition of a human emotion by Dr.
David Graham of the University of Wisconsin:

Human Emotion = A human emotion is the internal, physiological sensation
(i.e., gut feeling or inner urges to act) that a human experiences in
anticipation and adaptation to stressors. These sensations are the result of the
release of powerful adaptive hormones and physiological change that occur
throughout the mind-body in preparation for adaptation.

So we see the importance of definitions in developing and disclosing scientific
hypotheses. Remember hypotheses are proposed scientific theories. They are proposed
models of reality. They still wait testing and corroboration by other scientists.

The General Hypothesis will be stated following the defining of a group of
additional terms which will be important in understanding the Hypothesis.

LIVING SYSTEMS = [After James G. Miller]445 “The living systems are a
special subset of the set of all possible concrete system. A concrete system is a
non-random accumulation of matter-energy in a region in physical space-time
which is organized into interaction, interrelated subsystems or components.
Living systems have the characteristics of life, including the ability to
maintain a steady state of negentropy, even though entropic changes occur in
them as they do everywhere else.”

ORDER = Order is used here as the equivalent of the concept of negentropy.
This concept is the opposite of entropy and is derived from Classical
Thermodynamics. Order is form, organization, pattern, and structure.

445 James G. Miller, Living Systems, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978
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DISORDER = Disorder is used here as the equivalent of the concept of entropy.
It is the opposite of order. Disorder is formlessness, patternlessness,
disorganization, and randomness. This concept of disorder is again derived
from Classical Thermodynamics.

STRESSOR = Stressors are any demands made on the mind-body to adapt.
More generally, stressors are any demands made on living systems to adapt. A
stressor is that which produces disorder or entropy within a living system.
Disorder or entropy may be produced directly by the stressor’s action on the
living system or indirectly by the living system’s response to the threat of the
stressor. Stressors can external or internal, are infinitely variable, and the
amount of disorder produced within the living system is also infinitely
variable. {The symbol I have chosen to represent stressor is a lowercase ‘s ’.}

STRESSOR ADAPTABILITY = Stressor adaptability is the sum of the total
abilities of the mind-body to neutralize or reverse stressors. More generally,
stressor adaptability is the sum of the total abilities of a living system to
neutralize or reverse stressors. Determinants of stressor adaptability include
genetic factors, previous experience of the living system in neutralizing
stressors, nutritional state, present stressor load, biological stability, and
where applicable, psychological and social stability. {The symbol I have chosen
to represent stressor adaptability is the lowercase letters ‘sa’.}

Discovery always occurs as a FLASH. Most scientists today are ignorant of how
human intelligence works. Even those making original discoveries and operating at
the level of genius do not know how they do it. They see their truth, then they must
create a logical sequential story for how that could be true. When they are finished
they often mistake this story for the basis of their discovery. This is why young
scientists often have difficulty catching on. They read the papers and assume the
logical sequential story was the process for the discovery. They make seek new
discoveries by trying to write postulates before they see the whole. This never works.
The postulates are written after the new truth is seen. It is not the mechanism of
discovery, it is a part of the time-mind’s explanation of the discovery. Postulates are
statements of known (accepted) truth which form a basis for the hypothesis—accepted
by scientific peers. You can be as many postulates as you like, but at minimum two. I
used two.

Postulate 1 — The purpose of all living systems is to maintain or increase the
order, or negentropy, within the system.
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Postulate 2 — Living systems which maintain or increase the order through
the process of adaptation are in a state of health.

The Stressor Hypothesis of Disease Propagation

Disease results within a living system whenever the system’s stressor
adaptability (the total ability of the living system to adapt to stressors) is
exceeded by the sum of the stressors acting upon the system.

Disease ————> when (sa - s) < 0

(where sa represents stressor adaptability and s represents stressors)

We can see that this hypothesis appears to be another statement of EQUALITY. The
long arrow represents the verb results. We might write our hypothesis as:

Disease equals (=) the condition when (sa - s) < 0. Here we have our friend the
definition once more, but this is a very special type of definition. It is an operational
definition.

Operational Definitions 
When science is seeking to create new wisdom, one technique that is often fruitful is
the formulation of an operational definition. An operational definition defines a
process or series of steps that will produce a measurable effect. From the WikiPedia:

The idea originally arises in the operationalist philosophy of P. W. Bridgman
and others. By 1914, Bridgman was dismayed by the abstraction and lack of
clarity with which, he argued, many scientific concepts were expressed.
Inspired by logical positivism and the phenomenalism of Ernst Mach, in 1914
he declared that the meaning of a physical concept, such as mass, lay in the
operations, physical and mental, performed in its measurement. … “the
definition not of things but of dimensions or qualities of things by means of a
description of the operations necessary to measure those dimensions or
qualities.”

For example, 100 degrees Celsius may be defined by describing the process of
heating water until it is observed to boil. The temperature of the boil = 100
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degrees Celsius. And a ‘nonspecific’ physical brick may be operationally
defined by the description of the process for making it. The result of the
process for making it = the physical brick. …the substance ‘iron’ may be
operationally defined by a set of measurements or tests that reveal or diagnose
it. 446

An operational definition defines a term by a process. It could be a process that
measures, identifies, reveals, or diagnoses the term. Or it could be a process that
creates the object named by the term.

term = process

Now the value of operational definitions to science is that they are testable. Other
scientists can perform the processes and determine if they get the same results. If they
do they are able to corroborate that definition. This is why there is great advantage to
state your hypothesis as an operational definition. Lets look once more at my
statement of the Stressor Hypothesis of Disease Propagation.

Disease results within a living system whenever the system’s stressor
adaptability (the total ability of the living system to adapt to stressors) is
exceeded by the sum of the stressors acting upon the system.

Disease ————> when (sa - s) < 0

This is testable. If I subject a living system to increasing stress, then the signs and
symptoms of disease should develop. If I reduce the stressors acting on an ill or
diseased living system, then the signs and symptoms of that disease should lessen and
resolve. In the the twenty-eight years I have been testing the Stressor Hypothesis of
Disease Propagation, I have found no exceptions. This is the definition of
corroboration. This is what is necessary for a hypothesis to be granted the status of a
scientific theory.

Disease results within a living system when the sum of stressors acting upon
that living system exceeds the system’s ability to adapt. Disease further
results in any living system wherein the order within the system is
decreasing, or the disorder within the system is increasing. Disease may be
localized or generalized, and can affect part of the living system or the entire
living system. Disease can affect any level of organization within a living

446 WikiPedia, Operational Defintion, 2006, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operational_definition
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system—cellular, tissue, organ, or organism as a whole. The Stressor
Hypothesis of Disease Propagation leads to a more satisfactory definition of
stress within living system. This definition of stress is patterned after the
classical definition of stress from physics. 

Next we see another powerful tool of scientific discovery. Looking for similar processes
in different fields. Can we find KnowHow in physics that can be modified and then
applied to living systems? Robert Hooke is credited with discovering the laws of stress
and strain as applied to the physical world in 1678.

Stress in physics is defined as follows: If a steel wire is put under tension, then:
(physical stress) Sp = F/A {(force along the wire) divided by (the cross-section
area of the wire)}

Modern engineers447 write it this way: Stress is the ratio of applied force to the cross-
sectional area of an element in tension and is expressed in pounds per square inch
(psi) or kg/mm2. The lower case Greek letter sigma σσσσ is often used to represent
physical stress. Sometimes the term load is substituted for force.

                        Force           F                                             Load            L
Stress σ =  _______  =  ____      OR      Stress σ =  _______  =  ____
                        Area            A                                              Area           A

448

I asked myself how does the concept of physical stress relate to stress in living
systems? How might I construct formulas similar to those that Robert Hooke

447 Engineers Edge, Strength Of Materials, 2000-2006,
http://www.engineersedge.com/strength_of_materials.htm

448 University of Wisconsin-Stout, Stress, Strain & Hooke’s Law,
http://physics.uwstout.edu/StatStr/statics/
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discovered? Will they be relevant and helpful? Here we see another powerful tool of
discovery—asking the right question.

For living systems, I had defined stress as follows: Sls = s / sa  or:

                            sum of stressors               s
Stress σ =  _____________________  =  ____
                        stressor adaptablity          sa 

From the above definition of living system stress, it follows that disease can be
said to exist in any living system wherein the sum of stressors exceed the
stressor adaptability, or when the stress is greater than one (1). Sls > 1

When Hooke was thinking about stress and strain he gave no thought to living
systems. But as we can see, sometimes physics = biology. Modern engineers449 define
physical Strain as a deformation of the material that is dimensionless. The lower case
Greek letter epsilon ε is often used to represent physical strain.

                           change in length              ∆L
Strain ε =  _____________________  =  ____
                             original length                L 

Physical strain in materials is a reflection of how the material is deformed by the
stress of the force or the load. 

449 Engineers Edge, Strength Of Materials, ibid
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450

Remember to watch the pattern. Looks like we are seeing our old friend precession.

Perhaps a similar deformity is taking place in sick and injured living systems.
Certainly strains are one of the most common diagnoses in medicine. With this in
mind, I modified Hooke’s concept of strain. In a living system, strain could be defined:

                           change in stressor adaptability            ∆sa
Strain ε =  __________________________________  =  ______
                             original stressor adaptability               sa 

Physiological strain in a living systems is a reflection of how that living system is
disabled through loss of function by the stress from the sum of stressors.

Disease is an evolutionary process, and the concept of living system stress and
strain is helpful in staging disease within a living system. I find it useful to
define four stages of disease that can exist within the living system as a whole
or within any of the levels of organization within the living system. I define
the four stages of disease are defined as follows:

DISTRESS—Stage 1—Distress exists within a living system when the sum of
stressors acting upon the living system exceeds the stressor adaptability of
the system producing a localized or generalized loss of function. The living
system, by using reserves and stored energy, is able to restore function
without disability.

450 University of Wisconsin-Stout, Stress, Strain & Hooke’s Law, ibid
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DISABILITY—Stage 2—Disability exists within a living system when the sum
of stressors acting upon the living system exceeds the stressor adaptability of
the system producing a localized or generalized loss of function. The living
system is unable to restore function even using reserves and stored energy.
This must always include functions considered essential; should include
functions considered normal; and when more is know, will include functions
that are considered optimal. When using this definition of disability, it is
necessary to state the level of organization with the living system to which the
disability refers. Disability, by definition, is reversible.

DAMAGE—Stage 3—Damage exists within a living system when the sum of
stressors acting upon the living system exceeds the stressor adaptability of the
system producing a non-reversible disability. Damage can exist at any level of
organization within the living system or within the living system as a whole.
No cure is possible at this stage of disease.

DEATH—Stage 4—Death exists within a living system when the sum of
stressors acting upon the living system exceeds the stressor adaptability of
the living system producing a loss of ability of the living system to produce
negentropy or order. Death is irreversible.

Again notice that each of these four stages of disease is itself a definition. 

term = meaning

Disease is evolutionary—first distress, then disability, then damage, and
finally death. Distress, disability, damage, and death can exist at individual
levels of organization within living systems as well as the living system as a
whole. The first few stages of disease—distress and disability —are curable.
The second two stages of disease—damage and death—are not curable and not
reversible. As the science of medicine progresses, disease presently considered
damage may be converted to disability by new understanding and technology.

In mathematics, a corollary is a proposition that follows with little or no proof from one
already proven. Proposition B is a corollary of theorem A if B can be deduced quickly
and easily from A. In science, a corollary is often a simple restatements of the
hypothesis from a different point of view to give additional understanding of the
reality being modeled.
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Health Corollary of The Stressor Hypothesis of Disease Propagation

Health results within a living system whenever the stressor adaptability (the
total ability of the living system to adapt to stressors) equals or exceeds the
sum of stressors acting upon the living system.

Health————> when (sa - s) > 0

(where sa represents stressor adaptability and s represents sum of stressors)

Health can be said to exist within any living system wherein the stressor
adaptability exceeds the sum of stressors acting on the system, or when the
stress less than one (1). Sls < 1

Building on our stressor hypothesis and its health corollary we are able to
create two additional operational definitions that complete The Unified Stress
Concept.

ADAPTATION = Adaptation is the specific and non-specific successful reaction
or response of a living system to any stressor or threat of stressor which acts
upon it. The stressor is either neutralized or reversed. Within the living
system, negentropy, or order, is stable or increasing. {I represent the state of
adaptation by the algebraic formula (sa - s ≥ 0). Therefore, adaptation occurs
when the stressor adaptability of a living system is equal too or larger than
the sum of stressors acting upon it.}

MALADAPTATION = Maladaptation is the unsuccessful reaction or response
of a living system to any stressor or threat of stressors which acts upon it. The
stressor is neither reversed nor neutralized. Within the living system,
entropy, or disorder, is increasing. {I represent the state of maladaptation by
the algebraic formula (sa - s < 0). Therefore, maladaptation occurs when the
stressor adaptability of a living system is less than the sum of stressors acting
upon it.}

The Importance of Discoveries
The importance of any human’s discovery to humanity is determined by humanity’s
acceptance and use of that individual’s work. 
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The life sciences stand at the same stage of intellectual evolution that the physical
sciences stood just prior to the publication of Isaac Newton’s Principia Mathematica in
1687. Principia Mathematica was the disclosure of Newton’s discovery of the laws of
motion, and what he called the System of the World. 

With the publication of The Unified Stress Concept, it is possible that our human
understanding of disease and medicine could exponentially increase in a fashion
similar to that which occurred with the publication of Newton’s work. By this
statement, I do not infer that progress has not been made in the biological sciences.
Much progress has been accomplished through the accumulation of biological data,
discoveries in limited areas of biology, and extensive application of the physical
sciences to biology. One only need visit any modern medical center or research
laboratory to find engineers, technicians, computers, image technology, and signs of
high physical science everywhere. 

Isaac Newton’s Principia Mathematica led to the unification of the physical sciences
and enabled the “Industrial Revolution.” My hope in 1978 was that my discoveries
might help to unify the biological and psychological sciences and launch the
“Adaptational Revolution.” 

Today all humans have accepted and are immensely benefited by Isaac Newton’s
hypotheses, while the hypotheses that form The Unified Stress Concept are mostly
unknown. By comparing my discovery of The Unified Stress Concept to Newton’s
discovery of the Principia Mathematica, I make no claim to equal status with nor
importance to Isaac Newton. I do believe my discovery is a near truth and warrants
the status of scientific theory, but that will up to my scientific peers as disclosure
progresses. Its inclusion here in a book on understanding human intelligence is to
serve as an example of WISDOM creation. You can read more about it elsewhere.451 

Genius
Genius begins with KnowHow and generates the level of Knowing called Wisdom.
KnowHow brings humanity enormous control over reality. It is a control which can
create great benefits for our species. It is the power to create new “wholes.” These new
“wholes” may be truths about Nature that allow us to solve difficult problems, or they
may be new tools that make our lives easier, and solve previously unsolvable problems.
Or, these new “wholes may be new music, new art or new literature that enriches and
brightens our daily lives. 

451 The Unified Stress Concept, http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcept.pdf
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Silence is the Way
Leonard Shlain gives us some insight452 into the prerequisites for genius and
WISDOM in his description of the life and teachings of Lao-tzu the author of the Tao
Te Ching:

When the tentacles of literacy began to wrap around the minds of the Chinese
people in the sixth century B.C., their society experienced dramatic changes.
It was then that two entirely different philosophical systems emerged: Taoism
and Confucianism. Their respective founders, Lao-tzu and Confucius, were
contemporaries. Taoism represented an egalitarian feminine viewpoint from
the past. Confucianism championed masculine dominance and became the
creed of the future.

Taoism promoted Mother nature as the guiding force, while Confucianism
touted Father culture. At their founding, Taoism and Confucianism both
lacked a deity. Both were humanistic, practical guides to living. Both had
strong opinions about women, writing, and images.

Lao-tzu transformed the mystery of the feminine spirit into his enigmatic
rendering of the Tao using primarily the metaphor of horizontally flowing
water. “The great Tao flows everywhere, both to the left and to the right … it
holds nothing back. It fulfills its purpose silently and makes no claims.”453 In
contrast, Confucius’ system rested on a hierarchical ordering of the world. Its
foundation was the family. But Confucius’ idea of family values depended on a
wife’s obedience. The Confucian/yang need to control stands in stark contrast
to the Taoist/yin admonition that the sage should never try to control
anything. In Taoism, intuition was the guide to wisdom. Reason and reading
the classics were the basis of Confucianism.

Taoism came first. The details of the life of its founder, if he lived at all, have
been obscured by the tendrils of myth that have swirled about him. Tradition
relates that Lao-tzu had been the curator of the emperor’s Royal Library. In
his old age, he became disgusted with the chicanery of court sycophants, and

452 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The Conflict Between Word and
Image, Viking Penguin, New York, 1998, pg 187

453 Lao Tsu, Tao Te Ching, tr. Gia-Fu Feng and Jane English, no. 34
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concluded that his life spent among books had been in vain. Resigning from
his respected post, he planned to retire to the country to live as a recluse. He
mounted a water buffalo, leaving most of his belongings behind.

On his way out of town, the guard at the gate saw Lao-tzu’s packed bags and
surmised that he was leaving the kingdom for good. The guard asked him if,
before he left, he would please sum up what he had learned from a life spent in
the quietude of the Royal Library. Lao-tzu obligingly composed his Tao Te
Ching, history’s shortest doctrinal book. The Way of Tao consisted of only
5,000 characters. Richly informed by poetry and metaphor, it had a very
unusual take on all that the West holds dear.

Imagine, for a moment, that the gnarled old gnome passing through the gate
was really a wrinkled right lobe of a human brain. The right hemisphere
rarely has the opportunity to speak, because vocal language is not one of its
functions. The boisterous left brain, stridently waving its right hand, always
seems to be the one called upon by history to recite. In sixth century B.C.
China, at the hinge point between non-literacy and literacy, the right
hemisphere broke its natural silence to extol the qualities of the feminine.

The Tao, Lao-tzu explained, is the natural flow of movement that goes on all
around us. Summer raindrops splashing on the earth to form rivulets leading
to freshets are the Tao. So, too, are streams emptying into rivers that flow to
the sea. The evaporating mist rising invisibly from the ocean to form clouds
represents the Tao. Thunderheads that friction the air as they pass over the
land are manifestations of it. Massaged by the earth to release their precious
fluid, cumulus clouds contribute to it. The raindrops draining off our faces in a
summer downpour coalesce, once again, into rivulets. We are ever immersed in
the Tao.

Because we have layered the world with artificial categories we have obscured
the Tao. If we simply let fall the veils of cultural conventions we will grasp our
place in its flow. Since every cell and fiber making up our physical bodies is
part of the Tao, every one of us is like seaweed gently waving to and fro in the
current. Living our lives within this natural rhythm, and making no effort to
resist it, would allow everything-from our institutions of government to
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gender relations-to float gently along as part of this river of the Way.
According to Lao-tzu, it is all so easy: simply abandon all the stratagems that
the left brain has so laboriously contrived, none of which exists in the natural
world of the Tao.

Lao-tzu’s first precept is that language is the great barrier that prevents us
from knowing the Way. The opening couplet of his Tao Te Ching, warns:

The Tao that can be spoken is not the real Tao. 
The Name that can be named is not the Eternal Name.

Later, Lao-tzu observes, “He who knows does not speak and he who speaks does
not know?” “Therefore the sage goes about doing nothing, teaching no
talking.”454 Silence, in other words, is the precondition of wisdom. This Taoist
maxim is what the right brain would say if only it could speak.

The Tao transcends rational thought. Knowledge, according to Lao-tzu, is not
the same as wisdom. Thinking is an artifice of the mind that leads to opinions,
which inevitably entangle one in disputes. Lao-tzu advised, “The wise sage
does not quarrel. Therefore, no one can quarrel with him.”455 Intellectuals,
because they love to argue, pose a grave threat to society.456

Gateway to Genius
With the understanding of Human Intelligence, every human gains a pathway to
genius. Everyone of us has the potential to join the ranks of: Leonardo, Homer, Plato,
Aristotle, Socrates, Hippocrates, Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius, Nicomachus,
Epictetus, Tactitus, Ptolemy, Michelangelo, Copernicus, Kepler, Gilbert, Galileo,
Harvey, Bacon, Descartes, Spinoza, Milton, Pascal, Hooke, Leibnitz, Newton, Huygens,
Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Rousseau, Smith, Kant, Paine, Lavoisier, Fouier, Faraday,
Henry, Gauss, Edison, Tesla, Darwin, James, Freud, Jung, Beethoven, Bach, Mozart,
Van Gogh, Monet, Picasso, Maxwell, Pavlov, Poincare, Planck, Lorentz, Einstein,
Minkowski, Born, Bohr, Hiesenberg, Schrodinger, Eddington, Oppenheimer, Bell,
Herrick, Child, Meyer, Korzybski, Selye, Young, Haskell, Fuller, Coulter, Etc., … Etc.,
… Etc.. … Please add the names of your favorite Geniuses.

454 Lao Tsu, Tao Te Ching, no. 2
455 Lao Tsu, Tao Te Ching, no. 22
456 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, ibid
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FLASH
The creation of WISDOM and the invention of Tools requires an act of genius. It
requires a new mode of thinking.

             Mode 6–FLASH
  ____________________________
|              Super-Mind |
| |
|   ASSOCIATIVE-IMAGIC |   Recognizes Patterns in KNOWLEDGE
|        S Y N T H E S I Z E  |   Unconscious — Silently Conscious
|               W I S D O M |   Intuitive-aLogical
|          MULTIORDINAL |   Multiple Points of View
|        Perceiver-Conceiver |
| |
|       “an EFFECTIVE way” |
|___________________________|

Multiordinal Programs, which allow tracking of multiple points of view become
possible through the combination of space and time-mind thinking. The Associative-
Identic Space-Processor associates wholistic patterns of the uniordinal programs
stored in LIBRARY. This means the Wholistic power of the space-mind is focused on
higher levels of program. Instead of sense data the focus is on the uniordinal traces of
analytical and associative data bases. 

The dominant processor is the Associative-Identic therefore the data is not valued.  The
multiordinal mode is integrative thinking with R>L. The Focus is on Process not
Content.

The individual in the Multiordinal Mode has very high flexibility.  He is aware of the
points of view of those around him. He is sensitive to the beliefs, attitudes, and values
of those around him. He is aware of others needs, wants, and desires.

This knowledge helps him to survive. SURVIVAL the principle duty of the Associative-
Identic Processor dominates here. This mode is again aRational, aAdaptive, and
aMoral.

The Multiordinal thinker does not seek the “right” way, his multiordinality allows him
to seek the leverage of an “effective” way. There are many more “effective ways” than
there are “right ways.”
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Creative Genius emerges at this mode with discovery, invention, creation, insight, and
innovation. The wisdom flash is the resultant of the space-mind RECOGNIZING a
relationship between apparently unrelated structures. The space-mind (located in the
right cerebral hemisphere) appears to look across the corpus callosum into the time-
mind. There, the space-mind applies its ability associate and synthesize to the
structures stored in the time-mind. These structures represent previously discovered
patterns of use. They are paradigms of Knowledge The space-mind uses its ability to
see sameness and synthesizes new‘wholes’.

Super-Mind FLASH MULTIORDINAL

CERTAINTY
Recall in the chapter on KnowWhere, I talked briefly about CHANCE. If I don’t know
where to go to find what I need, I have to take a chance. CHANCE is the opposite of
INFORMATION.

KNOWLEDGE too had an opposite. If I don’t know when to act to encourage or
discourage a desired resultant from being manifested, then I will ignore my
opportunity to control events in my local reality. We all experience this every day. We
fail to notice the signs and symptoms of an event in progress and fail to take action to
accomplish our goals. The opposite of KNOWLEDGE is IGNORANCE.

WISDOM too has an opposite. If KnowWhen is KNOWLEDGE then we could think of
WISDOM as KNOWLEDGE of KNOWLEDGE.

Perhaps the opposite of WISDOM would be IGNORANCE of IGNORANCE. If I don’t
Know that I don’t Know, then I think I know. Those who believe they know the truth
act with certainty. 

Recall from The Science section, Chapter 2: A Limit to Knowing one of the most
important human discoveries was Korzybski’s Principle of NonALLness. This
principle has been discovered many times and is also known as: Heisenberg’s Principle
of Uncertainty, Eddington’s Principle of Indeterminacy, and Bronowski’s Principle of
Tolerance. Those who are WISE know there is a limit to knowing. Those who are WISE
know that you can know, but you cannot know ALL. 

Those without this understanding are CERTAIN. Therefore, we can say the opposite of
WISDOM is CERTAINTY.
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KnowWhy: INTEGRATE

The space-mind is the source of WISDOM. It looks across the corpus callosum and sees
how INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE fit together. This ability allows space-mind to
create KnowHow. When WISDOM or KnowHow is embedded into matter-energy as
artifacts we have tools. Tools leverage human action. 

But remember space-mind is time blind. It does not see sequence, and it cannot predict
consequence. For that we need the time-mind.

Recall from our discussion of KNOWLEDGE: Our human sensitivity to sequence leads
to the concept of causality. An event that consistently occurs before a following event
is often thought to cause the following event. This is not to say that all preceding
events are the causes of all following events. Sometimes the proximity of events in
time are just co-incidents. 
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However, an event that always precedes a following event is probably the cause of that
following event.

Then there are cause and effect sequence chains. First something causes an effect then
that effect becomes the cause of another effect and so on and so on. 

Cause1➜Effect1

               Cause2➜Effect2

                              Cause3➜Effect3
                                             Cause4➜Effect4
                                                             Causen➜Effectn

The understanding of the temporal differences of cause and effect allows for the
emergence of prediction. So when I see Cause1, I can predict Effect1, when I see
Causen, I can predict Effectn. And if I know the larger sequence, then when I see
Cause1, I can even predict Effect4.

Thus, the time-mind comes to understand process through its temporal analysis of
sequence. When the time-mind finds difference it asks what are the Cause-Effect
chains that will explain those differences? If I can understand the Cause-Effect
sequence that produced this NOW event. I can be more effective at making choices
that will make that particular event more or less likely to occur in the Future. I will
know when to act in a manner that facilitates or prevents a future event from
occurring.

Time-mind orders percepts by difference. All parts are unequal to each other. Time-
mind builds concepts to explain reality. Concepts are asymmetrical models of the
mechanism of reality—models of process. All is asymmetrical. All differs from moment
to moment. Concept is the one dimensional symbolically-coded sequential list of
percepts stored as to their order of occurrence. And, so we see:

Percept1 ➜ Percept2 ➜ Percept3 ➜ Percept4 ➜ … Perceptn.

All moments are experienced and ordered as Past->Present->Future. This is
temporally sequential and linear. What is temporally sequential is THEN and THEN
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and THEN. Concept is a one-dimensional algorithmic of THEN and THEN and THEN.
In Dual Mind science, we use the one way arrow (➜) to represent the term THEN.

If I understand temporal sequence of a cause and effect chain, then I gain the ability to
control that chain.

Consequence
Sensitivity to consequence begins with the emergence of KNOWLEDGE. Notice in the
following schematic the large arrows show the time-mind looking across the corpus
callosum into the INFORMATION stores of the space-mind. 

This view across the corpus callosum enables the time-mind to think about
INFORMATION. However, time-mind does not create the INFORMATION that it is
thinking about—it does not think wholistically—it cannot recognize KnowWhere. 

Human intelligence is the result of co-Operation between the space-mind and time-
mind. Time-mind must rely on the space mind as a source of knowing—a source of
INFORMATION—as its INFORMATION source. 
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Time-mind then utilizes that INFORMATION in an entirely new way—ordering that
INFORMATION into cause and effect sequences, and with the understanding of those
newly ordered cause and effect sequences, time-mind gains an appreciation for
consequence. 

With the creation of KNOWLEDGE, I gain the ability to answer the question: “What is
the consequence if I act on this INFORMATION?” And just as validly: “What is the
consequence if I fail to act on this INFORMATION?” 

But a deeper understanding of consequence awaits the development of WISDOM. With
the space-mind’s creation of KnowHow, comes the time-mind’s opportunity to look
across the corpus callosum and begin thinking about WISDOM—thinking about
KnowWhere. It begins to analyze WISDOM for cause and effect sequence.

It is important to also note, that the time-mind can not create WISDOM—it does not
recognize KnowHow—so it must again rely on the space-mind. So we find the space-
mind repeating its role as a knowing source—only this time it serves as a source of
WISDOM—as a WISDOM source.
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Time-mind can then utilize that WISDOM source in an entirely new way. It can order
that WISDOM into cause and effect sequences.

With WISDOM ordered into cause and effect sequences, I gain a new level of knowing.

This new level of knowing allows me to answer the question, “If I use this KnowHow,
what could be the consequence?” Understanding consequence leads to KnowWhy. This
is the the level of knowing I call ONENESS—the highest level of Super-Mind.

Fully understanding reality requires first INFORMATION, then KNOWLEDGE, then
WISDOM, then ONENESS, and always in that order. ONENESS provides a higher
level of understanding of reality than WISDOM, which provides a higher level of
understanding than KNOWLEDGE, which provides a higher level of understanding
than INFORMATION. The four levels of knowing reality are build upon each other.
The quality of a each higher level rests fully on the quality of all the lower levels. 
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INTEGRATion
Access to level four knowing grants those using their synergic genius the power to
INTEGRATE all of knowing. They can weave the pattern of KnowWhere, KnowWhen,
KnowHow into a complete pattern of reality that answers the question, Why? This
woven pattern is the level of knowing, I call ONENESS. I designate the process of
weaving ONENESS with the noun INTEGRATion. The time-mind and the space-mind
must work together. Optimizing human intelligence requires co-Operation and co-
Ordination of both space-mind and time-mind.

Weaving a Model of Reality
We can use the metaphor of weaving ribbons together to model INTEGRATion. The
first abstraction of reality is by the space-mind. It recognizes those patterns that are
the same as wholes.
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The Structural Differential shows how space-mind with its constant focus on reality
senses and abstracts a wholistic model of that reality. This creates the KnowWhere
ribbon of INFORMATION.

Next our time mind examines the KnowWhere—INFORMATION for difference. It is
analyzing and using its opposable thumb to break things a-part.
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Then the time-mind wants to understand the how these parts are different. Do they
differ in color?

Do they differ in size?

Do they differ in time?

Is there a cause and effect sequence.

Recall: As a modern human, to start my breakfast I first need to get a skillet from the
cabinet, and bacon from the refrigerator. THEN I place my skillet on the stove. THEN
I turn on the burner. THEN I add my bacon before the skillet gets too hot. 
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The Structural Differential shows how our time-mind abstracts a PARTicular model of
reality.

Time-mind can relate directly with reality, but it often leaves that task to space-mind
so that it can think about things. It is from thinking about things that it is able to
conceptualize reality to create our KnowWhen ribbon of KNOWLEDGE.
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With Knowledge, time-mind gains the ability to predict and control. However, space-
mind is still better at sensing reality and controlling our body, so we are best served
when we leave action to our space-mind, and have time-mind provide guidance as to
the most KNOWLEDGEable actions—then we get controlled and predictable actions.
In the next level of knowing, our space-mind looks across the corpus callosum at the
KNOWLEDGE created by the time-mind looking for sameness. 

As the space-mind looks across the corpus callosum, it discovers how apparently
different linear sequential chains are really the SAME. It RECOGNIZEs them as
components of a “whole.”
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Recognizing how things work does not require lengthy analysis or focused
concentration. It occurs in a flash. It’s the result of recognition. The ability of the
space-mind to flash generates our KnowHow ribbon of WISDOM.

              

 

In the fourth level of knowing, our time-mind looks across the corpus callosum at the
WISDOM created by the space-mind looking for difference. Now that the space-mind
understands KnowHow, time-mind can ask deeper questions.

If that is how reality works, why is that so? What is the meaning of reality? What is the
meaning of Universe? What is the meaning of Life? What is the purpose for which I
was born? What is the purpose of evil?

Why do we have to die? Why is one human rich and another poor? Why do some
children get cancer, and others win Olympic medals? 

Why? Why? Why?
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To answer these questions, time-mind analyzes and examines WISDOM.

Recognizing why things happen requires careful analysis and thoughtful
contemplation. The ability of the time-mind to integrate generates our KnowWhy
ribbon of ONENESS.
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Fourth level knowing allows the time-mind to answer the question: “If I use this
KnowHow, what could be the consequence?” Consequence happens in the real world.
It is determined by the structure of reality based on the laws of Nature.

Reality is only knowable by weaving the four ribbons of knowing. 

We start with the ribbon of INFORMATION abstracted directly from the real world.
Based on that INFORMATION, we can abstract a ribbon of KNOWLEDGE. Based on
that KNOWLEDGE, we can abstract a ribbon of WISDOM. Based on that WISDOM,
we can abstract a ribbon of ONENESS, which brings us back to reality. 
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Now you might be wondering, if the other ribbons of Knowing are drawn as if they are
lying on top of each other in your diagram—KNOWLEDGE on top of INFORMATION,
WISDOM on top of KNOWLEDGE, then shouldn’t the ribbon of ONENESS also
remain on top?

After all, you said the levels of Knowing were build on top of each other.

All of Knowing is about reality. It is about the real world. Our four abstractions of
reality create our four ways of Knowing, but in the final analysis, they serve no
purpose if they don’t bring us down to Earth—if they don’t ground us. This is shown in
our ribbon diagram when the ribbon of ONENESS dips down under the ribbon of
INFORMATION to complete our weaving of understanding.
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Korzybski was aware of the importance of never forgetting the self reflexive nature of
abstraction. He reminded us that even our highest level abstractions were in the end
an attempt to model the underlying reality. Korzybski showed this connection with
his arrow from the bottom of the structural differential to the top. 

Every level of abstraction moves our thinking away from reality—away from the
events in the real world. To make our thinking meaningful, we must remain connected
to reality. Korzybski’s arrow of projection reminds us of this connection. We must
think extensionally—facts first, and thus we tuck our ribbon of ONENESS under the
ribbon of INFORMATION to reconnect with the real world. At this level of Knowing,
we are conscious of our projections. We seek to make them as accurate and complete as
possible. 
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Consequence
The focus of the time-mind thinking at the level of KNOWLEDGE is sequence. The
focus of the time-mind thinking at the level of ONENESS is consequence. 

If I use this Knowing to lever my actions, what could be the consequence? Equally
important, if I misuse this Knowing, what could be the consequence? 

If we use the KnowHow from Einstein’s Theory of Special Relativity intelligently and
carefully, we may reap clean and abundant electrical power.

If we misuse the same KnowHow, we may reap death and destruction.
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Understanding the consequences for using or misusing Knowing whether it be
INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, or WISDOM is KnowWhy. 

Knowing the difference between the use and misuse of Knowing requires ONENESS.
What are temporal consequences of using our powerful human Knowing to lever our
human actions? This is the most important question facing humanity2006. Only if we
understand the full consequences of our actions can we choose behaviors that are
rational, adaptive and moral. 

Rationality, Adaptability & Morality
I originally introduced rationality and morality in Chapter 8: The space-mind is the
home of intuition. Intuition is seeing only a part of the whole pattern and intuiting the
rest. I sniff the scent of the tiger. I imagine the whole tiger. I immediately start
running for my life. Intuition is a powerful tool for survival.

The time-mind is the home of reason. Reason is seeing the pattern of the whole, and
then breaking that pattern into parts, then by analyzing and sequencing the parts, it
first understands, and then predicts and finally controls.

Space-mind does not comprehend rationality or morality. These are understandings
only available to the time-mind. Rationality and morality are the result of
consequence. This is the source of many problems in human culture. The space-mind
is not irrational. It is arational. The space-mind is not immoral. It is amoral. The
space-mind does what “feels right.” It doesn’t have any opinions.

The time-mind is nothing but opinions. The time-mind understands sequence. And so,
it can understand the consequences of its actions. It can know right from wrong. The
time-mind chooses actions that are either rational or irrational—that are either moral
or immoral. It can learn and understand the the difference between right and wrong.

SPACE-MIND TIME-MIND
INTUITION REASON
a-rational 
a-moral

rational or irrational
moral or immoral

We will come back to rationality and morality in a moment, but recall that I introduced
adaptability in the last chapter: Health results within a living system whenever the
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stressor adaptability (the total ability of the living system to adapt to stressors) equals
or exceeds the sum of stressors acting upon the living system.

Health————> when (sa - s) > 0

(where sa represents stressor adaptability, 
and s represents the sum of stressors)

ADAPTATION is the specific and non-specific successful reaction or response
of a living system to any stressor or threat of stressor which acts upon it. The
stressor is either neutralized or reversed. Within the living system,
negentropy, or order, is stable or increasing—a state of Health. We can
represent the state of adaptation by the algebraic formula (sa - s ≥ 0).
Therefore, adaptation occurs when the stressor adaptability of a living system
is equal to or larger than the stressors acting upon that system.

MALADAPTATION is the unsuccessful reaction or response of a living system
to any stressor or threat of stressors which acts upon it. The stressor is
neither reversed nor neutralized. Within the living system, entropy, or
disorder, is increasing—a state of Disease. We can represent the state of
maladaptation by the algebraic formula (sa - s < 0). Therefore, maladaptation
occurs when the stressor adaptability of a living system is less than the
stressors acting upon that system.

Adaptability begins with INFORMATION. Stressors are often a part of “bad space.”
When they cause physical distress—pain and discomfort—they are symptoms of
stressor overload. Animals will flee from those stressors that hurt. We humans share
the animal body, and with it’s space-mind. We too, will flee the stressors causing pain
and discomfort.

Following the Rules
A more powerful form of adaptability awaits the emergence of KNOWLEDGE. And, the
very ability to behave rationally and morally can only begin with the emergence of
KNOWLEDGE. Rational, adaptive, and moral codes are algorithms for sequential
behavior. A time-mind operating at the level of KNOWLEDGE is perfectly capable of
following the rules.
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Rational Rules
Rational thinking is taught in home and school, and forms the basis for mathematics
and science. As Leonard Shlain explains: “Like a smith in a foundry, Aristotle
straightened out the arabesque shape of time, but to do so he first has to
demythologize the three Daughters of Necessity. These three Fates were Lachesis,
who guarded what had been, Clotho, who guarded what is, and Atropos, who oversaw
what is yet to come. By excluding the possibility that mythical time had anything to
do with everyday time, Aristotle transformed the three Fates into the past, the
present, and the future. Once he had, in as sense, created linear time, the rules of
rational thinking could develop into a powerful problem-solving technique. Armed
with abstract, linear, and continuous time and space, he went on to formulate the
rules of logic, codifying a special kind of thinking used by earlier Greek philosophers
into a standardized system.

“The basic unit of logic is the syllogism, which depends upon the proposition “if-then.”
“If-then” became the simple tool that Aristotle claimed was all that was necessary to
reveal truth without the help of oracles, sacrifices, or prophets. Although logic itself is
timeless, the process of logic depends heavily upon time. Logic proceeds one step after
another. 457” 458

If a particular event occurs, then I should effect a particular action.

IF ➜ THEN

Rationality is reality based. How do I solve this problem in the real world? In a given
situation, what is the rational behavior? What are the logical steps I should follow to
deal effectively with this situation? 

Rationality is goal directed. What are the steps necessary to accomplish a desired goal?
What is the most logical thing to do? What is the safe thing to do? What is the least
expensive way to solve this problem? What is the quickest way to solve this problem?
What solution to this problem will insure that the problem does not occur again?

Given a choice of paths to solve a problem, which pathway results in a solution that is
most efficient, least expensive, safer, more reliable, and longer lasting? What paths
work most effectively in the real world? 

457 Jan Lukasiegiez, Aristotle’s Syllogistic, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1928, p. 15
458 Leonard Shlain, ART & PHYSICS; Parallel Visions in Space Time & Light, William Morrow and

Company, INC, New York, 1991
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Because different pathways can be tried and compared, rational behavior can evolve
with time and experience to become evermore rational.

Adaptive Rules
Based on The Stressor Theory of Disease Propagation,459 we now have a scientific basis
for adaptive rules. Recall my earlier discussions here and from the last chapter. If we
now apply the “if➜then” logic of Aristotle, we could write:

If our stressors are larger than our adaptability then disease.

If our stressors are less than our adaptability then health.

Equally logical we can now write a single rule for adaptation: 

If your stressors are larger than your adaptability then reduce your stressors
and/or increase your adaptability.

Moral Rules
In a given situation, what is the moral behavior? This is usually asked as what is the
‘right’ thing to do? Sometimes it is asked as what is the ‘good’ thing to do? 

Here I am adopting Korzybski’s convention of using single quotes to demarcate what
he called ‘multiordinal terms’. Remember Korzybski taught us that multiordinal
terms have different meanings to different people. Certainly, we humans have a lot of
competing and different definitions for what constitutes ‘moral’ behavior—for what
constitutes ‘good’ and/or ‘right’ behavior.

Historically, morality has not been reality based. It has usually been based on revealed
religion or historical precedent. The moral code for both Judaism and Christianity are
based on The Ten Commandments, a list of religious and moral imperatives which,
according to the Bible, was spoken by God to Moses on Mount Sinai and engraved on
two stone tablets. Muslims regard Moses as one of its greatest prophets, but they
reject the Biblical versions of the Ten Commandments. While the Ten Commandments
are not being explicitly mentioned in the Qur’an they are implied by similar verses.
Other faiths do not generally recognise the Ten Commandments, but many of them
(Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism, etc.) have comparable laws or principles. 

459 Timothy Wilken, MD, The Unified Stress Concept, The Time-binding Trust, 1980,
http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcept.pdf
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Thus morality is usually taught in church, home and in some schools. Because the
many diverse religions all interpret the revealed rules of morality differently, the
definition of ‘right’ behavior varies widely.

This is another of humanity’s major problems. All of our religions were formed when
humanity was strongly influenced by adversity. This results in many of these ‘moral’
rules being adversary. Often religions have defined non-believers to be non-human.
The ‘right’ behavior in some of these adversary religions is to kill the non-believers.

Another problem for humanity is that our moral codes are not reality based. Since
their source is God, humans are not allowed to change them. It is as if there is an
unwritten rule that you can’t change the rules. This means our moral codes cannot
evolve.

Now you don’t have to understand rationality to follow the rules for rational behavior.
Nor do you have to understand adaptability to follow the rules for adaptive behavior.
Neither is it necessary to understand morality to follow the rules for moral behavior.
Humans thinking at the level of INFORMATION can be conditioned to obey the rules.
Humans thinking at the level of KNOWLEDGE, can easily follow the rules and even
teach the rules to others. But, developing the algorithms for rational, adaptive or
moral behavior is a task requiring greater knowing.

Creating the Rules
While the time-mind operating at the level of KNOWLEDGE is perfectly capable of
following the rules, creating the rules requires a time-mind operating at the level of
ONENESS. Creating the rules whether they be rational, adaptive or moral requires
the understanding of consequence.

Because there has never been a prohibition against changing the rules of rationality,
we humans have enjoyed continued improvement in our ability to solve problems in
the most logical and efficient way. Because there has never been a prohibition against
changing the rules of adaptability, we have enjoyed a similar improvement in our
health and longevity.

However, the prohibition against against changing the rules of morality has
drastically limited our ability to evolve morally. Stuck with an adversary rule book,
and prohibited from changing it, we now face the terminal end game for our species.

Fortunately, a few special humans have achieved the Super-Mind and the fourth level
of knowing. They have always stood above this prohibition against changing the rules
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of morality. We have been slow to understand their integrations, and slower still in
adopting their deeper understanding into our rule books of moral code. I will explore
this subject in greater detail in the following chapters.

Thinking Logically and Morally
Those humans mastering ONENESS discover that they can think logically and
morally without the need for a rule book. They see the truth. This final abstraction of
knowing allows them to see and understand reality. 

They KnowWhere to go to survive. 

They KnowWhen to act in time to encourage or stop a sequence of events. 

They KnowHow Nature works, and how to create tools to leverage their actions and
achieve their goals. 

And finally, they KnowWhy things happen the way they do. They KnowWhy there are
always consequences to human actions and to human inactions. This ability to see
and understand the truth emerges with the synergic mode of thinking.

INTEGRATE
The verb integrate is from the Latin integratus, past participle of integrare. 1) to form
or blend into a whole, 2) to unite with something else, 3) to incorporate into a larger
unit.460 

Synonyms for integrate include: accommodate, amalgamate, arrange, articulate,
assimilate, associate, attune, blend, coalesce, combine, come together, compact,
concatenate, concentrate, conform, conjoin, consolidate, coordinate, desegregate,
embody, fuse, get together, harmonize, incorporate, interface, intermix, join, knit, link,
meld with, merge, mesh, orchestrate, organize, proportion, reconcile, reconciliate,
symphonize, synthesize, systematize, tune, unify, and unite. Now let’s look at some
random definitions of the term integration.461

•the act or process of combining two or more things so that they work together.

•the process by which the different parts of an organism are made a functional
and structural whole, especially through the activity of the nervous system
and of hormones.

460 Webster’s New Colligiate Dictionary, Integrate, 1979
461 These were found by googling the internet and are presented in no particular order.
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•the process of combining incoming information; one of the functions of the
nervous system.

•the act of combining into an integral whole.

•the process of unifying entities across subject areas and time. 

•the act or process of mixing people who have previously been separated,
usually because of colour, race, religion, etc.

•the process or act of combining or coordinating or incorporating several parts,
elements, or components into a larger defined unit, set, or whole.

•the process whereby firms combine or merge to form larger units. 

•the process of making separate software and hardware systems and devices
communicate with each other.

  462

462 Poncho Brown, Interdependence, 27X27 EDITION SIZE: 850, S/N, African American Gallery,
Charleston, SC, http://www.africanamericanartgallery.com
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INTEGRATion
The creation of ONENESS requires an act of genius. It requires a new mode of
thinking.

         Mode 7–INTEGRATE
  ______________________________
|               Super-Mind |
| |
|  ANALYTICAL-SYMBOLIC |   Sequences Patterns in WISDOM
|               A N A L Y Z E |
|               O N E N E S S |  Always conscious—Verbally based
|                 SYNERGIC |
|          Conceiver-Perceiver |   V A L U E D
| |   Logical & Moral
|       “the DYMAXION way” |   Unified Point of View
|_____________________________ |

Synergic programs are “valued” multiordinal programs. I mean that not only do these
programs operate from multiple points of view but now each point of view can be
analyzed to determine its meaning and evaluate its content. This allows the human
who is thinking in this mode to evaluate each point of view and select a choice of
behaviors to promote all points of view with impedance to none—To see the “synergic”
path of action where everyone WINS. The synergic mode requires that both the right
and left brain be used in combination to produce this integrated program. Whereas the
multiordinal mode is super-mind with space-mind dominating the time-mind, the
synergic mode is is super-mind with the time-mind dominating the space-mind which
is in turn dominating the time-mind—T>S>T. The focus is on content of the various
points of view (value is derived from content).

The Integrative Genius is one that has the time-mind capability and understanding to
temporally order the WISDOM flashes produced by the space-mind. This is something
necessary to complete one’s understanding of Universe. The space-mind examines
Universe from a different point of view it is time-blind. Therefore WISDOM flashes are
also time-blind and must be ordered temporally to bring them into point to point
correlation with the ONENESS of Universe. ONENESS is KnowWhy that is created
and used by the time-mind through its mode of thinking I call INTEGRATE.

Super-Mind INTEGRATE SYNERGIC
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CHAOS
ONENESS completes Knowing. It wraps up all the lose ends. It allows for the complete
understanding of Space-Time. It weaves a “whole” pattern of Knowing that includes
INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM & ONENESS.

ONENESS brings mastery of Consequence. When we act without regard for
consequence, we create CHAOS. 

Human actions are always leveraged by Knowing. My actions will always be more
powerful if they are based on INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE and WISDOM. In stark
contrast, when my decisions are based on CHANCE, IGNORANCE, and CERTAINTY,
the only possible resultant is CHAOS. 

CHAOS is the opposite of ONENESS.
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CHAOS
Our human brains have changed little in the past 10 thousand years. We modern
humans are really no smarter than our ancient ancestors. However, we are later, and
being later means we have much better tools. All tools lever human action, and today’s
enormously powerful tools lever human action in enormously powerful ways. 

With the growth of our human population, and with the easy access to enormously
powerful tools, we humans exercise ever increasing control over our lives, the lives of
others and the environment. 

You don’t have to be WISE to use a tool full of WISDOM. Most modern tools can be used
by those with only some INFORMATION and a little KNOWLEDGE. The damage we
do the planet, to Life itself, and to our fellow humans is often the result of the
leveraged actions we take with our enormously powerful tools directed by CHANCE,
IGNORANCE, and CERTAINTY. Using enormously powerful tools without an
awareness of consequence is dangerous. 

And so for good or bad, we humans dominate planet Earth. I say for good or bad,
because our enormous human intelligence has granted us enormous control over the
Earth, but that control is usually neither WISE nor GOOD. Much worse, sometimes it
is both WISE and EVIL.

EVIL
The concept of evil is known to all humans. Evil is generally defined as being
deliberately bad—causing harm or injury to others for personal gain. 

The Wikipedia states: “Evil is a term describing that which is regarded as morally bad,
intrinsically corrupt, wantonly destructive, inhumane, selfish, or wicked. In most
cultures, the word is used to describe acts, thoughts, and ideas which are thought to
(either directly or causally) bring about withering and death—the opposite of life. ” 463

As a synergic scientist, I know that our Earth, all of humanity, and life itself are
critical components of a single system. The harming of any part of that system could
injure humanity as individuals, and humanity as community. 

463 Wikipedia, Evil, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evil
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Actions that injure the EARTH and the environment—the natural resources, fertile
soils, waters, minerals, ores, metals, and the very air we breathe—also injures
humanity. Actions that injure LIFE—the plants and animals and the biodiversity of
all non-human Life—also injures humanity. Actions than injure SYNERGIC
WEALTH—discoveries, inventions, tools or artifacts produced by human action—
whether in the form of Trust from past generations, or of Property of living humans—
also injures humanity. The term humanity is always used here to include both
humanity as individuals, as well as humanity as community. Therefore, EVIL is
defined as the intentional harming of humanity.

There are only two defenses against the charge of EVIL. The first is life defense. If
harm is done to others in order to protect your life and body, or to protect the life and
body of another human individual, then this is not EVIL. Protection of ideas, beliefs,
and opinions—including religious faith—cannot be used to justify the intentional
harming of humanity. To injure others because their ideas, beliefs, and opinions are
different than yours is EVIL. Further, property defense is not life defense. There can
be no justification for the intentional harming of others to protect property. However,
the protection of property MAY justify the containment of criminals, or the confiscation
of the property of other individuals. 

And finally, the second is accidentally injury. The inclusion of the term intentional in
our definition excludes accidental harmings. It is not an act of EVIL to accidentally
harm another. And here, I am using a larger definition for accidental. Much of today’s
CHAOS results from mistakes. In The Science section we learned that mistakes result
from not knowing:

MISTAKES ≠ BADNESS
but rather
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When a mistake occurs, we need to learn from the mistake to prevent it from happening
again. And to learn, we must accept responsibility for our mistakes. Education is the
proper response to ignorance. Education and learning is the synergic alternative to
adversary punishment and guilt. 

The Principle of Error Innocence does shield the individual harming another from
responsibility, nor from the need to restitute. Restitution means to restore, to repair
the damage caused by the ignorance of our behavior. The synergist does not feel guilty
when he makes a mistake, but he is sorry if his ignorance injured other. As a
synergist, he will freely try to repair things. He will freely offer restitution. 

Being ignorant of consequence does not shield you from responsibility for your actions
nor from the obligation for restitution if your actions hurt others, but it does protect
you from the descriptor EVIL. The term EVIL is reserved for those individual that
intentional harm others—for those who know the consequences of their actions, but
choose to disregard them.

GENIUS
Genius emerges at the level of WISDOM with the ability to invent or discovery
KnowHow. Usually KnowHow is used to lever intentional action. I can do much more—
accomplish greater feats with KnowHow. 

While both of the tools in the above photograph contain embedded KnowHow, the one
on the right contains much greater KnowHow than the one on the left. 
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One man working for two hours with the power shovel can dig a much larger hole than
he can dig in the same time with the hand shovel.

Now, if I intentionally harm another individual, or use the KnowHow invented or
discovered by another to lever my intentional harm to another, I am, by definition,
EVIL. However, if I invent or discover the KnowHow that I then use to intentional
harm another human, I am an EVIL GENIUS. 

Those achieving Genius are not compelled by their KnowHow to act in good ways. Some
of those achieving genius may still behave adversarily. Often the EVIL of these
individuals was so profound that their genius was overlooked, but they were both bad
and intelligent. This often resulted in their victims numbering in thousands,
sometimes in the tens of thousands, and on occasion even in the millions. Any list of
EVIL GENIUSES that includes the twentieth century must have Adolph Hitler at the
top. Even if we excuse him for those killed in World War II—estimated to have been 55
million—25 million active military personnel and 30 million civilians, he is still
responsible for the more than 5 million killed under his policy of ethnic cleansing.

Other EVIL GENIUSES in our human history include: Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan,
Tomas de Torquemada, Vlad Tepes, Ivan the Terrible, Joseph Goebbels, Heinrich
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Himmler, Adolph Eichmann, Pol Pot, Mao Tse-tung, Idi Amin, Joseph Stalin, Ayatollah
Khomeini, Saddam Hussein, Bin Laden, Etc., Etc., Etc.. Leonard Shlain describes the
accomplishments/crimes of one of these EVIL GENIUSES in his book: The Alphabet
Versus The Goddess.464

Since the time of the Roman Empire, Spain had been an erudite, civilized
Catholic society. A deeply spiritual people, the Spaniards were early converts
to Christianity, and they prospered, protected by their mountains and by the
beneficence of their climate. By the time of the Renaissance, Spain’s navy was
the envy of Europe, and her continental army consistently influenced events
in other European countries. Because of Spain’s proximity to northern Africa,
it was host to a large Moorish enclave of industrious Muslims. In addition,
many Jews had settled in Spain and over the centuries had built a Sephardic
community considered by other Diaspora Jews to be their spiritual and
intellectual center. In Spain, Jewish ministers, financiers, and physicians
rose to positions of prominence. The tolerant attitudes that, for the most part,
had prevailed in Spain in earlier times had already persuaded large numbers
of Jews to convert to Catholicism. Many of these conversos then achieved
distinction in the government and Church. Catholic landowners remained
firmly in control of the aristocracy. 

In the 1470s, German printers set up shop in Spain with the able assistance of
Spanish apprentices. Printed material proliferated as literacy rates soared. In
1476, Pope Sixtus IV granted King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella permission
to establish their own Inquisitorial office answerable only to themselves. This
was an ominous development. The Inquisition had been tightly leashed by
papal authorities in the preceding century. Few heretics had been burned
during the Hundred Years’ War or in the Plague years; by the beginning of the
Renaissance, the office had become nearly inactive. 

Ferdinand and Isabella appointed an especially cruel Dominican friar,
Torquemada, to be Chief Inquisitor in 1483. He expanded a preexisting
campaign of innuendo and lies aimed at convincing the king and queen that
the conversos posed a serious threat to the throne, arguing that they still
secretly practiced their Hebrew faith and were traitors who planned to usurp
power. On his instructions, priests inflamed the Spanish population against
the conversos, calling them marranos—swine. 465 466

464 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The Conflict Between Word and
Image, Viking Penguin, New York, 1998, pg345
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In an era when peace, security, and prosperity burnished the Spanish
landscape, the throne experienced a paroxysm of paranoia and concluded that
Torquemada was right. They ordered agents of the Inquisition to investigate
all deviations from the Catholic faith, unleashing a Spanish reign of terror.
Widening his mandate, Torquemada swept up in his dragnet anyone who
protested his methods or behaved in a manner he thought seditious.467

465 Editor’s Note: Spain had more converted Jews (conversos) than any other country;
some had converted by choice, many more by force, but they were all regarded with
suspicion and mistrust by the Old Christians. Some, called marranos, were only
nominally converted, and continued their Jewish customs in secret. The result was
the Spanish cult of sangre limpia, “pure blood”, that is, pure white Christian blood.
Actually, since Spain had the largest Jewish population in medieval Europe and
conversion and intermarriage were common, hardly anyone had sangre limpia, but
many claimed to, and it was a constant preoccupation of the nobility. Torquemada’s
life work was an attempts to achieve sangre limpia for Spain.

466 Author’s Note: Genealogical records indicate that Torquemada was himself a
marranos (as were many other high officials of the Inquisition). 

   Editor’s Note: It is more likely that Torquemada’s grandmother was a marranos. The
contemporary historian Hernando del Pulgar, writing of Torquemada’s uncle Juan de
Torquemada, said that his ancestor Alvar Fernández de Torquemada had married a
first-generation Jewish conversos (convert). 

467 Editor’s Note: The purpose of the Inquisition was to root out heresy, and for
Torquemada this meant destroying the marranos. The Inquisition published a set of
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The Inquisition’s tribunal met behind closed doors to hear accusations that
they had solicited. On the basis of these sessions they arrested victims and
charged them with heresy, that convenient catchall crime against God. The
defendants, who were often held incommunicado languishing in rat-infested
prisons, were eventually brought to trials that were conducted in secret. The
defendants had to swear never to reveal the proceedings. The accused did not
know the identity of their accusers or the exact nature of the charges. Judged
guilty before their Kafka-esque trials, they were burdened with having to
prove their innocence.

  468

Torture was routinely used to exact confessions. To make it appear respectable,
it could only be applied in the presence of a court-appointed physician, a
notary, and members of the Inquisitorial board. 

guidelines so that Catholics could inform on their marrano neighbors: If you see that
your neighbors are wearing clean and fancy clothes on Saturdays, they are Jews. If
they clean their houses on Fridays and light candles earlier than usual on that night,
they are Jews. If they eat unleavened bread and begin their meal with celery and
lettuce during Holy Week, they are Jews. If they say prayers facing a wall, bowing
back and forth, they are Jews. The Inquistion granted those identifying their
neighbors as Jews both anonymity and a share of their confiscated property.

468 Francisco Goya, Inquistion Scene, Oil Painting, Royal Academy of San Fernando, Madrid, 1816
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Few prisoners, including women, were exempt. Girls as young as thirteen and
women in their eighties were subjected to the rack and strappado.469 

One inquisitor, apparently offended by the idea of Church-sanctioned torture of
a pregnant woman, recommended, “We must wait until she is delivered of her
child,” but agreed that the torturemaster could bring the postpartum mother
to the chamber immediately thereafter.470

Once confessions were wrung from the accused, most were sentenced to die by
burning. The Church confiscated their possessions, and 20 to 50 percent of the
take was given as a bounty to the anonymous accuser;  the rest was divided
between the Church and the crown. Creative accusers began to point fingers
at the dead. Claiming that a prominent dead person had secretly been a
heretic obviated the need for a prolonged trial, and if they were found guilty
(most were), their bequests could be appropriated. 

Although Madrid was its headquarters, the Inquisition was essentially a
traveling roadshow. Some towns attempted to lock their gates, but the
Inquisition had the weight of the State behind it. Those who obstructed its
proceedings were themselves deemed heretical and dealt with accordingly. 

469 Author’s Note: Strappado victims were hoisted by their wrists, which had been tied
together behind their backs, by a pulley. Weights were added to their ankles. They
would then be dropped from a height in short jerks, resulting in the dislocation of
their shoulders. 

470 Paul Johnson, A History of Christianity, 254
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Upon the conclusion of the trials, the sentenced awaited their fate in dank
dungeons. To impress the locals, the Inquisition then arranged what was
euphemistically called an auto-da-fé (an act of faith), staged with great pomp
and circumstance. Elevated viewing stands were erected for Inquisitors and
honored guests while the public crowded around the square. 

Absence was viewed as evidence of sympathy for the accused; attendance,
therefore, was high. The victims were led out in a chained coffle. Boxes
containing the exhumed bones of heretics punctuated the dolorous van and
heightened the eeriness of the scene. These were destined for burning along
with the living, who were fastened to waiting stakes. An elaborate religious
ceremony followed. 
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Finally, the fires were lit. After a short time, the screams of the victims faded
and the glowing embers were banked. The shaken locals returned to their
shuttered homes to contemplate the danger of making a careless remark in
front of a child or to a dose friend. The psychological repression was deadening.
The Inquisitors, for whom this was just another performance, yawned and
went off to dinner. Autos-da-fé flared all over Spain. They had no parallel in
history-human sacrifice had never before been practiced on such a large scale
in such an allegedly civilized society. 

Juan Antonio Llorente, a general secretary of the Inquisition from 1789 to
1801, estimated that beginning in 1480, forty thousand heretics had been
burned at the stake and another four hundred thousand had suffered “heavy
penance.” Some historians claim his figures are exaggerated, but there can be
no dispute that in the years immediately following the introduction of the
printing press, Spain was seized by fiery madness. 

In an irony not lost on either Jews or Catholics, the segment of the Jewish
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community that had been singled out for punishment consisted only of those
who had been baptized.471 For those who remained loyal to the faith of
Abraham, their turn was next. 

Torquemada insisted that all Jews be expelled from Spain. Goaded by the
prospect of appropriating Jewish wealth, Ferdinand and Isabella agreed to
this “ethnic cleansing.” The king and queen signed the Edict of Exile on March
30, 1492, banishing permanently all unbaptized Jews. They had ninety days to
leave the country. Anyone who remained faced death. Jews who had worked in
often-adverse conditions to build a proud community over centuries saw their
efforts melt away in days. Many eager Spanish Catholics, taking advantage of
the Jews’ duress, exploited their former neighbors: a house, for example, could
be purchased for a donkey. Pirates, tipped off in advance, set upon the
emigrant ships and sold their human spoils to slavers. With the exception of
Italy and Portugal, the ports of European countries refused entry to the ships
of the exodus. Many Jews died at sea from disease, starvation, and shipwreck.
It was a lamentable chapter in Jewish history and an infamous one in Spain’s.
One ship sailing from Spain that same year, not part of the exodus, was
captained by Christopher Columbus, who would bring Spain wondrous wealth
appropriated from the New World. Adding an ironic arabesque to the whole
episode is the mounting evidence that he was of Jewish ancestry. 

After expelling the Jews, Ferdinand and Isabella turned on the Moriscos,
Muslims who had converted to Catholicism. The Muslim community
protested, claiming that when they ruled Spain, Christians enjoyed religious
freedom, but the Crown ignored them. When the Inquisition ran out of
Moriscos to torture and burn, they went after the 3,000,000 Spanish Moors.
Ferdinand issued an edict expelling them. On February 12, 1502, all Muslims
were given until April 30 to leave the country. Mandating a vast exodus in so
short a time guaranteed panic and untold hardship. Cardinal Richelieu of
France called the forced exile of the Moors “the most barbarous edict in
history.” 472 473

471 Editor’s Note: Those that had been baptized were those former Jews that had
converted to Catholism. (conversos)

472 Elphege Vacandard, The Inquisition, a Critical and Historical Study of the Coercive Power fo the
Church, 198

473 End of excerpt from: Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, 1998, ibid
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Perhaps we can gain some insight into Torquemada’s evil genius by examining one
particular method that he invented to help his fellow humans find the truth.
Torquemada called this delightful process the “water cure.” Medieval Historian
Anthony Bruno explains: 

The accused woman lay naked on an escalera, a ladder tipped so that her head
was lower than her feet. The torturer had stretched her out to her full length
and bound her tightly. Iron prongs held her jaws open. Her nostrils were
stopped, allowing breathing only through her mouth. She struggled, but her
bounds permitted little movement, and days of relentless questioning had left
her exhausted. The torturer draped a piece of linen loosely over her open
mouth. Jugs of water lined a nearby wall.

Three other men stood over the woman in the torture chamber.

A doctor observed her reactions and assessed her general condition. The
mandates of the 15th Century Spanish Inquisition required the presence of a
physician to monitor the health of the accused. The purpose of torture would
be nullified if the accused was physically unable to hear and understand the
proceedings. A confession, if it came, had to be a pure act, not the half-
conscious ramblings of a mortally wounded sinner.

A clerk sat at a crude wooden table, poised to write down the particulars of the
session.

The man in charge of the proceedings, the inquisitor, ignored the woman's
panicked squeals and read through the charges levied against her. Witnesses
had previously testified that on several successive Saturdays, smoke did not
emerge from the woman’s chimney, a strong indication that she was secretly a
practicing Jew. Judaism forbids manual labor on the Sabbath, and starting a
fire was considered manual labor. During questioning the woman had insisted
that although she was born a Jew, she was now a conversos, a convert to
Catholicism. But the telltale signs, which were outlined by the Grand
Inquisitor himself, Tomas de Torquemada, indicated that she was in fact a
heretic, a practicing Jew pretending to be a Catholic and secretly subverting
the Catholic faith.

When the inquisitor finished reviewing the charges, he looked to the doctor
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who gave him a nod of assent. The inquisitor then pointed to the jugs of water
and told the torturer to be ready. The torturer lifted one of the sloshing jugs;
each contained one liter of water. The woman’s eyes widened in panic. She
knew what was coming, and she tried to scream.

The first level of torture employed by the Spanish Inquisition was the “water
cure.” Water was poured into the accused’s open mouth. The linen cloth was
washed into the opening of the throat, preventing the accused from spitting
the water back out. The overwhelming sensation of drowning forced the
accused to swallow the water. The rules of torture as written by Torquemada
stipulated that no more than eight liters of water could be used in a single
session.
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The torturer held the earthen jug in his arms, ready to follow the inquisitor's
orders. The woman cried and struggled for breath, anticipating the worst. The
inquisitor stepped forward and spoke. “We shall begin.”474

The terror of this particular torture is easy to imagine since we have all occasionally
choked on our food our liquid, and remember how frightening and painful it can be to
get food or liquid in our trachea. This torture forces us to swallow or drown. The
average capacity of an empty stomach in an adult human is about 1 liter. 

474 Anthony Bruno, TORQUEMADA AND THE SPANISH INQUISITION,
http://www.crimelibrary.com/notorious_murders/mass/torquemada/index.html
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Torquemada limited his seekers of truth to use no more than 8 liters in a single session.
This restriction was probably not to spare the accused heretic any pain and suffering,
but merely to increase the probability that they would survive for additional sessions.

It is interesting that Torquemada invented this particular torture in that humans are
more vulnerable to this drowning hazard than any other animal. Leonard Shlain475

explains:

Human language, like a fine Swiss watch, has many moving parts. All of them
must be present and mesh with one another nearly simultaneously for the
whole enterprise to generate intelligible sounds. The larynx (voice box) had to
sink deep into the neck, far below the opening to the pharynx (throat). This
descent endowed humans with the tallest larynx in all of animaldom (relative
to size). Possessed of such a splendid resonant chamber, humans can
articulate a wide range of vocal sounds—one of the prerequisites for nuanced
messaging. 

475 Leonard Shlain, Sex, Time and Power:How Womens’s Sexuality Shaped Human Evolution,
VIKING: Penguin, New York, 2003
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The mouth opens into the oral cavity (lips, tongue, gums, teeth, and palate),
which leads to the pharynx, which becomes the esophagus (gullet), the long
cylindrical tube that serves as conduit between pharynx and stomach. Food
travels this gustatory highway on its way down the alimentary tract. 

When the opening (glottis) to the human larynx drifted past the vestibule of the
pharynx, a major design flaw became evident. The entrance leading to the
delicately lined tracheal (windpipe) and bronchial (lungs) airways became
exposed on a routine basis to the likes of beer and peanuts every time
swallowing occurred. A trap door (epiglottis), resembling a hatch cover on the
deck of a boat, evolved at the top of the larynx, so that it could slam shut the
instant a warning arrived, via nerve reflexes, that food was on its way past
the tongue. 

This Rube Goldberg476 arrangement was necessary in order for a human to
alternate between eating and breathing through the same tube (pharynx). We
are among a handful of land animals that must suspend breathing in order to
eat. If one makes the mistake of inhaling at the moment of swallowing, an
energetic paroxysm of coughing will ensue. The simple act of swallowing does
not pose this hazard for the vast majority of other animals. 

An extremely powerful incentive must have propelled us to talk to each other to
justify fouling up such a vital and basic feature as the ability to breathe and
eat simultaneously. That we would deviate from the standard anatomical
alignment, present in virtually every other oxygen-dependent creature, points
to the urgency associated with the development of human speech.477

Amazingly Torquemada still has his defenders even today. The following quote is from
The New Advent Catholic Encyclopedia with my italics added. The authors explain
Torquemada’s behavior this way:

Much has been written of the inhuman cruelty of Torquemada. Llorente
computes that during Torquemada’s office (1483-98) 8800 suffered death by
fire and 9,654 were punished in other ways (Histoire de l’Inquisition, IV, 252).

476 Author’s Note: Rube Goldberg was a famous cartoonist from the early to mid-1900s
who designed humorous, inordinately complicated contraptions whose purpose was to
achieve simple ends. 

477 End of excerpt from: Leonard Shlain, Sex, Time and Power, 2003, ibid
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These figures are highly exaggerated, as has been conclusively proved by Hefele
(Cardinal Ximenes, ch. xviii), Gams (Kirchengeschichte von Spanien, III, II,
68-76), and many others. Even the Jewish historian Graetz contents himself
with stating that “under the first Inquisitor Torquemada, in the course of
fourteen years (1485-1498) at least 2000 Jews were burnt as impenitent
sinners” (“History of the Jews”, Philadelphia, 1897, IV, 356). Most historians
hold with the Protestant Peschel (Das Zeitalter der Entdeckungen, Stuttgart,
1877, pp. 119 sq.) that the number of persons burnt from 1481 to 1504, when
Isabella died, was about 2000.  

Whether Torquemada’s ways of ferreting out and punishing heretics were
justifiable is a matter that has to be decided not only by comparison with the
penal standard of the fifteenth century, but also, and chiefly, by an inquiry
into their necessity for the preservation of Christian Spain. 

The contemporary Spanish chronicler, Sebastian de Olmedo (Chronicon
magistrorum generalium Ordinis Prædicatorum, fol. 80-81) calls Torquemada
“the hammer of heretics, the light of Spain, the saviour of his country, the
honour of his order.”478

So did Torquemada—the hammer of heretics, the light of Spain, the saviour of his
country—only kill 2000 to preserve Christian Spain, or did Torquemada—an EVIL
GENIUS—kill 40,000+ using the most disgusting and brutal of methods? 

478 Tomás de Torquemada, The New Advent Catholic Encylopedia, Internet,
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14783a.htm
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We will probably never know the true number of his victims, but even if he only
intentionally killed one individual without the necessity of defending life, then by my
definition his actions were EVIL. Tragically, he was also a genius. He invented
powerful KnowHow that he then used to leverage his EVIL actions. Unfortunately for
modern humans, his INVENTIONS for torture are apparently still in use. 

479 480

Remember, you don’t have to be WISE to use the KnowHow created by others. The New
York Times reported in 2005, the existence of a secret Administration memo
authorizing the C.I.A. to use “water torture.” 

“Guantanamo commanders requested permission to use “wet towel and
dripping water to induce the misperception of suffocation” in an Oct. 11, 2002,
memo to the Pentagon. Rumsfeld denied permission in his memo of Dec. 2,
2002. The New York Times reported in May 2004 that water boarding was
used by CIA officials to interrogate “high value” detainees like Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed and Ramzi Binalshibh, held by the United States at secret
locations.”481

479 J. Damhoudère, The Water Torture, Praxis Rerum Criminalium, Antwerp, 1556
480 Water Torture (circa 2002-2005)
481 Emily Bazelon, Phillip Carter, and Dahlia Lithwick, What Is Torture?, Slate, Washington Post,

May 26, 2005, http://www.slate.com/id/2119122/sidebar/2119631/
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The examples so far have been of political or military geniuses, but genius of any sort
may be used for EVIL. Some of today’s creators of “gansta rap” music are called
musical geniuses, but their lyrics call for the hurting of others—this is EVIL. 

Dr. DiClemente of Emory University’s Rollins School of Public Health explained that
teens who spend more time watching the sex and violence depicted in the “reel” life of
“gangsta” rap music videos are more likely to practice these behaviors in real life:

Our study of 522 black girls between the ages of 14 and 18 from non-urban,
lower socioeconomic neighborhoods, researchers found that compared to those
who never or rarely watched these videos, the girls who viewed these gangsta
videos for at least 14 hours per week were far more likely to practice numerous
destructive behaviors. 

Over the course of the one-year study, they were: three times more likely to hit
a teacher, over 2.5 times more likely to get arrested, twice as likely to have
multiple sexual partners, and 1.5 times more likely to get a sexually
transmitted disease, use drugs, or drink alcohol. 

What is particularly alarming about our findings is that we didn’t find an
association with just violence or one or two risky behaviors; we found an
association with a string of these behaviors. 482
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WISDOM, whether from political genius, military genius, or musical genius, when
used to hurt others is EVIL.

And, don’t forget that Tools are artifacts formed from matter-energy and embedded
with WISDOM. So you don’t have to be a genius to use a tool to hurt others. A child
functioning at the level of INFORMATION can mimic his father and turn on an
electric saw—a tool containing INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, and WISDOM. That
child can injure himself or others with no understanding at all.

When Tools Hurt
The terrorist hijackers who seized control of four commercial airliners on September
11th, 2001, and crashed two of them into the World Trade Center did not possess the
WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE, and INFORMATION necessary to create a single modern
airliner. The evidence suggests they did not even possess the KNOWLEDGE necessary
to safely land the airliners. Certainly they lacked the knowing necessary to
understand the total immorality of their actions. 

Directed by the EVIL GENIUS Bin Laden, the 911 terrorists used the knowing
embedded in the highjacked airliners to leverage their actions. By using the airliners
as weapons four “pilots” plus 15 accomplices were able to kill 2,986 other humans.
Although not directly injured in the attack, another 1,609 humans lost a spouse or life
partner, and finally an additional 3,051 children lost a parent. It was further estimated
that twenty percent of all Americans (~55 million) knew someone personally who was
hurt or killed in the attacks.

482 Ralph J. DiClemente, PhD, A Prospective Study of Exposure to Rap Music Videos and African
American Female Adolescents’ Health, American Journal of Public Health, March 2003
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In addition to the human costs, New York City suffered economic losses of over 105
billion dollars ($105,000,000,000.00) in the first year alone.
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Today the economic losses to the American economy are estimated to have been in the
tens of trillions of dollars. Then, there is the damage to our Bill of Rights. As
government moves to fight terrorism it begins to erode the basic freedoms underlying
our American way of life, these costs continue and are incalculable. Do we really want
the President of the United States and his Attorney General justifying torture? 

When tools are used to injure or harm others they become weapons. Because tools
contain powerful knowing, they often leverage human action. I can lift much more with
a hoist than I can with my muscles alone. I can kill another human much more easily
with a baseball bat than I can with my bare hands. Tools lever human action.

Leveraged Ignorance—Leveraged Adversity
By definition, hurting or killing is adversary action. Using tools to hurt or kill is
leveraged adversary action. This is our problem today. People have access to tools they
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don’t understand. Today’s tools lever human action beyond imagination. If human
action is ignorant or adversary, then we experience LEVERAGED ignorance or
adversity. 

If you can’t invent, manufacture, or even repair a tool, how well do you understand it.
Should you have access to a tool that you don’t understand? If you don’t understand a
tool, how can you be responsible for its safe use?

The Saudi terrorists that carried out Bin Laden’s attack on America on September 11,
were not geniuses. None of them could have invented a Boeing 767 or even a cell phone.
None of them could have even explained how these tools worked. However, they were
allowed to use deceit, and threat of force to gain control of these enormously powerful
tools, and then use these tools to bring down the World Trade Towers. 

Bin Laden is certainly a political genius. He may also be a military genius. But he
remains equally incapable of inventing a Boeing 767. Without access to modern tools,
he is reduced to throwing stones or threatening his fellow humans with a stick. 
When community allows the ignorant and evil access to modern tools, it finds itself
confronted with leveraged IGNORANCE and EVIL. By embedding WISDOM into tools
and then selling those tools to anyone with money, we endanger both humanity as
individuals and humanity as community. Perhaps community should limit access to
tools with embedded WISDOM. 
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Weapons
When tools are designed specifically to hurt or kill, they are called weapons. Weapons
are the most dangerous tools in the world. Because knowing can grow without limit
then tools containing embedded knowing can also grow without limit.

Today, community allows weapons to be easily available to anyone who desires them.
They can be purchased legally in America by any adult who passes a background check
for a criminal record. If you are not a convicted felon, you can legally purchase all the
weapons and ammunition you desire.

You are not legally required to be literate, numerate, or have any knowledge of science
or physics. 

You are not required to demonstrate any knowledge of weapons or the consequence of
their use or misuse. And of course, there is no psychological screening to determine if
you are stable and responsible.
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As to felons, minors, or non-citizens—anyone wishing to avoid the background check of
legal purchase—they can easily purchase weapons illegally. 

While the vast majority of guns are sold to legal buyers, a significant number enter the
black market in one of four ways: they are stolen; they are illegally sold to gun
traffickers by corrupt gun dealers; they are sold to buyers who can pass a background
check who in turn sell or give them to criminals (so-called “straw purchasers”); or
private parties sell them to traffickers or other criminals inadvertently—in most
states, private individuals can sell their guns at gun shows, through the newspaper, or
elsewhere without performing background checks.

The CDC’s Division of Violence Prevention reported the following statistics for 2001:
Homicide claimed the lives of 20,308 Americans. Suicide was responsible for the deaths
of 30,622 Americans. There were 29,573 firearm-related deaths. In addition, there were
more than 2 million nonfatal violence-related injuries in the U.S.483

The Columbine Massacre
On Tuesday, April 20, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold arrived at Columbine High
School in two separate cars. Their intention was to bomb the school cafeteria. In

483 Division of Violence Prevention, Violence in the United States in 2001, CDC, 2003, The Internet,
http://www.cdc.gov/ncipc/dvp/dvp.htm
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preparation, they had manufactured two 20 lb propane bombs. Using instructions from
the internet, such as The Anarchist Cookbook, they had previously built 99 explosive
devices of various designs and sizes. 

At 11:10 AM, the pair entered the cafeteria a few minutes before the “A” lunch shift
began and placed two duffel bags with the propane bombs inside set to explode at 11:17
AM. They had chosen 11:17 as the busiest time of day in the cafeteria, and hoped to kill
at least 500 students and teachers. 

When the bombs failed to explode, Harris and Klebold were forced to adopt plan “B.”
They met near Harris’ car, armed themselves with two sawn-off shotguns, a 9 mm
semi-automatic carbine, and a 9 mm TEC-DC9 semi-automatic pistol (all placed in a
duffel bag and backpack), and reentered the school.

They then proceeded on a shooting rampage, killing twelve fellow students and a
teacher, as well as wounding twenty-four others. Finally, their science project on
“terror” over, they committing suicide. The Columbine Massacre is considered to be the
deadliest school shooting in US History.
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Harris and Klebold illegally acquired their weapons by “straw purchases.” Gun show
dealers had turned them away as too young when they first tried to buy weapons one
Saturday in late 1998. The next day, the 17-year-olds returned to the same show with
Klebold’s 18 year old girlfriend, Robyn Anderson, along to make the purchase. Below
we see Robyn and Dylan at the Senior Prom three days before the massacre. 
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In later testimony, Robyn Anderson described how she and the boys paid cash for the
guns to three private, unlicensed dealers without questions or a background check: “I
think it was clear to the sellers that the guns were for Eric and Dylan. They were the
ones asking all the questions and handling the guns. All I had to do was show my
driver’s license to prove I was 18. I would not have bought a gun if I had had to give
any personal information or submit to any kind of check at all.” 

Anderson has always maintained that she had no idea that the guns were going to be
used to kill anyone. Since she purchased the guns from a private party, she did not
violate the federal gun laws and was not charged with a crime. 

Another friend of Harris and Klebold was 22 year old Phillip Duran. He worked with
them at a pizza restaurant and introduced them to 22 year old Mark Manes. It was
Manes who sold the boys the fourth gun, a semiautomatic TEC-DC9 pistol which
Manes had also purchased at a gun show. Since, it is illegal for anyone to sell a
handgun to a minor, both Duran and Manes were later charged, convicted and
sentenced to prison.

Obviously, Harris and Klebold were not geniuses. No significant acts of creativity or
invention distinguished their short lives. Their last days and certainly their last ours
seem more guided by CHANCE, IGNORANCE, and CERTAINTY, then by
INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, and WISDOM. 

Were they EVIL?

Clearly the effect of their actions were EVIL. They intentionally harmed 39 humans—
killing twelve students and one teacher, wounding twenty-four others, and finally
killing themselves. They seem to fit the definition for EVIL.

However, I find myself hesitating to label them EVIL. 

First, Harris and Klebold seem not to have benefited in anyway from their acts of
violence. Whereas, Torquemada and Hitler lived like royalty, and were waited on hand
and foot. Also both Torquemada and Hitler benefited directly from the confiscation of
their victims property. 

And, secondly, there are the suicides. Harris and Klebold killed themselves shortly
after the massacre. They seemed to have made no plan for escape, and certainly made
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not attempt to flee the crime scene. In medicine, we usually label those who commit
suicide as INSANE. Torquemada lived a long live and eventually died of natural
causes. Hitler also lived well until the very end of the war, he did commit suicide, but
seems more like an afterthought to avoid a firing squad or worse. 

But EVIL or not, Harris and Klebold had access to weapons that levered their actions
to hurt others and to hurt themselves. They were clearly dangerous, and should have
been contained. 

Tools They Shouldn’t Have
The discussion of weapons and the Columbine massacre may seem strange in a book on
human intelligence. It may appear that I have wandered off onto an anti-gun polemic.
However, I am not anti-gun. To be anti-anything is to be against that thing—to fight it.
Fighting is CONFLICT. Fighting is the Adversary way.

As a synergist. I try not to fight anything. If the creation and use of weapons is a
mistake, then I will seek to respond to the mistake like a synergist. Recall that we
humans have a choice as to how to deal with mistakes. 

Adversary Synergy

MISTAKES = Badness MISTAKES <— Ignorance

INVESTIGATE ANALYZE

BLAME RESPONSIBILITY

PUNISH  —> self-punish EDUCATE  —> self-educate

                           “Guilt”                              “Learn”

                                regret — —> RESTITUTION

My discussion of the Columbine Massacre is to demonstrate the danger facing
humanity because of the ever growing knowing embedded in our tools. 

Part of what we humans could learn here is that the powerful KnowHow embedded in
modern tools should only be available those with the training and intelligence to use
them safely. They should be rational, adaptive, and moral. They should understand
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consequence for the use and misuse of any tool they have access to. And perhaps, our
most dangerous tools—WEAPONS—shouldn’t be available to anyone. Today that is not
the case. As we we fail to learn the dangers of easy access to weapons in Afghanistan,
Iraq, and soon Iran, the CHAOS grows. As we fail to learn the dangers of easy access to
weapons in our American schools and communities, the CHAOS grows. 

I originally wrote the next section as part of the book CRISIS: Danger &
Opportunity484 originally published on the Internet in 2001.

The Worst of Times 
Today, the United States of America the primary beneficiary of Institutional
Neutrality and Time-binding is bankrupt. Neutrality was a welcome reprieve from the
adversary world, but to work it requires unlimited resources. We have reached the end
of unlimited resources and that means the return to world of scarcity. This change
brings increased indifference and conflict.

Declining Quality of Life—All American citizens are experiencing declining quality of
life. Declining compensation for all workers has forced both parents to work just to pay
the bills, this force is deteriorating the nuclear family. Ever increasing percentages of
families are unable to afford the cost of buying or maintaining a home. There are
currently 50,000,000 Americans without health insurance. Ever increasing
percentages of American youths are unable to afford college or higher education or
anything more than the deteriorating public schools. American schools once the best in
the world now graduate illiterate high school seniors. Many young adults are without
goals or even an interest in the future. Growing numbers of teenagers are pregnant
without husbands, drug and alcohol dependent, and victims of evergrowing teenage
crime and suicide rates.

Homelessness has now become an institution found in every city and town in America.
Large numbers of Americans live out their brief lives completely ignored. Every week,
hundreds of children disappear from American streets in our cities and towns—many
without notice.

And much of the rest of the world is still dominated by adversary relationships. There
things are even worse. 

484 Timothy Wilken, CRISIS: Danger & Opportunity, SynEARTH Network, The Internet, 2001,
http://www.synearth.net/UCS4.pdf
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Human Conflict—Conflict and warfare are natural resultants of the adversary way
and are not new to human life. What is new is that with human progress, the tools of
warfare are growing evermore destructive and deadly. 

And, most alarming in a world as dangerous and well armed as ours, there are
currently over 79 armed conflicts going on around the world, 65 of which are
in the developing world. There have been over 123 million people killed in 149
wars since World War II. 485

Today, there are 100,000+ weapons of mass destruction on our planet These include
nuclear, chemical, and biological warheads. These weapons are located in numerous
nations including America, Russia, England, France, India, Egypt, Israel, Iraq, Iran,
Pakistan, and who knows where else. For decades these weapons of mass destruction
were tightly held by the super powers, but now with the breakup and breakdown of
the Soviet Block, tens of thousands of these weapons are no longer well controlled. All
to soon these weapons will fall in to the hands of terrorists. Some of these weapons are
light enough to be carried by a single man inside a backpack, and yet are still capable
of killing tens of thousands of humans.

Conventional warfare continues to flare in dozens of nations including Bosnia, Ireland,
Iran, Iraq, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Angola, Chad, Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Lebanon,
Viet Nam, Cambodia, South Africa, the Philippines, and elsewhere and anywhere.
These so called smaller conflicts are very deadly in themselves with widespread use of
automatic weapons, mortars, artillery, mines, grenades, and plastic explosives. As
Hazel Henderson explains: 

Of the eighty-two conflicts in the world between 1989 and 1992, all but three
had been within nations. In these domestic wars, civilians were 90 percent of
the casualties. By 1993, there were 18.2 million refugees and 24 million
internally displaced people. By October 1994, these figures had increased to 23
million and 26 million, respectively. Meanwhile, the world’s debt trap
persisted in most heavily indebted poor countries, which still owed $230
billion at the end of 1993. Budget deficits in industrial countries grew; only
Norway, one nation out of the twenty-nine members of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, had a surplus in 1995. 486

485 UNICEF, State of the World's Children 1996, Oxford University Press, New York, 1996
http://www.worldgame.org/wwwproject/what-b.html
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High tech conflict is now found on the streets of most cities and towns. criminals and
terrorists make use of cell phones, computers, automatic weapons and high explosives.
Today no human—adult or child is safe from mechanized violence.

Human Indifference—Today hundreds of millions of adults and children throughout
the world are suffering from abject poverty and starvation. Millions die from causes
that could easily prevented or eliminated, but nothing is done. Their bodies are often
not even buried. We have enormous conflict, economic inequity, violence, illness,
starvation, suffering, and pain. As Medard Gabel explains:

Our global problems may seem insurmountable, even inconceivable to some.
Globally between 13 and 18 million people die each year due to starvation or
starvation-related causes. That is nearly as many people dying each day as
Americans who died in the entire Vietnam War. More than 800 million people
are malnourished in the world and routinely go without enough food to live in
optimal health. Despite monumental strides in medical science which have
improved the longevity and quality of life for the average human, large
segments of the world’s population continue to suffer from preventable
diseases and lack access to even basic health care. For example:

• Some 20% of the world’s children go without basic immunization,
most of whom live in remote and often impoverished areas where
infection is more likely to lead to death. 

• Over 9 million children die each year from preventable causes,
most of them from dehydration, routine infections, or one of
several major diseases for which vaccines are available. 

• Some 500,000 women die in childbirth each year while over 3
million infants die from dehydrating diseases that could be
eliminated through breast feeding or Oral Rehydration Therapy,
a simple and cheap mixture of clean water, sugar and salts.

• Over 17 million people die each year from curable infectious and
parasitic diseases such as diarrhea, malaria and tuberculosis.

• Over 500 million people are infected with tropical diseases such
as malaria, sleeping sickness, river blindness, and schistomiasis,
all of which are now preventable.

486 Hazel Henderson, Building  aWin-Win World, Berrett-Koehler Pubishers, San Francisco, 1996
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• Over 18 million people are infected with the AIDS virus.
• More than a billion people lack access to any health care.
• There are 1.75 billion people without adequate drinking water.
• A billion people are without adequate housing, and 100 million

are homeless.
• Nearly a billion people, mostly women, are illiterate, and about

130 million children at primary school age and 275 million at
secondary level are not enrolled in school.

• There are over 53 million uprooted people or refugees in the
world, 80% of which are women and children.

• There are over 110 million landmines scattered in 64 countries
killing and maiming over 9,000 children, women and civilians of
all ages each year, and over one million since 1975.

The developing world is at least $618 billion in debt to the developed world and
the gap between the rich and poor grows alarmingly larger each year. The
richest 20% of the world now have 85% of the world’s income, while the poorest
20% share 1.4%. 487

Ecological Crisis—Acid Rain, Ozone Depletion, Water and Air Pollution, Toxic Buildup,
Strip Mining, Deforestation, Erosion & Topsoil Depletion; Greenhouse Effect, Ice Age,
Nuclear Winter, Asteroids threatening the Planet. Gabel continues:

On top of these outrageous conditions are layered the alarming environmental
problems confronting the world: 

• Around the planet, 26 billion tons of topsoil are being eroded per
year from the world’s farmland. That’s 3 million tons per hour. 

• Deserts advance at a rate of nearly 15 million acres per year.
• 10 million acres of rain forest are destroyed annually. 
• Over 200 million tons of waste are added to the atmosphere each

year.
• Over six billion tons of carbon from fossil fuel burning were

added to the atmosphere last year.

487 Medard Gabel, et al, ibid
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• There is a 6 million square mile hole in the ozone layer over
Antarctica, and a 4.5 to 5% loss of ozone over the Northern
Hemisphere.

• The planet has warmed at least 1° C in the last century, and
given the annual carbon, CO2, CFC, and methane transmissions
into the atmosphere, it will rise another 2.5° to 5.5° in the coming
century.

• There are over 31,000 hazardous waste sites in the US alone,
while in Europe, Estonia, and Lithuania acid rain has damaged
over 122.6 million acres of forest.

• There are over 130,000 tons of known nuclear waste in the world,
some of which will remain poisonous to the planet for another
100,000 years.

And, last but not least, keeping the pressure on humanity to produce as much
as possible from the Earth—driving the juggernaut described above—is the
world’s population which is increasing by about 90 million people each year, or
about the population of all of Mexico. 488

Today, our human ignorance is creating conflict and indifference leveraged with the
power of time-binding. This is the source of our human crisis. Conflict and indifference
mixed with ever more powerful technology is resulting in a formula for human
extinction. Ours is not a crisis of high technology, but of low humanology.

✺

With the emergence of WISDOM, came the potential for EVIL GENIUS, and the
creation of tools with unlimited power. This development would without question spell
the end of humanity, and perhaps of all life on planet Earth, except for the emergence of
ONENESS.

488 Medard Gabel, et al, ibid
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ONENESS & UNITY
Recall that access to level four knowing grants those using their synergic genius the
power to INTEGRATE all of knowing. They can weave the pattern of KnowWhere,
KnowWhen, KnowHow into a complete pattern of reality that answers the question,
Why? 

ONENESS completes Knowing. It wraps up all the lose ends. It allows for the complete
understanding of Space-Time. It weaves a “whole” pattern of Knowing that includes
INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM & ONENESS.

INTEGRATion is the process of creating ONENESS by weaving a complete pattern of
Knowing from INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, and WISDOM. INTEGRATion
involves examining the Knowing created by others for consequence. Then, checking
and verifying that your understanding of their Knowing is as close to near truth as you
can make it. Then, incorporating, correlating, and weaving their Knowing with your
own Knowing into a better model of reality2006.

In fact, this entire book represents just such an INTEGRATion. I have incorporated,
correlated and woven the Knowing from the Dual Mind Hypotheses of Human
Intelligence489, Coulter’s Human Synergetics490, Korzybski’s Theory of Time-
binding491 and his Theory of Sanity492, Fuller’s Synergetics493, Young’s Theory of
Process494, Gordon’s Synectics495, as well as Knowing from many others into a new

489 Diocles, Du Pui, Dax, Wigan, Broca, Jackson, Sperry, Bogen, Gazzaniga, et. al, The Dual-
Mind Hypotheses, 400BC-1981, ibid

490 N. Arthur Coulter, HUMAN SYNERGETICS, 1976, 2002, ibid
491 Alfred Korzybski, The Manhood of Humanity, 1921, ibid
492 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
493 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-1979, ibid
494 Arthur Young, The Reflexive Universe, 1976, ibid
495 William J. J. Gordon, Synectics: The Development of Creative Capacity, Harper & Row

Publishers, Inc., New York, 1961
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pattern of Knowing that I call the Synergetic Theory of Human Intelligence.

Without designating it as such, I presented another such INTEGRATion in my
chapter on Understanding Order. We will now return to that discussion, but in a new
and deeper context. By coming along on this intellectual journey, you can expect to
gain in two important ways. First you will can access to some of humanity’s most
powerful knowing. We will examine the Knowing that enlightened the Buddha and
Jesus of Nazareth. Secondly, you will experience the method of INTEGRATive Genius.
Remember Genius is simply a mode of thinking—available to every human mind. Once
you catch on to the mechanism, it becomes yours 

We will start this discussion from where we left off at the end my discussion on order.
You may find it helpful to review that Chapter496 before we begin. 

INTEGRATion is weaving—going back and forth. I will also refer back to other topics
covered in The Science section or elsewhere. Never hesitate to go and take a fresh look
at earlier readings. Refreshing your memory of the earlier patterns will always deepen
your understanding of the new pattern you are weaving. Ready? Let us INTEGRATE. 

Order
Recall: All ‘objects’ have substance and form. The substance is ‘matter-energy’, and
form is the ‘order’. Order is relationship—the pattern, organization and form of that
‘matter-energy’. 

Jules Henri Poincaré explained in 1908:

Science is built up of facts, as a house is with stones. But a collection of facts is
no more a science than a heap of stones is a house.

It is the order, pattern, organization, form and relationship of the facts that make a
science; and the order, pattern, organization, form and relationship of the stones that
make a house.

An understanding of this concept of order—pattern, organization, form and
relationship; and its compliment concept disorder—patternlessness, disorganization,
formlessness; and relationshiplessness that is essential to a full understanding
Universe. …497

496 Understanding Order, See ORDER, Chapter 14 of The Science section, page 196
497 As usual repeated or redundant text is in green colored font, comments on
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Next is the INTEGRATion of concept of Whole-Part based on the scientific Principles of
Unity, Non-Elementalism, Synergy, and the Whole System. 498

As we discussed earlier there are no distinct parts in Universe, nor are there any
distinct wholes. All objects—things—are both wholes and parts, so perhaps we should
refer to them as ‘wholes-parts’ to remind ourselves of their dual nature. Then we could
say all ‘whole-parts’ in ‘space-time’ have substance and form. The substance is
‘matter-energy’, and form is the ‘order’. Order is relationship—the pattern,
organization and form of that ‘matter-energy’. …

Within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be increasing—increasing order is called
syntropy. Or, within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be decreasing—decreasing order is
called entropy. Or, within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be stagnant—order that is not
changing is called atropy. Syntropy, entropy, and atropy are encountered in Universe
as the result of synergy, adversity, and neutrality.

Next let us review Haskell’s Principle of Co-Actions499 and INTEGRATE it with the

TAO Principle of YinYang.

Haskell’s Co-Actions and the Unified Science
Edward Haskell’s concept of co-actions is of great importance in understanding
synergy. When participants—parts—components—are in relationship with each
other, they are considered scientifically as a unity. The individual actions of the
participants—parts—components of this unity are considered together, and their
actions are analyzed as co-Actions. And, this is regardless of whether the
participants—parts—components intend to act as a unity or not. 

In my earlier writings500, I applied Haskell’s concept of Co-Actions to human
relationships. This was only a small application taken from the much larger body of
work created by Haskell and his associates called the Unified Science501.

repeated text is designated by copper colored font, and new text appears in black
colored font.

498 Principles of Whole-Part, See Knowing2006, Chapter 1 of The Science Section, page 23
499 Co-Actions, Process: Actions & Events, Chapter 4 of The Science section, page 77
500 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!: Three Ways, UnCommon Sense Library I, 1999,

http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
501 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE: The Moral Force of Unified Science, Gordon and Breach, New

York, 1972, http://www.synearth.net/Haskell/FC/FC.htm
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In the Unified Science, Universe is considered to be a system-hierarchy made up of
seven “kingdoms.” These “kingdoms” are designated as particles, atoms, molecules,
geoid systems (galaxies, stars, planets, moons, etc.), plants, animals, and humans.
Haskell applied the concept of Co-Actions to all seven kingdoms—particles, atoms,
molecules, geoid systems, plants, animals, and humans. 

The concept of co-Actions can be applied not only to ‘individuals’ within these
“kingdoms”, but also to groups, and communities of individuals as well. Taking
humans as the example it can be applied to the microcosm of the individual—the body
is made up of organs, organs are made up of tissues, tissues are made up of cells, cells
are made up of organelles, organelles are made up of molecules, molecules are made up
of atoms, are made up of particles and particles are made up of gravitationally trapped
light. It can further be applied to the macrocosm—the individual is a member of a
family, the family is ‘part’ of a community, the community is ‘part’ of a city, the city is
‘part’ of a county, the county is ‘part’ of a state, the state is ‘part’ of a nation, and the
nation is ‘part’ of the entire human culture which inhabits planet earth. And then it
can also be applied to the earth which is a ‘part’ of the solar system, which is ‘part’ of a
galaxy, which is a ‘part’ of a star cluster, which is a ‘part’ of a supercluster, which is a
‘part’ of Universe. Haskell’s Co-Actions apply to all ‘wholes’ or unities within Universe.

While we humans often think of ourselves as separate, this is mostly an illusion. If we
examine a married couple, or two individuals in a partnership, we will gain great
insight by examining them as a whole. Recall that one way of representing a “whole”
composed of complimentary “parts” is with the ancient symbol YinYang.
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Co-Actions, Order, and Consequences
Haskell understood that the “parts” of a “whole” are complimentary. They really can’t
be separated. He realized that the actions of the individual ‘parts’ (X) + (Y) in the
‘whole’ (X + Y) always effect the other part.

Part X’s actions effect part Y, and part Y’s actions effect part X. The actions of each
‘part’ can have a negligible, harmful, or beneficial effect on the other ‘part’. 

In synergic science, we say actions that ignore other are neutral. Actions that hurt
other are adversary. And, actions that help other are synergic. 

The effects of these actions on part X and part Y are effects on ORDER. As we discussed
earlier, all ‘whole-parts’ in ‘space-time’ have substance and form. The substance is
‘matter-energy’, and form is the ‘order’. Order is relationship—the pattern,
organization and form of that ‘matter-energy’. …

Within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be stagnant—order that is not changing is called
atropy. Or, within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be decreasing—decreasing order is
called entropy. Or, within in any ‘whole-part’ order can be increasing—increasing
order is called syntropy. 

Atropy, entropy, and syntropy are encountered in Universe as the result of neutrality,
adversity, and synergy.

Consider a husband and wife in a marriage, or two partners in a business team, their
behavior towards each other will to large extent determine their mutual experience.
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From my point of view, I am self and you are other. From your point of view, you are
self and I am other. We could say that all relationships are between self and other.

Each may DRAW. They may be ignored by the action of the other. They will be
the same after the action as they were before—unchanged in their happiness,
effectiveness, and productiveness. Their relationship is NEUTRAL. The order
within the relationship is stagnant—they are in a state of atropy.

Each may LOSE. They may be hurt by the action of the other. They are less
after the action than they were before—less happy, less effective, and less
productive. Their relationship is ADVERSARY. The order within the
relationship is decreasing—they are in a state of entropy.

Each may WIN. They may be helped by the action of the other. They are more
after the action than they were before—more happy, more effective, and more
productive. Their relationship is SYNERGIC. The order within the
relationship is increasing—they are in a state of syntropy.

Haskell realized that the fates of the participants within a ‘whole’ relationship might
be different. We will examine those different possibilities in a few moments, but let’s
first look at those situations where they have identical fates. 
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Three Relationships and Order
From the point of view of net analysis, we can start by assuming that both partners
will have the same experience. Below we see a diagram that shows a NEUTRAL
relationship—the sum of the individual order for both part X and for part Y outside
the relationship is exactly the same as it will be within the relationship. 

If the two ‘parts’ have a neutral relationship, then the order within “X” and “Y” are
unchanged by their interaction.

The experience of both part X and part Y is the same whether they are inside or outside
of the relationship. They both experience a DRAW.

The sum of the ‘parts’ (X) + (Y) is equal to the sum of the ‘whole’ (X + Y). Next we see
that if the two ‘parts’ have an adversary relationship, then the order within “X” and
“Y” are made less by their interaction.
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The sum of the whole is less than the sum of the parts. X and Y both LOSE.

                 

However, if the two ‘parts’ have a synergic relationship, then the order within “X” and
within “Y” are made greater by their interaction. 

                 

The sum of the whole is more than the sum of the parts. X and Y both WIN.
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INTEGRATing Haskell’s Three Relationships with the TAO. We see that self and other
can be unchanged by their relationship.

        
Or, they are less happy, less effective, less productive because of their relationship.

        
Or, they are more happy, more effective, more productive because of their relationship.
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Conflictor’s Deficit / Cooperator’s Surplus
In NEUTRAL relationships, there is no change in net order. The ‘parts’ are the same
together as they would be apart. 

In ADVERSARY relationships, there is a loss of net order. The ‘parts’ lose something.
They are less together than they would be apart. Haskell called the adversary loss of
order the conflictor’s deficit. We can represent the adversary loss as (-Z)

    

However, in SYNERGIC relationships, there is a gain of net order. As a whole the
‘parts’ gain something, they are more together than they would be apart. Haskell
called the synergic gain of order the cooperator’s surplus. We can represent the
synergic gain as (+Z).
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True NEUTRALITY exists only when both ‘participants’ within a relationship are
unchanged. True neutrality is DRAW, DRAW. 

True ADVERSITY exists only when both ‘participants’ within a relationship are
injured. True adversity is LOSE, LOSE. 

True SYNERGY exists only when both ‘participants’ within a relationship are
benefited True synergy is WIN,WIN.
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True NEUTRALITY leaves self and other unchanged. 

True ADVERSITY maximizes the adversary loss—the conflictor’s deficit— (-Z) .

True SYNERGY maximizes the synergic gain—the cooperator’s surplus— (+Z).
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Different Fates
One of Haskell’s discoveries was that each ‘part’ of a relationship ‘whole’ could have a
very different experience than the other ‘part’. All of our examples above have
distributed the change caused by the relationship equally to both participants. We
have looked at DRAW|DRAW, LOSE/LOSE, and WIN-WIN, but this is often not the
case. 

In the example below, we see a relationship where part X is much better off within the
relationship than he/she/it would be outside the relationship. However, part Y is much
worse off within that relationship than he/she/it would be outside the relationship. In
this relationship, part X’s wins at the expense of part Y.

Nine Co-Actions
Haskell explained that the three possible relationships could result in nine different co-
Actions. Each ‘part’ may remain unchanged (experience no change in order); or each
part may be injured (experience decreased order); or each part may benefit (experience
increased order). 
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In the language of games:

     

Co-Actions can be assigned to the classes based on net effect. There is a class of
NEUTRAL Co-Actions in which the net order as a whole is unchanged—one part’s
loss is offset by the other part’s win, a class of ADVERSARY co-Actions in which the
net order within is less, and a class of SYNERGIC co-Actions in which the net order
within is greater. …
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Looking at Haskell’s Co-Actions in light of the TAO, lets examine the class of neutral
co-Actions. In our first example we see true NEUTRALITY. The area of the Yin and
Yang shapes are equal. Both Self and Other experience a DRAW. They are unchanged
by the relationship.

In the next six examples we see net NEUTRALITY. The sum of the parts is unchanged
by the relationship, but the experience of the participants is very different. The size of
TAO remains unchanged. On the surface, things appear NEUTRAL, but inside, there
is CONFLICT. In the first three examples, self’s WIN requires other’s LOSS. 

In the next three examples, self’s LOSS is  required to enable other’s WIN.
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Next we revisit Haskell’s Co-Actions Table502 with neutrality, adversity and synergy
designated as to true and net effects.

Truth lies in eye of the beholder 
For humans, each participant determines for himself whether a relationship is
NEUTRAL, ADVERSARY, or SYNERGIC. This is always determined exclusively
from the point of view of each individual participant. They cannot be fooled. 

These effects may be partial and variable. Most of our relationships are sometimes
neutral, sometimes adversary, and sometimes synergic. There are times when my
spouse ignores me, times when she hurts me, and times when she helps me. Most
humans today are emotionally immature. They are frequently angry and afraid. They
often act from hostility and fear, and may ignore and even hurt the ones they love. 

We all know when we are losing. We know when we are less happy because of our
relationships? A small child victim of sexual abuse was once asked, “How do you tell
when someone touches you in the wrong way?”

The child answered, “When they touch me. they take something away.”

502 Timothy Wilken, We Can All Win!, 1999, ibid, http://www.synEarth.net/KU1/UCS-Basics.html
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Sowing and Reaping
The terms sowing and reaping come from farming. Is is believed that farming began in
the areas of present day Turkey and the Middle East about 10,000 years ago. 

Sowing is the process of throwing or casting handfuls of seed over prepared ground.
Initially, all planting was done by hand sowing—sometimes called broadcasting.

Reaping is the cutting of the grain. When the plants were fully grown, it was time to
reap the harvest. In Egypt a flint blade was used to cut the wheat. The next tool
developed was the reaping hook or sickle. In Europe the scythe was later introduced by
the Romans.

The realization that we reap what we sow is an ancient belief based in part on common
observation. For instance, if you sow oats, you will reap oats. If you sow wheat, you will
reap wheat. If you sow corn, you will reap corn.
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Another common observation is that if you sow today, you cannot reap tomorrow. It
takes time for seeds to sprout and bear fruit. A third observation is that if you sow
hundreds of seeds, you can reap thousands. The yield of the planted field is far greater
than what was sown. But finally, it was also observed that your harvest depends on
the quality of the soil, and other factors as well. As Jesus of Nazareth taught: 

A farmer went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some fell
along the path, and the birds came and ate it up. Some fell on rocky places,
where it did not have much soil. It sprang up quickly, because the soil was
shallow. But when the sun came up, the plants were scorched, and they
withered because they had no root. Other seed fell among thorns, which grew
up and choked the plants. Still other seed fell on good soil, where it produced a
crop—a hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown. He who has ears, let
him hear. 503

Doctrine of Karma

Hinduism began in India about 1500 BC. The belief in rebirth, or samsara, as a
potentially endless series of worldly existences in which every being is caught
up was associated with the doctrine of karma (Sanskrit: karman; literally
“act,” or “deed”). According to the doctrine of karma, good conduct brings a
pleasant and happy result and creates a tendency toward similar good acts,
while bad conduct brings an evil result and creates a tendency toward
repeated evil actions. This furnishes the basic context for the moral life of the
individual. 504

The doctrine of karma was accepted by Buddha ~500 BC and is incorporated in modern
Buddhism today. 

It appeared in western thought ~300 BC, in the Old Testament of the Bible as: “As I
have observed, those who plow evil and those who sow trouble reap it.”505

In approximately 50 BC, the Roman statesman, Marcus T. Cicero, is credited with
saying, “As you have sown so shall you reap.” 

503 Jesus of Nazareth, Sowing Seed, Matthew 13:3-9, The Bible, NIV
504 ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA, www.brittannica.com, 2000
505 Eliphaz, Plowing Evil, Job 4:8, The Bible, NIV
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“As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” is has been known as a wise saying for centuries.
Today we know that it is a Law of Nature. It was intuitively discovered at least 3500
years ago. Haskell’s discoveries of the three classes of relationship and the nine Co-
Actions provide a scientific basis for this law. As will be developed fully in next few
pages, we will see that this is a law of ONENESS, and all about consequence. We can
write it this way:

Moral Law of Unified Science
Haskell realized that “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” fortified with his understanding of
the Three Relationships and the Nine Co-Actions could be applied to all processes in
Universe—light, particles, atoms, molecules, plants, animals, and humans:

The first formulation of the MORAL LAW for a non-human “kingdom” of
Universe was Dimitri I. Mendeleev’s discovery of the Periodic Law in 1869. 

“The properties of the chemical elements are functions of their atomic weights.”
“What Mendeleev’s discovery states for Atoms is that “As ye sow, so shall ye
reap,” where “reaping” is the properties of the chemical elements and “sowing”
is the co-Action between the atom’s two components — its vast, light, electron
cloud, and its tiny, massive nucleus. 506

Haskell’s analysis of the Atomic elements showed that these two components—the
electron cloud and the massive nucleus related in only three ways—positive (+),
neutral (0), or negative (-). …

506 Edward Haskell, The Unified Science, Private Papers, 1947-1986
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And based on whether the relationship between the nucleus and the electron cloud of a
particular element are positive, neutral, or negative, we can predict the properties of
that chemical element. Haskell developed the Periodic Coordinate System507 to help
visualize his new understanding.

Let us now return to Buckminster Fuller’s discussion of events. 

Universe is now understood to be process. Reality is a happening. Many things are
going on all at once. Living systems—the plants, animals, and we humans all live
within the EVENT paradigm. Fuller defined an event to be a triad of related
phenomena—action, reaction, resultant.

Action-Reaction-Resultant
The dynamics of all behavior can be understood using these three concepts. Fuller
discovered for every action there is a reaction, and a PRECESSIONAL resultant. 

I can decide on an action. I can then implement my action. The environment including

507 Edward Haskell, FULL CIRCLE: The Moral Force of Unified Science, Gordon and Breach, New
York, 1972, http://www.synearth.net/Haskell/FC/FC.htm
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all of life reacts to my action, the vector sum of the action and the reaction produce a
resultant. I act, the rest of the world reacts, and when it all settles down the change
made by the interaction is the resultant. …

Events Have Duration
Remember actions require energy, location (space), and duration (time). Fuller has
much to teach us here. An event has duration. It has a beginning and an ending. 

So Einstein’s defining an event as occurring an some instantaneous moment T1
becomes very misleading. If we did take an instantaneous snapshot of an event, we
would leave much out. It is like a single frame from a movie. It may give you some
information, but cannot capture the event itself. Events are dynamic. Events are all
about change. Einstein was still defining a static abstraction that is never found in
the real world.

Events always include actions, reactions, and resultants. This is enormously important
in understanding Universe. Actions are never found without reactions and resultants.
This is the reason synergic scientists are always careful to use the term energy event
to describe what earlier scientists had too simply called action. 
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Now we can create another INTEGRATion. Reformulating Haskell’s The Moral Law of
Unified Science to include Fuller’s Principle of Action—Reaction—Resultant, we get:

Neutral actions tend to provoke neutral reactions ending in neutral
resultants.

Adversary actions tend to provoke adversary reactions ending in adversary
resultants. 
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And, synergic actions tend to provoke synergic reactions ending in synergic
resultants. 

“As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”

Principle of Interference
No two objects can occupy the same space at the same time. This is one of the most
common examples of common sense. We all know that two people can’t be in the same
place at the same time. We have all turned a corner and run into someone. We have all
bent over at the same time and bumped our heads. As children most of us have played
the game of musical chairs, I can’t sit in an occupied chair. Buckminster Fuller
explains:

Two different energy events cannot pass through the same point at the same
time. When one energy event is passing through a given point and another
impinges upon it, there is an interference.”

We find experimentally that two lines cannot go through the same point at the
same time. One can cross over or be superimposed upon another. Both
Euclidian and non-Euclidian geometries misassume that a plurality of lines
can go through the same point at the same time. But we find experimentally
that two or more lines cannot physically go through the same point at the
same time. 
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When a physicist bombards a group of atoms in a cloud chamber with a
neutron, he gets an interference. When the neutron runs into a nuclear
component: (1) it separates the latter into smaller components; (2) they bounce
acutely apart (reflection); (3) they bounce obliquely (refraction); (4) they
combine, mass attractively. The unique angles in which they separate or
bounce off identify both known or unknown atomic-nucleus components. 508

Therefore actions can not and do not occur in isolation. If they impinge on the
environment, they will effect or impact on the environment—if they impinge on others,
they will effect or impact on others. 

The implication here is that all actions are co-actions—all actions have consequences.
Universe is interconnected. The “act” of observation effects what is being observed. 

All actions including human actions require space (a location to occur) and time (a
duration to unfold) to occur. Because space is shared by ALL process in Universe—
Light, Particles, Atoms, Molecules, Plants, Animals, and Humans—those actions must
at times impinge on other process. 

Whenever self takes action, he/she provokes a reaction in others and in the
environment. Others are always a part of our environment. We all share reality with
others and with the environment. As R. Buckminster Fuller explained:

Environment is everything in Universe except me.
Universe is everything including me.

Reality is Shared
The resultant produced by self’s actions and the reactions of others including the
environment generates a shared reality. Universe is a whole. Reality is a whole shared
by all participants. 

When I am teaching this concept in a classroom, I will begin speaking in a very loud
voice. Sometimes even YELLING! Then I will ask the class, “Did your reality just get
louder?” 

Then I begin speaking in a very low voice sometimes a whisper. Then I ask, “Did your
reality just get quieter?”

508 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS—Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking, Volumes I &
II, New York, Macmillan Publishing Co, 1975, 1979
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Sometimes I will abruptly approach someone sitting in the front row. Putting my
hands on my hips, glowering as I lean over them, I ask in a loud and abrasive voice,
“What the HELL is your problem?”

The sounds in the room drop to nothing. The tension in the room rises through the roof.
Stepping back and facing the rest of the audience, I ask, “Did your reality just get more
hostile?”

If someone very depressed enters your home, notice how quiet and uncomfortable the
mood for everyone becomes. And, certainly we call all relate to what happens when a
child has an accident in a public pool, suddenly everyone is getting out. Teachers soon
discover that the classroom environment is not controlled by the teacher, but by the
teacher and the students. One noisy student can effectively disrupt an entire class.

        

(Actions ➜ Reactions) = Resultants

In a shared reality, an individual’s life experience results from their actions, and the
reactions of others (including the environment) to those actions.

Fuller’s Principle of Action-Reaction-Resultant as well as his Principle of Interference
are Laws of Consequence. We are weaving knowing together into a single pattern of
ONENESS.
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INTEGRATion
Now again recall that neutral action tends to provoke neutral reaction ending in a
neutral resultant. And that, adversary action tends to provoke adversary reaction
ending in an adversary resultant. And that, synergic action tends to provoke synergic
reaction ending in a synergic resultant. 

Now let’s correlate this knowing to our neutral co-Actions, our adversary co-
Actions, and our synergic coActions.

Then we might write our formulas as follows:

(Neutral Actions ➜ Neutral Reactions) = Neutral Resultants

(Adversary Actions ➜ Adversary Reactions) = Adversary Resultants

(Synergic Actions ➜ Synergic Reactions) = Synergic Resultants

Understanding these three laws of ONENESS-WISDOM explain almost every aspect of
our experienced world. They answer the question, “Why is the world the way that it
is?”
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With the INTEGRATion of ORDER, Haskell’s Moral Law of Unified Science, Fuller’s
Action-Reaction-Resultant Triad, and the Principle of Interference, the Doctrine of
Karma takes on a much deeper meaning. We can now understand the Why of “As ye
sow, so shall ye reap!” We now have a larger generalization.

Principle of Consequence
If you and I are really ONE and I hurt you, then I will also hurt myself. If I ignore you,
then I will find myself ignored. But, if I help you, then I will find myself helped.

This is the truth that all synergic geniuses realize. Haskell was a synergic genius. He
realized that we humans are ONE. He saw the consequence of our actions on each
other and on ourselves. He saw that in the end all actions were co-Actions. 

While I might gain a temporary advantage with an adversary or neutral action,
eventually that adversary and neutral effect would come home to roost. This is the
Law of Karma.

Haskell saw that this was true throughout Universe. The Moral Law of Unified
Science was just as valid for Light, Particles, Atoms, Molecules, Plants, and Animals
as it was for us Humans.
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As ye sow, so shall ye reap!
We humans just like ALL other forms of process in Universe have only three choices.
We can sow adversary actions and reap adversary resultants. We can sow neutral
actions and reap neutral resultants. Or we can sow synergic actions and reap
synergic resultants. 

Now we can integrate our TAOs. representing adversity, neutrality, and synergy.
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Jesus of Nazareth’s The Golden Rule
The first positive or proactive formulation of the synergic corollary of the Principle of
Consequence was: 

Do to others what you would have them do to you. 509 

This formulation is credited to Jesus of Nazareth who intuitively discovered the
synergic way 2000 years ago. 

In his sermon on the mount, Jesus of Nazareth taught:

Love our enemies, do good to them that hate us, bless them that curse us, and
pray for them that despitefully use us, I say unto you, that every one who is
angry with his brother shall be in danger of the judgement. Go be reconciled
with thy brother. 510

Jesus of Nazareth may have been the first human to embrace synergy. His words seem
to capture the very essence of synergic morality. Synergic morality is more than NOT
hurting other, it requires helping other. Jesus was the first human to state the
fundamental law of synergic relationship. It is known as the Golden Rule:

So in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this
sums up the Law. 511 

What would you have others do to you? The best one word answer I can find for this
question is help. “Help others as you would have them help you.”

Synergic Morality—helping
Confucius 579-471BC is credited as the author of the negative form of the Golden Rule:

Do not do unto others what you would not want others to do unto you! 512

This negative form of the “golden rule” is next found in the Jewish Book of Tobit
4:15 from the Old Testament Bible (3rd Century BC): “And what you hate, do

509 Jesus of Nazareth, New Testament of the Bible, Matthew  5:9, 5:44
510 Jesus of Nazareth, New Testament of the Bible, Matthew, ibid
511 Jesus of Nazareth,New Testament of the Bible, Matthew, 7:12
512 Chu Hsi, The Analects of Confucius (15:23), 1190AD, ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA,

www.brittannica.com, 2000
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not do to anyone.” It is also found in the writings of the Jewish scholars Hillel
(1st century BC) and Philo of Alexandria (1st centuries BC and AD), It occurs in
the 2nd-century documents Didache and the Apology of Aristides. It also
appears in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Isocrates, and Seneca. 513

In the early 1960s, one capitalistic theorist, Andrew J. Galambos proposed an advanced
social-economic system which was non-coercive. This Moral Capitalism514 was
designed to eliminate and prohibit loss. Galambos sought to create true freedom which
he defined as: “the societal condition that exists when every individual has full (i.e.
100%) control over his own property.” But to be meaningful, true freedom would
require a new definition of ‘property’:

What is Property?

Most people think of Property in terms of material possessions. Because of this,
many have successfully denounced the morality of the pursuit of material
well-being and claimed it produces conflicts with human rights.

The above is a restricted and erroneous point of view on Property. A more
satisfying and total concept arises from the following definition:

Property is individual man’s life and all non-procreative derivatives of his life.

Property is the basis of ownership because to own means to have and hold
Property. From the definition of Property, it follows that man must first own
his life before he can own anything else. Life itself is defined as primordial
Property.

No one may own any man but himself. Thus, Property excludes slavery at the
outset.

The first derivatives of man’s life are his thoughts and ideas. Thoughts and
ideas are defined as primary Property.

From the definition, man owns primary Property and, through this ownership,

513 ENCYCLOPÆDIA BRITANNICA, 2000, ibid
514 Timothy Wilken, Moral Capitalism, A SYNERGIC FUTURE, SynEARTH Network, 2002,

http://futurepositive.synearth.net/stories/storyReader$333
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intellectual freedom arises and inspires knowledge and production. From
primary Property (ideas) stem actions. Ownership of one’s own actions (clearly
a Property right) is commonly called liberty. Liberty, then, as well as life itself,
is a Property right. Since all so-called human rights depend upon man’s
liberty, it follows that all human rights are Property rights. There can be no
conflict!

Ideas and actions produce further, or secondary, derivatives. These include the
access to and use of land and the production, utilization, enjoyment, and
disposal of material, tangible goods of all kinds from ash trays to television
sets, from log cabins to skyscrapers, from oxcarts to jet planes.

These are called secondary Property. They are secondary both logically and
chronologically. In all instances, their existence is antedated by primary
Property which led to their generation and employment.

Further derivatives of man’s life lead to voluntary transactions involving
Property transfers (sales, trades, gifts, etc.). Involuntary Property transfers
are derivative not from the property owner’s life but from the life of the
coercer. Therefore, Property ceases to remain Property and is converted to
Plunder when subjected to involuntary (coercive) transfer. 515

Moral Capitalism promised to eliminate losing relationships. In synergic science, we
would describe it as a type of super-neutrality. It allowed draw-draw, win-draw, draw-
win, or win-win relationships. It prohibited draw-lose, lose-draw, and lose-lose
relationships. Galambos in his lectures describing Moral Capitalism often quoted the
negative version of the Golden Rule: “Do not do to others what you would not have them
do to you.”

What would you not have others do to you? Here the best one word answer is hurt. “Do
not hurt others as you would have them not hurt you.”

The negative form of the Golden Rule is true and correct as far as it goes. In fact, it is
the underlying premise of the better aspects of neutral morality which Galambos
hoped to establish with Moral Capitalism. 

I agree that you shouldn’t hurt others, but, synergic morality requires more of us than

515 Andrew J. Galambos, Thrust for Freedom #2 —What is Property?, Free Enterprise Institute, 1963
http://www.tuspco.com/html/thrust_for_freedom.html
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simply not hurting. It requires more of us than neutrality’s ignoring of others. It
requires us to be positive and proactive. It requires us to help others—to help each
other. 

Jesus of Nazareth understood this on the deepest of levels. He called for more than a
prohibition against hurting others. He asked all humans to help each other. Synergic
morality rests then on the premise—that when you help others, you will find yourself
helped in return — “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” 

N. Arthur Coulter’s Human Synergetics
Another synergic scientist, who worked completely independent of Haskell, also
discovered important truths about synergic relationships. If we intend to sow synergic
actions, then we will need to understand synergic relationships more deeply.

The multi-ordinal genius gains easy access to WISDOM. They are masters of
KnowHow. This access enormously leverages their abilities to accomplish difficult
tasks. They may become masters of creativity—Mozart in music, Michelangelo in art,
Edison in invention, etc.. 

The synergic genius retains access to WISDOM, but in addition gains access to
ONENESS. While they KnowHow, they also become masters of KnowWhy. This new
access levers their abilities to relate to others. Encounters with these individuals can
be life changing for those experiencing it. These individuals are experienced as GOOD.
They have enormous power to listen and communicate. They are masters at achieving
rapport with others.

N. Arthur Coulter516 explained that rapport is an essential ingredient in the creation
of synergic relationships:

The dictionary defines rapport as: “The state of persons who are in full and
perfect agreement. A relation of harmony, accord, conformity, affinity, concord,
and unity—especially in an intimate and harmonious relationship.” In
synergetics, rapport is used essentially in this sense, with certain precise
qualifications. 

Rapport is determined by the degree of synergy, empathy, and communication

516 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: An Adventure in Human Development, Prentice-Hall, 1976
http://www.synearth.net/coulter/synergetics.pdf
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that exists. This is symbolized by the Synergy-Empathy-Communication
Triangle (SEC Triangle).

SEC Triangle
The SEC Triangle provides a basis for evaluating the degree of rapport that
exists, and also for systematically improving rapport. Each leg of the triangle
mutually reinforces the other legs, so that there is a synergic relationship.

Within the SEC Triangle, Synergy refers to those interactions, between two
individuals in a relationship, that promote the goals and support the efforts of
both participants. Empathy refers to the mutual understanding that both
participants have for each other—each comprehending the other’s viewpoint
without necessarily agreeing fully or adopting it as their own. Communication
refers to the effective, two-way interchange of data, ideas, etc. between the two
individuals.

Synergy promotes empathy and communication. Empathy promotes
communication and synergy. Communication promotes synergy and
empathy.”517

Synergic relationship requires much closer and more effective communication then
does neutral or adversary relationship. Coulter identifies three critical elements in
synergic relationship — synergy, empathy and communication, the synergist uses
these elements explicitly during his relationships. This means he is consciously aware
of his goals for synergy, empathy, and communication. 

SYNERGY is when you understand that when others win, you will win. You are

517 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: 1976, ibid
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constantly looking for the opportunity to help others— the opportunity to synergize—
the opportunity for co-Operation. You are always considerate of the needs and
interests of others without neglect to your own self interest and needs. This is what
Coulter calls synergic altruism. Synergy is when everyone wins. The synergic altruist
knows that helping his associates, is the surest way to meet his own needs.

EMPATHY is defined as: 1) Literally “knowing how someone feels.” 2)Imagining
yourself in their position. You can understand another human better, if you “walk a
mile in their shoes.” Recall within a synergic relationship, (1 + 1) >> 2, we are more
together than we are separately. We benefit from sharing the synergic gain — the
cooperator’s surplus. If we wish to optimize our relationship, you must know where
your associates are really coming from. If you are to provide effective help, you must
know them well. Empathy is not sympathy. You do not need to agree with another
individual, to know how they feel.

COMMUNICATION is defined as the accurate transmission of pattern with
appropriate meaning and feeling from one human mind to another. In synergic
relation, I value the pattern of my associates. I want to know what they think and feel.
I want to know their goals. In synergy, I will promote all goals whenever I can, and
avoid impedance to anyone.

In the past, those rare humans achieving synergic genius did so by intuitively
discovering these principles. Now with our understanding of the mechanism of
synergic intelligence, all humans can adopt them.
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Principle of Equivalence of Status
 N. Arthur Coulter continued:

It is pretty obvious that men are not created equal. The idea of equality, taken
from a literal interpretation of the words of the American Declaration of
Independence, can lead to some rather difficult ideological positions.

But Thomas Jefferson did not mean that men and women were identically
equal. He meant that, in a just social order, all persons should be treated
equally, that none should have special privilege by virtue of accident of birth,
wealth, or social position. Each person is a unique individual; but each is
entitled by inalienable right to equal protection of the law, to equal treatment
by the law, and to equality of economic and social opportunity. Only when all
men and women have social equality can the unique potential of each be
realized, for the ultimate benefit of all. Social equality does not mean identical
treatment, merely that there is some kind of fair balance — in a word, synergic
equality.

In synergetics, we formulate this idea as the Principle of Equivalence of Status.
This may be stated as follows: the flow of synergy, empathy, and communication
between two individuals is optimum when they have equivalent status with
respect to each other. Rapport is optimized. Equivalent status is indicated by
the center of the cross. The four poles of the Status Cross represent the
attitudes the individuals hold toward each other.”518 

          

SUPER

ANTIPRO

SUB

Coulter’s Status Cross

518 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS, 1976, ibid
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SUPER is when either party to a relationship feels or acts superior, better, dominant,
stronger, smarter, more forceful, etc., etc.. 

SUB is when either party to a relationship feels or acts inferior, lesser, subservient,
weaker, dumber less forceful. etc., etc.. 

PRO is when either party to a relationship is too supportive. This is when a friend or
family member is so too quick to help you, so that you aren’t allowed to act or think for
yourself — overly supportive. 

ANTI is when either party to a relationship is against the other, unfriendly, critical,
hostile, belligerent, etc., etc.. Coulter continues:

When one regards the other as Super, the flow of synergy, empathy, and
communication (SEC) tends to go down. “When one regards the other as Sub,
SEC goes down. When one regards the other as Pro, as someone to be
dependent upon, SEC goes down. When one regards the other as Anti, SEC
goes down.

The optimum position is considered to be slightly to the left and above center —
i.e. when each regards the other as somewhat Pro and somewhat Super. 

          

SUPER

ANTIPRO

SUB

Coulter’s Status Cross

The effectiveness of a synergic relationship will be optimized by insuring that
the Equivalence of Status is maintained.”519

519 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS, 1976, ibid
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Coulter’s choice to depict PRO to the left and ANTI to the right was arbitrary. We can
flip Coulter’s Status Cross horizontally moving PRO to the right and ANTI to the left
without changing its meaning. 

This flip results in a more natural alignment with Haskell’s PCS. Now Haskell and
Coulter worked in complete independence of each other. But their work somehow
seems connected. 

Perhaps that can be explained by my paraphrasing from Alfred Korzybski. There can
be no real disagreements, for in the end, we are all observing the same reality.
Korzybski knew that when apparent disagreements arose, they could only be a
misunderstandings. This was a good thing because misunderstandings can be cleared
up and resolved, but disagreements often lead to conflict and war. N. Arthur Coulter
continued:

Synergy involves the working together of the parts of any complex system; and
each person is not only an individual, but a part of the various groups and
organizations to which he belongs, and to society as a whole. In the synergic
mode of thinking, a human being acts naturally so as not only to achieve his
own goals, but also, wherever feasible, to promote the goals of others, with the
least impedance to anyone. The Golden Rule — “Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.” — becomes not a moral commandment to be obeyed,
but a natural and logical consequence of his mode of being, as natural as
breathing or sleeping.
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The prevailing outlook of a synergic being may be described as one of synergic
altruism. He is not selfish, as this is commonly understood, but always
considerate of the needs and interests of others, and ever ready to engage in
cooperative enterprise. On the other hand, he is not selfless, sacrificing
himself needlessly for others; he selects his own goals and pursues them
vigorously, overcoming obstacles in his way. 520

If we now combine the Principle of Consequence, Haskell’s Moral Law of Unified
Science and Coulter’s Principle of Equivalence of Status, we get a new synergic
corollary that can be stated as follows: 

Principle of Synergic Advantage
When the participants in a unity relate synergically as equals, they will maximize the
synergic gain. When they form a win-win relationship and share the co-Operator’s
surplus equally, they will maximize the synergic advantage. 

The Principle of Synergic Advantage is represented below by the maximum synergic co-
Action shown in the gold color on the Haskell’s PCS.

If you sow synergic actions, you will encourage synergic reactions, and reap synergic
resultants. Your synergic resultants will maximized if you treat others equally. 

520 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS, 1976, ibid
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Thus the maximum synergic co-Action as plotted on the PCS is a scientific
representation of the Golden Rule.

      

Synergic Morality is more than the absence of hurting. It is the presence of helping. 
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Spiritual Genius
For thousands of years a few special humans have achieved the level of knowing called
ONENESS. Some of those have have lived remarkable lives, and are remembered for
their GOODNESS. By seeing the consequence of every action, they come to realize
that Universe is a whole—that all of humanity is a single family. If I injure another, I
will also injure myself. If I help a other, I will also help myself. 

Morality = Rationality

Goodness becomes common sense—being GOOD to you is GOOD for me. Recall from
the Foreword: There is a level of knowing above WISDOM which does compel good, and
God knows we need it. The fourth level of knowing is KnowWhy. KnowWhy is
knowing the con-sequence of applying and/or misapplying WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE
and INFORMATION. KnowWhy is created when the time-mind turns its attention
away from analyzing INFORMATION to examine the patterns of WISDOM created by
the space-mind. The time-mind’s ability to analyze WISDOM allows it to understand
and predict the effects that will result from the use or misuse of WISDOM,
KNOWLEDGE, and INFORMATION. Therefore, KnowWhy results in the complete
understanding of Space and Time. It is the most powerful form of knowing possible,
and the level which I call ONENESS.

Time-Space Mind KnowWhy Oneness

Individuals reliably achieving the level of ONENESS are rare. They are sometimes
called spiritual geniuses. While these individuals are enormously intelligent and
clearly geniuses, they are most remarkable for their goodness. We call those
stabilizing in this fourth level of understanding synergic geniuses. 521 

When they have appeared throughout human history they have been called:
Enlightened One = Ascended Master = Avatar = Divine Mother = Guru = Sage =
Living Saint = Messiah = Savior. 

521 N. Arthur Coulter, SYNERGETICS: An Adventure in Human Development, Prentice-Hall, Inc,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1976 ... Dr. Coulter originated the term synergic mode of thinking to
describe this level of genius. Synergic genius is MORE than multiordinal genius—
more than brilliance. It is brilliance plus goodness.
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Their names include: Jesus of Nazareth, Siddhartha Gautama the Buddha,
Muhammad, Rama, Krishna, Zoroaster, Lao Tzu, Confuscious, Urukagina, Moses, Leo
Tolstoy, Abraham Lincoln, Albert Schweitzer, Florence Nightingale, Bahá'u'lláh,
Ghandi, Martin Luther King, Mother Teresa, Dalai Lama, Etc.. The goodness of these
individuals was often so profound that their genius was overlooked. But these rare
souls were both good and intelligent. 

Creating New Knowing
Understanding Knowing is not the same thing as creating new Knowing. It is possible
to learn and understand WISDOM without being able to synthesize new WISDOM. It
is also possible to learn and understand ONENESS without being able to integrate
new ONENESS. Now the learning and understanding of Knowing is of great value in
itself, and I highly recommend it, but the term genius must be reserved for those who
actually discover, invent, and create new Knowing at the level of WISDOM and
ONENESS. 

Fortunately, it is possible for most healthy humans to learn how to activate their
personal genius. Prerequisites include investing the time and effort to understand
WISDOM and ONENESS , training their faculties in space-time thinking, and lots of
practice. However, the accomplishment of genius awaits demonstrated acts of genius,
or as Forrest Gump’s mother might say: “Genius is as genius does.”

The spiritual geniuses listed above all demonstrated acts of genius. Now we will take a
look at the lives and works of two of these rare and special humans—Siddhartha
Gautama and Jesus of Nazareth. 

BUDDHA
Siddhartha Gautama, generally known as the Buddha, was born in the sixth century
B.C. in what is now modern Nepal. However, Buddhists do not consider Siddhartha
Gautama to have been the only Buddha. The word Buddha is simply a title that means
‘The Awakened One’. A Buddha is considered anyone who has become Enlightened522

and experienced a state of Nirvana.523 Hence, Siddhartha Gautama, also known as
Shakyamuni Buddha is in fact one of many such beings who have existed in the past,

522 Enlightened: Anyone who has awaked to the Truth (Dharma) of the Natural Law of
Reality.

523 Nirvana: The inner calmness, peace, and serenity that result when Dharma is
accepted—the extinguishing of all opinion and desire—the severing of all attachment
to Reality.
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and will continue to exist in the future. Buddhists believe that anyone can become
Enlightened and experience Nirvana, and that anyone can become a Buddha. In the
following passage524 by Leonard Shlain, I have added emphasis to underline the
connection to understanding ONENESS:

In 563 B.C., Siddhartha Gautama was born into a noble family near the base of
the Himalayas. As a young prince, he availed himself of many earthly
pleasures, then married a beautiful princess who loved him. They soon had a
son on whom Siddhartha doted. His father, the Raja, beamed with pride at
having such a son to whom his kingdom would one day pass. 

But this idyllic existence was not to last. When he was twenty-nine years old,
Siddhartha increasingly began spending his days outside the royal compound,
observing the plight of ordinary people. The pain, poverty, sickness, old age,
and suffering he saw troubled him deeply, and a great sadness overcame the
handsome prince. He asked himself over and over again until it became like a
mantra he could not still: “Why is there suffering in the world?” After much
internal turmoil, he decided that he must find the answer, so late one night he
slipped away while his wife and son slept peacefully. 

Siddhartha traveled to the forest and there encountered a group of ascetics.
Confident that these holy men must know the answer, Siddhartha
immediately posed his question. They responded with abstruse replies, and
hinted that to learn the answer he would have to join them and become an
untiring pupil. Siddhartha shucked his royal garments and eagerly adopted
the life of a wandering mendicant. Believing that the swiftest route to truth
would be to deprive his body more rigorously than anyone else, he embarked
on a descent into masochistic excess by sleeping among rotting human corpses
that had been left for scavengers. In Siddhartha’s own words, 

I thought, what if now I set my teeth, press my tongue to my
palate, and restrain, crush and burn out my mind with my mind.
(I did so.) And sweat flowed from my arm-pits. … Then I thought,
what if I now practice trance without breathing. So I restrained
breathing in and out from mouth and nose. And as I did so there
was a violent sound of winds issuing from my ears. … just as if a

524 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The Conflict Between Word and
Image, Viking Penguin, New York, 1998, pg 169
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strong man were to crush one’s head with the point of a sword. …
Then I thought, what if I were to take food only in small amounts,
as much as my hollowed palm would hold. … My body became
extremely lean. The mark of my seat was like a camel’s foot-print
through the little food. The bones of my spine, when bent and
straightened, were like a row of spindles through the little food.
…When I thought I would ease myself I there upon fell prone
through the little food. To relieve my body, I stroked my limbs with
my hand, and as I did so the decayed hairs fell from my body
through the little food. 525

A young woman found him in this moribund state and patiently nursed him
until his strength returned.

 
As extreme self-mortification failed to reveal the answer he sought, Siddhartha
tried another approach. He sat down beneath a bodhi tree to meditate and
promised himself that he would not leave until he discovered the reason for
suffering. One tradition has him sitting immobile for seven years, through the
rains of winter and under the scorching sun of the summer. Potential
disciples, eager to hear what, if anything, this unusual personage would say,
kept vigil at a respectful distance. 

When most people try to meditate, they become acutely aware of the mind’s
chattering monkeys vying for attention. Siddhartha reported that he
vanquished these distracting inner voices through sheer force of will. When
all was still, he reported that he serenely observed an endless cycle of
reincarnations. Birth, pain, loss, and death; birth, pain, loss, and death; birth,
pain, loss, and death each paraded past his stillpoint inner eye in endless
succession. He realized that the agent mandating the soul’s invariable return
to what he later called this “ocean of tears” was the impersonal Law of Karma.
Craving led inevitably to selfishness, which in turn led to more craving and
suffering—a perpetual cycle of life, death, and rebirth. Each person who
commits even the slightest misdeed predestines his or her own rebirth. All are
condemned to ride the karmic wheel forever. 

Appalled by this chain of suffering, Siddhartha focused on how to break the
cycle. He concluded that its ultimate source was birth, which initiates each

525 E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha as Legend and History, 65
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round of craving. Once people are deposited in the world, they want to remain.
The vast majority does not want life to end. Despite terminal cancer, hopeless
poverty, and the infirmities of old age, they cling tenaciously to life. The agent
responsible for this drive is the self. Individuals passionately believe that they
are distinct and separate from others. The unshakable certainty of the idea of
a-partness creates this delusion. Once this phantasm “self” —encases itself in
its self-serving armor, it dedicates every waking moment to taking care of
number one: itself-I-me-ego. 

Siddhartha came to see the ego as a selfish brat that will stop at nothing to
continue breathing. To maintain the body, it demands food and drink. To ease
its existence, it covets possessions; to reaffirm its identity, it hungers for
human relationships. Of all desires, lust is the most pernicious because sexual
union inevitably feeds the karmic cycle by providing the never-ending stream
of carnal bodies that returning souls must use as vehicles to reenter this vale
of woe. The ego, in short, prevents one from combining the soul of the world
within each of us with the soul of the world at large. Wedged between them, the
self-righteous ego blocks the individual from recognizing that the two are
really one. 

To achieve the state of bliss that would come from this union, Siddhartha
recognized that the ego would have to agree to self-destruct—no small task. Its
disappearance would allow an individual to achieve enlightenment. Such an
“Awakened one” would appreciate that there are no divisions between selves,
that every individual is a seamless part of one indivisible unity. Hate would
automatically disappear, because the enlightened would proffer love to every
other living thing once they apprehended that, at the deepest level, they are
one. The suffering that the ego generates out of craving and ignorance would
dissipate. The karmic wheel would slow. 

The fortunate selfless one would be spared that most vainglorious concept,
rebirth, and would be released from the karmic wheel, having achieved the
state of nirvana, a Sanskrit word meaning “extinguished.” 

Siddhartha was transformed into a Buddha, an “Awakened One.” Although he
was now free of the inexorable chain of reincarnation, Siddhartha
acknowledged the obligation to share with others his insight, so he chose to
stay and teach them as a Boddhisattva: a Buddha who decides to remain in
this world. One tradition relates that when he returned from his inner
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sojourn, he stood up and acknowledged the hushed throng that surrounded
him by holding up a small flower, smiling enigmatically, and bowing. 

Despite Siddhartha’s silence, news quickly spread of his mute attainment of
enlightenment, and soon large groups came to hear his teachings. Never had a
religious leader faced a more perplexing paradox. If his insight was ineffable
and could only be gained by intense, silent, self-examination, then how was he
to transmit it? Reluctantly, the Buddha began to preach. 

The reason people suffer, the Buddha patiently explained, is because everything
changes. Everyone lives in a fleeting, transitory world, but all stubbornly
refuse to admit it. They cling to that which is impermanent: parents try to
hang on to their children; women attempt to preserve their beauty; men worry
about keeping their status. Love, fame, money, youth, health, fortune,
reputation, and ultimately, life itself, are all subject to decay and permutation.
Suffering would cease if we could achieve indifference to pain and loss. If only
people did not desire, then they could be free. The price, which the Buddha
considered modest, was that the enlightened would be indifferent to the joy of
relationships and passion as well. … 

The Buddha’s doctrine was notable for its simplicity. He began by elaborating
Four Noble Truths. He then proposed Five Moral Rules. These five were the
bedrock substrate for those committed to the path to enlightenment. For those
whose circumstances did not permit them to leave their station in life for the
life of a monk, he offered the Eightfold Path: eight aphoristic guides to a
righteous and pious life. The Buddha’s spare creed replaced the Vedas,
Upanishads, Ramayana, and the many other sesquipedalian names of Hindu
works. …

The Buddha believed one way to convey his insights was through his actions—
if he were courteous, others would be moved to emulate him. He was kind,
gentle, gracious, and courageous. He counseled returning hate with love.
Nonviolence was one of the cornerstones of his creed. The Buddha championed
the doctrine of equality. While he never actually proposed dismantling the
hierarchical caste system, he offended the Brahmin priests by making his
teachings available to anyone. He once scandalized his disciples by sharing
dinner with a courtesan.526 To the Buddha, there were no “chosen” people, no
privileged castes, no divine rights of kings. His liberating universal message

526 T. W. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, 3:285
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was that each individual, through intense personal work, could attain
enlightenment, just as he himself had done. He was, he told his disciples, a
mere mortal who had discovered a great truth. 

Despite his courteousness, the Buddha suffered no one to ask him
unanswerable questions. He dismissed speculations about creation, the
nature of the soul, and the meaning of the infinite as distractions from the real
work at hand: rejoining the One through a life of inner contemplation. He
called such questions “the jungle, the desert, the puppet show, the writhing,
the entanglement of speculation.”527 In the humid hothouse that was the
Hindu religion, his message was sere in the extreme.528

Siddhartha Gautama was a spiritual genius. He reached the Knowing level of
ONENESS and understood the UNITY of all reality. He was GOOD. That is why his
teachings are still studied today. 

Jesus of Nazareth
While Siddhartha Guatama was an important influence in the EAST, no human has
had greater influence in the WEST than Jesus of Nazareth. Scholar Richard
Hooker529 writes: 

Jesus of Nazareth is the central figure in the foundation of Christianity. In the
earliest of his biographies, we have glimpses into a radical Jewish teacher
from humble origins who drew on Pharisaical teachings. We also have
glimpses of a Jewish shaman who cured the sick and cast out demons along
the lines of popular Jewish practice. For some of his contemporaries, Jesus
seemed to have been regarded as the Messiah, or “Anointed One,” meaning
that he was the king anointed by Yahweh to deliver Israel from its enemies.
For the Christians following Paul, Jesus was the crucified and risen God that
served as a prelude to the final judgement and destruction of the world. For
these early Christians, Jesus was the Christos, Greek for “anointed one,” but
this was God himself incarnate. For the last biography of Jesus, that ascribed
to John, Jesus was the logos, the divine plan or pattern of the universe made
flesh in its completeness. …

527 T. W. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, 2:186
528 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, ibid
529 Richard Hooker, Jesus of Nazareth, World Civilizations, Washington State University, The

Internet, 1996, http://www.wsu.edu/~dee/CHRIST/JESUS.HTM
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During the 70-80 years right after his death, stories of the life and sayings of
Jesus circulated in an oral form through Christian teachers and public
speakers. This oral material included stories and sayings attributed to Jesus,
but they did not exist in any systematic, organized, or universal form. …The
texts through which we come to know of Jesus of Nazareth are the Gospels, a
set of four canonical texts outlining the life and sayings of Jesus. The first
three of these Gospels—whose authorship is attributed to Mark, Matthew, and
Luke—recount events and sayings in very similar and parallel ways; these are
called Synoptic gospels after the Greek word meaning “that which can be seen
at a glance.” The fourth gospel, attributed to John, is a theological work vastly
different from the other three.

These biographies were written relatively late. The first, the Gospel attributed
to Mark, was written at its earliest between 70 and 80 AD; the last, that
attribute to John, was probably written around 120-135 AD. … these are
sources that are well-removed from his life and, in the case of the biographies,
removed even from the living memory of his life. … It wasn’t until the end of
the second century (200 years after his death) that Irenaeus of Lyon argued
that two of the gospels, Matthew and John, were written by two of Christ’s
apostles and the other two, Mark and Luke, were written by disciples of
Christ’s apostles. From this point onwards, the four gospels had the quality of
eyewitness testimony. … For all that, there is a remarkable consistency to the
teachings and actions of Jesus of Nazareth (except those contained in John )
and this lends tremendous credence to the Christian belief that the historical
Jesus is the Jesus of the gospels. The truth probably lies somewhere between
the scholarly doubt in the reliability of the gospels and the Christian belief in
them as an infallible portrait of Jesus. 

In the teachings attributed to Jesus, it is abundantly clear that he was an
apocalyptic teacher who believed that the world would end within the lifetime
of the people he was speaking to. The foundation of these teachings was that
human beings could be saved by both believing his word and by modelling
their lives on the higher moral law of God … Jesus of Nazareth preached an
ethics of selfless concern for the welfare of others, rejection of material wealth,
and non-retribution, all of which were standard in Jewish ethics. In many
statements, Jesus of Nazareth explicitly rejects government and politics as a
legitimate sphere of human action.
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The religion that he taught was an intensely individual and interioristic
religion. Righteousness, which means the performance of right actions, for
Jesus of Nazareth was not a quality of actions but a quality of the interior
state of the individual. This was not really a break with the Jewish tradition,
but it was the core of the way Jesus defined the human relationship with the
divine. 530

Historical Context
I will use the name Jesus of Nazareth in preference to Jesus Christ throughout my
discussion. The CHRIST-ing of Jesus occurred after his death, and was primarily the
work of those who followed. Our focus here is on the historical Jesus of Nazareth, his
life and teachings. 

Jesus of Nazareth appears to have been the first synergist. His teachings capture the
very essence of synergic morality. Remember, synergic morality is more than not
hurting others, it requires helping others. Jesus was the first human to state this
requirement for right action as the Golden Rule. This implies the deepest
understanding of ONENSS, and a high level of spiritual genius. So whether you
believe Jesus of Nazareth was the Christ foretold in the Old Testament, or just a
human, his words bring great Knowing to all of humanity. 

Next Leonard Shlain writing531 in The Alphabet Versus The Goddess provides us with
the historical context to better understand his life and teachings.

Of all the provinces Rome seized from the Macedonians, none was more
rebellious than fiercely independent Judea. In 43 B.C., Rome appointed a local
non-Jew, Herod, to oversee the recalcitrant district. Herod combined Nero’s
cruel, capricious character with the talents of the master architect-builder
Hadrian. With an eye to posterity, Herod took on the task of rebuilding the
Temple in Jerusalem. First constructed by King Solomon in 1000 B.C., it had
been destroyed by the Assyrian conqueror Nebuchadnezzar during the sack of
Jerusalem in 597 B.C. In the years following the Babylonian exile, the Jews
had longed to restore it to its original glory, but had never possessed the
resources or power to do so. 

530 Richard Hooker, Jesus of Nazareth, World Civilizations, ibid
531 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS: The Conflict Between Word and

Image, Viking Penguin, New York, 1998, Chapter 22, 213
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Herod built a structure so magnificent that it became one of the wonders of the
ancient world. The thirty-five-acre complex, with its mile-long perimeter wall,
was Herod’s bid to compete with the Temple of Zeus at Herculaneum and the
Temple of Artemis at Ephesus. Unfortunately, by serving as a magnet for
thousands of Jews living outside Jerusalem, the massive complex created a
crisis for Judaism. Each Passover, pilgrims swelled the city’s population.
These large crowds provided the kindling to spark an uprising against the
Roman occupation. In response, the Romans greatly increased the numbers of
guards (mostly Greek) protecting the Temple. Combustible elements were
placed in dangerous proximity. 

The Temple priests overseeing the vast bureaucracy came to see themselves as
an elite. The pervasive influence of Hellenic culture throughout the Roman
Empire compounded this new alignment. Hellenization had a salutary effect
on most peoples because of the philosophical, aesthetic, and literary legacy
that accompanied it. But the Jews were an exception. Greek ideas and rituals
diluted the purity of Moses’ message. 532 

Foreign temptations were not new to the Jewish community, but Greek ways
were so intoxicating that Temple officials sanctioned forms of worship that
resembled the pagan practices Judaism had long resisted. Yahweh had
exhorted Moses to teach his people to worship Him through His written word,
but complex rites of sacrifice performed in the Temple began to supplant
reading Torah. Although Yahweh had demanded animal sacrifice in the Old
Testament’s Book of Leviticus, the practice burgeoned in Herod’s temple and
was carried out with assembly-line efficiency. An Alexandrine pilgrim,
Aristeas, wrote home that he had witnessed seven hundred priests, each
performing multiple sacrifices during a single day.533 At feast times, the
Temple resounded with the cacophonous blasts of horns and the lowing of
terrified animals. Burnt offerings, mixed with the stench from blooddrenched
floors, assaulted the eye, ear, and nose—a far cry from simpler times. 

The god of Moses and Abraham had been nowhere and everywhere, but in the
Herodian era he was presumed by many to dwell in the Temple’s inner

532 Author’s Note: Philo of Alexandria, a first century B.C. Hellenized Jewish
philosopher, attempted to fuse the two very different cultures. That Philo is a minor
footnote in both Jewish and Western history speaks to his marginally successful
efforts. 

533 Paul Johnson, The History of the Jews, 117
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sanctum. This belief enabled the priesthood to wield absolute authority over
religious matters. The Sadducees, the Temple’s clerical upper class, dominated
the Sanhedrin, the Council of Elders, and were intent on maintaining the
status quo. By building this immense edifice, Herod, the non-Jew, had
unwittingly changed the character of Judaism. 

In the secular realm of the first century B.C., the Roman provinces were
becoming restless. The disparity between the sybaritic lifestyle of the wealthy
few and the misery of the numerous downtrodden had dangerously
unbalanced society. Rebellion was in the air. In 4 B.C., the Romans crucified
two thousand Jews in Galilee for sedition and left their rotting corpses on a
forest of crosses as a warning to others.534 The time was rife with dissent and
ripe for revolt. 

Increasingly, Jews began to question the direction their ancient faith was
heading. Pharisees, mostly middle-class lawyers and merchants, were more
liberal than the fundamentalist Sadducees and believed that reform lay in
reinterpreting the Torah with new wisdom writings such as the Talmud. They
expended considerable intellectual energy interpreting Mosaic law to make it
more congruent with the realities of the times. Unfortunately, many of their
legalistic explanations seemed to some like splitting hairs. 

A collective longing turned many Jews to a passage written by Second Isaiah,
in the sixth century B.C., in which the prophet first raised the subject of a
savior. 

For unto us a child is born, a son is given; and the government
shall be upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called ... the
mighty God, the Prince of Peace.

Isaiah 9:6

The Book of Daniel, written about 100 B.C., reiterated the promise, prophesying
that Yahweh would send a representative, a “Son of Man,” to walk among His
people. The Book of Enoch repeated the prophecy. Those who longed for the
arrival of Yahweh’s savior, or Messiah, expected Him to rectify in one fell
swoop all social inequities. 

534 Elaine Pagels, Adam, Eve, and the Serpernt, 4
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In the years closing out the B.C. era, this idea steadily gained force. The
Essenes, a very religious Jewish sect, abandoned society to live in isolated
desert communities to prepare for the coming confrontation. They recreated
the austere conditions Israelites experienced during their wandering. Essenes
lived a pious communal life. They believed that the Messiah would be an
earthly military commander who would lead them to victory in the war
against the sinful, and they trained to be Yahweh’s soldiers in the battle of
Armageddon, the ultimate conflict between the forces of good and evil. 

The Sadducees, Pharisees, and Essenes represented only three of the many
factions competing for the heart of Judaism in the closing decades of the first
century B.C. Despite the varying positions each sect represented, compared to
other contemporary religions Judaism was very humane. Compassion for the
poor had not been a priority for the secular and religious leaders of Egypt,
Mesopotamia, Greece, or Rome. None had a program to care for the
disadvantaged. Jews, however, contributed funds to support widows, orphans,
and the elderly. 

In large part this tradition remained alive because of the periodic appearance
of righteous teachers. Advocates for the unfortunate were such a recurring
aspect of Jewish history that no one took much notice when a charismatic
faith healer named Jesus of Nazareth began preaching to the communities
around the shores of Galilee. 

This littoral area traditionally spawned revolutionaries. To identify someone as
being “from Galilee” was as much a statement about the person’s political and
religious leanings as it was about his origin. Galileans, Josephus stated, “are
fighters from the cradle.” Jesus, raised among the working class, had been
educated in the Jewish tradition. His empathy for the disenfranchised made
Him especially popular with them. 

Since the invention of writing and then the alphabet, Western culture had
been moving crablike toward the left hemisphere. When Jesus spoke, His
words flowed in the opposite direction. Like the shepherd that He was, He
turned His followers around and herded them back across the corpus
callosum. He asked that they acknowledge the kind of knowing that occurs in
the right hemisphere. He instructed them to contemplate with their rods
instead of scrutinizing with their cones. He advised them to use their left arms
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to ward off blows, but never to ball their right hands into fists to strike back.
Jesus) message was cryptic and mysterious. His method of teaching, with its
aphorisms and parables, was more right-hemispheric than left. 

Although Jesus preached only to the Jews, He articulated universal themes. In
the tradition of the Hebrew prophets Isaiah, Hosea, and Amos, Jesus was
indifferent to riches, power, influence, and family connections.535 

Different Bibles
Remember, Jesus was a Jewish preacher. He taught from the Torah—which is the
basis of the Old Testament of the Bible, but which version of the Bible? In earlier
sections of his book,536 Shlain explains:

The Bible is the oldest influential written record, and it is the primary source of
information concerning the birth of Judaism. Besides immortalizing the story
of the origin of monotheism, it has underpinned the religious, mythological,
and moral framework of Western civilization. It speaks so eloquently to the
human condition that its spiritual truths have resonated across many diverse
and tumultuous historical periods. Most of the world calls these sacred
scriptures the Old Testament, distinguishing them from the New Testament.
To the Jews, they are simply the Bible—the Book. The first five sections of the
Bible comprise the Torah—the deepest gnarled root of Western literature and
tradition.

The oldest sections of the Torah were first transcribed between 1,000 and 900
B.C.,537 and subsequently underwent three major revisions, with later
sections added over the next millennium. Analyzing the first five books,
biblical scholars have identified four different voices speaking to us across the
centuries; J, E, P, and R are the letters they have assigned to each distinctive
author (or authors). J composed the most ancient sections, and is called the
Yahwist, because this author identifies God by the singular noun Yahweh. E,
called the Elohist, refers to God using the plural noun Elohim, and E tells a
different version of Genesis and Exodus than J; E also includes sections
chronicling the rise and fall of the kingdom of Judea. P. the Priestly author(s),
is so named because of the liturgical nature of his (their) writings.

535 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 22, 213, ibid
536 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 9, 72
537 Martin Bernal, Black Athena, 1:143
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Scholars believe these sections were completed by the seventh century. R, the
Redactor, made the last major revisions in the Torah sometime between 430
and 400 B.C. Circumstantial evidence strongly suggests that the Redactor
was the Prophet Ezra. Whoever this person was, he or she edited the previous
versions, interweaving the distinct voices of J and E so that their often
contradictory stories appear to be one. Modern biblical scholars have teased
apart the two different versions and estimate that J predates E by one
hundred538 to five hundred years.539 … 540

Men and Women
Shlain next explains some of the ways,541 these versions differ especially in
relationship to the sexes.

The innovations of monotheism and Rule by Law, combined with the abrupt
repudiation of all female deities, created considerable confusion concerning
the relationship between men and women. The Bible reflects this disarray.
The obligation to create a society in which every individual, including a slave,
must be treated with a new sense of dignity had to be balanced against the
need to eradicate female power, epitomized by Goddess worship.

The women who appear in the Old Testament are notable for their multifaceted
personalities. For example, Sarah, Rachel, Miriam, Deborah, Judith, Jezebel,
and Delilah exhibit real-life traits common to the human condition.
Nevertheless, in a seminal book over seven hundred pages long, the demolition
of women’s status begins on page 2 and is essentially completed on page 3.
Gender relations is the first issue raised and settled after the creation of the
universe, which suggests its priority for the author(s). J and E, the earliest
authorial voices in Genesis, represent two diametrically opposing views. In
the E version, written one hundred to five hundred years after J, the Supreme
Being created man and woman in His image at the same moment—affirming
that the sexes are equal. Since the Old Testament makes monotheism and
anti-iconism the subject of the first two Commandments, the allusion to
creating mortals in Elohim’s image instead of His nature reveals E’s
inclination toward an older, iconic polytheism.

538 Elaine Pagels, Adam, Eve, and the Serpent, xxii
539 Anne Baring and Jules Cashford, The Myth of the Goddess, 418
540 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 9, 72, ibid
541 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 12, 112
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J, the uncompromising monotheist, informs us that Yahweh created woman
only as an afterthought because Adam could not find a suitable “helpmeet”
among the animals. According to J, Yahweh molded her from one of Adam’s
ribs. In a survey of human anatomy a single rib is superfluous. Each human is
born with twenty-four to twenty-six of them; removing any one has little or no
effect on the health or muscular function of the individual so inconvenienced.
Had Yahweh chosen to fashion woman out of an eye, a lung, or a right hand,
her value would certainly have been enhanced. That Yahweh should make a
woman from an inconsequential rib does not augur well for this gender under
the new alphabet regime. …

The Forbidden Fruit
After woman has been created, J tells the story of the forbidden fruit, which
further diminishes women’s place in society. Yahweh instructs the first
couple to make themselves at home in His Garden of Eden and to enjoy its
delights-with one exception: they are not to eat of the fruit of the Tree of
Knowledge “lest they die.” Enter the Serpent, cast as a villain, but actually the
only character in this morality play who speaks the truth. The Serpent tells
Eve that partaking of the Tree of Knowledge’s fruit will not cause her death;
instead, the Serpent says, “In the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good from evil?” Intrigued by the
prospect of such a wondrous gift, Eve “took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and
gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat?”

The omniscient Yahweh pretends not to know what has transpired. When He
confronts the first man with his breach of discipline, Adam blames the first
woman. She confesses, but claims that the Serpent had beguiled her. Faced
with the three culprits, Yahweh first curses the Serpent, pronouncing, “I will
put enmity between thee and the woman?” In every earlier culture, the snake
was one of the Goddess’s most potent power symbols: Yahweh’s first
disciplinary act was to sever this ancient connection.

Turning to Eve, Yahweh pronounces, “I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and
thy conception, in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children and thy desire shall
be to thy husband and he shall rule over thee?” Eve’s lot and that of all women
thereafter was to suffer pain and possible death in childbearing, and
irrevocably lose her freedom for life. Later, in the Decalogue, the last
Commandment would list her among her husband’s property, along with his
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ass and house. The biblical Hebrew word for wife, beulah, meant “owned.”

Lastly, Yahweh sentences Adam and all his descendants to labor for their food,
and tells him that they will die, “for dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou
return?” The message is clear. Because of Eve’s transgression, humans would
know pain, hardship, suffering, and death. In a turnabout with far reaching
consequences for Western womanhood, woman who had been primarily
associated with life in all previous cultures, was now blamed for the death of
every mortal.

Eve’s Punishment
Of the three, Eve’s punishment was the most severe. She alone, among the
planet’s myriad creatures, would bear children with great difficulty and high
mortality, and she lost her freedom permanently.542 The Old Testament
dictates that masters must emancipate their slaves after seven years of
servitude (Deut. 15:12) but women are to serve a lifetime of subjugation. This
sentence appears excessive in light of the circumstances under which Adam
and Eve disobeyed God. Eve’s decision to transgress was made before she had
eaten the magic fruit, when she could not even have known the difference
between good and evil. A few passages later, Cain kills Abel. Cain knew good
from evil (due to his mother's actions), yet Yahweh treats him with the
unmistakable compassion of a parent disciplining a wayward but beloved
child. Yahweh banishes Cain, but when the youth protests, Yahweh
reconsiders and marks Cain's forehead to protect him from harm. In these two
morality tales less than one page apart, Yahweh judges murder by a man a
less egregious crime than disobedience by a woman.

Yahweh knew that Adam and Eve were childlike in their innocence.
Confronted by a minor, a judge will take into consideration the offender’s
inexperience. Why didn’t Yahweh temper his punishment for Adam and Eve to
more appropriately fit their crimes? Had Eve let her fear of retribution
overcome her desire to know, then the travail and triumph called the human
experiment would have never begun. Curiosity is indispensable for the

542 Author’s Note: In Chapter 5,1 pointed out that one of the turning points in human
development was precipitated by the limitation on intelligence imposed by the size
constraints of the bipedal hominid’s female pelvis. The increasing need for bigger-
brained babies resulted in mothers dying during childbirth; it also produced the most
intelligent animals. Higher consciousness was traded for high death rates among
mothers.
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acquisition of wisdom, the search for which is at the heart of the Jewish
culture that arose from the Old Testament. Yet in the very first interaction
between mortals and their deity, Yahweh branded female curiosity the
greatest sin. Much later, in the New Testament, there would be a listing of the
seven deadly sins—curiosity is not among them.543

We now return to Shlain’s discussion544 of Jesus of Nazareth:

Jesus favored Genesis’ egalitarian “E” version over the “J” one. He refers to
Adam and Eve only once; Eve’s transgression, never. He spoke out against the
hierarchical ordering of society. In Jesus’ eyes, the poor, the disabled, and
women were equal to the richest male slave owner. By deed and word He
exemplified a humanist credo. 

Non-Violence
Unlike many other political and religious reformers of His day, Jesus eschewed
armed insurrection.

Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the
other also.

Matthew 5:39

No major Western figure had ever before suggested nonviolence as a response
to aggression, but Jesus was interested in the triumph of the soul, not in the
exultation of military victory. 

Love
As Homer had stressed courage, Moses the Law, and Plato knowledge, Jesus
emphasized mercy and compassion. Leviticus is that section of the Old
Testament that enumerates 613 laws-a complex and, at times, contradictory
tangle of directives that govern every aspect of Jewish behavior. Out of all of
these prescriptions and proscriptions, Jesus emphasized one. When asked by a
Pharisee lawyer to select which of the Commandments He believed was the
greatest, Jesus answered:

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all
thy soul and with all thy mind. This is the first and greatest

543 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 12, 112, ibid
544 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 22, 213, ibid
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Commandment. And the second is like unto it. Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself. On these two Commandments hang all the
law and the prophets. 

Matthew 22:37-40

In a revolutionary move, Jesus demoted the Second Commandment of the Old
Testament, the one prohibiting representative art, and replaced it with a more
humane concept.545, 546 No major figure who had previously relied on the
written word acknowledged the notion that unconditional love for one’s fellow
beings was the paramount principle. 

Every Old Testament prophet railed against the making of images. In many
passages, idolatry seems to be an apostate’s most heinous crime. We do not
read that Jesus disparaged artists. Jesus angrily denounced “scribes” and
“hypocrites” who, He believed, pander to the law. While there are other
reasons for Jesus’ disdain, “scribes” are people who write and He uses the term
along with “hypocrites” to insult the learned talmudic scholars who called
themselves Pharisees. When the Pharisees rebuked Him because His disciples
did not wash their hands before eating bread as demanded by the law, Jesus
admonished them for worrying about ritual instead of truth. 

The scribes and Pharisees … put heavy loads of the Law upon
men’s shoulders, but they will not lift a finger to move them. … 

They … like the best places at dinners and the front seats in the
synagogues. … But alas for you hypocritical scribes and Pharisees
… you blind guides … blind fools! … You let the weightier matters
of the Law go—justice, mercy, and integrity. … Outwardly you
appear to men to be upright, but within you are full of hypocrisy
and wickedness. … You are descended from the murderers of the
prophets. Go on and fill up the measure of your forefathers’ guilt!
You serpents! You brood of snakes!

Matthew 15:1-20 547 

545 Author’s Note: Hillel the Elder, a contemporary of Jesus, also advanced this doctrine.
When he was asked by a Pagan to summarize the Torah while standing on one foot,
Hillel, accepting the challenge, lifted one foot off the ground and said, “What is hateful
to you, do not do to your neighbor: this is the entire Torah. All the rest is
commentary-go and study it.”

546 Max I. Dimott, Jews, God and History, 44
547 Author’s Note: The invective in this passage has cast doubt on its authenticity, but

when viewed with other passages believed to be authentic, it supports Jesus’ disdain
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Jesus drove the Pharisees to exasperation. How could a Jew not be interested in
the Law? Jesus, however, recognized that excessive lawyering over the years
had overlaid the Torah with an obscurantist veil. It kept lawyer-scholars fully
occupied, forcing ordinary folk to seek advice from men trained in legal arcana
as to how to live a righteous life. Jesus knew that excessive legalism
empowered a select, priestly class of men. He proclaimed to His followers that
He was the Truth and no person or written document should stand between
His truth and its seeker. Like Antigone, He reminded His disciples that they
must answer to a higher calling. He entreated His followers to let go of all
their preconceived notions. Shedding society’s conventions would allow them
to find the living knowledge that cannot be legislated. 

Laws represent order and are among the most masculine manifestations of
alphabet cultures. Laws force those compiling them to use language in a
precise manner to avoid misunderstandings. Jesus did not speak the language
of lawyers, nor did He engage in philosophers’ rational debates. Jesus
prescribed no legal system to help humans govern themselves: His was a
ministry of the heart and soul. Instead of the lexicon of the ruling class, He
used poetry to couch His pronouncements in visual and emotional aphorisms
and parables easily recalled. As I discussed in Chapter 3, aphorisms and
parables, rich in metaphor, originate in the right brain. 

Beyond Property
Money played no role in Jesus’ life of the spirit; He declared that possessions
were irrelevant, and argued against the evils of wealth. He said,:

For what is a man profited, if he should gain the whole world, and
lose his own soul?

Matthew 16:26

In one of the few violent acts of His ministry, Jesus overturned the tables of the
money changers outside the Temple. 

Women were drawn to Jesus’ ministry. He treated them with kindness and
respect, even if they were infirm, prostitutes, or adulteresses. His message
resonated within the hearts of women, who had been consigned to marginal
roles in the prevailing patriarchal religions. Jesus astonished the Pharisees

for legalism. 
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when they asked Him about His views on divorce. 

Have ye not read, that He which made them at the beginning made
them male and female. And said, For this cause shall a man leave
father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife: and the twain
shall be one flesh? ... What therefore God hath joined together, let
not man put asunder. 

Matthew 19:4-6

Sexual Equality
At first glance, His refusal to recognize divorce seems to disadvantage women,
but in the context of first century Judea, it helped them. Under Jewish law,
women could obtain a divorce only with great difficulty, whereas men could
leave their wives with ease. Barrenness, for example, was usually blamed on
the wife, and a man could seek a divorce for this reason alone. The otherwise
enlightened Hillel taught that a man could divorce his wife if she cooked a dish
that displeased him.548 The first century Ben Sirach states, “If thy wife does
not obey thee at a signal or a glance, separate from her.” (Sir. 25:26). Since
divorce favored husbands, Jesus’ inflexible position protected married women.
Old women, fearful that their husbands would trump up an excuse to abandon
them for a younger wife, found comfort and security in Jesus’ teaching on this
matter. 

Free Will
In His majestic Sermon on the Mount, Jesus taught that every person has the
capacity and responsibility to distinguish between good and evil. Love,
compassion, Free Will, and nonviolence combined with a disregard for laws,
money, and power expressed a feminine agenda such as no Western religious
leader had ever before espoused. 

Neither Jesus nor any of His disciples committed any of His teachings to
writing. The Gospel writings emerged later. Jesus instructed each disciple to
memorize His important sermons. Given the period, His upbringing, and His
culture, why would Jesus choose not to use the written word for this purpose?
The Buddha wrote nothing down; neither did Pythagoras or Socrates.549

548 Mary Daly, The Church and the Second Sex, 76
549 Author’s Note: Pythagoras’ cult was based on belief in reincarnation, cleanliness,

and a scientific awareness that numbers undergird the universe. Pythagoras forbade
his teachings to be written. He transmitted his sayings orally to his disciples, who
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Each, like Jesus, lived during a rapid rise in literacy rates. These exceptional
teachers shared in common the intuition that communication changes when
it is written. The Buddha, Pythagoras, Socrates, and Jesus also favored near-
equality between the sexes. 

Moses ordered the Israelites to read and obey Yahweh’s written
commandments. Jesus presented no written doctrine, and instead asked His
disciples to believe in Him. Biblical scholars debate whether Jesus claimed He
was Yahweh’s Son, but the Gospels’ tone implies that He believed He was. 

THE WAY—Right Action, Right Relationship
Jesus’ radical positions concerning the Law, the Temple, and His own divinity
put Him on a collision course with both the Jewish religious community and
the Roman authorities. His earliest followers were Jews. They accepted
Yahweh’s great gift—the Law. Jesus insinuated that the truth could be found
not by studying the Torah but by putting one’s faith in Him. 

I am come a light into the world, that whosoever believeth on me
should not abide in darkness.

John 12:46 

If Jesus had desired to demonstrate beyond doubt that He was divine, then He
might have ordered the sun to stand still. But that would make believing in
Him too easy. He required that those who came in contact with Him to make
their own decision based on the evidence at hand. He insisted that His spoken
words and His presence were enough to convince. 

The vast majority of Jews considered Jesus to be an inspired holy man. For
most, believing that this humble son of a carpenter was the exalted Son of the
all-powerful Yahweh whose very essence was indivisibility strained
credulity.550 Jesus himself warned,

Many false prophets will appear, many will be misled by them.
Matthew 19:24

called themselves Akousmatics, that is, followers of “the thing heard.” Pythagoras
encouraged women to join his sect and treated them as near equals. 

550 Author’s Note: There are many today who hold those of yesterday responsible for
Jesus’ death. How many of these twentieth-century accusers would acknowledge
Jesus’ divinity if they were put into the milieu of first century B.C. Judea? 
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A Higher Standard for Disciples
The Jews who became His followers would have to forgo their religion as they
knew it, because belief in Jesus took precedence over the Law of Moses. Anyone
associating with Him would come under Roman scrutiny, which in turn would
increase the risk of punishment. Jesus required that faith supersede all else,
including the centerpiece of Jewish life: familial love and obligation. 

“If anyone comes to me and does not hate his own father and
mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and
even his own life, he cannot be my disciple.” 

Luke 14:26

In return for fulfilling these demands, Jesus promised His followers a place in
the coming Kingdom of God. …

EQUALITY—The End of Privilege
Jesus’ apocalyptic vision contained a message of hope. At the interface between
this world and the new Kingdom of Heaven would be a Judgment Day, during
which social roles of all the subjects of the Empire would undergo a dramatic
reversal. Not only would the meek inherit the earth, but also the first would be
last and the last would be first. Slaves would become masters. Masters would
receive their retribution. The rich would get their comeuppance. 

“It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a
rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God.” 

Matthew 19:24

The promise of such a cosmic redress of perceived inequities had immense
appeal to the downtrodden underclass.551

✺

We leave Dr. Shlain here and begin a lesson from spiritual teacher Harry J.
Rathbun552 who will help us understand the deeper meaning in Jesus’s words.

551 Leonard Shlain, THE ALPHABET VERSUS THE GODDESS, Chapter 22, 213, ibid
552 Harry J. Rathbun, Creative Initiative: Guide To Fulfillment, Creative Initiative Foundation, Palo

Alto, California, 1976
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ONENESS = GOODNESS
If all of Jesus of Nazareth’s teachings could be reduced to a single rule, that rule might
be stated as simply: “Thou shalt love.” 

Principle of Love
Harry J. Rathbun writing553 in 1976 explains: 

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy mind; and thy
neighbor as thyself.

Jesus of Nazareth

The single key word in both of these two great commandments is love. What
does it mean? If we take seriously the assertion that this brief statement
contains the answer to man’s most basic question, we need to ponder carefully
its full implication. Of the three objects we are told we must love—God, self,
and neighbor—God is the most inclusive, and self the most immediate.

Let’s begin with self, the most personal and insistent. What can we learn about
love by considering its most immediate object? What does it mean to love
oneself? We have seen that the instinctive drive for survival is built into all
animals, including man. We have also seen that, in man, once survival is
reasonably taken care of, his deepest desire is for meaning. In our discussion
we have combined these two into a single term, meaningful survival, the
central life goal of man. We can say that this is our highest personal value.
And surely, if we love ourselves, we want whatever is the very highest
personal value we can conceive of. It follows that loving oneself, then, means
desiring and seeking the realization of one’s destiny. And this, we have seen, is
integration, wholeness, responsiveness, accurate perception, wisdom,
enlightenment, fulfillment of one's highest potential. It is a matter of the
utmost personal importance that we understand and continually remind
ourselves that this is our inherent, built-in goal, and therefore our destiny as
human beings. …

Earlier we referred to the feeling-emotional aspect of experience. Surely this is

553 Harry J. Rathbun, Creative Initiative: Guide To Fulfillment, ibid, Page 92
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involved when a person falls in love. Let’s offer a generalized observation to
consider: Love involves an emotional or feeling response to perceived value. In
anything we say we love, we surely perceive value of some sort. The perception
may be inaccurate or distorted. (We do say, “love is blind.”) But whatever the
perception, it is that which enables one to attach value to the object that
evokes the feeling response. This, then, seems to be a basic starting point for
giving real content to the word, and to the experience of loving.

A second point to observe is that we associate with love the ingredient of
acceptance. Acceptance involves facing reality and “taking it in” without
rejection or resistance. It means coming to terms with people, as they are. If
love is to have its full meaning, total acceptance must be included. If the
person still loves after seeing faults in the beloved, it is not blind love." But if,
with the new perception, the positive response is absent, it is no longer
appropriate to apply the word love to the state of being of the erstwhile lover. It
has failed to meet the test of total acceptance. The importance of this element
must not be overlooked.

A third essential ingredient of love is a deep concern by the lover for the
protection, preservation, and enhancement of the values seen in the love
object. This concern expresses itself in a genuinely giving, even sacrificial,
attitude by the lover of willingness to do whatever is necessary to ensure the
well-being of that which is loved. Patriotism, love of one’s nation, has led many
to die for their country. In romantic literature, the lover declares to the
beloved, “I would die for you!” The attitude represents a high level of self-
giving, of willing self-expendability by the lover for the beloved’s well-being. It
is a spirit of the highest good will.

The fourth, and highest, level of love adds courage, integrity, and wisdom to the
preceding ingredients. The combination of these qualities carries love beyond
sentimentality into responsibility and intelligent action for the highest good of
the beloved. At times such action may well cause “hurt feelings,” unless the
beloved has transcended egocentricity, for truth can be painful to the
existential self. To love requires the courage to take risks. But the honest and
loving expression of truth is often the necessary aid toward the transcendence
of egocentricity and movement toward fulfillment. Only one who deeply loves
is capable of the integrity, wisdom, and courage to combine truth with the
spirit of good will to give the beloved the help needed toward fulfillment.
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Loving another as oneself, then, means not only desiring for the other what
one desires for oneself. It also calls for doing all possible to help bring that
desire to fulfillment.

How does all this apply to the love for God? The love for God calls for totality. It
demands all one's soul, mind, heart, and strength.

We use the word God to designate that which is beyond description or
definition. That which is ineffable, unutterable. That which is the Ultimate
Reality, the Ultimate Mystery, which stands both behind and within the
universe, behind Creation; that which is at once both immanent and
transcendent. By the word “God” we refer to that which is source, direction,
intelligence, and will; to that spirit which encompasses the supreme values of
truth, beauty, and goodness; to that reality upon which we are totally
dependent and to which we are totally subject; and to that before which we
stand in awe, wonder, and reverence, but with which we can communicate.

God is that which draws man up toward the heights, whose plan and intention
call for all of us to rise to that level of being which is our destiny and our
fulfillment.

Toward that, the Most High, nothing less than totality of love, of devotion, of
loyalty, can be adequate. “You become like that which you love.” To love God
totally is the highest activity of man. To love God totally is to “do the will of
God. ”554

But loving ourselves, our friends our families, and even God is not enough. Jesus
required that we also love our enemies. Harry Rathbun continues: 

Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and
hate thine enemy: but I say unto you, Love your enemies, do good
to them that hate you, bless them that curse you, pray for them
that despitefully use you.

Jesus of Nazareth

The most difficult expression of “enemy” is someone who hates me, who can say
nothing good about me, who, indeed, can see no good in me, and who would

554 Harry J. Rathbun, Creative Initiative, ibid
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really like to “do me in.” Jesus understood that, of all people, one’s enemy is the
most difficult to love. But he also understood that, for any person aspiring to
self-fulfillment, it is essential to love even the enemy. He understood also, that
conduct leads to character, and character is on the route to consciousness. It
is therefore necessary to move with positive action toward one’s enemy.

Elsewhere in his teaching, Jesus stresses the importance of the attitude of
forgiveness. This is relevant here. Forgiveness is that state of inner being
which understands that people are the products of their conditioning, and
that they react, act, and think (in that order) from the framework of their
existential state of being. From the vantage point of such understanding, one
realizes that, unless people have been so fortunate as to encounter teachers or
experiences leading them to clear perception, they cannot act otherwise than
egocentrically. When this is understood, one does not cast blame on others for
their ignorance and their resultant unenlightened action. Rather, one is able
to forgive and to have an attitude of compassion, of love and concern for them.
The benefit of forgiveness accrues directly, not to the person forgiven, but to
the person who forgives. It is a most important level of perceptiveness on the
way to self-fulfillment.

Praying for the enemy means, at the very least, holding him in a positive
psychic field of good will. It involves actively projecting toward him any
possible light and positive psychic power one is able to draw from the ultimate
source. What this can accomplish for the enemy takes us into a field beyond
the immediate scope of this book. But at least we can be assured that it can do
him no harm! And it surely can do much good for the one who practices this
discipline. It replaces what could be a negative attitude with a positive one,
and thereby reduces one's own psychological stresses. If, in addition, such
action turns out to be helpful to our enemy, so much the better.

Enlightenment involves love and cooperation. Praying, to the end of aiding
another’s progress toward enlightenment and fulfillment, is certain to aid the
process for the one doing the praying. And, since prayer is the exercise of
asking, seeking, knocking—of dialogue with reality—one is likely to come to
the discovery of additional, positive, creative initiative one can take toward
healing a negative relationship.
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A certain lawyer said unto Jesus, Who is my neighbour? Jesus
made answer and said, A certain man was going down from
Jerusalem to Jericho; and he fell among robbers, which both
stripped him and beat him, and departed, leaving him half dead.
And by chance a certain priest was going down that way: and
when he saw him, he passed by on the other side. And in like
manner a Levite also, when he came to the place, and saw him,
passed by on the other side. But a certain Samaritan, as he
journeyed, came where he was: and when he saw him, he was
moved with compassion, and came to him, and bound up his
wounds, pouring on them oil and wine; and he set him on his own
beast, and brought him to an inn, and took care of him. And on the
morrow he took out some money, and gave it to the host, and said,
Take care of him; and whatsoever thou spendest more, I, when I
come back again, will repay thee. Which of these three, thinkest
thou, proved neighbour unto him that fell among robbers? And he
said, He that shewed mercy on him.

Luke 10:29

An important and enlightening commentary on this episode comes from the
Gospel of John: “For Jews have no dealings with Samaritans.” This adds
crucial impact to the element in the story of a hated Samaritan befriending
the Jew who was in serious need. In this adroit and inoffensive way Jesus
made it clear that your neighbor is anyone who has a need that you can fulfill.
His race, color, nationality, creed, social or economic position, have nothing to
do with his status as your neighbor. If he has a need you can fulfill, he is , the
neighbor you are to love as you love yourself.

In the Torah, “neighbor” clearly refers to one’s fellow Jew. Jesus pushes the
application far and away beyond any such limits by his strategic illustration.
The criterion is the other’s need. Love is concerned with need, but does not
cater to another’s greed. Wishes or desires are not necessarily needs. Anyone
who truly loves must be intelligently discriminating between what are
genuine needs and what are not. To cater to another’s greeds may further
obscure for him the clarity of perception he needs if he is to move toward
fulfillment of his destiny.
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All things whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, even
so do ye also unto them.

Jesus of Nazareth

What kind of things would you want done for yourself, if you were totally
committed to the highest, if you were totally committed to doing the will of
God? Surely not mere trivialities, but only those things that would help you
toward the goal of fulfillment. The “first commandment” is truly first in order
of importance. It sets the basic attitude for all else. Whether it be expressed in
the language of the Torah, “Love God with All … ,” or in the formulation of
Jesus, “Do the will of God,” it provides the criterion for loving yourself, and
therefore designates what you would want “that men should do unto you.”

Surely by this test, violence, vengeance, retribution, and all other forms of
hostility are ruled out. All negative, destructive attitudes and actions must be
replaced by the spirit of good will, by a desire for the greatest fulfillment of
potential for all of humanity.”555

Do the Will of God
Those who chose to live as Jesus committed to doing always what was right. Their lives
were to be examples and demonstrations to all others of right action. These disciples
were held to a higher standard. Richard Rathbun continues:

Whosoever shall do the will of God, the same is my brother and
sister… …if thy brother sin, rebuke him.

Jesus of Nazareth

In the teaching of Jesus, love is commended as the universal attitude to be
taken and maintained. But the manner of its expression differs with the
particular circumstances. There are three classes of people specifically
mentioned by Jesus in his teaching: the enemy, the neighbor, and the brother
or sister.

For Jesus the relationship of brotherhood was a very precise and demanding
one. To be a brother or sister of Jesus a rigorous condition had to be met. That

555 Harry J. Rathbun, Creative Initiative, ibid
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was to be doing the will of God; it was to be a son or daughter of God, to be a
member of the kingdom of God. All three of these expressions designate the
same state of being, and Jesus used them interchangeably. Their pre-condition
is the act of will, the commitment, the life-transforming decision, to do always,
in every situation, what is right.

Among the people who have made that crucial decision, there exists the closest,
deepest, most responsible relationship possible for human beings. "If thy
brother sin, rebuke him." It is obviously more creative to rebuke the one you
think has done something wrong than, to talk with others about it. It shares
with him any helpful information you have, that will enable him to make such
correction as is appropriate, if your view of the situation is correct. His
commitment requires that he make whatever correction is right, but it also
requires that he set you right, if you are in error rather than he. The religious
commitment requires this highest level of integrity, courage, responsibility,
and caring for one another; it requires constant awareness of the basic life
purpose, and keeping one’s life attuned to that purpose for all mankind.

Rebuking another is generally inappropriate in relationships less responsible
than that of brotherhood, or that of parent and child. It is likely to be officious
and lacking in a perceptive sense of appropriateness. Consent on the part of
the one being rebuked is a highly important element. But even when consent
is present, the effort will be ineffectual unless there is also the commitment to
act responsibly.

It is an important implication of all this, that one who is truly perceptive,
desires fervently a great increase of the number of persons who qualify as
brothers or sisters. That would mean being on the constant lookout for
“neighbors” who are conscious of the need for fulfillment. One would surely
want to share with them the essential life-giving truth which one has
discovered and is living. That would truly be loving one’s neighbor as oneself.

The relationship we have called “brotherhood” has important and far-reaching
implications. It is based on the highest common commitment. In the language
of Jesus, that commitment is to “do the will of God,” which, we have seen, is to
do what is right in every situation.
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The Way
Jesus of Nazareth’s one rule was LOVE. This was based on his intuitive discovery that
self and other are ONE. That human and Life are ONE. That human and God are
ONE. This Knowing instructs us to love God, to love ourselves, to love our families, to
love our neighbors, and even to love our enemies.

I and the Father are ONE.
John 10:30

He who has seen Me has seen the Father.
John 14:9

I am the WAY, and the TRUTH, and the LIFE; no one comes to the
Father except through Me.

John 14:6

Jesus of Nazareth taught that salvation in our world required nothing less than living
your life the right WAY. Believing was not enough. Doing was required.

Jesus of Nazareth sought to be an example of that right WAY of doing—the right WAY
of living. It should be obvious to the reader that his WAY was not adversary, nor was it
neutral. 
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Jesus discovered the synergic WAY over 2000 years ago. He taught it to all who would
listen. He lived it as best he could, and required those who would call themselves
brothers and sisters to live it as well. Jesus had reached the highest level of
ONENESS. He understood the UNITY of all reality. And, history has judged him
GOOD.

I express this truth in the form of an affirmative prayer in the convention of Religious
Science.

ALL is ONE—ONE is ALL. Reality is whole—both physical and metaphysical.
Reality is UNITY—both recognized and unrecognized—One God—One
Spirit—One Consciousness. ALL is ONE—ONE is ALL.

I am the Individualization of that Oneness. Right Here, Right Now.
Consciousness in me, as me, is me. Spirit in me, as me, is me. God in me, as me,
is me.

I am awake now and know who I am. I am awake now and know who you are.
We are the same. I am you and you are me. I am self and I am other. I am one
and I am all. I am me and I am you.

When I help you, I help myself. All Help is self-help.
When I protect you, I protect myself. All protection is self-protection.
When I forgive you, I forgive myself. All forgiveness is self-forgiveness.
When I love you, I love myself. All love is self-love.

And, so I help you always, protect you always, forgive you always, and love you
always.

All gifts are self-gifts. We are ONE. All gifts to you are also gifts to me.

For this TRUTH, I am deeply grateful. I accept our ONENESS as true and
valid. I accept our UNITY as here and now. I accept our WHOLENESS as
natural and necessary. … And, so it is.

✺
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Dual-mind Psychodynamics
With the publication of the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence, I have
finalized my scientific formulations which explain the psychodynamics of human
‘intelligence’. Originally formulated in January of 1983, this model has been tested,
refined and modified in the twenty plus years since that first formulation. It is based
on my one on one interaction and research with hundreds of individual humans. It
explains that all human behavior including intelligence and creativity result from the
interaction of our two distinct ‘minds’.

Those humans choosing to study the Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence can
significantly increase their understanding of both human intelligence and behavior.
Those humans choosing to master Dual-mind Psychodynamics can gain control of
their own intelligence and behavior. 

The Leonardo Metamorphosis
In the spring of 1983, I outlined a course to teach mastery of dual-mind
psychodynamics which I called The Leonardo Metamorphosis. It was to be an
education-training presented in a classroom setting, meeting twice a week for 16-18
weeks (the length of a college semester). Graduates were expected to master the
Knowing necessary to enable them to move up the Mode Ladder,556 activate, and then
stabilize in the synergic mode of thinking.

556 N. Arthur Coulter, The Mode Ladder,SYNERGETICS, 1976, page 24, ibid
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The reader should now understand that what is commonly called genius is a potential,
most, if not all, normal humans have. This potential is inherent in the very
organization, structure, and process of the human brain. This genius potential can be
accessed once the individual understands and successfully engages the Super-Mind.

Modes of Thinking
Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence Coulter’s Synergetics

Super-Mind INTEGRATE SYNERGIC

| FLASH MULTIORDINAL

Time-Mind PREDICT-Control

| ANALYZE UNIORDINAL

Space-Mind ACT-Perform IDENTIC MODE

| RECOGNIZE

| SURVIVE REACTIVE

Now in the history of our species, only a small number of humans have succeeded in
stabilizing in the multiordinal genius mode of thinking. And of this small group, only a
handful have achieved synergic genius. I wondered how our world might change, if the
synergic genius potential residing within every normal human brain were activated?

Stabilization in the synergic mode of thinking produces a good genius. The ability to
see and think the truth emerges with this mode of thinking. In this state, there is no
conflict within the dual-mind. The two different ways of thinking are integrated and
synchronized into a powerful alliance. With the elimination of conflict, external
defective behavior simply ceases, and genius behavior is allowed to blossom. The only
behavior possible in the synergic mode is non-coercive synergic behavior—in a word
GOODNESS. 

Postponement
For a multitude of reasons, the presentation of The Leonardo Metamorphosis was
delayed, deferred and then indefinitely postponed. Perhaps the most compelling reason
for this long delay has been a lack of study materials. 

The “course materials” for this education-training needed to be developed and
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prepared. With the publication of this book in three sections, those “course materials”
are now done. The Science section is the prerequisite reading for the course, The
Model section is the main textbook, and The Metamorphosis section is the workbook
and study guide.

I am hopeful that many readers will find these “course materials” adequate to allow
them to master dual-mind psychodynamics through an independent study program.
For those preferring a more formal program, I intend to soon offer The Metamorphosis
in a classroom setting. That offering will be video recorded, and made available on
DVD, and on the Internet through video streaming. 

Changing our Way of Thinking
Albert Einstein reflecting on the human condition in the nuclear age said: “The
unleashed power of the atom has changed everything except our way of thinking.” 

Synergic ✺ INTEGRATE KnowWhy ONE-Mind

Multiordinal FLASH KnowHow WISE-Mind

Uniordinal PREDICT-Control KnowWhen Time-Mind

| ANALYZE | |

Identic ACT-Perform KnowWhere Space-Mind

| RECOGNIZE | |

| SURVIVE | |

It is now time for the unleashed power of the synergic mode to change our way of
thinking. Those successful accomplishing the Metamorphosis will gain simultaneous
control of both their intelligence and their behavior. This control will release abilities
and potentials with such scope and power that they will be experienced as totally
unique and exciting. 

As the student develops their own synergic power, a powerful sense of responsibility
will build, to use this power only in rational, adaptive, and moral ways. Rational,
adaptive, and moral behavior becomes natural when you KnowWhy and think with
ONE-Mind.
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Recall from N. Arthur Coutler’s discussion557 of the Mode Ladder: 

The synergic mind is sane, in the sense used by Korzybski.558 It clearly
distinguishes between perceptual and verbal “maps” of reality and the
“territory” those maps represent. There is continuous cognizance that verbal
maps are often inaccurate in some ways and almost always incomplete. There
is continuous correction and instant adjustment of these maps in accordance
with new data. The distortions of wishful thinking and fearful thinking are
eliminated.

The synergic mind is rational in the highest and best sense of the word. It does
not use reason to justify beliefs already held. It uses reason to examine these
beliefs in order to determine the consequences. It follows reason wherever it
leads. It does not fear new ideas or shrink from strange concepts.

The synergic mind is ethical. It naturally thinks not only in terms of its own
viewpoint and interests, but those of others as well. It selects its own goals and
guides its actions so as to promote the interests and goals of others, or at least
so as not to impede them.

The synergic mind is capable of recognizing when the goal of another is
reactive, or when his interests are dysergic.559 It does not support a reactive
goal or a dysergic interest. But it also makes a distinction between such goals
and interests and the person driven by them and supports the person even
while rejecting the dysergy. A person driven by dysergy is in pain. The
synergic mind “reads” beyond the dysergy and finds a way to soothe the pain.

Indeed, this high ethics quotient (E.Q.) of the Synergic Mode is one of its most
beautiful, remarkable and exciting characteristics. It is impossible for a
synergic mind to perform an unethical action and remain synergic. This
seems incredible, and it-does not mean that a person in the Synergic Mode is

557 N. Arthur Coulter, The Mode Ladder,SYNERGETICS, 1976, page 24, ibid
558 Alfred Korzybski, Science and Sanity, 1933-48, ibid
559Author’s Note: The term “dysergy” is a coined word meaning “difficult working.” It

results from interactions that are the very opposite of synergy—interactions that
promote one function but impede another. The system works against itself, tying up
a great deal of energy with much spinning of wheels, grinding of gears, and gnashing
of teeth. A similar term is “conflict”, but the conflict between competing athletes, for
example, can at least sometimes challenge the athletes to peak performance. At other
times, such conflict may be dysergic.
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incapable of such an act. What it means is that if he does so act, he loses the
Synergic Mode.560

It appears to me that this particular moment in our evolution, the world could benefit
from a generous dose of rational, adaptive, and moral intelligence. Our current global
‘crisis’ appears to be overwhelming the combined abilities and Knowing of our species.
It appears much genius may be needed to resolve it. 

Thinking Like Leonardo
The human brain is the most complex organ of natural intelligence on planet Earth.
It creates the dual-mind. It is this dual-mind that is the basis for our enormous
intelligence and for our complex behavior. It is the dual-mind that enables the
potential for four levels of Knowing.

Even advanced animals live their lives in the world of INFORMATION. The most
intelligent of these, the great apes and dolphins as examples, are mostly limited to the
level of INFORMATION with some beginning emergence of KNOWLEDGE.

Our much lauded artificial intelligence is not in any real way comparable. It can be
manufactured with limited access to either INFORMATION or KNOWLEDGE, but
rarely both. The best of these abilities are usually copied after the Knowing of some
“expert” human mind. Artificial intelligence is further based on a static memory, not
comparable to the dynamic power and continuous learning common in all natural
intelligences. Attempts are being made to create artificial intelligences that can learn
on their own, but all present systems are still very rudimentary.

Today the majority of humans live out their lives within the two lower levels Knowing.
Access to WISDOM and ONENESS has been directly available only to those rare
intuitive geniuses. As explained in earlier, access to WISDOM embedded in tools has
been indirectly available to most humans with often disastrous results.

Human intelligence is dynamically dynamic and can operate at four distinct and
completely different levels of Knowing. Each of these different Knowings represents a
unique and powerful intelligence within its own right. But to use all four levels
requires understanding how the dual-mind works.

560 N. Arthur Coulter, HUMAN SYNERGETICS, Internet Edition, The Time-binding Trust, 2002,
page 23 http://www.synearth.net/coulter/synergetics.pdf
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The Fully Intelligent Human
The fully intelligent human does not traverse to the synergic mode and stay there. The
fully intelligent human uses all modes of intelligence, and the different levels of
Knowing in appropriate ways. 

As living systems, we must meet our needs to survive. As humans, we desire that our
live’s be meaningful. To accomplish meaningful survival, we sometimes need to
KnowWhere—sometimes to KnowWhen—sometimes to KnowHow—and, sometimes to
KnowWhy.

• INFORMATION answers: Where do I go to meet my needs and survive? 
• KNOWLEDGE answers: When do I act in time to encourage or discourage a
sequence of events?

• WISDOM answers: How does Nature work, and how do I create tools to
leverage my actions and achieve my goals ?

• ONENESS answers: Why things happen the way they do, and why are there
always consequences to human actions and inactions, and why am I here?

To fully understand the Space-Time reality that we live in requires all four levels of
knowing. We must match our intelligence and the level of Knowing to the problems
facing us at any given moment. We have seven modes of thinking. In our daily lives,
we will find moments when each of these modes is appropriate. Being a fully
intelligent human means matching them appropriately.

Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence

Level of Knowing Modes of Thinking Consciousness

ONENESS INTEGRATE Divine
WISDOM FLASH Genius

KNOWLEDGE PREDICT-Control Ego
| ANALYZE |

INFORMATION ACT-Perform Id

| RECOGNIZE |

| SURVIVE |
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The fully intelligent human is also very aware of the deficiencies in their own
Knowing. They are aware that when they don’t Know, they risk danger. They know
that they cannot know ALL. They know that ALL humans have gaps in their
Knowing, and so it is best to act with caution. 

They know that any actions chosen on the basis of ‘not knowing’—whether those
actions be based on CHANCE, IGNORANCE, CERTAINTY or CHAOS—will risk error,
loss, and injury—and sometimes even death, destruction and extinction.

Synergic Understanding
The fully intelligent human understands each of the following:

• That every mode of thinking is intelligent, and every level of Knowing is both
useful and powerful in its own right. 

• That animals survive quite well with only INFORMATION. 

• That most humans live out their lives quite comfortably with only
INFORMATION and KNOWLEDGE. 

• That a small number of humans have intuitively discovered how to activate
multiordinal genius, and have used that genius to create WISDOM

• That WISDOM, in the form of understanding of how Nature works, leverages
human action.

• That WISDOM, in the form of Knowing embedded in TOOLS, leverages
human action.
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The fully intelligent human understands that when WISDOM is embedded in a tool
then any human who happens to gain access to that tool can wield its power without
necessarily understanding the consequence of their greatly leveraged actions. Tool
use levers human action for good and for bad. The fully intelligent human additionally
knows: 

• That humans using only INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE & WISDOM
created civilization, the industrial revolution, and presently dominate planet
Earth.

• That a tiny fraction of the already very small number of humans achieving
multiordinal genius have intuitively discovered how to activate synergic
genius, and used that synergic genius to create ONENESS.

• That ONENESS is necessary in order to understand consequence, and that
the understanding of consequence is the only real basis for rationality,
adaptability, and morality. 

• And finally, the fully intelligent human knows that our human dominance of
Earth will damage the planet, and threaten LIFE itself, UNLESS that
dominance is guided by ONENESS based rationality, adaptability and
morality.

Thinking like Jesus
The secret of synergic genius resides not in KNOWLEDGE, not in INFORMATION,
and not even in the multiordinal genius of WISDOM. It lies above these three levels of
Knowing. 

It lies not in the left ‘brain’ and not in the right ‘brain’. Synergic genius results from
the unique ability of the dual-mind to integrate, to synchronize, to become ONE-Mind.
To utilize and weave every layer of Knowing together.
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Nothing less is required to fully understand reality—nothing less is required to see
and think the truth.

Presently, the dual-mind is rarely synergized in humans. In fact, the twin processors of
our dual-mind do not seem particularly aware of each other, let alone making any
conscious attempt to work together or help each another. 

Our two mind’s very different ways of viewing reality probably make them nearly
invisible to each other. The space-mind thinks in pictures which it sees in the mind’s
virtual eye. Each of these pictures is linked to an emotional feeling which is
simultaneously felt in the mind’s virtual body. 

In contrast, the time-mind thinks in words which it hears in the mind’s virtual ear.
Even the written word is instantly read aloud to our mind’s virtual ear. It’s as if the
space-mind can’t hear nor speak, and the time-mind can’t see. This would make
communication very difficult.
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And to be unaware of a dynamic is to be in conflict with that dynamic by chance, by
accident, or through redundancy. Because of our unawareness, we humans often feel
no mental conflict, but the conflict is apparent in our behavior.

Present day humans exhibit the behavior of conflict within themselves, conflict with
their spouses and families, conflict with their peers, employers and communities. And
with no awareness of the dual-mind, you can’t learn to eliminate that conflict. And
while this conflict is unconscious, and never deliberate, it is conflict nevertheless. And
since behavior follows intelligence, we experience incessant conflict—personal,
marital, family, neighborhood, community, national and international conflict.

In addition to external conflicts created by our behavior, the internal conflict within
the dual-mind often limits us the level of INFORMATION. If we are functioning at a
higher level, conflict results in a drop or attenuation of our effective intelligence. This
can block access to the uniordinal mode of KNOWLEDGE, to the multiordinal mode of
WISDOM, and to the synergic mode of ONENESS.
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When and if we humans learn to eliminate conflict from within our dual-mind, we
enable synchronization. We can then enter the uniordinal, multiordinal and synergic
modes at will. The uniordinal mode gives us access to KNOWLEDGE. The
multiordinal mode gives us access to WISDOM and creative genius. And, the synergic
mode gives us access to ONENESS and good genius. Good people behave synergically.
They automatically live by the Golden Rule. Thus synergic behavior can form the
basis for universal agreement and peace on earth.

Genius is a Choice
Genius is not some exceptional individual, it is simply a way of thinking. The
Synergetic Theory of Space-Time Intelligence reveals that genius is a natural inborn
potential of every non-brain damaged human, and a potential that can be developed
through education and training.

All who choose to activate the synergic mode of their dual-mind will experience great
value regardless of their previous life experience. This will be true for those who have
spent a great deal of time in school and those who have not. It is not just for the rare
scientist, inventor, artist, or intellectual. Genius is not about what you know, it’s
about how you think. Therefore, what you don’t know is not a significant barrier to
success. Most of us end our days without ever experiencing a hint of the enormous
power lying hidden within our own brains. 

Eventually, we intend to make the techniques and methods of the Leonardo
Metamorphosis available to children. The earlier one accesses the leverage of one’s
own genius potential, the greater will be the harvest.

Couldn’t our human civilization seriously benefit from genius in our homes,
businesses, schools, factories, institutions, in our government, throughout our world?

What might be the benefit to humankind if genius were commonly available? 

What if an auto mechanic activated his genius? Might not that be very good for his
customers? Anyone really. How about the baby sitter, the housewife, your doctor,
lawyer, or husband? The working individual man and woman? The single parent?
Seriously, can you think of any area of human behavior that couldn’t benefit from
some genius?
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The Metamorphosis is simply an opportunity. It is a choice. We can choose to ‘know’ or
we can choose to not ‘know’. Within the dual-mind, this choice is amplified at the four
levels of Knowing. As we face the difficulties of survival and meaning in the new
millennium, our choices will be:

INFORMATION or chance,

KNOWLEDGE or ignorance,

WISDOM or certainty,

ONENESS or chaos

✺
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Humanology
The purpose of The Metamorphosis section is to empower my fellow humans. I hope to
share with you the Knowing that will allow you to realize your every dream. Here I
have attempted to filter things down into the core system of understanding that when
mastered enables your synergic mode—that lets you KnowWhy and master the ONE-
mind.

As I explained in The Model section, Chapter 36, for much of my life, I have practised
medicine. It was as an Emergency Medicine specialist in 1978 that I first recognized
the role of stress in disease. It was there that I began a search to better understand
stress and its effects on me and on my patients. Over the next eight years, I would
read dozens of books, attend meetings, lectures, and workshops. I apprenticed myself
with experts in Psychology, Hypnosis, and Relaxation Training. I continued to
practice medicine, but now my focus was what I first labeled as Stress Medicine, and
would later call Adaptational Medicine. 

I left my practice in the Emergency Room to work one on one with hundreds instead of
thousands of stressed patients. My treatments lasted hours instead of minutes. And
by 1984, I was emerging as a leading expert in Psychology, Hypnosis, Relaxation
Training, and Biofeedback. My focus settled on studying human behavior, human
relationships, and human intelligence. Slowly, I began to master this developing new
science which for want of a better term I simply called “humanology.” 

In the process I discovered and and invented a number of powerful mental tools to help
my patients deal effectively with the stress in their lives. What I learned and
discovered is the subject of this section of the book. I will teach you everything I know
about stress, but to learn to understand and control reality you must know much
more. The lessons in this section are cumulative. Each one is valuable in its own right,
but together they create a whole much larger than the parts.

LIFE
Let us begin our journey towards understanding the human condition by examining
LIFE. We humans are a form of LIFE. This is a fact of reality that we have been too
long in neglecting. Our clear and distant superiority to all other forms of life on this
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planet have made it easy for us to neglect our biological basis. As we have seen
ourselves different and superior to all other forms of life, we have missed the point.
While we differ from plants and animals, we share their aliveness—we are still living
systems—we are still forms of life.

When we examine ourselves scientifically, it becomes apparent that humans are living
systems, and therefore our powers and our problems will be those of LIFE.

If we are to create a safe and comfortable future, we must understand our connection to
life. Our life connection is not only relevant, it is the crucial factor in determining a
safe passage through the current human crisis. A fundamental way of looking at life is
by examining needs and actions.

Needs and Actions
All living organisms have needs and all living organisms act to meet those needs. The
primary drive of all living organisms is to survive—to continue to live. To accomplish
survival, living organisms require a zone of survivability. In science we call this zone
of survivability the biosphere. The biosphere is the environmental zone where a living
organism can meet its needs and where it acts to survive.

Recall that LIFE on Earth can be divided into three general classes—as Korzybski
taught us these are the plants—the energy-binders, the animals—the space-binders,
and we humans—the time-binders. As we might anticipate these three classes of life
each require a different biosphere to meet their needs.

Plants need carbon dioxide from the air, sunlight, water, and adequate minerals from
the soil. Plants are able to grow and reproduce by utilizing sunlight in the process
science calls photosynthesis to create organic tissue .

Animals lack the plants power of photosynthesis. They cannot utilize sunlight to create
organic tissue. They must eat food either in the form of plant or animal tissue. They
further need oxygen from the air instead of carbon dioxide, and they require water. 

Humans like the animals lack the power of photosynthesis. We too must eat food either
in the form of plant or animal tissue. We also need oxygen from the air instead of
carbon dioxide, and also require water. But we are more than animals, our dual-mind
needs meaning as much as our body needs air, water and food. For plants and animals
survival seems enough, but for we humans it must be meaningful survival.
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The biosphere for plants must therefore provide sunlight, carbon dioxide, water, and
minerals from the soil. It must also provide some shelter. It must not be too hot. It
must not be too cold. 

The biosphere for the animals, and for our human bodies must provide oxygen, water,
and food to eat either plant or animal. And for the animals as well as we humans,
there must be some shelter—a safe place and time for the process of life itself—to
breathe, eat and drink, to eliminate bodily wastes, to rest, and restore the body’s
energy from the stresses of living, and to procreate if the species is to continue. The
biosphere therefore must provide air, water, food, and shelter or neither animal nor
human will survive.

Biospheres are also specific to individual species. One particular biosphere might
support one species of organism well, but not another. Needs are continuously pulling
on all living organisms to be met. To meet its needs, the living system must take
action. Fourteen to Sixteen times a minute, I take a breath. Many times a day, I drink
water. And two or three times a day, I eat food. My actions are discontinuous.
Discontinuous means I have some control over when I act to meet my needs. I can eat
now or a few hours from now. Life can be described then as the process of continuous
needs being met by discontinuous actions. 

Life and living then is all about the continuing pull of our needs and the discontinuous
push of the actions we take to meet those needs. Recall from The Science section,
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Chapter 10, a system of continuous pull balanced against discontinuous push is called
a tension integrity or tensegrity. The tensegrity is the most powerful organizing
pattern in universe. Here is one of the first lessons of humanology.

Success as a life form results from successfully balancing the needs of survival with
appropriate actions necessary to meet those needs. Success as a human being results
from successfully balancing the needs for meaningful survival with the appropriate
actions necessary to meet those needs.

Success = Balance

The needs of plants and animals are primarily physiological. Our human body shares
the physiological needs of the animal. But what differentiates human from animal is
our more powerful brain and our dual-mind. This dramatic difference in intelligence is
reflected in our human need for meaning.

Human Needs
To survive for 24 hours, scientists have determined that the average human adult
requires 1.84 pounds of oxygen, 1.36 pounds of food solids, and 6.86 pounds of water.
For the majority of humans these basic needs seem pretty easily met. But few humans
are satisfied with the basic needs as one very wise man once said, “Man does not live
by bread alone.” 

We humans need a lot more, and most of what we need has nothing to do with our
bodies. An internet search for “human needs” results in lots of returns. 

For example, Wackernagel and Rees writing in 1993, stated that “basic human needs
are not only physical in nature ... but also psychological, such as dignity and self-
esteem, love and social connectedness, self-realization and control over one’s life.”

Another internet page lists nine human needs—security, adventure, freedom.
expansion, power, expression, acceptance, communion, and exchange. These are not
needs of the human body, but of the human mind.

A third internet page divides human needs into two categories based upon whether
they are related to other or to self.
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Other Related Self Related
Companionship Significance

Love and affection, Respect of self

To be wanted Expression

Belongingness Accomplishment

Esteem or respect of others Acquisition of possessions

Security and safety Independence and freedom

As we examine these needs, we begin to realize that the relationship between other and
self is enormously important for humans.

Plant survival does not require any relationship with other. The plants unique ability
to utilize sunlight directly to synthesize organic tissue frees them from the need for
others. This fact makes plants the independent class of life—independent of other .561

Animal survival depends entirely on finding others to eat. The herbivores depend on
finding plants to eat. The carnivores depend on finding other animals to eat. The
animals inability to utilize sunlight to synthesize organic tissue means they must eat.

561 Author’s Note: I am speaking in generalities here. There are always exceptions to the
rule, and there is always more to be said. For a more comprehensive discussion see:
The Science section, Chapter 18.
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Animals survive by eating either plants and/or animals. Animals are completely
dependent on other for survival. This fact makes animals the dependent class of life—
dependent on other. 

We humans share the animal body, so to survive we must also eat. We are omnivores.
We meet our basic needs and survive by eating both plants and animals. 

Physiologically, we humans are also a dependent class of life. But humans need more
than basic needs. Sometimes we need other and sometimes other needs us. Some
scientists have used the term “the social animal” in reference to these social-
psychological needs of humanity. And it is these social-psychological needs that makes
humans more than dependent upon each other. This means sometimes I depend on
other and sometimes other depends on me. This fact makes us humans the
interdependent class of life—interdependent on each other.

Stop Reading
Take a few moment to examine the contents of your pockets or purse. . . . . . .

Can you find any item there, that you obtained without the help of someone else? Look
around you. What do you see? Did you make the clothes you wear? Did you grow the
food you eat or the tools you use. Look around your home or workplace. Can you find
anything that you made. Do you know the names of those who did make all these
things? Do you ever know upon whom you depend. Can you find anything in your
environment that was obtained without the help of someone else? 

I am not talking about ownership here. I will grant that you own your possessions. But
would you have them if they had not been for sale. I would argue that nearly
everything modern humans possess was obtained with the help of others.

As I examine my world I discover that I depend on others to to grow and produce my
food. I depend on others to design and build my home. I depend on others to generate
my electricity. I depend on others to supply my water. I depend on others to deliver my
mail. I depend on others to educate my children. I depend on others to entertain my
family. I depend on others to manufacture my automobile. I depend on others to refine
the gasoline for my car. I depend on others to care for my family when we are sick. I
depend on others to protect us from crime and war. I depend on others to____________.
As a human, I depend on others.
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Human interdependence is made less visible by our present economic exchange system.
I go to work and help my employer. He depends on me. At the end of the month he pays
me for my help. I depend on him. I can then take some of the money from my paycheck
to pay my house rent. While I depend on my landlord for the roof over my head, he
depends on me to pay the rent promptly. Sometimes I depend on others and sometimes
others depend on me. When we buy and sell in the economic marketplace we are really
exchanging help. When I help others they owe me. When others help me I owe them.
Money is just the present accounting mechanism we use to settle up.

This may come as a surprise to most readers, but humans are not and cannot be
independent. We are an interdependent species. We rely on each other for nearly all
our wants and needs. Independence from other is not available to the richest man
with the most affluent life style. He is as dependent on the staff of servants who wait
on him as they are dependent on him for their livelihoods. Only the poorest of hermits
with a quality of life poorer than a cave man can achieve true independence from
others. True independence from other humans, requires that he must grow and cook
all his own vegetables. He must hunt, kill, skin, dress, and cook all his own meat. He
must build his own home using only the materials he can gather and prepare by
himself aided only by tools that he made for himself.

We humans are not an independent life form. Despite the common desire of most of us
to be independent, human independence is not possible in any scientific sense. Our
bodies do not contain chlorophyl and we cannot get our energy directly from the Sun.
Other plants and animals serve as our source of energy. We are as dependent on
others for our survival as are the animals are for theirs. We can ignore this fact of
science by calling the other plants and animals—food and cooking in ways so we are
not reminded of the source of our food, but we are still not independent. When we
further examine our relationships with other humans, we discover that even here we
are not independent.

In summary then, we can say that in the lives of plants—the independent class of life,
other plays a minimal role. Since humans and animals are predators on plants, it
could be argued that plants would be better off on a planet without humans or
animals. However, humans and animals can play a beneficial roll i.e. bees pollinating
the flowers, etc.. 

In the lives of animals—the dependent class of life, other serves primarily as a source of
food. 
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And finally in the lives of humans, the interdependent class of life, other is essential for
meaningful survival. Our bodies are as dependent on others for food as the animals,
but socially, psychologically and economically, we depend on others and others depend
on us. We humans are interdependent. 

Meeting Our Needs
This is what life is all about. We humans have to meet our needs. How successful we
are will determine our happiness and our satisfaction with our lives. As an
interdependent form of life, meeting our needs almost always involves our relationship
with others.

Understanding of our state of interdependence leads us to the conclusion of ONENESS.
To be successful as a human, I must meet the needs of self and the needs of other.

We must choose actions in that meet our needs—actions that meet the needs of our
families—actions that meet the needs of our employers, our peers and our
communities.

But my ability to act depends on my individual resources, my energy and my
adaptability. This balance between actions and needs is all about stress, or more
relevantly, our individual understanding and management of our personal stress.
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Understanding Stress
This striving to meet our needs is occurring in a human world that has grown
evermore complex and dangerous. Today we all have concerns for our survival. Not
only our physical survival, but our economic survival. How do I protect myself and my
family from crime and terrorism? How secure is my job? What will I do if I get laid off?
How will I pay my bills, send my children to college, and hold my family together? As
Hans Selye1956 explained:

What is stress? The soldier who sustains wounds in battle, the mother who
worries about her son, the gambler who watches the races—whether he wins
or loses—the horse and the jockey he bet on; they are all under stress.

The beggar who suffers from hunger and the glutton who overeats, the little
shopkeeper with his constant fears of bankruptcy, and the rich merchant
struggling for yet another million; they are all also under stress. The mother
who tries to keep her children out of trouble, the child who scalds himself—
and especially the particular cells of the skin over which he spilled the
burning coffee—they , too, are under stress. This is a fundamental question in
the life of everyone; it touches closely upon the essence of life and disease. 562  

Today’s political-economic environment is very threatening. Our personal safety is
threatened by terrorists and criminals, our economic security is threatened by
inflation and recession. Corporate behavior has never been more despicable or
dangerous, the economic markets are unstable, and then there is rising fuel prices,
viral pandemics, global warming, and the changing weather.

The scientific basis for the Knowing of The Unified Stress Concept.563 was well
discussed in The Model section. In this chapter, I will present a more practical guide
for using that Knowing to improve your health and wellness. Here I will explain why
we get sick and what is necessary for us to get well and stay well. Understanding
stress can also be very helpful in understanding human intelligence. And, the
corollary is even more true, that understanding intelligence can help you to overcome
stress.

562 Hans Selye, The Stress of Life, McGraw Hill Book Company, New York,1956
563 Timothy Wilken, MD, The Unified Stress Concept, The Time-binding Trust, 1979-99,

http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcepy.pdf
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A stressor can be defined as simply any demand made on the mind body to change. So
anything that requires you to change in any way is a stressor. Some stressors are
good and some not so good. A good or positive stressor is one to which we respond by
growing—by evolving—by becoming stronger. And a bad or negative stressor is one to
which we respond by becoming ill, injured or diseased. Medical science has identified
three major classes of stressors—the physical, biological and social stressors.

Now most of us don’t think of the physical and biological stressors as stressors. We
think stress has to do with getting psychologically or emotionally upset. Well, that’s a
type of stressor that I will discuss in a moment, but it’s important that we don’t
overlook two very important classes of stressors—the physical stressors and the
biological stressors. 

Physical stressors
If you are out in your yard and you aren’t paying much attention and bang your foot on
a stone or something sharp that’s a physical stressor. If a car runs over your leg that’s
a physical stressor. Somebody hits you in the head, that’s a physical stressor. In other
words, some physical object that impinges upon your system is a physical stressor. 

There are physical stressors we don’t see—radiation from the sun or an x-ray source,
chemical or toxic molecules—these are all forms of physical stressors. Physical
stressors can cause injuries, whether the sunburn or scratch you treat at home, or the
gunshot injury I treat in the Emergency room.
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Biological stressors
Examples of biological stressor could include a virus or a bacteria or an amoeba.
Infectious diseases are caused by biological stressors. When I get the flu or Strep
throat or pneumonia, I’m succumbing to a biological stressor. Biological stressors
cause illnesses, whether the cold or runny nose you treat at home or the pneumonia I
treat at the hospital. 

The photo above was taken during the 1918 Flu Pandemic that sickened one third of
the world’s population ~500 million, and killed ~50 million humans.

Social stressors
These are the social demands that occur in our daily lives. Demands require action in
order to be met. A social demand is any problem in the social environment that
requires you to change in order to deal with it. These social demands may be made by
our families, our employers, our Governments, or the neighbors next door. And, our
social stressors are by and large the largest stressors that we humans seem to face.
These are the ones that cause us to get upset—to be angry or afraid. 
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We modern humans seem fairly good at protecting ourselves from physical stressors,
and today’s medical system is pretty proficient at helping us deal with biological
stressors. But our social stressors are the ones that require a lot from us.

 

They can easily get out of hand. How well any one of us responds to a stressor depends
on our own individual adaptability. 

Internal Stressors
The internal stressors are produced by maladaptation of the mind-body. They are the
result of errors of stressor adaptability (the ability of the mind-body to adapt to
stressors). The most common internal stressors encountered in humans are the
maladaptive negative emotions. 

As we deal with the difficulties of life, we may generate powerful emotional responses to
the stressors in our lives that are inappropriate and mal-adaptive. These are often the
adversary emotions—anger, fear, frustration, resentment, or guilt—all of which can
be powerfully distressing. 

And, they are rarely helpful to modern humans. Anger prepares our body to physically
fight. Fear prepares our body to physically flee. Since most of our problems cannot be
solved by hitting hard or running fast, our adversary emotions not only feel bad, but
they rarely help modern humans successfully adapt. Understanding Anger and Fear
will be the topic of the next chapter. 
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I believe the most important relationship that humans have is the relationship
between parent and child. Some might argue that they choose not to be parents, but
none can claim that they chose not to be a child. Our success as adults without
question is most effected by our relationship with our parents. The success of our
children will be most effected by their relationship with us. Anger in a parent is an
internal stressor for the adult, and an external stressor for the child.

Adaptability
The ability of the mind-body to adapt to a stressor—to change in order to survive. If we
have high adaptability, we can overcome a lot of stressors. If we have low adaptability,
those same stressors may make us sick. So another factor in health and wellness is
our individual stressor adaptability. Since our understanding of stress is relatively
new, the terms “stressor adaptability” and “adaptability” are used interchangeably. 

In the diagram below, the circle represents an individual. The arrow represents a
stressor. It could be a physical stressor, biological stressor or social stressor. Imagine
that such a stressor is now impinging on my biological system.

The small bar in the diagram represents stressor adaptability. If I have adequate
adaptability, I can push some of my stressor adaptability right up there against my
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boundary, and by so doing protect myself from that stressor. I am using my
adaptability to meet the demand of the stressor. I am taking action to neutralize the
stressor. I am changing myself to solve the problem caused by the stressor. But life is
rarely as easy as dealing with one stressor. 

Let us imagine there is another stressor, so immediately I must move some my
adaptability over to defend from the second stressor.

Then comes another stressor, and again, and again. Each time I must move some of my
adaptability—my ability to change myself in order to survive—to block the external
stressors challenging my system. 

As the external stressors in my life multiply, I may have to move some of my stressor
adaptability, that was blocking earlier stressors and use it on the later ones.
Sometimes robbing Paul to pay Peter.

                        

Perhaps, I was out on the beach too long and I got sunburned. Then I got exposed to a
virus at work. So now my mind-body is trying to deal with healing itself from a burn
and protecting me from a viral infection. 

And, at the same time deal my boss wants me to work overtime, and then there is that
overdue electric bill that must be paid. This is how our lives work. If it’s not one thing,
it’s another.
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If the stressor is greater than my adaptability—larger than my abilities to deal with
it—we get a penetration, we get disease. So anytime a stressor is larger than your
ability to deal with that stressor you get sick or you become injured. 

                        

We can also show what would happen if I had all my stressors taken care of. I could
push this one out. I got well. And if I have some stressor adaptability left over, I can
push some of that adaptability outside of my self and use it to solve a problem—to
accomplish some task, or realize some goal.

                        

In the above illustration, we see the little symbol representing adaptability pushed out
of the circle representing an accomplishment in the outside world. So now maybe I
have the ability and energy to clean up that backroom in my house that I’ve been
wanting to. So that represents the fact that I have extra energy, I had more energy
than I needed to deal with my stressors so now I can go take on a new project. So you
can see two things can happen: either the stressors can penetrate the system and I
could become sick or if I’ve got all of my stressors handled and I have extra
adaptability then I can use that extra adaptability to accomplish some particular
project, some mission, some goal, something that I want to do. 

DISEASE
If we start looking at this then we can see that we can define disease. Disease results
when the stressor adaptability (sa) of a living system is less than the sum of the
stressors (s), acting on that system.
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Any time your sum of stressors are larger than your stressor adaptability then you get
sick or injured.  

Disease————> when (sa - s) < 0 

In the scientific formula above, the long arrow represents the operator “results.”
Disease results within a living system when the stressor adaptability is exceeded by
the the sum of stressors acting on the system.

     

Now, there are four stages of disease. In all of these stages, the sum of stressors acting
on the living system exceeds the stressor adaptability of the system. This condition of
overwhelm might produce a localized or generalized loss of function.

Distress—Stage 1
The living system, by using reserves and stored energy, is able to restore function
without disability. Now distress is when you don’t feel good but are still able to
function, still able to get things done. But you know you don’t feel right. You know that
you are over loaded. But you pull yourself together and get things done anyway.

Disability—Stage 2
The living system is temporarily unable to restore function even using reserves and
stored energy. This must always include functions considered essential; should
include functions considered normal; and when more is know, will include functions
that are considered optimal. When using this definition of disability, it is necessary to
state the level of organization with the living system to which the disability refers.
Disability, by definition, is reversible. Now if that stressor situation proceeds to a
worsening condition then you may begin to loose the ability to do something normally
you could have done. Normally I could have vacuumed the house after I got home from
work, but I was just too exhausted. Now I’ve actually lost the ability. When I was in
the distress level of disease I could have still vacuumed but I just would have felt lousy
but I could have gotten it done. 
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Damage—Stage 3
The living system is permanently unable to restore function. Damage can exist at any
level of organization within the living system or within the living system as a whole.
No cure is possible at this stage of disease.

Death—Stage 4
The living system loses its ability to produce negentropy or order. Death is irreversible.

Disease is evolutionary—first distress, then disability, then damage, and finally death.
These four stages can exist at individual levels of organization within living systems
as well as the living system as a whole. The first two stages of disease—distress and
disability—are curable. The second two stages of disease—damage and death—are not
curable. As the science of medicine progresses, that may change. Disease is often
progressive. First, I get distressed, I don’t feel good. Then, I become disabled, I loose the
ability to do something. Then, if that disability becomes permanent I have damage.
And finally, I risk death. Disease can effect my whole system or just be a part of me. If I
had my arm amputated from an explosion injury in IRAQ, then my arm went through
distress, disability, damage and death. The rest of me survived. 

HEALTH
Now health is defined as being just the opposite. Health is that condition when the
adaptability minus the sum of the stressors acting on it is greater than 0. 

Health results within a living system whenever the stressor adaptability (sa) — the
total ability of the living system to adapt to stressors—equals or exceeds the sum of
stressors (s) acting upon the living system.

Health————> when (sa - s) ≥≥≥≥ 0 

      

So when I have extra adaptability, when I have more adaptability than I have
stressors, then I am in a state of health.
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Balance
So the first lesson from understanding stress is to realize that you have to have
balance. You have to balance your stressors with your ability to adapt. It’s always a
balancing act.

And let’s talk about that for a few minutes. We humans have to understand how the
body works. And the body works best by balancing its tasks with the available energy. 

Synergic Organization
The cells of the body work together. We call this synergy. The body can not do
everything at once. When my body is functioning as a factory to digest my food, then
most of my energy goes to my gut. So after a large meal, I just want lay down and rest.
If instead of resting, I decide to go for a brisk swim, I may get a muscle cramp, and
drowned. The cramps occur because my blood flow usually available for my muscles
has been diverted to the digestive organs.

The reason the body is so successful is that it is good at balance. It shifts energy to the
tasks that need doing using a priority system. That system is based on the value of
that task to survival. 

We humans are multi-purpose mechanisms. We can do many things. Like we tell our
children, you can be anything you want. Everyday, we humans play many roles. I can
be a chauffeur and pick my kids up from school, and then when I get home still
perform my role as father, husband, or friend. I can watch TV, help make supper, give
the kids their baths, take out the trash, or fix the car. But I can’t to all those tasks at
once. I will do them one task at a time. I will balance my stressors with my
adaptability. 
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Negative Emotions Steal Adaptability
When you’re angry, your body is preparing to fight an enemy in the external world and
it will not fight an infection in your system. Your immune system won’t work. Because
again, you can only use your body for only one thing at once. And its all based on
hierarchy and priorities. So that means if I’m thinking somebody is trying to hurt or
kill me, how important is it to worry about viruses or bacteria. And so my immune
system shuts down and I basically have no protection against viruses and bacteria 

Whenever you are angry, upset, frustrated or emotionally aroused, your ability to
defend yourself from the stressors in your environment is significantly reduced. 

The body’s immune system attacks and eliminates not only bacteria and other foreign
substances, but also cancer cells. 

What is Cancer?
A cancer cell is simply one of your own cells that has forgotten its you.It doesn’t
identify with the whole system any more. There are 40 trillion cells in your body, but
that cancer cell has forgotten about the other 39, 999, 999, 999, 999 cells. 

And it says, ‘Hey, it’s me against the world.’ The world is the other 39+ trillion cells.
And so it begins to try to turn everything into itself. So if it’s a liver cell it tries to turn
the whole body into a liver. 

A cancer cell is not a foreign cell; rather, it is a cell whose biologic function has been
damaged in such a way that it no longer responds to the body’s mechanisms for
controlling cell growth and reproduction. This is a sick cell. It has gone through the
stages of Distress, Disability, and now it is Damaged. So it may not make very good
liver, but it does its best. It has forgot that the liver is supposed to stay in the liver’s
home under the right ribs, so it begins to move around though the blood stream or
lymphatics. It is quick to make copies of itself, because it feels very alone. 

Now as it migrates through the blood or lymphatic channel, it starts making liver. If it
lodges in your bone then it makes liver in your bone. If it lodges in your brain then it
makes liver in your brain. Same thing with a carcinoma cell from the breast. If it gets
in your brain it makes breast in your brain. If it gets in your bone it makes breast in
your bone. So again, cancer is not some horrible awful thing outside of me. Cancer is
just one of my cells that is damaged. This damage is usually to the DNA structure in
our genes and chromosomes. 
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DNA damage like all disease is caused by stressor overload. External stressors like
ionizing radiation in the form of sunlight and X-ray have been proven to cause DNA
damage. Witness the skin cancer epidemic we are now facing. Chemical toxins like
benzo[a]pyrene, some medications like those used in chemotherapy, as well as that
most ubiquitous of poisons tobacco all cause DNA damage. Internal stressors are
produced by errors of stressor adaptability. In the case of DNA mutation, mistakes
occur when a cell copies its DNA in preparation for cell division. 

The building blocks of genes are the nucleotides. They are arranged in specific orders
in each gene. If, in the course of cell reproduction, one nucleotide is substituted for
another, a nucleotide is accidentally deleted, or an extra nucleotide is added, this is
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called a spontaneous mutation. If that mutation occurs in a germ (egg or sperm) cell,
that mutation can be inherited by the next generation. Such a mutation can create a
cell that has lost its commitment to the rest of the body. Another type of internal
stressor causing DNA damage are the free radicals. During the creation of energy in
our cells, oxygen is utilized and free radicals are formed.. These toxic byproducts form
reactive oxygen species that can damage DNA as well as cellular proteins and fats.

Immune Surveillance
Because DNA damaged cells no longer recognize themselves as a part of our bodies,
they are highly dangerous. The first line of defence against these cancer cells is our
own immune system. Just as the immune system protects us from the biological
stressors—viruses and bacteria. It also protects us from the rogue cancer cells. 

The immune system’s critical role in controlling cancer cell development is exemplified
by an astounding statistic: Cancer is 100 times more likely to occur in people who take
drugs that suppress the immune system (for example, because of an organ transplant
or a rheumatic disease) than in people with normal immune systems. We now
understand that cancer cells start out as normal body cells, but they begin to grow out
of control because of damage to the DNA in their cell genes. 

The immune system normally plays a major role in limiting the development of these
abnormalities, often before cancer has a chance to grow. This gets rid of many
cancerous cells before they can do any harm. Damaged, pre-cancerous cells may be a
constant presence, but an ever-alert immune system takes them out and protects us
from many assaults of cancer that never get beyond the very earliest stage. 

This role of immunological surveillance was originally postulated by Noble Laurate
Peter Medawar. The belief in Medawar’s hypothesis has come and gone over the years,
but now the tide had returned. The immune system is now believed to play a critical
role in protection against malignancy. Loss of immunity is associated with an
increased risk of malignancy; conversely, a strong immune response may be
protective, and this can be exploited for therapeutic purposes.

Medawar suggested that the human body makes accidental cancer cells in all humans,
but our immune system says, “You know, that fourth liver cell down there on the last
row in the back is acting pretty strange. I gave him the recognition signal this
morning, and he acted like he didn’t know who I was. Maybe we’d better take him out.”
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But if my immune system, is turned off because I’m stressed, then I have no defence
against this rogue cell.

 
Below left is a scanning electron micrograph of a large cancer cell being
attacked by ten smaller T-lymphocytes of the human immune system.

Above right, we see a dead cancer cell that has been ruptured and flattened. 

Much of the body’s protection against cancer is carried out directly by cells of the
immune system rather than by antibodies circulating in the bloodstream. For
example, the presence of tumor antigens on cancer cells can activate T-lymphocytes
and, to a lesser degree, monocytes, which carry out an immunologic surveillance,
looking for cancer cells and destroying them.

This understanding of the connection between stress and the immune system, and
between the immune system and cancer led two scientists—a husband and wife
team—named Simington at MD Anderson Cancer Hospital in Texas to develop
relaxation and imagery exercises to improve immune function for patients. Their
exercises are used by many patients with significant illnesses, infections, and cancer. 

What the Simingtons discovered is that the mind especially the space-mind has
amazing power to influence the body including the immune system. This influence
was scientifically proven in a published study564 by Drs. Robert Ader and Nicholas
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Cohen in 1975. Their experiment is similar to the classic one performed by Pavlov
where he conditioned dogs to salivate at the ringing of a bell:

 565

T-lymphocytes are cells of the immune system that attach themselves to cancer
cells. They release lysomal enzymes that attack the cancer cell, and they also
attract other cells to kill the invader. In 1975, Ader and Cohen conducted an
experiment using a drug called Cytoxan which is known to reduce immune
system functioning by lowering the t-lymphocyte count, they injected healthy
rats with Cytoxan, as the unconditioned stimulus, and the next day recorded a
lowered t-lymphocyte count, the unconditioned response.

Next, they gave the rats saccharin solution, the conditioned stimulus, before
injecting them with the Cytoxan. After a few trials, the drinking of the
saccharin solution alone caused the lowering of the rats t-lymphocyte counts,
the conditioned response. 

564 Ader, R. & Cohen, N., Behaviorally Conditioned Immunosuppression, Psychosom. Med., 1975, 37,
333-340.

565 Human T-lymphocyte Attacking Fibroblast Tumor / Cancer Cells, (SEM x4,000) , Dennis Kunkel
Microscopy, Inc
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This is where the story gets even more interesting. If the rats were given the
drug and saccharine solution in a distinct environment, that distinct
environment acted as a new conditioned stimulus, after a few trials the drop
in t-lymphocytes occurred whenever the rats were placed in that distinct
environment, the new conditioned response. 566

Recall the space-mind learns to recognize sameness. It adapts by responding to
sameness with the same response.

Cytoxan = Drop in T-lymphocytes

Saccharin = Cytoxan
Saccharin = Drop in T-lymphocytes

Distinct Environment = Saccharin
Distinct Environment = Drop in T-Lymphocytes

In humans, adversary emotions reduce immune system functioning, and produce drops
in T-lymphocyte counts. Since we humans are undoubtedly as conditionable as the
animals, how often do distinct environments, and apparently unrelated stimuli
produce similar negative effects on our immune systems?

Balancing Stressors
Managing stress is a balancing act. Each of us must act as our own stress manager.
We need to constantly ask ourselves the following questions: “What are the stressors
in my life?” “How much adaptability do I have?” “Am I doing a good job of balancing
those two?” 

566 Megan, Neuropshchoimmunology, Department of Psychology, Macalester College, Saint Paul, 1995
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Adaptive Rules
Remember based on The Stressor Theory of Disease Propagation,567 we now have a
scientific basis for adaptive rules. Recall my earlier discussions from chapters 36 & 37,
if we apply the “if➜then” logic of Aristotle, we could write:

If our stressors are larger than our adaptability then disease.

If our stressors are less than our adaptability then health.

Equally logical we can now write a single rule for adaptation: 

If your stressors are larger than your adaptability then reduce your stressors
and/or increase your adaptability.

Saying NO!
Sometimes I am asked, what is the single most powerful thing you can do to balance
your stress and adaptability? My answer is simple. Learn to say no.

“Can you?”

“NO.”

“Could you?”

“No I can’t.”

“Why not?”

“Because I am already stressor overloaded, and if I take on any more stressors,
I will get sick.” 

This is one of the most important things any human can learn to do. Stressor overload
causes disease. Chronic stressor overload causes chronic disease and increases your
risk for cancer.

567 Timothy Wilken, MD, The Unified Stress Concept, The Time-binding Trust, 1980,
http://www.synearth.net/TheUnifiedStressConcept.pdf
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So listen to your bodies. Prioritize your tasks. Balance your stressors and adaptability
so that your adaptability is always a little larger than the sum of your stressors.
Think in terms of balance, and be well. How much stressor adaptability do I have?
How many stressors are present in my life? 

Sometimes you have an enormous excess of stressor adaptability. You feel good, you’re
well rested, you’re attitude is great, and your ready to go. The next thing you know,
you’ve cleaned the whole house in two hours—the whole house. Or, maybe you’ve
painted three rooms. You can’t believe how much you got done.  

And other times at the end of the day, you’re almost too tired to even take off your
clothes and crawl into bed. 

Every individuals must balance their own stressors. No one knows where you are
except you. No one. Your husband, your wife, your children, your friends, your
associates, no one knows the present state of your adaptability. And if you won’t take
care of yourself, you can absolutely be sure that you won’t get taken care of. 

When I ask you, ‘Could you do this task for me?’ I’m not feeling the balance of your
stressors and your adaptability. I don’t know if you are tired or all ready overloaded. 

So you have to tell me. When I am working with people who understand stress I will
sometimes ask: “Do you have you have any extra adaptability?” If they do, then I will
ask them to take on another stressor. When asked to add another stressor, you best
make an internal check—listen to your body. If you don’t have the adaptability, then
put that request in the “to do later list.” 

“I can’t help you right now, but maybe a little later, I’ll let you know.”

Wellness is largely learning to accept our human limits. In other words, beginning to
understand that you are only able to do so much. We humans are a powerful form of
life. We can do great things. But our achievements will be greatest when we respect
ourselves and balance our stressors and adaptability.

In the next chapter we will examine anger and fear. These are two of the most powerful
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stressors for modern humans. But before we move on, how many of you are familiar
with the first verse of The Serenity Prayer by Reinhold Neibuhr? I am sure that on
some level, he understood stress. 

GOD, grant me the
Serenity 

to accept the things
I cannot change

Courage
to change the
things I can

and the
Wisdom

to know the difference.
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Understanding Anger & Fear
The design of our body is very old. It comes from the jungle. Our body survived in a
jungle where tooth and claw was the rule, where survival of the fittest, the adversary
fittest was the only way.

Survival in the jungle is not very much fun. Recently, I have been watching some
National Geographic specials on the animals of the African Savannah. As I watch the
lion, cheeta, and hyena, I find myself glad that I am not one of those creatures. The
narrator describes the action as a pack of hyenas literally tear their prey apart. 

This is where the space-mind evolved. This is the world of fight or flight, the world of
anger and fear. And our human body is still wired for survival in this world. 

Now recall our discussion of space-time thinking from The Model, Chapter 29: To begin
with let me draw a simple diagram of the human brain, this is a side view of the brain
and here is the spinal cord. I will draw an eye out here. And I will put someone out
here for the eye to look at. Let’s assume for our discussion that this is you. 

So the first thing that happens when you look at someone is that light reflects off the
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individual you are looking at and comes into your eye. Light carries that image onto
the retina of your eye. From there it is conducted to the occipital cortex at the back of
your brain where a little picture is made.

That picture is then presented to your space-mind for RECOGNITION. 
  

���������
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Now your RECOGNIZE mode of thinking quickly identifies this image, and then
searches its memory for previously encoded feelings and emotions. Now let’s say this is
an image of a man who has threatened you in the past. Your space-mind will find
encoded with the memory of this image, the feelings of anger and fear. It will
immediately send a signal to the amygdala in the limbic system to alert the ACTion
mode, and then the signal will continue on down to the adrenal gland to release the
fear hormone or the anger hormone to prepare your body for survival. 

The adrenal gland is the gland of war. This is the gland of “fight” or “flight.” This is the
gland that releases two very powerful hormones, noradrenalin, the hormone of anger
and fighting, and adrenalin, the hormone of fear and flighting. Noradrenalin produces
the physiological changes in the body of the anger response—it prepares to fight, while
adrenalin produces the physiological changes of the fear response—it prepares us to
run.  … 568

Now as we learned in our earlier discussion of the SURVIVE mode of thinking, if this
were a true survival emergency, our amygdala would have already hijacked our
neocortex. We would already be fighting or fleeing. 

For that to happen, the image of the man standing in front of us would have to be

568 End redundant text from The Model section, Chapter 29.
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encoded with strong adversary emotions, then our amygdala would have REACTed
before we even had time to consciously RECOGNIZE him. The SURVIVE mode of
thinking requires nothing less.

SURVIVE
To be or not to be is a question of survival—life or death. SURVIVE is a primitive
adversary mode. It controls the Fight or Flight response. …

The SURVIVE mode of thinking can be very dangerous. The limbic-emotional system is
evoked which modifies the behavior of the space-mind through the release of the
powerful adversary hormones. The adversary hormones produce an abundance of
adversary emotions—anger, fear, frustration, resentment, irritation, anxiety, etc. 569

Space-Time Decision Making
Now let us examine how the space-mind makes its decisions. Remember the animal
mind is a space-mind. The animal moves toward pleasure and away from pain—
toward good space—away from bad space. My cat comes running when he hears the
automatic can opener. He jumps into my lap to get a good rub. He runs away when
hears the bark of a dog. Or the slam of a door. 

The space-mind has only one goal—survival. Once achieved, the space-mind is content.
It has no need to become, no need for achievement, no need to accomplish anything
more than survival. My house cat once he has obtained shelter and good food has no
need to do anything more. He is willing to lie by the fire, day after day, year after
year—totally content with his full belly and his masters stroking hand. But if he
encounters pain he gets away from it as fast as is possible. And few animals move as
fast a “scalded cat.” 

The space-mind’s purpose is to secure survival for the body. When it’s decisions produce
high survival it feels pleasure. When its decisions produce low survival it feels pain.
This results in a single strategy that supports survival. The space-mind tries to guide
the organism towards pleasure and away from pain. 

Very high survival is called ecstasy. Sexual orgasm feels very good because
reproduction of the organism is the most powerful form of biological survival. Very low
survival is called agony. 

569 End redundant text from The Model section, Chapter 35
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Space-mind Deciding
So this is how the space-mind makes all its decisions. It moves towards pleasure and
away from pain. 

The space-mind is concerned about being. To be or not to be is about survival. Is my
being pleasurable or painful.570

Preparing to FIGHT!
Fighting is a desperate survival strategy to limit or avoid pain. Recall that when you
release the anger hormone, you prepare to fight to the death. The physiological
changes that result from a nor-adrenalin release are astounding. Our blood pressure
jumps way up—sometimes doubling. Our pulse accelerates rapidly to twice normal.
Our blood thickens, gets sticky and clotty—seven times thicker, stickier, and clottier.
Why? In the jungle anger meant fight, and fight meant bleeding. There is no Red
Cross Blood Center. You better clot your blood quickly or you could bleed to death.

What else happens? We all know that we get red faced when we get angry. This is
because our body is preparing to bite. GRRRRR!! GRRRRR!! We have all seen dogs and

570 End redundant text from The Model section, Chapter 28
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cats in a rage. Imagine a Bengal tiger is a rage. WOW! We had better be on the other
side of some very large metal bars. 

The blood flow to all the skeletal muscles is increased many times in preparation for
battle—to the muscles of the jaw for biting hard, to the muscles of the arms for hitting
hard, and to the muscles of the hips and legs for kicking hard. But, because humans
have such a strong prohibition against biting we don’t usually act on our urge to bite.
Remember our lessons from the school yard, in a fight boys aren’t supposed to bite,
girls can bite but not boys. But if you are losing the fight, you may decide to bite
anyway—just ask Mike Tyson or Evander Holyfield.

Now why do we have this strong prohibition against biting anyway. The time-mind has
an opinion that it is not civilized to bite people. Yet despite this the space-mind is real
ready to bite if survival is at stake. And, if we modern humans don’t bite, we have no
prohibition against hitting or kicking. So while angry animals bite, angry humans hit
and kick. 

Hitting Hard
When I am angry, I will be happy to hit, slug, punch, or kick you. I want to hit
something. I want to hear the BOOM. I want to hear something go BANG!. I want to
SLAM the door. I want to hear some NOISE. Isn’t this what goes on in our lives, and
all around us everyday. 
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Consequences
So if I resent my boss, or spouse, or others in my life, day after day, week after week,
month after month, then I walk around with an elevated blood pressure, an increased
heart rate, and thick sticky clotty blood, day after day, week after week, month after
month. I chronically suppress my immune system and my gastrointestinal system.

That is why the Doctor advised Uncle George, with his history of heart attacks, not to
get upset. The Doctor said if Uncle George gets upset he could have another heart
attack, or he could have a stroke. And the release of noradrenalin is exactly the reason
why he is at risk for recurrent heart attack or stroke, because his blood pressure
doubles and his blood gets thicker, stickier, and clottier. 

I tell my patients if you can solve your problem by hitting hard then anger is the
appropriate emotion. How hard do I have to hit the IRS auditor to avoid paying more
taxes? How hard to I have to hit my boss, to get the time off I need? How hard do I have
to hit the guy in the other car to keep him from cutting in front of me? This can be
pretty dangerous if I am driving a 4000 pound car. 

Biting or clawing in the animal world works pretty well. If you ask the fox, “I
understand another fox was trying to take over your den and you got angry, did it help
you?” “Absolutely, I growled at him then I bit him on the leg, and he ran away.” Biting
works for the fox. It works in the animal world everyday. It works for your dog. It
works for your cat. But it doesn’t work very well for us humans. Our culture is too
complex.

Anger attenuates Intelligence
In addition to all the physical changes that occur in animals and in the human body
with the release of nor-adrenalin, another thing happens to us human— we get stupid.

Have you ever noticed how stupid you are when you are angry? When you are angry
you loose access to up to 80% of your effective intelligence. That bears repeating,
humans who are angry loose up to 80% of their intelligence. Have you ever noticed
during an argument that if you get emotionally upset you suddenly get stupid. Then
when you leave the situation and calm down, your intelligence returns and you
wonder why you didn’t say this or that.
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When you declare a survival emergency—when you release the fight or flight
hormones your space-mind seizes control, and shuts down the time-mind. When the
space-mind is preparing for battle is does not tolerate any distraction from the time-
mind. It does not want any words in its way. It has no time for opinions. It wants to hit
somebody.

Preparing to FLIGHT!
Well fear is quite similar to anger. The adrenal gland releases the fear hormone
adrenalin instead of nor-adrenalin. Its effects on the body are somewhat different. I
don’t get quite as elevated a blood pressure. I get more of an elevated pulse rate. I may
have a marked tremor as my fine muscles respond to the circulating adrenalin. 

My blood doesn’t go to my face and jaw, it goes to my hips and legs instead to prepare
me to run. I don’t have the urge to hit hard, my urge is to run fast. I have the urge to
get away. I have the urge to hide. And fortunately, my blood does not get quite as thick,
sticky, and clotty. I might get diarrhea. Ever notice that when a deer gets frightened it
empties its bowels. The large haunches of the deer lie on either side of the rectal colon.
The fear response causes the deer to evacuate the distal colon in preparation for
running. When a human is about to have a frightening job interview, he may well
have the urge to run to the bathroom as well. 
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And finally fear also lowers my effective intelligence. I can loose up to 80% of my
effective intelligence in a full panic. I may be so afraid I have no access to my time-
mind, I may be mute, unable to utter a single word. And fear doesn’t prepare me to hit
hard, it prepares me to run fast.

Running Fast
Again I counsel my patients, if running fast will solve your problems then fear is the
appropriate emotion to have. How fast do I have to run to get away from a nuclear
strike? How fast do I have to run to protect my children if my husband leaves me? How
fast to I have to run to protect my children from being kidnapped off the street? How
fast do I have to run to keep my boss from laying me off in a bad economy? Running
fast will not solve any of these problems, in fact running fast will rarely solve any
human problems.

Just because a situation is dangerous doesn’t mean fear will be a useful emotion. If a
demolition expert is called in to disarm a 2000 pound explosive does he want to prepare
his body to run before working on the bomb? Does he want to feel a rapid pulse,
marked tremor, urge to defecate, and reduce his intelligence to 20% of normal? … No, I
don’t think so.

Just because a situation is dangerous doesn’t mean that fear is the best response. It is
the only response in the animal world. The rabbit can’t do anything but run. He can’t
dismantle a 2000 pound bomb.
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Fear attenuates Intelligence
When I am afraid I can’t think. Suppose a student is taking an exam, he is well
prepared but very nervous. This is a very important exam. As he looks over the
questions he discovers he isn’t sure on a lot of them. Now he becomes afraid as his
body reacts to the adrenalin he releases he becomes even more stupid. Now he can’t
answer any of the questions. He may not even remember his own name. He fails the
exam. As he is walking back to his dorm after the exam he relaxes, the fear response
disappears. And suddenly his intelligence returns and he can remember most of the
answers on the exam. The student feels terrible, his time-mind may offer the opinion
that he is a stupid jerk for not remembering the answers during the exam, but in fact
he is simply the victim of an inappropriate fear response. His answers were there all
the time, they were in the time-mind but access to the time-mind was blocked in the
survival mode.

Beyond Anger and Fear
Anger and fear are the most powerful emotions in the animal kingdom. They support
survival in an adversary world filled with dangerous predators. We humans share the
animal body, so we too possess the propensity for rage and panic. 

However, in our more complex human world, rage and panic are rarely effective in
protecting us from threat and danger. Often they are worse than non effective, they
bring us distress and disease.

Learning to control the adversary emotions is an absolute requirement for optimizing
your effective intelligence. It is also the first step towards securing an optimal state of
health and wellness. 

The next three chapters will focus on giving you the knowledge, and pathway to the
skills necessary to completely control anger and fear in your self and in others.

Our first task will be to master the human emotion calmness. Calmness optimizes
human intelligence, and in so doing provides a platform for controlling anger and fear
both in our selves and in others. Those who would seek Genius must start there.
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Understanding Calmness
The most powerful human emotion is called calmness. Most people do not think of
calmness as an emotion, it is more often described as the lack of emotion.

But, calmness is the most empowering emotion that humans can experience. Calm is
the emotion you feel when you do a very effective relaxation exercise and achieve the
relaxation response. Calm is the emotion you feel when you do not have a care in the
world, and are at peace with yourself and those around you. For some humans the
stress of their lives is so high they may be unfamiliar with this emotion. But it is an
emotion available to all humans, easy to learn with a little practice.

Reeeeee laaaaaaaaax … Lots of time … Slow down … Let go …

Why is calmness the most powerful emotion for humans? When I am calm, I can think
well. When I am calm, I have full access to the higher modes of thinking of both my
space-mind and my time-mind. When I am calm, I can best solve my problems. When I
am calm, I have access to 100% of my intelligence.
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Intelligence is different from knowing. Intelligence is the mechanism for processing
incoming information. Intelligence is the hardware. Knowing is the software. And
when you are deeply calm you are 100% intelligent.

An individual who has mastered calmness knows that all internal thinking is
symbolic. If my body responds to every thought of danger let alone every real danger,
then I will truly come to know the meaning of the sentence: “The coward dies a
thousand deaths, the brave man only one.”

CALMNESS—def—> The ability to process information without physiological
response. The ability to process threatening information without triggering
the fight or flight response.

Today most of us die a thousand deaths. When we imagine our problems and stresses,
our bodies tense and strain. When we think of danger, we feel afraid. When we think of
hurt, we feel anger. These feelings of anger and fear are just our internal sensings of
our bodies as they prepare to fight or flee. But when our bodies prepare to fight and
flee, they shut down vital systems. 

If these systems are shut down for more than a few moments, we shorten our lives and
become sick. In a world of chronically frighted and chronically angered individuals, all
our lives are shortened, and all of us are sick. In our modern world, calmness is a
survival skill. Calmness is the ability to think of danger and hurt without feeling fear
or anger.

Humans have the ability to learn, practice, and master calmness. This is the only way
to master the space-mind. Methods include Relaxation Training, Meditation, Yoga,
Biofeedback Training, and Rational Behavioral Therapy.

The space-mind is not a bad. Besides survival it is responsible for most of our creativity
and the thinking that produces WISDOM. The attenuation of human intelligence
occurs when the mind-body declares a survival emergency. The space-mind drops into
the SURVIVE mode of thinking and it assumes full control. This shift occurs
automatically anytime the amygdala is triggered, or the body releases the adversary
hormones. That is unless you train yourself differently.

When modern humans feel angry or afraid, their space-minds become large liabilities.
When modern humans feel calm, their space-minds are creative, innovative, and
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powerful processors that serve them well. Thus the only rational choice for modern
humans is to learn to control our space-minds. We must learn to withhold activation of
the SURVIVE mode of thinking, unless we are confronted by a physical threat where
fighting or flighting is both rational and adaptive. Today, nearly all humans waste a
great deal of their time, energy, and life being reactive, when fighting or flighting is
both irrational, and maladaptive. 

Today, anger and fear are commonly perceived to be completely natural. Our casual
acceptance of these emotions as normal does us great disservice. Nine-nine percent of
living humans are unaware that they have the choice to limit those obsolete emotions
and their resultant irrational and maladaptive behaviors, by simply taking the time to
master calmness.

Turn off the SURVIVE mode?
When students of dual-mind psychodynamics first learn of the intelligence attenuation
caused by anger and fear, they often ask, “Can we turn off the SURVIVE mode?”

The one word answer is NO, nothing is more important to a living organism than
survival. Remember our explanation from Chapter 35, page 542, the space-mind is a
combination of the right neocortex and the limbic system. As Daniel Goleman
explained,571 during survival emergencies, the more primitive limbic system hijacks
the neocortex—hijacks both the time-mind and the space-mind. 

The SURVIVE mode does not understand the time-mind, and analysis and opinions are
irrelevant. The SURVIVE mode may suppress the time-mind completely. Often in a
rage humans lose even their ability to speak. They may swear but that is simply the
space-mind making noise with its highly emotional vocabulary. 

While the SURVIVE mode more dramatically attenuates the time-mind, it also
attenuates the space-mind. The space-mind’s right neocortex is limited and dominated
by the SURVIVE mode as well. We lose our ability to see multiple points of view, and
many of our more complex physical skills are lost as well. We often don’t RECOGNIZE,
the more subtle patterns in our environment, and our repertoire of ACTIONs are also
severely restricted. This is why our effective intelligence drops to a fraction of its
normal range. 

The SURVIVE mode does not allow any interference, or distractions while it is

571 Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence, Bantum Books, New York, 1995
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handling a fight or flight emergency. Once the body comes under the influence of the
amygdala and the adversary hormones of adrenalin and noradrenalin, the SURVIVE
mode assumes total authority in what it assumes is a life and death situation. 

Prevention is the Only Cure
You are probably familiar with Benjamin Franklin’s advise that, “An once of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.” In the case of limiting the effects of the
SURVIVE mode on effective intelligence, “Prevention is the ONLY cure.”

We humans can learn to think more carefully, and to condition our emotional
responses to threat. This will allow us to effectively prevent the SURVIVE mode from
engaging. Step one is to master calmness. 

Intelligent Response
In clear distinction to the anger and fear emotions of the fight or flight response, when
you achieve the emotion calmness, you are preparing to think well. I call this the
intelligent response.

Humans adapt by thinking, and then choosing intelligent ACTION. For us,
maximizing our intelligence will best prepare us to adapt successfully to our
stressors—these include the physical, biological, and especially the social stressors. 

The emotion calmness produces the following profound and beneficial effects:

➢Lowers our Blood Pressure.
➢Reduces our Heart Rate.
➢Turns on our Immune and GI Systems.
➢Enhances cellular repair and healing.
➢Optimizes our Dual-mind Intelligence.

When we are calm, we can think well. When we are calm, we can solve almost any
problem. For humans anger and fear rarely help us solve our problems. Preparing to
fight or flight is very rarely useful in dealing with other humans who are angry or
afraid. Almost always, we will do better with calmness and intelligence.

Many Paths to Calmness
There are many paths to calmness. In a moment, I will present an example of a deeply
physically relaxing and emotionally calming exercise that has worked well for me, as
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well as for many of my patients and students. But before I present that specific
example, you are encouraged to read about and explore the many different pathways
to physical relaxation and emotional calmness.

Progressive Muscular Relaxation—To start, stretch your muscles and joints, move
them around, and shake out the tension. Then, tense your muscles for a few seconds
and then slowly release this tension while feeling the warm and heavy sensation that
occurs when you relax. Start with the muscles in your toes and work slowly up to the
top of your head. First tensing and then relaxing all the muscles in your your body.

Breathing Exercise—Breathe slowly and deeply, using the abdominal muscles (not the
chest muscles) to move the air in and out. Even one slow breath in which you breathe
in, hold for 2-3 seconds, and then exhale slowly (about 5 seconds) can steady the
nerves and refocus attention. Focus your attention on your breathing, especially each
time you breathe out. Say the same word or short phrase once each time you exhale
(such as the word “one” or “relax”), over and over, while passively letting all other
thoughts drift out of your mind.

Guided Imagery—Pleasant or relaxing images can serve to physically relax the body
and calm the dual-mind. By controlling breathing and visualizing a soothing image, a
state of deep relaxation can occur. This method can be learned by anyone and is
relatively easy to begin. Imagine yourself in a relaxing situation. Pick your own
relaxing situation, then imagine it with every sense of your body—imagine the colors,
shapes, textures, sounds, smells, temperature, and touch of it. Imagery has also been
used in addition to conventional therapy in the treatment of cancer and other
conditions, in which a patient visualizes disease states being healed or driven out of
the body by the immune system.

Meditation Techniques—Ranging from practices associated with specific religions or
beliefs to methods focusing purely on physical relaxation, meditation is one of the most
popular techniques to achieve physical and mental relaxation. There are literally
thousands of different types of meditation, and many can be learned on your own. The
meditative state is one in which there is a deep centering and focusing upon the core of
one’s being; there is a quieting of the mind, emotions, and body. The meditative state
can be achieved through structured (as in the daily practice of a routine) or
unstructured (for example, while being alone outdoors) activities. While teachers of
meditative arts are readily available, some techniques can be learned though books or
online tutorials.
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Autogenic Training—Developed in the early 20th century, this technique is based
upon passive concentration and awareness of body sensations. Through repetition of
so-called autogenic “formulas” one focuses upon different sensations, such as warmth
or heaviness, in different regions of the body. Such focus produces physical relaxation
and emotional calmness.

Biofeedback—Developed in the early 1960s, this method is accomplished through the
use of monitoring equipment that provides feedback as to the internal state of the
body’s physiology. For example, instruments can be used to measure muscular
tension, skin temperature, galvanic skin response, heart rate, blood pressure, brain
activity, stomach acidity, muscle tension, or other parameters while persons
experiment with postural changes, breathing techniques, or thinking patterns that
effect the physical body.

By receiving and experimenting with this feedback, one can learn to identify the
processes that achieve the desired result, such as reduction in muscular tension,
increase in skin temperature, reduction in heart rate and blood pressure, etc.—all
associated with calmness and deep relaxation. Thus biofeedback allows humans to
train their autonomic nervous system to react to stress with physical relaxation and
emotional calmness.

Yoga—With over five thousand years of written documentation, Yoga may well be the
oldest self-improvement system that ever existed. There are many different types of
Yoga, but all of them contribute to mankind’s self-improvement. Most styles of Yoga tie
the physical postures, proper breathing, and focused concentration, together, in one
single session. The result almost always includes physical relaxation and emotional
calmness. By constant bonding of mind and body, Yoga creates inner harmony that
gives the Yoga student an advantage in productivity, organizational skills, creativity,
and self-preservation.

Other pathways not described include: Massage, Auto-suggestion, Hypnosis, Chanting,
Tai Chi, etc., etc., etc.. It is important to remember that there is no ONE right pathway
to physical relaxation and emotional calmness. It is not important to choose one or the
other. It is essential that you choose a pathway, and practice it daily, until you have
obtained mastery. We all have the ability to anger instantly, we must acquire the
ability to calm instantly.

✺
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Performing the following exercise once a day for even a few weeks can enable mastery
of calmness. This particular exercise is a blend of a breathing exercise, progressive
muscular relaxation, autogenic training, guided imagery, and self-hypnosis. When
you are ready to perform this exercise, choose a time when you will be undisturbed for
30 minutes. Begin by making a printout of this exercise so you have a written copy. As
you slowly read through the exercise, pause and perform each instruction as you read
it. Go at your own pace, and then mark your place with your fingertip as you read and
move through the exercise so you will always know where you are. There are no hard
rules in mastering relaxation. You can go a little slower or a little faster as you like. It
really doesn’t matter. You can pause to focus on any instruction. You can repeat any
instruction once, twice or three times. It really doesn’t matter. Your goal is profound
physical relaxation and deep emotional calmness. You will know you are being
successful when you feel the muscles of your body relaxing, and when you feel deeply
calm. If any part of the exercise seems not to be working slow down and repeat the
instruction. … When you are ready, begin.

The Intelligent Response
Achieving Profound Relaxation & Deep Calmness

•Get comfortable:  

Find a comfortable position. You may sit, or lie down as you prefer. Take your time
getting comfortable. Move your body until you find the best position. There is lots of
time. When you are physically comfortable move on.

•Calm your breathing: 

Take a deep breath, 
Hold it for a moment, comfortably, then, 
Let it all the way out. 

When you are ready, take another deep breath. 
Hold it a little longer, when you are ready, 
Let it out slowly, thinking:

“I am completely calm. I am completely relaxed.”

(repeat as desired)
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Focus on your breathing … 

Cool fresh air, coming in, bringing energy with each breath … 
Warmed used air, going out, carrying away tensions and stresses … 

In … 
Out … 

In … 
Out … 

In … 
Out … 

Cool fresh air, coming in, bringing energy with each breath … 
Warmed used air, going out, carrying away tensions and stresses … 

(repeat as desired)

As you breathe allow your body to become calm and at peace. Notice how your body
moves as you breathe. 

Your abdomen rises and falls, like a boat floating on a calm sea … 

Rises … 
Falls … 

Rises … 
Falls … 

Rises … 
Falls … 

Rising and falling like a boat floating on a calm sea.

(repeat as desired)
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Take a deep breath. 
Hold it as long as you can, comfortably, then
Slowly let it all the way out, thinking:

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.” 

Take a deep breath. 
Hold it as long as you can, comfortably, then
Slowly let it all the way out, thinking:

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.” 

(repeat as desired)

•Relax your body

Take extra time to relax any area of your body that is uncomfortable.You should slow
the exercise whenever you encounter any area of your body that is ill or injured. When
focusing on your extremities, you can begin by doing the right side, and then repeat for
the left side, or you do both sides at the same time. It really doesn’t matter. Focus on
your body. Begin at your toes and move upwards.

I relax my toes. I relax the muscles of my toes. I imagine the muscles as they stretch
and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my toes.

I relax my feet. I relax the muscles of my feet. I imagine the muscles as they stretch
and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my feet.

I relax my ankles. I relax the muscles of my ankles. I imagine the muscles as they
stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my ankles.

I relax my legs. I relax the muscles of my legs. My shins. My calves. All parts of my
legs. I imagine the muscles as they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I
relax my legs.

I relax my knees. I relax the muscles around my knees. I imagine the muscles as they
stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my knees.
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I relax my upper legs, my thighs, front and back. I relax the muscles of my hips. I
imagine the muscles as they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax
my upper legs.

(repeat as desired)

I relax my sex. I relax the muscles of my sex. I imagine the muscles as they stretch and
relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my sex.

I relax my abdomen. I relax the muscles of my abdomen. I imagine the muscles as they
stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my abdomen. I relax the
internal organs of my abdomen. I relax my stomach, my intestine , my colon, my liver
and spleen. I relax my kidneys and bladder, and all the organs of my abdomen. I relax
deeply.

(repeat as desired)

I relax my lower back , my buttocks, my tail bone. I imagine the muscles as they stretch
and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my back.

I relax my middle back. I relax the muscles of my mid back. I imagine the muscles as
they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my back.

I relax my upper back. Between my shoulder blades. My lower neck and the muscles of
my shoulders. I relax the muscles of my upper back. I imagine the muscles as they
stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my back.

(repeat as desired)

I relax my chest. I relax the muscles of my chest. I imagine the muscles as they stretch
and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax the internal organs of my chest. I
relax my heart. Imagining as it beats regularly and strong. I relax my lungs.
Imagining as they breathe fully and comfortably. Take a deep breath. Hold it as long as
you can comfortably, then let it all the way out. Thinking I am completely calm. I am
completely relaxed.

(repeat as desired)
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I relax my shoulders and my upper arms, my biceps and triceps. I relax the muscles of
my upper arms. I imagine the muscles as they stretch and relax as they become soft
and supple. I relax my shoulders and upper arms.

I relax my elbows. I relax the muscles about my elbows. I imagine the muscles as they
stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my elbows.

I relax my forearms and wrists. I relax the muscles of my forearms and wrists. I
imagine the muscles as they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax
my forearms and wrists.

I relax my hands and fingers. I relax the muscles of my hands and fingers. I imagine
the muscles as they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my hands
and fingers.

I relax from the tips of my fingers to the depth of my shoulders.

(repeat as desired)

I relax neck and head. I relax the the muscles of my neck and head. I imagine the
muscles as they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my neck and
head.

I relax my face, my eyes, my forehead, my nose and nasal passages, I relax my mouth,
my lips, and my tongue. I relax all the muscles of my face. I imagine the muscles as
they stretch and relax as they become soft and supple. I relax my face.

(repeat as desired)

Now search your entire body for any knots of tension or areas of incomplete relaxation.
when you find them simply let them go. As you let the tensions go, think:

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.”

Take a deep breath. 
Hold it as long as you can, comfortably, then
Slowly let it all the way out, thinking:

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.” 
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Take a deep breath. 
Hold it as long as you can, comfortably, then
Slowly let it all the way out, thinking:

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.” 

(repeat as desired)

•Deepening my relaxation with the feeling of heaviness

I focus on my right arm. My right arm grows heavy. So very heavy. My right arm feels
more and more heavy as if my arm was made of lead. As my arm grows heavy I relax
deeply.

I focus on my left arm. My left arm grows heavy. So very heavy. My left arm feels more
and more heavy as if my arm was made of lead. As my arm grows heavy I relax deeply.

I focus on my right leg. My right leg grows heavy. So very heavy. My right leg feels
more and more heavy as if my leg was made of lead. As my leg grows heavy I relax
deeply.

I focus on my left leg. My left leg grows heavy. So very heavy. My left leg feels more and
more heavy as if my leg was made of lead. As my leg grows heavy I relax deeply.

I focus on my body. My body grows heavy. So very heavy. My body feels more and more
heavy as if my body were made of lead. As my body grows heavy I relax deeply.

I am feeling heavy, so very very heavy. I am feeling calm, so very very calm. I am
feeling  relaxed, so very very relaxed.

(repeat as desired)

•Deepening my relaxation with the feeling of warmth

I focus on my right arm. My right arm grows warm. So very warm. My right arm feels
more and more warm as if my arm was resting in the warm sunshine. As my arm
grows warm I relax deeply.
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I focus on my left arm. My left arm grows warm. So very warm. My left arm feels more
and more warm as if my arm was was resting in the warm sunshine. As my arm grows
warm I relax deeply.

I focus on my right leg. My right leg grows warm. So very warm. My right leg feels
more and more warm as if my leg was resting in the warm sunshine. As my leg grows
warm I relax deeply.

I focus on my left leg. My left leg grows warm. So very warm. My left leg feels more and
more warm as if my leg was resting in the warm sunshine. As my leg grows warm I
relax deeply.

I focus on my body. My body grows warm. So very warm. My body feels more and more
warm as if my body was resting in the warm sunshine. As my body grows warm I relax
deeply.

I am feeling warm, so very very warm. I am feeling calm, so very very calm. I am feeling
relaxed, so very very relaxed.

(repeat as desired)

•Anchoring your feeling of calmness

Now that you are feeling calm and relaxed, you want to anchor this feeling of calmness
to a physical sensation that you can use to instantly recall this feeling when you are
stressed. One anchor that is often used is to grip your left wrist with your right hand
and squeeze strongly. You may use your left hand to squeeze your right wrist if you
prefer, or create your own personal anchor if you like. It really doesn’t matter.

Take a deep breath. Hold it as long as you can comfortably. Let it out slowly thinking. 

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.” 

Take a deep breath. Apply your anchor. Grip your wrist tightly and squeeze. Now focus
on the sensation of your anchor thinking:

“Whenever I feel my anchor, I will feel completely calm and relaxed. When I am calm, I
am strong.” 
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Continue to focus on the sensation of your anchor. Take a deep breath. Hold it as long
as you can comfortably. Let it out slowly thinking.

“When I am calm, I am strong. When I am calm , I can solve any problem.”

Take a deep breath. Hold it as long as you can comfortably. Let it out slowly thinking. 

“I am completely calm. I feel deeply relaxed as if there’s lots of time.” 

Apply your anchor. Now focus on the sensation of your anchor thinking:

“Whenever I feel my anchor, I will feel  calm and completely relaxed. When I am calm, I
am strong.” 

Continue to focus on the sensation of your anchor. Take a deep breath. Hold it as long
as you can comfortably. Let it out slowly thinking.

“When I am calm, I am strong. When I am calm, I can solve any problem.”

In the future, whenever I am confronted with any stressor, any difficult situation, I
will remember the power of calmness. I will apply my anchor and feel instantly calm. I
will feel instantly relaxed. I will always remember:

“When I am calm, I am strong. When I am calm, I can solve any problem.”
Take a deep breath. Hold it as long as you can comfortably. Let out slowly thinking:

“When I am calm, I am strong. When I am calm, I can solve any problem.”

(repeat as desired)

• Rehearsing for future stressors

Now imagine some real problem that is going on in your life today. But as you imagine
this problem feel calm and relaxed.Thinking:

“Anger will not help me, fear will not help me. Only calmness can help me. I will be calm
and strong.” 
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Take a deep breath. Hold it comfortably. When you are ready exhale thinking:

“When I am calm, I can think clearly. When I am calm, I can think well. When I am
calm, I am fully intelligent.”

As the images and thoughts about your problem come into your mind simply watch
them from this detached perspective of calmness and deep relaxation. Imagine yourself
dealing with the stress in your life in a calm and relaxed way. See yourself solving your
problems in calmness by thinking well by thinking clearly.

Continue this exercise a few moments as you like.....always thinking:

“With the mastery of calmness, I can neutralize any stressor and solve any problem.”

(repeat as desired)

•Returning to normal consciousness

Now prepare to return to normal consciousness. Imagine a cool wind blowing across
your forehead. As you feel the coolness, think:

“My forehead is pleasantly cool. I feel a pleasant sensation of coolness on my forehead.”

Now imagine your body is growing lighter. Imagine your body is filling with energy.
Very slowly take a deep breath. As your body fills with air think:

“I feel cool and pleasant. My body is growing lighter. My body is filling with energy.”

And now slowly return your thoughts to the external surroundings, the present place,
the present time. Begin to move your toes,.... contract your fingers,....  contract and
relax your facial muscles,.... swallow your saliva,.... clench your fists and stretch your
arms and legs,.... inhale and exhale deeply,....

slowly open your eyes,.... look around and notice your surroundings,....remain quiet for
a few moments.....

✺
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You can continue to practice this exercise from your written copy. Alternative ways of
accomplishing this exercise include: 1)have someone else read the exercise for you, 2)
reading this exercise into an audio recording device, and then playing the audio
recording as you relax. If you decide to make a recording, you will want to practice the
exercise a few times by reading it aloud. This will give the sense of pace that will work
best when you make your audio recording.

In some ways using our printed copy is best. It allows you to modify the exercise at will.
You can stop to focus, or repeat as you need. Very soon you will have memorized all the
words anyway. Then you can do your practice from memory. 

However, it is OK to do the exercise in anyway that suits you. It really doesn’t matter.
You may also mix and match the different techniques. You may like to buy some ready
made relaxation tapes or CDs. You might like to take a stress management class. Or,
sign up for Yoga. It may be of great benefit to see a psychologist for a few sessions of
relaxation training, or to work with a biofeedback therapist for awhile. All paths that
lead to profound physical relaxation and deep calmness will enable the intelligent
response. Practice makes perfect. 

Mastery of calmness is the most powerful skill you can acquire. It is both life changing
and life enabling.

I strongly recommend practicing once or twice daily for the first eight weeks, then at
least once every other day for another six months. At that point you will be an expert.
You will be able to calm and relax yourself instantly at will. Practice will have become
second nature. Never hesitate to calm and relax yourself. And, just as importantly
never hesitate to share this Knowing with other humans. You can give no greater gift
than the mastery of calmness.

With the mastery of calmness, you are conditioning your body to react to threat with
the intelligent response rather than the maladaptive fight or flight response. 

Another mechanism to prevent inappropriate anger and fear is to learn to think more
carefully. We often misunderstand how reality works. We see threats where none
exist. We take things personally that are not personal. This often leads to the release of
maladaptive emotions. This can be prevented by thinking more carefully. This is the
subject of our next three chapters.
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Getting Real
When I first began teaching patients how to more successfully adapt to the stressors in
their lives, I spend most of my time trying to help them recover quickly from the
release of the maladaptive emotional hormones. 

 572

As I explained in the last chapter, if fighting and flighting will not solve your problem,
then releasing the fight or flight hormones will not help you. Over time it became ever
more clear to me that a much more powerful strategy would be to learn how not to
release the fight or flight hormones in the first place.

Since emotional release in humans almost always follows thinking, then we need to
develop a more careful way of thinking. Psychologist Albert Ellis pioneered this
approach with his development of Rational Emotive Therapy.573

Dr. Ellis was a careful student of Alfred Korzybski, and his therapy is based more on

572 Edvard Munch, The Scream, Casein/waxed crayon and tempera on paper (cardboard), 91 x 73.5
cm (35 7/8 x 29"); Nasjonalgalleriet (National Gallery), Oslo, 1893

573 Albert Ellis, Rational Emotive Behavioral Therapy: A Therapist’s Guide, Impact, 1975-2005
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philosophy than psychology. Ellis taught that “it is not adversity (A) that negatively
affects the individual, but the individual’s beliefs (B) about this adversity, that leads
to negative consequences (C).” This is a basic tenet of Rational Emotive Therapy, and
is known as the ABCs of the Emotional Response. 

Ellis taught his students and patients that they needed to be careful about their
thinking. He pointed out that many times, if not most times, humans fail to think
rationally about their problems. We often exaggerate in describing the stressors in our
lives. What most of us fail to realize is that these exaggerations make things much
worse than necessary. When the time-mind, thinking in words, talks with itself, it is
making a word picture, that the space-mind can see. If I describe the events in my life
as if they were catastrophes, then my space-mind will see my word pictures, and
prepare by body to respond to them as survival emergencies.

How often have you heard statements like: “He stabbed me in the back!” “She bit my
head off!” “They are walking all over me.” and “My boss won’t get off my back.” 

Get Off My Back!
In 1970, I had the occasion to visit a small ranch in southern California that sold exotic
wildcats. A friend of mine was in the market for a bobcat, don’t ask me why? 

Bobcats are found only in North America, where it is the most common wildcat. It gets
its common name from its stubby, or “bobbed,” tail. The bobcat is a predator. Its
preferred prey are rabbits, but it also will feed on mice, squirrels, woodchucks,
possums, moles, shrews, raccoons, foxes, domestic cats, birds, reptiles, porcupines, and
even skunks. The animal handler at the wildcat ranch led us to a caged area which
housed a male bobcat, and a female puma. 
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After donning a pair of heavy leather gloves, he undid the padlock on the heavily fenced
gate and led us in. He advised us to move slowly, make no loud noises, and take our
lead from him. He said the cats were pretty tame, and that we didn’t need to to worry.

Of the two cats in caged area, the bobcat was much smaller, weighing about 20 lbs. The
puma was just an adolescent, but she was easily four times his size. Both of the cats
seemed pretty tame. 

Finally, the handler managed to corner the bobcat and pick him up. He held him quite
tightly, and brought him closer for us to take a better look. His pursuit of the bobcat
had disturbed the puma and she began pacing back and forth along the fence. She kept
her eyes on us at all times. My friend reached out to pet the bobcat, but the handler
moved back. He said, you need to let the cat get to know you on its own terms before
you try to touch it. He put the bobcat down. My friend then engaged the handler in
conversation about the care and feeding of a bobcat. I was listening to the
conversation and forgot about the puma. Later, it seemed that I had just taken my
eyes off of her for a moment, when suddenly, she slipped behind me, leapt onto my
back, and grabbed my right trapezius neck muscle tightly with her teeth. 

“DON’T MOVE!”
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I froze as the handler moved quickly to remove the cat from my back. I felt him grab
her. He reassured me that she was just playing, as he worked to get her off my back. …
Suddenly, she was gone. Needless to say, my friend and I exited the caged area
immediately.

The handler apologized for the incident. He said that the puma was young, and she was
just practicing her hunting techniques. He said she wasn’t really hungry, because
they were fed regularly. He thought she weighed about 80 lbs, but could top 120 lbs.
when fully grown. 

Later I would learn that the puma is the cat with many names. Puma, cougar, panther,
mountain lion, night screamer, and catamount are all names for the same animal.
They range from north west Canada to south west of South America, with a small
population in Florida. 

The puma is the second largest cat in the Americas and is a champion jumper among
cats. It hunts alone, day or by night. It generally eats deer, sheep, rodents, and hare.
But, if hungry enough, the mountain lion will take down horses, cows, and other
livestock and so it has a bad reputation with farmers. Using sight and sound more
then scent, the puma stalks its prey. When the time is right, it will jump onto the prey
with leaps over 40 feet It grips into the victims neck and either snaps the neck or grips
into the windpipe until its victim suffocates.
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My friend decided to pass on buying the bobcat. I was pretty shaken up by the
experience. My right trapezius muscle at the base of my neck where the puma had
grabbed me remained sore for a week. My memory to this day of the feel of her teeth on
my neck remains as vivid as it was 36 years ago. My space-mind will never forget that
feeling. And, I can assure you, that you never want to have a predator on your back.

Dr. Maxie Maultsby, a student of Ellis and Korzybski, taught his patients to ask
themselves questions to challenge their thoughts about the events in their lives. He
said, “Imagine you had a movie camera recording of the situation that upset you, what
would it really show? Would it show you that you were being stabbed in the back?” 

Occasionally, students will argue, “I didn’t mean literally, I mean it feels like I was
stabbed in the back.”

While time-mind may understand the distinction between hyperbole and reality, the
SURVIVE mode of thinking is literal. If you paint a word picture of someone stabbing
you in the back, then the space-mind will imagine that picture, and the SURVIVE
mode of thinking will react. After all, if someone is stabbing you in the back, they are
trying to kill you, and that, without question, is a survival emergency.

Maultsby warned574 that exaggerated thoughts produce exaggerated responses. He

574 Maxie C. Maultsby, Jr., Rational Behavior Therapy, Prentice-Hall, 1984-1990
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advised his students to challenge every thought and every belief that produces
distress. If I think, “She bit my head off!” or “They are walking all over me.” or “My
boss won’t get off my back,” then I must ask myself, “Would the movie camera show me
being decapitated?” “Would it show that people are walking all over me?” “Would it
show my boss perched on my back?” … Of course, the answer is almost always NO!

Maultsby recommended the following five questions to help us judge our own thinking
as to whether it is rational or irrational—as to whether it is reasonable or
unreasonable.

1. If I believe this thought to be true, will it help me remain healthy, safe, and
alive?

2. Is this thought objectively true, and upon what evidence can I form this
opinion?

3. Is this thought producing feelings I want to have?

4. Is this thought helping me reach a chosen goal?

5. Is this thought likely to minimize conflict with others?

Rationality is reality based. Reasonable behavior is reality based. Reality is the major
part of our experience in universe. Understanding reality is critical to understanding
the dual-mind. Synonyms for “real” include: existent, actual, genuine, literal, tangible,
substantial, and material. The Merriam-Webster Online dictionary defines reality as: 

1 : the quality or state of being real
2 a (1) : a real event, entity, or state of affairs <his dream became a reality> 

(2) : the totality of real things and events <trying to escape from reality> 
b : something that is neither derivative nor dependent but exists 
necessarily—in reality : in actual fact. 

Antonyms for the term “reality” include: pretend, dream, fiction, fantasy, illusion,
delusion, and hallucination.
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Creating Reality
A few years ago, my wife Judy Wilken coined a more personal definition for the term
“reality,” she said: “Reality is a side-effect of the relationship between self and other.”

This definition becomes even more meaningful if we recall Arthur Young’s Theory of
Process. Remember, Young identified seven stages of process in Universe—Light,
Particles, Atoms, Molecules, Plants, Animals, and Humans. 

We can think of each manifestation of these seven stages as selves and as others—in
fact as countless selves and countless others. And, when we examine the myriad of
relationships between these countless light selves and light others, particle selves and
particle others, atom selves and atom others, molecule selves and molecule others,
plant selves and plant others, animal selves and animal others, human selves and
human others, we discover our Universe in all its magnificent glory.
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R. Buckminster Fuller said, “Universe to each must be, all that is, including me.
Environment in turn must be, all that is, excepting me.” Other is included in Fuller’s
definition of environment. Most of us think of other as that human component of
environment that is not me. All relationships are between self and other. From my
perspective I am self and you are other, but from your point of view you are self and I
am other. This is a very simple way of looking at things. Then, if we understand that
reality is generated at the interface between self and other, then it follows that the
quality of the relationship between self and other is critical.

If our relationship is adversary, then we will lose.We will be less because of our
relationship with each other. We will be less happy, less effective and less productive.
Our reality will be hurtful, negative and painful.

If our relationship is neutral, then we will experience a draw.We will be unchanged
by our relationship with each other. Our happiness, effectiveness, and productivity
will be unaffected by our relationship. Our reality will be ignoring, meaningless and
indifferent.

If our relationship is synergic, then we will win. We will be more because of our
relationship with each other.We will be more happy, more effective, and more
productive. Our reality will be helpful, positive and pleasurable.

Adversity — • — Neutrality — • — Synergy
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Adversity creates a polarizing “against” bias with many negative effects. Synergy
produces a unifying “for” bias with many positive effects.

Adversity Synergy
“Against” “For”

Enemies Friends

Less happy, less effective &
less productive

More happy, more effective
& more productive

Lose/Win or Lose/Lose Win-Win

“me” centered “us” centered

Reality is Personal, Local & Immediate
Reality is personal. It is happening between you and me. 

Reality is local. It is happening wherever you and I are. Yes, there is reality in
downtown San Francisco, and there is reality in New York City, but for each of us,
reality is right here.

Reality is immediate. It is happening right NOW.

Control of Reality is Shared
Remember, control over reality is shared. 

If I raise my voice and start yelling, won’t you notice that your reality is suddenly
LOUDER? If I start pumping hostility into our shared reality, you will feel that
hostility. You may even react and pump some hostility yourself. 

If I start pouring friendliness into our shared reality, then chances are you will
respond to that friendliness and we will both find that reality is more pleasant.

Everyone you meet has some control over your life. Anger them at your own peril.

If we understand these three simple ideas—that reality is generated at the interface
between self and other, that reality is personal, local, and immediate, and that control
of reality is shared, then we discover that the relationship between self and other
determines almost everything in our lives. 
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Much of our focus for the remainder of this book will be on improving our
understanding of that relationship. But first, we must deepen our understanding of
reality. Reality is where we live. It is what we must adapt to. Existence is meaningless
without reference to reality. Intelligence is life’s response to reality.

Our best human scientists define reality in terms of energy, space and time. Life has
adapted to reality with the creation of energy intelligence, space intelligence and time
intelligence.

Every individual’s success in life depends on how well they understand the rules of
reality, and how well they co-Operate with those rules. In the next few chapters, we
will examine these rules in depth.

The first law of reality is very simple. It can be expressed in just two words.
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Reality IS!
Reality IS. What does that mean? … R. Buckminster Fuller explained, “There is in
Universe a vast order. It never forsakes. I throw a coin in the air, and it returns and
hits the floor every time.”

When I am teaching this lesson, I borrow this example from Fuller. I always start by
pulling some coins from my pocket, and tossing them into the air one at at a time. I
stay silent for a few moments as I made my tosses. … Then I turn to the audience and
ask, “Will the tossed coin always hit the floor?

The Dinner Party
Imagine that you’re preparing a dinner party for a few friends. Most of your guests are
visiting in the living room, but you are in the kitchen preparing the hot dishes for the
table. Just then, a small child, the daughter of your dinner guests, comes into the
kitchen. She’s about five years old, as she walks towards the kitchen table, she says, “I
want to help? Let me help with dinner.”

And while you are very busy, you reply, “Of course honey, I’ll get something for you to
carry our to the dinning room.” But, just at that moment, you are right in the middle
of getting something very hot out of a the oven. 
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On the side counter, ready to carry out to the dining room are a number of finished
dishes that include a large pitcher of milk.

As you turn to set the hot dish on the safe place, the little girl reaches out and lifts a
large pitcher of milk down from a side counter, and starts toddling towards the dining
room. Well you think, “Oh NO! that looks too heavy for her!” You turn and hurry to
close the hot oven door, when you hear a CRASH! BANG! and a SCREAM!

As you turn you see that the milk’s on the floor, glass is every where, and the five year
old starts CRYING. 
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Now to make the story more pleasant, let us assume no one gets cut. But you still have
a dangerous mess on the floor and a hysterical child. What do you do?

Well, you can holler and scream, and you can wail and moan, but reality IS, and the
milk is on the floor. If you are going to be successful at dealing with stress you’d better
start by understanding what reality IS means. It means, the milk IS on the floor and
the pitcher IS broken.

Now I can cry, scream and shout all I want, but when I’m done, the milk will still be on
the floor. Or, I can be calm and relaxed, thinking: “Oh well, I’ll clean that up. It’s no
big problem.” 

In either case, the milk is still on the floor, and my pitcher is broken. Reality is never
changed by my emotional response to an event. Emotional responses prepare my
mind-body for action. Anger and fear prepare me for a fight or flight response.
Calmness prepares me for an intelligent response. Reality is unchanged by my choice
of emotional response, but my choice of actions will follow from my emotional response,
and actions do effect reality.

So which response will serve me best in dealing with the reality that I now face? By
now my readers understand that preparing to hit hard or run fast will be less
beneficial to the success of my dinner party, than preparing to think well. 

However, for most humans, our emotional responses are not determined by what will
benefit us the most, but rather on by our emotional habits.
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Should the Milk be on the Floor?
One of the first things that happens when an incident like this occurs is that someone
will ask, “But, should the milk be on the floor?” 

We have all heard comments like “She wouldn’t have dropped that pitcher, if she had
only been more careful.” 

Are this comments really true? Well, let’s examine the situation as scientists. We
would examine the little girls physical development and muscle coordination. We
would measure the size of her hands and her grip strength. We would measure the
friction coefficient of the handle of the glass pitcher, and measure its weight full of
liquid. I think our conclusion would be that there is no way this child can safely
handle that large pitcher full of milk.

If she grabs it, she’s going to drop it. Therefore, the milk SHOULD be on the floor. 

“But, wait a minute! She shouldn’t have grabbed it in the first place.” 

Well, if we now examine the psychological need of the little girl to be a part of the
family, her need to feel grown up, and her desire to help, we would conclude she would
have a strong impulse to reach for the pitcher. If we assess her intelligence, we might
discover that she is too inexperienced to accurately decern how heavy and awkward
lifting and controlling the heavy pitcher might be. So psychologically and physically,
she SHOULD have grabbed the pitcher and she SHOULD have dropped it.

“Now, hold on a second. Where was her mother? The child shouldn’t have been allowed
our of her sight. If her mother had been watching the little girl more carefully, this
wouldn’t have happened?”

In our role as scientists, we could then examine the mother. We would find she has two
other children at this dinner party, a baby on her lap and a two year old at her feet.
She is also involved in conversation with others at the party. Normally her husband
would help her watch the children, but he is coming in a separate car from work, and
hasn’t yet arrived. So mother is too busy to successfully care for and supervise three
children. And so, she fails to notice the five year old slip away into the kitchen

As scientists, we now understand that the child’s mother SHOULD fail to notice her
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five year old enter the kitchen. And we can go on with this, but the point is that reality
is always that way. Reality IS the milk is on the floor. And if it’s on the floor it than it
SHOULD be on the floor. 

Scientific Should
I am talking about the scientific “should” here. As Buckminster Fuller taught us:

“I throw a coin in the air, and it returns and hits the floor every time. Nature is
never at a loss about what to do about anything. Nature never vacillates in
her decisions.”575

This is the scientific “should.” Whatever happens in Universe should happen.If the
milk is on the floor, it “should” be on the floor. It might be more convenient if it wasn’t
on the floor. I might prefer that it wasn’t on the floor. I might have the opinion that it
shouldn’t be on the floor. But scientifically, the milk is on the floor.

Test this theory for yourself. Drop something and see if it hits the floor. I predict it will
every time.When you drop a coin it should hit the floor, and it does hit the floor, right?
In other words, whatever happens is the “should” world, whatever happens is the
scientific world, whatever happens is the “real” world. 

So a wise man or woman soon learns to accept reality. Maybe I would prefer the milk
wasn’t on the floor, but it is. So what am I going to do now. There is no profit to be
gained by trying to argue with reality. 

Reality IS, and if reality is that the milk is on the floor, then the milk is on the floor,
and no feeling, opinion, desire nor wish can change that in any way.

The reason that the scientific SHOULD is a must happen event is because of the way
reality is constructed. It follows the rules of ‘space’ and ‘time’, or as we Minkowski-
Einstein taught us ‘space-time’. come together—how they relate to each other—how
they interface. So to understand our options as creatures living in space-time, we need
to understand some physics.

So the First Law of Reality is simply: Reality IS! 

Now I have a question for you. When do we humans touch reality? Lets do a little

575 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-1979, ibid
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experiment. Reach out and touch reality. I mean just reach out and touch any ‘object’
in your vicinity. Actually, pick something up and hold it in your hand. Close your eyes
so you can concentrate on feeling the object. Examine it with your fingers. FEEL IT.
FEEL IT. FEEL IT. 

That is the million dollar question: “When are you touching reality?” … The answer of
course is NOW! You are touching reality right NOW. This brings us to the Second
Law of Reality. This is also a simple concept, but very important for understanding the
human predicament. Recall the Minkowski-Einstein space-time light cone.

All space-time events occur NOW. The point of action in Universe is NOW. 
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Reality is NOW!
You can only touch reality NOW ? You may remember touching reality yesterday. Yes
you do. But that is only a memory? And, I can plan to touch reality tomorrow. I can
plan to visit the lumber yard tomorrow afternoon, and purchase some 2 by 4 redwood
boards for a deck I am repairing. So I know that I am going to touch those boards
tomorrow afternoon. But I can’t touch them until tomorrow comes. And when I am
touching them, it will be right NOW. 

If we can only touch reality at the NOW moment, then what is over? What has just
ended as you reach out to touch the NOW moment? … The PAST! The PAST is over. It
is finished. It is only a memory. As you reach out to touch the NOW moment, the past
is over.

All You Get is the Second Move
What Minkowski and Einstein are showing us is that we have even less control over
reality than we might think. Life is not as easy as most humans think it is. 

This is why most of us are so miserable? We attempt to live our lives as if we have more
control than we really do. We lament and whine when things are not the way we think
they personally think they should be. This is not the “scientific should”, this is just our
opinion. We fail to understand that you can only touch reality at the NOW moment—
that action can only occur in the NOW moment. This is when the PAST is over. 
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And so, we fail to understand that all we get is the second move. 

So let’s return to our dinner party. The milk is on the floor. Why didn’t you prevent the
child from dropping the milk? … You didn’t get the information that she was going to
drop the pitcher of milk until it was too late to prevent it. The visual information may
travel at the speed of light, but you don’t. And, if your head was turned you may not
even receive that information. 

For all practical purposes you were outside the PAST light cone for the NOW moment
in which the little girl dropped the pitcher of milk. The PAST is over. You can only
touch reality NOW. All you get is the second move. 

Preventing her from dropping the pitcher is not possible. The only valid question is:
“What are you going to do now?” … The milk is on the floor, so what do you to do? If you
are a rational human being,  there is only one answer, you are going to clean it up.

You cannot go back into the PAST and create a different world. Her mother wasn’t
watching her in the PAST. Maybe her mother could have been watching her more
closely, but she wasn’t. And, there is no way to go back into the PAST, and change
things, because the PAST is over.
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  Past —> Present —> Future

ACTION only occurs NOW. And our NOW moments are occurring one right after
another.

NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW » NOW ...  » NOW, etc., etc., etc..

Imagine the NOW moment is a bead on a string. The string is TIME’s arrow, and the
bead is sliding forward from the past towards the future. And, information from that
NOW moment is radiating into space at 186, 000 miles per second.

One of my students once told me if you are don’t like what you are doing NOW, then
just wait a moment and then it will be in the PAST, and you should have done it. If you
don’t like what’s happening NOW, wait a minute then it should have happened.
Absolutely Right!

We humans have no power to change the PAST. The events in PAST are really
determining what is happening right NOW.

Our power lies in effecting the FUTURE. What I do NOW can change tomorrow. What I
do NOW can have a positive effect on my FUTURE. But the PAST is over. All I get is
the second move. 
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Accept Reality!
So accept the NOW moment without feelings or argument. Whatever is IS! That’s
where you are. Don’t fight it. You need to accept reality. That is the given. That is
where I am.

If get a notice at my work that because of budget constraints I have been terminated.
Then I have been terminated. Don’t waste your time arguing that you should not have
been terminated. You are terminated. That is where you are NOW. The only
intelligent response is to ask: “What am I going to do NOW?” “What is my next move?” 

You have no option to change the previous NOW moment in which you were
terminated. That moment is already receding into the PAST. It cannot be touched or
changed. Now perhaps in a future NOW moment, you can get yourself un-terminated.
I am not arguing that you shouldn’t try. But don’t waste a moment arguing that it
shouldn’t of happened. Reality IS! It happened. 

We can cry that Congress shouldn’t have raised our taxes, but reality is that our taxes
are raised. So am I going to deal with that new reality.

The scientific SHOULD says simply that whatever happened should have happened.
Universe is understandable. Universe follows the laws of Nature. If I toss a coin into
the air it falls to the earth. This happens every time. Universe is predictable. It follows
the laws of Nature. We humans call this cause and effect.

So if a child gets cancer, the child SHOULD have gotten cancer. I don’t mean that it
was good that the child got cancer. I don’t mean that this is what I wish for the child. I
don’t mean that it was fair that the child got cancer. I don’t mean that it was simply
bad karma, and the child is being punished for bad actions in a previous life. And I
don’t mean that the child got cancer because his parents are being punished for sins
in this life.

I mean that that child’s immune system failed to detect and protect the child from a
damaged cell in his body that went rogue when it lost its identification with the child’s
body. When a cell no longer recognizes itself as a part of our body, it begins to
reproduce and behave like a hostile invading organism damaging our body which it
now treats like a host organism. We, physicians call this phenomena cancer. And it is
very dangerous for the child.
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You going to the market for groceries and have stopped and are signalling to park your
car where another customer is leaving. Suddenly another car darts around from
another direction and takes the parking space you have been waiting for. They
SHOULD have gotten your parking space. 

“What do you mean they should have gotten my parking space? They should never
have taken my parking space!” 

I mean that if you were inside their head, thinking with their mind, and you were
feeling with their body, you would have pulled in and taken that parking space.
Because if they did, then you would have to. Because their life experience has led them
to that NOW moment, where they think this is what they should do. All the events in
their PAST have funneled down the light cone to this NOW moment. Now I am not
saying that it was fair that they took your parking space, the scientist in me is saying
they “should” have taken your parking place.

Non-Existent Laws of Reality

There is no law of Nature that says: Reality is RATIONAL.
There is no law of Nature that says: Reality is FAIR. 
There is no law of Nature that says: Reality is JUST. 
There is no law of Nature that says: Reality is FORGIVING. 

No, there is just the short law of Nature that says: Reality IS!

The thing that we can do, if we wish to be more successful in our lives is to learn to
accept reality as it is in the NOW moment. If you can learn to accept reality as it is
NOW, you can make your lives enormously less stressful. Arguing with reality is a
total waste of time and energy. And, yet most of us spend enormous amounts of time
and energy doing exactly that. And all that will accomplish is the creation of much
unhappiness for ourselves and those around us.

Many years ago, my wife and I were involved in a legal scenario which turned out to be
quite painful and expensive. We had been injured in a contractual relationship and
were under the delusion that we could obtain a fair hearing and justice by availing
ourselves of a fair and impartial trial in the California legal system. At that time, we
still believed in those false laws of Nature—Reality is FAIR and Reality is JUST.
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So we became defendants in a legal action that was in another county about a four
hour drive from our home. Our trial was scheduled to begin at 1:00pm on a Friday
afternoon. Our attorney did not expect the case would take more than one or two hours
at the most. We had both arranged to take the day off. And, we left at 8:00 am in order
to arrive at the court on time. We just had time to drop our two small children off with
some family that fortunately lived in that community and got to the court just in time
only to discover that the plaintiff wasn’t there. So the Judge went bang bang on the
gavel, and ordered our trial postponed until Monday.

So there we were. Reality is we are 4 hours from home. Reality is we are stuck for the
weekend or else we have to duplicate our travel time. Or we can give up the case. 

Now fortunately, my wife and I knew the short law of Nature: Reality IS! So we used
our understanding to help us deal with the situation. We said reality is that we are
already here. This is a beautiful community and the weather is good. There is nothing
we can do until Monday, if want to pursue justice, so we might as well make the best of
it. And, so we had a pleasant weekend with our family.

Now I can tell you from many past experiences, that if we hadn’t known the law of
Nature REALITY IS. We would not have had a nice weekend. We would have suffered
for two days with lots of whining and complaining about how the plaintiff should have
been at the court as had been scheduled for over three months. Or, that the Judge
should have dismissed the case when the plaintiff failed to show. Or, that the plaintiff
should at the very least have informed us in a timely fashion that they would not be
available. We would then have had a miserable weekend only to wake up on Monday
morning to the same reality.

So don’t waste a lot of time arguing with reality. Reality IS. Whatever is IS. That is
where I am starting from, all I get is the second move. The trial has been rescheduled
for Monday. what are we going to do now? By understanding the First and Second
Laws of Reality, we can develop the First Corollary to those laws:

Reality could be Better in the Future
This is the good news. While the reality in the NOW moment is always as it should be.
The NOW moment is also the point of action in Universe. So what I do NOW will effect
my future. I can choose an action that will make my tomorrow better, or avoid an
action that would make it worse. 
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Imagine that I find out that my 13 year old daughter is pregnant. It is senseless to cry
out: “She can’t be pregnant!” “She shouldn’t be pregnant.” “She mustn’t be pregnant.”

This kind of thinking is going to hurt a lot. It is going to be very stressful for me and my
daughter if I think that way. And, it won’t change a thing. As human parents have
been learning for millions of years, daughters certainly can become pregnant—
married or not. 

My only rational response is to accept reality. Okay my daughter is pregnant. What do
I want to do now? How can a make tomorrow better? How can prevent this from
happening again. How can I prevent my younger 10 year old daughter from making
the same mistake her 13 year old sister did?

So you need to learn to accept reality. Accept whatever happens in your life, even if
that seems negative to you. This is where you are starting from, and then you can ask
how can I make this better. What second move can I choose to make this situation
better. But, you can not move forward until you accept the NOW reality as your
starting point.

Accept Reality and Do Your Best
All you can do is your best, there isn’t anymore. Can any of you do more than your
best? … Everyone of us has opinions of how things “should” be. But realistically, can
we do anything more than our very best?

I am in charge of managing my own life. I have to watch my stress and balance the
demands on my life. I have to sort my goals, my desires, and my needs and prioritize
them. And, then I have to relate to everyone in my family, and my boss, and the people
at my job. And, all I can do is my best. And that’s it. And, if my best is not good enough
then reality is my best is not good enough. And, I am sorry if things are not the way
you think they “should” be, but I can not do more than my best. End of discussion. Go
to bed and have a good night’s sleep. 

And that is exactly what I do these days. I go to bed and have a good night’s sleep. I did
my best today. That is all I can do. When I get up in the morning I will get up and get a
Reality IS Report—that’s what I call the newspaper. So get your morning Reality IS
Report, but don’t waste your time saying I can’t believe this happened. This is the way
it is. Let us see where we are starting from. Plan your second moves, and then do the
best that you can.
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Reality is Non-ALL
We discussed Alfred Korzybski’s Principle of Non-Allness in Chapter 2 of The Science
section. Alfred Korzybski used to teach this lesson to children. And he would begin the
lesson by presenting an apple to his students to look at. 

Now Korzybski would ask the children to tell him ALL about the apple. The children
would begin to respond and call out their answers.

“The apple grows on a tree.” Korzybski would go his blackboard and list each of the
children’s answers.

“One a day keeps the Doctor away.” “Its a fruit.” “Apples are red.” “Apples are green.” 

“Some apples are yellow.” “You can make apple pie.” “You can make apple cider.”

And, Korzybski would continue to list each of the children’s answers on the blackboard.

Eventually the children would run out of things to say about the apple. Korzybski
would then ask, Is that ALL we can say about the apple? The children might think of a
few more things, but would eventually run dry.
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Then Korzybski would reach in his pocket and take out a pocket knife. He would slice
the apple into quarters and pass the apple to the children to examine more closely. He
then would ask again. Tell me all about the apple.

The children would suddenly come back to life. again calling out their answers.

“The apple has seeds.” “The skin is very thin.” “There is a pattern in the pulp.”

Korzybski returned to the blackboard and began extending the children’s list of
answers 

“There is juice, and it’s sweet.”

Eventually, the children would again run out of answers. Korzybski would then ask:
Now children is that ALL we can say about the apple.

The children would look at each other in expectation. The last time he asked that
question he got the knife out and cut the apple. What would he do next?

This time Korzybski would reach into his other pocket and take out a 10 power
magnifying glass. He would then pass the lens to the children and ask the to look
closely while he patiently awaited their more careful analysis of the apple.

After a they had all looked with the lens, he would again say, “Now children, please tell
me ALL about the apple.”

“The skin of the apple has pores in it.”
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“There are little tiny hairs growing out of the leaves of the apple.” “There is a geometric
shape to the pattern in the pulp.” “The seeds of the apple have coats.”

Korzybski would have returned to the blackboard, and be carefully extending the
childrens list.

Now we could continue Korzybski’s exercise. We could examine thin slices of the apple
under a high powered light microscope for the children. This would produce more
entries for their list. We could do chemical analysis and gas chromatography. We
could take a piece of our apple to Stanford University and examine it with their
electron microscope, and that would add a lot of entries to our list. And, the we could
take a piece of the apple to the physicists at Stanford and ask them to examine it in
their linear accelerator. They could break it down into protons, neutrons, and
electrons, and even even smaller subatomic particles. And while this would produce
many more entries for our list ALL about the apple. Eventually, even the physicists
would run dry.

Then, the children could ask the physicists if now they know ALL about the apple.

But, the physicists would turn to the children.

We’re sorry children, but we can’t tell you ALL about the apple. When we physicists try
measure very small particles, we run into a limit to our knowing. We can measure the
momentum of an particle, but when we do, we lose our ability to measure its position.
Or we can do our experiment differently and accurately measure the position of the
particle, but we lose our ability to determine its momentum. I have a choice I can
measure position or I can measure momentum, but I can’t have both. 
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Physics especially the physics of the very small—quantum mechanics—allows us to
know the Universe on a statistical basis. We can know Universe in a general way. In
example, that particle should be found at this position 30% of the time, and elsewhere
70% of the time. Where is the particle really. I don’t know, but if we do the experiment
to find out, we can find out where it is this time, but we will lose our ability to know its
momentum. This is what is meant by Hiesenberg’s Principle of Uncertainty or what
Korzybski called the Principle of Non-Allness. Recall Jacob Bronowski explained
this576 in 1976: 

The point of Korzybski’s lesson for the children to teach something that is very
important. “You can know, but you can’t know ALL.”

576 Jacob Bronowski, The Ascent of Man, ibid
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Structural Differential
Korzybski showed this lack of allness by drawing “referents” from the “reality” in the
real world that did not connect with our perceived “object.” These hanging “referents”
remind us that we must make decisions and take action in the real world without all
the information.

You Can’t Know ALL
So far our lessons in this chapter have been very humbling. First, we learned that
Reality IS, and all we get is the second move. Then we find out that Control of Reality is
Shared with others and the environment. And, that others and the environment are
often more powerful then we are. 

And, now we find out that despite our lesson from childhood to: “Get all the facts before
we make a decision.” We can’t get all of the facts. We can get a lot of facts, but we can’t
get ALL the facts. That is what the physicists are telling us.

We’re Always Assuming
Incomplete and imperfect knowing means that every human belief is an assumption.
We can never know for sure. We can never know ALL. 
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As you sit in your chair reading these words, you assume the chair is solid and will
safely support you. You did not check to see if it had been damaged since its last use.

When you go to a restaurant and order a sandwich, you assume the waitperson has
washed their hands, you assume the cook does not have hepatitis. You did you go back
into the kitchen to check the cook for jaundice? If you had assumed otherwise, you
would have walked out of that restaurant. You would not have eaten your lunch. 

When I last drove my car, I assumed it was safe. I didn’t check my tires, my brakes, or
the engine. As I entered high speed traffic on the freeway, I assumed that the other
drivers were sane, and didn’t want to kill me. I also assumed that they were taking
care of their motor vehicles and keeping them in good repair. I wouldn’t be surprised if
many of my readers make similar assumptions.

We humans assume. Herein lies our uncertainty—that’s all we humans can do. There
is nothing wrong in our assuming, we are simply obeying a fundamental ‘law’ of
Nature. Our problems come not from assuming, but rather from not knowing that we
are assuming.

Every decision we make from birth to death is based in part or whole on assumptions.
We are assuming from morning to night, and yet we tell ourselves never assume. A
joke that is almost always circulating is that when you assume, you make an ass out
of you and me—ass/u/me.

Know ALL You Can
Now I think we can all agree that it is good advice to try to minimize our
assumptions—to try to get as many facts as we possibly can before we decide.

Fortunately, most of our assumptions are true. Most waitresses do wash their hands,
most cooks do not have hepatitis, our chairs safely hold our weight, our cars start and
safely transport us, other drivers mostly avoid us on the highway. 

But, because our assumptions are mostly true, we live our lives ignorant of the fact
that we are assuming. It is our omnipresent assumptions that leads us to our feelings
of certainty. But, certainty is not on the menu. We can never know ALL. We can’t get
ALL the facts. And, if we are smart and careful, we will never be sure about anything
ever again. 
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Certainty
At first, it may seem a disadvantage to give up your certainty and sense of sureness,
but actually this new knowing will make you a much wiser and more successful
person. 

The principle of Non-Allness reveals that certainty is an attitude that has no basis.
Certainty is granted to no human. The human condition is one of ignorance. There is
always something I don’t know. We are always assuming something.

When we humans are unaware of ignorance—when we are unaware of our certainty,
then, we are surprised and disheartened by our mistakes. This attitude toward human
error is the most damaging of human ignorances. 

Once we humans become aware of our ignorance and forsake certainty, we become
better off. With knowledge of our ignorance, we find it easy to learn from our mistakes
and protect ourselves in the future. When an individual knows he doesn’t know, he is
wise. Wisdom is the opposite of certainty. The knowledge of our ignorance is wisdom. 

Recall from from The Science section, my discussion of the Principle of Error
Innocence. Also known as “I may be ignorant, but I ain’t stupid.” It states that since: 

1) All actions occur in a state of ignorance. All human actions and all human choices
are made without all the information. 

2) We are always acting and choosing without ALL the information. 
3) What we don’t know, we must ignore, and what we ignore may hurt us and others. 
4) Therefore all errors and and all mistakes are made in innocence.

Humility & Caution
This means that when we assume, we are at much greater risk of making mistakes. 

Once you know you that you make every decision without all the information—once
you know that you must by the very structure of reality be assuming something that
you don’t know and can’t know for sure, then you should expect to make mistakes. 

Alfred Korzybski made much of this insight. He said that we should expect to make
mistakes. We should expect that others will make mistakes. Making mistakes is the
human condition, and one hundred percent natural. We should expect that things will
go wrong. 
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Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness
Alfred Korzybski explained that if I have a large expectation for a particular event, and
the event yields me only an average reality, then I will feel disappointed. If I expect a
great deal from a situation, but only get an average return then I will feel
disappointed and depressed. He drew the following diagram on the blackboard.

Korzybski cautioned against having large expectations when you understand that you
are always assuming. Once you are aware that God grants you the gift to know, but
you can’t know all, then having large expectations is not wise. Well I assumed that the
driver ahead of me wouldn’t blow out a tire causing an accident that would delay me
three hours from getting to work. I assumed that wouldn’t happen. So I expected to be
at work on time. I expected to catch my flight home for the holidays and assumed there
would not be a traffic jam at the airport. But, there was a traffic jam and I missed my
flight. As we used to say in my youth, when you have large expectations you are
cruising for a bruising. You are going to be disappointed and depressed—absolutely for
sure. 

Don’t have large expectations, remember Reality is Non-All. Since we are always
assuming, then there is always something that we don’t know. And, what we don’t
know can hurt us. … I didn’t know the cook had hepatitis. I didn’t know that the driver
ahead of me was going to blow a tire. I didn’t know there would be a traffic jam near
the airport. I didn’t know they were going to be out of butter, when I got the the corner
market. There are a million ways your ignorance of Reality is Non-All can bite you.
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Korzybski said that if we humans learn to have minimum expectations or even zero
expectations, then we when we experience the same average reality, we will feel a lot
different.

If I expect less, but I experience more, then I am going to feel more accepting and more
happy. And, if not totally pleased with the reality I experience, I will be pleased that
my lower expectations have better prepared me emotionally and mentally to deal with
stressors that reality brings me. Notice our two experienced realities below. They are
exactly the same. Only our expectations are different.
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Expectations aren’t real. They are models of possible “future realities.” They exist only
in our mind space. We will always be more successful, if our models of reality are
accurate.

Korzybski is not telling us to have minimum expectations because he predicts our
failure. He is not admonishing us to accept joyless life with little hope for success or
happiness. He is telling us to have minimum expectations because we live in a world
where we don’t know all—and where what we don’t know can hurt us.

But, Korzybski has a place in his system for our drive to succeed and our human
ambitions. He teaches that while we best learn to have minimum expectations, we
should also have maximum hope. And, he recommends that we have both at the same
time—minimum expectations, but maximum hope.

Because we make all our choices without all the information, the best strategy we can
develop is to have minimum expectations. Remember that what you don’t know could
hurt you. But it is equally true that things might come out much better than you
expect. After all what you don’t know might help you. So it is clearly rational to have
hope.

Let me give you an example how I used Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness to help me.

Many years ago, I was a student at a seminar in Massachusetts. Towards the end of
the week long seminar, the organizers had set aside some time for students to give
lectures to the other attendees. I had signed up to give a lecture about stress. There
were forty people invited to attend my lecture. But, the time that was available for me
was a time when the class normally took a break. I had just read Korzybski’s lesson on
the Theory of Happiness for the first time, so I said to myself. “I should have minimum
expectations, but maximum hope.”

I decided to expect that no one would come to my lecture, but hope that all forty would
attend. I noticed almost immediately, that my expecting that no one would come, I
found myself thinking about what I would do if no one came. Equally interesting, I
noticed that by hoping forty students would come, I also imagined how I might
respond to a full class room.

What you are doing when you use the Theory of Happiness is you are using both
minimal expectations and maximum hope at the same time, simultaneously. This
allows you to bracket the situation. If no one to comes, what will I do? 
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Well, I’ll go over to the lecture room. I will put my notes on the blackboard, which will
opportunity to review my understanding of my material anyway. Then I will wait at
least fifteen minutes to see if anyone comes to hear my talk. If no one shows up I will
erase the blackboard, and go have lunch. Then I will have sometime to go the library
before the next scheduled session in the seminar. Now I have a plan of action if no one
comes. I am mentally and emotionally prepared for that possibility. After all I don’t
know all. I don’t know whether my topic or my brief relationship with the other
students will entice them to give up their usual break to hear another lecture. I don’t
know their individual interests or stressors. I don’t have enough information to
accurately predict their behavior. 

If anyone comes, I will give my lecture. Instead of standing in front of the lecture room,
I will sit down and engage in a more conversational style, but I will present my ideas.
So now I have a plan for from zero to forty students. I expect no one will come, but I
hope that all forty make it. So by using the Theory of Happiness, I had successfully
bracketed the situation between all possibilities—from zero to forty—using minimum
expectations and maximum hope.

As I was walked across campus, one individual came up to me announcing she was
coming my lecture, and I think, “Okay. Good. So I am going to give my talk.”

By the time we get to the classroom, and settled there are six people in my audience. By
the time I finish putting my notes on the blackboard there are eight people for my talk.

I give them a very nice lecture, and they love it. Now, if I had expected there to be forty
people, they wouldn’t have heard that lecture. First of all, I would have delayed the
start. I would have said something like: “Lets wait for the others who I am sure are
coming.” The one’s who had arrived on time would have thought, “Who is he waiting
for that are so important. What’s wrong with me I came to hear his talk, and now he is
not giving it to me. And, when it finally dawned on me that no one else was coming. I
would finally begin my lecture, but I would have been upset and distracted with
thoughts about why the other invitees had not come. Why am I bothering to give a
lecture to only eight people. It isn’t worth my while. It isn’t worth my time.

And, I would have given a lousy lecture. Those in attendance would have said we were
the stupid ones for coming. The smart people stayed away. 

However, Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness protected me. I was prepared to give my
lecture to eight people. I gave a great talk. And, at the end of my lecture the audience’s
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consensus was that those individuals that didn’t come were the foolish ones.

Now, its not that I wouldn’t have preferred to give my lecture to forty rather than only
eight, but I am dealing with reality as it is, rather than reality as I think it should be.

Now why did those other 32 people not come? I don’t know. But, Reality is Non-All has a
lot to do with my answer. I don’t know. I don’t know what all is going on in their lives.
Apparently, they got a better offer.

So when you use Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness, you say what is the worst thing
that can happen and what will I do, and you say what is the best thing that can
happen, and you hope for that.

Lets imagine I go into McDonald’s Restaurant and I order a hamburger and a cup of
coffee. I had the cashier a twenty dollar bill. Do I expect some change? … Of course.
Now how do I feel if they give me my change? Kind of neutral, huh? You don’t feel
much. When your get you expectation—when you realize an expectation, you feel
neutral. Its no big deal. Its just what you expected. 

Now how do you feel if they don’t give you any change? Upset! “Where is my change? I
gave you a twenty dollar bill, I should have some money back! We feel negative when
we don’t get an expectation.

Now lets examine a diagram of how this works. Lets draw a little box here and write
expectations. Now with an expectation you either get it or you don’t get it. You either
realize you expectation or you don’t. It’s one or the other.

So when you don’t realize an expectation—when you don’t get it, you feel negative.
When you do realize an expectation—when you do get it, you just feel neutral.
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Now let us examine a hope. I filled out a sweepstakes application for the Publisher’s
Clearinghouse. I go to my mailbox hoping there is a check inside for a million dollars. I
look an all I find is a couple of bills and letter from my Dad. How do I feel? Kind of
neutral. I really did not expect to win the million dollar prize. 

Now, what if there is a million dollar check inside my mailbox. How do I feel? I feel
great! This is wonderful! I am overjoyed!

A hope is a choice between feeling neutral or feeling good. An expectation is a choice
between feeling bad or feeling neutral. Now we can see the wisdom in the simple
expression: “Expect the worst, but hope for the best.”

Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness differs from Norman Vincent Peale’s Power of Positive
Thinking in that it is better matched to our dual-mind. The time-mind analyzes the
worst that can happen and makes a plan for how to deal with that worst should it
happen. The space-mind hopes for wonderful things activating the power of positive
thinking by creating a positive image for your space-mind to move you towards. 

But, positive thinking alone, does not prepare you for the down side. the Theory of
Happiness puts the Power of Positive Thinking inside our HOPE, but brackets the
situation by creating a contingency plan in our EXPECTATIONS just in case the
worst happens.

Remember, that when you realize an expectation you feel neutral. So if I expect the
worst and I realize that, I only feel neutral. I lose nothing emotionally by expecting the
worst. And, if the worst doesn’t happen, I am not disappointed. It means my hope has
been realized. I feel positive. I feel good. I experience positive emotion. 

But, if I expect the worst and if the worst does happen, I am not surprised. I have
thought about and prepared for the worst possibility, and I have made a contingency
plan of action to deal with the worst should it happen. I know what I am going to do.
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Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness is a very powerful technique. You can use it to more
effectively deal with any problem or situation. Lets imagine you are going into a legal
situation. What is the worst thing that can happen? 

Let us say you are being audited by the IRS. Do you fight them, or to I pay the money.
So you can ask your self what is the worse thing that can happen if I fight their audit,
and what the best result that could happen. By analyzing the situation from worst
and best, it can help you make your decision as to which course you wish to pursue. It
will help you determine whether to fight the audit or simply pay the additional tax
and penalties. This technique allows you to bracket the situation. Now you know the
worst that can happen and what’s the best. Is it worth my time, money, and energy to
fight this situation. If I continue to appeal the audit, it may take several more years,
and lot of my time meeting with the IRS to save a two thousand dollars. Or, I can just
pay the two thousand dollars and be done with it. So, my analyzing the situation for
what is the worst that can happen, and what is the best that can happen.

Remember my earlier example of the legal case, when my wife and I traveled to
Southern California seeking justice. I had not imagined the worst that could happen.
When things did not go as I had expected, I managed to recover more quickly because I
understood that Reality IS.

But, I had not used the Theory of Happiness to bracket this situation. I expected that
when we arrived at one o’clock on that Friday afternoon, that our case would proceed. I
had hired an attorney to represent us and he had also traveled to Southern California
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for the trial. So when the judge when BANG BANG. Case continued to the following
Monday. My attorney still charged me $1500 for Friday, and would charge me another
$1500 for his services on Monday.

Now if I had examined my situation in a worst and best case scenario, I might have
realized that it wasn’t worth chasing justice in this particular case with the risk of
$1500 a day in attorney’s fees, if the court’s calendar changed. In fact, I can now tell
you that looking back through the retrospect-a-scope, it would have been enormously
less expensive if we had simply paid the plantiff’s original bill. By seeking justice, we
ended up tripling our costs.

Expectations and Predictions
Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness is most applicable to time-mind thinking. Remember
from our earlier discussions. 

The time-mind is concerned about becoming. To become somebody, I need to
understand. And, if I understand something I know what it means. So understanding,
allows me to develop meaning in my life. Meaning and becoming are tied integrally to
understanding. 

Understanding leads us to predict what will happen and with accurate prediction, I
can control. We humans judge our lives by how the events in our world compare to our
predictions. 

We can have very low prediction accuracy—very low meaning. Life can be depressing. 

We can have low prediction accuracy—low meaning. Life can be disappointing. 

We can have high predictive accuracy—high meaning. Life can be satisfying. 

We can have very high predictive accuracy—very high meaning. Life can be exciting.

So if nothing is going the way I predict it should—If nothing is the way it ought to be, I
feel depressed. But if things are going the way I predict they should be going. My life is
meaningful. I am becoming a success. I feel in control.
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Depression results when our lives are not working as we predict they should. I predict
a well deserved raise in my salary, but instead I get fired. I predict the pleasure and
enjoyment of a brand new car, but I buy a lemon. I predict my wife will throw me a
surprise birthday party, but she doesn’t even remember my birthday. 

When life does not occur as I predict it should, I am disappointed. When my experiences
do not become what I expect they should, I am depressed. And, just the opposite, when
things go the way I predict they should, I am satisfied and excited. 

I predicted I would win the award as an outstanding employee, and I won the award. I
predicted I should get a new car, and I did and its even nicer than I imagined. I wanted
my spouse to celebrate my birthday, and she threw me a marvelous party with all my
friends.

Time-mind has opinions of how the world ought-to-be. Opinions are based on
predictions. When my opinions are validated and my predictions come true, I am
satisfied. When my opinions are invalidated and my predictions fail, I am
disappointed.
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Now if we can examine the dual-mind as a unified entity. Happiness is when my life is
both pleasurable and satisfying. I feel joyous when my life is both ecstatic and
exciting. And sadness is when my life is both painful and disappointing. Or in the
extreme suicidal when its both agonizing and depressing.577

Happiness Expanded
Now Korzybski’s Theory of Happiness would suggest that if my predictions are not
reality based they are going to be inaccurate. And, as we have seen inaccurate
predictions will produce disappointment and depression. But, our new understanding
of dual-mind reveals that happiness is more than just being satisfied with your
predictions, it also requires a pleasurable existence. It is difficult, if not impossible, to
be happy when you are in pain. 

Now that we understand why mistakes are natural and common, let us deepen our

577 End redundant text from The Model section, Chapter 28
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examination of how humans deal with their mistakes. Remember, when humans rely
only on their spacial intelligence, they see cause as being identical to effect. They are
in essence time-blind, and so they confuse cause with effect. Korzybski explained that
when humans see things as being identical that are not identical, they are making an
identification that is false to facts. When we confuse cause with effect, we are making
the error of identity.

Korzybski’s Error of Identity
Today most humans make this error. We assume without analysis that cause and
effect are the same—that they are equal—that they are identical. If the effect of a
mistake is bad then the cause of that mistake must also be bad. We don’t analyze the
event for sequence. We don’t use our time-binding power to understand. And so,we act
without hesitation, without doubt on our belief. We act in certainty. And, certainty is
not possible, because Knowing is uncertain—Knowing is incomplete. 

Korzybski defined this incompleteness of Knowing as the Principle of Non-ALLness.
Heisenberg called it the Principle of Uncertainty. Eddington recommended it be called
the Principle of Indeterminacy. And finally, Bronowski suggested that since
uncertainty was to be found in all levels of knowing—the physical, biological,
psychological, and social—a better term might be the Principle of Tolerance.

We know the ancestors of modern humans diverged from the ancestors of the living
great apes, around 7 million years ago. But our discovery of uncertainty does not occur
until the early 20th century. So for most of our human history, we have been certain,
and often dominated by our space-mind. And, as was explained in Chapter 35, space-
mind looks for sameness.

Mistakes = Badness
Our first human understanding of mistakes was that mistakes were bad. 

I’m sitting out there on the African Savannah watching the lion chase the antelope. I
see the antelope step in a whole and it’s bad. It’s really bad. The result of mistakes are
often bad. The space mind thinks in equal signs. It looks for equals. 

I’m hungry. Hungry equals McDonalds. I go to McDonalds. 

I’m tired.Tired equals bed. I go lay down. 
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I’m bored. Bored equals television. I turn on the TV. 
I’m horny. Horny equals spouse. I invite my spouse to bed. That’s the way the space
mind works—equal signs. 

And since the space mind was the first organizer of human knowing, and it saw that
the mistakes often resulted in badness, it is natural that we humans believe that
“Mistakes are bad.” And certainly, the results were often bad. 

Mistakes = Badness

Imagine a small tribe of primitive humans hiding in the jungle from a neighboring war
party, when one the babies in the hiding tribe cries out, and the war party hears the
cry, locates them and kills them all. The baby cried and it was bad. But, was the baby
was bad for crying? That is a little different question, huh? The space-mind doesn’t
make a distinction. Remember it is the time-mind that understands difference.

Religion Validates Badness
One of the earliest organizations of human Knowing is religion. Religion developed
early in human history. And, most early religions were dominated by space-mind
thinking. They accepted the belief that Mistakes are Bad. And, sought to provide an
explanation. In fact, we have a very special word for the cause of most mistakes it is
SIN. 

If making mistakes is bad, the committing SIN which is the cause of mistakes is even
worse. 

These early beliefs are deeply rooted in our human consciousness. They have led quite
naturally to our present mechanism for dealing with mistakes.

Investigate, Blame & Punish
If a mistake is bad, then we investigate like detective. And once we know who made the
mistake, we’re ready to blame like the judge. And if badness be the cause of mistakes
then we should punish the mistake because punishment is usual response to badness. 

And if I make the mistake, then I self-blame and self-punish. Self-blame is called guilt.
Self-punishment is called suffering. There we are. This the world that most of us live
in. 
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MISTAKES = Badness

INVESTIGATE

BLAME

PUNISH —> self punish

                         “Guilt”

Mistakes happen. It’s obviously bad. There’s an investigation like a detective. There’s
blame like the judge. There’s the punishment like the hangman. If I make a mistake I
self-blame and self-punish—guilt and suffering. And it hurts doesn’t it? Anyone ever
notice how uncomfortable this system is? 

ERROR!
Fortunately, our very uncomfortable and destructive method of dealing with mistakes
is in error. Understanding the principle of non-allness reveals that the real cause of
mistakes is ignorance or not knowing.

Have any of you ever deliberately made a mistake? Now I’m speaking here from your
point of view. Let’s assume you are considering an action that you believe is a mistake,
it is wrong, destined to fail, and certain to make things much worse for you. Let’s
further assume that you believe you have at least one alternative choice to this
considered action that you believe would not be a mistake, that is a right action, likely
to succeed, and will make things better for you. 

Now again, let’s ask the question. If you honestly believed that the considered action
would make you less happy, less effective, and less productive—that the considered
action would hurt and damage you—would you deliberately choose to make the
mistake?

I don’t think so. I have never known any human to deliberately make such a mistakes.
Now, we might commit an action believing it was right for us at the time, only to
discover later, that there things we didn’t know that revealed our action to be a
mistake. By the way, the proper term for this kind of event is an accident. 

We also have that fortunately rare condition called masochism. Masochists are people
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whose life experience has distorted the pleasure-pain system of their space-mind so
that they enjoy hurting themselves or being hurt by others. This is an aberration So
in fact, the masochist is paradoxically more happy when they experience pain. Getting
hurt is what they want to happen.

And finally, we often commit actions that others consider to be mistakes. But, this is
not my point here, I am talking about the thoughts, beliefs and opinions of the ACTor.
We can always find somebody who believes that we shouldn’t be doing whatever it is
that we’re doing. Our focus here is not on what others think and believe, rather it is on
the beliefs and thoughts of the one ACTing.

Imagine a young teenage girl goes out and ACTs sexually. We can safely assume her
parents, believe that this is something she should not do. They believe this is a
mistake. But from our teenage girl’s point of view, this is not a mistake. She intends to
be sexual. She believes it would make her happier. She does not think she will be hurt
by the experience in anyway. So she goes out and acts sexually. She enjoys the
experience, and feels grown up. From her point of view this new behavior is great, and
certainly not a mistake.

Now let’s assume a month later, she misses her period and discovers she is pregnant. 

Now there’s the mistake. She didn’t intend to become pregnant. So while she intended
to be sexual, she didn’t believe she would get pregnant. When something happens that
you don’t expect to happen, it’s called an accident. The pregnancy is accidental.

A Story of Rape
As a physician, I was once counseling a 30 year old female who had been raped. She
was feeling very guilty and depressed about it. Most women who get raped do feel very
guilty and depressed. They feel guilty because nice people don’t get raped. So if I got
raped, I must not be a nice person. They feel very guilty because they always feel that
they should have done something in some way to have prevented the attack. 

Then of course there is the embarrassment and shame made worse by the common
belief that, “Anybody who gets raped wants to be raped.” 

So if you happen to be a misfortunate female who gets raped, then you have to deal with
those ugly beliefs embedded in our social fabric. 
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Another source of guilt, is that most females have at one time or another fantasized
about begin raped. This should not really surprise us. Sexuality resides in the space-
mind. The space-mind is the animal mind. Sexuality begins in the animal world—the
world of adversity. Animal sex is often forced. Ever notice a tomcat mounting a female
feline. It looks a lot like rape? 

So the number one sexual fantasy in human females is rape. Now of course, it is never,
a fantasy where she gets beat up, and her teeth knocked out. No it’s a much more
civilized and romantic form of rape. A strong handsome prince comes along on his
white horse and sweeps her off her feet. He begins to have his way with her, and as she
resists, he gently persists, and she finds herself overcome with passion.

Isn’t this how it happens? Haven’t read this passage in our romance novels, or seen it
in a thousand movies. So this is another reason why women who have been raped feel
guilty, at some time in their lives, they have imagined a romantic rape fantasy, or
vicariously enjoyed the romantic passage or movie scene, so they think, “I brought this
on myself.” 

My patient was no different. She was feeling very guilty as she told me her story, “Dr.
Wilken, I can’t believe I was so stupid. It should have never happened.” 

She was traveling out of town on business and staying in a large urban hotel. A man
came to her hotel room door, knocked loudly a couple of times and announced through
the door that he was from maintenance, and needed to check the air conditioning
system in the room. My patient called out for the maintenance man to wait just a
minute. Before unlocking the door, she looked through the door peephole. The man
appeared a little anxious, but he was in a hotel uniform. She said something didn’t
quite feel right. She thought, “I’d better call down to the front desk.” Just then, he
knocked again, announcing impatiently, “This will only take a moment.”

Now let’s check on the dual-mind dynamics here. The space-mind was disturbed by the
whole pattern it was recognizing. It was sending some alerting messages that
suggested things did not feel right here. Time-mind was rebutting, “Relax, the man is
in a hotel uniform.” So she unlocks the door.

The maintenance man pushes his way in, and proceeds to rape her. When he is
finished, he slaps her hard, threatens to return and kill her if she calls the police, and
quickly leaves. 
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Later hotel security, will inform her that her assaulter does not work for the hotel, and
must have stolen the maintenance uniform from the hotel’s laundry. 

So now we are sitting in my office many months later, and my tearful patient is saying,
“Dr.Wilken, I was just so stupid. I should never have opened that door.”

I quietly responded, “ You weren’t stupid. You just didn’t know.” 

“What do you mean that I didn’t know? I felt something wasn’t right with that guy. I
thought I should call the front desk, but I didn’t. I was just too stupid, and look what
happened to me.”  

I continued gently, “This is an important question. Now, if you had known that this
man was going to rape you, would you have opened that door?”  

“No, of course not, I’m not that stupid?”

“Exactly my point. Your actions occurred not because of stupidity, but because of
something that you didn’t know. Yes, you made a mistake. It was a very painful
mistake. It would have been better if you had called the front desk. It would have been
better if you had never have opened that door. 

But this was not a mistake caused by stupidity. You are a very intelligent woman.
Rather, this was a mistake caused by not knowing—not knowing that the “hotel
maintenance worker” was a disguised sexual predator.”

Not Knowing ➜ Mistakes
We all make mistakes, because we don’t know that a mistake is going to happen. When
I was ten years old my grandfather gave me a new pocket knife. I carried it with me
everywhere, and used it all the time. 
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My mother used to warn me. “Timmy, don’t point that blade towards your face and
body. If you slip, you could hurt yourself. You might even put out your eye!”

One of my favorite uses for my new knife was to peel and cut up an apples. Before I had
received the knife, apples were only an occasional choice for my snacks, but now I
wanted several a day. 

Of course, I couldn’t eat an apple without using my pocket knife. I had to peel and cut it
up. It was most comfortable to my ten year old hands to pull the blade towards me as I
cut and turned the apple. I was right handed, and as I worked, the tip of the blade was
pointed at my face. My mother warned me that my method was dangerous. She
instructed me to turn the knife over and peel the apple by pushing the blade away
from my face and body. 

The suggested change may have been safer, but I had less control over the blade. It just
didn’t feel right to my hands. So whenever Mom wasn’t watching, I returned to
peeling my apples by pulling the blade towards me. Then one day, I slipped and cut my
hand. I quickly run to my Mom, dripping blood across her kitchen floor. As always, she
rescued me, cleaned and dressed my wound. But of course, I got her lecture on the
perils of improper knife technique.

Now in this case, isn’t this an example of stupidity? My mother had warned me
repeatedly, but still I made the mistake. How can I claim that I did not know? 

What I didn’t know was that the knife was going to slip this time. Yes, I knew that it
had slipped once before cutting my finger, but I wasn’t going to do that again. Even
when we make the same mistake again, it’s because we think we are going to get away
with it this time. We think that this time, things will be different. This time, I won’t
make that same mistake. 

Not Knowing ➜ Mistakes

The cause of all mistakes is not knowing. 

By the way, I still peel my apples the same way today. Now maybe you are doing
something that’s risky and you know it’s risky, but when you make a mistake, the
reason is because you didn’t know the mistake was going to occur this time.
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No one deliberately makes mistakes. It is not compatible with success or survival.
Once, you understand that the real cause of mistakes is not knowing, it changes
everything.

Analyze, Seek Responsibility, and Educate
Instead of investigating like the detective, we analyze like a scientist. We want to find
out what isn’t known. What knowing could have prevented the mistake. What
knowing could have prevented the error.

Instead of blaming like the judge, we’re simply seeking responsibility. If we want things
to be better in the future, then we need to know who doesn’t know. Only, if we know
who doesn’t know will we know who needs to learn. 

Instead of punishing like the hangman, we educate like a teacher. Perhaps,
punishment is the proper treatment for badness, but the proper treatment for not
knowing is education. If others made the mistake, then I will need to help educate
them. If I personally made the mistake, then I need to educate myself. 

So wise rational rational humans choose to learn rather than feel guilty. 

Adversity or Synergy
We have demonstrated the two approaches humans use for dealing with mistakes.

The first approach is based on adversary values. Here mistakes are caused by badness.
When a mistake occurs, there is an investigation, followed by blame and punishment.
The adversary approach developed in the animal world—in the world of space-binding.
The rules of space-binding are adversary.
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The second approach is based on synergic values. Here mistakes result from not
knowing. When a mistake occurs, there is analysis, responsibility, and education.
Time-mind developed in the human world—the world of time-binding. The rules of
time-binding are synergic. Unfortunately, most humans are ignorant of their identity
as time-binders, and unaware of the rules of synergy. 

We can now understand how this ignorance and lack of awareness is negatively
impacting the lives of individual humans, their families, our communities, and our
species as a whole. Tragically, human power is so great that this misunderstanding of
ourselves is also endangering most other forms of life on Earth.  

Adversary Synergy

MISTAKES = Badness MISTAKES <— Ignorance

INVESTIGATE ANALYZE

BLAME RESPONSIBILITY

PUNISH  —> self-punish EDUCATE  —> self-educate

                           “Guilt”                              “Learn”

                                regret — —> RESTITUTION

Now there’s one thing in guilt that’s worth keeping. It’s not the badness. It’s not the
investigation. It’s not the blame and it’s not the punishment. But often times when we
are guilty we regret. And that is worth keeping. So let’s move regret over here to the
synergic side, and we will call it restitution.  

Restitution
I’m your next door neighbor. And you have a beautiful flower bed planted by the house.
One night I have a party and I’m going out to get some more ice, and in the dark and to
get around my guest’s cars, I drive over your flower bed. 

The next morning, I go outside to get the paper, and notice my tire tracks across your
flowers.

As a synergist, I will approach you with an apology and offer of restitution. In fact,
when I realize the damage I have caused, I need to restore your property as best I can.
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As a decent neighbor you might offer to let me off the hook, but I don’t want to be let off
the hook. I want us to both win. I will feel better if I pay for my mistake. 

Now, I am not going to feel guilty. And, I am definitely not going to feel bad. I may chide
myself for not having been more careful, but I know that I did not deliberately run
over your flowers, because I have learned that I never deliberately make mistakes.

I know that I could have been more careful, not that I should have been more careful.
Synergists are good scientists. If I drove over the flower bed, then scientifically I
should have driven over the flower bed. However, my actions caused you injury, and
my ignorance does not shield me from the consequence of those actions. 

Adversarial System of Justice
Most communities view criminals as bad people—as enemies—as adversaries. So we
should not be surprised that our entire criminal justice system is founded on the
process of investigation, blame and punishment.

Adversity
“Against”

Enemies

Less happy, less effective &
less productive

Lose/Win or Lose/Lose

“me” centered

Now when humans are confronted with investigation, blame and punishment, they
assume those doing the investigating, blaming and punishing are their enemies. They
seek to protect themselves as best they can.

Perhaps this explains why the adversarial system of justice in this country and
throughout the world is so universally unsuccessful. Let’s admit it. We have never
had more prisons then we have today—we’ve never had more men and women in jail
than we’ve today, but our world is less safe. 

Our pernicious blaming, punishing, and labeling of others as bad produces no good
effects. We are often successful in convincing others that they are bad. Once
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convinced, they set about learning the skills of badness which include rape, assault
and murder, and there is no better place to learn the skills of badness then in our
prisons and jails. In addition to the skills of badness, the only other things the
adversarial system of justice teaches our our prisoners is how to lie, and that they
don’t want to get caught. 

In fact, the universal teacher of lying in our culture is this process of investigation,
blame and punishment. To protect myself from the adversarial process—to protect
myself from investigation, blame, and punishment, I must lie. And in today’s
adversarial reality, we humans lie every day of our lives. 

Lying
Often we’re not trying to hurt anyone with our lies.

Imagine, your new boss comes over, and she has just purchased a new dress. It looks
terrible. And she asks, “Well, what do you think?“ 

You lie, don’t you? You say something like, “It looks really nice.” 

You don’t want to hurt her feelings, and after all she is your boss. Unfortunately, you
haven’t really done her a favor with you like. She may wear it out to an important
meeting, and make a less than positive impression. 

Even when we are not worried about ourselves, we often lie to protect the feelings of
others. We all have had our feelings hurt, and it’s not a pleasant experience. We have
all been injured by the belief that mistakes=badness followed by investigation, blame,
and punishment. So must of us walk around feeling defensive most of the time.

Dobie Gillis
You may remember the comic actor Bob Denver who was most famous for his lead role
on the television program Gilligan’s Island (1964). He first entered the public
spotlight in the TV comedy The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis (1959). Denver playing a
beatnik named Maynard G. Krebs. That was before there were hippies. One of the
standing jokes on the program was that whenever the word work was mentioned,
Maynard G. Krebs would have a strong physical reaction. His response appeared
involuntary. He would instantaneously shudder and recoil and let out an anxiety-
ridden wail of WORK!?!! Sometimes he actually fell on the floor, and always appeared
near to having a grand mal convulsion. 
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Maynard’s friends took great precautions to prevent letting him from hear the word,
but somehow the word still seemed to slip into the conversation once or twice in every
episode. It was obvious that the beatnik Maynard G. Krebs had a serious allergy to
work. 

Today, we have a similar word in our vocabulary. Except that word is mistake. 

Have you ever noticed that when a mistake occurs in our present culture, it is a rare
occasion that someone steps forward to accept responsibility for the error? 

Mistakes or more precisely the responsibility for mistakes is almost a forbidden topic in
our world today. I think we have all attended work meetings where our supervisor is
trying to discuss the mistake of a single individual without assigning responsibility.
To avoid engaging one on one with the responsible employee, she calls a meeting of the
entire department and announces a new policy for all the employees. 

Most of the employees in the room are thinking, “They’re talking about Martha. She’s
the one who screwed up.” But, of course Martha won’t get it. She might think, “Boy I’m
sure glad they’re laying these new rules down. It’s about time.” But she probably
won’t connect the error to herself.

What’s going on here? Why are we humans are so afraid to use the word mistake?
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Our almost universal belief that Mistake=Badness makes it very painful to
acknowledge our mistakes. We don’t want to be responsible for mistakes because we
don’t want to be bad. 

We don’t want to be investigated. We don’t want to be blamed. We don’t want to be
punished. And, we certainly don’t want to feel guilty. 

So when mistakes happen. We make ourselves scarce. We are quick to respond: “I didn’t
do it.” “It isn’t my fault.” “I wasn’t there.” “I don’t know what you are talking about.” 

We lie to protect ourselves.

This is why the supervisor might call a meeting of twenty people (nineteen who are
innocent) in the hopes of successfully communicating with the one employee who was
responsible for the error. And as we all know, this approach is rarely works. 

The Wise Alternative
The human who understands that mistakes are a natural part of life does not
investigate the mistakes like a detective, he analyzes the mistake as a scientist. 

He does not blame when a mistake occurs, he seeks to learn from the mistake. To learn
from a mistake requires that he accept responsibility for his errors, and seek
responsibility in others for their errors. 

Once he identifies who is responsible for the mistake, he educates. If he made the
mistake, he self educates. If other made the mistake, he educates other. 

If we use this synergic approach to correcting mistakes and errors then I must tell the
truth to protect myself. 
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When we use the adversary approach to correcting mistakes and errors, we lie to each
other and prevent learning. 

The Medical Consult
In the mid 1970s, a young woman came to see me as a patient. She suspected that she
might be pregnant. This was before pregnancy tests were available over the counter. I
examined her and ordered the test.

A few minutes later, the test came back positive. I returned to the exam room. I never
know whether being pregnant will be considered good or bad news. So I just present
the results without comment.

“Your test was positive. You are pregnant.”

Then I pause for a moment, to allow the patient the opportunity to respond, and to read
their body language. 

If their response is positive, I congratulate them, and ask, “May I refer you to an
Obstetrician?” If their response is negative, I ask, “How may I help you further?” 

In this case my patient’s response was negative, and before I even asked how I could
help her, she demanded, “Doctor, I have to have an abortion.” 

I acknowledged her distress, and her belief in the need for an abortion, but suggested
she postpone that decision a few days for more consideration, and for some time to seek
counsel with her friends and family.

She said that was unnecessary, she had already thought things through, and all she
needed a referral for an abortion.
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Lose/Lose
An unwanted pregnancy is a big mistake, it has serious consequences that always
involve pain and sadness. Terminating the unwanted pregnancy with an abortion
may seem the quick and easy solution, but abortion is always a lose/lose action. There
are times when abortion is medically recommended to protect the life and health of the
mother, but these are not common. Most abortions occur to prevent economic and
emotional loss. I can’t afford a baby. I’m too busy. It’s not the right time. It’s the wrong
father. I’m not married. I’m too young. Choosing abortion may reduce loss for the
mother, but it will still have significant negative consequences.

It is also a losing choice for the fetus—who loses his or her life. Many have argued that
loss of life is preferable to being born into a cold and unloving family. And, while it is
certainly true that being an unwanted child puts you at higher risk for physical and
emotional abuse, children are never aborted to protect them from such risk. They are
aborted to reduce loss for the mother. 

Back in the exam room facing my patient’s demand for an abortion, I answered, “Before
I can refer you, I need a little more history. How many times have you been pregnant?”

“This will be my fifth pregnancy. ” 

“How many children do you have?” 

“I have no children.” 

“What happened?” 

“I’ve had four abortions” 

Stupidity
This encounter occurred before I had studied Korzybski—before I knew that the only
cause of mistakes is not knowing. At that time, I held the belief that the cause of
repeated mistakes was stupidity. I knew anyone could make a mistake, but if you made
the same mistake over and over again, then you had to be stupid. I remember thinking
at the time, “This woman has to be the stupidest woman in the whole world.”

Why isn’t she learning from her mistakes? Why doesn’t she use condoms? Why isn’t
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she using some form of birth control? Why doesn’t she stop having unprotected sex? I
knew that if she had had even one abortion, the Doctors would have counseled her
strongly on the need for birth control. She must have had four such counselings.

Mortal Sins
My young patient was reared in the Catholic religion. According to the tenants of the
Catholic Church, some acts of behavior are so heinous that they condemn the soul of
the sinner to Hell, if unpardoned at the time of death. These acts are called mortal
sins.

Sexual activity outside of holy marriage is a mortal sin. 

Using birth control is a mortal sin. Birth control is defined as doing anything before,
during or immediately after sexual intercourse to keep a woman from becoming
pregnant. The use of male withdrawal, condoms, diaphragms, spermicidal jellies,
medicines, birth control and/or abortion pills, are always mortal sins.

Abortion is always a mortal sin. It is defined as willfully causing the death of an
unborn baby in any way. It is never allowed in any case whatsoever, not even to save
the mother’s life. Excommunication from the Church is the penalty for any Catholic
who knowingly and willingly causes or helps cause an abortion. Excommunication
means that you cannot receive the Sacraments; you cannot have a Catholic funeral.

For Catholics, committing a mortal sin is very BAD! So why would this young Catholic
patient risk eternal damnation of her soul to Hell?

Her first pregnancy had occurred when she was thirteen years old. This pregnancy
would have been a big problem for her and her family. The only approved Catholic
solution would have been for her to marry the father of the child. But, apparently the
father of the baby was not much older than she was, he was not a Catholic and didn’t
want to get married even if his family had approved of the wedding.

Lying to Protect Ourselves
Believing you are bad is very painful. It hurts. Our thirteen year old pregnant child
was thinking, “I’m pregnant and I feel bad. My parents are blaming me. I’m being
punished. I feel very guilty.”

And then one night while she is crying herself to sleep, she has a new thought, “It
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wasn’t my fault. It was Bobby’s fault. He gave me the beer, and he got me pregnant.
It’s all Bobby’s fault. Bobby is a bad boy.” Our thirteen year old suddenly feels a huge
wave of relief. To avoid the pain from her previous thinking, she grabs for these new
thoughts: “I’m not bad. I’m OK. I am all right. Oh God, that feels better. I’m really all
right. I’m okay. It wasn’t my fault. It really wasn’t my fault.”

Now our pregnant teenager’s new thoughts are not without merit. Certainly, the boy
bears at least 50% of the responsibility for her pregnancy, but then so does she.

At this point, someone might suggest to our teenager. “Maybe you’re right, it wasn’t
your fault, but don’t you think you should use birth control in the future?”

Her quick response must be, “NO! I don’t need to take the birth control pills. Don’t you
understand? It wasn’t my fault. I didn’t do anything wrong. I’m not bad.”

You can’t learn from a mistake without accepting responsibility for your behavior. If
our teenager takes birth control pills, she must admit her role and shared
responsibility for getting pregnant. This is too painful.

Anti-Learning Barrier
Learning requires accepting responsibility for our actions. Our teenager is trapped by
the ADVERSARY paradigm. 

MISTAKES = Badness

INVESTIGATE

BLAME

PUNISH —> self punish

                         “Guilt”

“I must LIE to protect myself.

And so our teenager lies to protect herself from feeling bad—she lies to avoid feeling
guilty. She avoids accepting responsibility for her actions at all costs. 
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And, so Bobby must be a bad boy. And, when she gets pregnant again, and has another
abortion, then John is a bad man. And, when she gets pregnant third time, another
abortion, another bad man to blame, etc., etc. And so, it happens over and over again.

Now I am seeing her in my exam room 14 years later, and she is seeking her fifth
abortion. She may only be 27 years old, but physiologically, she looks like she is 47
years old, and psychologically, she is closer to 67 years old.

Today, with our new understanding of Reality is Non-ALL, we have a choice as to how
to process our mistakes and errors. 

ADVERSARY SYNERGY

MISTAKES = Badness MISTAKES <— Ignorance

INVESTIGATE ANALYZE

BLAME RESPONSIBILITY

PUNISH  —> self-punish EDUCATE  —> self-educate

                           “Guilt”                              “Learn”

                                regret — —> RESTITUTION

I must LIE 
to protect myself.

I must tell the TRUTH 
to protect myself.

I assume you are my enemy. I assume you are my friend.

Distrust & Conflict Trust & Co-Operation

When people repeatedly lie to us, we view them as enemies. This leads to distrust and
conflict. When people repeatedly tell us the truth, we view them as friends. This leads
to trust and co-Operation. 

We can live with blame, punishment and guilt, repeating our mistakes over and over
again. Or, we can live with responsibility, learning and restitution, making our
mistakes only once. The choice is ours. All we have to do is change our minds. 
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Once you understand that the cause of all mistakes is ignorance. Then the only proper
intelligent response to mistakes is: 1) analysis to determine what wasn’t known and
who didn’t know it, 2) education of those making the mistake, and if others were
injured then 3) restitution by those responsible for the injury. 

Sometimes I am asked, but what about really evil people? If ignorance is the cause of all
mistakes, what was it that Hitler didn’t know?

What Hitler Didn’t Know
Hitler didn’t know that, “As you sow, so shall you reap.”

Hitler didn’t know that his worst enemy on the Eastern front would be the Russian
winter.

Hitler didn’t know that English mathematicians would break his most secret codes,
allowing the allies to intercept and know his every plan.

Hitler didn’t know that American capitalism could make airplanes, tanks, and other
weapons almost without limit.

Hitler did not know that his glorious “Thousand Year Reich” would last less than 10
years. He did not know that Nazi Germany would be totally defeated and forced to
surrender unconditionally. He did not know that 7,300,000 German citizens would die
as a direct result of the war he started in 1939.

Hitler did not know that the cost of the war to the German Nation would exceed 282
billion dollars and bankrupt the country. Nor, that the German Nation would be
divided in half and remain divided for fifty years.

Hitler did not know that within 5 years of starting the war, he would feel compelled to
kill the only two living beings he loved—his mistress and his dog, and then commit
suicide himself.

Hitler did not know that he would become the most despised and reviled human that
ever lived.

How do I know that Hitler did not know these things?

Because if he had, he would never have gone to war. Hitler was ignorant, not stupid.
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Reality is Shared!
This brings us to a Third Law of Reality. I may think I am in control of my life because I
control my actions. But this is a naive point of view. 

Remember Fuller’s Action-Reaction-Resultant Triad. Because of the effect or impact
that my actions always have on others and on the environment, we discover that
action is always accompanied by two other phenomena—the reaction, and the
resultant. 

Other or the environment always reacts at the beginning of the action. And the effect
or impact on other or the environment at the end of my action produces a resultant. 

Recall from the science section, we see a man act by jumping from one boat to another.
As he jumps, he pushes off causing a reaction in the boat he left. As he lands his
impact effects a resultant on the boat he lands on.

An event has duration. It has a beginning and an ending. Einstein’s defining an event
as occurring an some instantaneous moment T1 becomes very misleading. If we did
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take an instantaneous snapshot of an event, we would leave much out. It is like a
single frame from a movie. It may give you some information, but cannot capture the
event itself. Events are dynamic. Events are all about change. Einstein was still
defining a static abstraction that is never found in the real world.

Fuller teaches us about the “real” world where actions require energy, location (space),
and duration (time). 

•Action implies motion, movement, animation—process.

•Actions require energy to occur. No energy—no action.

•Actions have location in space. Actions always begin somewhere and end
somewhere else. No location, no space—no action.

•Actions have duration. Actions always have a beginning and an ending.
While some actions may occur in a very short time, they all require some time.
There are no instantaneous actions in universe. No time—no action.
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Because actions require energy, location or space, and time, synergic science
sometimes uses the term energy event to describe what we commonly call action.
Buckminster Fuller explained:

Two different energy events cannot pass through the same point at the same
time. When one energy event is passing through a given point and another
impinges upon it, there is an interference. 578

Actions can not and do not occur in isolation. If they impinge on the environment or on
others, they will effect or impact on the environment—they will effect or impact on
others.

Reality is Shared
Whenever self takes action, self provokes a reaction in others and in the environment.
Others are always a part of our environment. We all share reality with the
environment. As R. Buckminster Fuller explained: “Environment is everything in
Universe except me. Universe is everything including me.” 

The vector sum of self’s actions combined with other’s reactions produces a resultant.
Reality is a whole shared by all participants. When I am teaching this concept in a
classroom, I will begin speaking in a loud voice. Sometimes even YELLING! I will then
ask the class, if their reality just got louder? …Then I will return to speaking in a
much lower tone of voice, while asking, if their reality just got quieter? 

If someone very depressed enters your home, notice how quiet and uncomfortable the
mood for everyone becomes. And, certainly we call all relate to what happens when a
child has an accident in a public pool, suddenly everyone is getting out. Teachers soon
discover that the classroom environment is not controlled by the teacher, but by the
teacher and the students. One noisy student can effectively disrupt an entire class.

Control of Reality is Shared
If reality is shared, then if follows logically that control of reality is also shared. This is
another way of stating the third law of reality, or we can think of it as the first
corollary to the third law. 

An individual’s experienced reality results from the individual’s actions and the
reactions of others and of the environment to those actions. 

578 R. Buckminster Fuller, SYNERGETICS, 1975-1979, ibid
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Consequences of Shared Reality
Remember, actions can effect or impact on other and the environment in a negative and
harmful way. It can effect or impact on other or the environment in a neutral or
negligible way. Or, it can effect or impact on other or the environment in a positive and
beneficial way. 

•Other can lose. They are hurt by the action. They are less after the action
than before.

•Other can draw. They are ignored by the action. They will be the same after
the action as before.

•Other can win. They are helped by the action. They are more after the action
than before.

Remember, in synergic science, we say actions that hurt are ADVERSARY. Actions
that ignore are NEUTRAL. And, actions that help are SYNERGIC.

An environment full of hurting will produce an adversary reality. An environment full
of ignoring will produce a neutral reality. And, and environment full of helping will
produce a synergic reality. 
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As You Sow, So You Reap
Action, reaction, and resultant are always found together. By understanding that these
three phenomena always and only coexist, we should not be surprised that as actions
can be either adversary, neutral or synergic. So too reactions and resultants can have
these same three possible effects.

Reactions can be adversary, neutral or synergic. Resultants can also be adversary,
neutral or synergic. And while this is not always the case, we would expect and
discover that: 

•adversary action usually provokes adversary reaction ending in an adversary
resultant or loss, while

•neutral action usually provokes neutral reaction ending in a neutral
resultant or draw, and

•synergic action usually provokes synergic reaction ending in a synergic
resultant or gain.

If you want to avoid a hurting environment, don’t hurt others. If you want to avoid an
ignoring environment, don’t ignore others. If you want a helping environment, then
you need to love and help others. 

When Bad Things Happen
In the early 1980s, I was working with highly stressed patients. Some of these patients
were facing bankruptcy. Bank interest rates had reached 20%. It had became nearly
impossible to borrow money, and if you got a loan, enormously difficult to pay back.
This was the economic reality facing business people in the Silicon Valley where I
practised. 

Bankruptcy can effect anyone. We can all get sick and not be able to work. We can all
lose our jobs. But in a period with low interest rates, if you went bankrupt it might
mean that you weren’t very competent at business, because surviving in the economic
environment with low interest rates is usually easier than surviving in an economic
environment of very high interest rates. 

So a businessman with the competence to avoid bankruptcy in a low interest period
might go bankrupt in a high interest period, for no other reason than that the
economic environment was more difficult.
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My point here is that what is happening to any individual is not ALL his fault. There
are always others, as well as the environment itself, that will play a significant role in
determining our experienced reality. Often these outside factors play a larger role
than our own individual actions. 

So whenever you are evaluating a situation in which you are losing. It is important to
transcend that point of view that says: Failure is all your fault. Now, I am not arguing
that humans are helpless, or that they have no control over their environment. We are
not helpless. We can do many things. And, if we understand that “As you sow, so shall
your reap.” Then we can often effect others and the environment is ways that benefit
us. But, that doesn’t repeal the law that: Control of Reality is Shared.

So when our efforts to control our lives seems to be failing, it may not be ALL our fault.
Maybe I am in an environment that is simply overwhelming. Maybe my current
environment is more difficult than my ability to control it. 

No matter how competent, intelligent, or knowledgeable a human I might be, if I am
living in lower New Orleans on August 29th, 2005, then my ability to protect myself
may be overwhelmed. through no fault of my own.

And, while these are extreme examples, they demonstrate the principle. There will
always be times when difficult environments and the actions of others overwhelm
even the most competent, intelligent and industrious of individuals.
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We humans often blame ourselves when our lives don’t go well. We forget about the role
of others and the environment. We forget that the environment plays an enormous
role—if not the dominant role—in determining how successful our reality is.

If you have done your best, that’s all you can do. If you did your level best, under the
circumstances, and based on what you believed and knew at that time, then waste no
time crying over spilt milk. The PAST is over, all you get is the second move. 

I worked as an Emergency Physician at one of the big urban hospitals in San Jose,
California from 1972 through 1978. And sometimes my patients died. If I believe that I
am in total control of my reality, than I can take a real beating on that one. It is very
easy in the retrospect-a-scope to “should” all over yourself when a patient you are
treating dies. I should have done this, or I should have done that. 

If you understand that Reality IS and that Control of Reality is Shared, then you won’t
waste time blaming yourself, but instead start looking around to see what your other
options are. What would be a good second move? Simply understanding and accepting
this truth means that there is no advantage in blaming yourself, or for taking to heart
the blame of others for the reality that you experience. 

All I can do is the best that I know how at the moment that I am doing it. If that is not
good enough then the results may be tragic and sad, but Reality IS and Control of
Reality is Shared. My best is all I can do. Your best is all that you can do—all that any
human can do. So just do your best and move on. 
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Today, our human world is in crisis. We have huge problems that will challenge all of
us in the near future. Do any of you control the governments and corporations of the
World? Then you must admit you are not responsible for the current political-
economic reality. How many of us control the organizations we work for? Then you
must admit you don’t decide whether you get laid off or not.

The political-economic reality we are facing today is very difficult. So don’t feel like a
failure if you lose your job. Don’t judge yourself as incompetent, if you lose money in
the stock market. Sometimes life is beyond our ability to control it. But, if we can
realize that we weren’t defeated, just overwhelmed, then we are not bad when we fail.
This allows us to be calm and intelligent. This allows us to be sure our next move is a
good one.

Learning to be calm and intelligent is your most powerful survival skill. We humans
think best when we are calm and relaxed. Now that we have learned that our
relationship with others is critical to our success as humans, we must also learn to
help the others in our life feel calm and relaxed. Since control of reality is shared, we
will all be better off if everyone is calm and relaxed.

Unfortunately, today most humans release the anger and fear hormones
inappropriately. This is both unpleasant and dangerous. Our next task is learning to
control anger and fear in ourselves and in others.
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Controlling Anger and Fear
We can attenuate and reduce the feelings of anger and fear within ourselves by
achieving calmness. Whenever we feel anger or fear, our first step should be a reality
check. Is there a physical threat to our personal survival that we can effectively
counter by hitting hard or running fast? 

If the answer is YES, anger and fear are appropriate emotions, and we should act on
them. If the answer is NO, we should immediately move to calmness.

Survival
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines survival as: 

a) living or continuing longer than another life form or thing
b) the continuation of life or existence

All individuals operating in the SURVIVE mode are reactive and non-receptive.
Fortunately for the future of humankind, we can learn to control the reactive
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SURVIVE mode so that it operates appropriately in modern life. The SURVIVE mode is
by nature HOSTILE, its primary mission is defense of the organism in an adversary
reality. The reactive SURVIVE mode is “prompted” by any esteem drop or any threat
producing feelings of being in an inferior position—in harm’s way—at risk for injury
or death. 

CONFLICT —def—> The struggle to win and avoid loss—the
struggle to hurt and avoid being hurt.

Imagine it is winter, and a fox chasing a field mouse. If the fox is quick enough, it will
win a meal, which it needs to survive. But its meal is at the expense of the mouse who
loses its life. 

On the other hand, if the mouse is quicker, able to run faster, or is able to hide, then the
fox loses a meal, and in a really harsh winter may even lose its life. 

Conflict is the rule of nature in the animal world. Survival of the fittest means those
who are best at conflict survive. To prevail in conflict, you must maintain the superior
position at all times—being in the inferior position, even for a moment, is to risk death.
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Understanding Hostility
In 1977, Dr. Milton Layden published an important work explaining the mechanisms
of hostility. 579   

When I began my residency in psychiatry at Johns Hopkins Hospital in 1945,
one of the very first patients I was permitted to treat was a gentle, quiet-
spoken man of fifty-two. He had fainted several times at work and for over a
year had been unable to work due to physical exhaustion. Since fainting and
exhaustion are often emotionally caused, he was hospitalized in the
psychiatric department.

When I questioned him about his marriage, he proudly declared that he and his
wife got along very well; in fact, they never argued. But suddenly, in the next
interview, he erupted into a torrent of rage against his wife, accompanied by
violent spasms from head to foot. Unprepared for such an outburst, I almost
took to my heels; since in four years of medical school and two years of
internship, I had never been taught how to treat rage.

579 Milton Layden, ESCAPING THE HOSTILITY TRAP: The One Sure Way to Deal With Impossible
People, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J, 1977
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Layden would spend the next thirty years of his life seeking to understand anger, rage
and hostility. His first hypothesis was that anger was a mechanism related to killing.
It seemed logical that anger was a mechanism to prepare the animal to kill. And,
certainly it seemed to a common experience for humans to kill each other in fits of
anger called rage. Layden began to examine the literature seeking corroboration for
his hypothesis. And to his surprise, he discovered that in the animal world most kills
are made without anger. 

Animals rarely get angry. I think most of us have witnessed a cat killing a mouse. The
cat is not angry. It is excited especially by the approach. But, once it has made its
strike. It almost seems disappointed. It plays with mouse trying to get it run away so it
can catch it again. But, the cat is not angry. 

What Layden found was that anger was a response to desperation. The animal gets
angry when it’s life is at risk. It is a reaction to threat. Organisms rage when they are
in danger of dying. They rage when they are cornered—when they are trapped—when
their back is up against the wall. Anger and rage results when an animal is losing—
when the animal is not in control of the situation.

Imagine a bobcat is following a possum down a hill. It rushes in to make the strike,
hitting the possum hard. The possum spins around, but its not a possum, its a
wolverine. And, like lightning the wolverine hits the bobcat ripping his shoulder. And,
suddenly the bobcat is a fight for his life. Now the bobcat rages. The bobcat is dumping
all the norepinephrine he has. He blows himself up like a blow fish. I am huge. I am
powerful. Be afraid. Be very afraid.

The bobcat needs rage, because he is going to die if doesn’t change this relationship
very quickly. So then when Layden went back to working with his patients, he
discovered the same mechanisms were at work in human anger and human rage. This
was the cause of hostility in every single situation he encountered.

When humans are treated inferiorly, they respond with anger. He didn’t say that
people who are hostile are inferior. He said when you are in the inferior position—
when you are the underdog—when you are being treated as if you were inferior—then
you feel anger. Layden explained:

You don’t have to be an animal behavior scientist to recognize the striking
similarities in the behavior patterns of animals and man. Like most of us, your
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dog has a need for a territory of his own. If you dislodge him from the easy
chair he’s taken over, he’ll react with a primitive form of the reaction you
might display under similar circumstances. Is there any dog owner who
doesn’t recognize the hurt pride in his pet’s face and posture after a scolding
by his master?

In his classic book, On Aggression,580 the renowned animal behavior scientist
Dr. Konrad Lorenz draws on a lifetime of observation and research to present
convincing evidence for the evolutionary development of man’s aggression
from his animal ancestry. He shows us the intimate relationship between
aggression and love in fish, birds, and a variety of other animals.

Lorenz’s genius for careful observation of animal behavior points to the animal
origin of man’s superiority complex. The meeting of two previously
unacquainted stickleback fish begins with a mutual “showing-off,” a
swaggering act of self-display in which every luminous color spot and brilliant
ray of the shapely fins is brought into maximum play-attitudes which bear a
striking resemblance to those of the human “show-off.”

When the stickleback’s territory is threatened, the fish opens its jaws so wide
that all its teeth are directed forward and, in this attitude, it rams them, with
all the force of its muscular body, into the side of the threatening invader.

Why do animals react with hostility when someone encroaches on their
territory? Territorial acquisition is an essential activity-for obtaining food, in
mating, in providing .a nest for the young-and is the primitive forerunner of
the self-respect associated with material possessions. When a biological need

580 Konrad Lorenz, On Aggression, Harcourt Brace & World, 1966
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of an animal is threatened, it reacts instinctively with fear, as is also the case
with man. The threat of physical harm, or the loss of one's family, territory, or
self-respect, invariably produces an immediate response of fear—simply
because the deprivation threatens the creature with the loss of an essential
requirement that would relegate him to an inferior status.

In the course of evolution, hostility came into existence as a self-preservation
device. Prior to its development, animals had to rely on fear alone to protect
themselves from threatening danger. Fear produces an overwhelming impulse
to escape—by flight or other forms of avoidance. However, you can see why
animals equipped with the fear—flight mechanism alone would often lose out
to those with greater hostility in the struggle for survival. For example, the
stickleback with a small capacity for hostility could react only with fear and
flight to a fish who would fight because it was equipped with more hostility.
The fish with little hostility would thus lose his opportunities for mating.

The source of hostility in any creature is the same as in the stickleback:
Hostility is generated only in reaction to depletion of status. 581

It is inferior treatment that provokes anger. Rodney Dangerfield, the comedian, said it
very well. “I don’t get no respect.” It is being treated unfairly—being treated like a
second class citizen—finding yourself in a situation where you have no control—being
putdown. This lack of respect is what provokes anger and rage in others. 

When we are treated as if we were inferior—when we are treated unfairly—that is
when we get angry. This is what hostility is about. To explain explain his discoveries
to his patients and peers, Layden developed the Hostility Formulas: 582 

When any animal feels they are in an inferior position in regards to another
animal, their natural response is HOSTILITY. The position of inferiority is
interpreted by the space-mind as a risk to survival.

Position of Inferiority = Risk to Survival

The position of inferiority causes the mind-body to immediately begin preparing
for fight or flight.

581 Milton Layden, ESCAPING THE HOSTILITY TRAP, ibid
582 Milton Layden, ibid
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I ➜ H
Inferior Position generates Hostility

Dr. Layden discovered that being in an inferior position for animals almost always
involved a threat to the animal’s life or offspring, a threat to their territory, or a
depletion of status (pecking order). When animals are in the inferior position and feel
threatened, they almost always display anger or fear. 

Layden discovered that for humans the situation was more complex. Being in the
inferior position could involve: threat to life or family; threat to property; threat to
status, from lack of respect, or acts of disrespect including being put down or treated
unfairly; and lack of control, or loss of control in social settings.

When humans are in the inferior position and feel threatened, in addition to simple
anger and fear, we generate more complex human responses.

Layden identified the following responses to threat: open hostility (anger), hidden
hostility (passive aggressive), anxiety (fear), obsession with self, the mirage of
superiority, and martyring. He saw these as simply different faces of hostility.
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INFERIOR POSITION ➜
      (being threatened)

HOSTILITY + ANXIETY + OBSESSION + SUPERIORITY + MARTYRING
        anger                  fear                with self                  mirage

Now lets examine these different responses one at time and see how they work.

I ➜ H
Inferior position generates Hostility

Hostility comes in two flavors—open or hidden. Open hostility is very evident. “GOD
DAMN YOU! YOU SON OF A BITCH!” Everyone is able to detect open hostility
without difficulty. 

Hidden hostility is harder to detect and because of that is more dangerous. Most of us
have heard the phrase. “Don’t get angry. Get even.” Pour sugar in his gas tank. Slash
the tires on his car. Falsely, report him to the police. Take a message for someone, but
then forget to give it to him. “Well there was a phone call for him, but you know he
really shouldn’t be taking calls at work. So I threw the message away.”
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Most of us have given in to hidden hostility in one form or another. I remember as
child. I enrolled one of my particularly obnoxious classmates in the RCA Record Club.
And, I especially enjoyed selecting his ten free records from the classical and religious
music section. We get even instead of angry. Of course this is not really true. We are
angry we are just hiding it in sabotage. Watch out for hidden hostility. 

I ➜ A
Inferior position generates Anxiety

Some individuals when threatened get anxious—get upset—get nervous. Layden called
this anxiety. Anxiety is a form of fear. If I am in the inferior position, I might need to
flee or hide. I haven’t made the decision to flight, but I am anticipating the possibility.
This is often not conscious. Remember the space-mind is in charge of survival, and so
the time-mind may be unaware of its concerns. Layden explained:

The first reaction to a deficiency of respect is fear. As the deficiency of respect
increases, fear increases. It is a signal designed to alert the individual to a
state of biological deficiency.

The fear that one is insufficiently respected is termed “anxiety” in order to
distinguish it from other fears such as the fear of imminent starvation or
injury. … Anxiety signals the presence of a threat to our emotional well-being.
Anxiety tells us something is wrong, but it doesn’t identify what is wrong.

Fear ➜ Urge to Flee
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Since the anxiety-ridden individual doesn’t know what the danger is, the urge
to escape is overwhelming. This leads to behavior such as pacing the floor,
going outside to get away from confined quarters, keeping obsessively busy, or
escaping by smoking, using drugs, alcohol, or tranquilizers.583

Attempting to escape is usually pointless, and so a waste of time. And while dulling
your brain with drugs, alcohol, and tranquilizers might make you feel better
temporarily, you aren’t really addressing the cause of your anxiety.

I ➜ O
Inferior position generates Obsession with Self

Some individuals when threatened obsess with themselves. This is a behavior that I
used to do—obsession with self. Let me give an example from my own life.

My paternal grandfather only had a third grade education. My paternal grandfather
had an eight grade education. My father has a high school diploma. I am one of the
first members of my family to go to college, and on to post graduate school. 

When I was in medical school, one of our professors invited a group of us students out
to a very elegant restaurant. So I went to have “supper”, but was told it was really
“dinner”, to discover there were more knives, forks and spoons by my plate then I had
ever seen before. 

So I felt threatened by my lack of experience with this social setting. I felt I was in the

583 Milton Layden, ibid
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inferior position with my peers. This was a threat to my status, and so I began
obsessing with myself. I told my dinner companions that I was the valedictorian of my
high school class. And, that I had received a scholarship to undergraduate college.
And, that I was granted early admission into medical school after only three years of
college. 

What am I doing? I am telling these people that it is really all right for me to be here at
this fancy restaurant with so many knives and forks. I am telling them that I am not
an inferior person. As Layden explained:

When an animal is deprived of a biological need, it becomes obsessed with it—
the more the deprivation, the more the obsession. 

Humans react similarly to deprivation of essential needs. When deprived of
status, a person becomes so totally absorbed in his own need for it that he loses
sight of this same need in his associates. He bores and antagonizes them by
harping on his own activities, while excluding them from sneaking in a word
edgewise.

In a word: ME-ism.584

So when you hear someone obsessing with self, it means that person is feeling
threatened—that they feel inferior in status. Their obsessing with their
accomplishments, skills and merits is an attempt to increase their status. And, if you
deny their obsessing, you will only make their sense of inferior status worse. 

If one of my classmates had pointed out that my academic achievements were of no
interest to the group, and certainly irrelevant to the dinner conversation, as many
others at the same table had similar or even greater accomplishments, then I would
not have been able to feel less inferior.

I ➜ S
Inferior position generates the mirage of Superiority

Sometimes our response to threat is to act superior. Layden calls this the mirage of
superiority because it is not real. I am not really feeling superior. In fact I am feeling
inferior, but the method I use to eliminate this feeling is to act superior.

584 Milton Layden, ibid
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Imagine, I go to the Macy’s store to buy a new toaster. 

I take my new toaster home. The next morning, I am already to enjoy some hot toast
and jam. But when I go plug the new toaster, it blows up.

Now a good way to visualize these hostility psychodynamics is to imagine an ego pole
with the gray circles below representing my ego’s present position. The left pole
represents a neutral position. I feel neither respected nor disrespected. I am not
threatened. The center pole represents a positive position. I feel respected and
supported. And, the right pole represents the negative position. I feel disrespected and
threatened.
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Now what happened to my ego position when the toaster blew up? It dropped. How
much respect can the Macy’s company have for me, if they sell me a defective toaster? 

Why are they giving me a defective toaster? I gave them good money. My money did not
blow up in their store. I am not being treated with respect. This is unfair. I am not in
control of my life. I was going to make toast. I even bought some really good bread, and
new jar of raspberry preserves, and now I can’t make my toast.

So now I take my toaster back to the Macy’s store to the same counter where I bought
it. I see the same clerk that helped me the day before.

“Hey! This toaster blew up. I need you to exchange it for another one.”

Then the clerks say, “No, I can’t take that back here. ”

“WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU CAN’T TAKE THIS DEFECTIVE TOASTER BACK!”

“You have to take the item being returned downstairs to our complaint department,
they will help you there.”

“WHY DO I HAVE TO GO DOWNSTAIRS TO THE COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT?
WHY DON’T YOU GO DOWN TO THE COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT? YOUR
TOASTER IS THE ONE THAT BLEW UP! I JUST WANT TO GET A NEW TOASTER!”

“I am sorry sir, but that is Macy’s policy.”

So I take my toaster down to the complaint department. As I ride down four floors of
escalators, I get angrier and angrier. Finally, I find the complaint department. It looks
empty at first, but then I see a young clerk with her head down behind the counter.
She is engrossed in reading something as I walk up to the counter. At first, she doesn’t
look up or greet me, but seems engrossed in her book that I now recognize as a
romance novel. Finally, she notices me, marks her page, closes the book, and looks up
to me without much enthusiasm or interest. 

“May I help you?”

“NO YOU CAN’T HELP ME. I NEED SOMEONE WHO IS COMPETENT! GET THE
MANAGER OUT HERE! RIGHT NOW!!”
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This is the mirage of superiority. I just put her down. The young complaint department
clerk is thinking, “Oh, what did I do wrong. He wants the supervisor. I am going to get
in trouble for reading my novel.” I have effectively put her down. Now she is in the
inferior position.

As I walked up to the counter my ego was down represented by the left ego pole below.
Her ego position was probably neutral, represented by the right ego pole below, but
definitely superior to mine. 

                   

Then by using the mirage of superiority. I bring her ego position down. Now it is no
longer in a position superior to mine. I may not feel superior, but what is more
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important. I no longer feel so inferior. With the mirage of superiority, I am going to
bring you down so that I don’t feel so bad. 

When I am acting superior it is not because I feel superior. It is because I feel inferior.
My mirage of superiority is designed to produce an ego drop in others. I am more
comfortable when my ego position is equal or superior to others.

Sometimes, we respond to feeling inferior by acting superior. We posture as if we are
better and smarter than those in whose presence we fell inferior. Our mirage of
superiority is the mechanism to put down the other person, so we can experience a
relative elevation of our own position.

I ➜ M
Inferior position generates Martyring

Layden’s final face of hostility is martyring. Martyring is making a list of all the
reasons why you are not inferior. In some ways it is like obsessing with self, but the
focus is not on your achievements, but often is on things outside of your control, that
explain or excuse your feeling of being inferior. While obsessing argues for your real
superiority, martyring excuses apparent inferiority by explaining it away.

I recall walking into my house one night after work, the kids were crying, the house
was a mess, and my wife was talking on the phone. As she hung up, I asked, “What’s
for supper?”
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My wife immediately started listing all the reasons why she hadn’t started supper. “I
think the baby is getting sick with another ear infection. And, your other daughter is
being a complete brat. The cleaning lady was a no show today. The garbage disposal
went out, and that was the repairman on the phone, and he can’t come until next
week.”

My wife is making a list of all the reasons why she is not inferior. With all of the
problems she is grappling with, she simply hasn’t had time to think about dinner,
much less get it prepared. 

When done well, martyring convinces both the martyr, and those listening that the
apparent inferiority is just a result of misunderstanding the real circumstances.
However. when done poorly it may just be just a lame excuse for not meeting one’s
obligations, and quite annoying as well. Layden explained:

An Individual with this complex (may) make exaggerated complaints about the
obstacles he faces. He (may) habitually blame his associates, wife, children, co-
workers, and friends for his troubles. He’s the fellow who complains about the
way the other fellow drives, the poor service he gets, and a host of other
things.585

Symptoms of Feeling Threatened
Hostility, anxiety, obsessing with self, the mirage of superiority, and martyring are just
symptoms of our feeling threatened—symptoms of our feeling that we are in an inferior
position. Layden explained:

Open and hidden hostility, anxiety, obsession with self, the mirage of
superiority, and the martyring complex comprise a unified, coordinated
behavior response. If a person possesses any one of these reactions to
inferiority, he must also possess the others. Thus, if you observe someone who
bores you by his obsession with his own opinions, physical symptoms, or
travels, then you can be sure that he also has a superiority complex. If a girl is
in a state of anxiety about her job or social relations, then you can be sure she
also has feelings of superiority and hostility, even though she may be afraid to
express them openly.586

585 Milton Layden, ibid
586 Milton Layden, ibid
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Hostility is Hostility. The five faces of hostility are just symptoms of the underlying
dynamic. Those exhibiting symptoms of hostility feel-believe that they are in an
inferior position to an other who is threatening them from a superior position.

             

When we encounter someone who is hostile—displaying one or more of the five
symptomatic behaviors—we will only increase their hostility by challenging their
behavior. 

If I go to the individual who is hostile, and tell him to stop acting so hostile, we will
have a fight. Anger is a push. When you push against a push, you increase tension—
you increase the anger—you provoke open conflict. If I go to the man shaking with
anxiety, and I say don’t shake. Then I am implying that he can’t even shake right. If I
go to a person obsessing with self, and I say I am not interested in your personal
accomplishments. They are irrelevant to this situation. My challenge will prevent this
person from relieving his feelings of inferiority. If I go and destroy the illusion in the
mirage of superiority, he will shift to open hostility. And, I can tell you from personal
experience what happens when I deny my wife’s martyring. I will simply convert her
martyring behavior into open hostility. If I tell her that: “I don’t care what kind of day
you have had, I just want my supper!” She will quickly tell me: “Make your own GOD
DAMN SUPPER!”

So if you want to learn to neutralize anger in others. You have to understand that the
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cause of anger in others is always their feeling of inferiority. To neutralize their anger,
you must support their ego. You must lift them up.

To anger someone—PUT THEM DOWN. Use threats and disrespect.

       

To calm someone—LIFT THEM UP. Use support and respect.

So if you wish to deal effectively with anger, you have to reduce the perceived threat—
you have to alleviate the feeling of being in the inferior position. 
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That feeling may be in you or in other. You have to deal with the issue of lack of respect.
You have to deal with the issue of unfairness. You have deal with the feeling of having
no control over one’s life. And, you have to deal with the feeling of being put down. 

Now of course it makes sense to want to deal more effectively with our own personal
anger, but why do we want to deal effectively with the anger of others? … Remember
our previous discussions of shared reality.

Control of Reality is Shared
The resultant produced by self’s actions and the reactions of others (including the
environment) to those actions generates a shared reality. Universe is a whole. Reality
is a whole. Control of reality is shared by all participants.

If I start yelling, or turn my radio up to the maximum volume, then those sharing my
reality, will find their reality is much louder too. 

If I pump anger into the local reality, then those sharing it, will feel that anger as well.
If you are sharing reality with someone who is angry, they will make your
environment much less comfortable, even if their anger is not directed at you. 
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Closest to Us
Most of the angry people in our lives are those who are closest to us. Rarely are we
angry at strangers. And rarely are strangers angry at us. Of course it does happen
occasionally. But, most of the time its those closest to us that we are angry at, or who
are angry at us. At home, it’s our children, our spouse, our mothers, our fathers, our
brothers, or our sisters—at work, it’s our bosses, our associates, our vendors, our
customers, our suppliers, or our co-workers. This is why evoking calmness in
ourselves and in others is of great value to us. 

Achieving calmness in ourselves benefits our health and increases our intelligence.
Invoking calmness in others reduces the stress in our shared environment improves
the health, and increases the intelligence in those sharing reality with us. That is a
good thing.

Hostility attenuates Receptivity
Another discovery of Layden’s was that when people are hostile. They can’t hear us.
Remember the space-mind attenuates the time-mind as a part of its response in
preparation to fight or flight. The space-mind will not let you listen to other. They are
your enemy. They are going to lie to you. They are going to try and trick you. They are
going to try and seduce you. And, they can’t be trusted. The safest action is not to even
listen to them. So you can’t hear them. When human beings are angry they cannot
hear other.You are trying to hurt me, and you will lie and trick your way to some
advantage so you can injure me.Therefore, I CAN’T HEAR YOU! The more hostile I
am, the less receptive I am to your words. 
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Layden expressed this in the following equation.

Receptivity  =              1         
                                  Hostility

Layden’s equation represents the inverse relationship between receptivity and
hostility. That means when Hostility goes up, receptivity goes down. When hostility
goes down, receptivity goes up. 

R =    1  
           H

Rage means NO receptivity.

High hostility means low receptivity. 

Low hostility means high receptivity.

Zero hostility means maximum receptivity.

My ability to receive information or communication from another human is inversely
related to how hostile I feel towards that individual. We could also write this as
follows:

Openness to Communication=          1____
                                                       Anger

If my hostility or anger is a million units, then my ability to receive information from
you—my openness to your communication is 1/1,000,000th or nearly zero.

Let Me Tell You!
The angrier I am, the less I can hear from other. I can’t hear you, when I am mad. And,
I don’t even want to hear you. It’s more than can’t. I don’t want to hear what you have
to say. I want to tell you. I want to TELL YOU! I want you to HEAR ME! I want to do
the TELLING! I don’t want to hear. I can’t hear anything other is saying.

Now what is going on here? The space-mind has declared a survival emergency. Other
is the enemy. And, in defense has shut off other’s words. Remember, anger is the
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emotion that prepares me to hit hard—that prepares me to bite—that prepares me to
kick and gouge. Space-mind is in charge of survival and with the release of the anger
hormones the time-mind is shut down. And, you lose your ability to hear other. 

So a heated argument is two parties telling each other, and with neither party
listening to the other. First he tells her, then she tells him. 

Tell. Tell. TELL. TELL. TELL!  TELL!      YELL!!  YELL!!      BANG!!!  BANG!!!

Isn’t this how it works. Haven’t all of you seen this a million times.

Emotional Flooding
Recall that both the anger and fear hormones have powerful effects. One way we can
detect their presence is their effect on heart rate. At rest women’s heart rates are
about 82 beats per minute. Men’s are about 72 beats per minute. Flooding begins
about 10 beats a minute above a person’s resting rate. Depending on the amount of
hormone released, the heart rate can jump 10, 20, or even 30 beats a minute within
the space of a single heartbeat. Muscles tense; it can seem hard to breathe. There is a
swamp of toxic feelings, an unpleasant wash of fear and anger that seems inescapable
and, subjectively, takes “forever” to get over. Perspective narrows, thinking is
confused, and receptivity ends.
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Can we talk? … NO! Not if I am angry, and not if you are angry. It’s a total waste of
time, and not much fun either. If we are going to communicate, we will first have to
calm down. 

The Thirty Minute Rule
When you find yourself entering a heated argument, I recommend you end the shared
reality. Get out of the room. Get out of the house. Get out of the neighborhood. Go for a
walk. Give yourself and the angry other some time to cool down. Once released, the
anger hormone nor-adrenalin takes thirty minutes to wear off. This is if you both shut
up and separate. Go take a walk. 

If I want my child to hear me, I must communicate to him when he is not angry. If my
child is angry, he cannot hear me. If I want my wife to hear me, it is important that
she not be angry. If she is angry, she can’t hear me. 

When you return from you walk, if either of you disrespects the other, you invoke
another thirty minute rule. If disrespect is chronic, you produce continuing emotional
flooding, chronic hostility, and a dead relationship.

Anti-Hostility Therapy
While Layden’s Hostility Formulas were helpful in explaining hostility to patients and
teaching his discoveries to peers. Layden developed what he called Anti-Hostility
Therapy to help others control anger and fear. 
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1) To Calm Others be Humble
When you encounter Hostility in any of it’s five forms, start by responding with
humility and meekness. When another feels they are in an inferior position, they will
be benefited by your efforts to appear less superior. 

Behaviors are not who we are. Acting kind does not mean I am truly kind. And, acting
meek and humble does not mean I am truly meek and humble. Layden instructs us to
modify our behavior to help others modify their behavior. In a shared reality, helping
others be less hostile is always good for you. Helping others function at a higher level
of effective intelligence is always better for you and for them. Layden explained: 

You don’t have to be a biologist to observe that animals are less inhibited than
man in expressing their desires and emotions. But Konrad Lorenz theorizes
that the evolution of aggression in the animal kingdom offers valuable lessons
in how to save humanity from annihilation by hostility. Lorenz believes that
the animal species flourishing today managed to escape being wiped out by
their aggressive instincts only because they developed aggression-inhibiting
mechanisms.

Lorenz’s description of such ceremonies as the triumph dance in greylag geese
and the ritualized ceremonies of Siamese fighting fish reminds us of the
greeting ceremonies and ritualized customs of man, as in the European and
American custom of shaking hands, and the Japanese custom of bowing-both
of which are meant to express friendliness and, in their earliest origins, to
assure each of the participants that the other was not carrying a weapon The
purpose of these rituals in animals is to inhibit aggression between them. He
demonstrates how animals, like man, employ humility as a useful measure to
protect themselves against physical aggression.

Lorenz observed these mechanisms in a variety of animal species. He described
how young night herons escape annihilation by the older birds in narrow
confines where every tree branch is the subject of disputes between neighbors.
As soon as the older bird approaches, the young bird importunes it with
begging calls and wing flapping, and tries to milk the beak of the older bird.
This humble attitude, conferring respect on the older bird, inhibits its
aggressive instinct.

A similar inhibition of aggression appears in wolves. When an enormous
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timber wolf encounters a weaker, younger one, bared fangs flash in a rapid
exchange of snaps. The growls of the stronger wolf are angry, but there is a
note of fear in those of the younger wolf. Incredibly, the younger turns his
head so as to offer unprotected to his enemy the bend of his neck, the most
vulnerable part of his whole body, since directly under the skin lies his
jugular vein! Whereas during the thick of the fight both wolves were intent on
keeping their teeth in opposition to each other, the weaker fighter now proffers
intentionally that part of his body where a bite would surely be fatal. Dr.
Lorenz tells us that an inhibitory instinct prevents the stronger wolf from
executing the fatal bite, though he continues to growl ominously and snap
with his teeth, and even carries out the movement of shaking something to
death in the empty air. However, this biting inhibition persists only so long as
the defeated wolf maintains his attitude of humility. Should the “under-wolf”
abandon his rigid attitude of submission, the other will fall on him again.

What a striking similarity to the critical role of submission and humility in
inhibiting aggression in man! The on again-off again switch between
aggressive fury and its inhibition in response to humble submission is
illustrated by an incident involving a man whose truthfulness none of us had
any reason to doubt.

Jack had the reputation at our gym of being the man one would least wish to
tangle with in karate, jujitsu, or any other type of violent activity.
Nevertheless, Jack was always the soul of gentleness and modesty. It took us
several years to get him to admit that he had once broken his vow never to use
his murderous art except in defense. After years of successfully resisting
opportunities of teaching a lesson to some insulting bully, Jack finally
weakened. While driving down a highway, he was roundly cursed by a vicious-
looking pair who had tried to take his right of way. A wave of sudden hope
enveloped Jack. Wasn’t he entitled, just this once? Before he could restrain
himself, he fired back an obscenity. This was all the two thugs needed to
rekindle their urge to violence. They turned toward Jack’s car and he
obligingly pulled over as he gleefully contemplated the golden opportunity
Fate had bestowed upon him. However, as they approached him, Jack’s need to
honor his long—standing creed prevailed, and he said, “I’m sorry, fellows, I
didn’t mean it.”

Just as in the case of the wolf, this humble submissiveness on Jack’s part
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inhibited the aggressive instinct of the two bullies. “All right,” they yelled as
they turned back to their car, “but watch your mouth, punk.”

As the walked off, Jack’s urge to use the fighting art got the better of his vow,
and out came an “expletive deleted.” enraged, the two bullies came charging
again. As Jack drove off, honor did prevail: He notified the police the location of
the two battered bodies.587

Now it would have been better, if Jack had not felt compelled to teach the thugs a
“lesson in manners,” but Layden makes his point. We can also see that the thugs
TELLing Jack “watch your mouth, punk” produced an ego drop in Jack which
prompted his “expletive deleted” response. This explains Jack’s behavior, but it does
not necessarily excuse it.

2) Don’t take Hostility personally
Hostility is not personal? It can certainly feel personal, when someone is in your face
glaring at you eyeball to eyeball. But, if you think hostility is personal, try to separate
two individuals who are physically fighting. You will discover that they have enough
hostility for you as well.

When I am in a rage, it is me against the world. And, if my best friend comes up, I may
knock his teeth out. Anger and hostility are very primitive survival reactions to
threat. Compared to the higher modes of the dual-mind, they are not very intelligent.

Once an individual has been threatened, and the SURVIVE mode has turned on, even
the most innocent gesture can provoke a hostile reaction. A man in a rage will punch
anyone that approaches him, whether they are to blame for his anger or not. Layden
explained:

Consider this incident: having become annoyed with myself for being late for
an appointment, I wanted to phone the party who was waiting for me. I was
standing in front of a newsstand on the first floor of an office building, so I laid
a quarter down right under the eyes of the newsstand vendor and asked for
some nickels.

“How many nickels?” the vendor asked.
I became angry. Just as I was about to ask how many nickels he thought there

587 Milton Layden, ibid
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were in a quarter I looked up and saw that he was blind. My anger vanished
and was replaced by sympathy. What caused the hostility to dissolve so
rapidly?

I had been feeling inferior because of my tardiness for a most important
appointment. As you know, the Old Brain’s first response to inferiority is a
feeling of hostility and superiority to others. That’s why I became angry.
However, when I saw that the vendor was blind, my New Brain had all the
information it needed to see that the “offender” wasn’t to blame—whereupon
my New Brain fired off a message to the Old Brain that dissolved the hostility.

Of course this blind vendor wasn’t to blame. But what about the guy who’s
downright rude? A wife who greets you with a string of complaints? A child
who giggles at your reprimand, and then repeats his misbehavior? Aren't
these people to blame for their actions?

Not really. On rounds, during my first year of internship, a professor mildly
reprimanded a patient for the way he had been behaving on the ward. The
patient looked the professor right in the eye and replied, “Well, Doctor, I'm only
doing the best I can!”

The more I thought about this, the more I realized why the professor didn’t
reprimand him further: He had recognized the truth in what the patient had
said. All the doctor had to do was consider the mistreatment that this patient's
family had subjected him to and he understood why his emotions functioned
as poorly as they did. After all, wasn’t that the reason he was in the hospital
for psychiatric treatment? A person can become hostile only as a result of
inferiority—which means that someone has done something to him to make
him act that way. (That’s why when Joey complains that Petey hit him,
Mother asks, “Did you hit him first?”) 588

Three Car Accident
Imagine, you are sitting at a stoplight in your brand new car. You are adjusting your
quadraphonic sound system to get the sixteen speakers perfectly balanced. Just then
you hear the screech of tires , and the sound of bending metal and breaking glass as
you are thrown hard back into your seat and your head bangs against the headrest.
Your new car is knocked out into the intersection. As you exit the car, you are furious.
You were properly stopped at a stoplight. And someone has smashed up your new car.

588 Milton Layden, ibid
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The first new car you have ever owned. You are so angry at the driver of the red car
that plowed into you, you just want to scream.

And, then as you look at the larger situation, you can see that a truck hit the red car
first, knocking it into your new car. And, just as suddenly your anger towards the
driver of the red car dissipates. It is not his fault. This is a three car accident.

Layden said that anger is often the result of a three car accident. You get up in the
morning to go to work, the alarm was set late, you don’t get your breakfast. Once at
work you get in fight with the boss. But, you can’t express your anger. You can’t tell
him off so you carry the anger around with you all day. You finally go home and there
is an accident on the freeway, you sit at a standstill for nearly an hour. You are low on
gas. You wonder if you might run out. You are afraid to run your air conditioning it
might use too much gas, and its over a 100 degrees outside. You roll down you
windows and the heat from the black asphalt is oppressive. You finally get home.

As you walk in the house your wife asks, “Honey, would you look at the garbage
disposal I think its jammed? … And you respond, “DAMN IT, I JUST WALKED IN
THE DOOR! WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM ME??”

And, your wife thinks, “Gee! All I did was ask him to look at the broken garbage
disposal and he takes my head off! How much respect does he have for me, if talks like
that?” So your wife assumes you are angry with her. But, this is not the case. You are
angry because of all the things that have happened throughout the day.
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Static Hostility
Anger and hostility are like static electricity. As we walk through life it builds up on the
soles of our shoes and then when we touch some conductor it discharges in a pop. I
don’t have anything against the conductor I touch when I discharge the static
electricity that builds up on the surface of my body. 

And I may not have anything against the next person I touch when I discharge the
static anger that has build up from the numerous three car accidents during my day.
If I touch you you will feel the pop of my static hostility. You were just in the wrong
place at the wrong time. 
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We carry anger from situation to situation and we discharge it when we bump into a
conductor. Unfortunately, hostility conductors are often those individuals who are
closest to us. Layden continues:

What you must understand is that whatever grief someone gives you is a result
of someone who “hit” him. He’s not to blame for the way he’s behaving since
his behavior is determined by what he’s been through.

Admittedly, we get mad and act moronically before we can get a message from
the New Brain to the effect, “Don’t be a chump; if you yell at him, you’ll turn
him against you.” By nature we are so short-sighted that we seldom see any
farther than the person who blasts us, blissfully ignorant of the forces that
propelled him. But the New Brain has connecting nerves to the Old Brain
enabling these two areas to influence each other. When you realize that
Inferiority results in Hostility plus Anxiety plus Obsession plus Superiority
plus Martyring, you also see that anyone displaying those traits does so
because he’s feeling inferior. 

I ➜ H + A + O + S + M

You realize that you’re not being pushed into the inferior position after all—
he’s merely reacting, as all of us must, to the balancing mechanism’s action
aimed at extricating him from his concept of inferiority.

Whenever anyone belittles, acts superior, or is hostile to you, think of who or
what’s been bugging him. No matter how great the provocation or how
obnoxious a person seems, your awareness of the forces responsible for any
person’s behavior will help you feel less inferior-and thus, less hostile.

Anyone who applies this method will find that it actually does lessen his
feelings of inferiority. It is this knowledge which enables us to cooperate with
the other fellow’s brain and with our own.

Where there is only a small deficiency of the respect requirement, your New
Brain comes into play, enabling you to act with common sense. Thus, if your
boss provokes only slight inferiority and hostility in you, your New Brain goes
into action. You figure out that you’ll serve your own interests best by not
telling the boss off. A message is delivered by a connecting neuron to your
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emotional area, inhibiting any hostile action. True enough, your hostility
would still be there, but at least it would be held in check.

This understanding of the basis of I ➜ H + A + O + S + M—-as we’ll
abbreviate these terms from now on—helps clear away your feelings of blame
toward persons with repugnant traits. Remember that H was designed to be
offensive and repugnant in order to turn away the enemy, as in the case of a
skunk’s odor.

But in order to overcome H to such irritating traits it is not enough to
understand that the person who manifests them is the innocent victim of his I
feelings. You must recognize one more factor to which most of us are quite
blind. You, too, manifest unattractive, repugnant traits for the same reason
that the rude person does: as a reaction to your own!. But you're not to blame
for this. We do this as naturally, unconsciously, automatically, and innocently
as does the person who offends us. Since every human being regularly
produces H, you should no more be ashamed of it than of the sugar your liver
manufactures or of the hydrochloric acid your stomach produces.

When Albert Einstein was asked by a fellow scientist why man had solved so
many problems of physics, but not of human relations, Einstein replied,
“Physics is simple; human relations, complex.” Yet the laws governing human
relations are just as simple and orderly. You can only reduce H in proportion
to overcoming its true source: I.

Many persons will insist that it’s not I feelings, but the offensive behavior of
others that makes them hostile. This is like blaming pneumonia on a virus.
Your doctor will tell you that the principal reason for viral pneumonia is the
lowered resistance of the patient. This is the case with H. We can no more
insulate ourselves from irritating remarks, attitudes, and actions than we can
hide from germs. But we can protect ourselves by maintaining a healthy
resistance: a healthy level of Self-Respect. Since we become hostile only
because of our I feelings, the logical method of removing H is by elevating our
level of Self-Respect.589

Watch out for the three car accident. Often disrespect is not personal. Static hostility is
a lot like static electricity, only a lot more annoying.

589 Milton Layden, ibid
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3) Remember “R” does not stand for Right!
Here is the situation with our egos again. Get your fists up in front of you to represent
the ego positions of self and other. Whenever you are talking about anger, ego balance
is the key to understanding what is going on. Let’s take an example from my life. My
wife is having her second baby. Her mother has come from Southern California to
help. My wife is the bedroom getting dressed while her mother is in the kitchen
making breakfast. Finally, my wife finishes dressing and walks into her kitchen. As
she does, she sees that her mother is in the process of putting a metal pan into the
microwave oven.

What happens to my wife’s ego. It drops. Why? She has explained to mother how to use
the microwave five times. And, she has explicitly explained that you cannot put metal
into the microwave oven each of those five times. My wife thinks, “How much respect
does my mother have for me, if she continues to abuse my microwave oven, and risk
fire or injury.” So my wife gets an ego drop. Then she picks one of the fabulous five.
Remember, whenever you get an ego drop—whenever you feel you are in the inferior
position, you have your choice of five behaviors—hostility (open or hidden), anxiety,
obsession with self, the mirage of superiority, or martyring. 

My wife chooses open hostility, and says to her mother: “MOTHER, WHAT IN THE
HELL DO YOU THING YOU’RE DOING!”

What just happened to her mother’s ego? It went down, right. Now it’s her mothers
turn, so she selects from the fabulous five. She selects martyring, so she says: “Your
father and I came all the way from Southern California just to help you, and this is
how you talk to me.”

But, wait a minute. My wife is right. You are not supposed to put metal in the
microwave oven. 

But “R” does not stand for “right,” it stands for receptivity.

Receptivity =         1       
                         Hostility

When we humans are right, we think our rightness justifies our anger. We have even
created a special term for this “RIGHTeous indignation.”
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So my wife charges ahead , “GOD DAMN IT MOTHER, I AM NOT TALKING ABOUT
THAT. I HAVE TOLD YOU FIVE TIMES NOT TO PUT METAL IN THE
MICROWAVE!!”

“Roy, if our daughter is going to talk to me that way, we are leaving. Go pack the car, I
am not staying where I am not wanted!”

And, that was breakfast. Would you like to hear about lunch?

Now at the time of the above described event, my wife had not read Dr. Layden’s book so
she didn’t know that righteous indignation is an oxymoron. If you want to be
intelligent, you will need righteous calmness. Remember, R does not stand for RIGHT,
it stands for RECEPTIVITY. How well my wife’s mother can receive information about
the microwave is inversely related to how angry she is. If my wife wants her mother to
hear her, she has to communicate with respect. This is the secret word. Write this
term down—R E S P E C T. This is your secret decoder word—RESPECT. This how you
get people to hear you.

4) Be careful HOW you say things
It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it. This may be an old cliche, but it is absolutely
true. Why? The space-mind doesn’t understand or process opinions. Space-mind
processes feelings—processes sensations. Space-mind is very sensitive to the tone of
you voice. The time-mind processes and understands opinions. Space-mind is much
more concerned with how I am treated. 

As I child I used to amuse myself with this phenomenon. Dogs have mostly space-
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minds. They have very little temporal intelligence. I used to find it funny, when I
would whisper to a dog in a loving tone that I was very hungry and would barbecue
him for my supper. He of course would come running wagging his tail. Then I would
change to an angry tone of voice, but proclaim my love for him and my promise never
to eat him, and yet he would cower, sling away and give me a lot of distance. This was
very amusing to my 10 year old mind.

Remember, it’s not what you say, it’s how you say it. Now lets look at a more adult
example from a lecture that I gave in 1983. To set the context, Ronald Reagan was
President of the United States, and Yuri Andropov was General Secretary of the
USSR. Tensions between the US and Russia were still high.

Let’s say you are a nuclear activist, you come to see me, and you say, “Dr.
Wilken, I am in favor of the nuclear freeze initiative. I’m concerned about the
Russians. I think we have to begin putting nuclear weapons away. I think
they are too dangerous to use even as deterrents to war. I think we need to
start the disarmament process somewhere, and a nuclear freeze would make a
good beginning.”

Imagine I respond, “I understand what you are saying, But, I don’t think we
can safely trust the Russians. And, our nuclear weapons have deterred a
major war for almost 35 years now. I think a nuclear freeze might play into
the hands of the Russians, and might be a big mistake. While we are frozen,
they might secretly continue to build more weapons and upset the balance of
power.”
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Now in this sample conversation, we have communicated with respect. You
might think I am wrong and naive, and I may think the same of you, but we
are not angry with each other.

Now let’s imagine the same discussion, but this time when you come to see me,
and say, “Dr. Wilken, I am in favor of the nuclear freeze initiative. What do you
think?”

I roll my eyes, shake my head and say, “Oh! Not another air head.”

Now we have a real problem. I say you have air where you should have a brain.
I am putting you down. I am not treating you with respect. I am treating you
as if you are inferior. Chances are high that my tone of voice and body
language have angered you. My insult has hurt your feelings. I have probably
damaged our relationship, and certainly we will not be communicating.

It’s not what you say, it’s how you say it. My space-mind doesn’t hear your opinions. It
doesn’t care about your opinions. My time-mind does hear opinions, but only if my
space-mind allows me to hear at all. And, if my space-mind doesn’t like your tone of
voice, it won’t let my time-mind hear you.

Avoid Identification
One mechanism for reducing reactive responses when people challenge or depreciate
our opinions is to avoid identifying with our opinions.

Often our space-mind identifies with our opinions even though it does not understand
them. 

My opinion = Me

When this happens then any challenge to my opinion will be processed as a challenge
to me. If I have identified with an opinion, then any ridicule that opinion will feel like I
am being personally ridiculed. 

Anytime you identify with your opinions, you are setting yourself up. Let your opinions
simply be opinions. By keeping your identity separate from opinions and beliefs, then
criticisms of those opinions and beliefs are not criticisms of you. This is especially true
for political and religious opinions.
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Now others may assume that you are your opinions, but if you know better, then you
don’t have to join in making the error of identity with them.

5) Seek Win-Win Relationships
Who is in the inferior position in a win/lose relationship? 

LOSE! The loser in any win/lose relationship will always feel that they are in the
inferior position. There are no good losers. This a myth in our present culture. The
good loser is a lie. The good loser is a mirage.

The only way you can be a good loser is: 1) You don’t really care about the contest.
Which is often the case. Or 2) You are pretending. Which is even more often the case.

“Oh yeah. I really didn’t mind losing. We played a really bad game. We deserved to lose,
so I am glad we lost.”

What do you mean you are glad you lost? Remember the rabbit and the fox. Ask the
rabbit, Do you like losing? He can’t answer because he is in the belly of the fox. But, we
can answer for him. He didn’t like losing. He is not glad he lost.

When you have win/lose relationships with the people around you. When you win, one
of the things you are winning is the resentment of the loser. You win the resentment
of the loser. And, if you happen to be in a politically more powerful position, you will
win hidden hostility. What a wonderful prize. If you win hidden hostility, you have
just won the opportunity to be sabotaged.

With hidden hostility, you may not even know it is there. You many not know that
revenge is coming until the day it happens. Remember the old cliche, “Revenge is a
dish best served cold.” 

That is what makes hidden hostility so dangerous. If someone is openly hostile, we
know it. If I can see he is angry, and he throws a rock at me I can duck. With open
hostility, we have the chance to defend ourselves, or if we are really smart, to repair
the situation and defuse the hostility. However, hidden hostility cannot be defended
against nor defused.

A better alternative to win/lose relationships is WIN-WIN relationships. To develop
win-win relationships, you need to look for the both-and point of view.
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Maybe we are both right and there is a lot more to this situation. Maybe we are both
right and we just haven’t discussed everything fully. Maybe we are both right and we
just haven’t looked at all the facts. 

Avoid the either I’m right or I’m wrong. God Damn It! Now which is it? If you either/or
your spouse then you have a loser. And, remember every time you have a loser it’s just
another nail in coffin of the relationship. I guarantee it. Enough losses and there is no
relationship.

6) Communicate with RESPECT
The secret of synergic communication is respect. Remember, our goal is optimize our
effective intelligence. We want to traverse. Move up the mode ladder.

As an interdependent form of life, that understands shared reality, and the truth of
ONENESS, we want to help others optimize their effective intelligence. We want to
encourage them to traverse up the mode ladder.

The most powerful strategies for communicating with respect and helping others
traverse up the mode latter are encompassed in the work of Thomas Gordon. These
strategies are the subject of next few chapters.
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Relationship Effectiveness Training
The most happy effective and productive relationships are synergic. These are
relationships in which you feel respected and supported—in which you feel loved and
valued. There is no anger or fear in these relationships.

Recall that if our relationship is adversary, then we will lose.We will be less because
of our relationship with each other. We will be less happy, less effective and less
productive. Our reality will be hurtful, negative and painful. We will feel anger and
fear.

  

If our relationship is neutral, then we will experience a draw.We will be unchanged
by our relationship with each other. Our happiness, effectiveness, and productivity
will be unaffected by our relationship. Our reality will be ignoring, meaningless and
indifferent. We will feel apathy and indifference.
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But, if our relationship is synergic, then we will win. We will be more because of our
relationship with each other.We will be more happy, more effective, and more
productive. Our reality will be helpful, positive and pleasurable. We will feel calm and
happy.

So learning how to master synergic relationship would be of enormous advantage. Just
as we have learned methods to traverse up the mode of thinking ladder, we must now
learn how to traverse up the relationship ladder. 

Fortunately, the knowing necessary for this has been well developed.
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Parent Effectiveness Training
In 1962, Dr. Thomas Gordon created a course for parents which he called Parent
Effectiveness Training (P.E.T.). Eight years later, he published his course as a book590

using the same title. Gordon’s initial work focused on parents and children, but he
realized early that his methods applied equally well to humans of all ages and
interests. To serve this greater humanity, his methods were presented in a series of
books titled: Teacher Effectiveness Training, Leadership Effectiveness Training,
Youth Effectiveness Training, Effectiveness Training for Women, and ending with
Family Effectiveness Training which became available as a video based program in
1997. These books are all quite similar. They explain how to develop effective
communication skills, and master powerful problem solving methods, but then use
different examples appropriate to their targeted audiences. 

While one can learn his methods from any of these books, I think we can learn the most
from his book for parents. Recall from the previous chapter that anger and fear are all
about being in the inferior position. Children are born in the inferior position in
relation to their parents. Their inferiority is physical, mental, emotional, educational
and economic. This position of inferiority persists for most children throughout the
first third of their life.

590 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, Three Rivers Press, New York, 1970-2000
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Parents have all the power. This David and Goliath situation hyperbolizes the
communication dynamics. 

If you can learn to communicate with respect and support to the smallest and most
powerless of individuals, you can learn to effectively communicate with anyone.
Gordon starts his Parent Effectiveness Training lessons with a written exercise. You
may find it of benefit to gather paper and pen, and join Gordon’s class as an imaginary
parent:

In our P.E.T. classes we use an exercise to help parents recognize what kinds of
verbal responses they use when their kids come to them with feelings of
distress or problems. If you would like to try this exercise now, all you need is a
sheet of blank paper and a pencil or pen. Suppose your fifteen-year old
announces one night at the dinner table:

“School sucks. All you learn is a lot of unimportant facts that don’t do you any
good. I’ve decided not to go to college at all. You don’t need a college education
to be someone important. There are a lot of other ways to get ahead in the
world.”
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Now, write down on the paper exactly how you would respond verbally to that
message. Write down your verbal communication—the exact words you would
use in responding to that message from your child.

Now, when you have done that, try another situation. Your ten-year-old
daughter says to you:

“I don’t know what’s wrong with me. Ginny used to like me, but now she
doesn’t. She never comes down here to play anymore. And if I go up there she’s
always playing with Ashley, and the two of them play together and have fun,
and I just stand there all by myself. I hate them both.”

Again, write down exactly what you would say to your daughter in response to
that message.

Now, another situation in which your eleven-year-old says to you:

“How come I have to take care of the yard and take the garbage out? Ray’s
mother doesn’t make him do all that stuff! You’re not fair! Kids shouldn’t have
to do that much work. Nobody has to do all the stupid things I have to do."

Write down your response.

One last situation. Your five-year-old boy becomes more and more frustrated
when he can’t get the attention of his mother and father and your two guests
after dinner. The four of you are talking intently, renewing your friendship
after a long separation. Suddenly you are shocked when your little boy loudly
shouts:

“You guys are dumb and stupid. I hate you.”

Again, write down exactly what you would say in response to this vibrant
message.

The various ways you probably have just responded to these messages can be
classified into categories. There are only about a dozen different categories
into which parents’ verbal responses fall. These are listed below. Take the
responses you wrote down on your sheet of paper and try to classify each into
whichever category fits your responses best.
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1) ORDERING, DIRECTING, COMMANDING
Telling the child to do something, giving him an order or a command:

“I don’t care what other parents do, you have to do the yard work!”
“Don’t talk to your mother like that!”
“Now you go back up there and play with Ginny and Ashley!”
“Stop complaining!”

2) WARNING, ADMONISHING, THREATENING
Telling the child what consequences will occur if he does something:

“If you do that, you’ll be sorry!”
“One more remark like that and you’ll leave the room!” 
“You’d better not do that if you know what’s good for you!”

3) EXHORTING, MORALIZING, PREACHING
Telling the child what he should or ought to do:

“You shouldn’t act like that.”
“You ought to do this ....”
“You must always respect adults.”

4) ADVISING, GIVING SOLUTIONS or SUGGESTIONS
Telling the child how to solve a problem, giving him advice or suggestions;
providing answers or solutions for him:

“Why don’t you ask both Ginny and Ashley to play down here?”
“Just wait a couple of years before deciding on college.”
“I suggest you talk to your teachers about that.”
“Go make friends with some other girls.”

5) LECTURING, TEACHING, GIVING LOGICAL ARGUMENTS
Trying to influence the child with facts, counterarguments, logic, information,
or your own opinions:

“College can be the most wonderful experience you’ll ever have.”
“Children must learn how to get along with each other.”
“Let’s look at the facts about college graduates.”
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“If kids learn to take responsibility around the house, they’ll grow up to be
responsible adults.”

“Look at it this way—your mother needs help around the house.”
“When I was your age, I had twice as much to do as you.”

6) JUDGING, CRITICIZING, DISAGREEING, BLAMING
Making a negative judgment or evaluation of the child:

“You’re not thinking clearly.”
“That’s very immature.”
“You’re very wrong about that.”
“I couldn’t disagree with you more.”

7) PRAISING, AGREEING
Offering a positive evaluation or judgment, agreeing:

“Well, I think you’re pretty.”
“You have the ability to do well.” 
“I think you’re right.” 
“I agree with you.”

8) NAME-CALLING, RIDICULING, SHAMING
Making the child feel foolish, putting the child into a category, shaming him:

“You’re a spoiled brat.” 
“Look here, Mr. Know-It-All.” 
“You’re acting like a wild animal.” 
“Okay, little baby.”

9) INTERPRETING, ANALYZING, DIAGNOSING
Telling the child what his motives are or analyzing why he is doing or saying
something; communicating that you have him figured out or have him
diagnosed:

“You’re just jealous of Ginny.”
“You’re saying that to bug me.”
“You really don’t believe that at all.”
“You feel that way because you’re not doing well in school.”
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10) REASSURING, SYMPATHIZING, CONSOLING, SUPPORTING
Trying to make the child feel better, talking him out of his feelings, trying to
make his feelings go away, denying the strength of his feelings:

“You’ll feel different tomorrow.” “All kids go through this sometime.”
“Don’t worry, things’ll work out.”
“You could be an excellent student, with your potential.” 
“I used to think that too.”
“I know, school can be pretty boring sometimes.”
“You usually get along with other kids very well.”

11) PROBING, QUESTIONING, INTERROGATING
Trying to find reasons, motives, causes; searching for more information to help
you solve the problem:

“When did you start feeling this way?”
“Why do you suppose you hate school?”
“Do the kids ever tell you why they don’t want to play with you?”
“How many other kids have you talked to about the work they have to do?”
“Who put that idea into your head?”
“What will you do if you don’t go to college?”

12) WITHDRAWING, DISTRACTING, HUMORING, DIVERTING
Trying to get the child away from the problem; withdrawing from the problem
yourself; distracting the child, kidding him out of it, pushing the problem
aside:

“Just forget about it.”
“Let’s not talk about it at the table.”
“Come on—let’s talk about something more pleasant.” 
“How’s it going with your soccer?”
“I’ll bet the President doesn’t have problems as complicated as yours.”
“We’ve been through all this before.” …

When parents do this exercise in our classes, over 90 percent of the parents’
responses fall into these twelve categories.591

591 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Roadblocks to Communication
Gordon called these categories the Twelve Roadblocks to Communication. Even with
the best of intentions their effect is universally negative. Each one of these responses
produces an ego drop in the distressed child grappling with a problem. 

From Layden’s Theories of Hostility, we can easily understand that the the recipients of
1) ORDERING, DIRECTING, COMMANDING, 2) WARNING, ADMONISHING,
THREATENING, 3) EXHORTING, MORALIZING, PREACHING, … 6) JUDGING,
CRITICIZING, DISAGREEING, BLAMING, … 8) NAME-CALLING, RIDICULING,
SHAMING, … 11) PROBING, QUESTIONING, and INTERROGATING would feel
threatened and disrespected producing an ego drop.

But, what about 4) ADVISING, GIVING SOLUTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS, 
5) LECTURING, TEACHING, GIVING LOGICAL ARGUMENTS, and 
9) INTERPRETING, ANALYZING, DIAGNOSING, aren’t these responses helpful and
supportive? 

And certainly, two of these responses— 7) PRAISING, AGREEING, and
10) REASSURING, SYMPATHIZING, CONSOLING, SUPPORTING—seem respectful
and supportive?

Thomas Gordon explained that unfortunately, the effects of our responses are often
different from our good intentions:
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To understand what effects these roadblocks to communication have on
children or what they do to the parent-child relationship, parents must first
be shown that their verbal responses usually carry more than one meaning or
one message. For example, to say to a child who has just complained that her
friend doesn’t like her or doesn’t play with her anymore, “I would suggest you
try to treat Ginny better and then maybe she will want to play with you”
conveys much more to a child than simply the “content” of your suggestion.
The child may “hear” any or all of these hidden messages:

“You don’t accept my feeling the way I do, so you want me to change.”
“You don’t trust me to work out this problem myself.” 
“You think it’s my fault, then.”
“You think I’m not as smart as you.”
“You think I’m doing something bad or wrong.”

Or, when a child says, “I just can’t stand school or anything about school” and
you respond by saying, “Oh, we all felt that way about school at some time or
another—you’ll get over it,” the child may pickup these additional messages:

“You don’t think my feelings are very important, then.”
“You can’t accept me, feeling as I do.”
“You feel it’s not the school, it’s me.”
“You don’t take me very seriously, then.”
“You don’t feel my judgment of school is legitimate.” 
“You don’t seem to care how I’m feeling.”

When parents say something to a child they often say something about him.
This is why communication to a child has such an impact on him as a person
and ultimately upon the relationship between you and him. Every time you
talk to a child you are adding another brick to define the relationship that is
being built between the two of you. And each message says something to the
child about what you think of him. He gradually builds up a picture of how you
are perceiving him as a person. Talk can be constructive to the child and to the
relationship, or it can be destructive.

One way we help parents understand how the 12 Communication Roadblocks
can be destructive is to ask them to remember their own reactions when they
shared their feelings with a friend. Invariably, the parents in our classes
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report that most of the time these roadblocks have a destructive effect on them
or on their relationship with the person they are telling their troubles to. Here
are some of the effects our parents report:

They make me stop talking, shut me off. 
They make me defensive and resistive. 
They make me argue, counterattack. 
They make me feel inadequate, inferior. 
They make me feel resentful or angry.
They make me feel guilty or bad.
They make me feel I’m being pressured to change—not accepted as I am.
They make me feel the other person doesn’t trust me to solve my problem.
They make me feel I’m being treated paternalistically, as if I were a child.
They make me feel I’m not being understood.
They make me feel my feelings aren’t justified.
They make me feel I’ve been interrupted.
They make me feel frustrated.
They make me feel I’m on the witness stand being cross-examined.
They make me feel the listener is just not interested.

The parents in our classes immediately recognize that if the 12 Communication
Roadblocks have these effects on them in their relationships with others, they
would probably have the same effects on their children.

And they are right. These twelve kinds of verbal responses are the very ones
professional therapists and counselors have learned to avoid when they work
with children. These ways of responding are potentially “nontherapeutic” or
“destructive.” Professionals learn to rely on other ways of responding to
children's messages that seem to carry far less risk of causing the child to stop
talking, making him feel guilty or inadequate, reducing his self-esteem,
producing defensiveness, triggering resentment, making him feel unaccepted,
and so on. …592

Gordon spent much of his time trying to help his parents realize that the effects of
these verbal responses are almost never as we intend them. That despite our desire to
help our children or solve their problems, we end up making things worse. Gordon
explained that when we use these twelve types of response, we are directly or
indirectly including threat and disrespect. 

592 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Threat and disrespect always leads to an ego drop, and an ego drop always leads to one
of the faces of hostility.

   

Anger and Hostility have a profound negative effect on one’s effective intelligence, and
on the quality of our relationships.
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Lower modes of thinking reduce effective intelligence. Increased conflict results in less
happiness, less effectiveness and less productivity within relationships. Gordon
explained why the twelve roadblocks produce these effects:

1) ORDERING, DIRECTING, COMMANDING
These messages tell a child that his feelings or needs are not important; he
must comply with what his parent feels or needs. (“I don’t care what you want
to do; come into the house this minute.”)

They communicate unacceptance of the child as he is at the moment. (“Stop
fidgeting around.”)

They produce fear of the parent’s power. The child hears a threat of getting
hurt by someone bigger and stronger than he. (“Go to your room—and if you
don’t, I’ll see to it that you get there.”)

They may make the child feel resentful or angry, frequently causing him to
express hostile feelings, throw a tantrum, fight back, resist, test the parent’s
will.

They can communicate to the child that the parent does not trust the child’s
own judgment or competence. (“Don’t touch that dish.” “Stay away from your
baby brother.”)

2) WARNING, ADMONISHING, THREATENING
These messages can make a child feel fearful and submissive. (“If you do that,
you’ll be sorry.”)

They can evoke resentment and hostility in the same way that ordering,
directing, and commanding do. (“If you don”t get to bed right away, you’re
going to get spanked.”)

They can communicate that the parent has no respect for the child’s needs or
wishes. (“If you don’t stop playing that drum, I’m going to get really upset.”)

Children sometimes respond to warnings or threats by saying, “I don’t care
what happens, I still feel this way.”
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These messages also invite the child to test the firmness of the parent’s threat.
Children sometimes are tempted to do something that they have been warned
against, just to see for themselves if the consequences promised by the parent
actually happen.

3) EXHORTING, MORALIZING, PREACHING
Such messages bring to bear on the child the power of eternal authority, duty,
or obligation. Children may respond to such “shoulds,” “oughts,” and “musts”
by resisting and defending their posture even more strongly.

They may make a child feel the parent does not trust his judgment-that he had
better accept what “others” deem is right. (“You ought to do the right thing.”)

They may cause feelings of guilt in a child-that he is “bad.” (“You shouldn’t
think that way.”)

They may make a child feel the parent does not trust his ability to evaluate the
validity of others’ blueprints or values. (“You should always respect your
teachers.”)

4) ADVISING, GIVING SUGGESTIONS OR SOLUTIONS
Such messages are often felt by the child as evidence that the parent does not
have confidence in the child’s judgment or ability to find his own solution.

They may influence a child to become dependent on the parent and to stop
thinking for himself. (“What should I do, Daddy?”) Sometimes children
strongly resent parents’ ideas or advice. (“Let me figure this out myself.” “I
don’t want to be told what to do.”)

Advice sometimes communicates your attitudes of superiority to the child.
(“Your mother and I know what’s best.”) Children can also acquire a feeling of
inferiority. (“Why didn’t I think of that?” “You always know better what to
do.”)

Advice can make a child feel his parent has not understood him at all. (“You
wouldn’t suggest that if you really knew howl felt.”) Advice sometimes results
in the child’s devoting all his time reacting to the parents’ ideas to the
exclusion of developing his own ideas.
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5) LECTURING, GIVING LOGICAL ARGUMENTS
The act of trying to teach another often makes the “student” feel you are
making him look inferior, subordinate, inadequate. (“You always think you
know everything.”)

Logic and facts often make a child defensive and resentful. (“You think I don’t
know that?”)

Children, like adults, seldom like to be shown they are wrong. Consequently,
they defend their position to the bitter end. (“You’re wrong, I’m right.” “You
can’t convince me.”)

Children generally hate parental lectures. (“They go on and on and I have to
just sit there and listen.”)

Children often resort to desperate methods of discounting parental facts.
(“Well, you are just too old to know what’s going on.” “Your ideas are totally
outdated and old-fashioned.” “You’re a geek.”)

Often children already know very well the facts parents insist on teaching
them, and resent the implication that they are uninformed. (“I know all of
that—you don’t need to tell me.”)

Sometimes children choose to ignore facts. (“I don’t care.” “So what.” “It won’t
happen to me.”)

6) JUDGING, CRITICIZING, DISAGREEING, BLAMING
These messages, probably more than any of the others, make children feel
inadequate, inferior, stupid, unworthy, bad. A child’s self-concept gets shaped
by parental judgment and evaluation. As the parent judges the child, so will
the child judge himself. (“I heard so often that I was bad, I began to feel I must
be bad.”)

Negative criticism evokes counter-criticism. (“I’ve seen you do the same thing.”
“You’re not so hot yourself.”)

Evaluation strongly influences children to keep their feelings to themselves or
to hide things from their parents. (“If I told them I’d just be criticized.”)
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Children, like adults, hate to be judged negatively. They respond with
defensiveness, simply to protect their own self-image. Often they become
angry and feel hatred toward the evaluating parent, even if the judgment is
correct.

Frequent evaluation and criticism make some children feel that they are no
good and that the parents do not love them.

7) PRAISING, AGREEING
Contrary to the common belief that praise is always beneficial to children, it
often has very negative effects. A positive evaluation that does not fit the
child’s self-image may evoke hostility: “I am not pretty, I’m ugly.” “I hate my
hair.” “I did not play well, I was lousy.”

Children infer that if a parent judges positively, they can also judge negatively
some other time. Also, the absence of praise in a family where praise is used
frequently can be interpreted by the child as criticism. (“You didn’t say
anything nice about my hair so you must not like it.”)

Praise is often felt by the child as manipulative—a subtle way of influencing
the child to do what the parent wants. (“You’re just saying that so I’ll study
harder.”)

Children sometimes infer that their parents don’t understand them when they
praise. (“You wouldn’t say that if you knew how I really felt about myself.”)

Children are often embarrassed and uncomfortable when praise is given,
especially in front of their friends. (“Oh, Daddy, that’s not true!”)

Children who are praised a lot may grow to depend on it and even demand it.
(“You didn’t say anything about my cleaning up my room.” “How do I look,
Mother?” “Wasn’t I a good little boy?” “Isn’t that a good drawing?”)

8) NAME-CALLING, RIDICULING, SHAMING
Such messages can have a devastating effect on the self-image of a child. They
can make a child feel unworthy, bad, unloved.

The most frequent response of children to such messages is to give one back to
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the parent. (“And you’re a big nag.” “Look who’s calling who lazy.”)

When a child gets such a message from a parent who is trying to influence him,
he is much less likely to change by looking at himself realistically. Instead, he
can zero in on the parent’s unfair message and excuse himself. (“I do not look
like a loser. That’s ridiculous and unfair.”)

9) INTERPRETING, ANALYZING, DIAGNOSING
Such messages communicate to the child that the parent has him “figured out,”
knows what his motives are or why he is behaving the way he is. Such
parental psychoanalyzing can be threatening and frustrating to the child.

If the parent’s analysis or interpretation happens to be accurate, the child may
feel embarrassed at being so exposed. (“You are not having dates because you
are too shy.” “You are doing that just to get attention.”)

When the parent’s analysis or interpretation is wrong, as it more often is, the
child will become angry at being accused unjustly. (“I am not jealous—that’s
ridiculous.”)

Children often pick up an attitude of superiority on the part of the parent.
(“You think you know so much.”) Parents who frequently analyze their
children communicate to them that the parents feel superior, wiser, cleverer.

The “I know why” and “I can see through you” messages frequently cut off
further communication from the child at the moment, and teach the child to
refrain from sharing problems with his parents.

10) REASSURING, SYMPATHIZING, CONSOLING, SUPPORTING
Such messages are not as helpful as most parents believe. To reassure a child
when he is feeling disturbed about something may simply convince him that
you don’t understand him. (“You couldn’t say that if you knew how scared I
am.”)

Parents reassure and console because they are not comfortable with their
child’s feeling hurt, upset, discouraged, and the like. Such messages tell a
child that you want him to stop feeling the way he does. (“Don’t feel bad,
things will turn out all right.”)
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Children can see through parents’ reassurances as attempts to change them
and often distrust the parent. (“You’re just saying that to make me feel
better.”)

Discounting or sympathizing often stops further communication because the
child senses you want him to stop feeling the way he does.

11) PROBING, QUESTIONING, INTERROGATING
To ask questions may convey to children your lack of trust, your suspicion or
doubt. (“Did you wash your hands like I told you?”)

Children also see through some questions as attempts “to get them out on a
limb,” only to have it sawed off by the parent. (“How long did you study? Only
an hour. Well, you deserve a C on that exam.”)

Children often feel threatened by questions, especially when they don’t
understand why the parent is questioning them. Note how often children say,
“Why are you asking that?” or “What are you driving at?”

If you question a child who is sharing a problem with you, he may suspect that
you are gathering data to solve his problem for him, rather than let him find
his own solution. (“When did you start feeling this way? Does it have anything
to do with school? How is school?”) Children frequently do not want their
parents to come up with answers to their problems: “If I tell my parents, they
will only tell me what I should do.”

When you ask questions of someone who is sharing a problem with you, each
question limits the person's freedom to talk about whatever he wants to—in a
sense each question dictates his next message. If you ask, “When did you
notice this feeling?” you are telling the person to talk only about the onset of
the feeling and nothing else. This is why being cross-examined as by a lawyer
is so terribly uncomfortable—you feel you must tell your story exactly as
demanded by his questions. So interrogating is not at all a good method of
facilitating another’s communication; rather, it can severely limit his freedom.

12) WITHDRAWING, DISTRACTING, HUMORING, DIVERTING
Such messages can communicate to the child that you are not interested in
him, don’t respect his feelings, or are downright rejecting him.
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Children are generally quite serious and intent when they need to talk about
something. When you respond with kidding, you can make them feel hurt and
rejected.

Putting children off or diverting their feelings may for the moment appear
successful, but a person’s feelings do not always go away. They often crop up
later. Problems put off are seldom problems solved.

Children, like adults, want to be heard and understood respectfully. If their
parents brush them aside, they soon learn to take their important feelings and
problems elsewhere. …

When parents realize how much they rely on these twelve roadblocks to
communicate, they invariably ask with some impatience, “How else can we
respond? What ways are left?”593

The majority of Gordon’s professional life was spent in developing and refining an
intelligent alternative to the above categories of verbal responses. We are most ready
to examine that approach, but first one important point.

Ownership of Problems
Gordon explained that within the best relationships there are no problems. That when
problems arise within a relationship there is conflict and a reduction in happiness,
effectiveness, and productivity. 

Remember we have seen these terms before: If our relationship is adversary, we will
experience conflict. We will be less happy, less effective and less productive. 

If our relationship is neutral, we will experience a draw. Our happiness, effectiveness,
and productivity will be unchanged. We will be unaffected by our relationship. 

If our relationship is synergic, we will experience co-Operation. We will be more
happy, more effective and more productive.

Therefore solving and eliminating problems becomes the primary strategy for
improving our relationships and increasing happiness, effectiveness and productivity.

593 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Who Owns the Problem?
However, selecting the best method for solving and eliminating a problem depends
totally upon who owns the problem. Gordon explains:

A core concept in the P.E.T. model is the principle of problem ownership. Its
importance cannot be overstated because so many parents fall into the trap of
assuming responsibility for solving problems that their children own, rather
than encouraging them to solve their problems themselves. Parents have told
us:

“The biggest thing that happened to me in taking P.E.T. was to sort out who
owns the problem. It was absolutely the most meaningful thing. It just blew
my mind that my kids had problems and I didn’t have to own them-and I’d
been owning them for years.”

“What a relief to discover that I didn’t have to solve everyone’s problems.”

When parents understand the principle of problem ownership, it can have a
profound effect in bringing about a change in their behavior toward their
children. This concept is introduced by means of the Behavior Window we use
to differentiate “acceptable” and “unacceptable” behaviors. 

All parents are persons who will from time to time have two different kinds of
feelings toward their children—acceptance and nonacceptance. “Real-person”
parents sometimes feel accepting of what a child’s behavior is and sometimes
feel unaccepting.

Behavior is something your child does or says. It is not your judgment of that
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behavior. For example, a child leaving her clothes on the floor is a behavior.
Labeling her as “sloppy” is a judgment of that behavior.

Obviously, some of her behaviors you can readily accept; some you cannot. We
can represent this difference by dividing the rectangle into an area of
acceptance and an area of nonacceptance. We put all the acceptable behaviors
in the top part of the window and the unacceptable behaviors in the bottom
part. However, a third area needs to be added as shown on the right below:

Beginning with the bottom part of the rectangle on the right, these behaviors,
you will remember, are the ones unacceptable to the parent because they
interfere with the parent’s right or prevent the parent getting their needs
met. Examples include:

Child dawdling when the parent is in a hurry.
Child forgetting to call when he’ll be late for dinner.
Teenager playing her music so loud her parents can’t hear each other.

Such behaviors signal that the parent owns the problem and it’s up to the
parent to try to modify the behavior that is causing a problem.

In the top part of the Behavior Window, we show behaviors of the child that
signal that the child owns a problem—the child’s needs are not being met, the
child is unhappy or frustrated or in trouble. Examples include:

Child rejected by one of her friends.
Child finds his homework too difficult.
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Child angry at his teacher.
Teenager unhappy with being overweight.

These are problems children experience in their own lives, independent and
outside of their parents’ lives. In such situations, the child owns the problem.

The middle area of the window represents behavior of the child, which is
causing neither the parent nor the child a problem. These are the delightful
times in parent-child relationships when parents and their children can be
with each other in a problem-free relationship, playing together, conversing,
working, or sharing an experience. This is the no problem area.594

Remember, we started this discussion with a review of Gordon’s classroom exercise to
help parents recognize what kinds of verbal responses they used when their children
came to them with problems. Gordon has shown us they most of our typical responses
don’t help our children, and frequently make things worse. 

In the next chapter, Gordon teaches us the technique of active listening. This is the
most effective way to respond verbally to distressed children. Always remember these
techniques are universal. They are also the most effective way to respond verbally to
distressed adults.

594 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Active Listening
Gordon teaches an alternative to the twelve roadblocks to communication that we can
be used to help anyone with a problem. This technique is called active listening. 

It was was originally developed by a teacher of Gordon’s, Dr. Carl Rogers. Rogers was
considered one of our best human psychologists. Dalmar Fisher explains:

There are two major aspects of client-centered listening – the “listener
orientation” and the “reflective technique.”

Listening Orientation — In reflective listening, the listener adopts what Rogers
called “the therapist’s hypothesis.” This is the belief that the capacity for self-
insight, problem-solving, and growth resides primarily in the speaker. This
means that the central questions for the listener are not “What can I do for
this person?” or even “How do I see this person” but rather “How does this
person see themselves and their situation?”

Rogers and others have made the underlying orientation of the listener more
specific by noting that it contains four components: empathy, acceptance,
congruence, and concreteness.

Empathy is the listener’s desire and effort to understand the recipient of help
from the recipient’s internal frame of reference rather than from some
external point of view, such as a theory; a set of standards, or the listener’s
preferences. The empathic listener tries to get inside the other’s thoughts and
feelings. The idea is to obtain an emic rather than etic understanding of the
situation.595

Expressed verbally and nonverbally though messages such as “I follow you,”
“I’m with vou” or “I understand,” empathy is the listener’s effort to hear the
other person deeply, accurately, and non-judgmentally. A person who sees

595 Editor’s Note: The neologisms “emic” and “etic,” which were derived from an analogy
with the terms “phonemic” and “phonetic,” were coined by the linguistic
anthropologist Kenneth Pike (1954). He suggests that there are two perspectives that
can be employed in the study of a society’s cultural system, just as there are two
perspectives that can be used in the study of a language’s sound system. In both
cases, it is possible to take the point of view of either the insider or the outsider.
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that a listener is really trying to understand his or her meanings will be
willing to explore his or her problems and self more deeply.

Empathy is surprisingly difficult to achieve. We all have a strong tendency to
advise, tell, agree, or disagree from our own point of view.

Acceptance is closely related to empathy. Acceptance means having respect for
a person for simply being a person. Acceptance should be as unconditional as
possible. This means that the listener should avoid expressing agreement or
disagreement with what the other person says. This attitude encourages the
other person to be less defensive and to explore aspects of self and the situation
that they might otherwise keep hidden

Congruence refers to openness, frankness, and genuineness on the part of the
listener. The congruent listener is in touch with themselves. If angry or
irritated, for example, the congruent person admits to having this feeling
rather than pretending not to have it (perhaps because they are trying to be
accepting). They communicate what they feel and know, rather than hiding
behind a mask. Candor on the part of the listener tends to evoke candor in the
speaker. When one person comes out from behind a facade, the other is more
likely to as well.

In some cases, the principle of congruence can be at odds with the principles of
empathy and acceptance. For example, if the listener is annoyed with the
other person, they probably have to suspend empathy and acceptance until
they sort things out.

Concreteness refers to focusing on specifics rather than vague generalities.
Often, a person who is has a problem will avoid painful feelings by being
abstract or impersonal, using expressions like “sometimes there are situations
that are difficult” (which is vague and abstract), or “most people want…”
(which substitutes others for oneself). The listener can encourage
concreteness by asking the speaker to be more specific. Foe example, instead of
a agreeing with a statement like “You just can’t trust a manager. They care
about themselves first and you second”, you can ask what specific incident the
speaker is referring to.

In active listening, it is important not only that the listener have an
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orientation with the four qualities of empathy, acceptance, congruence and
concreteness, but that the speaker feel that listener has this orientation.
Consequently, a good listener tries to understand how the other is
experiencing the interaction and to shape their responses so that other person
understands where they are coming from. Furthermore, the listener must be
prepared to deviate from the four principles if that’s what the other person
wants. For example, if the other person asks for an opinion, the listener should
give it, rather than avoid it as implied by the principles of empathy and
acceptance.

The Technique of Reflection — A listener can implement the elements of
listening orientation through a method known as reflection. In reflection, the
listener tries to clarify and restate what the other person is saying. This can
have a threefold advantage: (1) it can increase the listener’s understanding of
the other person; (2) it can help the other to clarify their thoughts; and (3) it
can reassure the other that someone is willing to attend to his or her point of
view and wants to help.

Listening orientation and reflection are mutually reinforcing. Empathy,
acceptance, congruence, and concreteness contribute to the making of
reflective responses. At the same time, reflective responses contribute to the
development and perception of the listening orientation.

Some principles of reflective listening:

More listening than talking.

Responding to what is personal rather than to what is impersonal,
distant, or abstract.

Restating and clarifying what the other has said, not asking
questions or telling what the listener feels, believes, or wants.

Trying to understand the feelings contained in what the other is
saying, not just the facts or ideas.

Working to develop the best possible sense of the other’s frame of
reference while avoiding the temptation to respond from the
listener’s frame of reference.
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Responding with acceptance and empathy, not with indifference,
cold objectivity, or fake concern.

Responding to what is personal means responding to things the other person
says about him or herself rather than about other people, events, or situations.
If a co-worker said, “I’m worried that I’ll lose my job” the reflective listener
would try to focus on the worried “I” rather than on the job situation. A
response such as “It’s scary” would be better than “Maybe the cutbacks won’t
affect you.” When the listener responds to personal statements rather than
impersonal ones, the other usually stays at the personal level, exploring
further aspects of his or her experience, improving his or her understanding of
the situation, and developing a more realistic, active approach to solving
problems.

Because the goal of the process is for the other person, rather than the listener,
to take responsibility for the problem, reflective listening means responding to,
rather than leading, the other. Responding means reacting from the other’s
frame of reference to what the other has said. In contrast, leading means
directing the other person to talk about things the helper wants to see the
other explore. The responsive listener addresses those things the other person
is currently discussing, often testing his or her understanding of the other by
restating or clarifying what the other has just said, This usually encourages
the other to build on the thoughts and feelings he or she has just expressed
and to explore further.

While questions can be responsive rather than leading, they very often work to
limit the other’s initiative by focusing attention on something the listener
feels should be discussed. Though small, the question “Why?” can be
particularly damaging, since it defies the other to find a justification or logical
explanation that is acceptable to the helper. Instead, you might try: “That’s
interesting; can you tell me more about it?.”

Perhaps most important, the reflective listener tries to respond to feelings, not
just to content. Feelings emerge in the emotional tone that the speaker
expresses, such as anger, disappointment, discouragement, fear, joy, elation,
or surprise. Content refers to ideas, reasons, theories, assumptions, and
descriptions—to the substance of the speaker’s message. As Tannen notes, in
troubles-talk, the speaker is often not looking for the solution of the surface
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problem, but rather for a way to deal with the emotional and social
ramifications.

In addition, Carl Rogers notes that a person who receives response at the
emotional level has “the satisfaction of being deeply understood” and can go on
to express more feelings, eventually getting “directly to the emotional roots” of
their problem.

Usually, the listener can be most in touch with the other’s frame of reference
by responding to feelings that are expressed rather than unexpressed. Since
many people do not state their emotions explicitly, this may mean responding
to the emotional tone that they express implicitly.

It is extremely important for the reflective listener to respond to negative and
ambivalent feelings because this communicates that the listener accepts the
unpleasant side of the other's experience and is willing to join in exploring it,
Such acceptance provides a major release for a person who has previously felt
it necessary to suppress negative feelings. The energy that has been used to
keep these feelings in check can now be devoted to exploring the problem.596

Listening = Respect
Thomas Gordon explained that listening is a powerful mechanism of respect. All
humans feel respected when they are listened to. Remember, when humans are angry,
they want to TELL their side of the story. 

Silent or Passive Listening
Most of us feel respected when others are willing to remain silent, and let us have the
social space to express our opinions and feelings. Silent listening is just that. It is
being silent and allowing an other the opportunity to speak.

Door Openers
Some times others need more than silence to get them to start talking. A friendly
invitation can change an uncomfortable silence into an opportunity to help others
calm down. When you recognize someone is emotionally distressed, you may need to
invite them to speak. This allows you to begin the process of respectfully listening to
them. Gordon explained that: 

596 Dalmar Risher, Communication in Organizations, St.Paul, West, 1993
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After a person sends a brief opening feeling message, which clues the listener
to the possible existence of a problem, the “helpee” usually will not move into
the problem-solving process unless the listener sends an invitation—opens the
door for the helpee:

“Would you like to talk about it?”

“Can I be of any help with this problem?”

“I’d be interested to hear how you feel.”

“Would it help to talk about it?”

“Sometimes it helps to get it off your chest.”

“I’d sure like to help if I can”

“Tell me about it.”

“I’ve got the time if you have. Want to talk?”

Generally, people with problems are afraid of imposing them on others—taking
up their time, “burdening” them, “unloading” on them, and so on. They usually
need some kind of assurance of the willingness of the listener to assume the
role of helper. These response show much more tangibly that the listener is
“with” the sender, not only hearing but also taking it in. Good listeners
demonstrate close attention.597

Acknowledgement Responses
Now once other starts talking, Dr. Gordon taught that silent listening could be
improved by demonstrating to the one talking that they were actually being heard.
When the listener added eye contact, nodding, friendly facial expressions, and brief
verbal acknowledgments, the process was much more effective. These
acknowledgements could be very simple:

“Uh huh.” … “Yeah.” … “I see.”

“I understand.” … “I’m listening.” 

597 Thomas Gordon, Leader Effectiveness Training, Penquin Putnam, Inc., New York, 1977, 2001
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“Yes.” … “OK.” … “Really.”

“Mm-hmm.” … “Interesting.” … “I hear you.”

Adding Acknowledgement Responses is more respectful than silent listening. The
listener makes an effort to let the speaker know, that they are listening. The listeners
behavior is saying: “I hear you.” Remember, when we are feeling angry, we need to be
heard. Our reactive SURVIVE mode is demanding for other to: “LISTEN TO ME!”

We need respect, and we feel respected when other listens to us. The most respectful
thing you can do for somebody when they are angry is to listen to them. Dr. Gordon
explained:

While Door Openers, Silent or Passive Listening, and Acknowledgement
Responses help people start talking, they do not contribute much to ensuring
that 

IMPRESSION = EXPRESSION

None of the three techniques assures the helpee that the listener actually
understands. To be sure that the listener’s impression matches the helpee’s
expression, the listener must use a more active kind of listening.598

Active listening accurately reflects back to the speaker what the listener is hearing
and understanding—this reflection informs the speaker that the listener’s impression
is the same as the speaker’s expression. 

Listening to the Dual Mind
Now, since the speaker has a dual mind, he is expressing the content in words and the
emotional process in feelings. Effective active listening requires the listener to reflect
back both words and feelings. 

Active listening lets our distressed speakers know that: “We hear them.” But, we also
let them know that we understand the meaning of their words, and empathize with
their feelings. One students first attempt to learn active listening, they often fail to
reflect both meaning and feelings. Dr. Gordon called the limited reflective listening
that only reflects only words parroting:

598 Thomas Gordon, Leader Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Mr. T. comes to class discouraged with his first efforts to use Active Listening.
“My son looked at me funny and told me to stop repeating what he was
saying.” Mr. T. was reporting an experience that many parents have when
they simply mirror back or “parrot” their children’s words, rather than their
words and feelings. These parents need to be reminded that the child’s words
(her particular code) are merely the vehicle for communicating feelings. The
code is not the message; it must be decoded by the parent.

“You’re a mean, smelly rat,” says the child angrily to her father.

Obviously, the child knows the difference between a rat and her father, so her
message is not, “Dad, you are a rat.” This particular code is merely the child’s
unique way of communicating her anger.

Were the father to respond with “You think I’m a rat,” the child would hardly
feel that she had gotten her point across. If the father had said, “You’re really
angry at me!” the child would have said “I sure am!”—and would have felt
understood.

The following examples show the contrasts between responses that merely
parrot the code and those where the parent first decodes, then feeds back the
child’s inner feeling (the true message he or she is communicating):

BRADLEY: I never get a chance to get the ball when the bigger kids are
playing.

PARENT: You never get a chance to get the ball with big kids. [PARROTING
THE CODE.]

PARENT: You want to play too, and you feel it’s not fair for them to leave you
out. [FEEDING BACK THE MEANING.]

LARISSA: For a while I was doing good, but now I'm worse than ever. Nothing I
do seems to help. What’s the use of trying?

PARENT: You’re doing worse than ever now and nothing you do helps.
[PARROTING THE CODE.]

PARENT: You’re sure discouraged and it makes you want to give up.
[FEEDING BACK THE FEELING.]

SAM: Look, Daddy, I made an airplane with my new tools!
PARENT: You made an airplane with your tools. [PARROTING THE CODE.]
PARENT: You’re really proud of the airplane you made. [FEEDING BACK THE

FEELING.]
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It takes practice for parents to learn accurate Active Listening. But in our
P.E.T. classes we find that most parents who receive coaching and participate
in skill-training exercises acquire a surprisingly high level of competence in
this art. 

A real danger for parents who try to learn Active Listening solely from a book’s
printed page is their inability to hear the warmth and empathy that must
accompany their efforts. Empathy means a quality of communication that
conveys to the sender of a message that the listener is feeling with her,
putting herself in the shoes of the sender, living, for a moment, inside the
sender.599

Everyone wants others to understand how she feels when she talks, not just
what she is saying. Children, especially, are feeling people. Therefore, much of
what they communicate is accompanied by feelings: joy, hate, disappointment,
fear, love, worry, anger, pride, frustration, sadness, and so on. When they
communicate with parents, they expect empathy with such feelings. When
parents don’t empathize, children naturally feel that the essential part of
them at that moment—their feeling—is not being understood.

Probably, the most common mistake parents make when they first try out
Active Listening is to feed back a response devoid of the feeling component of
the child’s message.

Rebecca, aged eleven, runs into the yard where her mother is working:

REBECCA: Scott [her nine-year-old brother] is a pest. He’s mean! Mom, he
pulls all my clothes out of the drawers. I hate him. I could kill him when he
does that!

MOTHER: You don’t like for him to do that.
REBECCA: Don’t like it! I hate it! And I hate him!

Rebecca’s mother hears her words but not her feelings. As of that particular
moment, Rebecca is feeling angry and hateful. “You really are sore at Scott”
would have caught her feelings. When Mother coldly feeds back only Rebecca’s
displeasure with having her dresser drawers emptied, Rebecca feels
misunderstood and in her next message has to correct her mother with, “Don’t

599 Editor’s Note: Remember President Clinton’s famous quote: “I feel your pain.”
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like it! [That’s putting it mildly],” and, “And I hate him [That’s what’s more
important].”

Little Carey, aged six, pleads with his father, who has been trying to encourage
him to come into the water while the family is enjoying a day at the beach:

CAREY: I don’t want to go in. It’s too deep! And I’m afraid of the waves.
FATHER: The water is too deep for you.
CAREY: I’m scared! Please don’t make me go in!

This father is completely missing the child’s feelings, and his attempt at
feedback shows it. Carey is not sending an intellectual evaluation of the depth
of the water. He is sending an urgent plea to his father: “Don’t make me come
in because I’m scared stiff!” The father should have acknowledged this with,
“You’re scared and don’t want me to force you into the water.”

Some parents find out they are very uncomfortable with feelings—their own as
well as their child’s. It is as if they are compelled to ignore a child’s feelings
because they cannot tolerate her having them. Or they want quickly to push
her feelings out of the picture, and therefore deliberately avoid acknowledging
them. Some parents are so frightened of feelings that they actually fail to
detect them in their child’s messages.

Such parents usually learn in our classes that children (and adults) inevitably
do feel. Feelings are an essential part of living, not something pathological or
dangerous. Our system also shows that feelings are generally transitory—
they come and go, leaving no permanent damage to the child. The key to their
going, however, is parental acceptance and acknowledgment, transmitted to
the child by empathic Active Listening. When parents learn to do this, they
report to us how quickly even intense negative feelings are dissipated.600

Hearing and Understanding
Reflective listening behaviors can be helpful in calming other, but to be most effective
they must reflect both content and feelings. Gordon’s Active Listening incorporates
Door Openers, Silent or Passive Listening, Acknowledgement Responses, and the
empathetic Reflection of both Content and Feelings. 

600 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Let’s summarize, I invite you to tell me. Then, I am silent. I yield the social space to you
to express both your opinions and feelings. I hear you. Though eye content, empathetic
and friendly facial expressions, I let you know that I hear you. I reflect your words. I
paraphrase your content to let you know I understand what you mean—I understand
your opinions. And finally, I reflect your feelings. I state my understanding of how you
feel in relation to what you are telling me. 

Active listening lifts up the ego producing a powerful calming effect that results in
increased effective intelligence, and better decision making.

  

Feeling respected is the very opposite of feeling threatened. Active listening is designed
to insure that the distressed speaker understands that they are being heard and
understood. It is the most respectful thing you can do for an other.

Respect and Support
Let’s examine the process more carefully. Let’s assume you are telling me about a
situation that is clearly a problem for you, and causing you emotional distress. I begin
with silence. I am a little slow to respond. Allowing you to always have the space you
need to express yourself. If you don’t begin to tell me about your situation, I invite you
to tell me. Then I return to silence. 
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As you talk, I begin to respond to what you are saying with short intelligent responses.
By intelligent, I mean that my responses covey more than just that I am listening—
more than just that I am hearing you, they convey enough so that you understand
that I am understanding you. 

Remember, we humans have the dual-mind. To convince you that I really understand, I
must demonstrate that I understand both your words and feelings—that I understand
both the content and the process of your message. So as I listen, I might say:

“You want me to listen to you.You are feeling angry, because I am not hearing your
concerns.”

“You are really upset about the way your boss has been treating you.”

“You feel threatened by this situation. You could lose your job. This frightens and
angers you.”

After each of your active listening statements you immediately go silent. Using eye
contact and empathetic and friendly facial expression to communicate to the teller
that you want to be sure you have it right. This gives them the space to correct you, or
clarify their words and feelings. You are not only providing them space to TELL you
what they need to get off their chest, but the space to calm down, and restore their
effective intelligence. This is often all the space they need to solve their own problems.

Active listening is listening with intelligence and understanding. It’s listening
carefully, and then reflecting your understanding back to the speaker. 

Imagine, you are holding up a mirror. You are trying to reflect back to the speaker
what it is that they are thinking in words, and what it is that they are feeling. in
emotions. My message with active listening is that I hear you. I understand what you
mean. I sense how you feel. 

Active listening is powerfully calming to the speaker. He knows he is being heard. He
knows that his words are being understood. He knows that his feelings are being
acknowledged. Active listening sends the clear message. I respect your words. I accept
your feelings. I respect you.

When I know that I am being heard, respected and accepted, I begin to calm down. As I
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calm down my space-mind releases its control over my time-mind and my effective
intelligence begins to increase. 

When intelligence increases, relationships improve.

Pulling the Power from Anger
Anger is a push. If you push against a push you will only get increased tension—
increased anger—ANGER2. The angry human wants more than anything else to be
heard, understood and accepted—In a word RESPECTED. 

Respect is a pull. If you pull away from a push, the push strikes empty space and
dissipates. Its like pushing on a marshmallow, or pushing on a soft pillow. The force is
dissipated. If you carefully and consciously use active listening, you can calm anyone
down. When someone finally listens, and clearly lets the angry speaker know they are
listening and understanding both their thoughts and feelings, then the anger is over.
It’s gone. The rage is done.

“He finally heard me.” “He listened to what I had to say.” “I know that you understand
what I am talking about.”

It may seem that we have spent a lot of time on active listening, but I can recommend
no more important skill in relating to others. You may have learned enough here to
begin using the technique effectively, but most readers will find enormous benefit
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from attending a formal class to refine and practice their skills. Active listening is
what you do when other is upset , but what do you do when you are upset?
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Problem Ownership
Gordon explained that when the Child is upset, they own the problem. However, when
the Parent is upset, they own the problem. Recall Gordon’s Behavioral Window.

In the left column above, we have Acceptable and Unacceptable behaviors.
Acceptability or Unacceptability of a Child’s behavior is always from the perspective of
the Parent. Acceptable behaviors are those that cause no problem for the Parent.
While unacceptable behaviors are those that cause problems for the Parent.

From the child’s perspective, behaviors acceptable to the Parent may still cause
problems for the Child. Those behaviors causing distress and difficulty for the child
are problems owned by the Child. Those causing no distress or difficulty for the child
or parent are not problems. If a Parent owns the problem, it is up to the parent to solve
the problem. But, when a Child owns the problem, it is best to assign the Child the
primary responsibility for solving the problem. As Gordon explained:

It’s when the child owns the problem that parents are so often tempted to jump
in, assume the responsibility for solving it, and then blame themselves when
they can’t. P.E.T. offers parents an alternative to help their children: Let the
child own her problem and find her own solution. Somewhat simplified, this
approach is made up of these elements:

1. All children inevitably will encounter problems in their lives—all shapes and
kinds.
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2. Kids have unbelievable and mostly untapped potential for finding good
solutions to their problems.

3. If parents hand them prepackaged solutions, children remain dependent and
fail to develop their own problem-solving skills. They’ll keep coming to their
parents every time they encounter a new problem.

4. When parents take over (or “own”) their children’s problems, and therefore
assume full responsibility for coming up with good solutions, it becomes not
only a terrible burden but also an impossible task. No one has the infinite
wisdom to always generate good solutions for other people’s personal problems.

5. When a parent can accept that she does not own the child’s problem, then
she is in a much better position to be a facilitator or catalyst or helping agent,
helping the child work through the problem-solving process on her own.

6. Kids do need help with certain kinds of problems, but in the long run the
kind of help that is most effective is, paradoxically, a form of nonhelp. More
accurately, it’s a way of helping that leaves the responsibility with the child
for searching for and finding her own solutions. In P.E.T. we call these the
“Listening Skills.”

     …

Many parents initially have difficulty understanding the concept of ownership
of problems. Perhaps they are too accustomed to think in terms of having
“problem children,” which locates the problem within the child, rather than
the parent. It is critical that parents understand the difference.
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The best clue for parents comes when they begin to sense their own inner
feelings of unacceptance, when they begin to have inner feelings of annoyance,
frustration, resentment. They may find themselves becoming tense,
experiencing discomfort, not liking what the child is doing, or monitoring her
behavior. Suppose:

A child is often late for dinner.
A child is interrupting your conversation with a friend.
A child calls you at work several times every day.
A child has left his toys on the living-room floor.
A child appears about ready to tip his milk over onto the rug.
A child is demanding that you read her one more story, then another, etc.
A child plays her music too loudly.
A child is not carrying his load of work around the house.
A child uses your tools and doesn’t put them back.
A child drives your car too fast.

All these behaviors actually or potentially threaten legitimate needs of parents.
The child’s behavior in some tangible or direct way affects the parent: Mother
does not want her dinner wasted, her rug soiled, her discussion interrupted,
and so on. Confronted with such behaviors as these, a parent needs ways to
help herself, not the child. …

When the child’s behavior causes the parent a problem (behavior we have
previously located in the bottom third of the Behavior Window), a different set
of skills must be used. 

These are skills that will be effective in bringing about some change in the
unacceptable behavior of the child. When a child is interfering with a parent’s
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rights or is doing something that prevents the parent from meeting her needs,
the parent owns the problem and hence will want to use skills that will be
helpful to self. In P.E.T. we call these “Confrontation Skills.”

When the parent owns the problem, this calls for a posture that will
communicate to the child, “Hey, I’ve got a problem and I need your help.” … 

The following chart helps to show the difference between the parent’s role
when she owns the problem, and when the child does.

Child Owns the Problem Parent Owns the Problem

Child initiates communication Parent initiates communication

Parent is a listener Parent is a sender

Parent is a counselor Parent is an influencer

Parent wants to help child Parent wants to help herself

Parent is a “sounding board” Parent wants to “sound off”

Parent facilitates child’s finding her
own solution

Parent has to find her own solution

Parent accepts child’s solution Parent must be satisfied with solution
herself

Parent is primarily interested in
child’s needs

Parent is primarily interested in her
own needs

Parent is more passive Parent is more assertive
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Parents have several alternatives when they own the problem:

1. They can try to modify the child directly.
2. They can try to modify the environment.
3. They can try to modify themselves.

Mr. Adams’ son, Jimmy, takes his father’s tools out of the toolbox and usually
leaves them scattered over the yard. This is unacceptable to Mr. Adams, so he
owns this problem.

He can confront Jimmy, say something, hoping this might modify Jimmy’s
behavior.

He can modify Jimmy’s environment by buying him his own set of junior tools,
hoping this will modify Jimmy’s behavior.

He can try to modify his own attitudes about Jimmy’s behavior, saying to
himself that “boys will be boys” or “he’ll learn proper care of tools in time.”601

I will discuss Gordon’s first alternative for solving the problem of unacceptable
behavior in others in the next chapter, but before moving on to that discussion, a
quick comment on the second and third alternatives. 

The second alternative involves changing other’s unacceptable behavior indirectly by
changing other’s environment to eliminate the problem behavior. This alternative can
work only when you have significant control over other’s environment. This can be
very useful with smaller children, less useful as our children grow older and more
independent, but this alternative is rarely of benefit outside the family.

The third alternative involves changing our perspective—becoming more tolerant of
the unacceptable behavior of other—deciding that the unacceptable behavior is really
acceptable after all. This clearly has some merit, but many limitations as well.

This leaves us with the first alternative. How do we modify other directly—how do we
get other to change the unacceptable behavior which is creating a problem for us?

601 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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I-Messages
When an other’s behavior is unacceptable to us, the quickest fix is to get that other to
change their behavior. This can be accomplished in only three ways. 

We can force them to change their behavior by using the mechanisms of Adversity. If
you don’t stop that unacceptable behavior, I will hurt you! 

We can pay them to change their behavior by using the mechanisms of Neutrality. If
you stop that unacceptable behavior, I will reward you. 

Or, we can help them change their behavior using the mechanisms of Synergy. You
can trust them to change their unacceptable behavior when they are informed of the
negative effects their behavior is having on you. You can accomplish this synergic
communication through the use of an I-Message.

All three of these approaches start with a confrontation. We first confront other by
informing them that we have a problem with their behavior. As Gordon explains this
process below, remember Layden’s Hostility formulas:

Let’s first focus on how parents can talk or confront their kids in order to
modify behavior that is unacceptable to the parents. Referring to the Behavior
Window, our focus will now be on the bottom part-when the parent owns the
problem. 
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Turning Confrontation into Conflict
It is no exaggeration that ninety-nine out of a hundred parents in our classes
use ineffective methods of communicating when their children’s behavior is
interfering with the parents’ lives. … 

Parents, with rare exceptions, handle these situations ineffectively. They say
things to the child that have a high probability of:

1. Causing the child to resist her parent’s influence efforts by refusing to
change the behavior that is unacceptable to the parent.

2. Making the child feel her parent does not think her very bright.
3. Making the child feel her parent has no consideration for her needs.
4. Making the child feel guilty.
5. Tearing down the child’s self-esteem.
6. Causing the child to defend herself vigorously.
7. Provoking the child to attack the parent or get back at her in some way.

Parents are shocked at these findings, because it is a rare parent who
consciously intends to do these things to her child. Most parents simply have
never thought about the effects their words can produce on their children.

In our classes we then describe each of these ineffective ways of verbally
confronting children and point out in greater detail why they are ineffective.

Solution Messages
Have you ever been just about ready to do something considerate for a person
(or initiate some change in your behavior to meet a person’s needs) when all of
a sudden that person directs you, exhorts you, or advises you to do exactly
what you were going to do on your own?

Your reaction was probably, “I didn’t need to be told” or “If you had waited a
minute, I would have done that without being told.” Or you probably got
irritated because you felt that the other person did not trust you enough or
took away the chance for you to do something considerate for her on your own
initiative.

When people do this to you, they are “sending a solution.” This is precisely what
parents often do with children. They do not wait for the child to initiate
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considerate behavior; they tell her what she must or should or ought to do. All
the following types of messages “send a solution”:

1. ORDERING, DIRECTING, COMMANDING
“You go find something to play with.” 
“Turn that music down!” 
“Be home by 11:00.”
“Go do your homework.”

2. WARNING, ADMONISHING, THREATENING
“If you don’t stop, I’ll scream.” 
“Mother will get angry if you don’t get out from under my feet.” 
“If you don’t get out there and clean up that mess, you’re going to be sorry.”

3. EXHORTING, PREACHING, MORALIZING
“Don’t ever interrupt a person when she’s talking.” “You shouldn’t act that
way.” 

“You shouldn’t play when we’re in a hurry.”
“Always clean up after yourself.”

4. ADVISING, GIVING SUGGESTIONS OR SOLUTIONS
“Why don’t you go outside and play?”
“If I were you, I’d just forget about it.”
“Can’t you put each thing away after you use it?”

These kinds of verbal responses communicate to the child your solution for her-
precisely what you think she must do. You call the shots; you are in control;
you are taking over; you are cracking the whip. You are leaving her out of it.
The first type of message orders her to employ your solution; the second
threatens her; the third exhorts her; the fourth advises her. …

Put Down Messages
Everyone knows what it feels like to be “put down” by a message that
communicates blame, judgment, ridicule, criticism, or shame. In confronting
children, parents rely heavily on such messages. “Put-down messages” may
fall into any of these categories:
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1. JUDGING, CRITICIZING, BLAMING
“You ought to know better.” 
“You are being very thoughtless.”
“You are being bad.”
“You are the most inconsiderate child I know.”
“You'll be the death of me yet.”

2. NAME-CALLING, RIDICULING, SHAMING
“You’re a spoiled brat.”
“All right, Mr. Know-It-All.”
“Do you like being a selfish freeloader?”
“Shame on you.”

3. INTERPRETING, DIAGNOSING, PSYCHOANALYZING
“You just want to get some attention.”
“You’re trying to make me mad.”
“You just love to see how far you can go before I get mad.”
“You always want to play just where I’m working.”

4. TEACHING, INSTRUCTING
“It’s not good manners to interrupt someone.”
“Nice children don’t do that.”
“How would you like it if I did that to you?”
“Why don’t you be good for a change.”
“Do unto others... etc.”
“We don’t leave our dishes dirty.”

All these are put-downs—they impugn the child’s character, deprecate her as a
person, shatter her self-esteem, underline her inadequacies, cast a judgment
on her personality. They point the finger of blame toward the child. …

A Positive Confrontation
Most parents, once they become aware of the destructive power of solution and
put-down messages are eager to learn more effective ways of confronting
children. In our classes we never encountered a parent who consciously
wanted to destroy her child’s self-esteem.

An easy way for parents to see the difference between ineffective and effective
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confrontation is to think of sending either You-Messages or I-Messages. 

When we ask parents to examine the previously noted ineffective messages,
they are surprised to discover that almost all begin with the word “You” or
contain that word. All these messages are “You” oriented:

You stop that.
You shouldn’t do that.
Don’t you ever...
If you don’t stop that, then...
Why don’t you do this?
You are naughty.
You are acting like a baby.
You want attention.
Why don’t you be good?
You should know better.

But when a parent simply tells a child how some unacceptable behavior is
making the parent feel , the message generally turns out to be an I-Message.

“I don’t feel like playing when I’m tired.”
“I feel frustrated when I come to pick you up and you’re not there.”
“I sure get discouraged when I see the mess in the kitchen after I just cleaned it
up.”

Parents readily understand the difference between I-Messages and You-
Messages, but its full significance is appreciated only after we return to the
diagram of the communication process, first introduced to explain Active
Listening. It helps parents appreciate the importance of I-Messages.

When a child’s behavior is unacceptable to a parent because in some tangible
way it interferes with the parent’s enjoyment of life or her right to satisfy her
own needs, the parent clearly “owns” the problem. She is upset, disappointed,
tired, worried, harassed, burdened, etc., and to let the child know what is
inside her, the parent must select a suitable code. 
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For the parent who is tired and does not feel like playing with her five-year-old
child, our diagram would look like the one below:

                                

But if this parent selects a code that is “you”-oriented, she would not be coding
her “feeling tired” accurately:

                                

“You are being a pest” is a very poor code for the parent’s tired feeling. A code
that is clear and accurate would always be an I-Message : “I am tired,” “I don’t
feel up to playing,” “I want to rest.” This communicates the feeling the parent
is experiencing. A You-Message code does not send the feeling. It refers much
more to the child than to the parent. A You-Message is child-oriented, not
parent oriented. Consider these messages from the point of view of what the
child hears, first as a You-Message,
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then as an I-Message:

                                        

The first message is decoded by the child as an evaluation of her. The second is
decoded as a statement of fact about the parent. 

You-Messages are poor codes for communicating what a parent is feeling,
because they will most often be decoded by the child in terms of either what
she should do (sending a solution) or how bad she is (sending blame or
evaluation).

Creating Effective I-Messages
Children will be much more likely to change their unacceptable behavior if
their parents send I-Messages containing these three parts: 1) a description of
the unacceptable behavior, 2) the parent’s feeling, and 3) the tangible and
concrete effect the behavior has on the parent. [BEHAVIOR + FEELING +
EFFECT.]

Describing the Unacceptable Behavior —Behavior is something that the child
does or says. This part of the I-Message is a simple description of the child’s
unacceptable behavior; what she’s doing that bothers you, not your label or
judgment of that behavior.

Here’s an example of a child who left for school saying that she would be home
right after school got out. She came home an hour later without calling. The
key here is to remember to describe the behavior, not judge it.

Nonblameful Description
of the Behavior

Label or Judgment

“When you didn’t come home from
school on time and didn’t call to say
you’d be late, …”

“It was inconsiderate of you not to
call.”
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The Parent’s Feeling About the Behavior—When parents send You-Messages,
they needn’t identify how they feel as a consequence of a child’s unacceptable
behavior. It’s just a matter of blurting out a command, threat, a put-down:
“You’re driving me crazy,” “You’re lazy,” etc. Not so when parents try to send
an I-Message. Now they need to know how they feel. “Am I angry or afraid or
worried or embarrassed or just what?”

“When you didn’t come home from school on time and didn’t call to say you’d be
late, I got worried. …

When parents begin to send I-Messages, not only do they notice changes in
their children but they also experience a significant change in themselves.
The different words I’ve heard used all seem to mean greater honesty:

“I don’t have to pretend anymore.”
“I’m much more up front.”
“It feels great to be honest.”

Apparently the old idea, “You become what you do,” applies here, too. By using a
new form of communication, parents begin to feel inside themselves the very
honesty their I-Messages communicate to others. The I-Message skill provides
parents with the vehicle for getting in touch with their real feelings.

How the Behavior Affects the Parent—When I-Messages fail to influence a child
to modify behavior that is causing the parent a problem, it is sometimes
because the parent has sent one or more incomplete I-Messages. Often, the
two-part I-Message (a description of the unacceptable behavior and the
parent’s feeling about it) will be enough to get the child to change.

But an effective I-Message often needs to contain a third part—kids need to
know why their behavior is a problem. So it’s important to tell them the
tangible and concrete effect that their behavior is having on you.

Most often, a tangible and concrete effect is something that costs you money,
time, extra work or inconvenience. It might prevent you from doing something
you want or need to do. It might physically hurt you, make you tired, or cause
you pain or discomfort.
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“When you didn’t come home from school on time and didn’t call to say you’d be
late, I got worried and that distracted me from my work.”

When you send a complete three-part I-Message, you tell the child the whole
story—not only what she is doing that is giving you a problem, but also what
feeling you have about it, and equally important, why the behavior will cause
or has caused you a problem. Here are some examples:

Unacceptable
Behavior

Feeling Tangible and
Concrete Effect

When you don’t want to
try on these new jeans

I’m afraid to buy them Because if they don’t fit
I’ll have to make
another trip to the mall
to exchange them

When you don’t write
down my phone
messages

I feel worried Because I can’t return
my clients calls and I
might lose a sale

When you left the gas
tank almost empty

I was upset Because I had to stop to
get it filled and that
made me late for work

Remember, the whole purpose of sending I-Messages is to influence children to
change whatever they are doing at the time. Usually it’s not enough to
describe the behavior you find unacceptable and tell them you’re upset about
it or angry or frustrated. They need to know why.

Put yourself in your child’s shoes. You’re doing something to get some need of
yours met (or to avoid something that’s unpleasant to you). Now just because
you say, in effect, “I’m upset with what you’re doing” are you motivated to
change your behavior? Probably not. Because you have to hear a very good
reason to change.

This is why parents need to be very explicit about the tangible and concrete
effect of a child’s behavior on them. Failure to communicate this to the child
leaves her with no good reason to change.
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In addition to giving children a specific reason why the parent finds their
behavior unacceptable, thereby increasing the chances they will be motivate
to change, the complete three-part I-Message has a significant effect on the
parents. We discovered that when parents try to communicate the “tangible
effect” portion of the I-Message, they often realize there is no tangible effect at
all. A mother explained this phenomenon:

I found I-Messages most valuable in helping me see how arbitrary I
am with my kids. When I try to send all three parts and I get to the
part that explains what effect the behavior has on me, it would
make me think, “Well, I have no good reason!” If I say, “I can’t
stand it when you’re making so much noise around the house,”
when I got to the “because,” I’d ask myself, “Why am I annoyed by
it?” and realized I’m really not annoyed. So I’ve gotten into the
habit now that if I can’t think of any effect it has on me, I just say
to the kid, “Forget I ever said anything,” because it seemed so
arbitrary. … It’s neat, you know, discovering that I couldn't even
find a reason about half the time.

The clue to why this mother felt her discovery was “neat” was revealed when
she later explained:

I was always very much into controlling kids. I thought that was a
smooth way to run a bunch of kids—have everything controlled.
But looking at it now, I say, “Wow, how can I do that?” It caused me
more work, not less, because I was concerned about every little
thing they were doing. Now I step back most of the time and say,
“So what?”

Thirty years ago, I would not have predicted that by teaching parents to send a
complete three-part I-Message, we would be helping them discover they didn’t
even need to send an I-Message. By convincing parents they should explain to
their kids why they found a particular behavior unacceptable, we
inadvertently gave them a method that in many cases made the unacceptable
behavior acceptable.

I-Messages are more effective in influencing a child to modify behavior that is
unacceptable to the parent as well as healthier for the child and the parent-
child relationship.
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The I-Message is much less apt to provoke resistance and rebellion. To
communicate to a child honestly the effect of her behavior on you is far less
threatening than to suggest that there is something bad about her because
she engaged in that behavior. Think of the significant difference in a child’s
reaction to these two messages, sent by a parent after a child kicks her in the
shins:

“Ouch! That really hurt me—I don’t like to be kicked.” “That’s being a very bad
girl. Don’t you ever kick anybody like that!”

The first message only tells the child how her kick made you feel, a fact with
which she can hardly argue. The second tells the child that she was “bad” and
warns her not to do it again, both of which she can argue against and probably
resist strongly.

I-Messages are also infinitely more effective because they place responsibility
within the child for modifying her behavior. “Ouch! That really hurt me” and
“I don’t like to be kicked” tell the child how you feel, yet leave her to be
responsible for doing something about it.

Consequently, I-Messages help a child grow, help her learn to assume
responsibility for her own behavior. An I-Message tells a child that you are
leaving the responsibility with her, trusting her to handle the situation
constructively, trusting her to respect your needs, giving her a chance to start
behaving constructively.

Because I-Messages are honest, they tend to influence children to send similar
honest messages whenever they have a feeling. I-Messages from one person in
a relationship promote I-Messages from the other. Unfortunately, You-
Messages from one person in a relationship promote You-Messages from the
other. This is why, in deteriorating relationships, conflicts often degenerate
into mutual name-calling and reciprocal blaming:

PARENT: You’re getting awfully irresponsible about doing your dishes after
breakfast. [You-Message.]

CHILD: You don’t always do yours every morning. [You-Message.]
PARENT: That’s different—I have lots of other things to do around the house,
picking up after a bunch of messy children. [You-Message.]
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CHILD: I haven’t been messy. [Defensive message.]
PARENT: You’re just as bad as the others, and you know it. [You-Message.]
CHILD: You expect everyone to be perfect. [YouMessage.]
PARENT: Well, you certainly have a long way to go to reach that when it comes
to picking up. [YouMessage.]

Avoiding Mixed Messages
Parents in the P.E.T. course warmly welcome being shown how to modify child
behavior that is unacceptable to them. Some announce in class, “I can’t wait to
get home and try this out on something my child has been doing that’s been
irritating me for months.”

Unfortunately, newly trained parents sometimes do not get the results that
they hope for. At least, not at first. We therefore deal with the mistakes they
frequently make when they try to put I-Messages to work, and offer examples
to increase their skill.

Mr. G., the father of two adolescent boys, came to class and reported that his
first attempt to put I-Messages to work had ended dismally.

“My son, Paul, contrary to what you told us, started sending his own You-
Messages right back to me, like he always does.”

“Did you send I-Messages yourself?” asked the instructor.

“Of course-or I think I did; I tried to anyway,” Mr. C. replied.

The instructor suggested acting out the situation in class-he would play the
part of Paul and Mr. G. would be himself. After explaining the situation to the
class, Mr. C. began to recapture the situation:

MR. G.: I feel very strongly that you have been neglectful of your chores.
PAUL: How’s that?
MR. C.: Well, take your job of mowing the lawn. I feel upset every time you goof
off. Like last Saturday. I was angry at you because you sneaked off without
mowing the backyard. I felt that was irresponsible and I was upset.

At this point, the instructor stopped the role-playing and said to Mr. G., “I did
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hear a lot of ‘I feel’s’ from you, but let’s ask the class if they heard anything
else.”

One of the fathers in the class immediately chimed in with, “In a few seconds,
you told Paul he was neglectful, he was a goof-off, he was sneaky, and he was
irresponsible.”

“Wow. Did I? I guess maybe I did,”Mr. G. said sheepishly. “Those sound just like
You-Messages.”

Mr. G. was correct. He had made the mistake many parents initially make—
sending You-Messages under the disguise of putting “I feel” in front of name-
calling messages.

It sometimes takes this kind of re-enactment of a real situation for parents to
see clearly that “I feel you are a slob” is just as much a You-Message as “You
are a slob.” Parents are instructed to drop the “I feel you are …” and state what
they did feel specifically—“I feel (angry, upset, disappointed, let down, etc.)” —
such as, “I was disappointed,” “I wanted the lawn to look nice Sunday,” or “I
was upset because I thought we had agreed the lawn would be mowed
Saturday.”

Send the Whole Message
Another mistake freshly trained parents sometimes make is to send I-Messages
to convey their negative feelings, and forget to send I-Messages about their
positive feelings.

Ms. K. and her daughter, Linda, had an agreement that Linda would come
home from a date no later than 12:30 AM.

Linda finally showed up at 1:00 AM. Her mother had been kept from her sleep
for an hour and had worried herself sick that something terrible had
happened to Linda.

In the classroom role-playing recapitulation of this incident, Ms. K. sounded
like this:

MS. K.: (as Linda walked in): I’m angry at you. 
LINDA: I know I’m late.
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MS. K.: I’m really upset at you for keeping me awake.
LINDA: Why couldn’t you sleep? I wish you’d go to sleep and not worry.
MS. K.: How could I? I was mad at you and worried sick that you might have
been in an accident. I’m really disappointed in you that you didn’t stick to our
agreement.

The instructor interrupted the role-playing and said to Ms. K., “Not bad-you
sent some pretty good I-Messages, but only the negative ones. How did you
actually feel when Linda walked in the front door? What was your first
feeling?”

Ms. K. quickly answered, “I felt terribly relieved that Linda was home safe. I
wanted to hug her and tell her how glad I was to see her in one piece.”

“I believe you,” said the instructor. “Now (I’ll be Linda again) send me those
real feelings as I-Messages. Let’s try it again.”

MS. K. Oh, Linda, thank God you’re home safe. I’m so glad to see you. What a
relief. [Hugs the instructor]. I was so afraid you’d been in an accident.

LINDA: Wow, you are glad to see me, aren’t you?

At this, the class actually applauded Ms. K., expressing their amazement and
delight at the entirely different quality of the second confrontation, starting
out with her strongest “here-and-now” feelings. An exciting discussion ensued
about the way parents miss so many chances of being honest with kids about
their positive and loving feelings. Eager to “teach our kids a lesson,” we miss
golden opportunities to teach them far more fundamental lessons. For
instance, that we love them so much, that it would pain us terribly if they
were hurt or killed.

After Ms. K. sent the first honest expression of her feelings, there was plenty of
time for her to confront Linda with her disappointment that the agreement
was not lived up to by her daughter. What a different kind of a discussion it
would have been if the positive portion of the I-Message had been sent first.

Another part of sending the whole message is the need to accurately send your
true feelings in the I-message. Avoid understating the impact that your child’s
unacceptable behavior is having on you. Otherwise, your child may ignore the
incomplete I-messages.
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Mrs. B. reported an incident in which her son, Bryant, did not change his
unacceptable behavior even after she felt she sent a good I-Message. Bryant,
age six, had hit his baby brother in the head with his father’s old tennis
racket, with which he was playing. Mother sent an I-Message, but Bryant
went ahead and repeated his assault on baby brother.

In the role-playing of this incident in class, it became apparent to the other
parents that Mrs. B. was guilty of understating her feelings.

MRS. B.: Bryant, I don’t like for you to hit Sammy.

“I’m surprised, Mrs. B.,” said the instructor, “that you had such mild feelings
about your smallest getting hit with a hard tennis racket.”

“Oh, I was scared to death his little skull had been cracked open; I was sure I’d
see blood on his head.”

“Well, then,” said the instructor, “let’s put those very strong feelings into I-
Messages that match the intensity of how you really felt inside.”

Thus encouraged and sanctioned to be honest with her real feelings, Mrs. B.
then came out strongly with, “Bryant, I get scared to death when the baby is
hit on the head! I would sure hate to see him hurt badly. And I get really mad
when I see someone big hurting someone a lot smaller. Oooooh, I was so afraid
his little head was going to bleed.”

Mrs. B. and the other parents in the class agreed that this time she had sent a
much more “honest” and accurate message. The second I-Message was
complete. It matched more closely matched her true feelings, and would have a
much greater chance of impacting Bryant’s behavior.602

There will be times when despite the careful use of Active Listening and I-Messages,
problems remain unsolved within our relationships. Often these remaining problems
effect both self and other. Gordon taught that these are problems were owned by both
the Parent and the Child—by both Self and Other. Another way he expressed this was
that the problems were owned by the Relationship. 

602 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Method III

Recall that the owner of a problem is responsible for solving the problem. When your
Child owns the problem, you assume a supportive role with Active-Listening, but allow
your Child to find their own solution. When you as a Parent own the problem, you
assume the active role. Sending confrontive I-messages that give your child the
information they need to modify their unacceptable behavior.

Now when shared problems remain—those which can’t be solved by Active Listening
and I-Messages—the result is usually conflict and adversity. Remember from the
science section:

Animals live in an adversary world of losers and winners. This is a world of fighting
and flighting—of pain and dying. To win in this world someone must lose. Winning is
always at the cost of another. All animals, from the smallest insect to the largest
whale are struggling to avoid losing—struggling to avoid being hurt. 

CONFLICT —def—> The struggle to avoid loss—the struggle to avoid
being hurt. 

The animals must fight and flee to stay alive, and they do. Always ready at a moments
notice to go tooth and nail to avoid losing—to avoid death. Losers/winners is the
harshest of games. Winning is always at the cost of another’s life. 

The loser tends to resist with all of its might occasionally prevailing by killing or
wounding its attacker. So both parties can lose, turning the game—losers/winners
into losers/losers. 
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It is of importance to remember that we should always refer to this game of life as
Losers/Winners—to remind us that in this game, winning always requires a loser.
Losing must always occur first to allow for winning. Winning is always at the expense
of the Loser. Now let’s take a look at what Gordon has to say about managing conflict:

All parents encounter situations when sending I-Messages fail to change the
behavior of their child; the child continues to behave in a way that interferes
with the needs of the parent. These situations are inevitable in the parent-
child relationship because the child “needs” to behave in a certain way even
though he has been made aware that his behavior is interfering with his
parent’s needs.

•Eric continues to play his video games even though his mother has
repeatedly told him the family has to leave in a half-hour.

•Molly had an agreement with her daughter to clean up the kitchen, yet
when Molly arrives home from work, the sink is full of dirty dishes.

•Madeline refuses to give in to her parents’ feelings about going to the
mountains with a group of her friends over the weekend. She
desperately wants to go even though she hears how unacceptable this
would be to her parents.

These conflicts between needs of the parent and needs of the child are not only
inevitable in every family but are bound to occur frequently. They run all the
way from rather unimportant differences to critical fights. They are problems
in the relationship—not owned solely by the child nor solely by the parent. 

Both parent and child are involved in the problem—the needs of both are at
stake. So THE RELATIONSHIP OWNS THE PROBLEM. 

These are the problems that come up when other methods have not modified
behavior that is unacceptable to the parent. 

Referring back to the Behavior Window below we can now see where conflicts
in the relationship fit:
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A conflict is the moment of truth in a relationship—a test of its health, a crisis
that can weaken or strengthen it, a critical event that may bring lasting
resentment, smoldering hostility, psychological scars. Conflicts can push
people away from each other or pull them into a closer and more intimate
union; they contain the seeds of destruction and the seeds of greater unity;
they may bring about armed warfare or deeper mutual understanding.

How conflicts are resolved is probably the most critical factor in parent-child
relationships. Unfortunately, most parents try to resolve them by using only
two basic approaches, both of which are ineffective and harmful to the child as
well as the relationship.

Few parents accept the fact that conflict is part of life and not necessarily bad.
Most parents look on conflict as something to avoid at all costs, whether
between themselves and their children or between children. We often hear
husbands and wives boast that they have never had a serious disagreement-
as if that means theirs has been a good relationship.

Parents tell their children, “All right, there is to be no fighting tonight at the
dinner table—we don't want to spoil our dinner.” Or they yell, “Stop that
fighting, right now!” Parents of teenagers can be heard lamenting that now
that their children are older there are many more disagreements and conflicts
in the family: “We used to see eye to eye on most things.” Or, “My daughter
was always so cooperative and easy to handle, but now we don’t see things her
way and she can’t see things our way.”

Most parents hate to experience conflict, are deeply troubled when it occurs,
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and are quite confused about how to handle it constructively. Actually, it
would be a rare relationship if over a period of time one person’s needs did not
conflict with the other’s. When any two people (or groups) coexist, conflict is
bound to occur just because people are different, think differently, have
different needs and wants that sometimes do not match.

Conflict, therefore, is not necessarily bad—it exists as a reality of any
relationship. As a matter of fact, a relationship with no apparent conflict may
be unhealthier than one with frequent conflict. A good example is a marriage
where the wife is subservient to a dominating husband, or a parent-child
relationship where the child is so deathly afraid of his parent that he does not
dare cross him in any way.

Most people have known families, especially large families, where conflict crops
up constantly and yet these families are wonderfully happy and healthy.
Conversely, I often see newspaper accounts of youths who committed crimes
and whose parents indicate complete astonishment that their boy could do
such a thing. They never had any trouble with him; he had always been so
cooperative.

Conflict in a family, openly expressed and accepted as a natural phenomenon,
is far healthier for children than most parents think. In such families the
child at least has an opportunity to experience conflict, learn how to cope with
it, and be better prepared to deal with it in later life. As necessary preparation
for the inevitable conflicts the child will encounter outside of the home, family
conflict may actually be beneficial to the child, always provided that the
conflict in the home gets resolved constructively.

This is the critical factor in any relationship: how the conflicts get resolved, not
how many conflicts occur. I now believe it is the most critical factor in
determining whether a relationship will be healthy or unhealthy, mutually
satisfying or unsatisfying, friendly or unfriendly, deep or shallow, intimate or
cold.

The Power Struggle: Who Wins, Who Loses?
Rarely do we find a parent in our classes who does not think of conflict
resolution in terms of someone winning and someone losing. This “win-lose”
(Lose/Win) orientation is at the very root of the dilemma of today’s parents—
whether to be strict (parent wins) or to be lenient (child wins).
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Most parents see the whole problem of discipline in child-rearing as a question
of being either strict or lenient, tough or soft, authoritarian or permissive.
Because they are locked into this either-or approach to discipline, they see
their relationship with their children as a power struggle, a contest of wills, a
fight to see who wins—a war. Today’s parents and their children are literally
at war, each thinking in terms of someone winning and someone losing. They
even talk about their struggle in much the same way as two nations at war.

One father illustrated this clearly in a P.E.T. class when he forcefully stated:

“You have to start early letting them know who’s boss. Otherwise, they’ll take
advantage of you and dominate you. That’s the trouble with my wife—she
always ends up letting the kids win all the battles. She gives in all the time
and the kids know it.”

The mother of a teenager tells it in her words:

“I try to let my child do what he wants, but then usually I suffer. I get walked
on. You give him an inch and he takes a mile.”

Another mother is convinced that she is not going to lose the “battle of the
tattoo”!

“I don’t care how she feels about it, and it doesn’t make any difference to me
what the other parents do—no daughter of mine is going to get a tattoo! Here’s
one thing I am not going to back down on. I am going to win this fight.”

Children, too, see their relationship with parents as a win-lose (Lose/Win)
power struggle. Cathy, a bright fifteen-year-old, who is worrying her parents
because she won’t talk to them, told me in one of our interviews:

“What’s the use of arguing? They always win. I know that before we ever get
into an argument. They’re always going to get their way. After all, they’re the
parents. They always know they’re right. So, now I just don’t get into
arguments. I walk away and don’t talk to them. Course it bugs them when I do
that. But I don’t care.”

Ken, a middle-school student, has learned to cope with the win-lose (Lose/Win)
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attitude of his parents in a different way:

“If I really want to do something, I never go to my mom, ’cause the first thing
she says is “No.” I wait until Dad comes home. I can usually get him to take my
side. He’s easier, and I usually get what I want with him.”

When conflict arises between parents and children, most parents try to resolve
it in their favor so that the parent wins and the child loses. Others, somewhat
fewer in number than the “winners,” consistently give in to their children out
of fear of conflict or frustrating their children’s needs. In these families the
child wins and the parent loses. The major dilemma of parents today is that
they see only these win-lose (Lose/Win) approaches.

Method I and Method II
In P.E.T. we refer to the two “win-lose” (Lose/Win) approaches to conflict
resolution simply as Method I and Method II. Each involves one person
winning and the other losing—one gets his way and the other does not. 

Method I—Parent and child encounter a conflict-of-needs situation. The parent
decides what the solution should be. Having selected the solution, the parent
announces it and hopes the child will accept it. If the child does not like the
solution, the parent may first use persuasion to try to influence the child to
accept the solution. If this fails, the parent usually tries to get compliance by
employing power and authority. Parental power is often overwhelming. It can
be physical, emotional, and economic. 

Remember the Parent is the 800 pound gorilla in the room. 

The following conflict between a father and his ten-year old daughter was
resolved by Method I:

JANE: Bye. I’m off to school.
PARENT: Honey, it’s raining and you don’t have your coat on.
JANE: I don’t need it.
PARENT: You don’t need it! You’ll get wet and might catch a cold.
JANE: It’s not raining that hard.
PARENT: It is too.
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JANE: Well, I don’t want to wear that coat. I hate to wear a coat.
PARENT: Now, honey, you know you’ll be much warmer and drier if you wear
it. Please go get it.

JANE: I hate that coat-I won’t wear it!
PARENT: You march right back to your room and get that coat! I will not let
you go to school without it on a day like this.

JANE: But I don’t like it...
PARENT: No “buts”—if you don’t wear it I will have to ground you.
JANE (angrily): All right, you win! I’ll wear the stupid coat!

The father got his way. His solution—that Jane wear her coat-prevailed,
although Jane did not want to. The parent won and Jane lost. Jane was not at
all happy with the solution, but she surrendered in the face of her parent's
threat to use power (punishment).

Method II—Parent and child encounter a conflict-of-needs situation. The
parent may or may not have a preconceived solution. If he does, he may try to
persuade the child to accept it. It becomes obvious that the child has his own
solution and is attempting to persuade the parent to accept it. If the parent
resists, the child might then try to use his power to get compliance from the
parent. In the end the parent gives in. 

Child power is almost always emotional. The child may withhold love and
affection, threaten anger and temper tantrums, if the Parent doesn’t give in.
The child may act out—engaging in destructive behaviors—breaking things,
tearing their room apart, or vandalizing their parent’s possessions. Or, they
may even engage in dangerous behaviors—banging their heads, cutting
themselves, or running away from home—all which threaten the parent’s
need to protect their child.

In the coat conflict, Method II would work like this:

JANE: Bye. I’m off to school.
PARENT: Honey, it’s raining and you don’t have your coat on.
JANE: I don’t need it.
PARENT: You don’t need it! You’ll get wet and might catch a cold.
JANE: It’s not raining that hard.
PARENT: It is too.
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JANE: Well, I don’t want to wear that coat. I hate wearing a coat.
PARENT: I want you to.
JANE: I hate that coat—I won’t wear it. You can’t make me. Jane runs into her
room slamming and locking the door!

PARENT: (Speaking through the door.) Oh, I give up! Go on to school without it,
I don’t want to argue with you anymore—you win.

Jane was able to get her own way—she won and her parent lost. The parent
certainly was not happy with the solution, yet he surrendered in the face of
Jane’s power (anger and the threat of being late or even missing school).

Method I and Method II have similarities even though the outcomes are totally
different. In both, each person wants his own way and tries to persuade the
other to accept it. The attitude of each person in both methods is “I want my
way and I’m going to fight to get it.” In Method I, the parent is inconsiderate
and disrespectful of the needs of the child. In Method II, the child is
inconsiderate and disrespectful of the needs of the parent. In both, one goes
away feeling defeated, usually angry at the other for causing the defeat. Both
methods involve a power struggle, and the adversaries are not loath to use
their power if they feel it will be necessary in order to win.603

Dr. Gordon spends much time explaining the painful and destructive results of using
both Methods I & II. Remember although Gordon calls these “win-lose” methods, we
know they are really Lose/Win. Someone has to lose in order for the other to win. This
always increases anger and resentment in the loser. As synergic scientists this does
not surprise us since we known adversary actions tend to provoke adversary
reactions ending in adversary resultants. 

   

603 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Methods I & II are non-solutions to conflict resolution. They are in effect mechanisms
of conflict with the losers and winners simply switching positions. Scientifically they
are the same, and do not represent real alternatives. 

Remember conflict between self and other almost always ends with both parties losing.
In the diagram below, we see a representation of Lose/Lose. Both self and other are less
than they were before the conflict occurred. In this case they were equals before the
conflict and they have both lost equally. 

   

Recall our three classes of relationship—adversity, neutrality, and synergy. They
can represented as Taos of Self and Other:

Self and Other can represent any two individuals, sometimes Self and Other are
Parent and Child. 
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Below we see a Tao representing a net neutral relationship between Parent and Child. 

Recall that even within a net neutral relationship there can be adversity. 

In the row above, we see the result of three Method I outcomes. Parent is winning at
the expense of Child. Parental power has been used to dominate the child. 

In the row below, we see the result of three Method II outcomes. Here we have the
reverse situation. Child is winning at the expense of the Parent. A system of leniency
and permissiveness allows the child to dominate the parent.
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A Synergic Solution
Fortunately, there is a real alternative to the conflict inherent in Method I & II
solutions. Gordon explains:

It comes as a revelation to parents, locked in by tradition to either of the “win-
lose” (Lose/Win) power methods of resolving conflicts, that they do have an
alternative. Almost without exception, parents are relieved to learn that there
is a third method. While this method is easy to understand, parents usually
need training, practice and coaching to become competent in using it.

The alternative is the “no-lose” method of resolving conflicts—where nobody
loses. In P.E.T. we call it Method III. Although Method III strikes almost all
parents as a new idea for resolving parent-child conflicts, they immediately
recognize this method from seeing it used elsewhere. Husbands and wives
often employ Method III to resolve their differences through mutual
agreement. Partners in business rely on it to achieve agreement out of their
frequent conflicts. Labor unions and managers of companies use it to negotiate
contracts by which both organizations agree to abide. And countless legal
conflicts are resolved in out-of-court settlements arrived at by Method III and
agreed upon by both parties.

Method III is frequently employed to resolve conflicts between individuals who
possess equal or relatively equal power. When there is little or no power
differential between two people, there are cogent and obvious reasons why
neither attempts to use power to resolve conflicts. To use a method that
depends upon power when no power advantage exists, is plainly foolish; it only
invites ridicule. …

Method III—Parent and child encounter a conflict-of-needs situation. The
parent asks the child to participate with him in a joint search for some
solution acceptable to both. One or both may offer possible solutions. They
critically evaluate them and eventually make a decision on a final solution
acceptable to both. No selling of the other is required after the solution has
been selected, because both have already accepted it. No power is required to
force compliance, because neither is resisting the decision.

Bringing back our familiar coat problem, here is how it was resolved by Method
III, as reported by the parent involved:
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JANE: Bye, I’m off to school.
PARENT: Honey, it’s raining outside and you don’t have your coat on.
JANE: I don’t need it.
PARENT: I think it’s raining quite hard and I’m concerned that you’ll get a
cold.

JANE: Well, I don’t want to wear my coat.
PARENT You sure sound like you definitely don’t want to wear that coat.
JANE: That’s right, I hate it.
PARENT: You really hate your coat.
JANE: Yeah, it’s really ugly. Nobody at school wears coats like that.
PARENT: You don’t want to be the only one wearing something different.
JANE: I sure don’t. Everybody wears those cool jackets.
PARENT: I see. Well, we really have a conflict here. You don’t want to wear
your coat cause it’s ugly, but I sure wouldn’t want to risk catching your cold
and then have to miss work. Can you think of a solution that we both could
accept? How could we solve this so we’re both happy?

JANE: [Pause] Maybe I could borrow Mom’s old coat today.
PARENT: That old thing?
JANE: Yeah, it’s cool.
PARENT: Think she’ll let you wear it today?
JANE: I’ll ask her. [Comes back in a few minutes with Mom’s coat on; sleeves
are too long, but she rolls them back.] It’s okay by Mom.

PARENT: You’re happy with that thing?
JANE: Sure, it’s fine.
PARENT: Well, I'm convinced it will keep you dry. So if you’re happy with that
solution, I am too.

JANE: Well, I gotta go.
PARENT So long. Have a good day at school.

What happened here? Obviously, Jane and her father resolved their conflict to
the mutual satisfaction of both. It was resolved rather quickly, too. The father
did not have to waste time being an imploring salesman, trying to sell his
solution, as is necessary in Method I. No power was involved—either on the
part of the father or of Jane. Finally, both walked away from the problem-
solving feeling warmly toward each other. The father could say, “Have a good
day at school” and really mean it, and Jane could go to school free of the fear of
embarrassment over an “ugly” coat.604

604 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Gordon’s “No Lose” Method III is a negotiated agreement between parent and child
that eliminates the conflict and loss of adversity. It avoids the problems the Lose/Win
game that the parent always wins (Method I), and the problems of the Lose/Win game
that the child always wins (Method II). Gordon explained how we could improve our
communication with others at any age, and work together for solutions where both the
parent and child win.

This ends my presentation of Gordon’s three strategies to use in communicating and
solving problems with other humans—solving problems between self and other.

1) Active listening—What do you do when other is upset and in distress.
2) I messages—What do you do when self is upset and angry at other.
3) Method III (A negotiated No Lose Agreement)—What do you do when both
self and other are in distress. 

These three methods are powerfully effective when used carefully and consistently.
They form the basis for a Win-Win approach that does not support punishment or
conflict. 

However to use these three methods, children have to be old enough to talk and
understand speech. You can’t active listen to a child that has not yet learned to talk,
nor count on a two or three year old to really understanding your I-Messages, and as
for negotiating a “No Lose” Method III agreement with a three year old—forget about
it. Let’s see how Gordon addresses this problem:

Parents of children who are under two years of age invariably ask how they
can send I-Messages to kids who are too young to comprehend the meaning of
verbal messages.

Our experience tells us that many parents underestimate the capacity of very
young children to comprehend I-Messages. Most children by the age of two
have learned to recognize when parents are accepting or nonaccepting, when
they are feeling well or unwell, when they like something the child is doing or
when they do not. By the time most children have reached their second
birthday they are quite aware of the meaning of such parental messages as:
“Ow, that hurts” or “I don't like that” or “Daddy doesn’t want to play.” Also,
“That’s not for Marcus to play with,” “That’s hot,” or “That will hurt Marcus.”
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Very young children are also so sensitive to nonverbal messages that parents
can use wordless signals to get across many of their feelings to a child.

Rob is squirming while Mom is putting his clothes on. Mom gently but firmly
restrains him and continues to dress him. (Message: “I can’t dress you when
you are squirming.”)

Mo is jumping up and down on the couch and Mom fears she will hit the lamp
on the end table. Mom gently but firmly removes Mo from the couch and jumps
up and down with her on the floor. (Message: “I don’t like to have you jump on
the couch, but I don’t mind if you jump on the floor.”)

Tomás stalls and delays getting into the car when Dad is in a hurry. Dad puts
his hand on Tomás’ rear and gently but firmly guides him into the car.
(Message: “I am in a hurry and I want you to get in the car now.”)

Randy tugs at the new dress Mother has just put on for a party. Mother
removes his hand from the dress. (Message: “I don't want you to pull my
dress.”)

While Dad is carrying Tim in the supermarket, he starts to kick Dad in the
stomach. Dad immediately puts Tim down. (Message: “I don’t like to carry you
when you kick me.”)

Marisol leans over and takes food off Mom’s plate. Mom retrieves her food and
serves Marisol a portion of her own from the serving dish. (Message: “I want
my food and I don’t like for you to take it from my plate.”)

Such behavioral messages are understood by very young children. These
messages tell the child what needs the parent has, yet they do not convey to
the child that he is bad for having his own needs. Also, it is obvious that when
the parent sends these nonverbal messages he is not punishing the child.605

605 Thomas Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Training, ibid
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Synergic Containment
Small children through immaturity and ignorance sometimes engage in dangerous
behavior. The danger may be to themselves or to others. Often this begins before they
are able to understand the consequence of their behavior, or to be reasoned with. How
do you stop them without resorting to adversity and punishment? 

Gordon would argue that physically striking the child sends only one message, ”You
are bad!” And, while the child will withdraw, it is not because they understand that
they were in danger, but simply because they fear the parent will strike them again.
Now parents often feel that striking the child was necessary to protect the child, but is
that really true?

Recall the three ways we humans can relate to each other—adversarily, neutrally, or
synergically.

Are very small children the exception to the rule. Is it all right to use adversity, and
punish a child to protect them from a greater danger? 
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As a young father, I wanted to do the best job of parenting I could. I was familiar with
Gordon’s Parent Effectiveness Training, but my children were still too young to make
effective use of Active Listening, I-Messages, and Method III No Lose agreements.. 

I remember one winter, a heavy storm knocked out the electrical power to our home for
almost a week. I hurriedly purchased a portable kerosene heater for warmth and
cooking. It was an amazing device, but it was also dangerously hot. My three year old
daughter Reason had never seen such a thing in our modern all electrical home and
watched with fascination as I set it up. As I watched the sparkle in her eye, I realized
the damage she might sustain from touching the top or sides of the heater.

I asked by wife to come hold our daughter well within her arms while I set up the
heater. Once it was lit, it soon became hot and began to glow. I told my daughter that
it was very hot. I placed a small piece of paper on top which soon burst into flames. I
poured a few drops of water on the surface that flashed into steam. All this time her
mother advised her, that the heater was very hot and she should not touch it. She
stood back and I watched her eyes growing large in amazement. Later her mother
went to attend her baby sister Serene, and when I turned, Reason was approaching
the heater.

Synergic Containment
I moved quickly, squatted down, encircled her body with my right arm containing her
loosely. My containment was gentle, but firm. It was not painful or uncomfortable,  but
it prevented her from getting any closer than two feet to the kerosene heater. 

We both watched the flames of the heater, and felt its warmth, when to my delight,
Reason began telling me that the stove was HOT! And that I was NOT to touch it.
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Later that evening, I would hear Reason carefully instructing her baby sister that the
heater was very HOT, and that Serene should NOT touch it. This was quite unlikely
since Serene was only nine months old. However, she seemed to listen carefully as she
sucked her bottle. Over the next seven days, Reason never ventured closer than two
feet to the heater, and watched it with great respect. A few days later, the electrical
power was finally restored to our home, and we put away the kerosene heater.

Striking the hand of a child reaching for an object—even a dangerous object—will be
perceived by the child as punishment. All acts of adversity hurt other—they provoke
ego drop, decreased effective intelligence, and adversary reactions. 

Fortunately, now there is an option. You can just as effectively protect your child with
gentle restraint applied with love and compassion. After utilizing this approach to
protect my daughter, I realized this technique would be beneficial for others. I began
calling this approach synergic containment. Containment is a protective process.
Almost all definitions of the word containment relate to preventing or limiting
negative consequences. Synergic means WIN-WIN. So synergic containment would be
preventing or limiting negative consequences in a WIN-WIN manner. Synergic
containment is the very opposite of punishment. 

When applying synergic containment, explain your actions to your child as best you
can. Help them understand that you are attempting to prevent or limit injury. Human
children have the same dual-mind as their adult parents. They too want to
understand. So provide an explanation for your application of synergic containment. “I
am afraid for you!” “That object is dangerous, hot, sharp, or heavy!” “I don’t want you
to be hurt.”

Do your best with words or images to help them understand. Their space-minds are
very powerful. Placing a small sheet of paper on a hot stove that suddenly bursts into
flames is a “picture” worth a thousand words—space-mind thinks in pictures.

If containment is applied arbitrarily, or without a clear explanation of its purpose, it
will be less effective. You want to accomplish more than simply protecting the child in
the moment of danger, you want to also educate the child so they will be safe in the
future when you aren’t there to protect them.

If containment is applied in a way that is painful or hurtful to the child, it is
experienced as punishment and adversary. Synergic containment.must—by
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definition—help and protect the child. It should help the child understand how they
are being helped and protected. It should be applied gently with love and compassion.
Applied this way, it becomes a positive experience for your child.

Certainly my daughter Reason had a very positive experience in learning about the
danger of HOT!

In my medical practice, I occasionally see parents with concerns about parenting. I
always recommend Parent Effectiveness Training, and for those with very small
children, I take the time to explain synergic containment. 

Synergic Containment of an Aggressive Child
I recall treating the parents of a rather large and unusually strong two year old who
was acting overly aggressive towards his baby sister. He was into the full fury of the
terrible twos, and when he became angry, he would occasionally punch and strike his
6 month old sister. His parents had physically spanked him several times, but the bad
behavior continued. They were genuinely afraid for both the aggressive child and the
baby.

I advised them to use the mechanism of synergic containment as follows: Ideally, when
a potentially dangerous adversary event occurs both parents would be present. Then
one of the parents could contain the aggressor, while the other one attends to the baby.

But if there is only one parent present, then the most important thing is to contain the
aggressor. The baby may cry, but she is safe once the aggressor is contained.

Whenever you see your two year old son striking the baby, pick him up immediately
and remove him from striking distance of his sister, then sit down and hold him on
your lap. Wrap your arms around his shoulders, but no tighter than necessary to
physically restrain him. Do not raise your voice or berate the child in any way. Do not
strike him or inflict pain in any way.

You must contain him. You must absolutely stop him from getting down off your lap. If
he struggles, increase the physical restraint of your embrace. Your son may struggle
and cry, but this should not win his release. You will have to hold him until he quiets
down. This may take a while. Be patient. You cannot successfully talk with him until
he is calm.

Your goal is to restrain the child, but not send the message, “You are bad!” You want
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him to understand that you are afraid for the baby. You want him to understand that
hitting the baby is dangerous. Once he is calm, in simple language express your fear
for the baby. If another parent or adult is there ask them to attend the baby with
create concern. Once the baby is calm, have them pantomime, raising one hand into a
position as if they might strike the baby, but then deliberately grabbing their raised
hand with their other hand and pulling it down. Repeatedly stating in a calm voice. “I
am afraid for the baby.” “Don’t hit the baby.”

This is not a technique to be used lightly. It is serious medicine. Children should be
allowed to get angry. Containment is not to be used to control anger. Containment is
not to be used to stop evenly matched boys from wrestling or rough housing. 

Containment is to stop DANGEROUS behavior. Containment of an aggressive child
should only occur if the child himself, or someone else is in danger.

When you use containment, you are limiting your child's freedom of action. The child
may process this as if they are being punished. They may misunderstand the act of
containment as punishment. This is why it must be done with love and compassion.
Certainly, the parents love their child. They just don’t like his dangerous behavior.
The goal is to make that behavior less likely to occur in the future. Synergic
containment must do more than stop the dangerous behavior, it must educate the
aggressor.

Most adults can easily contain a two year old child. Once your son quiets down and
becomes calm, and this might take 20 to 30 minutes, you would then try to
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communicate with him that hitting his baby sister is prohibited. His ability to
understand of course would be limited by his age and level of maturity. The human
mind develops during childhood. The ability to understand consequence does not
develop until about age four. You don’t over explain or discuss your concerns, you just
state them in the way that you feel your child will best understand. Simpler is always
better. “I am afraid for the baby!” “Don’t hit the baby!” With very small children, use
pantomime when possible.

At this point, you let the child down from your lap to return to his activities. You
immediately attend the baby. Showing the aggressive child your strong concern for
the baby. You try to enlist his help in comforting the baby, and in demonstrating love
and caring for his sister.You don’t insist that he help, but invite and encourage it. You
let him see and to the extent possible feel your concern.

Synergic containment only occurs to stop dangerous behavior. If the adversary act
recurs, the synergic containment recurs. Every episode of synergic containment is an
opportunity to communicate with your child. As the child grows, his ability to reason
and to understand consequence grows. Since all humans do not like being on the
receiving end of adversary acts, they soon learn that adversity is an inappropriate
behavior. Teach them that they need to work together and act responsibly to be
successful within the family.

Allowing children of any age to profit from adversary behavior is a mistake. Ideally, the
use of synergic containment begins early. A single parent can contain a small child. It
may take two parents to contain a 10 year old. It may take three or four adults to
contain a 14 year old. And, it may take a SWAT team to contain an armed 18 year old.
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Understanding Gordon
At first encounter, many individuals miss the value of Gordon’s methods. While the
techniques are simple, they take time to practice and master. They must be applied
consistently, and that takes even more time and care. Parents new to the techniques
often try them before they really understand them. This leads to misapplication with
poor results. Followed by the mistaken conclusion that Gordon’s methods don’t work. 

Others reject Gordon’s approach on a philosophical basis. They assume that a system
that rejects discipline and punishment must advocate leniency and permissiveness.
They view children behaving unacceptably as the result of a failure to discipline.
“Spare the rod, spoil the child,” is their motto. 

Their view is readily supported by a number of alternative parenting systems
championing strong parental authority. As Gordon explained:

There are programs based upon the behavior modification principles of B.F.
Skinner, e.g., Responsive Parenting Program. Their approach follows the
Skinner behavior modification model rather closely, reward to reinforce good
behavior, and punish to eliminate unwanted behavior. These programs do not
teach listening, I-Messages or conflict resolution.

These behavior modification programs do work with developmentally disabled
kids (autistic, retarded, etc.), but it takes a lot of time and requires
unbelievably controlled and laboratory-like conditions just to extinguish one
undesired behavior or reinforce one desired behavior. Therefore, it is utterly
inappropriate as a model for parents or teachers to use with normally
developed children. …

Then there are those programs based on punishment and discipline, e.g., James
Dobson’s Dare to Discipline. …

Dobson advocates the spanking of children of up to eight years old
when they misbehave, but warns that “corporal punishment
should not be a frequent occurrence” and that “discipline must not
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be harsh and destructive to the child’s spirit.” He does not advocate
what he considers harsh spanking: “It is not necessary to beat the
child into submission; a little bit of pain goes a long way for a young
child. However, the spanking should be of sufficient magnitude to
cause the child to cry genuinely.”

Dobson recognizes the dangers of child abuse, and therefore
considers disciplining children to be a necessary but unpleasant
part of raising children that should only be carried out by qualified
parents: “Anyone who has ever abused a child—or has ever felt
himself losing control during a spanking—should not expose the
child to that tragedy. Anyone who has a violent temper that at
times becomes unmanageable should not use that approach.
Anyone who secretly ‘enjoys’ the administration of corporal
punishment should not be the one to implement it.”

In his book The Strong-Willed Child, Dobson suggests that by
correctly portraying authority to a child, the child will understand
how to interact with other authority figures: “By learning to yield
to the loving authority … of his parents, a child learns to submit to
other forms of authority which will confront him later in his life—
his teachers, school principal, police, neighbors and employers.”

Dobson stresses that parents must uphold their authority and do so
consistently, comparing the relationship between parents and
disobedient children to a battle: “When you are defiantly
challenged, win decisively.” In The Strong-Willed Child, Dobson
draws an analogy between the defiance of a family pet and that of a
small child, and concludes that “just as surely as a dog will
occasionally challenge the authority of his leaders, so will a little
child—only more so.” (emphasis in original).

When asked “How long do you think a child should be allowed to cry
after being punished? Is there a limit?” Dobson responded: “Yes, I
believe there should be a limit. As long as the tears represent a
genuine release of emotion, they should be permitted to fall. But
crying quickly changes from inner sobbing to an expression of
protest. … Real crying usually lasts two minutes or less but may
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continue for five. After that point, the child is merely complaining,
and the change can be recognized in the tone and intensity of his
voice. I would require him to stop the protest crying, usually by
offering him a little more of whatever caused the original tears. In
younger children, crying can easily be stopped by getting them
interested in something else.”606 

Both behavioral modification and discipline based programs openly advocate
punishment.

They fail to deal with the critical issue of what parents should do when
punishments do not work. They don’t mention the possibility that kids may
not obey, and may rebel, resist or retaliate. They assume that won’t happen
and that obedience will inevitably follow. Worse, they assume that kids will
continue being obedient when away from a parent’s vigilant eyes. 

There are some better programs out there that have borrowed Active Listening,
I-Messages and conflict resolution steps (sometimes employing different
terms). Such as those based upon the theories of Rudolph Dreikurs and Alfred
Adler, e.g., S.T.E.P., Positive Parenting, Active Parenting. And, those based
upon the writings of the late Dr. Haim Ginott, e.g., How To Talk So Kids Will
Listen and Listen So Kids Will Talk which are heavy on Active Listening and
confrontation, but somewhat weak on conflict resolution.

But these still advocate punishment, but do so using kinder-sounding terms
like “logical consequences,” “time out,” “quiet time” or “withdrawal of
privileges.” These are still actions parents take to make sure “misbehavior” is
punished by unpleasant or painful effects in the hope of eradicating such
behavior in the future.

All four types of these programs maintain that kids “misbehave,” a term that
puts the blame on the child. P.E.T. teaches that kids don’t misbehave, instead
their behavior is simply an attempt to meet some need. Our programs help
parents influence their children to change unacceptable behavior without the
need to use punishments or rewards.

Our programs take a position against all kinds of punishment (physical or

606 Wikipedia, James Dobson, The Internet, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Dobson
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otherwise), as well as a position against using rewards to control children. In
fact, it’s not about control, it’s about influence. As such, P.E.T. is intended to
teach children self-discipline, not a discipline imposed by others.

The first three types of programs put the parent in the role of having authority
over the child and advocate using it. Haim-Ginet avoided the whole issue of
authority. Only P.E.T. advocates a non-authoritarian (or EQUALITARIAN)
relationship with children.

P.E.T. is the only program that advocates that rules and limits need not be
imposed on kids by parents. Children learn to hate rules and as they grow
begin testing just how much they can bend them. Kids are more motivated to
follow rules that they had a voice in making.607 

Gordon would have classified the first two programs as systems seeking Method I
solutions to the Lose/Win game of Conflict. These systems may appear successful in
the short run. Just like animals, the space-minds of children can be conditioned to
hide unacceptable behaviors, and exhibit acceptable behaviors. 

Unfortunately, this show of “good” behavior is an obvious response to threat of
punishment, and offer of rewards. It is never genuine. Children parented this way
rarely end up respecting their parents, nor achieving any lasting behavioral change.
Once the threat of punishment and offer of rewards ends, their behavior reverts back
to unacceptable.

Gordon’s criticism of Method I is not an endorsement of Method II. Linking P.E.T. with
leniency and permissiveness is a complete misunderstanding of Gordon’s work. His
mission was to improve the relationship between parent and child. He wanted to help
children become self-disciplined, and sensitive to the needs of their parents. He wanted
parents to respect and support their children. PET is build on developing co-Operation
between parent and child.

He did not advocate playing the Lose/Win game of conflict at all. He understood that in
conflict there are no winners. Parental power can produce a submissive child, but it
does not win the parent the respect and love of their child. And, child power can
produce a lenient and permissive parent, but it does not win the child the respect and
love of their parent.

607 Thomas Gordon, A Comparison of Parenting Programs, Gordon International Training, The
Internet, http://www.gordontraining.com/familycomp.html
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Recall that Method I and Method II are both Lose/Win scenarios. All Lose/Win
scenarios generate adversity and conflict. They always produce ego drop, evoke anger,
generate loss of effective intelligence, and decrease happiness, effectiveness, and
productivity for all participants.

Method III, the “No Lose” method for negotiating a synergic solution for both parent
and child, was developed as an alternative to both the authority and punishment of
Method I, and the leniency and permissiveness of Method II.

Relationship Effectiveness Training
Parent Effectiveness Training is completely compatible with Layden’s Hostility
Formulas, and with our present understanding of Dual-mind Psychodynamics.
Thomas Gordon’s program might better have been better named simply Relationship
Effectiveness Training.

Gordon realized this later in his teaching and broadened his message with Teacher
Effectiveness Training, Leadership Effectiveness Training, Youth Effectiveness
Training, Effectiveness Training for Women, and finally finished his work in 1997
with Family Effectiveness Training. 
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All of Gordon’s books are wonderful, and I recommend them without reservation.They
can be found in the self-help sections of most community bookstores, and on the
internet.608 Buy one of his books tomorrow. If you can find a classroom training
program based on his methods, enroll in it. Let us close by giving Gordon the last
word:

You and I are in a relationship which I value and want to keep. We are also two
separate persons with our own individual values and needs.

So that we will better know and understand what each of us values and needs,
let us always be open and honest in our communication.

When you are experiencing a problem in your life, I will try to listen with
genuine acceptance and understanding in order to help you find your own
solutions rather than imposing mine. And I want you to be a listener for me
when I need to find solutions to my problems.

At those times when your behavior interferes with what I must do to get my
own needs met, I will tell you openly and honestly how your behavior affects
me, trusting that you respect my needs and feelings enough to try to change
the behavior that is unacceptable to me. Also, whenever some behavior of mine
is unacceptable to you, I hope you will tell me openly and honestly so I can try
to change my behavior.

And when we experience conflicts in our relationship, let us agree to resolve
each conflict without either of us resorting to the use of power to win at the
expense of the other’s losing. I respect your needs, but I also must respect my
own. So let us always strive to search for a solution that will be acceptable to
both of us. Your needs will be met, and so will mine—neither will lose, both
will win.

In this way, you can continue to develop as a person through satisfying your
needs, and so can I. Thus, ours can be a healthy relationship in which both of
us can strive to become what we are capable of being. And we can continue to
relate to each other with mutual respect, love and peace.609

608 Gordon Training International, The Store, http://www.gordontraining.com/store/index.php
609 Thomas Gordon, A Credo for My Relationships with Others, 1978, http://www.gordontraining.com/
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✺
Review & Comments
This completes the Preview Edition of KNOWING: Understanding Human Intelligence.
While Section I & II—The Science & The Model—were presented in their entirety,
Section III—The Metamorphosis was not finished in time for this edition. The complete
work is scheduled for general release in early 2007. 

Please email all reviews and comments to: HumanIntelligence@yahoogroups.com
with the text Preview Comments in the Subject Line.

Again, I ask you not to copy or distribute this Preview Edition to others, they may
request a copy directly by going to the following website:

http://www.SynEARTH.net/HumanIntelligence/

Thanks for your participation,

Timothy Wilken

mailto:HumanIntelligence@yahoogroups.com?subject=Preview Comments
http://www.synearth.net/HumanIntelligence/
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